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This manual has been compiled to meet the particular needs of legislative and administrative bodies. It
began as a project of the American Legislators' Association, but covers the procedural problems which
may arise in official public bodies of all kinds.
This work has evolved from an exhaustive study of
judicial decisions and legislative precedents guided by
the knowledge gained from many years experience
with legislative procedure and from specialization in
constitutional Iaw.
The rules here set forth are the rules applied by the
courts and not the rules as some writer has supposed
they should be. As will be demonstrated in this volume, some popular conceptions of parliamentary ]aw
are not accepted by the courts.
The book has been arranged to facilitate the citation of authority. In many instances the facts upon
which court decisions are based, are given to aid in
applying the common law rule.
Judicial decisions are cited freely and authors are
cited on questions where reference to their works will
verify, explain, or throw further light on the questions.
A proper application of the rules of procedure
stated in this book will eliminate confusion, contra
versy and litigation and make public bodies more
pleasant to take par!' in and more efficient in their
work.
A modern, authoritative reference book which
covers in compact form the fundamentals of parliamentary procedure as they relate to private voluntary
associations is the "Sturgis Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure" by Alice Sturgis. This book
makes a useful companion volume for the "Manual of
Legislative Procedure."
PAUL MA80N
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Pex~r I
PARLIAMENTARY LAW AND RULES
CHAPTER 1

RULES GOVERNING PROCEDURE
Sec, 1, IPeaeaeity for Bnlee of Procedure
1. It is necessary that every deliberative body be
governed by rnlee of procedure in order that the will of a
majority of its members may be determined and revealed
in an orderly maser.
2. any legislative body or administrative board must
have rules to promote the orderly and businesslike con• No~t~ Co~oa~~a Crt~TToxe: A brief statement by Jefferson in
the introduction to hie manual describes the use of citations so
aCcantd~ tLat it 1s repeated hen ae better stating the nee of citatlon~ in this ~olnme than could be stated by the author.
"I could not doubt the necesattt of gnotins the sources of my rotormatlon ~ • ~sometima each anlhoeity cited supports the whole
paw~e. 8omet{met 1t rents on all taken tosether. 9ometimee the
nnthortt~ boa only to a part of tnzt, the residue being inferred
from known rain and yeinciplea. For some o! the more familiar
lormi no written tathorlty ie or can be cited, ao writer Kevin`
yre~nmed it nece~saq to repeat what all are presumed to know.
The rtatement o1 these must rest oa their own notoriety:'
As far a~ feasible the tut hue been orsaniud to tacilltete the citation of authority. In order to lease the tezt unbroken the citations
are earried ee footnotes with refee~encee to sections and pareRraphe.
8setloa 1—
P~saii'~Dh 1—
Oaihin~'e LesLlati~e Assemblies, Sec. 498; H`rench v. Senate
(1904),148 Ce1.804,80 Pac. 1031; People v. Strohm (1918),
286 IIl. 680, 121 N.ID. 223; Iande~ ~. State (1908), lA0 Ind.
4T9, 8T N.ID. 189; In n Qann (1888), 60 San. 165, 32 Pac.
470; Nevins ~. 8ptinsfleld (1917) 22T Masi. 688, 11R N.ID.
581; Witherspoon r. $fate (1926), 188 MLa. 310, 103 80.

~;emu... a~~c~ cons. co. ci~~, ios n~o. epv.
197, 88 B.W. 1014; State v. Dunn (1908), 78 Neb. 166, 107
N.W. 288; Wipe ~. Biaer (1884), 78 Oa. 288; Taylor City
Ct ~.(~ntton (1916),77 W.Oa. 84,88 9.ID. 924.
~~)
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Sec. 2

eideration of the questions which come before it for determination. These rules determine the priority and manner
of consideration of questions and provide an orderly and
methodical plan so that all business may receive proper
consideration. Thus confusion and waste of time and eSort
are eliminated.
3. Rules of procedure fulfill another purpose in protecting the rights of members. Individual members, for
eaample, are entitled to receive notices of meetings and to
the opportunity to attend and to participate in the deliberationa of the group. Minorities often require protection
from unfair treatment on the part of the majority, and
even the majority is entitled to protection from obatrnetive tactics on the part of minorities.
4. Many rules of procedure are based upon fuudamental rights such as the decision by the majority, but
some rules are necessary only to avoid confusion by deaignating one course of procedure when more than one
coarBe might otherwise be followed. In some instances, as
pointed out by Jefferson quoting earlier authority, it may
be as important that there be a rule as what the rule is.
5. The greet purpose of all rules and forme, sags
Cushing, is to subserve the will of the assembly rather
than to restrain it; to facilitate and not to obstruct the
expression of its deliberate sense.
Sec. 3. Right to Ragalate Procedure
1. Every governmental body has an inherent right to
regulate its own procedure subject to provisions of the
9ectton 1--Continued
Pan~rsDh 4—
JeCereon, Sec. I.
Pare~raph 5—
Cuehing's LeSialative Assemblies, p. 990.

~~~
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constitution, statutes, charters or other controlling
authority.
2. A house of a state legislature has complete anthority concerning its procedure so far as it is not limited
by constitutional provisions, In addition to this inherent
power moat state constitutions contain substantially the
provision that "each house shall determine the rule of
its proceeding."
3. The constitutional right of a state legislature to
control ita own procedure cannot be withdrawn or reatrieted by statute, but statutes may control procedure
insofar as they do not conflict with the rules of the houses
or with the rules contained in the constitution.
4. State legislatures and other bodies created by constitutional provision are controlled in their procedure by
any provision of the constitution which directly, or by
section 2—
Part~raph 2—
Cushins'e Le~ielative Assemblies, Sec. 792 and the tollowin`
provisions of state conetitutiona: Als. IV, 53; Ariz. IV, 8;
Ark. V, 12; Cel. IV, 9: Colo. V, 12; Conn. III, 8; Del. II, 9;
Fla. III, 8; (is. III, Sec. VII, 1; Idaho III, 9; Ill. IV, 9;
Ind. IV, 10; Iown III, 9: Ran. II, 8; Sy. 39; La. III, 10;
Me. ID, Pt. III, 4; Md. III, 19; Maea. Pt. II, Ch. 1, Sec. II,
7, Sec. III, 30; Mich. V, 15; Minn, IV, 4; Mica. IV, 5b; Mo.
IV, 17; Mont. Y, 11; Neb. III, 30; Nev, IV,8; N. S. II, 21,
38; N. J. IV, Sec. IV, 3; N. M. IV, 11 ; N. Y. III, 10; N. D.
II, 48; Ohio II,8; Okla. V, 30; Ore. IV, 11; Pa. II, 10; R. I.
IV, 7; S. C. III, 12; $. D. III, 9; Tena. II, 12; Tez. III, 11;
Utah VI, 12; Vt. II, 19; Va, IV, 47; 1Vnali. I1, 9; ~\'. Vu.
VI,24; Wie, I~', B; 1Y3'o. III, 12.
P~rast~ph 3—~
(ioodw3n ~. State Board of Administration (1925), 210 dL.
4b9, 102 90. 718.
Para~r►ph 4—
Cwt63n='e Le6idstive Aeeemblia, Sec. 793; Witherspoon v.
State (192b), 138 Miss. 310, 103 So. 134 ; Aticine v. P6Uipe
(1$90), 28 Flt. 281, 8 $o. 429; Wheeler v, Commission
(1896), 89 Hy. 69, 32 S.W. 259; Boyd ~•. Chicago etc. R. R.
Co. (1802)~ 103 IIl. Apy. 199.
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6ec.3

necessary implication, governs their procedure. The procedure of local legislative and administrative bodies created by statutes may be controlled by statutory provisions.
Constitutions, statutes or charters often authorize the
bodies whose procedure they regulate to establish their
own rules of procedure.
5. In general, state legislatures are governed in accordance with the recognized principles of parliamentary law
subject to any special provisions of the state constitutions,
and any rules adopted by the body. Local legislative bodies
are governed by parliamentary law subject to any applicable constitutional, statutory or charter provisions
and their own adopted rules.
Bec. 3. Sources of Bnles of Procedure
1. Rules of legislative procedure are derived from several sources. The principal sources are as follows
a. Constitutional rules.
b. Statutory rules or charter provisions.
c. adopted rules.
d. Judicial decisions.
e. Adopted parliamentary authority.
f. Parliamentary law.
g. Customs and usages.
2. The rules from the different sources take precedence in the order listed above except that judicial decisions, since they are interpretations of rules from one of
the other sources, take the same precedence as the source
interpreted. Thus, for example, an interpretation of a
constitutional provision takes precedence over a statute.
Section 2—Continued
Paragraph 5—
WerG v. Rorere (18541.68 N. T. I~ 490.28 Ati.'f26: Hodse~
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3. Whenever there is conflict between rules from these
sources the rule from the source listed earlier prevails over the rule from the source listed later. Thus,
where the constitution requires three readings of bills,
this provision controls over any provision of statute,
adopted rules, adopted manual, or of parliamentary law,
and a rule of parliamentary law controls over a local
usage but must give way to any rule from a higher source
of authority.
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CHAPTER 2

CONSTITUTIONAL RULES GOVERNING
PROCEDURE
Sec. 8. Legislative Procedure Ia Oontrolled by Oonatitntional Provisions
1. The constitutional rules are those contained in the
state constitutions. These rules usually provide that each
house of the legislature shall determine the rules of its
proceedings; that each house shall judge the quali8cations, election and returns of members ; that each house
may choose its officers; that a majority of the house shall
constitute a quorum; that each house may discipline or
expel members, and shall keep a journal.
2. Occasionally some rule of procedure will be found
in a state constitution governing a constitutional board
or commission, but usually procedure of such bodies ie
regulated by statute as its highest authority.
3. In the case of local legislative and administrative
bodies, the charters, statutes creating or regulating them,
or even the state constitution, may contain provisions
which restrict or regulate their procedure in certain particulara, such as quorum, vote required, time and place
of meeting, and like provisions.
4. Rarelq is the procedure of state or local boards
and commissions regulated at all by constitutions except
as to the general rights of persons which are guaranteed
by the constitution.
5. A constitutional provision regulating procedure controls over all other rules of procedure.

~J

Sec.7
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Sec. 7. Constitutional 8equirementa Ooncerning Procednre Must Be Oomplied With
Ste also Chapter 65, Seca. 69¢-702, Journal and Records.

1. Being organic in character, constitutional proviaions stand on a higher plane than statutes and, as a
rule, are mandatory. Constitutional provisions prescribing easet or eaelusive time or methods for certain acts are
mandatory and must be complied with. Constitutional
provisions which are general in nature and not eaclusive
may be directory. Example of maiidator~~ and directory
provisions are „iven below.
2. If Congress or a state legislature violates a constitutional requirement the courts will declare its enactment void.
3. Where the constitution requires that the ballots
for senators and representatives shall be counted by the
moderator, sash provision is mandatory.
4. Where there is no constitutional provision requiring that a legislature read a bill on three several days, a
law to that effect is directory only, and an act passed withont complying with the statute is not invalidated thereby.
5. A provision for recording the ayes and nays on
the passage of a bill may be directory only and not
mandatory.
9ectlon 7—
Pan~raph 1—
Cepito v. Topping (1909),85 W. ~'a. 587, 84 S.E. 84~,
Pars~raDh 2—
State v, Alt (1887),28 Dio, App. Q73.
Para~rsph 3—
Petition of Knowles (1897), 25 R. I. 522, 57 ?.tl. 303.
Psrasraph 4—
Capito v. Topping (1909), 83 ~V. ~'a. 587, 8~1 B.E. 845;
9c6weitur v. Territory (1897),5 Okla. 297, 47 Pac. 1094.
Paratreph o—
People v. ChenanQo (1853), 8 N. Y. 317.
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CHAPTER 3

STATUTORY RULES GOVERNING
PROCEDURE
Sec. 10. 8tatntory Rules
1. It is usual for the form,.organization and some
of the more fundamental rules of procedure of municipal
corporations and local bodies to be controlled by statutes.
2. When these statutes contain mandatory provisions
they must be complied with to give validity to the actions
of the bodies. These statutes define jurisdiction and map
prescribe rules governing meetings, notices, readings of
ordinances, quorum and votes required for certain actions
and other similar matters.
3. These statutory rules are often interpreted and
applied by the courts.
4. When a city council or other local legislative body
violates or disregards its charter or a law regulating its
procedure the courts will declare its enactments void.
Sec. 11. Failure to(7onform to 8tatntory B~nlea Iavalidates Arta
1. When there is a limit imposed on the powers o!
a local body it must conform to those limits. For example,
a county is a political subdivision of the state and a quasi
corporation performing in part the duties of the state as
an auxiliary to the government and as a trustee for the
Sectlon 10—
ParagraDh 4—

State v. Alt (1887), 28 Mo. App. 873.
Section 11—
ParasraDh 1—

Fiannibal v. Mnrion Co. (1885), 38 Mo. 294. (This case
hae alga been cited ae Marion R. R. Co. v. Marton Co.)

Ste• 11
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people. It must act strictly within the limits of the powers
conferred upon it by the authority creating it.
2. The courts will not invalidate an order enacted by a
local legislative body in disregard of a parliamentary
usabe if the procedure complied with mandatory requirements of applicable statutes.
Section 11--Continued
Paragraph 2—

Georgia Power Company v. Baumann (1930), 189 Ga. 849,
151 S.E. 513.
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CHAPTER 4

CHAPTER S

CHARTER PROVISIONS GOVERNING
PROCEDURE

ADOPTED RULES GOVERNING
PROCEDURE

Sec. 15. Charter Requirements Must Be Complied With
1. Charter requirements prescribing the method to be
pursued by a municipal body are mandatory, and, unless
complied with, any attempted exercise of power is void.
2. If a charter points out a particular way any act is to
be done, or in which an officer is to be elected, then, unless
those forms are pursued in the doing of any act or in the
electing of an officer, the act or the election is not lawful.
3. Where, for eaample, a charter directs that persons
interested in a matter shall be heard before the council,
the council cannot require that any objections be submitted in writing.
9ectlon 16—
Para~raDh 2—
Memphie Street Ry, Co. v. Rapid Trenait Co. (1917), 138
Tenn. 594, 198 S.W, 890; Stste v. City of NneLville (1933),
188 Tenn. 191, 80 S.W. 2d 181; Rutherford v. City of Nneh~
ville (1935), 188 Tenn. 499, 79 S.W. 2d 581; Farrell v. City of
Bridgeport (1877), 46 Conn. 191; Johnson v. Allis (1898),
Zl Conn. 217, 41 Atl. 818; City of New Haven v. Whitney
(1870),38 Conn.373; District of Columbia v. Bailed• (1698),
18 Sup. Ct. 888; State v. Lacher (1899), Tl Conn. 540, 42

ect. sss.

Pua~rayh 39tate v. Jersey City (IS:w), 25 N. J. (1 Dutcher) 308.
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See a[~o Chapter t9, Seep. £79-E87, $wpeniion of Ruiei.

gee, 19. Eight to Adopt Rnlea
1. A legislative or other governmental body has the
right to adopt rules of procedure.
2. It is customary for every legislative body to adopt
rues which provide for ita organization, for its officers
and committees, and special rules of procedure. In practice, most of the rules relating to procedure are based
upon general parliamentary law, but they may also contain special rules of procedure applicable to the body
which deviate from parliamentary law.
3. The power of each house of a state legislature to
make its own rules is subordinate to the rules contained
in the constitution.
4. A board of county commissioners bas the power to
make reasonable rules and regulations for the government
of its proceedings.
Sectlon 19—
Pan~raDh 1—
Freach v. Senate (190b),li8 Cal.804,80 Pac. 1031; Witherepoon v. State (1926), 138 Mire. 310, 103 $o. 134.
Para~nph 2—
Cuehins'e Le`ielative Aeaembliee, Sees. 306-313; Hughes,
Sec. 6; Tagloe a. Davie (1924), 212 Ale. 282, 102 90. 433.
Pan`raDh 3-Tayloe v. Davie (1924), 212 Ale. 282, 102 30.4~3.
P~ra~taph 4—
HlaQiw v. Curtis (1888), 39 Kan. 283, 18 Pic. 207,
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or other
5. A city council, village board of trustees
in
procedure
rules
of
own
local body may determine its
restatutory
to
the
subject
the adoption of ordinances,
Quirements.
local
6. When a statute provides that ordinances of a
requirethis
atwo-thirds
vote,
require
legislative body
procedure,
ment does not apply to the adoption of rules of
Sec, 20. Joint Rnlea
joint
1. With few exceptions, state legislatures adopt
rules which govern relations between the houses and
interests.
other matters in which the houses have joint
incomnot
is
The adoption of joint rules by a legislature
that
providing
provision
patible with the constitutional
nor
procedure,
its
o£
rules
each house shall determine the
the
adopting
from
house
either
does this rule preclude
same rules as the other.
fee, 21. 8nles Meat t3onform to Oonstitntional, Statntary and (?barter Provisions
own
1. The right of any public body to determine its
with
conformity
in
exercised
rules of procedure must be
existing isws.
Section 19--Continued
Pars~rn➢h b—

Peopie v. Strohm (1918),285 Ill. 680,121 N.E. 223; State v.
Dunn (1906}, 76 Neb. 15b, 1Q7 N.W. 258.

Pare~raDh 6—

Armitaee v. Fisher (1893), 74 Hun. (N. Y.) 187, 28 N. Y.
9upD, 384.

S~ctlon 20—

Ta~lot v. Davie (1924), 212 Als. 282,102 90.433,40 A. L. R.
1052.

sacc~on at—
para~nyh 1—

Heiskell ~. Citl ~~~ of Baltimore (1888}, 86 Md. 126,
~ ed. ii8.
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2. A legislative body cannot make a rule which evades
or avoids the effect of a rule prescribed by the constitution
or statutes governing it, and it cannot do by indirection
what it cannot do directly.
3. A provision in a city charter authorizing a board of
education to enact rules for the conduct of its proceedings
does not empower it to change the rule in the charter that
a majority of its members shall constitute a quorum and
that a majority of those present at a meeting may transact
business.
4. When standing rules are adopted by ordinance
under the ezpress authority of the charter the rules are
as binding upon the council as a statute.
5. A third pertq cannot object to a breach of
parliamentary rules. The membara of the body alone have
that
right.
6. When a city council resolves that the rules of the
prior eonneii be adopted until a committee reports rules,
Section Ll—Copttnued
Para~raDh 2--

Crawford r. l~Uchrfet (1912}, 64 P'Ia. 4I, SS So. 983; Can6etd ~. G}resham (1881),82 Tez. 10, 17 S.W. 390; Tayloe
v.
Davis (1924), 212 Ala. 282, 102 90. 433; Brennan v. ConAou~ (ie~e), gar a~icn, sa, 173 N.W. sii.
Para~rsph3—

Matloy r. Board of Edncetion (1884), 102 Cal. 842, 38 Pac.
948.
Psr+iraDh 4—

Hicb r. Load Breach Commieatoa (1903), 89 N. J, L. 300,

sa sc~. moo.

ParssraDh 6—
P~D~e v. Common Council, City o! Rochester (1871),6
N. Y.

(I.ani.>
726.

ii; Come r. State (1881), 8 Olio Dec. (geyrint)

p+rais'aDh 6—

drmita~e v. Fisher (1883), 74 Han. (N. Y.) 187, 28 N. Y.
BnDD• 394.

!2
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Sec. 23 ADOPTED RliLES GOVEANIN(3
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the prior rules cease to be in force on the report of the
committee.
?. Rules adopted by a state legislature eapire at the
end of the session at which they were adopted,
Leo. 3Z, Bight to Ohange Bu1ee
See a(io $ee~. ~¢ and E5.

1. All Ie~islative or governmental bodies have power to
abolish, modify or wai~•e their own rules of procedure.
2. A majority does not have power to make a rule
which cannot be modified or repealed by a majority. If a
majority of an official public body has authority in the first
instance to pass a rule, it has Authority to annul or repeal
the same rule. Rules which can be adopted by a majority
vote can be repealed or annulled by the same vote, even
a rule which provides that no rule can be repealed or
amended without a vote greater than a majority,
3. Tt~e power of a house of a legislature to determine
ita rules of proceedings is a continuous power. It can
alw$ys be exercised by the house and is absolute and beyond the challenge of any other body or tribunal if the
rule does not ignore constitutional restraints or violate
fundamental rights.

'
j
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4. A legislative house cannot tie its own hands by
establishing unchangeable rules. It may adopt and change
procedure at aay time and with no other notice than the
rules may require,
5, Rules aE procedure passed by one Legislature are
not binding on a subsequent legislature operating within
the same jurisdiction.
6, No meeting of a legislative body can bind a subsec~uent one by irrepealable acts or rules of procedure. The
power to enact is the power to repeal, A by-law or rule
requiring a two-thirds vote to alter or amend the acts of
the body, may itself be altered, amended, or repealed by
the same power that enacted it.
7. Though the temporary rules of a prior council provided that an amendment could not be made eacept by a
t~vo-thirds vote, new rules could be adopted by a majority
vote,
Sec. 33. Bulee Oan Be Suspended
Ste a(io Chapter ~9, Seca. $79-~87, Surpenaion of Rulet.

1. The rules of the individual houses of the legislature
are under their own control and msy be suspended when9ectlon 22--Continued
Paragraph 4—
French v. Senate {1805}, 148 Cal. 804, 80 Pac. 1032, 89
L. R. A, 668.
Paragraph 6—
Georgia Yower Cumpany v. Baumann (1930), 189 Ga. &19,
151 S.E. 513.
Para¢raDh 6-Commonwealth v, 3isyor of Laucnster (1838}, 5'gVatts (Pa.)
132; ~Vardena of Chciet C4urch ~~. Pope (1857}, 8 Grey
(llaee.) 140; Ric6ardeon v, Union Congregational Society
(1871), 58 ~I. H. 187.
ParssrsDh 7—
Armitnge v. Fisher (1893), 74 Fiuu. (~1. Y.) 187, 28 N. Y.
$upp. 384.

Secpon 21—CanUnued
Pan~raph 7—
Cuehins's Legidetive Aeeemhiiea, Sec. 792.
Section 22—
Para~raDh i—
CEnndler v. Lawrence 11880), 128 Mass. 213; Buthertord ~.
City of Nashville (1935), 188 Tenn. 499, T9 $.W. 2d 581;
Solt v. Somerville (1879}, 127 Mass. 408.
Pansrwph 23tate v. Reichmann (1911), 239 Mo. Si, 142 $.W. 3Q4;
Bichardeon v. Union Consreeefonai Society (1877), 58 N. H.
187.
Pan~raph 3—
State v. Le~ris (1938),181 9. C. 10,188 S.E.82b.
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Sec. 24

ever,in the judgment of that body,suspension is required.
This does not apply to rules of procedure imposed by the
constitution.
2. The rules of a city council, adopted by it under
authority to make rules to govern its own proceedings,
and which were not imposed upon it by superior suthority can be suspended by the council.
3. A legislative or administrative body, during the
same sitting, maq treat proceedings already taken as irregnlar or may, unless some rights of a third person intervene, reconsider the action taken.
4. The purpose of rules is to aid a body to perform its
duties more efficiently and with fairness to its members.
Whenever the rules fail to serve this purpose and are not
required by the constitution or other controlling authority the rules may be suspended. Rules often require more
than a majority vote for their suspension.
Sec. 84. Failure of a Honee of the Legislatare to Oonform to Its Bnlea Doee Not Invalidate Its Acts
Bee also Bee. 7J, Potoeri of Cou~ta Omer Lepulative Bodies.

1. Violation of rules of procedure adopted by a house
of the legislature for its own convenience and not required
by the constitution will not impair the validity of a
et8tute.
Section 23—
Puagnyh 13tnte v. Brown (1890),35 S. C. 161, it 9.E. 841.
PanQraDh 2—
Greeley v. Hamman (1891), 17 Colo. 30, 28 Pec. '!84•
Paragraph 3—
MnnaBeld v. O'Brien (1930),271 Mace• 516,171 N.E.487.
9eatlon 24—
ParajraDh 1—
Tayloe v. Dnvie (1924), 212 Aln. 282, 102 So. 493; (~loodwin
v. stnce so.ra of eamwm.aon (1926), 210 el.. has, l02
90.718 ; State v. Alt (1887),28 Mo, ApP• 673•
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2. A legislative body having the right to do an a
must be allowed to select the means of accomplishing suc
act within reasonable bounds.
3. A rule is virtually repealed for the oecesion whe
it is disregarded by those who have power to control i•
and the aet of breaking it is at least a suspension of i
The body at its preceding meetings does not have tt
power to bind its successors or to put shackles on it the
might be east o~ only in a particular way.
4. Under a constitutional provision declaring that sac
house of the legislature shall determine the rules of i~
own proceedings, the fact that a house acted in violatie
of its own rules or in violation of parliamentary law in
matter clearly within its power does not make itv actic
subject to review by the courts.
Sec. 26. Failure of a I.oaal Body to Donform to I
8nlea Does Not Invalidate Its Acts
see also lac. 7J,Poaeri of Courtr Ooer Lepi+lative Bodies.

1. Where a city council adopts rules Yor its park,
mentary government, the fact that it violates one oP tl
Section 24—Contlnusd
ParxiraDh 2—
Attorne~ General v. Brisrenden (1930), 271 Man. 172, 1'
N.~. 82.
PuasraDh E—
Commonwenith v. Lsacaeter (1838), 5 Watts (Pa.) 152
Parasr+Dh 4—
State v. New London 9nvin~e Bank (1908), 79 Conn. 141, ~

sr~. a.

Section E6—
Pu'~raDh 1—
Caahin~'s Le~idatlre Ansemblia, Secs. 790, 793, Tgd; I
parts Mayor oL Albw~ (1810), 28 Wend. (N. Y.) 27'
McC~nw v. Whtt~on (1888), 89 Iowa 848, 28 N.W. 83:
Maddm v. Smelts (1887), 2 Ohio Cir. 188; (}eor~ia Pow
Co. •. Baumann (1950). 189 (3a. 849, isi s.~. 618; Mai
~. Le Mari (18 6), 109 Iowa 244, 80 N.W. 327; B~dalfa
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rules does not invalidate an ordinance passed in complianee with the statute. A city council can waive its own
rules by failure to comply with them.
2. When a city council or local le~islati~e body disregards or violates its own rules of procedure the courts
will not declare its enactments void.
3. When a city council has taken an action, such as
electing a city o~cer, and there were irregul8ritiea, the
conrta will sustain the action of the majority unless the
irregularity made doubtful the ezpreaeion of the will of
the body.
4. An action of an administrative board taken in violation of its own rules of procedure is not invalidated
thereby.
5. When a body may make its own rules it may,
during an election where there are more then two candidates, order the name of the candidate receiving the fewest votes to be dropped from the list of candidates following each ballot, until one receives a majority vote and ie
elected.
9ectlon 2 ~,ontlnued
P~rn~e'aph 1--Continued
Scott (1904), 104 Mo. App. 595, 78 S.W. 276; Sedalia v.
(~ileonite Conet. Co. (also cite3 ue 9edalir v. Montgomery)
(1904), 109 Mo, app. 197, 88 B.N. 1014; State v. Dunn
(19081, 78 Neb. 155, 107 N.W. 238.
Bwt ice State v. Board of Education of Cleveland (1887),
2 06io Cir. G10, and Hicks v. Long Brunch Commission
(1903), 89 N. J. L. 300, 5b Ad. 2b0.
Parasraph 28tate v. Alt (1887), 28 Mo. App. 873.
P~ra~rayh 3—
Pevey o. Aylward (1910), 20b Dies. 102,91 N.E. 316.
Parkrsph 4—
Mar~laad Cneualt~ Co. v. Inda~tri~l Accident Comminion
(1918),178 Cel. 49, 173 Pac. 993.
Pan~raDh 6—
WLeeler o. Commonwealth (1896), 89 H7. ~,~ 9.W. 2bU.
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6. A rule of a city council requiring two readings of
ordinances on separate days is waived by failure to
comply with it.

Ste. as,

'rand Will Invalidate A~t~

1. Where there is more than a mere technical violation of the rules of procedure the violation may invalidate the set, and an act will be invalidated where there
is fraud or bad faith.
Section 2b~ontlnued
Parasraph 6—
Bennett o. New Bedford (1872), 110 Mace. 433,
Section t6—
Robineon v. Nlek (1940),235 Mo. App, 481, 138 S.W. 2d 374.
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CHAPTER 6

Sec, 32. Effect of Adoption of Parliamentary Anthorit;

ADOPTED PARLIAMENTARY
AUTHORITY

1. When an organization, in ita by-laws, adopts a speci
fled manual for the government of its procedure and nc
other provision is made on that subject in the by-laws, thf
manual specified controls the procedure of Lhe organiza
tion,

Sec, 30. Parliamentary Authority Is IIsnally Adopted
1. Most legislative and administrative bodies adopt a
manual of legislative procedure as the authority to apply
in all cases not governed by constitutional provisions,
statutes or charters or legislative rules.
Sec. 31. What Parliamentary Authority Oontaine
1. Such a manual is a compilation of the usages and
precedents of legislative bodies, nsuelly stated in the
form of rules, and arranged for convenient reference. The
principal advantage of adopting a manual is to make
available to the presiding officer and members a statement,
in concise form, of the rules of legislative procedure, including rules based upon established customs and usages
which could be found only on the moat eahanstive researeh, ezcept in a manual. A further advantage is that
the manual, when adopted by the body, eliminates uncertaintiea resulting from conflicting precedents.
2. A manual manifestly can state only general rules,
9ny special rules desired by the body should be stated in.
the rules adopted by the body. These special rules supersede the rules stated in the manual where conflict may
ezist, leaving the manual to govern only when no special
rules have been adopted.
S~ecfon a0—

Ca~hins'~ Let~lati~e Aa~emblie~, Sec. 79~ i g~rsL, DD. ~~
1i9; Witherryoon ~. 84te (1926), 138 Mia~. 810, 103 60.
134.

2. A legislative or administrative body which ha
adopted a manual or parliamentary authority may abolish
modify or waive the rules therein contained the same a
its own adopted rules.
3. The rules of an adopted authority can be suspender
the same as the rules of the body. A motion to "suspen~
the rules" for a certain purpose includes the rules in th
adopted authority.
J9ee Dalai holding foot rvle~ Dan be ~uipe»ded or waived, cite.
under Secr. 2S, L~ and t5 above,

4. An early ease has held that when an authority ha
once been adopted tha rules stated in the authority can b
suspended only as authorized therein..~nd where ther
is no provision for suspension the unanimous vote of e:
members present would be requixed, This statement, r
least insofar as it relates to official public bodies, is clearl,
not the law.
9ecUon 32—
Par~ti'ayh 1—
People v. American Institute (1873), 44 How. Pnc. 48E
Fitet Buckingham Community v. Mnicoim (1941), 177 Vi
710,lb S.ID. 2d 64.
~~~it'+Dh 2—
WLeelock v. Lowell (1807), 198 Mw,220, 81 N.E. 97?.
pu~iraDti 38tnrsis, p. 219.
Pu'airaDh 4--9tate ~. Board of Educatlon of Cleveland (1887),2 Ohto Ci
610.
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CHAPTER 7

PARLIAMENTARY LAW
Sec. 36. Parliamentary I.aw Defined
1. Parliamentary law consists of the recognized roles,
precedents and usages of legislati~•e and administrative
bodies by which their procedure is regulated. It is that
system of rules and precedents which originated in the
British Parliament and which has been developed by legislative or deliberative bodies in this and other countries.
2. Parliamentary law, like the common law, is an organized system of rules. It is built on precedents created
by decisions on points of order or appeals, and by deci•
sions of courts. It has been guided in its development by
the authority to make rules inherent in every deliberative
body.
Sec. 36. Parliamentary Law Not Determined by Aay
One Legislative Body
1. Parliamentary law is not determined by the procedure or rules of any single legislative body.
2. Parliamentary law as it is applied in this country
today differs greatly from the practice of Parliament at
the time deliberative bodies were established in America
and also from the present practices of Parliament and
of Congress.
3. Parliamentary law as it applies to deliberative
bodies in America is not determined by the rules or pracSection 35—
PsraBraDh 1—
Bouvier's Law Dictionnry; Landes v. State (1903), 180 Ind.
479, 6i N.E. 189.
9ectfon 38—
Para=raph 3—
People v. Davie (1918), 264 Ill, 439, 120 N.E. 326,

sue• 37
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tices of Congress or of the United States House of R,epresentatives. The courts construe the acts of legislative
bodies in accordance with general parliamentary law and
not in accordance with the exceptional; usages of the
United Statea House of Representatives,
4. The procedure of the two houses of Congress differ
greatly. The procedure of each house is largely determined by its own rules designed to meet its own peculiar
needs. The rules are suited to very large bodies of profesaional legislators, meeting practically full time, dealing
with large volumes of legislation and acting largely
through committees. The procedure in Congress is
ill-adapted to other legislative or administrative bodies.
5. The rules of parliamentary procedure applicable
within a state are not controlled by the procedure in the
state legislature. Even rules in the constitution governing the legislature do not apply to local bodies. For eaample, arequirement for three readings of bills in the
legislature does not require three readings of municipal
ordinances in that state.
Sec, 37. Parliamentary Law Qoverna When Other
$nlea Are Not in sect
1. All matters of procedure not governed by constitutional provisions, adopted rules, including joint rules, or
an adopted manual, are governed by the rules of the g~meral parliamentary law. The rules constituting parlia9ecdon 36—Continued
Parasnph 4—
Cannoa, Clarence, Perlinmentery Luw—Encyclopnedie Britannice.
Pan~raph 6—
Lada v. Slate (1903), 160 Ind. 479,87 N.E. 189.
9ectlon S7—
P~n~s~aDh 1—
Bri~gs v. ~SecKeilar (18GG), 3 Ahb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30,
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mentary law having their foundation in convenience and
necessity have been uniformly received sad acted upon in
this country as the governing authority. Parliamentary
law hae been universally acl~.owledged as controlling the
procedure of legislative and other governmental bodies.
2. Under parliamentary law a legislative or administrative body, when established, becomes vested with all the
powers and privileges necessary to a free and unrestricted
ezercise of its appropriate functions, except so far as it
may be restrained by express constitutional provisions or
laws made pursuant thereto.
3. When special rules of procedure have been adopted
by a deliberative body, its procedure is controlled by ouch
rules only insofar as they apply and otherwise it is governed by general parliamentary law.
4. The common parliamentary principles and rules
may be resorted to in the absence of rules made by the
organization itself in regulating its proceedings.
5. Where matters of procedure are not covered by bylaws or rules, the procedure should follow parliamentary
principles. saps in the rules of procedure should be filled
9actlon 9T--0onUnued
ParssraDh 2—
E: parts McCarth7 (1888), 29 Cal. 396.
Pua~raph 3—
Withenpoon v. State (1924), 138 Mfu. 310, 108 80. 184.
Paragraph 4—
Oetrom v. Greene (1894), 4b N. Y. 8nyp. 862; Mized Local
IInion etc. v. Hotel and Reatearant Emplo~eer (1942),
212 Minn. 587, 4 N.W. 2d 771; Marvin v. Menash (1944),
175 Ore. 311, 153 Pae. 2d 261.
Parasraph 6—
Mized Local etc. v. Hotel and Beetannnt Emplo~ee~ (1'842),
712 Minn. 687, 4 N.W. 2d 771; Mardock ~. PLtliip~ Acxdnm~
(1831), 12 Pick. (Hues.) 244; Ostrom v. Greene (1897), 46
N. Y. SuDD. 852.
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by the adoption of fair methods according to accepted
parliamentary principles.
Sec. 38. aonrcee of Parliamentary Law
1. The parliamentary law is drawn mainly from five
sources:
(a) Decisions of bodies on appeal.
(b) Decisions of presiding officers on points of order.
(e) Decisions of courts.
(d) writings of authorities on parliamentary law.
(e) Customs and usages.
Sec. 39. Precedents and IIsages
1. When in a deliberative body a certain mode of procedure has been adopted in any case it becomes a precedentfor its government in every case thereafter of a similar character ; thus in time a succession of precedents is
adopted, forming together a regular system of procedure,
known as parliamentary law, and which, when once establiahed, is binding upon the body.
2. If precedents were not followed, the course o!
legislative procedure, instead of being 3aiown or capable
of being ascertained, would be involved in the greatest
uncertainty and lead to endless confusion. In a court of
justice, a rule, when once settled in an adjudged case,
is binding thereafter upon the same court and upon all
inferior tribunals so that the law may be known, instead
of being left to the uncertain determination of every
judge. Likewise in a deliberative body what has once been
decided upon as a proper course of procedure is adhered
9ectlon ~9—
Para~raph 1—
Resina ~. Path, 2 Falk. (Canada) 503.
ParagrRph 2—
Bri~~ v, MteHellar (186b), 2 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30.
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to thereafter in all similar cases. This is to be understood,
howe~~er, with some qualification. It has been the usage
for le~islati~•e bodies to adopt rules for their own Do~~•
ernment.
3, Precedents, as distinguished from wages, are the
decisions made by the presiding officer, or by the body
upon appeal, when a question concerning a practice or
point of procedure has been raised, as by a point of order.

legislature are usually to be liven the most weight, The
precedents of other deliberative bodies of the same t}~pe
and character are in general to be Diven more weight than
the precedents of deliberative bodies of a different character. The precedents of deliberative bodies of a different
type and character are to be given weight in the proportion that the conditions of the other deliberative body are
similar to the deliberative body where the precedent is to
be applied.

~. ~i not inconsiderable part of parliamentar~~ law i5
based upon the established usages of legislative bodies.
The knowledge of the usages and customs of a legislative
body are drawn from treatises on parliamentary practice,
from the records of the body, insofar as the usages can
be ascertained from them, and from the personal knowledge of the presiding officer and members.
5. When there is an established practice in a deliberative body, or there has been a previous decision on a
question, the practice or precedent may be said to govern.
When there is no practice or precedent governing a
question which has arisen, the presiding officer may consider the usages and precedents of other deliberative
bodies. Precedents are not all entitled to equal weight.
The value of precedents depends partly upon the eharacter of the proceedings by which they were created,
partly upon the character of the body in which they were
established, and partly upon the time at which they occurred. The precedents of the other house of the same

6. In the absence of rules, as immediately upon convening and before rules are adopted, the houses are governed by usages, custom and precedent, and by the general
parliamentary law. The best evidence of what are the
established usages and customs are the rules as Iast in
effect.

3ectlon 39—Continued
Paragraph 3—

Cushing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 780.
Para6raph ~—
Cuehing's Legislative Aaeembliea, Sec. 778.
Paragraph 5—
Cnshiug's Legislative e~saembliea, 8Ac. 783; Noad v. Milton

(1908), 197 \tasa. 531, 84 N.E. 332.

Sec, 40, Lxal Bodies. Not Held Strictly to Technical
Rules
1. Technical rules should not be too rigorously applied
to the action of administrative boards and commissions,
but a proper regard for established rules of procedure
will avoid trouble.
2. Strict parliamentary rules should not be applied
to municipal bodies eaercising legislative functions so as
to overthrow its official actions on technical rules or strict
construction of parliamentary law, even though the procedure has not been entirely regular.
Sec[lon 39—Continued
ParasraDh 6—
Cuahing'a Legielntive Aeeembliee, Sec. i92 ; E3ughee, Sec. 8,
Section 40—
Para~raph 1—

$train v..11ims (1937), 123 Conn. 275, 193 Atl, 7a~1.
Par4~raph 2—
Whitne~ v. ~'illege of Hudson (1888), 69 \tic6. 189, 37 N.W.

isa.
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3. Town meetings, for example, are not held to
strict rules of legislative practice.
9ectlon 40—Continued
Para~r~.Dh 3—

N.E. 332.
Wood v. Milton (1908), 197 Mace. 531, 84
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CHAPTER 8

PRINCIPLES OF PARLIAMENTARY LAW
sec. 44. Parliamentary Iaw Ia a Branch of the
Common Lsw
$ee Chapter 7, Seel. 35-d0, Parlianentary La+o.

1. Parliamentary law is a part of the common law. It
developed in the same manner and is subject generally
to the same rules. Parliamentary law developed precedent
by precedent as decisions were made in legislative bodies
and in courts in the same manner as common law developed through judicial precedents. Both have been guided
in their development by the power of legislative bodies to
make rules and to enact laws.
2. Parliamentary law differs somewhat from the other
branches of common law in that it is based in an important
measure upon precedents of legislative and administrative
bodies. But particularly in America, where the courts have
the power to make final decisions on all constitutional
questions, the law has been evolving upon the basis of
court decisions, and a considerable volume of judicial
precedents has accumulated. The application of parliamentary rules to new situations is subject to the same
rules of reasoning as the application of established common law rules to new legal situations.
Sec. 46. ParItamentaiy I.aw Ia Baeed oa Prindplea
1. Parliamentary law is a system of principles not a
group of haphazard rnlea. It ie bsaed upon reason and
was developed over s long period of time as individual
questions were determined upon the best reasoning of
the legislative bodies, o! their presiding officers, aad of
the courts.
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2. Individual rules should be interpreted in the light
of basic principles. It is only as a part of a field of law
that the true meaning of individual rules becomes clear.
3. With the principles in mind, the detailed rules will
be easy to remember and easy to apply.
4. Ordinarily from a knowledge of the principles, the
rules become evident. In any event the correctness of any
rule should be checked against the principles, and if there
is no conflict the rule cannot be far wrong.
Sec. 48. DiBerancee Between Public Bodice and
Private Organisations
1. Parliamentary law, while developed primarily in
legislative bodies, applies to all groups of persona meeting as equals to study questions or make decisions.
2. There is a basic difference, however, in some phases
of parliamentary law in its application to o~cial public
bodies and to private voluntary associations. In a public
body the powers do not reside in the members themselves.
Our state legislatures eaer~ise the powers which are delegated to them by the people. County, city and township
governments exercise, in general, powers delegated to
them by the legislatures or by the people through their
constitutions. In some instances powers may be granted
to cities directly by the people of the cities through a
system of home rule charters.
3. A public body, its organization or powers, cannot
be changed by its members. Any change must be made
either by or in the manner prescribed by the authority.
4. The powers of voluntary associations arise solely
from the agreement of the members. They are governed
by contract. The principal elements of the contract are
embodied in the constitution or by-laws.

~'
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5. The members of a private association speak for themselves. They represent no one. They are controlled by no
outside power. Members can join and leave according to
the plan agreed to by the group, and generally as each
individual pleases.
Sec. 47. Parliamentary Law Is Applied Differently to
Pnblic Bodies and to Private Associations
1. It follows that while private associations are governed by parliamentary law, there are extensive differences in parliamentary law as applied to them, and parliamentary law as applied to official public bodies. Many
of those differences will be pointed out under the various
rules.
2. While the basic rules of parliamentary law are the
acme, the situations under which they are applied are
substantially different. The more technical functions of
public bodies require more technical rules and a more
technical application of those rules.
3. The principal difference in the parliamentary rules
which must be applied to official public bodies arises from
the following facts
(a) In public bodies the executive has important functions relating closely to the legislative body and rules
must be available to enable the executive and the body
to function together without conflict or confusion.
(b) All of the state legislatures, except one, and some
of the local legislative bodies are bi-cameral; and the
relations of the two houses in the enactment of legislation
moat be closely coordinated, This is particularly important with reference to conference procedure to enable the
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houses to reconcile their differences concerning legislation.
(c) Public bodies are governed to a considerable
measure by constitutional and statutory rules over which
they have no direct control.
(d) Public bodies, due to their greater volume of work
and more technical functions, require many rules to
meet the particular situations of their own bodies which
are entirely unknown to private associations. In the
larger legislative bodies, a large measure of their procedure is regulated by their own rules.
(e) Public bodies perform their functions to a considerable measure through committees, and committees become amore essential part of the body and are governed
by a body of rules particularly applicable to them.
(f) Legislative sessions are restricted in time and impose special burdens and special problems in procedure.
(g) A legislature is largely made up of eaperieneed
members who devote a considerable part of their time to
their legislative functions, and consequently are more
skilled in procedure.

9ec.48
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Sec. 48, Jurisdictional R,egnirementa
1. There are certain essential fundamental requirements which are so basic that they must be present in all
cases before any legal or valid action can be taken, and
they cannot be suspended or revoked. These rules are
(a) The body must be duly constituted and organized
in order to have the power to act as such.
(b) There must be a su~cient number of members
present at a meeting to deliberate and make decisions for
the body. This number is called a quorum and in public
bodies will consist of due-half or more of the membership.
(c) Any action must be taken by a number sufficient to
act for the group. This is always more than half of the
persons voting, and in public bodies is often a majority
of a quorum and sometimes a majority of the entire memberahip,
Sec. 49. Bight to Act Yor aBody—Quorum
.Yee Chapter .~5, 9eei. 500-507, Quorum.

(h) Particularly in the enactment of legislation, a
technical accuracy is required which is entirely beyond
that which is necessary or even appropriate to private
voluntary associations.

1. It is a common eaperienee that all members of a
large group cannot meet together and make decisions.
There must be some rule to determine when a group is
sufficiently represented that its representatives can speak
for its entire membership. From the very earliest times
it has been recognized as a general rule that a majority
of a group is necessary to act for the entire group.

4. The rules of parliamentary law as applied to ordinary private voluntary associations are inadequate to
fully meet the needs of any official public body. Consequently manuals or rules of order compiled for the use
of private associations are inadequate to meet the needs
of an official public body.

2. The power or authority which establishes a public
body may also determine what number constitutes a
quorum. In a public body with a definite membership
that number is never less than a majority but a larger
number may be required for the body to have authority
to act •for any purpose or only for certain purposes.

~~
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Sec. b0. Majority Control
See Chapter 46, Secs, 010-519, Tote Required.

1. A fundamental and seemiu~l~• uni~•ersai principle
is that at least a majority ~'ute is required to make decisions
for a group. It ~+•ould seem iii fact that no other rule would
be capable of application, fur to require more than a majority to reach any decision confers on less than a majority the power to block or prevent a decision. If powers
are given to a minority the question would immediately
rise—to what minority is the authority given Y In any
group there can be but one majority, but there may be
many different minorities. The requirement of a majority to take an action is not in any sense an arbitrary rule
but is a fundamental principle. The only deviation from
this rule is that sometimes a plurality, under a special
rule, is permitted to elect.
2. The power which establishes a public body can require the vote of more than a majority to take certain
actions, but unless more is clearly required a majority can
take any action which the body bas the power to take.
3. In public bodies without a definite membership, like
town meetings, if notice of a meeting has been properly
given then the members who attend the meeting can act
for the entire ~Poup.
sec. 61. Delegation of Powers
Tta
See afro ~9te. 519, 4 Leptiilatire Body Ca»not Delegate
Powers, and Sec. .ii?, paragraph 6.

1. A public body cannot delegate its powers, duties, or
responsibilities to any other persons or groups, including
a committee of its own members.

:3.a-
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2. Where duties or responsibilities are imposed on a
public body as on a state legislature, a city council or an
administrative board, that body is bound to eaercise those
duties and responsibilities and cannot divest itself of
them by delegation to others.
3. Those duties and responsibilities are of necessity to
be eaereised by the majority unless granted subject to
other conditions. Such a body cannot delegate its essential
powers to a minority of its own members. A provision in
the rules, for example, that atwo-thirds vote is necessary
to take a particular action would delegate to any minority of more than one-third of the members the power
to prevent the action being taken and grant to that minority the power to control the determinations of the body.
The powers of the body to that extent would be delegated
to a minority.
4. When bodies are given authority to make rules to
govern their own procedure, they may make procedural
rules which require more than a majority vote to suspend
or repeal, but they cannot restrict their essential powers
by requiring more than a majority vote for other than
procedural purposes, and even such procedural rules may
be directory only.
Sec, 6~. !,gnslity of Mambera
1. In public bodies the equality of members is presumed.
It would seem that for any democratic croup to be able to
operate, acceptance of the principle of equality of members is essential. Unless that equality is recognized there
is no basis upon which it can be determined who or what
number has authority to speak for the group and to make
its decisions. Equality seems essential also to secure the
acceptance in good faith of decisions of the group,

(y}
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Sec. 63. There Should Be a Definite 8nle
1. In order for a group to work efficiently together there
must be an accepted manner of doing things. Even where
the same thing might reasonably be done a number of different ways, it is necessary as a matter of convenience that
everyone do the same thing in the same way. Just as it is
necessary that people all turn the same way when meeting on the highway to avoid collisions, so it is necessary that people undertaking to do the same thing undertake the action in the same way in order to prevent confusion and disagreement.
Sec. 64. IIae of Technical xnlee
1. The purpose of parliamentary law is to secure an
orderly procedure in conducting the business of an organization and to eliminate confusion.
2. Purely technical rules are to be applied only when
they will aid in the deliberations of the body. They are
not to be applied merely because they are available for
use in ease of need. For eaample, in small bodies a member may be permitted to speak several times on the same
subject if he is not infringing on the time of others and
his discussion is contributing to the solution,of the problem under debate.
Sec. 66. Moat Direct and Simple Procedure 8honld Be
Followed
1. In the interest of saving the time and effort of the
members and avoiding confusion, the most direct and
simplest means of accomplishing a purpose should be followed. Simple procedural motions like the motion to recesa or to lay on the table or postpone are acted upon
when they arise. They cannot, for example, be postponed
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or referred to committee or laid on the table, which would
only add complications and consequent confusion, but if
these motions are not needed at the time they are voted
down,they may be made again when needed,
Sea. 66. One Proposition at a Time
1. An important practical principle is that only one
proposition can be considered at a time. This should appear too logical and fundamental even to require statement, but confusion frequently results from members attempting to discuss different queatione at the same time.
2. A presiding officer can promote efficient consideration of business by permitting only one proposition to be
under discussion at a time, and holding the discussion to
that one proposition.
Sec. 67. The Imaiedistely Pending Qnestian
1. While a general subject remains before the group
for discussion, a particular phase of that subject should
have the complete attention at one time. Thus, if a motion
is under discussion, and someone proposes an amendment
to the motion, discussion shifts from the original question
to the amendment because the original question cannot
be intelligentlp discussed until the proposed change in
the question has been disposed of. When the amendment
is voted upon, whether adopted or lost, discussion shifts
back to the original proposition.
2. There are many incidental or subsidiary questions
which may arise during the discussion of a question which
require decision before the main question. When a resolutioa ie under discussion it ie possible that come member
may propose an amendment, another may move to refer
a—~a~ii
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postpone further consideration to a later date, to cut off
debate on the question, or to lay it on the table may be applied to a main motion.
2. There is nothing haphazard about this application
of motions to other motions. The procedural motions
serve an essential function in directing the consideration
of main motions.

the resolution to committee, another member may move to
cut off debate by the previous question, or a motion may
be made to lay the whole matter on the table. While these
are pending a motion may be made to adjourn. In this
ease, discussion would shift successively to each new question as proposed. As each question is decided, consideration shifts back to the question pending immediately
prior, until discussion reverts to the original question.
Discussion, however, should be limited strictly to the immediately pending question, that point which must first
be decided before consideration can be given to other
questions.

gac, 60, Right to Debate
1. Before the members of any group can reach intelligent decisions it is necessary that they understand the
subject upon which they are making a decision and the
effect of any decisions they are making. To accomplish
these purposes an opportunity is given for debate on all
questions of business to be decided.
2. ~s an essential part of this free discussion every person must have a right to present his own views for the consideration of other members of the group, to have the opportunity to persuade them to his way of thinking, and
to be able to listen to the arguments of others.
3. As a necessary part of this free discussion, the rule
is well-established that when authority is given to a group
to make decisions those decisions must be made at a meeting at which the matter can be discussed and anp decision
of the members individually is not binding on the body.
4. Tbis right of debate does not take from a body the
right to control its own procedure and it can restrict or
cut oS debate.

Sec. 58. Precedence of Motions
See Chapter 19, Sce. 181, Liat o/ blotfoni.

1. The order in which various questions claim the attention of a body cannot be left to any haphazard method
nor can mere priority in the making of a motion give priority in its consideration. To follow this latter procedure
would lead to endless confusion and a waste of time and
effort because of members attempting by various devices
to secure prior consideration for their proposals. This can
be eliminated only by recognizing a definite precedence
of motions and fitting every motion into that order of precedence. This is not difficult because motions fit logically
into a natural order of priority and rarely is it difl5cult to
determine, which proposal is logically entitled to the
prior consideration.
Sec, b9. Application of One Motion to Another
~3ee Chapter 18, Seas. IT5-180, Claui}teatiow of Motions, and
particularly Sec. 178, Subsidiary Motion+.

Sec. 61. Interruption of Members Speaking
9~e a3+o fee.9L,Iwtenwpiaw of BPealcer.

i. Motions are frequently applied to each other. Many
notions, for eaample, are subject to amendment. Likewise, the motion to refer a proposition to committee, to

1. A member once recognized and having the floor is entitled to freedom from interruptions unless sdmething

~; r
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arises which requires immediate consideration. A member
cannot be interrupted merely to make motions having a
higher precedence than the one under discussion. For ezample,the motion to adjourn cannot interrupt the speaker
discussing a main motion. However, questions of privilege
requiring immediate consideration must justify an interruption, Amember can be interrupted and called to order
if he digresses from the subject or if he uses improper language, or if he has exceeded a time limit on speeches.
2. It ie also a common practise to permit a member to
be interrupted to ask questions concerning points he ie
making in his speech, if the interruption appears to be
made in good faith and not for the purpose of heckling
or harassing the speaker. Often much time is saved by
settling a point at the instant it arises and the presiding
officer is justified in ezercising discretion as to when a
member can be interrupted by questions in the interest of
ezpediting the work of the body.
Sec. 62. Seconds to Motions
.Bee auo Sec. 157, 9eoond~ !o Motion.

1. The origin of the requirement of seconds to motions
is obscure, and while there were certain regniremeats for
seconds in Parliament for a period of time, this requisement waa discontinued centuries ago.
2. The effect of requiring a second to a motion is to regnire that no business can be presented ezcept by two
persona, one who makes the motion and the other who
seconds it. Seconds to motions are not required either
by law or in practice in public deliberative bodiea, although seconds are often required by the adopted rules
of private esaociations. A member representing a conetituency in a state legislature or a city council or a member
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of an administrative body is entitled to present a matter
for consideration of the body without having the support
of a second, unless by law or by rule a second is required.
Bea 63. Debatability of Motions
gee Ohapfer 10, Bees. 80-85, WAat li Debatable.

1. As pointed out above, members have the right to engege in debate, to express their opinions, and hear the
opinions of others before being required to vote upon the
determination of any general item of business. The right
to debate in the interest of practical procedure is, however, subject to certain limitations. A member does not
have the right to debate a procedural motion, This
rule is in the interest of economy of time and effort. A
member ie not entitled, for ezample, to debate a motion to
adjourn or to lay a question on the table, nor is he entitled
to debate a motion to limit debate. These questions are
questions only of temporary concern and the decision
upon them ie not Snal, as they can be revived and discueaedlater. Members have a right to debate all main questions subject to the right of the body itself to limit or
restrict debate.
gec, 84. Amendability of Motions
l9s~ OAapter J9,6eo~. J95-{tS, Motion to drnewd.

1. Propositions are sometimes introduced in a form not
acceptable to the body. It is essential therefore that it be
possible to amend propositions in order that they state the
common will of the group. There are limitations, however,
on the right to amend, particularly with reference to certain procedural motions. There is a convenient role by
which it is possible to determine whether a proposal is
subject to amendaneat. If the proposal could have been
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submitted in any two or more different forms, then it
is in order to propose an amendment to place that proposal in the most acceptable form. Motions or proposals
which can be stated only in one form cannot be amended.
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a motion results in a contract, that contract is binding
and the body cannot reconsider or reverse the action
taken. When any question has passed beyond control of
the body, no motion is permitted which would purport
to change the action on it.

Sea 66. Finality of Actions
See,~ee~. 451-{57, Ktlatiny to Reconsideration, and 6ec. J98,
Decirion on Amandrnent la Final, and Sec. 159, Same Quwtan May Be Considered Once at a Seiaion,

1. When a final vote is taken upon any main motion,
that vote is binding. It is necessary that it be possible
to put an end to debate on controversial questions; otherwise aminority could continue to make motions concerning the matter and keep it under consideration to the
eaclusion of other matters and to the point that progress
of the body would be seriously impeded. To prevent this
possibility the rule, since the earliest days in Parliament,
has been that ~chen a vote is taken upon adoption of a
main motion, that vote is binding subject to certain eaeeptions. This rule is applicable whether the proposition
was approved or whether the proposition was defeated.
This rule is applicable to substantive propositions, but it is
not applicable to purely procedural motions. Thus if a
legislative body passes or refuses to pass a bill, that bill is
disposed of for the session unless the vote is reconsidered.
But if the bill is referred to committee it can be withdrawn
from committee. If the limitation is iu►posed upon debate,
that limitation can be removed. If a question has been
laid upon the table it can be taken from the table. If
motions of this class fail to pass, they can be again made
after other business has intervened.

gec. 66. Ohanging Actions Already Takea
See Chapter .'~Q, Secs. 450-473, bfotion to Reconsider, and
Chapter l~S, Seca. 480-48J, Motion to Rescind

1, In spite of the desirability of finally disposing of
questions when they are voted upon, it has been found
necessary on occasion to reverse or alter the action previously taken and the motion to reconsider became established. The American courts hold generally that at least an
official deliberative body has the same right to undo,
change and to reverse its actions as to take them originally. However, it is common practice to restrict the right
to reconsider and, in many organizations, it may be essential to the progress of the business of Lhe organization to
restrict this right by role.
See. 67. Renewal of Motions
Ste Sec. 160, Procedural 141otione hfay Be Renewtd, and Sec.
161, Matin Mono»i 3fay Not Be Renewed.

1. Purely procedural motions may be renewed whenever the parliamentary situation has so changed that the
motion might be reasonably adopted, The rule is usually
stated that no motion of this type can be renewed until
other business has intervened and a decision has been
made upon it.

2. There is a class of motions where the action when
taken is final and beyond the control of the body. Thus, ii

.~,.
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Sec. 72

POWERS OF COIIRTB

7;

CHAPTER 9

ings is not binding on the courts, but should be accepter
by them unless manifestly wrong.

POWERS OF COURTS WITH REFERENCE TO LEGISLATIVE
PROCEDURE

4. Where no precise forms are prescribed, a procednrE
may be adopted which incorporates the fundamentals of
due process, as in the removal of an offieial.

Sec. 71. Courts Cannot Interfere With 8nle-malan~
Powers of Legislative Bodies
1. The eonrts will not disturb a ruling on a parliamentary question made by a legislative or governmental
body having authority necessary to make rules for its government and acting within the scope of its powers.
2. A rule of procedure adopted by a legislative house
pursuant to the constitutional provision authorizing each
house to determine its rules of procedure cannot be impeached on the grounds that some other role would be
better or more accurate or more just,if the rule as adopted
does not ignore constitutional restraints or violates fnndamental rights and there is a reasonable relation between
the mode or method of procedure and the result that ie
eongh~
3. An interpretation by a honBe of a state legislature
as to the extent of the power conferred upon it by the
constitution to determine the rules of its own proeeedSection 71—
Pus[zsDh 1—
Daris v. City of Sa~laaw (1891),87 Mich. 439, 49 N.W.8Q7;
State ~. Alt (1887), za n~o. epD.era; w~j.Baiae (1844),
76 Pa. 39, 16 Am. Rey. 583.
Part~raDb =—
State v. Lewis (1938), 181 3. Q. 10, 188 S.ID. 82b.

p.r.rr.vn s—
Wither~poon ~. State (1926), 138 Min. 810,108 60. 184.

5. When a city council has the power by ordinance to
establish and adopt suitable rules for its own government
in matters of procedure, such rules, when adopted, will
not be set aside by the courts unless they are directly, or
by necessary implication, in conflict with some provision
of the statutes.
Seo. T3. Legislative Policy Ia Not Within Control of

the Oonrta
1. The propriety and wisdom of a statute are questions
ezelusively for the legislature. The wisdom, justice and
ezpediency of an set o! the legislature is not subject to
review by the courts.
2. Before a statute can be declared unconstitutional,
it must clearly and unavoidably appear to be beyond the
power of the legislature. The power and duty to decide
whether or not there has been compliance with constitutional provisions, and whether a bill of the legislature
has become a law,is a matter for the courts.
section 71—Continued
Pars~raDh 4—
Mardoct v. Philllpa Academy (1831) 12 Pick. (Hasa.) 244.
ParasraDh b—
State ~. Doan (1908),78 Neb. 166, 107 N.W.238.
Section 72—
Pars~raDh 1—'
GSty oL Enaley ~. Simpson (1908), 188 Ala. 388, 52 90. 81;
In re Likins (1908), 223 Pa. 468, 72 Atl. 868.
Pae~irsDh!—
City of H~`nde~ v. Stmpeon (1909), 188 Ala. 388, 62 90. 81;
Neibersd+ ~. McCnlloash (1912) 268 IIL 512 97 N.~. 890.
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3. Where the constitution declares certain forms indispensable to the passage of the laws, the courts will declare
acts invalid unless passed according to those provisions.
Ste auo Sec, 693, Par. 1, 3landatory ReQuirement~ 3fuit Be
ComPlitd ~L'itA,

4. A court will go behind a statute to the legislative
record, to ascertain whether it has legal existence, only
when the attention of the court is called to a particular
error.
See al+o Bee. 69J, Journal a+ Showing PaiiaOe and LeOalitY
of Bil1~.

Sec. ?3. Po~vere of Oourte Over Legislative Badiea
Qenerally
See also Seel. E¢ a*d Q5.

1. Insofar as the judgment and discretion of a legislative body is uncontrolled by the law of the land, it is
free from the control of the courts. But insofar as its acts
are directed by law it is subject to judicial authority.
2. While the people of a state have vested in them
sovereign authority, their representatives in the legielature have only such authority as is delegated to them by
the constitution.
3. The legislature cannot do by indirection that which
it cannot do directly.
3ectfon 72--Continued
Pars~raph 3—
We1L v. Missouri PnciSc Railway Co. (1892), 110 Mo. 288,
19 S.W.630.
Para~raDh 4-State r. Martin (1908),180 Ala. 181, 48 So.848.
Sectloa 75-Para~r~yh i—
Kerr v. Tre~o (1884),47 Pa. 292.
Paragraph 2—
Sherrill v. Pendleton (190?), 188 N. Y. 186, 81 N.E. 124.
Para~raDh 3—
Brennan ~. ConnoUy (1919), 207 Mich. 35, 173 N.W. 611.
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4. Where an alleged illegal ministerial official act has
relation to legislative action such action may be conaidered by the court in determining the validity or invalidity of the ministerial act. This is not an interference
by the courts with the legislative department of the government.
5. An amendment to a state constitution otherwise
validly proposed and adopted by the people is valid notwithstanding the fact the legislature may have failed to
have the proposed amendment entered at length upon its
journals as required by the constitution.
6. The courts have jurisdiction to decide whether the
organization of a house of a legislature has been made in
violation of the constitution. No warrant will lie to determine the title of the presiding officer to his office.
7. Illegality will not be presumed, but on the contrary
legality will be presumed until illegality is established.
8. The courts cannot declare an act of a legislature
void on account of noncompliance with rules of procedure
Section 73—Continued
Parasraph 4—
Crnwford ~.(itleLriet (1912),84 Fla. 41,59 30.983.
Pax'jirsDb 6—
~Veet v. State (1906),60 P7a.164,39 So.412.
Paragraph 6—
Werts v. Rogers (1894),58 N.Y,L.48p,28 Atl.?28.

Pargs~avn v9tate v. Smith,22 Minn. 218;Bank v. Dandridge (1827), 12
Wheat. (II. 9.) 84; State ~. Veil (1880), 53 Iowa 6b0, 6
N.W. 741; McC~rmack ~. Berk City (1871), 23 Mtch. 467;
Greeley v. H~mman (1891), 17 Colo. 30,28 Pec. 48p,
ParatraDh 8—
McDonald v. State (1891), 80 Wie. 407, 60 N.W. 186; Ia
re Rynn (1891), 80 Wis. 414, 60 N.W, 187; State v. Brown
(1890), 3b 3. C, 1fS1, 11 8.E. 841; St. Louie and 8. F, Ay.
Co. v. 131ll (1891), b4 Ark. 101, 15 B.W. 18; SweitaeF •,

Territory (1897), 6 OWa. 297, 47 p~c, 3084.

~

~
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made by itself to govern ite own deliberations and not
involving any constitutional provision.
Bes 9aa. E~ and 85 aboroe.

Sec. 74, Powers of Oonrts Over Local Legislative
Bodies
1. The eaereise of legislative or diaeretionary powers
conferred upon a municipal corporation by charter ere
beyond the control of the court, but after these powers
have been ezercised and the authorities are dealing with
contracts, as for street improvements, they are not acting
in s legislative capacity but in a capacity of agents amenable to the court.
2. The courts will not ordinarily restrain a city council
or other legi~letive body from considering or acting upon
proposed legislation, but do have the right to declare acts
uneonstitntional.
3. When a city council is acting on matters within its
juriedietion the courts will interfere only to correct a clear
abuse of discretion.
4. If a city council refuses to levy a taz to complete an
improvement es required by law it can be compelled to
do so by the court, and eonrts have the power to compel
local authorities to levy ta=ea to pay debts.
S~ctlon 74-Para~raDh 18chnmm ~. Seymour (1873),24 N. J. ID. 143.
ParairaDh 2—
Albrisht ~. FisLer (1901), 184 Mo.68,84 B.W. 108.
Psrasr~ph 3-~a~ .. as of Rockport (1918), iee n~o. evp. so, ao2
S.W.298:Charch ~. People (1899),176 II1.106.63 N.E.564;
Baas ~. Capper (1922), 28 Who. 387, 206 Pas 1008.
ParainDh 4-Lfttle Rock •. Bd. of Impm~ement (1888), 42 Ark. 162;
Pesram ~. Cleveland Count? Commiaioner~ (1870),84 N. 0.
667.
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5. The conrta have the right to restrain a local legiE
lative body in order to prevent a manifest violation of th
constitatioa of the state.
6. Corporations of all kinds are intellectual beings dig
tinet from the persons who compose them and are eree
tares of the law. They can act only according to thei
organization in the form and manner pointed out by thei
charters and the laws of the land.
9ecUon 74--Continued
Para6raph 6—
Blood ~. Beal (1904)~ 100 Me.39,6Q Atl.4l7.
Paragraph 6-Peirce v. New Orlenna Batldin~ Company (lggg)~ g Iy gg`

PexT II
DEBATE
CHAPTER 10

WHAT IS DEBATABLE
Sec. 80. Pnrgoae of Debate
1. The purpose of legislative bodies is to reach their
best joint judgment on the questions presented to them
for decision. The decision is the decision of the group, not
of the individual members. To reach the joint judgment of
the body the eaehange of thought and the reasons of the
members are essential. That eaehange of thought is
through debate. Every member has the right to present
his thoughts and opinions and to argue and attempt to
convince the other members of the group. Debate is one of
the most fundamental characteristics of alegislative bode.
2. As a general rule the members of a deliberative body
have the right to debate every substantive question presented to the body for determination, but debate upon
purely procedural questions is not a right of the members.
3. A deliberate body having the right to make its own
rules can by those rules restrict or cut off debate as it
may choose.

Sec. Sl. What Motions dre Debatable
1. All main motions are debatable because they present
substantive questions for determination.
Sectlon 80—
ParaBraph 1—

People v. American Institute (1873), 44 Eiow. Pr. (N. Y.)
488; Sturgis, p. 43.
Paraic'eDh 28turgis, p. 44.
Section 81—
Pansnph 1—

People ~. American Iaetitute (1873), 44 How. Pr. (N. Y.)
488; Stur~u, p. ~.
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2. Amendments to main motions and other substantive
propositionB are debatable because amendments modify
such substantive propositions. Amendments to procedural
motions are not debatable. This is, in effect, the rule that
amendments to undebatable motions are not debatable.
3. Motions which present substantive propositions in
any form are debatable. The most usual motions of this
class are,in addition to the main motion in its usual form
(a) dppeals, because they determine questions which
are equivalent to making rules governing future procedure.
(b) Motion to reconsider, because it presents a main
question for review.
(e) Mohan to rescind, because it reopens the conaideration of a main question.
(d) Motion to postgvone indefinitely, because it finally
disposes of a main question.
(e) Quest-ions of privilege which present main questions. Many questions of privilege present main questions.
They are privileged a~ to consideration only because they
involve a question requiring immediate decision.
(f) Motions to approve, to concur, to confirm, to appaint, and similar motions because they are main motions
in fact.
Sec. 82. What Motions Are Not Debatable
1. Motions of all kinds which relate to immediate procedure are not debatable. These usually are questions re3ectlon 81—Continued
Para~r~Dh 2—

$tursie, p. 38.
Para~raDh 39tur~ia, p. 88.
9eetlon 83-

9turgin, pp. 3537; Hughes, Sec. 715.
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lating to how something is to be done. There is nothing so
profound about these motions as to justify debate, and debate would only waste the time of the members. Even if the
body later changes its mind, it can change its procedure.
Recognition of the general application of this rule will _.
eliminate much confusion.
2. The following motions are not debatable
(a) Adjourn. (Unqualified)
(b) Call of the honee.
(e) Recess, when other business ie pending.
(d) Parliamentaryiagniry.
(e) Callfor the orders of the dap.
(f) Questions relating to priority of business.
(g) Suspension of the rules.
(h) Objection to the consideration of a question.
(i) Other incidental motions.
(j) Ley on the table.
(k) Previous queStion.
(l) Motions to close, limit or eztend the limits of
debate.
(m) Amend an nndebatable motion.
(n) Amend titles of bills.
(o) Divide a question, when right is given by rule.
(p) Motion to lay aside or pass on calendar or file.
(q) Take from the table.
(r) Requests of any kind.
(s) A decision of the presiding officer, unless an appeal
is taken from the decision.
3. Motions which adopt rules of procedure or amend
such rates and rules which determine some fntare rule of
procedure are main motions since they present substantive questions for determination by the body.
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4. It is commonly provided by rule that an appeal is not
debatable when it relates to indecorum, transgression of
the rules of speaking, or priority of business, or when
made while an undebatable question is pending or after
the previous question has been ordered. Sueh a rule follows congressional practice but it is not a rule of parliamentary law.
Sec. 83. Motions Which Permit Limited Debate
1. On the motion to postpone to a definite time, the
question of postponement is open to debate, but the main
question is not. In Congress all debate is prohibited on
the motion to postpone definitely, and this would seem to
be the better practice.
See afro Sec. 561.

2. The motion to commit or refer to committee is debatable as to the propriety of the reference, but the main
question is not open to debate on this motion.
Bee also 3eo. J88.

3. The motion to discharge a committee or to withdraw
a measure from committee is debatable as to the advisability of that action, but the measure is not open to debate.
,gee olio Sta 491.

Sec. 84. Motions Which Open the Main Qneation to
Debate
1. The following motions open the main question to
debate
(a) Postpone indefinitely.
Sec Secr..~SO•.356.
3ectlon 83—
Par4sraDh 1—
N. Y. Manual, p. 463; Hughee, Sec. 316 ; 3tur~ie, D. 38.
Paragraph 2—
Hughea, Sec. 330 ;Reed, Sec. 120; Sturgis, p. 38.
Pata~rayh 3—
Hughea,Sec.733.

~';:.:..
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(b) Reconsider a debatable question.
See Seer. 456-¢7S.

(c) Rescind, cancel or repeal.
See Seei..~80-48J.

(d) Ratify, approve, confirm, adopt or pass.
Bee Seo. 4.~5.
2. It will be noticed that the above motions finally dispose of the main question. The motion to postpone de8nitely would prevent further consideration of the question while the purpose of the motion to reconsider is to
defeat a question already approved or to revive a question
otherwise defeated. The motions to approve and to ratify
state the main question itself, the motion to rescind or

repeal would reverse an affirmative action previously
taken and simply states the main question in a negative
form, while the motion to adopt states the main question
in ita affirmative form. In this way parliamentary law
permits any main question to be debated before it is
finally defeated.
Sec. 86. Questions or Suggestions Not Considered
Debate
1. There is a clear distinction between debate and making suggestions or asking questions. It is permissible to
ask questions or make brief suggestions concerning undebatable questions. A member is entitled to inquire as to the
meaning or purpose or effect of an undebatable question.
The presiding officer may permit'the author or sponsor
of the proposition to ezplain briefly, and without argument, the nature of the proposal or what it is eapected to
accomplish. It is also in order for members to make sugSectlon 86—
$tnr~ilr DD. ~,'M.
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gestions as to the form of the proposition, its purpose, or
proeednre coneerning it. The presiding officer ehonld be
careful not to permit debate of an undebatable question
and to put the question to vote without unnecesearq delay.

Sec. 90

RIGHT TO THE FLOOR
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CHAPTER 11

RIGHT TO THE FLOOR
Sac. 90. Eight to Debate Qnestiona
9e~ Ohapfer IB, Bec~. 1~0-150, Propoaali Jor fiction.

1. Debate ie the essential feature of a legislative body.
It is the means by which the opinions of members are
ezchanged, questions deliberated, and conclusions reached
on the business before the body.
2. It is a fundamental rule of parliamentary practise
governing all deliberative as9emblies that the opportunity
to deliberate, and if poa8ible convince their fellows, is the
right of the minority, which right they cannot be deprived
of by the arbitrary will of the majority.
3. To permit of debate, there must be a debatable gnestion before the body, and some one member must have
been recognized as entitled to speak. During debate varione motions are in order, and if the question be not otherwise disposed o! previously, it is brought to a vote at the
conelneion of the debate and disposed of permanently
or for the time. Then another question can be brought
before the body •and, i! it is debatable, debate follows
on it.
4. A member who has just made a report or presented
any matter to the house is entitled to be first recognized
9ectloa 90—
Pu~fsraph 1—

Btuisli~ D.!$.
P~rasr~Dh 3—

Terre Hants Ou Corpor~tloa ~. John~oa (1913), 221 Ind.
499.46 N.ID. 2d 484, Modiffed 48 N.ID. 2d 4b6; 8tnrti, p. 49.
Porasi"aDh S—

Qaahins'~ Le~ialati~e Aa~emblia. Secs. 1177, 1178 ]188;
Btar~ir. y. 9S.
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for the purpose of dis~nssing that matter, but he loses
that right if he does not claim it within a reasonable time.
Sec. 91. Recognition of ~'tembere
1. A member is not entitled to address a body nor to
offer a motion or present a question or other business
without first obtaining recognition, but may interrupt a
speaker for the purposes listed in the following section.
2. When any member desires to speak or deliver any
matter to the house, he should rise at his seat and respectfully address the presiding officer. When the presiding
o~cer recognizes the member by calling him by name,
or by indicating that he is recognized, he is entitled to
the floor and may address the body or present a matter
of business.
3. The following rules should guide the presiding
o~cer in determining whom to recognize
(a) The first member rising and requesting recognition is entitled to the floor over others.
Section 90--Continued
Paragrayh 4-Stnrgle, p. 19; Hughes, Sec. 117; Reed, Sec. 214; Cnehins,
Sec. 204; Cushing's Legislative Assemblies, Secs. 1638-1541;
Tileon, p. 48 ; U. S. House Rule XIV, Par. 3.
section sl—
Para~raph 1—
JeReraon, Sec. XVII ; Stargia, p. 18.20 ; Hnghee, Sec. 181;
Cushing, Sec. 48 ; Reed, 9ece. 48, 218 ; Cnahing's Legiielative
Assemblies, Sec. 1532.
Parsaraph 2—
Jefferaon, Sec. XVII ; $tnrgie, p. 18; Cuehins'e LegielaHve
Assemblies, Seca. 3T4, 1212 ; Aughea, fist. 117; U. 9. House
ftnle YIV, Par. 1; Cue6ing, Secs. 48, 203; Reed, Sec. 102;
Tileon, Parliameatnry Law, p. 43 ; Tilaon'a Manual, Sec. 88.
Parasraph 3—
Jeffereon, gee. RVII, T~IX; Cuehing'e Legislative Assemblies,
Seca. 375, 377,1218, 1217,1535 ; 8tutaie, p. 19;Hughes, fists.
117, 119, 120, Parliamentary Law ; Caching, Secs. 87, 204;
Reed, Sec. 213; Tilson, p. 45; 2 F3atee1l 100.
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(b) When two or more members ask recognition at
the same time, the one first rising is entitled to prior
recognition.
(e) When two or more members arise at the same time,
the one first addressing the presiding o~cer is entitled
to be first recognized.
(d) When two members arise and ask for recognition
at the same time, or when the determination of the presiding officer as to who first arose or who was first entitled
to speak is questioned, the presiding officer may put the
question to the assembly,"Who first arosei" or "Who is
entitled to the floor T"
(e) The more modern practice is to leave the matter
of recognition of members to the presiding officer, and for
the presiding otTicer to designate the member who is first
to speak, subject only to points of order and appeals in
case of flagrant or persistent unfairness.
(f) The rules sometimes take away the right to appeal
from the decision of the presiding officer as to who is entitled to the floor.
4. In recognizing members, it is the custom for the presiding officer to alternate between those favoring and those
opposing the pending question.
5. The presiding officer has the right to inquire for what
purpose a member arises in order to ascertain whether the
member proposes business which is in order or a motion
which has a hi,;her precedence.
Secttoa 91—Continued
Para~raDh 49tur`ie, p, 19; Hughes, Sec. 11T ; Reed, Sec, 214; Tilson's
Manunl, Bea 60,
ParRiraDL 6—
stnr~ia, p. 19; Ruches, secs. 28, 124, 736.
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6. As a matter of courtesy, a new member is usually
called upon in preference to other members arising.at the
same time.
Sec. 82. Interruption of Speaker
1. There are circumstances under which a member may
interrupt a speaker and present a question for action or
decision.
2. The speaker may be interrupted for the following
purposes
(a) Raise a question of privilege.
(b) Appeal from the decision of the presiding o~cer
(if the appeal is made immediately following the
decision and before progress in debate).
(c) Raise a point of order requiring as immediate ruling.
(d) Make a parliamentary inquiry, requiring immediate reply.
(e) Make or give notice of a motion to reconsider.
(f) Object to consideration (must follow immediately
after recognition).
(g) Call for the regular order,for the orders of the day,
or call attention to a special order.
9ectfon 91--Continued
Para~raDh d-3tur~is, p. 19; Ha~hee, $ec. 878; Cushins'e Le~islntive
Aa~embliea, Sec. 1642.
section 92—
ParsRaPb Z—
(a) 9tur`ie, D. 24; Husby, ~M. n1.
(b) Stnr~ie, DP. 39, 208 ~ Hnghee, Sec. 123.
(c) StarfL~ D. 34; Hughes, Sec, 123.
(d) HtartL, D. 34; Hu~hee, Sec. 711.
(e) 9tarN, P. 33.
(f) $tnr~ie, p. 33c Hughes, Sec. 123.
([) Beed~ 8x. 26T p Hushes, secs. 128 ?11.
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(h) Call attention to disorderly conduct or to dieorderlywordsused in debate.
(i) Raise a question of"no quorum."
(j) Call for a division of a question.
(k) Call for a division of the house (must be made
immediately following the vote and before progress
in debate).
(l) Vote when missed on roll call or change a vote
when permitted. (It is too late to vote or change a
vote after the vote is announced.)

3. When a member is speaking and another member
intermpta to regneat recognition, it is the right of the
presiding o~cer to permit the person rising to state why
he desires the floor; and if the question he desires to raise
is entitled to precedence, the member originally speaking
should relinquish the floor until the question having
precedence is disposed of, but he is entitled to resume the
floor as soon as the privileged question has been disposed
of. This practice is required by rule in some legislative
bodies.
4. A member who is speaking may not be interrupted
to make a motion, even one with high priority like the
motion to adjourn.
Section 92—Continued
PaeagraDti =--Ccntlnued
(h) 3tnr~i~, p.46; Ha~hee, Sec. 709.
(i) Huaha,Sec. 8i8.
(j) Rushee, Secs. 123, 711.
(k) Hushes, 8eca.123, 711.
P+rsiraDh S—
Cv6in~'a Le~L1aN~e Ae~emblie~, Sec. 1214; Hashes, 9ec~.
124,178; Reed, Sec. 212; 9tarsii, D. 19.
ParasrsPh 4—
Jefferson, Sec. RX ; Reed, $ec. 189; 8tnrsL, p. 83; Hashes,
Bea 287; N. Y. Maau+1. D•'1l4, an~Wns. Sec. 18Ta; TiLae,
p. 6T.
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Sec. 93. Place of Speaking
1. While a member is speaking, he should remain
standing at his seat or at the bar of the house, and when
he has finished his speech, he should resume his seat. A
member who is infirm or ill may be permitted to speak
while seated. When a particular place has been set aside
for speaking, members should speak from that place.
Sec. 94. Right of Member to Hoid the Floor
1. When a member has been recognized, it is a breach
of order for another to interrupt him eaeept for the purposes listed under Section 92, Interruption of Speaker,
and ezcept to call him to order if he should depart from
it. Otherwise it appears to be within the discretion of the
member having the floor in debate to determine when
and by whom he may be interrupted.
2. A member does not lose his right to the floor by the
intervention of a privileged question, and when a member resumes his seat while a paper is being read, he does
not thereby lose his right to the floor.
3. A member who bad the floor or was entitled to the
floor at adjournment is entitled to the floor on the renewal
of debate on the original question.
Sectlon 93—

JeQeraon, Sec. RVII ; Cnehing, Sec. 208; Caehing'e Le6ielative Aeaembltee, Secs. 378, 379, 15b0.
9ectton 94—
Paragrayh 1—

Cnehing's Lesislative Aeeembliee, Sec. 1218; Hnghee, Sec.
898; Cuehin~, Sec. 200 ; 9tussie, p. 4T.
Parasraph 2—

Cushiag'e Legialati~e Aaeembliee, gee. 1221; Hughes, Seca.
877, 881; Reed, Sec. 212; Stur~te, p. 234.

Para~raPh 3—

Cnahint's Letiilsti~e Aneemblie~, Sec. 164.4.
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4. When there is a question between two members as
to which member is entitled to the floor, one may relinquish his claim in favor of another, and courtesy
requires that the person relinquishing his claim be neat
recognized.
5. Where the right to close debate is recognized, a
member who is in charge of a measure does not lose his
right to close the debate unless the previous question is
adopted, and in this ease, the right to make a limited
closing speech is often permitted by the rules,
Sec. 9b. Yielding the Floor in Debate
1. A member having the floor in debate may, without
objection, yield it for questions and eaplanations connected with the subject before the house. When a member
yields the floor temporarily upon request, he may protect his claim to the floor by indicating that he is yielding
only temporarily; his claim to the floor is, however, a
matter of courtesy and not of right.
2. A member may propose an amendment to the question under discussion without yielding the floor, but loses
his right to the floor when he yields it to permit another
member to propose an amendment.
Section 94---Continued
Para~raPh ~—
Hughee, Sec. 117; Cuahing'n Legislative Assemblies, Sec.

1547.
Paragraph b— ,

Hughes, Sec. 877.
9ectton 95—
Para~raph 1—

Hughee, Secs. 877, 738; Reed, Sec. 217; Cuahin~, Sec. ZO6 ;
3tureie, p. 213.
Paragraph 2—

suena, s~..1i7, e~t7.
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post3. A member who yields the floor for a motion to
or
table,
the
on
pone the matter under discussion, lay it
time,
i~
later
a
debate
to
otherwise put over further
is
discussion
when
the
entitled to be first recognized
and
privilege
claim
this
promptly
resumed, but he must
be recognized.
8eo, 98, Sight of Presiding Officer to the 1Floor
ques1. The presiding officer ie not entitled to debate
member
he
is
e
he
when
although
tions from the chair,
from
speak
member
and
another
may assign the chair to
the floor.
points
2. The presiding officer hea the right to speak on
members
other
to
members,
or
of order in preYerence to
hie
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8•ction 96--Continued
Panp'~Dh b--

Hnsha, Sec. 726.
B~atlon 96—
P~raslaDh 1—

Beed, 8cc. ~0; Hu~he~, Sec. 74; 9turiie, D. 8.

Parasrayh!—

Jefferson, Sec. %VII; 3tue~le, D• 8; N. Y. Manual. D. 4b7.
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CHApT'ER 12

DEBATE ON QUESTION
Seo. 100. There Mnet Be a Qneetion Before the Home
to Pe:mit Debate
1, There can be no debate unless there is a question
before the houBe.
2. Debate mast always have relation to some definite
gneation which is ender consideration by the body. There
mast be a motion or question proposed to the body by the
presiding o~cer for the parpose of eacertaining the will
of the body.
3. When the subject appears clearly from the cirenmstanees or speech,a member ie often permitted to conclude
his speech with a motion rather than being required to
first make the motion. This is a particularly common proeedure in making nominations.
4. In the case of routine reports or other papers being
presented to the body, the question is presumed to be
pending without a definite motion being made.
5. It hes been ruled in Congress that a communication
or report being submitted to the House is debatable before
any specific motion is made in relation to it. The com9ectlon 100—
Parii='iDh 1—

Quahin~'e LesialaH~e Assemblies, 6ecs. 1666.1681; Ha~Lee,
Secs. 8T8,89b ; N. Y. Maanal, p. 4d0; $tnr~ia, p. 49.
~~Dh f-

8tnr~is~ D. 44; Hn~ha, gee. 878: CnaLins, Sec. 188.
P~iraDh d--

Cnahin~'~ I.esLiatl~e Aesemblles, Sec. 16b8; 9tnrfii, D. 49.
p~T~~Dh 4—

Htuhes,8ecs.134,878.
p+nR~Dh 6—

Hnsha,Sec.728.
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Sec.101

Sec. 101

munieation itself forms a basis of discussion, being before
the Fiouse when presented to it.
fnr6. If a pending matter is withdrawn, it precludes
subject.
ther debate on that

Sec. 101. Debate Is Limited to the Qneation Before the
Fionse
1. Debate most be confined to the question before the
body.
2. A member who resorts to persistent irrelevance or to
persistent repetition after the attention of the house has
discontinue
been called to the matter may be directed to
officer.
his speech by the presiding
3. ~'Phen a question bas been entertained by the presiding officer and stated to the house, it is open to debate,
and the presiding officer may properly put the question
"Is there any discussion l" or, "Are you ready for the
questions" in order to serve notice that the matter is
open to discussion and may be closed if no one takes the
floor.
Section 100—Continued
Para6raDh b—
Fiughee, Sec.719.
Parastaph 7—
Hug6ea, Sec.883.
SecUort 101—
Paragraph 1—
See. 728;
JeRereon, Sec. RVII; StarBie, p• 4b ~ Haghee, Lesielati~e
Cushing, Sec. 20S; Reed, Sec. 218; Cnahing'e
Aaeembliee, Secs. 1817-18b4 ; U. 8. Honae Rule RIV, Par. 1.
Pa~a~raDh 2—
Hughee, Sec. 734; 9turgie, D.'~.
ParssraDh 3—
Stnrri~, D. 48; Hu~hee, Sec. 87b.
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4, Debate on a bill is confined to the bill under
consideration and does not eatend to criticism of other bills
before
the house or in committee, even though they relate
to the
same subject.

Set Chapter ~8, Seca. t7Q-$y6, Withdsatoal of 3fotion~.

7. Debate on a point of order is closed when the presidinq of~'icer makes his decision thereon.
See Chapter ~5, sec,. E4o-~ys, Pointa of Order,
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5. It is out of order to refer in debate to a bill or
other
matter not yet reported by a committee. Neither is it
in
order to refer to proceedings of a committee unless the
committee has formally reported its proceedings to the
house, Members may not allude to nor relate in debate
what was done or said in committee or by any member of
the committee, except such as is contained in the written
report made to the house by authority of the committee.
6. When a question is under debate and an amendment
is proposed, the amendment then becomes the question
under consideration. When an amendment is pending,
the debate must be confined to the merits of the amendment, unless it is of such a nature that its decision practically decides the main question.
?, Debate begins with the statement of the question and
ends when the question is put to vote and the vote announced,
8. When a question has been divided, general discussion
continues on the first division, but brief debate should
be permitted on the remaining divisions.
Section 101--Continued
ParagraDti 1—
Hughea, Sec, i32; Cannon's Procedure in the House of Repneentativee, pp. lbl•153.
Paragraph 6Hughes, Seca.894,729.
Panaraph 68tursie, p. 45; Reed, Sea 218.
Paragraph 7—
Stnr~ie, p. 49; Hu`hee, 8ece. 876, 893.
Patail'~Dh d—
Iiu~hee, Sec. 727; $tursie, y, 228,
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Sec, 102. d ~dembar Hsa a Right to Speak Only Once
on a Qneetion
1. No member has the right to speak more than once on
the same question, at the same stage of procedure, on the
same day; or even on another day, if the debate be adjourned. But if a bill be read more than once on the same
day, he may speak once at each reading.
2. A member may be permitted to speak again to clear
up a matter of fact, or merely to explain some material
part of his speech, and while he does not have the right
to disease the question itself, he may be permitted to do so,
When a member has exhausted his right to speak he may
still make any motion having a higher precedence.
3. When an amendment is offered, or sny other motion
i8 made, the amendment or other motion then becomes the
question under consideration. In regard to the right to
debate, such a question is treated as a new question. A
member who has spoken once on the main question may
speak again on an amendment. But when a question is sot
debatable an amendment to that question is not debatable.
Section 102—.
Paragraph 1—

JeSerson, Sec. RVII; Caching, Sec. 216; Reed, Sec. 216;
G~rhing'e Legtelattre Assemblies, Sec. 1682; Tllton, yp.
29, 49; U. 8. House Aule I, Par. 4, sad Rnle RIO, Par. 8;
2 Hatadl 78.
Pan~raph 2—

Sec. 103
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4. The 'rule providing that members shall not speak
more than once on the same measure, at the same stage of
procedure, applies to continued debate after adjournment or postponement.
5. In practice, a member is often given the privilege
of speaking a second time on a question after others who
desired to speak have spoken when he can explain any
point misunderstood and present facts to refute arguments by those opposed.
Sec. 103. Member Sponsoring a Question Closing
Debate
1. In many deliberative bodies it is provided by rule
that the author or sponsor of a measure or a main question
is entitled to close the debate after other members wishing
to speak have spoken. Where this rule exists, a member
may not be deprived of his right to close the debate, except
by ordering the previous question, and sometimes the rules
permit the author or sponsor a limited time to close debate
even after the previous question hex been ordered. Where
the right of closing is not set out in the rules the privilege
is often granted by custom.
Section 102—Con[Inued
Paragraph 4—
Jefferso¢, Sec. XXSIII; I3ug6ee, Sec. 735; Cuahin~, Sec

2is,
Paragraph 5—
Cus6ing, Secs. 217, 218; Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies,

Seca. 1595,1801.
8ectloa 103—

Hughea, Seca. 877, 719; Sturgis, p. 49; Tilson, p. 47; U. S.
House Rule %IV,Pat. 3.

JeRerson, Sec. %oII; Cw6in~, Sec. 216; Cnshin~'a Le~Llative Aseembliea, Secs. 1686, 1692, 1H02, 18U3.
Puairaph i—

JelCereon, $ec. SZ%V ; 9tarsi0. D•'~ ~ Cnahia`'e Lesialative
Ammblies, Seen. 1819-1833; Hushes, Sec. 719; Feed, Secs.
216, 218; Cn~!►in~, Sect. 216, 218.
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CHAPTER 13

CONDUCT OF DEBATE

~

sec. 111. Reference to Ezecutive, to Other Horse, or
Questions Before the Courts

CONDUCT OF DEBATE

1. It is unparliamentary and inconsistent with the
independence of a legislative body to refer to the name
or office of the executive in order to influence the vote.
It is in order in debate to refer to the executive or his
opinions, with either approval or criticism when such
references are relevant to the subject under discussion
and otherwise conform to the rules.
2. It is irregular and unparliamentary for a member
in one house of a legislature to quote or refer to the vote
by which a measure passed the other house.
3. Any matter waiting adjudication in a court should
not be debated or discussed in a legislative body.

Sec. 110. Addressing Members or Presiding O~cer
See also Sec. 1~J~, Per~onalitiea Not Pesmiited in Debate,

1. All debate must be addressed to the presiding officer,
and not to the members.
2. To guard against the appearance of personalities in
debate, it has long been the rule in legislative bodies that
no member should refer to another by name in debate.
The other member should be described by the district he
represents, his seat in the house, as "the member who
spoke last," or in any other like manner.
3. In administrative boards and small bodies it is entirely proper to respectfully refer to another member
by title or by name as Commissioner A, or Mr. B.
4. The presiding o~cer of a house of a state legislature is always addressed as "Mr. Speaker" or "Mr.
President," or in committee, including Committee of the
Whole, es "Mr, Chairman." The presiding o~cers of
local legislative and administrative bodies are referred
to by their particular titles, or as "Mr. Mayor," "Mr.
Chairman," ur'`Mr. Moderator."
5. The officers of a deliberative body should always be
referred to by their official titles.

Sec, 11Z. reading Papers
1. When papers which have not been printed, are presented to the house or to a committee for action, a member
has a right to have them read once before he can be compelled to vote on them. If there has been debate or amendment he may request that they be read again before
voting upon them, but a motion or request for the reading
of a bill or resolution is not in order after the roll call
has been ordered.
Section ill—
Paragraph 1—
Cuehing's Legislative Aaeemblies, Sec, ?38; Hughes, Secs.
894, 737; JeCeraon, Sec. XXRV ;Reed, Sec. 224,
Paragraph 2—
Cuehing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 789.
Paragraph 3—
Hug6es, Sec. 880.
Section 112—
Paragraph 1—
Je~eraon, Sec. XXXII; Cuehing'e Legislative Aeaembliee,
Sec. 1472; N. Y. Manual, p. 448; Cue6inQ, Sec. 155; Reed,
Sec. 187.

Section 110—
Para6raph 1—
Beed, Sec. 212; 9turgie, p. 48; Cushins's Le~LlaNve
Aaeembiiee, Sec. 380.
Paragraph 2—
Je~ereon, Sec. XVII; Stursis, p, d8; Hnshee, Sec. 879;
Cuahing'a Legislative AesemDtiee, Seca, 381, 1871.1873;
Reed, Sec. 212.
Para~raDh 4—
Hu~hee, gee. 706.
Par~~raph 6—
Stur~ie, p. 48.
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2. Members do not have the right to have acts, journals,
accounts, or papers on the table read independently of
the will of the body. The delay and interruption which
this might cause demonstrates the impossibility of the
existence of such a right,
3. Every member should have as much information as
possible on every question on which he is to vote. When a
member requests the reading of a paper for information
end not for delay, the presiding officer should diraet it
to be read, but if any member objects, the presiding officer
must put the question of reading to a rote.
4. If a member was absent from the chamber when the
paper ender consideration was read, even though absent
on duty, be cannot insist on its being read again, as the
convenience of the body is of more importance than that
of a single member.
5. g member has not the right, without the permi8sion
of the body, to lay a book or paper on the table, and
have it read on auggestiag that it contains matter infringing on the privileges of the body.
6. A member has no rzght to read, or have the clerk
read, from any paper or book, as a part of his speech, if
any member objects, without the permission of the body.
8ectton 112--Conttnuea
Para6raph 2—

Jeffesaon, Sec. XXXII; Cnahing, Sec. 168; Recd, Sec. 187.
ParasrayA 8—

JeQereon, Sec. %XXIZ.
p+r+tiraDh 4—

Teserson, Sec. RRRII.
PaeasraDh 5—

Jefferaon, Sec, XRXII; Cuehfn~, Sec. ib7.
para~rayh 6-Jeffereon, $ea XRXII; Cue6ins, Secs, Ib7-169 ; Re~vl,
Sec. 187.
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But this rule is never rigorously enforced except where
there is an intentional or gross abuse of the time and
patience of the body. It is customary, however, to allow
members to read printed e$tracts as parts of their
speeches,so long as they do not abuse the privilege.
7. A member has not the right to read even his own
speech, committed in writing, without leave. This also is
to prevent the abuse of time, and therefore should not be
refused except where the privilege is abused. A membez
i~ entitled to speak from notes.
Sec, 213, ConeideraLion by Paragraph
1. The natural order in considering and amending any
paper is to begin at the beginning, and proceed through
it by sections or paragraphs. This order is strictly adhered to in most legislative bodies, but in smaller bodies
recurrences may be indulged when they seem, on the
whole, to produce advantages overweighing their inconvenieneea.
2. Where recurreneea are permitted, they should be
permitted only after the paper has been considered to the
end, unisex some good reason appears, when recurrences
may be permitted by unanimous consent.
3. To this natural order of beginning at the beginning,
there is a single exception found in parliamentary usage.
9ectioa 112--Continued
Parasraph 7—

JeQereon, Sec. XXSII; Cwhin~'s Le~isletive Asaembliee,
Sem.165$-1666.
9ecdon li3—
ParaeraDh i—

JeIIerwn, Sec, RRVI; Cushing, 9ece. 95, 191,
Parasrayh 2—

Reed~ 3ec.130.
Parasraph 3—

JeSerson, Sec.%BVI ; Cnehin~, Sec.192; Aeed,Sec.130.
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When a bill is taken up in committee, or on the final
reading, the consideration of the title is postponed until
the other parts of the bill are finished. The reason for
this is that on consideration of the body of the bill, alterations may be made which will also require the alteration
of the title.
4. Should the presiding officer fail to take up the proposition by paragraph, any member mar move that the
proposition be considered by paragraph, or seriatim.

(d) After all the paragraphs have been considered,
the report or bill or resolution is open to amendment as
a whole, when additional paragraphs may be inserted and
any paragraph may be further amended.
(e) When the report or measure is found satisfactory,
or has been amended to the satisfaction of the house, the
title or preamble, if any, is considered and may be
amended, and then a single vote is taken on the adoption
of the entire measure, report or resolution.

5. The usual method of procedure in acting upon a ~omplicated report or a bill or resolution is as follows:
(a) A member submits the report of a committee, or a
bill. He reads the report or presents the bill or resolution, and moves its adoption. Should he neglect to move
its adoption, the presiding officer may call for such a
motion, or he may assume the motion and state the question accordingly.
(b) The member who submitted the report, or the secretary or clerk as the presiding officer directs, then reads
the first paragraph, which is explained by the reporting
member, after which the presiding officer should ask,
"Are there any amendmentsT" or "`Vhat is the pleasure
of the house i"The paragraph is then open to discussion
and amendment.
(e) When there are no amendments or no further
amendments are proposed to the paragraph, the presiding officer then directs that the neat paragraph be read.
In a similar manner each paragraph is read in succession,
and may be debated and amended, but is not adopted.

Sec. 114. Aslang Qnestiona of Members
~. Procedure on risking Questions
1. If a member desires to ask a question of a member
he may do so through the presiding officer, but it is discourteous and a strict violation of parliamentary rules to
ask the question directly of the member. Unless some good
reason eaiats, he should wait until the member has concluded speaking,but may interrupt with the consent of the
member.
2. The procedure on asking questions is for the
member to rise, and without waiting to be recognized, say,
"Mr.President (or Mr. Speaker or Mr. Chairman),I wish
to ask the Senator (or gentleman or otherwise designating
the member speaking) a question." The presiding officer
then asks the member speaking if he will yield to a question. The member may consent or decline, replying
through the presiding officer. If the member speaking
consents, the member desiring to ask the question may
then state the question and the member speaking may
reply. I4 the first reply does not fully answer the question,

Section 113---Continued
Paragraph 49tur¢ie, D.84.
Par4gr~ph 5—
Cuehin`, 9ece. 183, lf# ; Beed, ~ece. 129, 130.

'

9ectton 114—
Pan~raph 1—
Cu~hin~'e I~ielarive Aaembliee, Sec. 16'T2; 8tnrsie„p, 213;
Hashes, Sec. 700.
Parasi'~Dh!—
Stas~i~, p. 21E.
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it is the practice to permit a limited number of further
questions to be asked.
3. In computing the time allowed for argument, the
time consumed in asking questions must be considered.
And if a member consents to the question, the time consumed by the interruption is taken out of any time allowed
him.
B. Limitations on Questions
4. Questions addressed to members may relate only to a
question before the body.
5. A question should not be permitted which reflects
upon the character or conduct of any member or upon the
executive or other official. A question as to what course
a member proposes to follow is not in order.
6. The purpose of a question is to obtain information
and not to supply it to the bodq. A question may not
contain statements of fact unless they be necessary to
make the question intelligible and can be authenticated.
Neither should a question contain arguments.
C. Ruestions ire Not Debate
7. Merely asking a question, or making a suggestion, is
not debate. A member is entitled to inquire concerning the
meaning or purpose or effect of even an undebatable
motion.
9ectlon 114—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Hughes, Sec. 431.
Paragraph 4—
Hughee, Sec. 708; 9tvr~ie, p. 212.
Paragraph b—
Hug6en, 8ece. 106, 707.
Part~raDh 6—
Cuehiag'a Legislative Aexmbtiee, Sec. 16Td ; Ha`hee, Sec.
707.
Pan~raph 7—
Stnr~is, p. 45.
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CHAPTER 14
DECORUM IN DEBATE
Sec, 120. Equality of Members in Debate
1, The rights and duties of members of a legislative
body are derived from and founded upon the absolute
equality of the members, Every member has the same
right as any other member to present questions for the
consideration of the house, and has the same right to be
heard. Members must not be permitted by their conduct
to deny to others that which they may claim for themselves. It is the duty of every member to conduct himself
so as not to obstruct the like rights of other members.
Freedom of speech involves obedience to all the rules
of debate.
sec. 121, Breaches of the Order of the Horse
1. That no one is to speak "impertinently or beside the
question, superfluously, or tediously" is an ancient rule
governing debate.
2, g member who resorts to persistent irrelevance or
to persistent repetition after the attention of the house
has been called to the matter may be directed to discontinue his speech by the presiding o~cer.
Section 120—
Cuehing'e L~:gielative Aeeembliea, sec, 373; Cochin`, gee. 38;
Hughes, Sec. 888; 3tur~is, p. 43.
9ecUon 121—
ParaQraDh 12 Hatsell 188; Jefferson, Sec. TiVII ; N. Y. Menusl, p. 467;
Cuahing'e Legislative Aseembliee, 3ece. 1878-1700; Sturaie,
PP. 44~ 46.
ParasraDh 2—
Stnrgi,e, p. 4b ; Hv~hes, Sec. 734.
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3. During debate, while the presiding o~cer is speaking, or the house is engaged in voting, no one is to disturb
another in his speech by hissing, coughing, spitting,
speaking or whispering to another, nor passing between
the presiding officer and the member speaking, nor crossing the Soor of the house, nor walking up and down, nor
taking books or papers from the desk, nor writing there.

Sec. 122

DECORU3f IN DEBATE

1Q7

7. Calls for the reading of papers or for roll calls or
for the question made by members from their seats are not
to be regarded as motions or demands. Such calls are
themselves breaches of order and should not be recognized.

5. A member in debate is not permitted to reflect upon
a prior determination of the house unless it is his purpose
to conclude with a motion to repeal or modify or rescind
the action to which he has referred. The consequences of
a measure may be denounced in strong terms ; but to
attack the motives of those who propose or advocate it is
not in order, While a proposition is still under consideration and capable of change, though it has even been reported by a committee, reflections on it are not reflections
on the house.
6. The reading in the house of any letter from a person
not a member or any other communication calling in
question acts of members or officials of the house, or
being abusive, is out of order and should not be permitted,

Sec. ]28. Procedure IInder Call to Order
1. If repeated calls do not produce order, the presiding
officer may call any member, who obstinately persists in
irregularity, by name.
2. When called to order by the presiding officer, the
member must sit down until the question of order is
decided, The member may not proceed unless the body
permits him to do so. The presiding officer may state
the offense committed, and the member may then be heard
in explanation or justification, and may be required to
withdraw while the body considers whether it will take
any action against him.
3. Although the presiding o~cer is in control of debate
on a question of order, yet he should put to a vote the
question of whether a member called to order during a
debate should be allowed to proceed. A member who has
been called to order in debate and decided out of order,
loses the floor and another may be recognized. When a
member is called to order for irrelevancy, he may proceed
in order unless the question was brought to a vote and the
debate found irrelevant.

Section 121—Continued
Par4eraph 32 Hataell 171; Jefferson, Sec. YV II ; Sturgis, p. 48 ;Cushing,
5ece. 37, 211; Reed, Sec. 212; U. 9. Fiouee Rule XIV, Par. T.
Paratr~ph 4—
Cuehing, Sec. 207; Hughes, Sec. 724.
P~et~raph 6—
JeReeeon, Seca. 4RXIII, XX~IV ; Hu~hee, Sec. 182; Cneh•
iu~, 9ece. 210, 211; Reed, Sec. 212.
Paragraph 6—
Ha~ha, $ec. 708.

9ecUon lEl—Continued
Paragraph ?—
Hueha, Sec, 220.
3ectton 12t—
ParseraDh 1—
JeQenon, Sec. %ZIV ; Cashing, Secs. 40, 226; Reed, Sec. 221.
Para~raDh L—
Jeffenon, Sec. RXIV; Reed, Sec. 223; Hughes, Sec. 890;
Cashing, Seca. i0,41,228-232; TiLon,p.47.
Pata~raph 3—
Hnshes, Sec.898;Cnahins,Sec.214.

4. If, at any time, the presiding officer rises to state a
point of order, or give information, or otherwise speak
within his privilege, the member speaking must take his
seat until the presiding officer has been heard.
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Sec. 133. IIee of Disorderly Words in Debate
1. No person may use indecent language with reference to the body or its members.
2. When disorderly words are used by a member in
debate, notice should immediately be taken of them by
the member objecting, and if he desires the words taken
down, he should repeat them exactly as he believes them
to have been spoken. If the presiding officer is of the
opinion that the words are disorderly, he should direct
that the clerk take them down. If the presiding officer
dunks the words are not disorderly, he may delay the
order to the clerk to take down the words unless there
is a demand by other members, when he should order the
clerk to take them down as stated by the objecting member,
or a member may insist on the determination of the question by the house by putting the question in the form of
a motion.
3. When words are taken down, they are then a part of
the minutes, and when read to the offending member, he
may deny they were his words. When there is a dispute
as to the words, before the question of disorderliness is
voted upon, the presiding officer should Srst pnt the
gneation,".Are the words written down the words spoken
by the member t"
4. The question of whether the words are disorderly ie
then submitted to the body. If the body is satisfied that
9ectt00 SfS—
PataRrsph 17eSerson, Sec.~CBRIII.
Ptratl'a➢h ~—
Jefferson, Sec. X%%V; Hughes, Sec. 709; Cuehins, 9ece.
227-232; Reed, 9en. 222, 225.
p~i='~Dh i—
JeRereoa, Sec. XSSV ;Qa~hin~, Sec. 229.
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the words are not disorderly, no further proceeding is
necessary, If the words are found disorderly, the member using them should be permitted to explain and apologize to the body, but if the member refuses to apologize,
it is the duty of the presiding officer to censor him, or
of the body to act in the case.
5. If the remarks of the member are decided to be
improper, he may not proceed, if any one objects, without the permission of the body expressed by a vote, upon
which question no debate ie allowed.
6. When a member has been called to order for disorderly words,it is usual for a motion to be made to permit
the member to explain and if the ezplanation is satiafactory, it is in order and customary for a motion to be made
and carried that the member be allowed to "proceed in
order." The motion shonid always be that the member
be permitted to "proceed in order," and not merely to
°'proceed."
7. In order to take any action concerning disorderly
words spoken in a committee they must be written down,
but the committee can only 'report them to the parent
body for its consideration and action.
8. The procedure here given is the established formal
procedure 4or dealing with instances of disorderly conduet or disorderly words. Particularly in smaller groups,
these matters are better dealt with informally.
BecUon 123—ConUaued
PaniraDh 4—
Jeaerson, Sec. SXSV ; Hu~ha, Sec. 709; Cnrhins, Seca.
`129 230.
P~raDh 6—
Quahln[~ Sec. 230 ~ 8tnriL~ P. ~l8.
~~Dh 6—
Hu~ha, Seca. 720,721; Reed, Sec. 22S.
Paragraph 7—
Jeaetwn, Sec.BSRV.
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9. Improper conduct of a member can be referred to a
committee for investigation and report or for action and
the notoriety which comes from discussion on the floor
avoided,
10. VPhen any member has spoken or any other business
has taken place since the member spoke, it is too late to
take notice of any disorderly words he used for the purpose of censure.
Sec. 124. Personalities Not Permitted in Debate
gee also $ec. 110, dddreiiinp bfembtrt or Preaidinp O,~icer.

1. In debate a member must confine his remarks to the
question before the house, and avoid personalities.
2. A member in referring to another member, should,
as much as possible, avoid using his name, rather identifying him by the district which he represents, his seat, as
the member who last spoke, or by describing him in some
other manner.
3. It is not the man but the measure that is the subject
of debate, and it is not allowable to arraign the motives
of a member, but the nature or consequences of a measure
may be condemned in strong terms.
Sec. iS6. Personal Disputes Between Members
1. Whenever there has been a dispute or an assault
between members, the body may require the members to
8ectfon 123--Continued
Parasraph 9—

JeQereon, Sec. RRRV ; Cuehina, Sec. 282.
3ectlon 124—
Para`rayh 19tur`is, p. 48; Tileon, p. 44.
Paragraph 2—
JeSereon, Sec. 7tVII; Cnahing, Sec. 208.
Para~raDh 3-

3tueYla, p. 46; Hu`he~, $ec. 705.
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settle their differences and agree not to prosecute the disagreement further, and the members may be put under
restraint if they refuse to settle their differences or until
they do.
2. In a dispute between members, of which the body
takes official notice, both parties to the dispute should
retire after being beard while the body decides what
action if any it will take concerning the matter. It is not,
however, necessary for a member objecting to disorderly
words to retire unless he is personally involved. Disorderly
words to the presiding officer, or in respect to the official
sets of an ot~icer, do not involve the ot~icer so as to require
him to retire.
sea. 126. Oomplainta Against the Presiding Officer
1. The presiding o$icer is subject to the same rules
regarding disorderly words as members.
2. Complaint of the conduct of the presiding oi~cer
should be presented directly for action by the house, in
which case the presiding officer should vacate the chair
and call a member to preside until the matter is settled.
3. A question concerning conduct of the presiding officer should not be presented by way of debate on other
matters. Allusions to, or critical reference to the pre•
9ectlon 126—
Pars~raph 1—

JeSereon, Sec. XVII.
Paragraph 2—

JeQeraon, Sec. ROII.
8ectfoa 128—
Para~raDh 1—

Su~hes, Sec. 709.
P~ra~raDh 2—

Huehes, Sec. 892.
Parasraph 3—

Ha~ha,Bec.892
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siding officer, are not in order. Such attacks are not conducive to the good order of the house.
Sec. 1Z7. Relations With the Other House and Its
Members
See also Chapter 71, Seel„ 760-764, Relations With the Other
Soule,

1. Neither house of a le~islatire body can exercise any
authority over a member or officer of another, but.when
it appears that some action should be taken it should
complain to the house of which the person complained
of is a member or o~cer, and leave the punishment to
that house.
2. When the complaint is of words disrespectfully
spoken by a member of the other house, it is difficult to
obtain punishment because of the rules supposed necessary to be observed, as to the immediate noting down of
words, for the security of members. Therefore, it is the
duty of the house, and more particularly of the presiding
officer, to interfere immediately, and not to permit eapre~sions to go unnoticed which may give a ground of
complaint to the other house, and introduce proceedings
and mutual accusations between the two houses.
3. If the motives of a member of either house have been
impugned in the other, he may refer to the proceedings
of the other house sufficiently to explain his own motives
under the right of personal privilege, but may not bring
into discussion matters of controversy.
sectlon Iz7—
Pansrayh 1—

Jeffenon, Sec. %XRV ; Huahee, Sea. &4, 84,894.
Pars~raDk 2—

JeQereon, Sec. XICXV ; Hushee, Sec. 894.
Parasraph ~—

Hu~hes, Sec. 884.
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4. It is a breach of order in debate to notice what has
been said on the same subject in the other house, or the
particular votes or majorities on it there, because the
opinion of each house should be independent and not
influenced by the proceedings of the other, and because —
referring to or quoting the proceedings in one house
might cause reflections leading to a misunderstanding
between the two houses.
Section 12T—Continued
Paragraph 4—
Jefferaon, Sec. RXXV ;Reed, Sec. 224 ; Cushing's Legislative

Asaembliea, Sec. 739.
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CHAPTER 1 S

CLOSING DEBATE
Sec. 130. Bringing Qneation to Vote
See Sec, 5£J for manner of putting que~tiona to cote.

1. When the debate appears to the presiding o~cer
to be closed, he should inquire, "Are you ready for the
question f" If, after a reasonable pause, no one rises to
claim the floor, he may assume that no member wishes
to speak, and put the question to vote.
2. Debate is not closed by the presiding officer stating
the question, as until both the affirmative and the negative are put, a member can rise and claim the floor and
reopen the debate or make a motion, provided he rises
with reasonable promptness after the presiding officer
asks, "Are you ready for the question 1"
3. The question is to be put first on the a~rmative,
and then on the negative side. After the presiding officer
has put the a~rmative part of the question, any member
who has not spoken before to the question may rise and
speak before the negative be put, because it is not a full
vote until the negative part is also put. After the first
member has voted on roll call, however, it is too late to
resume the debate.
4. IF the debate is resumed, both the a~rmative and
the negative of the question must be put again.
8ectlon 130—
ParaaraDh 13turtie, p. 48; Cuehing'e Le~ialetive Aiaemblies, Sec. 1810.
parasraph 2—
Cuehing'e Legislative Aeaembliee, Sec. 1810; Stnr~ie, p. 48.
Pan~raph S—
Je~ereon, Sec. RRXIR ; Cu~hin~'e Le=ialatl~e M~emblia,
Secs. 1810, 1815.
PatstnDh 4—
Btur~i~, p. 48.
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5. Should the privilege of reopening a question be
abused by members not responding to the inquiry, "Are
you ready for the question t"and intentionally waiting
until the affirmative vote has been taken, and then rising
and reopening the debate, the presiding officer should
aet as in case of dilatory motions, or any other attempt
to obstruct business, and protect the body from annoyance.
6. When a vote is taken a second time, as when a division is called for, debate cannot be resumed except by
unanimous consent.
7. In routine matters, such as receiving petitions, reports, withdrawing motions, reading papers, etc,, the
presiding officer usually assumes the consent of the body
where no objection is expressed.
sec. 131. f?ntting Off Debste
1. A majority of the members may close the debate without allowing all the time desired by others. They can do
so by ordering either the previous question or the elosing of the debate at a certain time, or they can limit the
length of the speeches and allow each member to speak
only once on each question. Rules have been adopted by
some bodies requiring atwo-thirds vote to limit or close
debate but unless such a special rule has been adopted a
majority vote only is required in legislative bodies.
See olio Chapter d5, 6eo~. J~5.358, Ths Pretioua Question,
and Cl~opter J8, Seca.S55-J61, Afotioni Cloainp, Limiting or
Eztendinp Limits on DeDole.
Section 130--ContlnuW
Pan~raph 7—
Jcffereon, Sec. XItSIR; Stur`ie, p. 87.
Seotlon 131—
Pua~raph 1—
StueLitr D. 48.
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2. The body by a majority vote of the members voting,
may lay the question on the table, and thus temporarily
suspend the debate, but it can be resumed by taking the
question from the table by a majority vote when no question is before the body at a time when business of that
class, or unfinished business or new business is in order.
Bee Chapter d4, Bea. JJO-S/1, Lay on tAe Tabk, and ~eo..~9t,
Motion to Take FTam the Tabie.

3. When it is desired to prevent any discussion of a
subject, even by its introducer, this can be done by objeeting to the consideration of the question before it is
debated, or any subsidiary motion is stated.
Hee Cllopter S0, Baot. t9S-J00, Objeet+on !o Consideration.

4. A body may by unanimous consent limit the time
for debate on any question.
5. When debate is limited and a member has spoken
his allotted time the presiding officer should call him to
order and notify him of the ezpiration of his time.
6. When debate has been limited, the time may also be
eatended by unanimous consent. And when unanimous
consent to continue is not asked by another member, the
member speaking may properly do so.
Section 131—Coatlnued
Parairsph t—

Sturgie, pp. 202.204.
Paragraph 3—
Sturgis, p. 222.
Pan~raDh 4—

Hughee, Sec. 897.
PuasraDh 6—

Hughea, Sec. 738.
Pua~rayh 6—

Hu~he~, Se~m. 703, 704.
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Sec, 182. Preventing Debate by Patting Questions to
Dote Prematurely
1. The right of members to debate and make motions
cannot be cut off by the presiding officer putting a question to vote so rapidly as to prevent a member securing
the floor after the presiding officer has inquired if the
body is ready for the question.
2. When a member arises and addresses the presiding
officer with reasonable promptness after the inquiry,"Are
you ready for the questions" and before the voting is
completed the member is entitled to the floor, and the
question is in eaaetly the same position it was before it
was put to vote. But if the presiding officer gives ample
opportunity for members to claim the floor before putting
the question to vote they cannot claim the right of debate
after the question is put to vote.
Bea. 133. Debate f?loaed by Patting Question to Dote
1. After a question has been put and the vote taken, it
is too late to claim the floor for debate. In voting b~
roll call, the negative being put at the same time as the
affirmative, and the vote on both sides beginning and proceeding together, it is too late, after one member has
answered the roll call, to renew the debate. In voting by
a voice vote, debate is not closed until both the affirmative
and negative vote have been taken.
8ectlon lbt—
Pars~raph 1—
Reed~ Sec. 220.
ParsiraDh S—
Cnahin~'s Lesinintl~e Aeeembliee, Sec. 1818 ; Reed, Sec. 220.
8ectlon 1~3—
Para~raDh 1—
Je~ereon, Sec. XLI; Cn~hin~, Sec. 24T ; Reed, Sec. 220
$turfler P.~48.

r
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2. Before the vote is taken, a member entering or any
other member may renew debate, and even propose amendments, by which the debate may be opened again and the
vote on the question may be deferred. When only the
affirmative vote has been taken and the. voting is in
interrupted by debate, the affirmative as well as the negative is put when the question again comes to vote,
9ectlon 133—Continued
Paragraph 2—

Jefferaon, Sec, YLI ; Cushing, Sec. 247; Reed, Sec. 220 ;
Sturgis, p, 48.

PexT III
RULES GOVERNING MOTIONS
CHAPTER 16

PROPOSALS FOR ACTION
Sec. 140. Mnst Be a Definite Proposal for
Consideration
1. Every question presented to a legislative or administrative body for its determination must be submitted
as a definite proposition. Until such a proposal is submitted
there is nothing before the body upon which it can take
8ny action.
2. A proposition is submitted in the form it is desired
that the action be taken or question resolved. A motion
states the order or decision it is proposed that the body
make, and a bill states the law in the form that it is desired
the law be enacted.
Sec. 141. The Moving Element in Proposals
See also Bee. 711, Motions Relating to Buaineai L'nder RepuJar Order.

1. A motion is itself a proposal to set. The other forms
of proposals embody the proposal but lack the moving
element. Thus, a member presents a committee report and
moves that it be approved, or presents a resolution and
moves that it be adopted. Even a bill is presented with
an actual or implied motion that it be passed.
Sec. 142. Form of Proposals
1. It is requisite that all proposals be in such form that
they can be acted upon by approval or rejection.
(IlA)

i
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Sec. 143

2. Ordinarily any body can prescribe the form in which
proposals are submitted. When no form is prescribed,
language clearly signifying the intent is sufficient.
3. Constitution or governing statutory provisions concerning form must be complied with.
4. The form of the enacting clause and that the subject
be stated in the titles of bills are usually prescribed by
the state constitutions.

5. Statutes or charters usually specify the form of enaeting or resol~~ing clauses of municipal ordinances and
resolutions.
6. Titles of legislative proposals are frequently regulated by statute and constitutional provisions, particularly as to requiring the subject to be accurately expressed
in the title and frequently providing that any subject
not expressed in the title is unconstitutional or void.
7. Constitutional and statutory provisions also often
make other general requirements with reference to the
form of a legislative proposal, and may specify among
other thins that the bill shall be in the English language,
and how the proposal shall be divided into sections.
Sec. 143. How Qneationa May Come Before body
1. Questions may come before a legislative or administrative body in any of several different ways,
2. The more usual way in which proposals may come
before a body are as follows:
(a) Motions.
(b) Resolutions,orders, ordinances or bills.
(c) Committee reports.
(d) Communications or petitions.
(e) Points of order and appeals.
(F) Requests or demands.

8ec.144
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Sec. 144, Motions as Presenting Questions
1. A motion is a proposal submitted to a deliberative
body that certain action be taken or determination be
made.
2. A motion is usually presented orally but if partieu-lariy long or involved, the presiding officer may require
that it be presented to the secretary or clerk in writing
in order that it may appear accurately on the record.
3. The essential element of a motion consists of the
proposal actually made and not of the precise words used.
4. The presiding o~cer in stating a question is not
bound by the eaaet words used by the person mal~ng the
motion but he has no right or authority to modify the
purpose or effect of the motion without the consent of the
person making the motion.
5. Motions are interpreted in the same manner as court
decisions under the common law according to what is
actually decided in the light of the situation rather than
according to the particular words used, after the manner
of statutes. Thus, if a member moves to recess until the
following day the motion is to be understood as a motion
to adjourn and may be stated by the presiding officer in
that form.
Sec. 146, 8esolntione and ~rdere
1. A resolution is a form of written proposal. It may
be recognized by the use of the word "resolved" in its
acting or declaratory clause.
2. Resolutions are used for ma~ng declarations,stating
policies, and making decisions where some other form is
9eatlon 144—
Para~s~aDh ~--

Stnr~ie~ P. 20.
Parasraph 3—

Stnr~is, D. 22.
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not required. For example, a statute or ordinance cannot
be enacted by a joint resolution or a concurrent resolution,
though an amendment to a constitution may be proposed
by such a resolution.
3. V4Thenever a proposal is too complicated or too long
to be readily stated orally or when its purpose is to present arule which may have general application or a long ,
duration, it is the practice and often the requirement of
constitutions, charters, or statutes that the proposal be
made in a particular written form.
4. For particular types of resolutions such as concurrent
resolutions or joint resolutions, a particular form of
resolving clause is required. Where no particular form
is specified, the word "resolved" is sufficient.
5. Frequently in a resolution introductory clauses are
used, introduced by the word "whereas" and stating the
reason or purpose of the resolution. Such elausea are not
a part of the resolution technically, but are introductory
clauses only, and are not essential to the use or validity
of the resolution.
6. Orders are a form of written proposal used in some
organizations. The language giving effect to the proposal
is the word "order" and from this word orders take their
name. Orders are used in the same manner as resolutions
for making determinations or laying down policies or
stating positions. They are, in general, subject to the
same rules as are resolutions.
Sec. 148. Bills and Ordinances
1. Bills and ordinances are used for making statutory
enactments. The term"bill" is ordinarily used for legislation enacted by state legislatures or Congress, and the
term "ordinance" is ordinarily used for city or county

Sec. 147
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or local legislation. The form and procedure governing
ordinances is frequently covered in detail by statutory requirements and the constitutions of practically all the
states make provisions concerning the form and procedure regarding bills. Sometimes these provisions are
extensive.
2. Since bills and ordinances are the means of enacting
legislation, they are often subject to rather complete
control and restriction, and procedure concerning them
is often specified in some detail by authority beyond the
control of the body itself to change. Particularly, it is
common to have extensive provisions as to titles and
to procedural requirements such as three readings on
separate days.
3. When proposals are submitted in written form,
whether reaolntions, orders, ordinances, or bills, they
are not subject to change in statement by the presiding
officer, nor can they be altered in any way except by
amendment by the body itself.
Sec. 147. Oommittee Reports as Presenting Questions
,gee Chapter 64, Secs. 67$-659, Com+nifsee Rcporti.

1. Questions for determination are frequently presented to legislative and administrative bodies by reports
of their committees.
2. Committee reports most often contain recommendations such as that a bill or ordinance be passed which has
been previously referred to them, but committees sometimes, in malting studies referred to them, make recommendations .or proposals which originate within the
committee. These latter matters come before the body
for its determination by the presentation of the committee
report. Committee reports are uBually presented and im-
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mediately followed by a motion for adoption or other
disposal.
3. Any committee making recommendations on a queation other than as to a written proposal referred to it
should submit a formal proposal to the body, either in the
form of a motion, resolution, order or perhaps an ordinance or bill, upon which the body can properly determine the questions presented rather than attempt to
secure a determination of the question by the adoption
or rejection of the committee report alone.
Sec. 148. Oommunications and Petitions
1. There are many instances where a question is presented to a legislative or administrative body by communications or petitions. The communications may come
from the executive, as from the governor or mayor, but
in manq instances they may come from administrative
officers or others. The right of petition is usually guaranteed in the constitution and presents a means by which
questions can be presented to a legislative body.
2. Any decision on a communication or petition which
would have more than a temporary effect should be made
by the adoption of the resolution or other formal proposal
embodying the determination or decision.
3. Communications and petitions are usually disposed
of by a deliberative body by reference to a committee for
study and recommendation or by printing in its journal
for the information of the members. Certain communicatione such es veto messages follow a prescribed course.
Seo. 149, Appeals, Pointf of Order, Inquiries
Bee 011apter t~, Bea. tJ0•LSS, dppeal~; 011apter t5, Bec~.
E~0•L~B, Po+nt~ of Order; and Ohapter t8, J9eo~. t50-t5{~,
Parliamentary Inquiriai.

1. In conducting its business, a legislative or administrative body may have questions relating to policy or
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procedure presented to it for decision on appeals from
decisions on points of order. Appeals may involve important questions of policy and, therefore, appeals may
take on all of the characteristics of a main motion and are
subject, in general, to the same rules.
2. Points of order are presented to the presiding officer
for his determination and the decision of the presiding
officer on points of order may always be questioned by the
body on appeal and the question decided bq the body itself.
3. A parliamentary inquiry may be directed to the presiding o~cer or an inquiry may be made from one member
to another. While these may involve questions of concern
to the members, they rarely present any question to be
determined by the body.
Sec. 160. Scope of Terms, "ffiotiona" snd "Questions"
1. The term "motion" is also used in a broad sense to
include all kinds or forms of propositions presented for
action to a legislative body. In this sense it includes
resolutions, bills, points of order, appeals, objection to
reconsider and all like proposals. We use motions in this
sense when we refer to main motions or privileged motions, or to the precedence of motions.
2. Since any proposition presents a question for decision, all such propositions are also sometimes called
"questions."
3ectlon 149—
Par~irsDh 1—
$tnrsie~ P. 208.
Pu~air~Dh =—
$tluiil~ D. 209.
Bastion 160—
PanirsDh !—
Stnrsl~„ R 18.
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CHAPTER 17

PRESENTATION OF MOTIONS
See olao Sce. 726, Introduction of Legislation.

Sec. 166. Time and Manner of Presenting Motions
1. One of the fundamental rights of a member is the
right to present any proper proposal for the consideration
of the body. Generally any member who has been recognized by the presiding officer may present a motion or
other proposal to the body. A member secures recognition
for the purpose of making a proposal in the same manner
and subject to the same rules as when he secures recognition to debate a question.
2. ~ proposal for consideration must be proposed at
an appropriate time. A motion may ordinarily be presented at any time when the motion could be acted upon.
A proposal may, of course, not be presented when business having higher precedence is under consideration.
3. Legislative bodies sometimes adopt special rules with
reference to the presentation of ordinances or bills. These
rules sometimes require the calling of the roll and the
presentation of bills by members as their names are called.
When there is no special provision, members may present
their proposals at the desk, to the secretary, or from the
floor in the appropriate order of business,

Sec. 168. Acceptance of Motion
1. It is the duty of the presiding officer to accept or to
entertain any proper motion whenever it is in order. A
motion is in order when it is presented at an appropriate
time, violates no rule, and is not clearly dilatory.
Section 156—
Paragraph 1—

Sturgis, p. 22.
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2. A motion is entertained by the presiding officer by
accepting it and stating it.
3. A motion is not in the possession of the body nor
available for consideration until it has been stated by the
presiding officer. When a proper motion has been made,
the presiding officer should state it or if it is in writing,
he should order it read by the secretary or clerk, and it
is then in the possession of the body. If it is debatable,
the motion is then open to debate and is subject to such
subsidiary or other motions as may be applicable to it.
4. When the motion appears to the presiding officer not
to be in correct form or contrary to the rules or practice
of the body, be may state that fact and may suggest the
proper form of the proposal to the author. When it is
possible to state the motion in proper form, the presiding
officer may do so rather than in the form and the language
of the proposer. In a case where there could be any question as to whether the presiding officer is inaccuratel}~
stating the proposal he should inquire of the proposer
whether his statement is correct before finally entertaining and proceeding with the motion.
5. If the presiding ogicer states a motion inaccurately,
the language of the member making the motion controls
in determining the meaning of the motion.
9ecdon 166--Continued
ParasraDh 2—
Cuehing'e Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 1231; Iiughea, Sec.
192. 9tur6ie, p. 22.
PorKraDh 3—

Hu6Les, 8eee.161, 187,192; N. Y. Afanual, p. 450 ; Aeed, Sec.
108; Cushing, Sec. 58; Tllson, p. 52; U. S. House Rule
XOI,82d Congress, par. 2.

Para~raDh 4-Stur~ls, y. 22; Cuahing'a Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 1283;

Rted, Sec. 103; Tllson, p. bl ; U. S. Souse Rule XVI, 82d
Consrem, par. 1.
ParairsDh b—

sha~~,.. Alderson ciers~, 56 Cpl. App. 527, sos P.~. zoa.
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6. Whenever the presiding officer questions the form
of a motion or the author on hearing the motion stated
desires to correct it, he may do so. It is also proper for
other members to question the form of a resolution on
introduction and to suggest corrections or improvements
in the motion. These, the author may accept or reject. It
is much simpler to have a motion stated correctly originally than to amend it after debate or after other motions
have been applied to it.
7, After a motion has been finally stated, debate has
been begun or any subsidiary motions have been made
with reference to the motion, it is too late to be corrected
at the will of the author and it may be corrected only by
amendments adopted by the body.
8. When a motion, which is not in order, but which is
not otherwise objectionable, is made, the presiding officer
may submit the matter to the body in such form as "Is
there objection to entertaining the motion t" If no one
objects, unanimous consent has been secured to the consideration of the motion, and a later objection may not
be raised.
9. The house should be protected against dilitory or
frivolous motions by the presiding o~cer refusing to
entertain such motions or in case of doubt, submitting a
question of whether motions are dilatory for decision by
the body.
Section 156—Continued
Pare~raph 7—
Sturgie, p.23.
Parearaph 8—
Hughee, Sec,48b.

p.,~asr.vn s—
Hu~hei, Sec,218.
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Sec, ib7. seconds to Motions
1. Parliamentary practice in American governmental
bodies does not require seconds to motions, and in Parliament itself, where the practice of seconding motions
originated, they have not been required for centuries.
2. The old rule was that when a motion was made it
was not to be debated or put to vote until it was seconded.
3, A second to a motion is not out of order, but its
effect is only to disclose the fact that one or more other
members may favor the motion made or proposal submitted. Unless the rules require seconds they may be
ignored and the presiding officer may not refuse to put
a question because it is not seconded.
4. Whenever a member submits a motion which is in
order, the motion should be stated by the presiding officer
without waiting for a second,
5. It is still the practice in many private associations,
based usually on adopted rules or adopted authority', to
require seconds to motions.
Sec. 1b8, Only Motions Having Higher Precedence
May Be 8eceived Daring Consideration of
a Question
1. It is a rule that a question before a legislative body
must be disposed of before other business of the same
Section 167—
Parsgraph 1—
Cushing'e Legislative Aseembliee, Seca. 224, 231; Hnghee,
9ece. 209, 210; Reed, Sec. 106; Tileon, p. 52.
Para~raDh 2—
Cuehin~'e Legislative Assemblies, Seca, 224-227.
ParaQrtA~ 3—
Hughee, Sec. 218 ; Tileon, p. 62.
Parasrayh d—
Hu~hes, Sec. 217; Tileon, p. b2.
6—L-6783
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class or rank of precedence can be considered. When a
motion is under consideration, motions of a higher precedence are in order, but motions having a lower precedence
are not. A main question, and the subsidiary and other
questions arising out of it, must be disposed of before
another main question may be taken up for consideration.
2. The rules of some legislative bodies limit the motions which may be received when a question is under
debate. These rules usually list all subsidiary motions and
certain privileged motions as being admissible. The privileged motions usually listed are the motions to adjourn,
to recess, and sometimes the motion to reconsider, and a
call of the house. When a question is under debate the
presiding officer may refuse to entertain any motions
except those specifically authorized, although from the
nature of the situation it is doubted if these rules can
always be strictly enforced.
Sec. 1b9, Main Qneation May Be Ooneidered Only
Once at a 8eaeion
1. It was an ancient rule that when a bill was once
pissed or rejected, another of the same substance could
not be brought in again during the same session. Various
expedients were used to correct the effects of this rule,
such as passing an ezplanatory act, if anything had been
omitted or ill expressed, or an set to enforce and make
more effectual an set, or to rectify mistakes in the set, etc.
3ecUon 168—
Pan~raph 1—
Cwhin~'e Lefielative Anaemblies, 9eq.1291-1298,1441,1442
ParsirADh 2—
Reed~ 3ec~. 284, 286.
9action 16i—
p..r.sc.vn 12 $atsell 12b; Jedereon, Stc. ZI.III; Cnehin~, Sec. 260.
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2. The difficulties resulting from the application of this
rule became so serious that the right to reconsider any
main motion became established.
3. A rule of one house relating to further consideration
of a question which was defeated has reference to a measure once acted upon by that house and does not prevent
the consideration of the same subject matter when embodied in a bill or resolution coming from the other house.
4. A bill having precisely the same title and subject as
one previously rejected by the house may be refused
introduction.
5. When a decision has already been made on any question, the equivalent question, whether in the affirmative or
negative, is not in order. Questions are equivalent when
the negative of one amounts to the ai~'irmative of the other
and leaves no other alternative.
6. Indefinite postponement suppresses the subject during the session in the same manner as the rejection of the
proposition.
Sec. 180, Procedural Motions May Be Renewed
1. Procedural motions such as motions to adjourn, to
recess, to lap on the table, the previous question, and motions wLimit debate may be made again and again, pro8ecgon 169--Continued
Para`r+tPh Z—
Cuahine, Seca. 254, 255.
Para~raDh 3—
Leeer v. Garnett (1921), 139 Md. 46, 114 Atl. 840, affirmed
268 II. 8. 130.
Par~~raph 4-N. Y. Manual, D. 419.
ParasraDh fi—
JeSereon, Sec. %LVI; Hashee, Sec. b24; Cuehiag, Sec. 251.
PzraitaDh 6-Hasha, 9cc. 325; N. Y. Manual, p. 447.
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vided there has been progress in debate or business so
that the actual question presented is different and the
members might reasonably decide the question differently; the making of, or voting on, these motions is not
business that justifies the renewal of a motion.
2. If no objection is made to the renewal of a motion
without intervening business, objection to the repetition
of the motion will be deemed waived.
3, The motion to take from the table, or a call for the
orders of the day, may be renewed after the business is
disposed of that was taken up when the motion to take
from the table, or for the orders of the day', was lost. When
a subject which has been referred to a committee is reported back at the same meeting, or a subject that has
been laid on the table is taken up at the same meeting, it
is not a renewal.
4. Minutes may be corrected regardless of the tune
elapsed and of the fact that the correction has been previously proposed and lost.
5. It is the duty of the presiding officer to prevent the
privilege of renewal from being used to obstruct business,
and when it is evident that it is being so misused, he should
protect the house by refusing to recognize any motion
which is clearly so used.
Section 360—
ParagrgDh 1—

Hill v. Goodwin (1878), b8 N. H. 441; Reed. Sec. 108;
9turgie, ➢• 41.
Part~raDh 2—

Hill v. Goodwin (1878), 66 N. H. 441.
Psraaraph 3-

9turgie, p. 171.
PsrairsDh 4--

Stur6is P• 100.
ParasrsDh 68tarsir, D. 244.
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6. When the rules, or the parliamentary law, require
that certain motions may not be renewed unless there has
been intervening business, the intervening business constitutes motions and proceedings which can properly be
entered in the journal, and unless such intervening busi- ..
ness taken place, the motion may not be renewed.
Sec. 181, Main Motions May Not Be Senewed
,qee C~tapter 4E, Beoi..E50-¢7J, Motan to Reeoniider.

1. When an original main motion or an amendment has
been adopted or rejected, or a main motion has been postponed indefinitely or an objection to its consideration bas
been sustained, neither it, nor substantially the same motion, can be again brought before the house at the same session,except by a motion to reconsider the vote,
2. The following motions, unless they have been withdrawn, may not be renewed at the same session : to adopt
or to postpone indefinitely an original main motion, to
adopt an amendment identical with one refused adoption,
to strike out an amendment previously adopted, to reconsider, unless the question to be reconsidered was amended
materially since previously reconsidered, or to object to
the consideration of a question. The motion to suspend the
rules for the same purpose is not in order at the same meeting, although it may be renewed at another meeting held
the same day.
9ectian 160—Continued

Pan~ravti e-Saghee, Seca. 148, 220 ; 9turgie, p. 248.
Section 181—
ParasraDh 1-

8tnr~ia~ D. 160; N. Y. IItannal, p. 484.
PararraDh Y-

8tarsii, DD. 188, 177. 184, 221, 224.
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3. While neither a motion to postpone indefinitely nor
an amendment may be renewed at the same session, the
other subsidiary motions may be renewed whenever the
progress in debate or business is such as to make the question before the house a different one, The motion to postpone indefinitely may not be renewed, even though the
main motio~i has been amended since the indefinite
postponement was previously moved.
4. A point of order cannot be raised if an identical one
has been raised previously, without suceesa, during the
same session, and after the presiding o~cer bas been sustained in a ruling, he need not entertain another appeal
from a decision on precisely the same question during the
same aesaion.
Sec. 168. Demands by Members
d. Demands by Proportion of Membership
1. There are only a few situations in parliamentary
practice where the demand of more than one person is
required to place a matter before the body. There are
Sectlon 181—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Stnrgie, pp. 41, 1'~7; N. Y. Manual, p. 484.
ParKraDh 4—
Stnr6fe, PD. 207, 210.
9ectlon 182—
Pars~raph 1—
Ha6hes, Sec. 215 ; State ConatltnNone: dla. IV, 66; br1s.
IV, 10; Ark. V, 12; Cal. IV, 10; Colo. V, 13; Conn. III,
9; Del. II, 10; Fla. III, 12;(~a. III, Sec. VII, d; Idaho III,
13; Ill. IV, 10; Ind. IV, 12; Iowa III, 9; Han. II, 10; S~.
40; I.s. III, 15 ; Me.ID,Pt. III,6; Md.III,22; MicL. P,18;
Minn, IV,5; Miss. ID,86; Mo.Ip,42; Mont V,12; Neb. III,
11; Nev. ID, 14; N. S. II, 23; N. J. I9, 8ec. IV,4; N. M.
IV, 12; N. Y. III, 11; N. C. II, 18; N. D. II, 49; 06io II,9;
Okla. D, 30; Ore. IV, 18; Pa. II, 12; R. I. IV, B; 8. D. III,
22; S. D. III, 13; Tmn. II, 21; Te:. II2, 12; IItah VI,
14; V t. II, 9; 0e. IY, 49; WaaL. II, li; W. Oa. VI, 41;
w~.iv,io;woo.III,18.
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frequent constitutional provisions providing that a certain number of persons or proportion of a quorum may
demand an "Aye" and "No"vote on any question before
the house and have the vote recorded in the journal.
2. Roles, in certain cases, require a demand by more
than a single member to place the previous question before the body for its consideration.
B. Demands by a Single hfember
3. The only instance where a member has a right to
ineiat on anything, is where he calls for the enforcement
of the rnlea or for the ezecntion of an eaieting order o!the
body. Any member has s right to insist that the presiding
officer maintain order and enforce the roles or perform
any other duty without debate or delay.
C. Calls for detion by Members From Their Seats
4. A call for adjournment, or!or the question, by members from their seats, is not a motion. No regular motion
can be made without rising and addressing the presiding
officer. Such calls are themselves breaches of order, which
a member who hen risen to speak may regard as an eapreseion of impatience of the house against fa=ther debate, but the member may proceed if he chooses.
5. There are certain demands which may be made or
points which may be raised while a member has the floor.
These demands and points are listed under Section 92,
Interruption of Speaker.
8ectloa 167--Con!lnn~d
Para~'aDh =—
JeSerwn, qec. SVIII, 8tnr~L, p. 136.
Pst~raph 4—
Jeaersoa, Sic. 31C ~ 8tnrds, D. 48.
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Sec. 163. Snbmisaion of Double Motions
1. It is not generally good practice to permit a member
to submit more than one motion at a time and it may not
usually be done without unanimous consent. There are
three recognized exceptions to this rule : A member may
offer a motion or resolution and mope that it be set as a
special order; be may move to reconsider a measure and
an amendment to the measure when he desires to reconsider an amendment after the measure has been passed;
or he may move that the rules be suspended and the action
taken which the rules are to be suspended to permit. These
are, in effect, single motions. In some bodies certain pairs
of motions are permitted, as to move to reconsider, and
to lay that motion on the table.
2. A motion to suspend the rules often includes a series
of actions such as to suspend the rules and reconsider a
vote, or to suspend the rules and amend a resolution. Two
coordinate motions of this type are treated as one motion.
This is a particularly frequent occurrence in Congress.
Sec, 184. Consideration of Motions at a Future Time
1. A member may make a motion and then request that
the motion be set as a special order for a particular time.
Such a motion should be printed in the journal with the
record of the special order and should likewise be carried
on the calendar as a special order.
2. A similar procedure is frequently provided by rule
with reference to motions to reconsider,
bee Chapter ~E, sec:. 45o-47s, Motion to Recon~ides.
8ectlon 183—
Cuahing's Legislative Aeeembiiee, Sec. ]284; Hashes, 9ece.
198, 191; Cushing, Sec. 199 ; Sturgis, pp. 1A5, 219.
9ectlon 164—
Ptragnyh 1—
Hughee, Sec. 227; Stur~ie, D. 192.
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3. It is the practice in Parliament and in Congress when
a member desires to bring forward a question for consideration at some future date for him to give notice of
his intention to make a motion at the future time, rather
than to make the motion and have it set as a special order.
Sec. 166. Motions Not Always Required for Routine
Business
1. When items of routine business are presented in the
regular order of business they may be understood to be
presented with an implied motion to approve. The presiding o~cer may proceed as though the usual motion had
been made, unless there is objection. If objection is made,
the presiding officer must wait for the appropriate motion.
Section 164—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Hughes, Sec. 225.
Section 165—
ParaBraph 1—
fiughea, Secre.134, 878.
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6. Different authors have classified motions in diSerent
ways, some carrying the classification much further than
others. There are many ways that the motions could be
classified as an aid in understanding and remembering
the motions and their characteristics and rules. The classifieation used in this manual follows the one most usually
adopted. It is based on precedence. The precedence of the
classes of motions is as follows
(a) Privileged motions.
(b) Incidental motions.
(c) Subsidiary motions.
(d) Main motions.

CLASSIFICATION OF MOTIONS
Sec. 176. Clarai~aation of adotiona (ienerall9
1. The questions presented to and considered by a deliberative body may, for convenience in consideration, be
divided into four clasees. These are :privileged gnestione,
incidental questions, subsidiary questions and main questiona. Motions stating the questions are divided into the
same font classes.
2. Legislative bodies meet for the purpose of passing
laws, ordinances or of conaideriag legislative proposals.
Administrative boards lay down policy or make decisions.
The consideration and decision of main questions conatitute the principal purpose of these bodies These are main
motions.
3. In the course of consideration of these questions they
are usually referred to committees, are often amended,
and mey be postponed, laid on the table, or have other
subsidiary motions applied to them.
4. The consideration of bills a18o brings before the house
points of order, gnestione on precedence of measures, objections to consideration, and other incidental motions
which do not adhere directly to the main gneation, but
which must be decided before the main question can be
considered. These are incidental motions.
5. During the deliberation, a recess or adjournment is
sometimes necessary,or the measure may be made a special
order, or a call of the house may be ordered, or other privileged queationR may arise.
B~cUon 1769tursis, DD• ~-~ ~ Cn~hins'e I,esLlative Anemblia, 9ec~.
Ib8(1~180p.
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Sec• 176. Privileged Qneationa
A. Defintition
1, Privileged questions are those questions which, by
established practice or by rule, have been given a special
privileged status. These questions relate generally to the
house itself, or its members, or to important matters which
it bas been found necessary to give a highly privileged
status.
B. Precedents
2. Privileged questions, as a class, take precedence of
the other classes of questions and have the following order
of precedence among themselves
(a) Call of the house when there is not a quorum
present.
(b) To make, or give notice of, a motion to reconsider.
(Consideration is incidental main motion.)
(c) To adjourn (when unqualified or when no proviaion has been made for neat meeting).
t

9eaUoa 178—
9tnrsie, pD• 2831.
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(d) To recess.
(e) To raise a question of privilege,(A call of the house
when a quorum is present is a question of privilege
of the house.)
C. Not Subject to Debate
3. Privileged motions are not themselves subject to debate, but a question of privilege, being a main question,
privileged only as to precedence, is, when taken up, subjeet to debate and to the subsidiary motions the same as
other main questions.
D. Not i7sually Subject to Subsidutry Motions
4. The privileged motions may not have any subsidiary
motions applied to them, eacept that the motion to adjourn when no other provision for the neat meeting has
been made may be amended as to the time, the motion to
recess may be amended as to duration and questions of
privilege are subject to all of the subsidiary motions.
Sec. 177. Incidental Qne~tions
~. Defintition
1, Incidental gneationa are gneationa of e general procedwral nature which arise out of the work of the body.
They are questions affecting the business of the body
which do not relate directly to nor adhere to any one main
question. These questions relate usually to what may be
considered, and to the manner in which it is to be conaidered. They relate to the general business of the body
in the same manner that subsidiary questions relate to
the main questions to which they apply.
3~etlon 17T—
$turiv~ DD. 26-91.
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B. Precedence
2. In not adhering directly to any particular main
question, incidental questions have agreater independence of the main question than have subsidiary questions.
They require determination before main motions and the
group of motions relating directly to the disposition of
main motions and so take precedence over main and subsidiary motions.
Bee also 9eo. 185, Precedence o~ Incidental dfottonr.

C. Incidental questions yield to privileged questions
3. These incidental motions, since they require immediate decision, rarely present any problem of precedence.
They must always be decided before the questions out of
which they arise. Should they arise out of the same question, the more common incidental motions take precedence
among themselves as follows
~a) APPeale.
(b) Points of order.
(c) Parliamentary inquiries or like requests for information.
(d) Orders of the day.
(e) Requests or motions to withdraw a motion or question which is under consideration.
(f) Suspension of the rules for some immediate purpose.
(g) Objection to the consideration of a question.
(h) Manner or order of considering questions.
(i) Motions relating to voting.
(j) Motions relating to noaainationa or elections.
(k) Motions relating to division of a question.
D. Debate
4. Incidental motions, eacept an appeal, are not debatable. It is sometimes provided by rule that an appeal can-
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not been debated when it relates to indecorum, tranagreasion of the rules of speaking, or to the order of business.
9ppeals are debatable in all cases unless prevented by rule.
E, dpplication of Subsidiary Motions
5. An appeal may have the subsidiary motions applied
to it, but no other subsidiary motion, eaeept the motion
to amend, may be applied to incidental questions. Some
incidental motions are not capable of presenting alternative propositions, and therefore, are not subject to amendment. The following incidental motions may, however,
be amended
(a) Motions relating to the manner or order of considering questions.
(b) Motions concerning voting.
(c) Motions concerning nominations or elections.
Sec. 178. subsidiary Questions
d. Definition
1. Subsidiary questions are questions of a procedural
nature relating directly to or adhering to main motions.
2, It is not usually possible for main motions, upon
presentation, to be immediately adopted or rejected. In
legislative bodies, it is usually required that they be referred, and,frequently, they may be amended. The debate
may be limited to a certain time, or the consideration
postponed from time to time. The procedural motions, by
which main motions are guided through a legislative
body, are a type of motion subsidiary to main motions
and from this they acquire their name.
3. Subsidiary motions are moat often applied to main
motions, but the motion to amend may be applied to
Section 178—
Stur~i~, yp. 28.31.
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any motion which is capable of being stated in more than
one form.
B. Precedence
4. Subeidiarp motions, ae a class, yield to privileged
and incidental motions and take precedence over main
motions. But a snbeidiary motion may sometimes be
applied to a privileged, incidental or another subsidiary
motion and it always takes precedence over the motion
to which it is applied.
5. In their application to main motions, the more canal
enbeidiary motions take precedence among themselves ea
iollowa
(s) To lay on the table (postpone temporarily),
(b) The previous gneation (vote immediately).
(c) To limit or attend limits o! debate.
(d) To postpone definitely, or to a certain time.
(e) To refer or commit
(!) To amend..
(g) To postpone indeflaitely.
When any one of the motions listed above is pending,
every motion above it in the table ie in order, and every
motion below it ie out of order.
c. dppitication of Subsidiary Mot+ona
6. Subsidiary motions may be applied to any main ma
tion and when duly made, mw~t be considered and decided
before the main question can be acted upon. The motion
to amend may be applied to certain subsidiary and iacidental motions, sa well as to main motions. The previous
B~atloa 171--Continued
P~ra~raph 68tari~/. D• 28.
Paragraph 1-~8tar~L, p. 49~
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question and motions relating to the limits of debate may,
naturally, be applied to any debatable question regardless of its privilege. But the other subsidiary motions may
not be applied to motions of these classes,
D. dm~ndment
7. Subsidiary motions, except the motion to lay on the
table, the previous question and the motion to postpone
indefinitely, may be amended.
E. Debate
8. The motions to lay on the table, the previous question, and motions affecting the limits of debate, are not
debatable, Motions to postpone definitely and to commit
are debatable as to the propriety of postponement or referenee to committee. Motions to amend are debatable. The
motion to postpone indefinitely, since its effect is to defeat the measure, opens the main question to debate.
F. Vote
9. Subsidiary motions require a majority vote. It has
been stated by some writers that the motions limiting debate require atwo-thirds vote for their adoption, but the
practice in legislative bodies and public and official bodies
of all kinds is to require only a majority vote to order the
previous question, or otherwise to restrict or limit debate.
See Beo. 350, Vote on the Previow~ Question.

Sec. 179. Msin Qaestio~
1. All general questions of a substantive nature are
main questions. The main question is usually etated ea—
Section 178—Continued
Psrs6raDh 7—
Sturgis, p. 37.
Parngrayh 8—
SturQie, p. 35.
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to pass, to adopt, to approve, to ratify, to confirm, to eoncur, to appoint, to elect, or to take other like action, or
the main question may sometimes be stated in such form
as to reject, to rescind, to repeal, to annul, to remove,
to refuse to concur, or in some other form disposing ofsome substantive proposition.
2. Main questions or main motions before a legislative
body usually relate to the final disposition of bills or certain resolutions which, upon approval, become law and
are usually found in the statutes of the session ; while
subsidiary, incidental and privileged motions are temporary in their purpose and their effect is exhausted in the
process of legislation,
3. There are a group of questions which relate to procedure and still rank in precedence with main motions.
These relate to procedural questions not requiring immediate determination, and not relating to any particular
questions over which they take precedence. In the absence
of a better name these motions will here be referred to as
incidental main motions to distinguish them from substantive propositions of the same rank. Examples of motions of this type are the motions to take from the table,
and to fix a different time to adjourn when a regular time
is fixed,
Sec. 180. Dilatory Motions
i. Any regular parliamentary motion, when improperly
used for the purpose of delaying or obstructing business,
is a dilatory motion. For the convenience of legislative
bodies, it is necessary to allow some highly privileged
motions to be renewed again and again after progress in
s~etton 180—
Par~~rsph 1—
Ha~hee, 9ece. 240, 241; 9tnr¢ie, p. 24l.
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debate or the transaction of any business. If there were
no provision for protecting the body, a minority could be
constantly raising questions of order and appealing from
every decision of the presiding officer, calling fora diviaion on every viva voce vote, even when it was nearly
unanimous, moving to lay motions on the table, moving to
adjourn, and offering frivolous and absurd amendments,
and, by thus taking advantage of parliamentary forme
and methods, practically stop business.
2. Every legislative body has the inherent right to proteet itself from dilatorq motions. Whenever the presiding
officer is satisfied that a member is using parliamentary
forma to obstract business, he should not recognize him,
but should rude Ium out of order, After the presiding officer has been sustained upon an appeal, he need not entertain another appeal from the same member or members,
while he or they are evidently engaged in trying to obatruct business.
3. The presiding o~cer may properly refuse to permit
debate on dilatory motions or on the question of whether
a motion is dilatory, and may also refuse to entertain
appeals from his decision on motions refused consideration, on the ground that they are dilatory. The presiding
officer should never suppress or refuse to entertain motions as dilatory or frivolous, merely to ezpedite business,
It is only justifiable when it is perfectly clear that the
opposition is trying to obstruct business.
8ectlon 1b0—ConUan~C
Pu~irsDh t—
Hasha, 8ecs., 2~0, 241; TiLon, p. 76.
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Sec. 181. There Is an IInlimited Number of Motions
1. Many of the motions have taken on a very definite
form and may not be regarded as correct in any other
form. Where in the above list of motions they are listed by
classes only, such as motions relating to the manner or
order of consideration of questions, motions relating to
voting, and motions relating to nominations and elections,
the possible variety of particular proposals that might be
made for these purposes are much too extensive to attempt
to list.
2. Even though the actual statement of a motion may
vary rather widely, most motions can be classified according to purpose so that they fall definitely in the regular
order of precedence.
Sec, 182. IIte of Olaeeiflaation of Motions
1. There is no definite indisputable classification of motions. Classification is merely a device used as a convenient
means of grouping motions according to some particular
purpose. The more used classification, and the one used
here is based primarily upon the precedence of motions.
Motions for a particular purpose naturally have the same
or a similar precedence.
2. Different authors at different times have used distinetly different systems of classiSeation depending on the
particular purpose sought to be accomplished. By using
the classification according to precedence the motions can
be arranged within each class and the classes placed in
such an order that the order of precedence remains reasonably consistent.
Section IS?~
Stur~i~, D➢• 2¢n•
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Sect 183. Precedence With reference to Main Motions
1. Most tables of precedence for motions arrange motions with reference to the precedence of main motions.
For eaample, when a main motion may be under consideration, amotion to amend is in order, likewise, a motion
to refer to a committee. a motion to lay on the table. While
these motions are pending, a motion to suspend the rules
for some immediate purpose is in order. After all of these
have been made a point of order might be made and an
appeal from the decision of the presiding o~cer might be
taken, and without disposing of any of these matters a
motion to adjourn would still be in order. Here we have
an abbreviated table of precedence built upon the main
motion.
2. There is another fundamental rule which should always be kept in mind. It is that a motion actually takes
precedence with reference to the subject under discussion,
at the time. If,for example, a motion to adjourn which has
the highest order of precedence in any ordinary circumstanee is under consideration, some irregularity may occur and a point of order with reference to the motion to
adjourn is still in order and the decision of the presiding
officer on the decision on the point of order can still be
appealed. While a question of privilege hue a much higher
precedence for example than the motion to lay on the
table, as lists are ordinarily arranged, still it is in order
to move to lay a question of privilege on the table. Much
confusion will be avoided if it is always kept in mind that
the ordinary lists of precedence are based only on their
relationship to the main motion.

8ec.184
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Sec, 184. Precedence of Incidental Motions
1. It is sometimes said that incidental motions as a
group have no precedence among themselves, but as a
group take precedence over subsidiary motions and yield
to privileged motions, This statement is substantially aocurate in practice, and the rule is a practical rule for
ordinary unofficial societies and associations. In such organizations it is extremely rare that more than one incidental motion would come up at the same time, and a convenient, practical rule in such eases which will rarely, if
ever, result in unfairness is to decide each such question
in the order in which it may arise. In legislative and adminiatrative bodies, due to the more complex procedure,
there may be important decisions in which different results would be obtained if this rule were applied instead
of giving a definite order of precedence to incidental
motions.
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(b) Personal privilege
Questions relating to the reputation or conduct
of members in their representative capacity.

i;

See Chapter LJ, 8~ot. E£0•L86.
~lC. I8'J.

T.18t 0~ ~Ot10IID

1. The following is a list of the more common questions
or motions, arranged according to the usual classification,
in the order of their precedence in relation to main
motions, with citations to the sections of this manual relating to them.
A. Privileged Motions
(1) Call of the house.
bee CAapter 80, Seei.190.197.

(2) To make,or to give notice of, a motion to reconsider
(usual precedence established by rule).
See CAapter .~L, Seei. 450-~7J.

(3) To adjourn.
Stt CAapier $1, Seer. ~00•LIl.

(4) To recess.
b'ee Chapter EE, Sect. tl/•t16.

(5) Questions of privilege.
(a) Privilege of the house
(1) Presence of members.(When a quorum is
present a call ranks as a question of privilege.)
(2) Organization of the house.
(3) Comfort of the members.
(4) Freedom from disturbance.
(5) Disorderly conduct of members.
(6) Conduct of officers or employees.
(7) Conduct of reporters or the press or the
accuracy of published reports,
(8) The journal and records of the house.
9ectton itl—
Stnr~ie, D. 24.

B. Inc4dental Motions
(6) APPeals.
See Chapter E~,14ee~. LJO•ESS.

(7) Points of order.
bee Chapter 85, Btci. t40-L.~6.

(8) Parliamentary inquiry and like requests for information.
b'ee CAapter t8, Bea. t50•t5.~.

(9) Orders of the day.
,3ee Chapter L7,8ea. t57•E69.

(10) Requests or motions for leave to withdraw a
motion or question which is under consideration.

~

,gee Qhayter L8, deci. t7't•L76.

(11) Suspension of rules for some immediate purpose.
Bee Cbnpter L9,Eee~. 8'19-L87.
(12) Objection to consideration of a question.
,gee OAapter J0, Beoi. L9d•J00.

~

(13) Manner or order of consideration of questions.
bee Chapter Jl, Beer. JOE-JOB.
(14) Motions relating to voting.
l9ee OAapter ~£, 9eei.106-J08.

(15) Motions relating to nominations and elections.
See CAapter J8,8eer. S06-SOB.
(16) Motions relating to division of a question.

~

~9ee Chapter 33, Bea. JIO.116.

C. Subsidiary Motions
(1?) To lay on the table (postpone temporarily).

s.e a~►orr.r s~,seo,. aaaa4r.
(18) The previous question (vote immediately).
BM OAs1Nr Jd, Broi. J46~tbE.

~
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(19) Glose, limit or extend limits of debate.
See Chapter J6, Seca. 555-361.

(20) Postpone definitely or to a certain time.
See Chapter J7, Secs. 365.57.

(21) To refer or commit,
See Chapter S8, Seca. 378-391.

(22) To amend.
Sae Chapter S9, Seca. J95-4EJ

(23) To postpone indefinitely.
See Chapter 40, Seea.1JO-4J6.
D. Main Motions
(24) The main motion.
The main question presents a bill, resolution, or other
substantive proposition, for the passage, adoption, approval or rejection. The question is usually stated or
assumed in the positive form as the final passage of a bill,
the adoption of a resolution, or the approval of an appointment, but the question can be put in the negative
form as to reject.
Sae Chapter J2, Seet..~¢0-¢45.
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(25) To consider motion to reconsider.
See Chapter I~, Sece. 450-¢7S.
(26) To rescind.
.See Chapter 4J, Seaa..¢80-¢83.

(2?) To dissolve or adjourn sine die, when no hour has
previously been fixed.
See Sec. 781.

(28) To fix the time for final adjournment or adjoumment sine die.
(29) To fix different time to which to adjourn, when
a regular time is fixed.
(30) To fix the time at which or to which to recess.
(31) To withdraw a bill from committee or discharge
the committee.
see s~~. ass.
(32) To take from the table.
See Sec. 49~.

(33) To take from desk.
See Sec. 493.

(34) To lay aside or pass on calendar.
E. Incidental Main Motions
The following motions, though they have procedural
elements, have the principal characteristics of main motions and take precedence in the same order. These motions are usually called incidental or specific main motions
to distinguish them from substantive propositions with
which they rank in precedence. Any main motion or question is in order during the appropriate order of business
when nothing is before the house. These motions take the
same rank. No one is in order when another is before the
house, and any one is in order in the proper order of
bueineas when no business is before the house.

See Sec. ~9~.

(35) Motion to change the order of consideration of
questions not then under consideration.
(36) To withdraw papers, not under consideration.
(37) To suspend the rules with reference to business not
immediately pending.
(38) To close debate in committee of the whole.
(39) To eapnnge.
,9ea seo.~.

(40) To consider petitions when no other provision for
consideration of petitions is made by rnlea.

PaxT IV
RULES GOVERNING PARTICULAR
MOTIONS

._

DIVISION 1

PRIVILEGED MOTIONS
CHAPTER 20

CALL OF THE HOUSE
sec, 190. Right to compel Attendance of ffiembera
See also Chapter .~5, Bea.500-507, Quorum.

1. The purpose of a call of the house is to compel the
attendance of absent members.
2. The right of a house of a state legislature to compel
the presence of absent members is usually guaranteed by
a constitutional provision, even to ordering the arrest of
members.
9ecUon 100—
Pas'asraDh 1—
CuehinQ'e Legi~lntive Assemblies, Sec. 284,
Pua~rsph 2—
~tate Coaetitutioae: Ala. IV, 52; Aru, IV, Pt. II, U ; Ark.
V, 11; Cal. IV, 8; Colo. V, 11; Cona. III, 7; DeL II, 8 ;
Fle. III, 11; Ga. III, Sec. IV, 4; Idaho III, 10; Ill. IV,
11; Ind. I V, 11; Iowa .III, S ; Ran. II, S ; Ky. 37 ; La. III,
19; Me. IV, Pt. III, 3; DId. III, 20 ; '~Lnes. Amend.!CXXIII ;
:Kich. V, 14; Minn. IY, 3; N. H. II, 1~J, 3G: N. J. I V,
Sec. IV, 2; N. 111. IV, 7; N. Y. III, 10; N. C, II, 2; N. D,
II, 48 ; Ohio II, 8; O{cla, V, 30; Oee. IV, 12; Pa. II, 10;
R. I. I V, 8; S. C. III, 11; 5. D. III, 9; Tenn. II, ll ; Tez.
III, 30; UtaD VI, 11; Vt. II, 14, 19; Va. IV, 46;Waeh. II,
8; W. Va. VI, 24; Wie. IV, T; Wyo. III, Il; Fiughee, Sec.
888; Cuahia~'~ I.e~ielative Assemblies, $ecs. 256-2b9.
( 1lS6)

~
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3. A legielatnre hae power to punish, or even expel,
members who fail, without sufficient cause, to attend when
ordered by the house.
4. In Congress it bas been held that a call is in order
under the Constitution in the absence of any rule providing for a call of the house.
5. In legislative bodies other than state legislatures or
other bodies exercising the sovereign authority, the right
to compel the attendance of members may be given by
statute. The procedure for compelling attendance of members is usually regulated by rule insofar as it is not controlled by constitutional provision, charter or statute. Unofficial bodies do not have the power to compel the attendance of members.
6. The absence of the power of a legislative body to
compel the attendance of all members at all times world
destroy its ability to function as a legislative body.
Sec. 191. Right of Lesa Than a Qnornm to Oompel
Attendance
.Bee also Sec. L08, Tote Regtiired for Adjo~mmenl, and ~Bec.
506, Leai Tkan Quorum Can Adjourn.

1. Until a legislature is organized it has no authority,
unless granted by the constitution, to compel the attendance of absent members; but it can adjourn from day to
day until a quorum can be secured and the body is orSectlon 180—Continued
Paragraph b—
Cuehin`'e Legieletive Aeaembtiee, 8ece. 284, 934; see II. 9.
House Manuel, Sec. 5, Note 55.
Parasraph 4—
U. S. House Manuel, Sec. 5, Note 5b.
Paragraph 6—
Huahee, Sec. 86b.
Seotlon 191—
Pu~~rayh 1—
Oushin~'~ Lesialative As~embllcti, Seer. 2b6.269, 284, 288.
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ganized. After organization a quorum has the nngnestionable right to compel the attendance of other membera, and less than a quorum is usually given that right
by constitutional provision, the constitution or rules
usually stating the minimum number who can ezercise
the right.
Sec. 192. Precedence of Gall of the Honee
1. When no quorum is present a call of the horse takes
precedence over all other motions.
2. When a quorum is present, s call of the house ranks
as a question of privilege.
3. Even the reading of the journal is not in order in
the absence of a quorum, and in such a case a call may be
moved before the reading of the journal.
Sea. 198. Who May Order a Gall of the Honee
1. When no quorum is present, a call is, in effect, demanded. Any member may raise the question of no
quorum, and if a quorum is not present, the house must
either order a call or adjourn.
2. When a quorum is present, a call may be ordered by
a majority of the members present whenever any member
is absent, provided the minimum number authorized to
order a call are present.
9ectlon 192—
Para~raDh 1—
Cuehia~'s Leginlati~e Assemblies, Sec. 437.
Paragraph S—
Cuehin`'e Le`ielative Assemblies, $eca. 289, 438.
8eotloa 193—
ParatraDh 1—
Hnihes, Secs. 888,871.
Pan~iriDh !—
Hoshe~, Sec. 868.
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3, It is provided in the state constitutions of almost all
of the states that a certain number of the members of a
house of the legislature may demand a call. Similar pro~•isions will also usuali~~ be found in the rules.
Sec. 184. Motion or Demand for Call of the House
1. Rules sometimes prohibit the making of a call after
the commencement of a ~•ote if a quorum is present. Unless
some special rule prevents, a call is in order at any time.
2. A motion or demand for a call of the house is in
order in any order of business but may not be permitted
to interrupt a roll call unless authorized by the rules.
Raising a question of no quorum, when no quorum is
present, compels the house to act on that quastion and the
house may either order a call or adjourn.
3. When one call is in effect, another call is not in order.
4. If, when a quorum is present, a motion or demand
for a call is lost, it cannot be renewed until after intervening business.
5. A motion or demand for a call is not debatable or
amendable and may not be laid on the table, postponed,
Section 193~ontinued
Paragraph 3—
Cuehin¢'s Legialutive Aeaembliea, Seca. 255-259.
Section 194—
Paragraph 1—
Hughee, Sec,65b ; N. Y. Meaual 1848-49, p. 493.
Parasraph 2—
Cuahing's Legislative Aenemblies, 9ece. 436-439; N. Y. Dian
ual, 1948-49, p. 418,
Paragraph 3—
Cuehing'a Legislative Anaembliee, Sec. 438.
Paragraph ~—
Cuehing'e Leainlative Aaeembliee, Seca, 289, 438 ; N. Y. ~ianue1,1948.49, Q. 418.
Paragraph 6—
N. Y. Manuel, 1948-49, p. 417; Caehing'e I.e6ielnH~e Aeaembliee, Sec. 270.
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referred to committee or have other subsidiary motions
applied to it.
6. The usual form of the motion is: "I move a call of
the Senate (or douse or council, etc.)." The question of
the presence of a quorum can be raised by raising a point
of order that there is not a quorum present or by raising
the question as: "Mr. President: Is there a quorum
present!" or "Mr. Chairman; I suggest the absence o!
a quorum."
Sec. 196. Bringing in Members Under a Gall of tha
Horse
1. When a call of the house has been ordered, the doors
are promptly closed, and the clerk calls the roll of members and notes the absentees. The list of the members not
recorded as present may be verified by calling the names,
and the list of absentees is then given to the sergeant-atarms with instructions to bring in the absent members.
The original use of the call was to secure the attendance
of members at the session and was accomplished by setting eparticular day when the roll was to be called and
when absent members would be sent for.
2. When a member appears in the house during a call
and presents himself to the presiding officer, the clerk ie
usually directed to record him as present and he is discharged; but when e member is brought in by a sergeantat-arms he may be required to pay any costs incident to
bringing him in.
3. It is a common practice to permit members to enter
and take their seats during a call and to take part in any
3eotloa 196-ParatraDh 1—
CwLini'~ Le~ialative Assemblies, 9ece. 284268.
Par+issDh 2-Cuehin~'~ Lei~lati~e Anembllea, Sec. 286.
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business conducted without being excused, and to remove
the call when a count discloses that a quorum is present
or that the members who were absent, and not excused,
are present.
4. A call was not originally used to compel members
to remain in attendance, but only to bring the members
into the chamber. In modern practice the doors may be
kept locked under a call to keep the members in attendance during a session.
5. Members who have been granted leaves of absence
should not be brought in by the sergeant-at-arms under
a call. A leave of absence may be granted on the request
of a member himself or upon the request of another member in his behalf. The body has the authority to revoke
leaves of absence at any time and to require the members
to attend.
Sec. 196. Proceedings Daring a fall of the Hovee
1. After a call has been ordered, and until further
proceedings under the call are dispensed with, if a quorum
is not present, no motion is in order except a motion to
adjourn or to remove the call. But if a quorum is present
the rules or the established practice may permit business
to be conducted either generally or under certain limitations, the only necessary limitation being that another call
cannot be ordered while one is in effect, unless specifically
authorized by the rules.
Section 195—Continued
Para~raDh 4—

Cuahing's Legislative Aasembliee, 8ece. 440.442.
Paragraph 5—
Cuehing'e Le`inlative A~aembliee, Secs, 287, 436.
Section 196—
Paragraph 1—

Cu~hin~'~ Le~islati~e Aeaembllea, 8ece. 438, 439; N. Y.
Menusl, 1948-49, DP. 418, 417.
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2. A recess may not be taken, even by unanimous consent, during a call unless specifically authorized by the
rules.
3. An adjournment puts an end to all proceedings
under a call, except that if a quorum is present the house
may, before adjournment, order members already brought
into the house to make their excuse at a later meeting.
Sec. 197. Terminating a Gall of the Horse
1. A call is terminated at any time by a vote to that
effect or by the adoption of a motion to adjourn. The better procedure is not to admit the motion to adjourn during acall, but to require that the house first dispense
with the call before the motion to adjourn is in order.
2. A motion to dispense with further proceedings under
a call is necessarily in order at any time during the call.
Proceedings under a call may be terminated at any time
by a motion to that effect or by an adjournment. Proceedings under a call are from their very nature suppressed
by an adjournment. The motion to dispense with further
proceedings under a call requires a majority vote of the
members present and voting for its adoption. The motion
to dispense with further proceedings under the call or the
motion to adjourn, may be made by any member but, by
courtesy, the member moving the call is usually permitted
to make the motion to remove it.
3ectlon 196--Continued
Paragraph 2—

Hughee, Sec. 449; N. Y. 'yfanusl, 19~6~9, p. 41T.
Psra~rayh 3—
Cuahing's Legielntive Aesembliea, 9ece. 270, 438.
Section 197—
Paraeraph 1—

Cnahinj'a 7.etialntive Asaembliee, Sec. 439.
ParagrsDh 2—

Cu~hin~'s LeQi~lntive Aneembliea, Secs. 270, 439.
6—L-6T 83
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3. If a quorum is present and the house desires to'`take
off" the ca11, the proper motion is, "I move that further
proceedings under the call be dispensed with." Upon the
adoption of this motion, business is taken up in regular
order at the point it was interrupted by the call.
9ectlon 197--Continued
Para6raDh 3—
Hn`hee, Sec. 864,

Sec. 200
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CHAPTER 21

MOTION TO ADJOURN
See also Sec. l~96, 3lotion to ddjourn Sine Die, and Sec. 781,
ddjournmext of Leyialative Seaaions.

Sec. 200. Precedence of Motion to Adjourn
1. A motion to adjourn, when it is unqualified, takes
precedence of all other motions except a call when there
is not a quorum present and except as some bodies have
by rule given higher precedence to other motions.
2. The motion to change the time to which to adjourn,
to fix the time at which to adjourn, or the motion to adjourn when otherwise qualified, loses its precedence as a
privileged motion to adjourn, and becomes a main question, subject to debate and amendment, and to subsidiary
motions.
Sec. 201. Adjournment When There Ia No Provision
for Future Meetings
1. When no provision has been made as to the time of
reconvening, and the adoption of the motion to adjourn
would have the effect of dissolving the body, the motion is
in fact a motion to dissolve or to adjourn sine die, which
is a main motion, and it is subject to all of the rules applicable to main motions. In this situation, a motion to fix the
time to which to adjourn takes precedence of the unqualified motion to adjourn, or the unqualified motion may be
Section 200—
Paragraph 1—
Cuehing's Legislative Assemblies, Sece. 1390.1392 ; Sturgis,
p. 243 ; Hughes, Sec. 265; Reed, Sec. 188 ; Cushing, Sec.
137; Tilson, p. 5?; 2 Hataell 108,
Paragraph 2—
Sturgie, p. 239; Reed, Sec. 170 ; Tilson, p. 37.
Section 201—
Paragraph 1—
CuehinQ's Legielsti~e Assemblies, Sec. 254; Stursie, p. 248,
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amended to fia a time of reconvening, This situation will
rarely, if ever, arise in legislative bodies, or in public
boards and commissions.
Sea 208. When Motion to Adjonr~ Ie in Order
1. A motion to adjourn is always in order, except:
(a) It may not interrupt a member who has the
floor.
(b) It cannot be renewed when it has been defeated
until after some business has intervened.
(c) It is not in order during the taking or veri8cation of a vote.
(d) IL is never in order for dilatory purposes,
2. A motion to adjourn may be made;
(a) After a roll call has been ordered and before the
roll call has begun
(b) After a vote by ballot has been taken and daring
counting of the ballots, or
(c) after the previous question has been ordered
but before voting has commenced.
3. The motion is not in order during committee of the
whole. The motion to rise must first be carried before the
motion to adjourn is in order.
Bea. 303, Adjournment Wlian Time for lfntnre Meetiags Ie Not !'ized
1. The houses of the state legislatures convene at the
date Saed by the constitution and continue in session until
B~cUon 202—
Para~rnph 1—

JeQereon, Bees. XIX,ICXRIII; 3tarsie, D. 239; gashes, Sec.
287; N. Y. Mnnnnl, DD• 44$, 444, 486, 4H8; Reed, Sec. 189;
Caching, Sec, 137n ; Tileon, p. 67.
pR1'~ir~Dh !—

Hn~hes, SeC. 287.
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adjourned sine die. When such a house adjourns without
fixing the hour of reconvening, it will reconvene on the
nett regislative day at the hour fixed in the rules, if rules
have been adopted which fix a regular hour for convening. When no time is fixed for reconvening, the houses
reconvene on the neat legislative day at the usual hour,
or if no hour has been established by custom, then at the
appropriate or usual hour for meetings of a similar nature,
or if no such hour can be ascertained then by ancient
custom they meet at noon.
2. The nett legislative day is the neat day except when
it falls on Sunday or certain holidays, as Christmas, which
are usually observed by such bodies. Meetings may be held
on Sundays and holidays when specially ordered.
3. The sessions and hour of convening of legislative
and other public bodies are usually regulated by statutes
or rules. In city councils and like bodies which have short
but frequent sessions, the adoption of an unqualified motion to adjourn has the effect of adjourning the body until
the neat regular meeting. There is usually also provision
in the statutes or rules for calling special meetings.
gec, 204. Bight to Adjourn
1. Legislative bodies and public administrative boards
and connmissions have the right to adjourn whenever they
determine to do so. It is not necessary that the work of
a body be completed before it can adjourn.
Section E03—
Para~raph 1—

Cue6ing'e Legislative Assemblies, Secs. 254, 388, 509-515,
1390-1393; Cushing, Sec. 139; Reed, Sec. 171; Tilton, p. 5T.
Parasraph 2—

Cnshin~'~ Leaielatfve Assemblies, 9ece. 608.511; Ez parts
Seward (1923), 299 Mo. 385, 263 S. W. 358, 284 U. $. 599.
Pan~rsph 3—

Ctuhins'~ Le`ialati~e Aseemblie~, 9ec~. 264, 609.
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2, Aboard called to meet at a certain time to perform
some particular function can adjourn to some later time
when there is some reason to do so. For eaample
(a) A majority of a board of commissioners appointed
to appraise damages for the taking of land has the
power to adjourn. The board consisted of three
members but in the absence of one member at a
regular meeting the two attending adjourned the
meeting until the neat day.
(b) Aboard of school instructors while engaged in proceedings to alter the boundaries of the district has
the right to adjourn both as to time and place for
any sufficient reason and unless it is made to appear that such adjournment was in the abuse of the
corporate function such act is not subject to review
by the courts.
(c) A board of supervisors of a county which is required to meet at a particular time to equalize
taxes has power to adjourn from time to time until
its business is completed.
Sec. 206. Form of Motion to Adjourn
1. The usual form of the unqualified motion to adjourn
is "I move that the Senate (or house or council, ate.)
do now adjourn."
Section 204—
Paragraph 2 (~)—
In re Newland Avenue (1891), 38 N. Y. 798.
Paragraph 2(b)—
Donough v, Fioliister (1890), 82 Mich. 309, 48 N.W. 782.
Paragraph 2(c)—
Ez parte hiirande (1887), 73 Cal. 365, 14 Pac. 588.
Section 205—
Par4mDh 1—
gtIIrNr D•~.
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2. When the rules authorize the body to fia the time
of reconvening or Sa a different time of reconvening, the
motion may be in the following form, "I move that the
Seeate (or house, or council) do now adjourn until—
(stating the day and hour as) 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning."
3. The rules in bodies having daily meetings usually
provide that the body shall convene at a certain hour
each day except Sunday, unless a different time is fixed
by the body.
Sec, 806. Motion to Adjourn Ie Not Debatable
1. While the unqualified motion to adjourn is not debatable, it does not prevent a statement of the business
requiring attention before adjournment, and, before
putting the motion, the presiding officer should be certain that no matters requiring attention that day have
been overlooked,and any necessary announcements should
be made before putting the motion to adjourn to a vote.
sec. Z07. Amendment and Application of Motions to
Dliotion to Adjonra
1, ga unqualified motion to adjourn is not subject to
any of the subsidiary motions, except when no time is
fixed for the neat meeting, when the motion loses its
9ectfon 206—Continued
ParaQraPh t5tnrgie, y, 258.
ParasraDh S—
Aeed, $ee. 281; Cnahin~. Secs. 137, 138.
Section 206-N. Y. Manual, p. 403; Reed, 5eee. 170, 171; Ca~hin~, Sec.
137b: Stnriis, y. 241.
Section 207—
Pussrsyh 1—
Ha~hes, Sec. 284; CwhinQ's Le~telatl~l Assemblies, Ser.
1b23; Stnrsu, y. 2L3.
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privileged status. The motion is subject to any incidental
motions which arise out of it such as a parliamentary inquiry, point of order or appeal, and the motion can, of
course, be withdrawn.
2. When the daily hour of meeting is fined, the motion
to adjourn may not be amended to specify that particular
time, but Rhen the hour of meeting is not fined, or when
fined subject to the power of the house to change it, the
motion to adjourn may be amended to state the time of
reconvening.
3. The motion to adjourn to a certain time is subject
to debate and to amendment as to the time.
4, As a matter of practice based upon convenience, it
is not unusual in a motion to adjourn to state the time of
reconvening although the hour may be definitely fined
by the law or rules. When this form of the motion is used
simply as a matter of notice to the members, it may be
treated as an unqualified motion to adjourn.
5. A motion to adjourn may not be reconsidered, but if
lost, may be renewed after intervening business,
See Bee. E10, Renewal of hfot{on to Adjourn.

Sec, 208. Vote Required for Adjournment
$ee also $ee. 506, Le~~ Tha» Quorum Can ddjourn.

1. It is a rule of parliamentary law applicable to all
deliberative bodies that less than a quorum have the power
to adjourn. In this respect the motion to adjourn differs
9ectton 20?—Continued
Paragraph 2—
Hughes, Sec. 28?; Sturgis, p. 239.
Paragraph 3—
N. Y. Manual, p. 403; Sturgis, p. 243.
ParagraDh 4—
Sturgis, p. 241.
Pua~raph 6—
Beed, Sec. 204; Sturgis, p. 2~3.
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from all other motions. It is, of course, necessary that a
body finding itself without a quorum have a means of
terminating its session. The constitutions of most of the
states authorize the houses of the state legislatures to adjourn from day to day in the absence of a quorum, an~etstutes in the case of other legislative bodies frequently
contain similar provisions. The right of less than a quorum
to adjourn does not depend, however, on constitutional or
statutory provisions, but exists in all cases by virtue of
general parliamentary law and the necessity of the sitnation.
Sec, 209. Qhallenging Vote on Motion to Adjourn
1. Where a ruling that a motion for the adjournment
of the city council is carried, is immediately questioned,
the presiding officer should at once resolve the doubt by
requiring the members to stand while they are counted
and he cannot relieve himself of such duty by leaving the
chair when the doubt is raised.
2. If the president of a city council leaves hie council chamber immediately after a doubt was raised as to the
result of a vote on a motion to adjourn without resolving
Section 208—
ParagraDh 1—
Reed, Seen. 20, 175; Hughes, Sec.871; N. Y. Manual, p. 422;
Cuehing'e Legislative Aaeemblies, 9ece. 244, 254, 268, 1390,
1398; Choate v. North Fork Hi~hwa~ Diet. (1924),39 Idaho
483, 228 Pac. 886; Moore v. Perm (1903), 119 Iowa 423,93
N.W. 510; Rolla v. 9chumaa (1915), 189 hto. App. 2b2, 175
9.W. 241; Himball v. Mare6a11 (1883),44 N. A. 485; O'Neil
v. Tyler (1892), 3 N. D. 47, 63 N.W. 434; Smith •. Law
(1880), 21 N. Y. 288; Duniway v. City of Portland (1906),
47 Ore. 103, 81 Pac. 946.
8acdon 209—
Parair4Dh 1—
Pe~e~ v. Aylward (1910), ZOb Mau. 102,91 N.E. 816.
Psn~raph 2—
Peve~ v. Ayl~iard (1910),205 Maas. 102,91 N.~.816.
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the doubt by recounting the votes, the members may
choose a temporary presiding o~cer in any reasonable
way in order to resolve the doubt raised, and the clerk or
any member may preside until the temporary president is
chosen.
3. `Vhere after an indecisive motion to adjourn a town
meeting it was moved to proceed to vote on an election but
before the voting commenced the previous vote was challenged it was not too late to raise the question.
4. The presiding officer cannot arbitrarily adjourn a
meeting.
5. While electing a temporary president of a city
council after the president left the chair immediately

after declaring that a motion to adjourn was carried
without waiting to resolve a doubt raised as to the result
of the vote, it is the duty of the meeting to then resolve
the doubt by counting the members voting in the affirmative and negative as required by council rules, They dicl
in effect resolve the doubt by deciding that the motion
to adjourn was not carried where they proceeded without
objection to continue to do business and the subsequent
acts of the council were valid notwithstanding the irre~ularity in resolving the doubt.
Sec. 210. Renewal of Motion to Adjonrn
1. The motion to adjourn may be defeated simply to
permit the completion of some business which is under
Section 209--Continued
Paragraph 3—

Kimball v. Lamprey (1848), 19 N. Fi, 215.
Paragraph 4—

Dingweil v. Detroit (1890), 82 Mich. 588, 48 N.W. 938;
State v. McKee (1890), 20 Ore. 120, 35 Pec. 292.
Paragraph 5—

Yevey v, Aylward (1910), 2(Y5 3faas. 102, 91 Y.E. 313.

Sec. 210

MOTION TO ADJOLR\

lil

consideration and the requirement of intervening business should not be as strictly construed in this case as in
case of other motions.
?. The motion to adjourn may be renewed after any
business has been completed, although that business be
only progress in debate, and although no question has
been put in the meantime. The calling of the roll may be
regarded as intervening business for this purpose, as
may also a decision of the presiding officer on a question
of order, the reception of a message from the other house,
or an announcement by a member, and these are sufficient
to justify renewal of this motion.
3. Where no objection is made to renewal of a motion
to adjourn without interposition of other intermediate
questions as required by parliamentary law, an objection
to such successive motions to adjourn is deemed waived.
4. After a meeting had ~~oted down motions to adjourn
and a motion was immediately made to adjourn until a
cettain time, such motion was in order as being different
from the motions previously ~~oted down and consequently
not in violation of the parliamentary rule requiring intermediate business before a motion could be renewed.
5. This motion is particularly subject to abuse and the
presiding officer should refuse to entertain it when it
appears to be made for obstructive purposes.
Section 210—
ParaataDh 1—
Sturgie, p. 241; Reed, Sec. 189.
Paragraph 2—
Stursis, p. 241.
Parasraph 3--

Hill v. Goodwin (1878), 58 N. H. 441.
Para~nph 4—

Hill v. Goodwin (1878), 56 N. A. 441.
Para~rayh &—
N. Y. Manual, p. 478,
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Sec. 211

Sec. 214

MOTION TO ftECE55

Sec, 811. Absence of Quorum Does Not Adjourn Body

CHAPTER 22

1. Where a roll call shows there is no quorum present
it does not automatically adjourn the body and if before
a declaration of adjournment a quorum is secured by
the arrival of absent members it can continue in session
for the transaction of business.

MOTION TO RECESS

See Bea 19J.
seccion Z11—
Pollard v. Gregg (1914), 77 N. H. 190, 90 Atl. 17fi.
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Sec. 214. Distinction Between Adjoarnment and
Recess
Sep afao Chapter ~1, Secs. X00-Yll, '~fotan to ddjou~n.

1. The basic distinction between adjournment and a
recess is that an adjournment terminates a meeting, while
a recess is only an interruption or break in a meeting.
After an adjournment a meeting begins with the proeedure of opening a new meeting. After a recess the business
or procedure of a meeting takes up at the point it was
interrupted.
2. Breaks in the meetings of a day, as for meals, are
usually recesses, but termination of meetings until a later
day are adjournments.
Bea. 216. Precedence of Motion to 8eceae
1. The motion to recess takes precedence over all motions eacept a call of the house and the motion to adjourn.
Sec. X18. R,nlee Qoverniag Motion to B,eceea
1. The motion to recess cannot be made while another
has the floor, during voting or the verification of a vote.
2. A motion to recess may be nnquali8ed or may be for
a specified period as "for 10 minutes" or "until 1
s~c~on zi4—

Para~raph l3turgie, p. 237; Hu`ha, Sec. 188.
9ecdon 2169targin, p. 237; Sutbee, Sec. 448; Reed, $ec. 174; N. Y.
Manual, 1948-49, p. 379.
Ssetfon 216—
P~ra~raph 1—
$turSie. P. 23T.
Paragraph t—
$ltdr Stc. 17d.
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o'clock."An unqualified motion to recess, when adopted
and announced, places the house at recess until called to
order by the presiding officer.
3. The motion to recess is not debatable. It is not subject to the subsidiary motions, except to amend, and may
be amended only as to the length of the recess.
4. Requires a majority of the legal votes cast.
5. A motion to recess unless otherwise specified takes
effect immediately following adoption and the recess
should be promptly announced by the presiding o~'icer.
6. A motion to recess may be renewed subject to the
same rules as the motion to adjourn.
7. The motion to recess is not in order in the absence
of a quorum. Either a call must be ordered or the body
must adjourn.
8. A motion to recess is not in order during a call. The
call must be terminated before a recess is in order.
9. A motion to recess when it relates to a recess at some
future time, takes precedence as a main motion and is
subject to debate.
9ecUon t16--Continued
Parasraph 3-

9turgie, D. 237; Hughes, 9ece. 187, 449.

8ec.220

QUESTIONS OF PRIVILEGE

1;5

CHAPTER 23

QUESTIONS OF PRIVILEGE
Sec. 220. What Is a Question of Privilege
1. Questions which relate to the body or to its members
in such a manner as to effect proper functioning of the
body are questions of privilege. It is necessary that these
questions be under the immediate control of the body.
They relate to the rights and privileges of the body or to
any of its members in their official capacity or to the
comfort and convenience of the body or its members in
the performance of their official duties.
2. "Questions of privilege" should be distinguished
from "privileged questions," which is a class of motions
having the highest precedence.
3. Questions of privilege are of two types: They may
relate to the privilege of the entire body, which are known
as questions of '`privilege of the house," and questions
of privilege which relate to a member, which are known
as questions of "personal privilese." In case of conflict,
questions of privilege of the house take precedence over
questions of personal privilege.
Sec. 221. Privilege of the Horse

Para~raDh 4--

Sturgie, p. 237 ; Hughee, 9ece. 185, 18T.
Paragraph 5—

Sturgie, p. 237 ;Hughes, Sec. 499.
Patasrayh 6-

1. Some of the questions which are recognized as questions of privilege of the house are as follows
(a) Questions concerning organization of the house.

3turgie, p, 237; Iiughea, Sec. 188.
Para~rnph 7—

U. S. House Mnnunl (1947), Sec. 50, Note 688; Hushes, 9ece.
165, 188, 449,
Paragraph 8—

Hushee, Sec. 449.
Paragraph 9—

Sturgie, p. 237; Hughes, Sec. 448; Reed, Sec. 174.

9ectlon 220—
Para~reph 1—

Star6ie, p. 233; Reed, Sec. 178.
Paragraph 3—

Stnrsie, Dp. 232, 234; Hu`hee, Sec. b48; Reed,. Sec. 178;
Cuehin6, Sec. 141; U. S. Houx Menunl (1947), Notes to
U. 8. Conetltntion, Art. I, Secs. 6 and 9.
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Sec. 223

(b) Questions concerning expelling or censuring a
member or his capacity to serve.
(c) Call of the house when a quorum is present.
(d) Comfort of the members.
(e) Freedom from disturbance.
(f) Disorderly conduct of members.
(g) Conduct of officers or employees or the removal or
censure of officers or employees,
(h) Conduct of reporters or the press or the accuracy
of published reports.
(i) The journal and records of the house.

1ii

Sec. 523. Qneetions Not Constituting Personal
Privilege
1. A charge in the public newspaper against a member
is not a question of personal privilege so long as the
charge, if true, would not incapacitate him from memberehip.
2. A newspaper article merely criticizing a member's
acts in a house does not constitute a question of personal
privilege, nor does a newspaper article charging a person with disreputable conduct before he became a member, nor s like criticism of a member personally and not
in his capacity as a member.

Sec. 222. Qneetions of Pereonal Privilege
1. Questions affecting the rights, reputation and conduet of members of the body in their representative
capacity are questions of personal privilege.
2. Questions of privilege of a member must relate to a
person as a member of the body or relate to charges
against his character which would, if true, incapacitate
him for membership, and he is not entitled to the floor
on a question of personal privilege unless the subject
which he proposes to present relates to him in his representative capacity.
3. A person raising a question of personal privilege
must confine himself to the remarks which concern himself personally, and when speaking under a personal privilege, amember has no right to defend any person other
than himself.
9ectfon 22I—
N. Y. Manual, p. 489.
9ectton 22f—
Pararraph 1—
Ha~La,9ecr. 6b8, d48; Reed, Sec. 178; II. S. Hoaae Bule IR.
PararraDh 2—
Hn~hes, 9ec~. 568, 683, 667, 648.
Para=rsyh 3—
Hu~ha, 9ece. 6b8, 683, 687, 648.

QUESTIONS OF PRIVILEGE

3. The fact that the presiding officer may have refused
to grant recognition to a member would not constitute a
question of personal privilege.
Sec. 224. Personal Ezplanation
1. A matter of personal explanation does not constitute
question
of personal privilege and may be received only
a
by permission of the house.
2. Permission to make a personal explanation is not a
transferable right and the member making explanation
must confine himself to the matter personal to himself,

~

Section 223—
ParaBraDh 1—
Hu~hea, Sec. 58(1.
ParaBraDh 2—
N. Y. Manual, p. 469; Hug6ee, Sec. 580,
Para`re➢ti ~—
Hughea, Sec. 568.
9ectlon 224—
Psrasraph 1—
Hu`hee, Sec. 584; Cnehint'e LeQielntive Assemblies, Sec,
1585; N, Y. Manuel, p. A89.
Para=nyh 2—
Hushes, Sec. 58b.
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but a member having the floor for this purpose may not
be interrupted so long as he keeps within parliamentary
bounds.
Sec. 22b. Precedence of Questions of Privilege
1. Questions of privilege take precedence of all other
questions eacept the motion to adjourn, the call of the
house when no quorum is present and the motion to recess.
2. A matter of privilege, arising out of any question
as from a quarrel between two members, supersedes the
consideration of the original question, and must be first
disposed of.
3. Questions of privilege are privileged only as to tl~e
right to immediate consideration, and when once stated
and before the house are subject to debate and to all
subsidiary motions in the same manner as main motions.
4. The previous question applies to debate on questions
of privilege the same as to any other questions.
5. When a question of privilege has been disposed of,
the business is resumed at the point where it was interrupted.
Section 225—
ParagraDh 1—
Sturgis, p. 235 ; U. S. House Rule IX ; N. Y. biunual, pp.
48T, 488; Reeci, Sec. 179; Cushing, Sec. 141.
Paragraph 2—
Jelferaon, Sec. XXRIII;2 Hatee1188; N. Y. Mnauai, 1948-49,
p. 445.
Paragraph 3—
Sturgis, p. 235 ; N. Y. Maaual, p. 488,
ParaBraDh 4—
N. Y. Manual, p. 470.
Paragraph 59tursie, p. 233; Cushing, Sec. 141; Cushing'e Le~ielative
Aeeembliee, Sec. 1501.

Sec.2~8

QUESTIONS Ob' PRIVILEGE
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Sec. 226. Manner of Eaising a Question of Privilege
1, When the question is one affecting the house or ai~~~
of its members and requires immediate action, it may be
raised while a member is speaking.
2. It is in order to raise a question of privilege at any
time, the presiding officer deciding whether it is in fact
a question of privilege and if it is of sufficient urgency to
jastify interrupting a speaker.
3. A member wishing to raise a question of privilege
should rise and address the presiding o~cer and without
waiting to be recognized say, "I rise to a question of
privilege of the house," or "I rise to a question of personal privilege." The presiding officer should then request the member to state the question of privilege.
seaelon 228—
Para~raph 18turgie, p, 233; Cuahine, p. 153; N. Y. :Manuel, 1948-•49,
p. 445.

parasrapn z—
Sturgie, p. 233; Cuahing'e Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 1u04;
N. Y. Manual, p. 468.
Parasraph 39turgis, p. 232.

1

Drvi~orr 2
INCIDENTAL MOTIONS
CHAPTER 24

APPEALS
Sec. 230. When an Appeal Is in Order
Sea also Sic. X45, Pas. ¢.

1. The proper method of taking exception to a ruling
of a presiding officer is by appeal. All questions of order
are decided by the presiding officer, subject to appeal by
any member.
2. An appeal from a decision of the presiding officer
must be made prompt]y and it is too late to appeal after
debate or other business has intervened.
3. When a presiding officer rules a motion out of order,
the proper procedure is to appeal from his decision. It is
not proper for a member to put a question to vote which
has been ruled out of order.
See also Ffec. 576, Re~tiial o/ Pre~idinp Officer to Perform
Duliei.

4. An appeal from a decision of a presiding officer is
in order while a member has the floor if made promptly.
sacclon Es0—
Paragreph 1—
Sturgie, p. 205; U. S. House Aute 1, Sec. 4 ; Hughes, Sec.
527; N. Y. Manaal, p. 467; Tilson, p. 32; State v. Lacher
(1899),71 Conn. 640,42 At1.838; Proctor Coal Co, v. Finley
(1885), 98 Sy. 905, 33 9.W. 188.
ParagtaDh Z—
Sturgie, p. 208; N. Y. Manual, p. 410; Tileon, p. 30; Cue6ing'e LeQielative Anaembliee, Sec, 1485 ; Hughee, Secs. 534,
719.
Part~taDh 3—
ProMor Coal Co. ~. Finley (1895), 98 Hy. 405, 33 S.W. 188.
ParasraDb 49tnr=i~, p. 208; Hueha, Sec. b41; N. Y. Hansel, p. 410.
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5, While an appeal is pending, a point of order on any
other question is not in order but a point of order relating
to the appeal may be raised and if the determination of the
appeal is dependent on this point it may be decided by the
presiding officer. This second decision is also subject to
appeal. There is su early precedent in Congress that there
can be no appeal from a second decision while the other
appeal is pending, but that the correctness of the ruling
can be brought up when no other business is pending, and
the presiding officer is subject to censure by the house
if the ruling be irregular,
6. ~1 second point of order on the same general subject,
but not ou the same point, is not in order while an appeal
is pending, but when the first appeal is decided, laid on
the table or otherwise disposed of, the second point of
order is in order and is subject to appeal,

Sec. 232

APPEALS

183

siding officer and, without waiting to be recognized say,
"I appeal from the decision," or "I appeal from the decision of the President (or Speaker or Chair)."
2. When an appeal is taken, the presiding officer should
clearly state the decision appealed from and niay state
leis reasons for his decision,
3. If there is no debate, or when debate is concluded,
the presiding officer may put the question in the following
form : "Shall the decision of the President (or Speaker
or Chair) stand as the judgment of the Senate (or house
or council or board)."
Sec. 232. Debate on Appeals
1. A decision of the presiding ogicer is not debatable
unless an appeal is taken from the decision.

7. When an appeal has been taken from a decision of
the presiding officer, no new business is in order until the
appeal has been disposed of.

2. An appeal is debatable even though the question out
of which it arose was undebatable, being go~•erned by
the same rules as debate on other questions.

8. An answer to a parliamentary inquiry is not a decision and therefore cannot be appealed from.

3. The question out of which an appeal arose is not
subject to debate on appeal, but only the specific question
involved in the point of order from which the appeal w~~
taken.

Sec. 231. Form of Qneation on Appeal
1, When a member wishes to appeal from a decision of
the presiding officer, he should rise and address the preSectton 230—Continued
Paragraph 5—
Reed, SPC. SSJ ; Cushing's I.egislntive Assemblies, Sec, 1470.
Para6raph 6—

Cushing's Legislative Aaeembliee, Sec. 1489.
Paragraph 7—

Sturgis, p, 208; N. Y. \Ianusi, p. 457.
Paragraph 6—

HuRhea, Sec. 542.
Section 231—
Paragraph 1—
Hughes, Sec. 543; Sturgis, p. 20u,

Section 231—Continued
Paregrayh 2—

State v. Laeher (1899), 71 Conn..'r10, 42 ~tl. 636; Sturgis,
p. 208; Iiug6ee, Sec. 543; Cuehing's Legislative assemblies,
Sec. 1481.
Section 232—
ParagreDh 1—

Sturgie, p. 208; N. Y. Manual, 1948-49, p. ~Oi.
Pera~rnph 2—

Croawell's Manual, See. 30; N. Y. ~lanunl, 1948-49, p. X07.
ParagrsDh 3—

Cuehin~'e Legislative Aseembliea, Sec. 1488 ; N. Y. 3fenual,
1948-48. D. 910.

t
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4. Whether or not an appeal has been debated, the presi~ing o~cer, when making his decision on the appeal,
may state the reasons for his decision without leaving the
chair.
5. It is sometimes provided by rule that an appeal is
not debatable when the ruling relates to indecorum,transgression of the rules or to the priority of business, nor
if made while the previous question is pending, nor while
the immediately pending question is undebatable.
6. An appeal from a decision of the presiding officer
may be withdrawn by the person making it, but if it is
so withdrawn, it may be renewed, by the same or another
member, provided no other business has intervened.

Sec. 234

APPEALS

~85

the table, since this procedure has the effect of closing
debate and sustaining the decision of the presiding o~cer.
3. When an appeal is laid on the table, it does not carry
the main subject with it, but the question out of which
the appeal arose is still before the body.
Sec. 234. Vote on Appeal
1, One-half of the legal votes east, a quorum being
present, sustains a decision of the presiding officer on
appeal, A tie vote sustains the presiding o~cer since a
majority is required to overrule his decision.
2. When the presiding officer is a member of the house,
be may vote to sustain his own decision on appeal.

Sec. 333. Ameridmen~Laying aII Appeal on the Table

Sec. 23b. Eeconsideration of Appeals

1. An appeal may not be amended as the question on
appeal is simply whether the decision of the presiding
officer shall be sustained.

1. An appeal may be reconsidered, but when the subject matter upon which the appeal was taken has been
disposed of, and it is impossible for the house to reverse
its action, it is too late to move to reconsider the appeal.

2. An appeal may be laid upon the table but may not
be referred to committee. Where the rules do not permit
an appeal to be taken from the table, it is a common praetice of opponents of an appeal to move that it be laid on
Section 232—Condnu~d
Pu'aY='sDh 4—
N. Y. Mannal, 1948-49, p. 407; Sturgis, D. 207.
ParagraDb 6—
Hus6e~, Bec. 644; Cnehin`'e Legislative Aneembliea, Sec.
1488; N. Y. Maanal, p. 810.
9ecUon 233—
Pan~raDh 1—
Stursie, p. 20T; Croewell'e Manuel, Sec. 30; N. Y. Manual,
1948119, pp. 40T, 908; Hu`hea, $ec. 541.
Para`raDh 2—
Sturgie, p. 208; Hughes, gee. 542; N. Y. Manual, 19i&49,
D. 409.

Sectlon 233--Continued
Parasrayh 38tnrgie, p. 206; Reed, Sec. 186; Cuehins'e Legislative Asaembiia, Sec. 1487; N. Y. Manual, 1948-49, p. 410.
9ectlon 2J4—
pua~rsDh 19tnraie, p. 208; Jefferson, 9cc. RLI; Heed, Sec. 18b.
ParaBrsyh 23turQie, p. 208; Hushes, Sec. 542; N. Y. Mannal, 194819, p.
d08; Cn~6ins'~ I.esi~lative Assemblies, Sec. 1471.
9acUon 2~6—
Stur~, D. 208; Hu~hea, Sec. 641; N. Y. Mtnnai, 19!&49, p.
409.
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CHAPTER 2S

POINTS OF ORDER
Sec. 240. Pnrpoae of Points of Order
1. It is the duty of the presiding ogicer to enforce the
rules and orders of the body without delay and without
waiting to have his attention called to breaches of order.
It is also the right of every member who notices a breach
of order or of a rule to insist upon its enforcement. This
is called raising a question or point of order, because the
member puts to the presiding officer the question as to
whether there has been a breach of order or of the rules,
it being the duty of the presiding officer to maintain order
and enforce the rules.
2. ~ point of order is the parliamentary device that is
used to require a deliberative body to observe its own rules
and to follow established parliamentary practice,
3. any request for compliance with the rules, is in
effect a point of order and is subject to the same rules.
4. The presiding officer is not required to decide any
point of order not directly presented in the proceedings
of the body.
9ectlon 740—
Para~raDh 1—
Stnre~~ DD. ~,209; HuBbee, $ece. 281. b27; Reed, Seca.
48, 111, 182, 183; Cochin`, Sec. 151; Cuehin~'e Legislative
Assemblies, Seca. 1467, 1480,
Para;raph 2—
Hn~hee, Sec. 281,
Para`raDh 3—
Hu~he~, Sec. 528.
ParasrsDh 4—
Stnr~is~ DD• 308, 309.

Sec. 241
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sec. 241. When Point oP Order May Be Raised
1. A point of order must be raised before the irre~ularity or occasion for raising the point of order has passed.
On procedural questions it i5 too late as soon as the particular point has been pa~secl or the hest business taken
up, On substantive questions a point of order, such as that
the amendments now in the bill are not germane, may be
raised so long as the bill or proposition is within the control of the body. When the question relates to a violation
of the constitution or statutes, such as a requirement
of three readings of bills, the question can be raised so
long as the measure is within the control of the body.
?. It is not in order to raise one point of order while
another is pending, but as soon as one point of order is
disposed of another is in order and the overruling of a
point of order does not preclude other points of order
being raised against the same proposition.
3. It has been said that one point of order cannot be
raised upon another as there would be two points pending
at the same time. This would seem to be in error as a que~tion on one point of order might well gi~•e rise to another.
Unless prevented by the rules, oue point of order can be
raised upon another. The presiding officer should be careful that this procedure is not used for dilatory purposes.
4. A question of order may be raised when a member
has the floor and may interrupt a speech, the reading of a
Section 241—
Paragraph 1—
Cushing's I,egislntive Assemblies, Sec. 1486; Sturgis, p. 30l1;
Hughes, 3ece. 534, 71D; Tilson, p. 3Q.
Paragraph 2—
Cushing's Legisintive Assemblies, Sec. 14i0; \. Y. Manual,
p. 468; Hughes, Sec, 288.
paras'riDh !—
Stnrsie, p. 208; HuQ6ee, See. 529; Tileon, p. 31.
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paper, or the making of a report when it arises out of the
speech, paper or report.
5. A point of order must be raised at the time the particular question is pending. It is premature to raise a point
of order against an amendment when an amendment of
the amendment is pending or when a motion to recommit
ie pending.
6. The proper time to raise a point of order questioning
the right oP a member to vote on account of interest is
after the vote has been recorded and before the result is
announced.
Sec. 242. Limitations on Use of Points of Order
1. It is not the duty of the presiding o~cer to rule upon
any question which is not presented in the course of proceedinga. It is not his right to rule upon the conatitntionality or legal effect or eapedieney of a proposed bill, as that
authority belongs to the house.
2. It is not within the province of the chair to decide
as to the constitutionality of an amendment.
3. A point of order may not be raised on the ground
that a bill does not conform to the subject matter as
9ecUon 241--Continued
ParastaDh 6—
Maee. Manual, p. 869.
Para~raDh 6—
Maee. ~annal, D, 610.

secuon z4z—
Pan~eaDh 1—
Hushes, 8ecn. 28, 270; 35th Cons., 2d Sees., Congreeeion~l
Record, p. 880; 48th Con=„ 2d Sees., Consreuionnl Record,
p. 1501; II. 9. House Manaal, 80th Conk., Hale 827; N. Y.
Manuals 1948j19, D• 443.
Parasraph 23i~~s. Manual, p. 694.
parastap6 b—
Ma~. Manoal~ P• 682,

Sec• 2`13
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stated in the title because this is a question which must
be decided by the body.
sec. 245. l~orm of Point of Order
1. A member wishing to raise a point o! order ahonl~
arise sad address the presiding officer, and witbont waiting to be recognized say,"I rise to a point of order." The
presiding officer should interrupt the proceeding; i! a
member is speaking, he should immediately yield the floor,
and the presiding ogicer should then direct the member
raising the point of order to state his point. The member
should then state the point as briefly and concisely as possible, citing the authority for the point whenever possible,
but should not presume to decide the question or argue the
point. A point of order is not a motion and does not require asecond, even where seconds to motions are required by rule,
8eo. ~, consideration o! a Point of Order
1. It ie the duty of the presiding officer to immediately
take notice of any point of order although his decision
may be deferred until a decision can be reached on it.
Before rendering his decision on any point of order, the
presiding officer may request the advice or opinion of
members. When the question is particularly complicated
or important, it may require research or investigation for
its determination, and the decision may be put over by
9~otton!
4E-Snsha, Secs. 278, 629, 681; Reed, Scc. 184; Caahin~, Sec.
161: Stnr~L~ D. 208.
8eceton s44-Jeffereon, Sec. %VII; Hn`hes, Seca. 629, 641; Cwhin~, Sec,
162; TiLon, D. 82; Cwhin~'s Le~1~lative Awemblia, Sec.
1484; 8car~i., p. 208; II. 8, Some M~naal, AOth 8er., Rule
1, note 817 ~ i[aia. Manual. D. 622.
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the presiding ogicer to rive him an opportunity to look
into the precedents or to reach a decision.
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house, though informal consultation with members by the
speaker was permitted. With the particular procedure
used for division in the Commons to have permitted debate would have created too much confusion. For the same
reason, appeals were not permitted on points of order
while the house was divided and waiting to be counted.
With the modern methods of voting, the reason for this
technical rule has ceased to eaist and points of order
arising out of the procedure of voting are not now subject
to any special rules or different procedure than if they
arose out of any other situation or during any other
procedure. ~.3opted rules, however, sometimes contain
the ancient restrictions.

Sec. 245. Submission of Point of Order to the House
1. ?, point of order is ~leci~led by the presiding officer
without debate unless in doubtful eases he submits the
question to the body for advice or decision. ~'Vhen the
presiding officer submits a i~uestion to the house for its
decision, the question is open fully to debate, because the
decision of the house is not subject to appeal. ~theu, during debate, the presiding officer rules o~i the point debate
is closed but the decision niay be appealed.
2. Whenever the presiding o~eer makes a decision on a
point of order, he has a right, without leaving the chair,
to state the reasons for his decision, and in such case,
he may speak on points of order in preference to members,
or if he is a member of the house, in preference to other
members.
3. It is in order for a member to courteously request,
but not demand, the presiding officer to reconsider his
decision on a point of order.
4. It was the practice in the House of Commons not to
permit debate on a point of order during division of the

lea. 348. .Precedence, Debate and 8nbeidiary Motions
1. A point of order takes precedence of the pending
question out of which it arises until the point of order is
diepoaed of, and yields to motions having a higher precedenee than the motion out of which it arose.
2. Neither a point of order nor a decision thereon can
be amended nor have any other subsidiary motion applied
to it, ezcept that an appeal can be taken from a decision
and that a point of order or appeal can be withdrawn.
3. A point of order is not debatable unless submitted
to the house. The point can be debated on appeal iF an
appeal is taken from the decision.

Section 246—
Para6raph 1—
State v. Lacher (1899), 71 Coon. r40, d3 :1t1. 838; Hughes,
Sete. 541, 883; Croswell's \Innuxl, Sec. 30; \. Y. Manual,
p, 407 ; Cushing, Sec. 154 ; Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies,
Sec. 1482; Sturgis, p. 210.
Paragreyh 2—
Cushing's Legielatice Assemblies, Sec. 1 71 ; ~1. Y. ~Ienuul,
1948-49, p. 407; State v. Lsaher (1899), 71 Coon. 540,
42 Atl. 838.
Paragraph 3—
Hughea, Sec. 41.
PangraDh 43 Hateell 143; Jefferson, Sec. YLI.

9ectlon 24d-Parasrap6 1—
Cuahin~'s Le~ielati~e Aseembliee, Sec, 1459; Sturtie, pp.
210, 211; Ha~6e~, Sec. 6i1; N. Y. Manual, 199&49, p. 439.
Para~raDh 2—
Snsha,$ec.627; 9tar`is, p. 211.
Paraazayh J--N. Y. Manual, PD. 467 484; Cnehins'~ I,e~islatire Aaaembliea, Sec. 1180; 9tnrsia, p. 210.
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4. If the presiding officer does not submit point
a
taken
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vote
order to the body for its decision no
decision
the
from
taken
point of order unless an appeal is
of the presiding officer.
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CHAPTER 26

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRIES AND
OTHER REQUESTS FOR
INFORMATION
Sec. 250. Purpose of Parliamentary Inquiry
See alao Sec. 114, dakiny Qeeationa o/ .Ilembera.

1. During the sessions of a legislative body, members
may desire to obtain information concerning the procedure or business before the house. These requests are not
technically motions but, for convenience are classified
with them. A parliamentary inquiry is a request for information from the presiding officer with respect to procedure concerning some question before the house or which
may be immediately brought before the house.
2, The presiding officer should, when requested by a
member, answer any questions on parliamentary law,
pertinent to the business before the house, in order to
enable a member to make a proper motion or to raise a
timely point of order, but it is not his duty to answer
general questions concerning parliamentary law.
3. When the presiding o~cer is not in possession of the
information requested, be may direct the question to a
member who should be in possession of the information.
Section 250—
Paragreph 1—
Hug6es, Sec, G21 ; $tar~iP, p. 21'_'.
Paragraph 29turgie, p. 21~.
ParaBraDh 3—

Stnrgis, p. 214.
7—L-67Si
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Sec. 361. Form of Parliamentary Inquiry
1. A member desiring information concerning a question before the body,or which may be immediately brought
before the body, may rise, address the presiding officer,
and without waiting to be recognized say, "I rise to a
parliamentary inquiry," or he may say, "I rise for information," or "I rise to a point of information." The
presiding officer should ask the member to state his inquiry,
and if the question should appear to be pertinent to the
business of the body, he should supply this information,
but if a member is speaking and the question does not
require an immediate reply, the presiding officer may
delay the reply until the speech is completed.
Sec. 262. 8nlea governing Parliamentary Ingniriea
1. When a parliamentary inquiry relates to a question
which requires immediate attention, it may be made while
a member has the floor, and may even interrupt a speech.
2. A parliamentary inquiry is not a motion but is
simply s request for information and is, therefore, not
debatable or amendable nor subject to any other motion.
3. A parliamentary inquiry is an incidental question
which yields only to privileged questions, appeals and
questions o! order and takes precedence of all other incidental motions, subsidiary and main motions. The presection zsi—
Sturgie, p. 214.
9ectloa 262—
Paragraph 1-

9turgie, p. 214; Hu~6ea, Secs. 521, 522.
Paragraph 2—

Sughea, Sec. 522; 9tut~in, p. 214.
Para~raDh 3—

Aushes, 3ece. 621, 522; U. S. House blanusl, SOt6 Coo~nse,
Rule 1, n6te 927; Stnr~is, p. 216.
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siding officer may answer parliamentary inquiries even
after the previous question has been ordered.
4. A parliamentary inquiry is never in order when
made for dilatory purposes.
Sec. 263. Regneat for Information From Members
1. Occasions frequently arise when one member desires
information of another. Such requests are not technically
parliamentary inquiries, but are generally subject to the
same rules.
2. When the information is desired from a member who
is speaking, or from any other member, instead of from
the presiding officer, the member desiring the information should rise and say, "Mr. President (or Mr. Chairman or Mr. Speaker), I desire to ask the Senator (or
gentleman (further describing the member when necessary) aquestion." The presiding officer should inquire
whether the member speaking, or other member, is willing
to be interrupted, or to answer the question, and if the
member consents,the presiding o~cer directs the inquiring
member to state the question. I3e then states the question
to the presiding officer, who may restate the question or
merely request the other member to reply. The reply
is made to the presiding officer and not to the inquirer.
3. In committees and small groups the procedure of
asking and answering questions may properly become
9ecUon 252---Continued
Paragraph 4-Hughea, Sec. 522; 8turgie, p. 214.
3ecUon 263—
ParesraDh 1—
Stnr~ie, p. 212.
Para~raDh 28turgia, p. 213.
Pat~a~r~Dh 38tnr~ia, p, 121.
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quite informal. Questions from one member to another
are more frequent in committees than in larger bodies.
4. ~ few questions to a member presenting a proposition will often clarify the points better than extended
debate.
5. The presiding officer should never permit a speaker
to be heckled by questions nor permit a member to present
arguments under the guise of questions, A member should
not be permitted to interrupt a speaker to ask questions
of other members unless some urgent reason exists.
6. When the time of speeches is limited and a member
consents to be interrupted by questions, the time consumed is taken out of the time allowed him for his
speech.
Sec. 264. 8egnesta Other Than Parliamentary
Ingniriea
1. There are numerous other requests which should
be distinguished from parliamentary inquiries. These are
requests like a request to withdraw a motion, a request
to be excused from a duty or a request for some privilege.
These requests are usually subsidiary in nature, that is,
they arise out of certain other questions and must be
decided before those questions out of which they arise.
Thus a request of a member to be excused from voting
on a certain question would be in order when that question
comes before the house.
9ectton 25x—Continued
Paragraph S—
Sturgis, p. 214.
Section 254—
ParsgrsDh 1—

Sturgis, l~. 213,
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2. Such requests are not subject to amendment or other
subsidiary motions, but, if denied, may be followed by a
motion to the same effect which may be subject to debate
and subsidiary motions,
Section 254—Continued
ParaQraph 2-

8turgta, p. 21~,
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CHAPTER 27

ORDERS OF THE DAY AND
CALENDAR
See also Chapter 67, Seca. 710-71.j, General Order of Buiinei~.

Sec, 3b7. Nature of the Gall for Ordara of the Day
1, A call for the orders of the day is a demand that
the body conform to its order of business. Formerly it
was the practice to assign questions for consideration on
a certain day and the questions set for a particular day
were the general orders for that day. A demand for the
orders of the dap was a demand that the body proceed
to consider those questions. It is the modern practice,
at least in the larger legislative bodies, to have a calendar
or file which is a list or file of measures arranged in the
order in which they come up for consideration. This
calendar or file takes the place of general orders. Under
ttus latter procedure a demand for the orders of the day
is a demand that the body proceed with the consideration
of this calendar or file.
2. It is the duty of the presiding officer to announce
the business to come before the house in its proper order,
and if he always performs this duty, there will be no
occasion for calling for the orders of the day. If the
presiding officer fails to notice that the time set for a
special order has arrived and has not interrupted a
pending question, or has permitted a digression from the
calendar when consideration of the calendar is the proper
order of business, it is in order for any member to call for
9ectlon 267—
Para~r~ph 1—
Cue6in~'s Le~isiative Asetmblle~, 3ecti. 1373, 1877.
Parairayh E—

x~a, ems. sal.
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the regular order or for the orders of the day, or to raise
a point of order that the proper order of business is not
being followed.
3. any member may demand that the order of business
be conformed to. The call must be simply for the orders
of the day, for a caH for any specified order would have
no privilege.
Sec. 268. Precedence of Call for the Eegalar Order
or for Orders of the Day
1. The call for the orders of the day takes precedence
as an incidental motion and yields only to the privileged
motions, and to appeals, points of order and parliamentary inquiries.
2. A demand for the regular order or a call for the
orders of the day can be made at any time when no motion
of higher precedence is under consideration and the order
of business is being varied from. It may be made even
while a member is speaking if the speaking is not conforming to the regular order.
3. Under our modern legislative practice the order and
manner in which the business of the body is considered
is set out in the rules so that it follows a definite and predictable order. To vary from the plan provided for in the
9ectlon 257--Continued
Paragraph 3—
Je~ereon, Sec. aRXIII; Cushing, Sec. 144 ; Cuahing's I.eg•
ielative d►uembliee, Sec. 1401; Stnr~ie, pp, 173, 192.
9ecUon E68—
Puatraph 1—
Ha~ha, Sec. lbT ; N. Y. Manual, p. 499; Je~ereon, Sec.
XT►%III.
Pan~raph 2—
Jefferson, Sec. XX.
PsntnDh S—

gnsn~., sue.. i4a-i62.
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rules being a violation of the rules is permissible only
under suspension of the rules. It is in order to insist upon
a compliance with the rules at any time there is a variation from the procedure required by the rules.
Sec, 259. Debate and Application of Other Motions
1. A call for the regular order or for the orders of the
day is a demand that the body conform to its order of
business and is not technically a motion, It therefore cannot be debated or amended, laid on the table, postponed,
committed or amended, nor have any other subsidiary
motion applied to it.
2. The modern practice is to permit the call for the
regular order or for orders of the day to be renewed after
intervening business or a change in the parliamentary
situation. When the business in the regular order has been
taken up, it is subject to the same motions and procedure
as any other business of the same class. A call for orders
of the day cannot be reconsidered.
Sec. 380. Effect of Gall or Demand
1. When the regular order or orders of the day have
been called for, the presiding o~cer should either announce the first or neat business in the order of bueinese, or put the question, "Will the house proceed with
the regular order (or the calendar, or the orders of the
day)9"

der. ~f31

URI)(:R~ O1' '1'I;E f~AY

`?. To refuse to proceed with the rc~ular orilei• or to the
orders of the day, when it is the ~~ro~»r order ~>f business,
is a ~•ariation from the order of business and is equivalent to suspending the rules. It, therefore, requires the
same vote, If under a special rule, a t«•o-thirds ~•ote is
necessary to suspend the rules, atwo-thirds ~~ote in the
negative is necessary to defeat a demand For the regular
order.
3. ~t the time fixed for consideration of the calendar
or orders of the day or when they are called for, a member
may move that the time for consideration of the pending
question be extended for a certain time. Such a motion,
since it changes the order of busiiie~s, is equi~~alent to a
motion to suspend the rules and requires the same vote.
~, Whenever the calendar or orders of ttie d<iy have
been disposed of, the consideration of the interrupted
business is taken up at the point where it «~~s interrupted.
Sec. 261, flonsideration of Calendar or File
1. After an item on the calendar or a~i order of the play
has been announced and is pending, it i~ ~tebatablP a~►ci
may be amended or have any other subsidiary motion
applied to it, the same as and• other ~naiu question or
proposal of that class,
Section 260—Continued
Paragraph 2—

Hughes, Sec. 154.
Section 259—
ParaaraDh 1—

Sturgie, p. 145.
ParaBrsPh 2—
Stur`ie, p. 176.
Section 260—
PeragraDh 1—

Je~eeaon, Sec. XXRIII ; Reed, Sec, 257; Cuehing'e Le6ie•
lutive Aaeembiiea, 8ece. 1399, 1400.
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Cuehing's LegiaLiti~~e ~~sembliea, Sec. ]3~F.
Paragraph 4—

Sturgis, p. 175.
Section 261—
Paragraph 18turgis, p. 174.
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2. The items on the calendar or orders of the day, as
a group, cannot be laid on the table nor postponed, but
an individual item, after it has been taken up, may, by a
majority vote, be laid on the table, postponed or referred
to a committee, and so the matters may be disposed of
and the consideration of the question previously pending
may be resumed.
3. By suspending the rules, any question may be taken
up out of its regular order.

2. all official business on the calendar or file which,
by the regular rules of procedure, come before the house
for consideration under the proper order may be considered the general orders of the day. All measures or
pending matters set for a special hour for decision or consideration, either by postponing them to that time, by
setting them as special orders for that time, or by adopting
a special program or order of business, constitute special
orders of the day for the time fined.

Sec. 582. Making IIp the Calendar
1. Business takes precedence on the general calendar
in the order specified in the rules, but if there are no
specific rules, business takes precedence in the order
in which it was ordered to, or became business, under
that order of business. Thus, bills reported from committee take their place on second reading in the order in
which the committee reports were read and the bills
ordered to second readins, and bills take their place on
third reading iu the order in which they were read second
time and ordered to third reading. This order may be
changed in such manner as the rules provide, by unanimous consent or by suspension of the rules.

3. When a special order has been set for a particular
time, it has no special privilege until the time set for its
consideration, and if it is set only for a particular day, it
can be brought up any time during that day.

Sec. 263. General and Special Orders
1. Orders of the day may be divided into general orders
and special orders.
Section 261—Continued
Para6~Dh 2—

Sturgie, p. 173; Reed, Sec. 257.
Paragraph 3—

Stnrgie, p. 193.
Section 262—
Para~raDh 1—

Reed~ Sec. 266.
9ectlon 263—
PAraQraDh 1—

Stur~is, p. 174.

4. In case of conflict, special orders always take precedence over general orders.
5. In a legislative body having a general order of
business which makes provision for special orders, any
business coming up for consideration in the usual order
on the calendar or file is a general order, and any business
set specially for that day without specifying the hour is
a special order, and is in order in that part of the order of
business designated as special orders.
Sec. 564, Motions to Set 8pecial0rders
1. The purpose of a special order is to eapedite important business and set a definite time for its considera3ectlon 263--Continued
Paragraph 2—

Sturgis, pp. 174, 192; Hnghes, Secs, 141, 143, 130; Cushing,
Sec. 142; Reed, 3ece. 255, 256.
Paragtayh 3—

Cnshing, See. 145; Stnrsie, p, 174.
Psrai~aDh 4—

StarBle~ P. 174.
Parattaph 5-

8tnrgie, p. 174,
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tion, which gives such a special order privilege over other
pending business.`~hene~•er the making of a special order
sets aside the general rules re„arding the order of business
it requires the same vote as would be required to specificall~• suspend the rules.
2. The usual form of the motion to set a special order is,
"I move that—(specifying the bill, ordinance, resolution,
or other business) be made a special order for—(specifying the day and hour)."
3. The form of setting a general order is the same except
that it is designated as an order or general order and that
no hour is specified.
4, A motion to set a special order may be amended as to
time. It is debatable only as to the question of setting the
special order and does not open up the main question to
debate.
5. A pending question may be made a special order for
a future time by "postponing it and making it a special
order for" a specified time, Such a motion is a form of
the subsidiary motion to postpone definitely and it takes
precedence as such.
6. If the question is not pending, the motion to make it
a special order for a certain time takes precedence as a
main motion.

ORDERS OI' THE DAY
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7. A member may make a motion and request that the
motion be set as a special order for a particular time. Such
a motion should be printed in the journal with the record
of the special order and should likewise be carried on the
calendar as a special order.
Sec. 28b. Special Orders Setfor Same Day
or Same Honr
1. If several orders appointed for the same time are
made at the same time, then they take precedence in
the order in which they were arranged in the motion
making the general order.
2. When two special orders are set for the same day,
without specifying the hour, the first one set must be
disposed of before the second can be considered.
3. A series of special orders made by a single vote is
treated as a program.
aec. 286. OonSict Between Special Orders Made
at Different Times
1. When special orders that have been made at different
times come into conflict, the one that was first made takes
precedence of all special orders made afterwards, although
the latter were made for an earlier hour.

Section 2d4—
Paragraph 1—
Hughes, Sec. 137; :d. 1, Jlenual, p. ~9~J; Sturgis, p. 173.
Paragraph 2—
SturgiA, ~. 173.
Para¢raph 3—
Sturgis, p. 1i3.
Paragraph 4—
HuR6es. Sec. 1;~9 ; Sturgis, p.'Y76.
Paragraph 5—
Cturgie, p. 192.
Paragraph 6—
Sturgis, p. 175,

Section 261—Continued
PnraBraph 7—
Hughee, Sec. 227.
9ecUon 285—
Paraaraph 1—
Sturgie, p. 1i4,
Paraerapk 2—
N. Y. Mununl, 1948-49, p. 486; Reed, Sec. 2sii; Cushinc,
8lC. 144.
9ectton 266—
Para~raDh 1—
Cueh{ng, gee. ]44.
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2. A special order does not interfere with one previously made unless it clearly indicates that it is intended
to do so, it being presumed that a later order was not
intended to effect the earlier unless it so indicates.
3. When the presiding o~cer announces the hour set
for a special order, any member can move to eatend the
time for considering the pending question. Such a motion
is not debatable, and must be decided before the new question can be taken up.
Sec..267. Postponement of Special Order
1. A special order may be postponed by a majority vote
when it comes up for consideration.
2. When there is no rule to the contrarq, a special order
may be canceled or changed by a majority vote before it
comes up for consideration. If there is a rule preventing
such an action, it can be taken up by suspending the rule.
3. If a special order is not taken up at the hour fixed,
it does not thereby lose its privileged character but may
be called up at a later hour, but where a special order is
set for one day and it is not considered on that day, it
thereupon loses its privileged position. Likewise, where
a special order is set for a particular legislative day, the
special order may be called up at any time after the hour
fixed on the same legislative day, even though several
calendar days have elapsed.
9ectlon t68--Continued
Paragraph 3—
Sturgie, p. 174.
3ectlon 567—
ParasraDh 1—
N. Y. Manual, p. 499; Stur~ie, p, 175.
Pnnsraph 3—
Hn~hee, 9ece, isi, 182, 1Q8, 18T.
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Sec. 288. The Special Order for a Meeting
1. Sometimes a subject is made the special order for a
meeting, in which case it is announced by the presiding
officer as the pending business immediately after the
convening of the meeting. This method is used when it is
desired to devote an entire meeting, or so much of it as is
necessary, to the consideration of a special subject. This
form of special order takes precedence of the other forms
of special orders.
Bec. 269. Special Calendar or Program
1. Especially in the later days of a legislative session,
calendar or program may be adopted for the
special
a
consideration of certain matters, A program is in the
nature of a special order.
2, While working under a program, when the time
assigned to a certain subject arrives, the presiding officer
puts any questions pending to vote and announces the
subject set for that time. This is done because, under such
circumstances, the form of the program implies that the
period of time assigned to each subject or measure is ali
that can be allowed. But, if at the expiration of the time
any member moves to lay the question on the table, or
postpone it to a certain time, refer it to a committee, or
eztend time for debate, the presiding ot~icer should recognize the motion and immediately put it to vote without
debate.
9ectlon 288—
Sturgie, p. 124.
9ectton 269—
Para~raDh 73turti~, p. 174.
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CHAPTER 28

WITHDRAWAL OF MOTIONS
Sec. 272, Right to Withdraw Motions
1. Until a motion is stated by the presiding officer to
the body as a question for its determination, the mover
mar• withdraw or moclif}- it without asking consent of
an~~one. Cpon presentation ~f a motion, objections may
he mach to its form or questions mad- be raised ati to ita
effect, and the maker can modify or withdraw it. The fact
that the motion may be repeated by the presiding officer
in the course of preliminary discussion of the motion does
riot take it out of the possession of the proposer and place
it in the possession of the bode until it is stated to the body
for its action.
Sec. 273. When Consent to Withdraw Is Required
1. When a motion has been stated by the presiding
officer or read b.• the secretar}• or clerk and presented
to the body for determination it is in possession of the
body and can, thereafter, be withdrawn or modified only
b}• consent of the body,
2. The houses of Congress and those of many of the
state legislatures ha~•e provided by rule that a motion
mad• be ~~~ithdra~•n «•ithout the consent of the house at any
time before decision or amendment.
Section 2i 2—
Cushing's LeRislatice :~saPmbliec, Secs. 1233, 1.41; Sturgis,
p. 217 ; Reed, Sec. 108.
Section 279—
Par~graph i—
Jefferson, Sec. YXl"III ; Cue6ing's Legislative Assemblies,
Secs. 132, 1233, 1237, 1240, 1241, 1477 ; Cushing, Secs. 56,
92, 161 ; Reed, Secs. 103, 189.
Paragraph 2—
Reed, $ec. 190 ; Cushing, Sec. 58e ; Cushing'e Legislative
Asaembliee, Sec. 1241; U. S. House Etule RVI, Par. 2.

Sec, 274

~VITHDR~,~VAL OF MOTIONS
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3. The motion to reconsider, when it is too late to renew
it, cannot be withdrawn without unanimous consent,
Sec, 274, Request for Leave to Withdraw a Question
1. A request for leave to withdraw a question, or a
motion to grant such leave, may be made at any time
before voting on the question has commenced,even though
the question has been amended. The request or motion
to withdraw a motion may be made while motions incidental or subsidiary to the motion sought to be withdrawn
are pending, and these motions cease to be before the
body when the question to which they are incidental
or subsidiary is withdrawn.
2. The request or motion to withdrawn a question or
motion then under consideration is an incidental question which ranks below privileged questions and questions
of order but takes precedence of all other incidental
motions, subsidary motions and main motions,
3. ~ request to withdraw a question may not be
amended, debated, laid on the table, nor have any other
subsidiary motion applied to it.
4. when the mo~~er requests permission to withdraw
his motion, the practice is for the presiding officer to ask if
there is any objection, and if there is none, he announces
that the motion is withdrawn.
Section 273—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Sturgis, p. 218 ; Hughes, Sec. 198.
9ectlon 274—
ParagraDh 1—
Cuehing's Legislative Aasembliee, Sec, 1241; Sturgis, p. 21i.
ParaBraDh 2—
Reed, Bees. 181, 199.
Para6raph 3—
Cus6iag, Sec, 583.
Paraaruph 4—
Cuehing'a Legislative Aaeembliee, Secs, 1237, 1310, 1477;
Sturgis, p. 217; N. Y. ~Sanuei, 1948-49, p. 437.
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Sec. 279

SUSPENSION OF THE ROLES

Sec. 27b, Motion for Leave to Withdraw a Question

CHAPTER 29

1. If anyone objects to erantin~ lea~•e to withdraw
a motion, the presiding officer may put the question on
granting the request, or a motion to grant the request
may be made from the 9oor. The motion may be made by
the author or any other member. A majority vote of the
members present and ~~otin~e is required to authorize
the withdrawal of a question or motion when unanimous
consent is refused.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES

2. The motion for leave to withdraw a motion takes
the same precedence as a request, is not subject to debate,
amendment or the other subsidiary motions, but differs
from the request by submitting the question to a vote
of the members.
Sec. 276. Effect of Withdrawal of Motions
1. When a motion is withdrawn, the effect is the same
as if it bad never been made. When permission to withdraw a motion is refused, the business proceeds xs
though the motion or request had not been made.
2. Motions, once offered and withdrawn, may be again
offered by either the same or a different member in the
same or a modified form.
9ectton 2T6—
Para~raph 1—
$tursie, p. 217.
ParaBraDh 2—
Sturgis, p. 218.
9eetfon 278—
Para~raph 1—
Cuehing'e Le6ielative Aeeembliea, Sec. 1477; CwhiaQ, Sec,
182.
Paratraph t—
Cwhlns'e Le~islati~e Aa~emblia, Sec. 1310; Ha~ha, Sec,
200.
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Sec. 279. Pnrpoae of Suspension of the xnlee
1. The purpose of suspending the rules is to give a
deliberative body the liberty to follow whatever course it
may choose, unhampered by any provision of its rules.
2. When a body wishes to do something that cannot be
done without violating its own rules, and yet which is not
in con$ict with the constitution, with any controlling
statutory or charter provision, it "suspends the rules
that interfere with" the proposed action. Suspension
differs from amendment in being limited in scope and in
time. A change in the rules which would be in effect for
more than a very limited period of time or which would be
general in its application would, in effect, be an amendment to the rules and not a suspension, and would, therefore, be subject to different rules. For this reason the
object of the suspension must be specified, and nothing
which was not mentioned in the motion to suspend the
rules can be done under the suspension.
3. Whenever it may be desired a general rule of parliamentary law can be placed in the rules of the body.
The rules are not subject to sudden changes, and may
be considered as expressing the deliberate views of the
body.
9ectlon 279—
Para~raDh 1—
Hnsha, Sec. 674; Cu~hiog, Sec. 18b; Cuehing'e Leaielative
Aaeembliee, Secs. 1478-1488 ; Sturgis, p, 219.
ParrsraDh 2—
Cu~hine, Sec. 183; Cuehina'e Legislative Anaembliee, Secs.
147&1480; 9tnrtis, y. 219.
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Sec. 280

8napension of General Parliamentary Rnlee
and Adopted Rules
1. The phrase "suspension of the rules" is used in two
distinct senses. In one case the term applies to the rules of
parliamentary law and in the other case to the rules
adopted to govern the body. The general rules of parliamentary law may be suspended according to the established parliamentary practice. Tlie rules of either house or
the joint rules of the legislature or the rules of any local
legislative body or administrative board may be suspended as provided by the rules themselves.

Sec. 280.

Sec. 281. Bight of Public Bodies to 8napend Rnlee
See Chapters ~, S, .~, ,Seep. 6.15, and Beo. 518, Par. 6.

1. The right to suspend rules depends on the nature of
the body and the manner by which it acquired its powers.
2. The rules which relate to priority of business, or to
procedure, and would usually be termed rules of order,
can be suspended.
3. Rules which are required by, or which protect rights
granted by, the federal or state constitutions, or in the
case of local bodies, by statutes, cannot be suspended.
4. A public body which has been given power and had
duties imposed upon it is bound to eaercise those powers
and duties according to the conditions under which they
were granted.
Section 280—

Reed, Sec. 191; Stuegie, p. 219.
9ectfon 281—
ParasraDh 23turgie, p. 220.

Sec. 282
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5, Any restriction or limitation on the authority
granted must control its eaereise. Pro~•isions of the constitutions, charters or statutes which grant powers may
provide how those powers may be used.
6. It has been said that public bodies can adopt rules,
even by a majority vote, which cannot be suspended or
amended without atwo-thirds vote, but it is also held
by the courts that actions, taken in violation of procedural
rules of parliamentary law and of adopted rules, are valid
nevertheless, since failure to conform to rules of this class
suspended them by implication.
See also Seo. X86.

Sec. 282. Bight o! Voluntary A9sociations to Suspend
Boles
1. In voluntary associations the powers are derived
from an entirely different source than in public bodies.
The powers of an association are granted to it by its
members. The members can surrender such rights as they
choose to the association. The relationships and powers
are determined on the basis of contractual rights. Members
are bound by the agreement the3• enter int~the constitution or by-laws of the association.
2. No rights can be taken away from a member except
by his consent. If no provision is made in the agreement
for change of the constitution, by-laws or rules, it has been
held that they can be changed only by unanimous consent.
But, if as a part of the agreement, there is a provision for
a change (or suspension) of the rules by a two-thirds ~•ote,
a majority vote, or by some other proportion of the members, that part of the agreement is binding on all of the
members and a member cannot complain of changes made
pursuant to that grant of authority which was given by
the members.
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Bea. 883. Motion to Suspend the xnlea
1. The motion to suspend the rules may be made at
any time when no question is pending, or while a question
is pending, provided it is for a purpose connected with
that question.
2. A motion to suspend the rules may be made either
under the order of business of motions and resolutions
or under the order of business to which the matter, proposed to be considered under suspension of the rules,
relates.
3. The more usual form of the motion to suspend the
rules is "I move to suspend the rules that interfere with
(stating the object of the suspension)," or "I move that
the rules be suspended which prevent, etc."
4. A motion to suspend the rule should specify what
rule or rules are to be suspended and, particularly, should
state the purpose of suspending the rules.
5. A motion to suspend the rules yields to all the privileged motions and to appeals, points of order, parliamentary inquiry, and to calls for the orders of the day. It
yields to other motions except incidental motions arising
out of itself.
6. A motion to suspend the rules may not be amended,
debated, laid on the table, referred to committee, postSection 283-ParairaDh 19tnrsis, P. 221.
Paragraph 2—
N. Y. Mananl, p. 4b9.
Para~raDh 3—
Sturgie, p. 219.
Pars~raph 4—
Huahee, Sec. 6T7; 8turgie, p. 220.
Paragraph 5—
Stnrsle~ P. 221.

Sec. 284
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poned, nor have any other subsidiary motion applied to
it. It may not be reconsidered and may not be renewed
for the same purpose on the same day, unless other business has intervened or there has been a change in the
parliamentary situation.
Sec. 284. Sn~peneion of the xnlea by IInanimons
Consent
1, Instead of a formal motion to suspend the rules, it is
not unusual for a member to request unanimous consent
to consider particular business or to take a special action
which would not be permitted by the rules. As soon as
the request is made, the presiding officer should inquire
if there is any objection, and if no one objects, he may
declare the rule suspended and direct the member to
proceed as if the rules had been suspended by a vote.
Sec, 286. Suspension of R,nles by Implication
1. Actions are not infrequently taken by legislative
bodies which are in violation of general parliamentary
rules, of rules adopted by the body or of an adopted
authority without formally suspending the rules but without objection being made by any member, this may be
regarded as implied suspension and the action taken in
violation of the rules is valid so long ss the body had the
authority to suspend the rules violated. This of course
could not apply to mandatory constitutional provisions.
Bee auo 9eet. 85 and E80.
3ecUon 283—Continued
Pan~raph 6—
Hn~hes, Sec. 673; N. Y. Manual, pp. 461, 478, 478; Aeed,
Sec. 204; Cuehin~'a Le6ielative Aeeembliee, 3ece. 1487, 1488.
Section 284-Cu~hin''s T.esielative Auembliee, 8ec~. 794, 1483.
Section 286—
Ca~hine'e Le~i~lative As~embliea, Sec. 7$4; Hughes, Sec. b83.
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Sec.3A6

Sec. 286. Dote Required to Suspend the Rnlea
~4ee olio Sec+. t$, 2S and Slk.

1, :1 motion to suspend the rules of parliamentar~~ la~~
requires a majority vote. r1 motion to suspend adopted
rules or the rules of an adopted authority requires a
majority vote only when a body is specifically given the
power to make or adopt rules ha~ine more than normal
force can it make or adopt rules of procedure which it can
require more than a majority vote to suspend or repeal. It
cannot curtail or restrict its essential powers by rules
which require more than a majority vote to suspend or
repeal. It cannot, for eaample, require atwo-thirds vote to
pass legislation which the constitution permits it to pass
by a majority vote.
2. In many legislative bodies, it is provided by rule
that the standing rules may be suspended by a t~vo-thirds
vote. A notice may also be required for a motion to sus•
pend the rules.
3. Rules required by the constitution or any charter or
controlling statute are mandatory and cannot be suspended unless that .authority provides for their suspension. When suspension of such rules is permitted the act
must be taken in strict conformity with tl~e rule~.
Sea afro Seel, 7 and 8.
Section 286—
Paragraph 1—
Cuehing's Legislative Assemblies, Secs. 794, 1480, 1491;
Aced, Sec. 53; Hughes, Sec. 072; R'aples, Sec. 134.
Para6~'gPh Z—
Aug6ee, Seca. 575, 580; Cushing, Sec. 184; Reed, Sec. 181.
Paragraph 3—
Capito v. Topping (1909),fib W. ~'a. C~87, 64 S.E. &f5 ; State
v. Alt (1887),28 Mo. App. 8T3.
Paragraph 1—
:lrmitage v. Fishet (1893), 38 \'. Y. Su~ip, 364.
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~. Although rules of a prior lepislati~•e body, a~lopte~l
temporarily until new rules are adopted, require a twothirds vote for their amendment or suspension, new rules
can be adopted by a majority vote.
5. Private clubs and associations almost always provide
in their rules that they can be suspended by atwo-thirds
vote. So general is this practice that some writers hare
assumed that this is a rule of parliamentary law applicable
to public bodies.
Bec. 287. Bneineea in Order Immediately After
Suepenaion of the Itnlea
1. If the motion to suspend the rules is carried, the business for which the rules were suspended is immediately
in order, and the presiding officer should recognize, for
the purpose of presenting the measure or business, the
member who moved to suspend the rules.
gectlon 2878turgie, p. 220; Hughes, Sec. 57J.
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own responsibility when he considers such action advisable, submit to the members the question as to whether
any question will be considered.
2. When the presiding o~cer considers a question entirely outside of the scope of consideration, he may rule it
out of order, and an appeal may be taken from tie ruling.

CHAPTER 30

OBJECTION TO THE CONSIDERATION
OF QUESTIONS
Sec. 293. Purpose of Objection to f7onsideration
1. The purpose of the objection to consideration is to
bar from discussion or consideration any matter which is
considered irrelevant, contentious or unprofitable, or
which for any reason it is not thought advisable to discuss.

sec. 598, When Objection May Ba Made
1. Objection to consideration must be made immediately following the statement of the question. It may be
made when another has the floor but must be made before
debate has begun and before any action has been taken or
before any subsidiary motion is stated by the presiding
o~cer.
2. An objection to consideration cannot be renewed, ag
it is too late to object after consideration has begun.

Sec. 294. To What Objection to Consideration May Be
Made
1. Objection may be made only to the consideration of
main motions. Objection may not be made to matters
pending before the house in their regular established
order, such as reports of committees on subjects referred
to them, nor communications from any source entitled

to file its communications, such as messages from the other
house or from the executive; nor may objection be made
to such matters incidental to the procedure of the house,
as proposed amendments to the rules.

Sec. 397. Form of Qne~tion on Objection to
Consideration
1. A member desiring to object to the consideration of
s question should rise before debate of the question has
begun and, without waiting to be reco6►nized, say, "Mr.
President (Mr. Speaker, or Mr. Chairman), I object to
the consideration of the question (further identifying the
question when necessary)."

2. When the rules require that all bills when offered be
referred to committee, or contain like provisions, the rules
must be suspended before objection may be made to the
introduction of a bill.

3~etion 496—
Stur`ie, p. 223.
8ectlon 29i-ParaRaDh 1—
Hughee, Sea. 230, 298; Reed, Sec. 112; Wapiee, Bee. 4
3tursi~. D. 223; Tilson, y. 54.
Pars~raDh 2—
StuK~~ D. 223 Aeed~ Sec. 112; Tileon, p. 64.

8eo. 29b. Who May 8aise Objection to flonaiderstion
1. Objection to the consideration of a question may be
made by any member, or the presiding officer may, on hie
3ectlon 2939turgie, y. 222; Tilaon, p. 54.
Section 294—
Para~rsph 19tur~ie, p. 223; Hn~he~, gem. 228, 231; Aeed, Sec. 110.

s.~aoo s~~—

Pua~raph 1—
Hn~ha, 3eo. 228 231 c 9tnK~. D. 222.

/ ~/
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Sec. 298

2. The form of the question on objection to considerate
tion may be, "Will the Senate (house, council, etc,)
consider the question 1" or "Shall the question be
considered f"
Sec, 298. Debate and Application of 8nbsidiary
Motions to Objection to Consideration
1. An objection to the consideration of a question may
not be debated, for to open the question to debate would
defeat its purpose. Being a procedural motion in character, it cannot have any other subsidiary motion applied
to it. It cannot be amended.
Sec. Z99. Vote Required to Sustain Objection to
Consideration
1. In legislatures there are few occasions when an
objection to consideration may be properly made, but
the legislative practice is to require a majority vote to
sustain an objection to the consideration of a question.
Sec. 300. Effect of Objection to Oonsideration
1. When objection to the consideration of a question
is sustained, the whole question is dismissed for the session. When an objection is overruled, procedure continues
as if no objection had been made.
9ecUon 297—Continued
Paragraph 2—
$tntsli, P. 222; Hughes, sec. 231.
9ecdon 2989turgie, p. 224 ; Hughes, ~Jece. 233, 71b ; Reed, Sec. 110;
Waplee, Sec. 4.
9ectlon E99—
JeRereon, Sec. XLI; Hu6hee, Sec. 234; Reed, Sec. 110;
8turgie, p. 224, referring to private eseociations, atatee that
a twathirde vote ie required.
3ectlon 300—
ParasrsDh 1—
Stur~ie, p. 224,
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2. A vote on an objection to consideration of a matter
y~ay not be reconsidered and the subject objected to cannot be again presented to the session unless the proposal
oI the situation is so changed as to present an essentially
-new question.
g, Objection to consideration of new questions or
motions should not be confused with actions requirin;
unanimous consent and which permit the objection of
any member to prevent action being taken.
Seotlon 300--Continued
PareBraDh 2—
Fiu~hee, Sec. 230; 8turgia, p. 224.
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CHAPTER 31

ORDER AND MANNER OF CONSIDERING QUESTIONS
Sec, 302. Order of Considering Questions
1. Questions often arise as to what items of business
should be first considered and, naturally, such questions
must be resolved before consideration can be undertaken
of any such questions. These motions, therefore, have priority over the problems out of which they arise and in
general take precedence as incidental questions following
priority order neat below objections to consideration.
Sec. 303. Manner of Cfonaidering Questions
1. After the order in which questions are to be considered has been decided it is frequently important to
decide questions of how consideration should be given.
Should consideration be paragraph by paragraph, or
should the entire question be discussed first or, if there are
distinct phases of the problem involved in a decision,
which of these should be given prior consideration are
among the questions which often arise and sometimes
prove vexatious.
Sec. 304. Debate and Application of Other Motions to
Questions of Order or Manner of Conaidering Questions
1. The determination of the order or manner of considering questions presents simple procedural questions
and is governed by the same rules which relate to other
purely procedural matters.
2. These questions are not subject to debate, but, as in
other cases, comments or suggestions may be permitted.

SeC 304
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Questions, however, are ordinarily so simple that to perm~t argument would be a waste of the time.
g, Questions relating to order or manner of consider~n~ questions are not ordinarily subject to amendment. If,
however,some member presents an entire program for considering measures this program would be subject to
amendment as it may be desired to change the items on
the program or to ehan~e the order of their consideration,
~}, These motions are not subject to other subsidiary
motions as to postpone either temporarily, to a definite
time, to refer to committee, or postpone indefinitely. The
questions may not be reconsidered but may be renewed in
an essentially different form or mad• be renewed after a
change in the parliamentary situation.
3, Only motions relating to pending questions of order
or manner of considering have priority. (;uestions as to
future consideration are main questions and subject to all
of the rules of main questions, but if the question presented involves the present consideration of any question,
it is entitled to priority as an incidental question and is
entitled to consideration and determination before the
question out of which it arises.
6. Motions relating to the order or manner of considering questions must vary widely in form to meet varied
questions which may require a decision. They are a family
of motions which can be recognized by their purpose
and use:

2Y~
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CHAPTER 32

MOTIONS RELATING TO VOTING,
NOMINATIONS, AND
ELECTIONS
See also Chnpter 47, Seca. 520-5~8, Rulea C3overninp Votinp,
Chapter 49, Seca. 5l5-5~0, Nominations, Chapter 50, Seca.
.i.i2-.i,iG, lilerlinnr, ❑nd ~?r. 531, Defrrminin9 .4lanner of
Voting.

Sec. 308, Motions Relating to Doting
1. The essential procedures of voting are established
by parliamentary law and will in most cases prove entirely adequate. Special rules relating to voting may be
contained in the rules of the body. There are still, however,
occasions when it may be necessary or desirable at the time
of voting to decide how the vote is to be taken or make
other decisions with reference to voting.
2. If, for example, voting is ordinarily ~i~•a voce and
some member feels that on a particular measure the ~~ote
should be by roll call or by ballot, he is entitled before
the vote is taken to propose the manner in which the vote
may be taken. Or, if the voting is to be by ballot, a member
may propose such procedure as may be necessary to put
into effect or further regulate the voting by ballot.
Sac. 307. Motions relating to Nominations and
Elections
1. While the general rules relating to nominations and
elections are determined by parliamentary law or b.•
the rules of an organization, it is frequently necessary or
desirable to meet immediate problems by some particular
3eetlon 306—
Sturgis, p. 71.
3ecUon 307—
Sturgis, pp. 71, 72.
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cle~ision or rule relating to a pending question of nomination or election. When such occasion arises, it is in order
for a person, prior to the nominatio~i or election or at tl~e
time the decision becomes necessary-, to propose such proce_
dure as he thinks proper.
Sec, 308. Motions Relating to Doting, Nominations,
or Elections
i..1lotions relating to voting, nominations, or elections,
have a higher precedence than questions nut of ~chicli
they arise and must be decided before rroceediu~ «•ith
the voting, nomination, or election. They take precedence
following motions relating to manner or order of considering questions, and before division of questions.
2. Such motions are not debatable because they are
simple procedural motions requiring immediate determination and are for the same reason not subject to
subsidiary motions, except the motion to amend. Decisions
on these questions are not subject to reconsideration and
decisions are ordinarily promptly carried out. A motion
which is voted down may be renewed as an essentially different proposition at any time so long as the subject matter
is within the control of the body and when the situation
is essentially different.
3. Because of the ~~aried situations front ~~•liich these
motions arise they may vary K~idely in specific purpose
and form. They are rather to be recognized by their Deneral purpose than by any characteristics of form. A
qualified presiding officer should have no difficulty iii
recognizing and dealing with them.

8—L-6783
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Bec.312

CHAPTER 3 3

DIVISION OF QUESTIONS

~

A. DEMAND FOR DIVISION WHEN
RIGHT IS GIVEN

DIVISION OF QUE9TION3

2=7

2, When there is a requirement that each question or
candidate be voted upon separately any member has the
right to demand that any proposal containing more than
that
one question be divided into its separate parts or
canor
Separate votes be taken upon each proposition
didate,

Sec. 310. Single Subject, When Mandatory

gec. 312. When Bight of Division Oan Be Suspended
1, When the requirement of a single subject or separate
vote is contained in a constitution, charter, or controlling
statute it is binding on the body and cannot be suspended.
2, When the rule exists only as a rule adopted by the
~dy it can be suspended as any other such rule, and where
be
it is applied as a rule of parliamentary law it can
law,
parliamentary
suspended as can other rules of

1. The constitutions of most of the states require that
iio bill shall contain more than one subject, and sometimes
contain other provisions, such as requiring, in an election, that candidates be voted upon separately. Similar
provisions are made in statutes or charters governing
local legislative bodies and the requirement is often made
with reference to boards. The purpose of these provisions
is to secure the independent judgment of the members
on each question and prevent members being required
to vote for one proposition, which they may not approve,
in order to secure the enactment of another.

Sec. 313. What Qneetions Oan Be Divided
points so
1. To be divisible, a question must include
away,
taken
being
them
one
of
that,
separate
and
distinct
question
the other will stand as a complete proposition. A
objectionable
not capable of being so divided may still be
as containing more than one subject.
be,
2, However complicated a single proposition may
a
member
has
no
subject,
one
only
contains
so long as it
move
to
remedy
is
His
division.
its
upon
right to insist

2. Adopted rules often give the members the right to
insist on a separate vote on each independent proposition.
3. In some jurisdictions this principle is recognized
in the absence of clear constitutional or statutory require•
ments to that effect, on the basis of the sound fundamental
principle.
Sec. 311. When Division of Question Can Be
8equired

Section 3113turgis, p. 225-228; U. 8. 13ouse Rule ACV, paragraph 8 and
notes following ; Hug6es, Secs. 403-405 ; Tilson, pp. i0, 193 ;
Cushing, Sec, 81; Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Secs.
1342-1348 ; Aeed, Sec, 1~2.
3ectlon 313—
ParagraDh 1—
Jeaereon, Sec. RRXVI; N. Y. Manual, p. 4T1; Tilson, P. 70;
Cue6ine, Sec 3Q i Reed, Sec. 151; Sturgis, p. 228.
Paragraph 2—
JeReraon, Sec. X%XVI; 5turgie, PP• 228, 227; Cus6ing's
J.egislative Assemblies, Sec. 1348,

1. When the constitution,law or rules requires that each
proposition have a single subject and a question contains
two or more separate and distinct propositions, it is the
right of any member to demand that the question be
divided into the separate propositions.

~ _3
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Sec. 314

that it be divided, if it is capable of di~•ision, or, if not,
to move to strike out the objectionable parts.
3. IF a series of independent resolutions, relating to
different subjects, is included in one motion, it must be
divided on the request of a sin_le member and wherever
there are se~•eral names in a question they must, on demand, be put to ~•ote separately.
~. ~~hen a committee reports a number of amendments
to a question referred to it, one vote may be taken on
i~dopting, or agreeing to, all of the amendments, pro~~ided
no one objects. But if a member requests separate votes on
one or more of the amendments relating to separate or distinet points, they must. be voted upon separately. The
others may all be ~~uted on together.
Sec. 314. Precedence and Roles Governing Demand
for a Division
1. A demand for a division takes precedence as an incidental motion but yields to privileged motions and all
other incidental motions.
2. When a member bas the right to demand a division
his demand is not subject to debate, amendment, or the
other subsidiary motions.
3. Whether a proposition contains two or more subjects
is a question to be decided by the presiding officer in the
first instance but that decision is subject to appeal.
9ectfon 313—Continued
Paragraph 3—

Jeffereoa, Sec. YXXVI.
Paragraph 4—

Sturgis, y, 227.
9ectlon 314—

Sturgie, DD• ~~ ~8 ~ Tileon, p. 70 ; Cushing's Legislative
Anaemblies, Seca. 1947, 1548.

Sec. 315
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g. DIVISION OF QUESTIONS WHERE SINGLE SUBJECT OR SEPARATE VOTE RULE DOES NOT
EXIST
Sec. 316, When Questions May Be Divided on Motion
1. Where there is no rule giving members the right to
vote separately on each proposition, a member still has the
right to submit a motion to divide a question when it contains two or more distinct propositions.
2. When a measure includes several distinct propositions, but is so written that they cannot be separated
without its being rewritten, the measure cannot simply be
ordered divided. An order to divide a question must not
require the secretary to do more than to mechanically
separate the resolution into the required parts, prefizing
"Ordered,
to each part the words, "Resolved, That," or
replacing
necessary,
when
conjunctions
dropping
That,"
the
whenever
stand
which
they
for
nouns
the
pronouns by
and
divisions,
renumbering
necessary,
it
makes
division
making like changes.
question
3. When a question is divided, each separate
action
of
any
irrespective
must be complete and proper,
questions.
other
the
taken upon the other or any of
insert
4. The motion to strike out certain words and
inditherefore
and,
proposition,
one
.others is strictly
visible.
9ecUon 316—
PRrasrsDti 1-

9tursie, P. ~•
Para~'aDh 2—
Legislative A~~
Cushin~, gem 83; 9turgie, p. 228 ; Cuah[ne'e

eembiiee, Secs. 1342-134b.
ParaQraDh 3—

228 227.
Cua6ins, 9ece. SO-SS 7 Reed, Sec. 151; 9tur~{e~ PD.

ParkraDti 4—

N, Y, Manuel, p. 471; Tilsoa, p. 70;Reed, gee. 141,
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Sec. 318. The Motion to Divide a Question
1. When a proposition contains several parts, each of
which is not capable of standing as a separate proposition
if the others are removed, it can be divided by a motion
to divide the question in a specified manner. The motion
must clearly state how the question is to be divided. Any
other member may propose a different division, and these
different propositions are alternative propositions and
should be voted on iu the order in which they are made,
unless they suggest different numbers of questions, when
the largest number is voted on first.
2. The motion or demand to divide a question can be
applied to main motions and to amendments containing
two or more distinct propositions.
3. The motion or demand to divide a question may be
made at any time when the question to be divided, or the
motion to postpone the question indefinitey is immediately pending, even after the previous question has been
ordered.
4. A member does not have the right to insist on a
motion to divide when another member has the floor, but
in the interest of saving time and more orderly consideration of business a member may be asked to relinquish the
floor while it is determined whether a proposition should
be divided.
5. The motion to divide a question takes precedence as
an incidental question having priority over all subsidiary
motions. An amendment to strike out eztraaeous matter
or to rewrite a proposal containing more than one subject
but not capable of division is a motion to amend and takes
precedence as such. The motion to divide a question may
9ectton 316—

Cuehing's Legieletive Aeaembliee, Secs. 1343-1363 ; Stnr~l~,
DD• ~~ ~ ~ Reed, Sec. 161.
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question, but
be amended as to the manner of dividing the
applied to it. It
it can have no other subsidiary motions
is not subject to debate.
is
6. The formality of a vote on dividing the question
generally dispensed with, as it is usually arranged by genformal
eral consent. But if this cannot be done, then a
method
enact
motion to divide is necessary, specifying the
of division.

(

vIVISION 3

SUBSIDIARY MOTIONS
CHAPTER 34

MOTION TO LAY ON THE TABLE
(Postpone Temporarily)
sec. 330. Purpose of Motion to Lay on the Table
1. The purpose of this motion is to enable the body to
lay aside the pending question in order to attend to more
urgent business, in such a way that its consideration may
be resumed at the will of the body as easily as if it were
a new question, and in preference to new questions competing with it for consideration. The motion to lay on the
table, being undebatable and requiring but a majority
vote, serves this purpose.

~

Sec. 331. Application of Motion to Lay on the Table
i. The motion to lay on the table may be applied to any
main motion, to any question of privilege, to any order
of the day after it is before the house for consideration,
to any appeal, or to any motion to reconsider, when immediately pending. Procedural motions may not be laid on
the table.
2. The motion to lay on the table may be applied to a
bill of either house of a state legislature in any stage of

r

~

I
8ectlon 330—
.iefferson, Sec. :YYYIII; People ~. Davie (1918), 284 IIl.
-189, I20 N.E. 326 ; Cushing, Secs. 71, 171; Reed, Sec. 114 ;
Cushing's Legislative ~lssembliea, Sec. 1 49; Sturgis, p, 202;
Tilson, p. 58.
Section 331—
Paragraph 15turgis, p. 204; Waplea, Sec. 60.
Para~reDh 2—
Hu~hee, Sec. 285.
(~)
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its progress and even after being returned from the other
house with amendments,
3. The motion to lay on the table may not be applied to
privileged, incidental, or subsidiary motions relating to
procedure, or the disposal of business.
4. The motion to lay on the table cannot be applied to
anything except a question actually before the house;
therefore, it is not in order to lay on the table a class of
questions as the orders of the day, unfinished business, or
reports of committees, because only one main motion can
be pending at a time.
Sec. 333. When Motion to Lay on the Table
Ia in Order
1. The motion to lay on the table is in order immediately after the stating of a question and before a member
entitled to prior recognition has been recognized, or at
any time thereafter while the question is still before the
body, even after the adoption of the previous question.
The motion can be made by any member who aeenres recognition,
Sec. 333. Precedence of ffiotioa to 7.ay on the Teble
1. The motion to lad on the table takes precedence of
all other subsidiary motions and yields to privileged and
incidental motions.
Section 331—Continued
Paragraph 3-Hughee, Seca. 278, 28,~i.
ParaaraDh 1—
SturQie, p. 203.
Section 332—
Hughee, Sec. 278 ; 8tucgie, p. 203.
Section 33~—
Reed, Secs. 117, 201; Cushing, Sec. I71n ; Sturgis, p. 204,
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Sec. 334. Form of Motion to Lsy on the Table
1. The motion to lay on the table may vary somewhat
in form, The more usual forms are: "I move that the
question be laid on the table," or "I move to lay the gnestion (or motion, bill or resolution, etc.) on the table,"or
"I move that consideration (or further consideration) of
the motion be postponed temporarily." The question
cannot be qualified in any way, for if it is qualified it loses
its status. A motion to lay the question on the table
until a certain time is a motion ~.o postpone definitely and
takes a lower rank of precedence.

Sec. 336, Debste on Motion to Lay on the Table and
Application of Snbeidiary 1V~otions
1. It is a matter of importance to a body that the consideration of a question may be pnt over to a later date
without debate or delay. To permit debate on the motion
to lay on the table would defeat this purpose. This motion
is therefore not debatable.
2. The motion to lay on the table is not subject to
amendment.
3. No motion to amend or other subsidiary motions can
be applied to the motion to lay on the table.
Section 334—
Sturgie~ D. 202.
Section 3~6—
Paragraph 1—
Iiug6ee, Sec. 274 ; Cushing, Sec. 171a ;Reed, Sece. 117. 201;
N. Y. Msauel, p. 484 ; Cuahing'a Legislative Aesembties, Sec.
1523 ;Sturgis, p. 204.
Paragrayh 2—
Sturgie, p. 204; Reed, Secs. 117, 184, 201; Eiughes, Sec. 2T4;
Waplee, Sec. 6b.
Par46raph 3—
Reed, Sec. 184; Waalee, Sec. 55; 5tnr`ie, p, 204 ; Hu¢hea,
Sec, 274.

r
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Sec. 338. Vote Required to Lay Question on Table
1. A motion to lay on the table requires only a majority
vote even though the question is suppressed if not taken
from the table,
Sec. 337. Effect of Laying a Question on the Table
1. The effect of the adoption of this motion is to place
on the table, that is, in charge of the secretary or clerk,
the pending question and everything adhering to it.
According to the usual practice of legislative bodies in
this country, a motion laid on the table may be taken froth
the table and proceeded with at any time, even on the same
day as laid on the table.
2. As sometimes used in legislative bodies under a
special rule a motion to lay on the table has the effect of
final adverse disposition of the question. When this use
is permitted, it has the advantage to the mover, over the
question to postpone indefinitely, that it is not debatable
and has a higher order of precedence.
3. A question laid on the table is not to be regarded as
finally disposed of unless the rules clearly so provide, or
unless the practice is established beyond question. The
general rule is that the motion to table leaves the tabled
measure open, to be thereafter taken up.
3ectlon 336—
Sturgie, p. 204.
Section 337—
Peragraph 1—
Cus6ing's Legislatire Aeaemblies, Sec. 1449; 9turgie, p. 204;
Waplea, Sec. 30 ; Cushing, Sec. 172.
Paragraph 2—
Hughes, Sec. 285.
Para~nph 3—
Wright v. Wiles (1938), 173 Tenn. 334, 1T S. V. 2d 738, 119
A. L. R. 468.
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4. The practice of the House of Representatives of the
United States, in regard to use of motion to lay on the
table is different from that of general parliamentary
law. In that body, a motion to lay on the table is used
only for the purpose of making a final unfavorable disposition of a matter.
5. Questions laid on the table remain there for the
entire session unless taken up before the session cloaca.

gee, 938. Matters Adhering to Question When Laid
on the Table
1, When a question is laid on the table, the principal
motion, together with all of the incidental and subsidiary
motions connected with or adhering to it, are laid on the
table with it.
2, When an amendment is pending to a question and
the main question is laid on the table, the amendment
goes to the table. A motion to amend being a subsidiary
motion cannot be laid on the table by itself, but it is
sometimes the practice to accept a motion to lay an
amendment on the table since it carries the main motion
Section 337—Continued
Pars~raDh 4—
People v. Davie (1918), 284 Ill. 439, 120 N.E. 328.
Paragraph 5—
People v. Davie (1918), 284 Ill. 439, 120 N.E. 328.
9ecUon 338—
Paraeraph 1—
Cue6ing, p. 144; N. Y. Manuel, pp. 462, 472; Reed, Sec. 114;
Cuehing's Legislative Aeaembliee, Sec. 1449; Stussie, p. 203.
Paragraph 2—
Hu~hee, Sec. 274; N. Y. Mnnual, p. 408; Reed, 9ece. 114,
188; Cuehin~'e Le~ieletive Aeeemblie~, Sec. 1148; 9tnrti~,
p. 203.
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with it. When either is taken from the table, the other
comes with it.
3. A motion to refer likewise adheres to the main question and goes with it to the table.
4. When a motion to reconsider is laid on the table, the
question proposed to be reconsidered goes with it, but
when a motion to reconsider a vote whereby amendments
of the other house were agreed to is laid on the table, the
motion does not carry the bill with it to the table.
5. A question of privilege may be laid on the table without carrying with it the question which it interrupted.
6. An appeal from the decision of the presiding officer
may be laid on the table and, when so disposed of, has the
effect of defeating the appeal, and the decision stands.
Neither the question out of which the appeal arose, nor
any other matter, is carried with it to the table but the
main question is unaffected and is still before the house.
7. Either a committee report or a "minority" report
maybe laid on the table without affecting the other report.
8. When a motion to instruct conferees is laid on the
table, the bill does not accompany it.
9ectlon 338--Continued
Para~raDh 3—

scnrs~9, v. 2os.
Paragraph 4—
Fiughea, Sec. 642.
ParaaraDh 6—
Fiughea, Sec. 286; N. Y. 2Kanuel, p. 410 U. 9. E3ouse Rule
No. RVI and notes following in House btanuel.
Paragraph T—
N. Y. Manuel, p. 485.
Paragraph 8—
Hughee, Sec. 287; II. R. House Rule No. XVI and notes
following FIuuae ~Innunl.
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Sec. 339, Renewal of Motion to Lay on the Table
1. A motion to lay a question on the table may be renewed after progress in debate or business, or after the
amendment of the question.
2. ~Yhen a motion to lay on the table has been lost, or a
question has been taken from the table, a motion to lay
that question on the table is not in order until there has
been progress in business or debate, or unless an unforeseen urgent matter requires immediate attention. The
house cannot be required to vote again the same day on
laying the question on the table, unless there is such a
change in the situation as to make it a new question.
Sec. 340. The Motion to Lay on the Table May Not
He Reconsidered
1. The usual rule is that an affirmative vote on a motion
to lay on the table may not be reconsidered because the
proper procedure is to move to take from the table, and a
negative vote on the motion cannot be reconsidered because the proper procedure is to renew the motion.
Sec. 341. Ta~dng Question From the Table
See also Sec, l9z^, 3fotion to Take From tht Table.

1. The motion to take from the table or to resume consideration of a question is a main motion and is, therefore, not in order when a question is under consideration.
9ectlon 339—
ParsgraDh 1—
Hug6ee, Sec. 274 ;Reed, 9ec~,118,201 ; Cushing's Legislative
Aeeemblies, Sec. 1451; Stnrgie, p. 204.
Paragraph 2—
Reed, Sec. 118.
9ectlon 340—
HuBhes, Sec. 274; N. Y. Manual, p. 502; Reed, Sec. 204;
Stursie, p. 204.
Section 341—
Pa~a~taph 1—
HLiQb!!r ~lC. `~T.
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2. when a question has been laid on the table because
an urgent matter requires immediate attention, it may be
taken from the table as soon as the urgent business ha.
been disposed of, and before other business is taken up.
3. In legislative and other governmental bodies a questiou is laid on the table only temporarily ~~~ith the espeetation that its consideration being resumed after the
disposal of the interrupting questions or at a more convenient season. When taken up, the question with e~•er~•thing adhering •to it, is before assembly eaactly as when
it was laid on the table.
Sec. 342, Postpone Temporarily
1. The motion to lay on the table is also sometimes
called the motion to postpone temporarily. This name is
more descripti~~e than the usual name since the real purpose of the motion to lay on the table is to postpone the
question for an undetermined but usually brief period,
2. The same rules apply to the motion by whichever
name it may be known.
3. The motion may .be stated as:"I move that (identifying the proposition) be postponed temporarily."
9ectlon 311—Continued
Parasraph 2—
Cuehing'e Legislative Aaeemblies, Sec. 1449.
Paragraph 3—
Ptople v. Devia (1918), 284 Ill. 439, 120 N.E. 328; Goodwin
v. State Board (1925), 210 Ala, 453, 102 30. T18; Aeed,
8ec.114.
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CHAPTER 3 5

THE PREVIOUS QUESTION
(Vote Immediately)
See also Chapter 36, Seca. 355-561, Motions Cln~ing, Limiting
or Extenrting Limit, on Debate; Sec. IJI, Cutting o~ Debate, and Sec. 13~, Preventing Debate by Putting Questions
to Vote Prematurely.

Sec. 345. Use of the Previous Question
1. There is a large and not well defined group of motions which may be used to restrict, close or prevent debate. The pre~•ious question had a different ori~Yin than
the other motions l~avin~ the same or a similar purpose
and differs from the other motions in having a definite
and distinct form and in several other particulars. This
motion is frequently confused ~~ith other motions because
its name is not indicative of the nature of the motion.
2. The previous question may be used to close debate on
any debatable question, and may be applied to any question to which subsidiary motions may be applied, to prevent the making of subsidiary motions. The effect of the
motion, if adopted, is to require that the question be put
to vote immediately. It would be more aptly desi~uatea
"~•ote immediately," and that term is in use.
3. The previous question applies to the immediately
pending motion and adhering motions. A motion to bring
soave particular question to vote is a motion to close debate even though stated as the previous question.
Sactlon 345—
Paragraph 1—
Jefteraon, Sec. R%XIII; Cuahing's Legialatire Aseembliee,
Sec. 1428 ; Reed, Sec. 128 ; Tilaon, p. 82.
Paragrayh 2—
Jefierson, Sec. XRIV ; Cuehing'e Legislative Aaeembliea, Sec.
1428 ; 3turgie, pp. 200,201.
parass~eph 3—
Waplee, Sec. 114; Sturgis, p. 201.
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4. The previous question applies to questions of privilege the same as to other debatable questions, such questions being privileged only as to priority of consideration.
5. The previous question when applied to a motion to
postpone or a motion to refer does nut affect the main
question,
6. The previous question may be mo~•ed on a series of
resolutions, bit this does not preclude a division of the'
resolutions for the purpose of voting on them separately.
Sec. 346. Motion or Demand for the Previous
Question
i. The early practice was to require a demand of a certain proportion of the house before the previous question
could be put to vote. The rules in some of the state legislatures still require that the previous question must be
demanded by a certain number or by a certain proportion
of the members. Where the rules do not specifically require
that the previous question be demanded by a certain number or proportion of the members, it may be called for, or
moved, the same as any other question or motion.
Sec. 347. Form of the Previous Question
1. The form of the motion for the previous question is,
"I move the previous question." It is also proper to state
9ectton 345--Continued
Paragraph ~-N. Y. Manual, 1946-49, p. 444.
Paragraph 5—
Cus6ing, $ec. 70e ; 8turgie, p. 201.
Paragraph 6—
U. 9. House Rnlee, 80th Congress, Rule 17, note SOB.
Section 346—
Iiughea, Sec. 291.
Section 347—
Parggraph 1—
JeRereon, Sec. TiXIV ; Cushins'e Leaielative Aeeemblla, Secs.
1280, 1427; Cushing, Sec, 170; $tur~is, y. 198.
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the question as,"I call for the previous question," or "I
move that we vote immediately." The use of the ob9cure
and confusing designation for the previous question hay
often led in practice to the use of a more descriptive name.
The term "vote immediately" has acquired recognition
and is sometimes used in place of the old designation of
"previous question."
2. The form of the previous question, as established by
ancient parliamentary practice, and the form which is
required by the rules of many of the states, is, "Shall the
main question be now putt" The motion in this form applies only to the question before the house and adhering
questions.
3. The question on closing debate is frequently put to
vote in the form, "As many as are in favor of ordering the previous question on (stating the question or questions)," or "all in favor of voting immediately on, etc."
When the question is permitted in this form it is proper
to specify the pending questions to which it is to be applied. This is really a form of the motion to close debate
and should be governed by the rules applicable to those
motions.
Bea. 348. Precedence of the Previous Qneetion
1. The previous question takes precedence of the question out of which it arose, of all debatable questions, and
of all subsidiary motions eaeept the motion to lad on the
table, and yields to all privileged and incidental motions
and to the motion to lay on the table,
9ectlon 347—Coatlnued
Paragraph 2—
CuehinQ'a Legislative Aeaembliee, Sec.1433; Waplee,Sec.114.
P~rasrayh 19turgie, p. 108 ; Hughes, Sec. 292,
Section 348—
Cuehins, Sec. 174; 8turgie, p. 201.
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2. A question may be laid on the table after the previous question has been moped, after the pre~~ious question
has been ordered on it, and until the last vote has been
taken under the previous question.
3. a motion or demand to divide a question, when otherwise in order, is in order even after the adoption of the
precious question, as it relates to a question of voting
which must be determined before the taking of the vote.
Sec. 349. The Previous Question and Debate and
Subsidiary Motions
1. The previous question is ut~debatable and cannot be
amended nor have any other subsidiary motion applied
to it. It may not be debated nor amended, because the
purpose of the motion is to prevent further debate and
amendment, and to bring the matter immediately to vote.
The motion cannot be laid on the table, postponed, nor
referred to committee because it is a subsidiary motion
of such a nature that a decision is required before other
action may be taken. The previous question requires an
immediate vote on the main question and adhering subsidiary questions, consequently, if an amendment were
permitted, it would change the previous question to a
motion of some other kind. The form of the previous
question is fixed by parliamentary usage and for that
reason also it is not subject to amendment.
2. When the previous question is moved on the motion
to reconsider, the previous question applies only to that
Sectlon b49—
Psragraph 1—
Jefferson, Sec. RRRIII ; Sturgis, p. 201; Hughes, Sec. 29p;
Reed, Seca, 184, 201; Cushing, Sec. 170; Cuehing's I.eQialative Assemblies, Sec. 1523.
Para~raDh 2—
N. Y. Manunl, 194819, y. 4~1.
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motion and, if the motion to reconsider is laid on the table.
it does not take with it the question which it a•as mo~•e~l
to reconsider.
Sec. 360. Vote on the Previona Question
1. ~ majority vote oily is required for the adoption of
the previous question in legislative bodies, In private
associations it is the usual practice to provide by rule
that atiro-thirds vote is required to adopt the previous
question and manuals intended for use of such association may state that as a rule. The established practice
in legislative and administrative bodies, however, is to
require only a majority vote to order the previous question.
2. There is no more reason for requiring atwo-thirds
vote to order the previous question than to require a similar ~•ote in deciding the main question, and such a requirement is at ~~ariance with the basic principle of majority
rule.
Sec, 3b1. Effect of the Previous Question
1. The effect of ordering the previous question is to
close debate immediately, to prevent the moving of
amendments or other subsidiary motions, and to bring to
vote promptly the immediately pending main question
and the adhering subsidiary questions.
Section 350—
ParagraDh 1—
Hughea, Sec. 290; Cushing'a Legislative assemblies, Sec.
1428 ; Reed, Sec. 289 ; Tilson, p. 79. .1 majority vote only
ie required by the rules of many of the atatea.
Pan~raph 2—
Tilwn, p. 79.
9ectlon 361—
Para~raph 1—
JeSernoa, Sec. XXIV ; 3tur~is, p. 197 ; Cushing, Sec. 175 ;
N. Y, bianunl, p. 488.

Sec. 355
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2. When the previous question is ordered, the presiding
officer should immediately put the question, or questions,
upon which it was ordered to vote until all the questions
affected have been disposed of, or there has been an agirmative vote on a pending motion to lay on the table, to
postpone definitely or indefinitely, or to refer to committee.
3. A rule of Congress provides that an appeal, made
after the previous question has been ordered and before
its effect is exhausted, is undebatable. This rule appears
to have been rather widely copied. Where there is no such
rule an appeal is debatable after the previous question
has been ordered on the question out of which the point
of order and appeal arose.
Sec. 363. renewal of the Previous Qneation and
8econsideration
1. IF the previous question is lost, the motion may be
renewed after intervening business or after progress in
debate or a change in the parliamentary situation.
2. The previous question may not be reconsidered.
Seetlon 351—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Tileon, p, 82; U. S. House Aule XVII, Pnr. 3.
Section 352—
Paragraph 1—
Sturgie p.201 ; Hug6es Sec. 290.
Faraaraph 2—
~1. Y. Jianun1,1848j19, p. 401.
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CHAPTER 36

MOTIONS CLOSING, LIMITING OR
EXTENDING LIMITS ON DEBATE
See also Chapter S5, Seca. SIS-35~, The Previous Question,
and See. IJE, Preventing Debate Ly Putting Qu~attioni to
Vote P~~maturely.

Sec. 365. Nature of Motions Limiting Debate
1. Motions closing, limiting or extending limits on debate are a group of motions used for the same general
purpose and which are subject to the same rules. These
motions are closely related to the pre~~ious question but
that motion had a different origin, has a definite form,
and is subject in part to different rules.
Sec. 368. Application of Motions Limiting Debate
1. Motions to close, to limit or to extend limits of debate
may be applied to any debatable motion or series of motions, but if not specified to the contrary, apply only to the
immediately pending question. They may be made only
when the immediately pending question is debatable.
2. Motions to close or limit debate may be applied to a
series of pending questions, or to a consecutive part of a
series, when the matter immediately pending is one of the
series affected. When debate is closed or limited on one or
more questions, its effect adheres to these questions, preventing debate until they are finally disposed of or until
the order is changed.
3. When a motion to limit or close debate is ordered on
more than one pending question, its effect is not exhausted
Section 3559turgie, pp. 197-201.

section ass-9turgie, p. 198; Cushing, Sec. 221; Hughes, Sec. 897.
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until all the questions have been voted upon, or the effect
of those voted upon has been to refer the main question to
committee or to postpone it definitely ur indefinitely.
~. V~'hen it is voted to close or limit debate on a question, the order applies to all incidental and subsidiary
motions and the motion to reconsider, subsequently made,
as long as the order is in force. But an order extending the
limits of debate does not apply to any motion except the
one immediately pending and such others as are specified.
5. After the adoption of an order merely limiting the
number or length of the speeches, or extending these limits
on a particular question, it is in order to move any of the
other subsidiary motions on the pending question.
6. The time for debate on any question may be limited
by unanimous consent.
Sec. 357. Form of Motions Limiting or Eztending
Debate
1. Notions closing, limiting or extending limits of
debate may taken numerous forms, Illustrations of some
of the more usual forms of these motions follow
(a) To fix the hour for closing debate and putting the
question, the form is similar to this:"I move that
debate be closed and the question be put on the
pending question at three p.m."
(b) To limit the length of the debate, the motion may
be made thus ; "I move that debate on the pending
question be limited to twenty minutes." This ma
tion may also contain the pro~~ision that the time
should be allotted equally between the proponents
and the opponents of the measure or any similar
provision.
Section 357—
Sturgis, p. 195 ; Cushing, Sec. 222.
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(c) To reduce or increase the number or length of
speeches, the motion might be made in a form
similar to the following: "I move that debate on
the pending bill, and its amendments, be limited
to one speech of five minutes from each member,"
or "I move that speeches be limited to five minutes
each."
(d) To extend the limits of debate, the two following
forms are perhaps the most common : "I move that
the time of the speaker be extended five minutes,"
and "I move that the time for debate on the pending question be extended twenty minutes."
Sec. 368. Motions to Close, Limit, or Eztend Limits
on Debate
1. Motions or orders to limit or to extend the limits of
debate are undebatable, for to permit debate on these motions would defeat their purpose.
2. Motions to close or limit debate may be amended.
When one of them is pending, another one that does not
conflict with it may be moved as an amendment. After
one of these motions has been adopted, it is in order to
move another one of them, provided it does not conflict
with the one in force.
3. These motions yield to privileged and incidental
motions, and to the motions to lay on the table and for the
previous question. These motions take precedence of the
3ectton 368—
Para~s'aDh 1—
Cuehinr'~ Le~ielative Aeeembliea, Sec. 1428 ; Reed, Sec. 289;
FIughes, Sec. 290; Sturgis, p. 197; Tileon, p. 79.
Paragraph t9turgie, p. 198.
ParagnDh 3—
Sturgie, p. 19T.
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other subsidiary motions, and any debatable motion out
of which they arise,
4. Motions to close, to limit or to extend the limits of
debate are not subject to subsidiary motions, other than
the motion to amend.
5, These motions require only a ma,jority vote.
Sec. 3b9. Effect of Closing or Limiting Debate
1. After the adoption of a motion limiting the number
or length of the speeches, or extending these limits, it is
in order to move any of the other subsidiary motions on
the pending question since such motions do not dispose
of the motions to which they are applied.
2. When debate bas been limited, the time may be eatended by unanimous consent or by the adoption of a
motion to that effect.
3. When debate has been limited and a member has
spoken his allotted time, the presiding officer should call
him to order and notify him of the expiration of his time.
4. When consent to continue is not asked by another
member, the member speaking may properly do so.
5. Adoption of a motion to eloae debate at a specified
time does not shut off the opportunity of moving amend-

ments as would the adoption of the previAus question.
3ectton 358—Continued
Para6raph 4—
fteed, Sec. 289; Tllson, p. 79; Sturgis, p. 197.
Pa~R'~Dh 6—
Tileoa, p. 79; Reed, 9cc. 289; Hughea, Sec. 897.
9ecHon 369—
Sturgis, p. 198; Hughes, Seca. 703, 704, 738; Mace, Manuel,
p. 687.
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Sec. 380. &enewal and Reconsideration o4 Monona
Limiting Debate
1. The motions to limit or eatend the limits of debate,
if lost, may be renewed after there has been sufficient
progress in debate to make it a new question. After
motions closing or limiting debate are adopted, the limitations are often modified by motions to eatend time or to
extend debate, without reconsideration of the original
motion. A motion changing a limit or restriction on debate
may be made whenever the situation is so changed that a
different decision might reasonably be made by the house.
Limitations on debate are also frequently modified by
unanimous consent.
Bea. 381. Other Meana of Preventing or Limiting
Debate
1. A legislative body may lay a question on the table,
and thus temporarily suspend the debate, but it can be
resumed by taking the question from the table when no
question is before the house and at a time when business
of this class or unfinished business, or new business is in
order.
ace Chapter S~, Sect. JJO-J41, Motion to Lay on Table.

2. A legislative body may prevent or stop debate at any
time by the adoption of the previous question.
8ta Chapter J5, Bew. J.~5-JSt, T11e Preoioua Qua~tan.

3. If it ie desired to prevent any discussion of a subject,
even by its introducer, this can be moat effectively aecompliehed by objecting to the consideration of the question
before it is debated or any subaidiary motion is stated.
Bee Chapter J0, Bec~. t9d•J00, ObjeetioR to Coniideratio» o~
pueitioru.
9ectlon 3808turgi~, p. 197.
Section 361—
StueQie, pD. 108-191, 198, 208, 222.
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4. Debate may also be terminated for the time by postponement to a definite time or by reference of the question
to a committee.
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CHAPTER 37

MOTION TO POSTPONE TO A CERTAIN TIME OR DEFINITELY

fee Chapter 37, Seca. 365•J71, Motion to Postpone to a Certain Ttime o• Definitely, and Chapter J8, Seca. 378-391,
3fotion to Refer or Commit.

Sec. 386. Application of Motion to Postpone
Definitely
1. The motion to postpone to a certain time may be
applied only to main motions. To permit it to be applied
to privileged, incidental or subsidiary motions would be
piling questions one on another, which is not allowed, and
the same result may be accomplished more simply by voting down such subsidiary motions and renewing them at
a later time if desired. A question of privilege being a
main question is subject to postponement.
sec. 388, Precedence of Motion to Postpone Definitely
1. The motion to postpone to a certain time or definitely
takes precedence of the motions to commit, to amend, to
postpone indefinitely, and main motions, and yields to all
privileged and incidental motions, to the motion to lay on
the table, the previous question, and motions to close, to
limit, or to extend the limits of debate.

!

Sec. 387. Only Pending Question May Be Postponed
1. Business that is required by the rules to be attended
to at a specified time or in a particular order cannot be
postponed in advance to another time, but when the speci9ectlon 366—
JeQereon, Sec, YXXIII ; Cushing, 5ece. 188, 189, 180;
Stargie, yy. 193, 194 ; Hughes, Sec. 315.
Section 3869turgis, p. 193; Reed, Sec. 118 ; CuehinQ, Sec. 70a ; N. Y.
Mnnual, 1948-49, p, 474.
9ectlon 3873tnriie~ D. 198.
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Sec. 388

2. It is not in order to postpone a class of business, as
reports of committees, but as each question is announced
or called for, it may be postponed; or the rules may be
suspended and the desired question be taken up.
3. After an order of the day or a question of privilege is
before the house for action, its further consideration may
be postponed, or any other subsidiary motion may be
applied to it.

~. The previous question and the motions closing, limitin~ or extending the limits of debate may be applied to
the motion to postpone definitely, but these motions,
when so applied, do not affect any other pending motions.

Sec. 388. Form of the Motion to Postpone Definitely

3. If it is desired also to set the question as a special
order, the motion might be "I move that the question be
postponed and made a special order for (stating the
time),"
Sec. 389. Limited Debate Permitted on Motion to
Postpone Definitely
1. On the motion to postpone to a definite time, the
question of postponement is open to debate, but the main
question is not. The merits of the main question must
Section 368—

Sturgis, pp. 191, 192 ; Eiughee, Sec. 31T,
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not be referred to any more than is necessary to enable
tie house to determine the propriety of the postponement.
The theory upon which debate on the question postponed
is prohibited is that the effect of the motion is merely to
defer debate on the question. The purpose of the motion
would be entirely lost if discussion of the merits of the
bill were permitted at this stage.

fled tune arrives, it may be postponed to a later time or
order of business.

1. The usual form of the motion is,"I move to postpone
consideration (or further consideration) of (describing
the question) until (stating time)," or "I move that the
consideration (or further consideration) of (describing
the question) be postponed until (stating the time)."
2. The motion should either specify the hour or the
order of business to which the question is to be postponed,
as "at 10 a.m.," or "following second reading" on a certain day.

POSTPONE TO CERTAIN TIME

Sec. 370. Application of Subsidiary Motions to
Motion to Postpone Definitely
~. Motion to Lay on the Table
1. The motion to postpone definitely, or to a certain
time, may not be laid on the table, but when it is pending,
the main question may be laid on the table, which carries
with it and defeats the motion to postpone.
i

~,
I

g, Referenee to Committee
2. The motion to postpone definitely may not be referred to committee, but when the motion to refer or commit is pending and the main question is laid on the table,
the motion to refer or commit is carried with it and defeated.
Section 369—

Hughee, ~Jece. 318, 733; Sturgis, p. 193; N. T. Manual, pp.
384, 483; Reed, $ecs. 118, •LUl ; Tilson, p. 84 ; Gushing,
Sec. 70x.
9ectlon 370—
Para`rnph 1—
Hughee, Sec. 318; $turgie, p. 194.
ParaBmDh 2—

Sturgie, p. 194; Hushes, $ec. 318.
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C. Amendment
3. The motion to postpone definitely ma~~ be amended
as to the time, and also by making the postponed question
a special order, but not otherwise.
4. The better procedure appears to be to regard proposals for postponement to different times as alternative
propositions, putting the question on the longest time first.
D. Postponement
v. The motion to postpone definitely cannot itself be
postponed either to a certain time or indefinitely.
6. ~ motion to postpone to a certain day having beers
voted down, the presiding ogicer may entertain a motion
to postpone to a different day,
Sec. 371. Vote Required on Motion to Postpone
Definitely
1. The simple motion to postpone definitely requires a
majority vote.
2. In legislative and administrative bodies the general
rule is that special orders require only a majority vote.
But if a motion to postpone also sets the question as
a special order and, by rule, atwo-thirds vote is required
Section 370—Continued
Paragraph ~—

~ieHerson, Sec. X:Yl'III; Sturgis, p. 193, 194; Hughes, Sec.
316 ; Reed, Secs. 118, 165, '.Ol ; Cushing, Sec. 176.
Paragraph 4—
Cushing, Secs. 1i6, 178.
Paragraph 5—
Sturgis, p. 194 ; Hughes, Sec. 31fi.
Paragraph 6—

bLase. Maauel, p. 820.
9ectlon 371—

SturgL, p. 193; Hughee, Sec. 518.

Sec.3i2
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to set a special order, then a motion to postpone and set
as a special order requires atwo-thirds vote.
3. A majority vote only is required to amend the motion
to postpone, even though the amendment also sets the
question as a special order, and under a special rule a --two-thirds vote is required to set a special order.
Sec. 372. Reconsideration and Renewal of Motion to
Postpone Definitely
1. The motion to postpone may be renewed after inter~~enine business or progress in debate.
2. If a question has been postponed and it is desired
to give it further consideration before the time to which
it was postponed it may be taken up without reconsidering
the vote by which it was postponed. Public bodies retain
control over the business before them. In private associations the usual practice would be to require a suspension
of their rules.
Bea. 373. Postponed Question May Become an Order
of the Day
1. The effect of postponing a question to a certain day
and hour is to make it a general order of the day for the
time to which it was postponed, and if it is not then disposed of, it becomes unfinished business. Postponing a
question to a certain hour does not make it a special order
unless so speciSed in the motion.
2. When a question has been postponed to a certain
time, it becomes an order of the day for that time.
Section 372-

3turgie, p. 193; Hughee, Sec. 318 ; Cuehing's Legieletive As•
sembliee, Sec. 1378.
Section 3739turgis, p. 192; Cuahing's Legislative Aeeemblies, Sec. 1375.
9—Ir6783
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Sec. 374

Sec. 378

Sec. 374. Definite Diatingniahed From Indefinite
Postponement
1. The time to which a question is postponed must fall
within the session. Neither the motion to postpone definitely nor an amendment to this motion is in order which
would have the effect of an indefinite postponement, that
is, to defeat the measure by postponing it until after final
adjournment or until it is too late to act upon it, or until
action would be ineffective.
2. When the motion to postpone is, in fact, a motion to
postpone indefinitely, and that motion is in order at the
time, the presiding o~cer may treat the motion as such
at his discretion, but it cannot be recognized as a motion
to postpone definitely.
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CHAPTER 38

MOTION TO REFER OR COMMIT
Sec. 378. Pnrpoae of Reference to (7ommittea

i
~
~

Section 374—
Jeffeeeon, Sec. XRRIII ; 3tur¢is, p. 192 ; Cushing, Sec, 70.

~

1. The purposes of referring a question to committee
may be
(a) To secure a more thorough study of the question
than the time of the larger organization would
permit.
(b) To secure an investigation or to give time and an
opportunity to conduct an investigation.
secure privacy for the consideration of a delicate
To
(c)
question.
(d) To give a better opportunity for persons to appear
either for or against the matter and to hear and
question witnesses to an eatent that world not be
possible in committee of the whole.
(e) To permit more informal consideration.
(f) To revise or redraft a proposal or a report and
put it into better form.
(g) To keep the consideration more completely within
the control of a particular group.
(h) To delay consideration of the question until a
more favorable opportunity.
(i) To prevent action on the question or to delay action.
2. In legislative bodies it is good practice to refer every
main question to a committee for its consideration unless
immediate action is required.

_

Section 378—
Stnrgis, p. 188; Jefferson, Sec. R%XIII; Ca~hin~, Sam, 73,
lSla, 1&9; Aced Sec. 119; Husha, Sec, 381.
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Sec. 879, Precedence of Motion to Refer
1. The motion to refer a pending question takes precedenee of the motions to amend, to postpone indefinitely,
and main motions; and yields to all the other subsidiary
motions and to all privileged and incidental motions,
2. The motion to refer to committee is in order at the
time a question is brought up for consideration, or at
any time during the consideration of the question.
3. The motion to refer, when made with reference to
a question not pending, takes precedence as a main motion.
Sec. 580. Application of Motion to Refer
1. The motion to refer or commit may be applied to any
main motion, Procedural motions concerning pending
questions are decided by the body as they arise and not
referred to committee. They do not require study by committees and may be made when they are needed.
Sec, 381. Reference of Bills to Committee
1. Bills or other matters may be referred to standing
or special committees not yet appointed.
Section 379—
Parasraph 1—
JeRereon, Sec. XXXIII; Hughes, Sec. 330; Cue6ing, Sec.

70a ; Reed, Sec. 119.

Paragraph 2-

9tursie, p. 190.
Paragraph 3-

8tur~is, p. 189.
Section 380—
Panstaph 1—

Jefferson, $ec. XXXIII; Sturgis, p, 180 ; Hughes, Sec. 330 ;
Reed. Sec. 10,
3ectlon ~81—
Para~raDti 1—

Hu~6ea, Sec. 840.

9ec.382
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2. Where the rules require that all bills be 'referred to
committee, a bill which has been introduced by a committee is not required to be referred back to a committee
for further consideration.
Sec. 38Z. Oorrection of Errors in Reference to Bills
1. A bill, which has been referred to the wrong commit•
tee, may be re-referred by the presiding o8icer upon unanimous consent, or upon a motion from the floor; or the
bill may be reported back by the committee to which it
was referred with the recommendation that it be rereferred to the appropriate committee.
Sec. 383. Variation From xnle Regarding Reference
of Bills
1. When the matter of reference of bills is covered by
rule, any variation from this rule, made by a motion to
refer, is, of course, equivalent to a suspension of the rules.
The usual and better form of rule is to provide for legislation to be referred to particular committees subject to
the right of the body to direct otherwise.
Sec, 384. Re-reference of Bills
1. A bill may be re-referred to a committee which originally considered it, or to any other committee including
the committee of the whole, and when re-referred without limitation, the entire bill is open to consideration by
9ectton 381--Continued
Paragraph 2—

N. Y. Manual, p. 418.
9ecUon 382—

Hughea, 3ecx. 49, 792.
3eetlon 384—
PansrsDh 1—

Hu~ha, Sec. 803.
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Sec. 385

the committee; or when amendments are proposed to a
bill, the committee may be restricted to consideration of
the amendments only,
2. After a bill has been reported by a committee, it
should be recommitted only in cases of importance, and
for special reasons. It is usually referred back to the same
committee. When a measure is recommitted before the
report has been considered or approved in the house, tha
whole question is again before the committee and the first
report of the committee is disregarded.
3. It is advisable to refer a bill back to committee when
numerous amendments are to be proposed or substantial
revision of the bill is required.
Sec. 386. Motions to TakB From Calendar and Refer
1. A motion to take a bill from the calendar and refer it
to a committee takes precedence over the main question.
This motion is in order whenever the bill to which it refers
is reached on calendar and ~s before the house. This mo-tion requires a majority vote of the members present and
voting, but is usually approved by unanimous consent.
Sec, 386. Form of Motion to refer
1. The motion to refer to committee may vary subatantially in form. The most usual form is, "I move that the
Section 384---Continued
Paragraph 2—

Je~erson, Sec. YRVIII.
Paragraph 3—

Hughes, Sec. 882.
Section 385—

Hughea, Sec. 488.
Section 386—

~turgie, yp, 188, 189.

Sec. 387
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(bill, resolution, etc.) be referred to the committee on
(naming the committee)." Or, in case of the reference of
8 question to a special committee, the motion may be, "I
move that (the bill, resolution, etc.) be referred to a committee of fi~•e to be appointed by the president (or speaker
or chairman) with the following instruction " • "'
Details of the motion may be added or changed by amend•
ments, although proposed changes are usually not treated
as amendments but as alternative propositions.
2, ;Motions to consider in committee of the whole or
"informally" are equivalent to motions to refer to committee, and in these cases the motions may be, "I move
that the house (or senate or council) do now resolve into
committee of the whole for the purpose of considering
(specifying the measure or question)," or, "I move that
the (specifying the measure or question) be considered
informally," or "as if in committee of the whole."
3. All the rules in regard to the motion to commit or
refer, eacept where stated to the contrary, apply equally
to the motions to "go into committee of the whole," to
"consider informally," and "to recommit."
Sec. 387. Choice of Qommittee for Reference
1, When the motion to refer is modified and different
committees are proposed, the question should be put in
the following order ;
(a) Committee of the whole.
(b) Standing committees.
(c) Special committees.
Section 387—
Paraeraph 1—

Hnsha, Sec. 337.

cec.38J
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Sec. 388

2. When two or more standing committees are named,
the question is first put as to the last committee named
unless the reverse is required by rule,
3. When it bas been decided to refer a question to a
committee and only two committees are proposed, or when
two committees remain, a negative vote on the first proposed is equivalent to an aflSrmative on the second or
remaining committee.
Sec, 388. Debate and Application oY Subsidiary
Motions to Motion to Refer
1. The motion to refer is debatable only as to the propriety of committing the main question, and does not open
the main question to debate. The motion to refer with
instructions is debatable as to the instructions.
2. The motion to refer to committee may not be
amended, ezeept as to the committee or as to instructions
to the committee,
3. Reference of a measure to committee when amendments are pending, carries the amendments to the committee with it. ~ motion to refer amendments to committee is not technically in order but may be accepted as
referring to the main question and all pending amendments. If adopted they will carry with them the question
or measure to which the amendments were proposed.
9ectfon 387—Contlnued
Para~raDti 2—
Hushee, Sec. 337 ; Cushing, Sec. 74.
Paragraph ~—
Hughee, Sec. 337.
9~cUon 988—
ParaersDh 1—
Hughee, Sec. 330 ;Reed, Seca. 120, 201; Tilson, p. 85;House
Manual 71st Congress, Sec, 770; Cushing, Sec. 70a ; 9turais,
p. 190.
ParsaraDh 2—
Hughes, Sec. 330 ; Cushing, Sec. 181; Reed, Sete. 120, 185,
201; Stutgie, p. 190.
Para~rayh 3—
Reed, Sec. 188; 8tur=ie, y. 190.

4. The motions to close, to limit, or to eztend the limits
of debate, may be applied to debate on the motion to refer
without affecting debate on the main question.
5. The motion to refer to committee may not be laid on
the table but if the main question be laid on the table, it
carries a pending motion to refer or commit with it.
6. The motion to refer to committee may not be postponed to a certain time but if the main question is postponed, any pending motion to refer to committee is
carried with it.
88c. 389. Vote 8egnired to Refer Question to
Committee
1. A majority vote is required to refer a question to
committee.
2, Whether a question shall be referred to committee,
and if so, to what committee, are usually decided by unanimous consent,
Sec. 390. Reconsideration and ~tenewal of Motion
to Refer
1. The motion to refer may be renewed after intervening business except that a motion to refer a bill to committee may not be renewed at the same stage of the bill.
Section 388~ontlnued
Paragraph 4—
(,uahing, Sec. ?Oa ; Sturgis, p. 190.
Paragraph 5—
Hugbea, See. 330; Sturgis, pp. 180, 203.
Para6raDh 6—
Jetferson, Sec. X~XIII ; Sturgis, pp. 190, 203; Hughes,
~3ec. 330.
Section 389—
Para[raph 1—
Hughee, Sec. 330; 3turgie, p. 190.
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2. The motion to refer to committee may not be reconsidered but the matter referred to committee may be
withdrawn.
Sec. 391. Withdrawing Questions From Committee
See 6'ee. 491, TVithdrawinp Billy From Committee.

1. When it is desired to withdraw a question from committee, emotion to that effect can be made and, if carried,
brings the question back before the body. A motion to
withdraw a question from committee requires a majority
vote.
2. A matter withdrawn from a committee may be acted
upon by the body or referred to another committee.
Section 390—
f3ughee, Jere. 330, 770; 5turgi~, p. 190.
Section 3919tursin, pp. 218.218.
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CHAPTER 39
MOTION TO AMEND
See also Sec. 731, Amendment of Bilts, and Sec. 687, Conaideration of Committee 4mendmenla.

sec. 396. Test of Amendability of Question
1. The following is a convenient test to determine
whether a motion or other proposition can be amended. If
it could properly have been submitted in a different form
it can be amended. If the proposition could not have been
stated in a different form it cannot be amended, A motion
for the previous question or to lay on the table or postpone
indefinitely cannot be amended because there is no other
proper form for these motions, but the motion to recess or
to restrict debate or to postpone definitely can be amended
because these have more than one proper form. A motion
to recess for 10 minutes, for example, might have been
made as a motion to recess for 30 minutes or for 5 minutes,
and so can be amended.
2. Certain questions are not of a type capable of
amendment. Examples are ; points of order, parliamentary inquiries, calls for division to verify a vote, requests
of any kind, communications, and reports. None of these
are proposals for action by the body.
Sec. 398, What Motions May Be Amended
1. Every original main motion may be amended, and
all other motions may be amended, except those contained
in the following list
(a) To adjourn (except when it is qualified, or if made
when there is no provision for a future meeting).
See Beo. E07.
Section 396—
ParairaDh 13tur~ia, p. 181,
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(b) Appeals.
Sec Sec. ~JP.

(c) Points of order.
See Sec. $46.

(d) Call for the orders of the day.
See Sec. X59.

(e) To object to consideration of a question.

Sec. 397
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(r) To reconsider.
See Spa 47$.

(s} A notice of any kind.
(t) Communications to the body.
See Ser„ 1l8.

(u) Reports to the body.
See Chapter 64, Sect. E7$•889, Committee Reports.

See Sec. P98.

(f) Demand for a division of a question.
See Sec. 31y.

(g) To grant leave to withdraw a motion.

2, An amendment to anything already adopted is not a
subsidiary motion. Such a proposition is a main motion
subject to amendments of the first and second degrees.

See Sec. E75.

(h) ~ parliamentary inquiry or request of any kind,
Sre Seca. 852, ~'~il~.

(i) To take up a question out of its regular order.
See Sec. 715. See also Chapter t9, Seca. t79-~87, Suspension
of the Rules and Chapter Sl, Sect. SOt-304, Order and Jlan,
ner of Conaiderinp Queitiona.

(j) To suspend the rules.
see s~~. QBs.
(k) To lay on the table.
Sea Bea J55.

(l) To take from the table.

Sec. 397. Precedence of Motion to Amend and of
Amendments
1. A motion to amend takes precedence of the motion
to postpone indefinitely, and of main motions, and yields
to all other subsidiary, and to privileged and incidental
motions.
2. An amendment takes precedence o~•er the original
motion out of which it arises and must be voted upon
before the original motion.

See Sec. 49E.

(m) The previous question.
See Sec. J~9.

(n) To amend an amendment.
See Sec. 409.

(o) To fill a blank.
See Sec..~18.

(p) To postpone indefinitely.
See Sac. 4J4•
(q) Call for division of the house.
See Sec. SJJ.
Section 396—
Paragraph 1—
With reference to the right of amendment eee CuehinR'e
Le~ialative Assemblies, Seca. 1311-1321.

3. A measure should be considered in a progressive
order, and amendments should be proposed in the order
that they would occur in the amended measure. An eaception to this occurs when a group of amendments are necessary to accomplish a general purpose. They may be proposed and voted upon as a group.
Section 39T—
Paragraph 1—
Sturgis, p. 187.
Paragraph 2—
Caeler v. Tenzer (1929), 234 N. Y. $upp. 571.
ParagrsDh 3—
Cuehing's Legielutive Aaeem6liee, Sec. 1305; Hughes, Sec.
373.
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4. When a question is not being considered seriatim the
first amendment proposed will be the first amendment
considered.
5. ~ motion to amend a paragraph takes precedence
over a motion to approve, to insert or to strike out the
paragraph, and a motion to amend a section takes precedence over a motion to approve, to insert or strike out a
section.
6. It is a matter of practice to consider committee
amendments before amendments from the floor are considered.
Sec, 398. Decision on AmendmentIa Final
See also Chapter ~8, Secs. X50-~7J, Molan to Reoo++~ider.

1. An amendment, once adopted, may not thereafter be
changed or modified, except by reconsideration of the
vote by which it was adopted.
2. When a proposed amendment has been defeated, the
same amendment may not be proposed again without first
reconsidering the vote by which the amendment lost. It is,
therefore, important that every amendment be in final
form before being voted upon.
Section 397—Continued
Paragraph 4—
~nhing'e Legislative ADeembliea, Sec. 1331.
PQraat~ph 5—
Jeffereon, Sec. YSXV; Haghee, Sec. 401; N. Y. Mnnaal,
p, 4T1.
Parasrayh 8—
Haghen, Sec. 394.
3eetion b99—
Paragraph 1—
Cuehiag'e Legislative Adeembliee, Sec. 1307; 8tar~ie, p. 188;
Sughee, Sec. 375 ; Cue6ing, $ece. 98, 251.
Paragraph 2—
Cushing, Sec. 1308; Sturgis, p. 188; Hughes, 5em. 378, 381.

Sec, 399
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3. If an amendment, inconsistent with one already
agreed to, is proposed, it is a ground for rejection by the
body. The presiding officer cannot rule it ont of order
however, without submitting the decision to the body.
Whether a proposed amendment is inconsistent with one
already adopted, is a matter for decision by the body.
Sec. 399, Laying Motion to Amend on the Table
1. It is not in order to lay an amendment on the table.
Under the practice of some bodies, however, a motion to
lay an amendment on the table is permitted since it has
the effect of laying the principal motion, with all adhering
motions, including the proposed amendment, on the table.
2. Some legislative bodies provide, by rule, that an
amendment may be laid on the table without affecting
the main question. The puipose of such a rule is to provide asimple means of disposing of proposed amendments
without debate.
Sec, 400. Form of Amendments
1. Great latitude in the form of amendments must be
permitted. It is necessary that the amendments be intelligible and it is desirable that they should be incapable
of misinterpretation.
2, Inform,amendments maybe divided into the following elements
(a) To add (that is to place at the end.)
9ectlon 398--Continued
paragraph 3—
JeSerson, Sec. RXXV; N. Y. Mannal, p. X08; Hn~hes, Sec.
402.
9eadon 399—
HuQhee, Sec. 381; N. Y. Manwl~ p. X08.
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(b) To insert.
(c) To strike out.
(d) To strike out and insert, or to substitute.
3. The last form is a combination of the previous two
and cannot be divided, because the striking out and inserting represent one act only—to substitute.
4. 9mendments to bills are usually submitted in writing. Several amendments may be submitted on the same
paper. When so submitted, amendments are usually given
a title, as, for eaample, "Senate amendments to House
Bill No. ______."The following are examples of the form
of individual amendments
(a) On page ______, line ______, of the printed bill,
after the words ______, insert the words ______.
(b) On page ______, line ______, of the printed bill,
after the words ______, strike out the words _____,
and insert the following: ________.
(c) On page ______, line ______, of the printed bill as
amended on ______, strike out lines ______ to
________, inclusive, and insert in place thereof the
following: ______.
5. Amendments to resolutions are usually less formal.
An amendment may be in the following form : "I move
that the resolution be amended (or to amend the resolution) by inserting the word ______ after the word ______
in the first line of the second paragraph,"or, particularly
in brief motions, it may be simplified to "I move to insert ______ after ______." A motion to insert, or to strike
out, should always specify the word before or after which
Seetlon 400—
Para~raph 2—
Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 1.3(14; 9tnr~i~, p. 180;
Reed, Sec. 132 ; Cuehin~, Sec. 94,
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the insertion is to be made, or otherwise definitely indicate
the place.
6. Amendments to motions may be still more informal.
tiVhen, for example, a motion to recess for 10 minutes is
pending a member may properly say : "I move that the _
motion be amended to `recess for 30 minutes' instead of
` 10 minutes'."
i. Amendments offered from the floor to any written
proposal must be in writing if required by the presiding
officer or any member.
S. When written amendments are submitted, it is
proper to submit a whole series of amendments at the same
time and on the same paper, a member having the right to
demand a separate vote on certain or on any of the amendments or groups of amendments which relate to different
subjects.
See Chapter 8J, 9eet. $EO-2t6, Division o/ Qut~tiona.

Sec, 401. lrrivolone and Improper Amendments
1. 9n amendment which is frivolous or absurd is not in
order, and the presiding officer may refuse to state amendments which, in his opinion, are frivolous or absurd.
2. A motion is not in order which would change one
kind of motion into another kind or which would substitute one kind for another kind.
3. A motion striking out the enacting or resolving
clause, or so changing the proposition that no rational
proposition would be left before the house, is not in order.
Sectlon 400—Contlnued
Para~raDh 7—
HuRhee, Sec. 381.
9eetlon 401—
Para~raDb 1—
Hnshee, Sec. 429.
Para~Dti 3—
xeea, sec. 1x7.
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This is, however, a procedure used for defeating bills in
some state legislatures, r~ bill loses its character as such
when the enacting clause is stricken out and is "dead."
4. An amendment which would put before the house a
question identical with one previously decided by the
house during the session, whether in an affirmative or in
a negative form, is not in order.
See Sec. J98, Deeiiion on Amendment Ia Final,

5. The presiding officer should never rule an amendment out of order unless he is certain that it is. In ease of
doubt he should entertain the amendment, subject to the
right of a member to raise a point of order, or he should
submit to the house the question of whether the amendment is inorder.
See See. t~Q, Limitation o» Die o~ Poinli of Order.

Sec. 402. Amendments Mnet Be(~eermane
1. Every amendment proposed must be germane to the
subject of the proposition or to the section or paragraph
to be amended, and an amendment is not in order which
is not germane to the question to be amended. This is,
basically, a phase of the rule that each proposition have
but one subject and that members have the right to vote
separately on each question.
2. To determine whether an amendment is germane, the
question to be answered is whether the question is relevant,
9ecUon 401--Continued
Paratraph 49turgie, p. 188,
9ectfon 402—
Para=raph 1—
Stur~ie, p, 182; Hughes, Sec. 380 ; N. Y. Manual, p. 406;
Recd, Sec. 180; Cooled, Constitutional Limitations, p. 189 ;
Heron v. Riled (1930),209 Qal. 507, 288 Pas 180.
ParairaPh 2—
Hu~hee, Sec. 411.
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appropriate, and in a natural and logical sequence to the
subject matter of the original proposal.
3. To be germane, the amendment is required only to
relate to the same subject. It may entirely change the effect
of the motion or measure and still be germane to the
subject.
4. An entirely new proposal may be substituted by
amendment so long as it is germane to the main purpose
of the original proposal.
5. gn amendment to an amendment must be germane to
the subject of the amendment as well as to the main gneation.
6. No independent new question can be introduced
under cover of an amendment. But an amendment may be
in conflict with the spirit of the original motion, and still
be germane and, therefore, in order.
7. The admissibility of an amendment should be judged
from the provisions of the teat, rather than from the purposewhich circumstances may suggest.
S. Whether a proposed amendment is consistent with
the measure, motion or question proposed to be amended,
Section 402—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Jeffereon, Sec. RRXV ;Cushing, Seca. 1302, 1317, 1383.
Pansraph 4—
A~a o. cic9 or m~i~g ~isso), sa w. va, s7s, 102 9.E.
259; State v. Cos (1920),105 Neb.176, 1T8 N.W.913.
Paragraph 5—
Fiughes, Sec. 381.
Paragr4ph 8—
Sturgie, p. 183; Cushing, Sec. 129 ; Tilson, p. 71; Reed, Sec.
158.
Paragraph 7—
HuQhee, Sec.402.
ParairsDh 8—
Jeffereon, Sec. XRRV ; Hughee, Sec. 402 ; N. Y. Manual, p.
~.
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is a question to be decided by the body and not by the presiding officer.
Sec. 403, Withdrawing Amendments and Accegting
Modi$cations
See also Chapter E8, Seca. t78-t76, Withdramai of Motions.

1. Either original or substitute amendments may be
withdrawn as of right before being stated by the presiding
o~cer, and may be withdrawn after being stated, with
the consent of the body.
2. A member has the right to modify a motion or resolution submitted by him at any time before it is stated by
the presiding officer, but after it is stated, it is in the possession of the body, and can be modified only with the
consent of the body.
3. A request of a member for permission to modify his
motion may be granted by unanimous consent, or upon
motion if there is objection. The presiding o~cer may, to
expedite business, put the question on granting consent
without waiting for a motion.
4. When the mover of a main motion wishes to accept
an amendment that has been offered he may say (without
obtaining the floor), "Mr. President (or Mr. Speaker or
Mr. Chairman), I accept the amendment." If no objection
is made the presiding officer announces the question as
amended. If anyone objects, the presiding o~cer states the
Sectlon 403—
Paraaraph 1—

Sturgie, p, 21?;Hughes, Sec. 394;Reed, 9ec.150.
Paragraph 2—

Sturgis, p. 217;Reed, 8ec.150.
Paragraph 3-

3turgis, p. 217; Cushing, 9ece. 92, 93.
Paragraph 4—
StnrQie, P. 218.
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question on the amendment, for it can only be accepted by
unanimous consent or upon a majority vote.
5. A request for leave to withdraw amendments is
treated the same as a motion to grant the leave, except that
the request must be made by the member who proposed
the amendments while the motion to grant the leave
to withdraw may be made by any member.
6. A motion may be withdrawn and another motion
substituted by unanimous consent, in order to express the
views of the body as indicated in debate.
7. A person who has proposed an amendment may
accept modifications to the amendment, but such acceptance is not binding on the body.
Sec. 404. Amendments Proposed by Oommitteee
1. A committee cannot amend a bill, that power is
vested in the body alone, and a committee merely proposes amendments to the body.
2. Committee amendments must be relevant to the general subject matter of the bill referred to the committee
in order to be received.
3. When a measure with amendments pending is referred to a committee, it may be reported back with a
siibstit~ite for the measure. In this case, the presiding
Section 403—Continued
Paragraph 6—

Sturgis, p. 213.
Psrasraph 6—
FIughee, Sec. 199; Sturgis, p. 18b.
Para~rsph 7—
Huehee, Sec. 392; CuehinQ, Sec, 82; Aced, sec. 150.
Section 404—
Paragraph 1—

N. Y. Manuel, p. 40b.
Para~rsph E—

Hu~hee, Sec, 4~i.
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officer should first put the question on the amendments
which were pending when the measure was committed,
and then on the substitute recommended by the committee.
Sec. 406. Correction of Section Numbers and Marginal
Notes
1. The early rule was that the number prefixed to the
section of a bill and the numbers prefixed to paragraphs
and other divisions, being merely marginal indications
and no part of the teat of the bill or other proposition,
might be corrected by the secretary or clerk, when necessary, without a motion to amend being adopted by the
house. The modern practice, and the only safe one, is that
no legislative proposal be changed~in any way eacept by
action of the body.
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sec. 407. Amendments to Titles of Bills
See also Sec. 731, amendment of Bills,

1. When a bill is debated and amended on the floor of
the house, it is the practice for the presiding o~cer,
immediately following the passage of a bill, to ask if
there are amendments to the title. If none are proposed,
the bill is ordered transmitted to the other house. If amendments are proposed, they may be•adopted, and then the
bill ordered transmitted to the other house. When a committee presents amendments to a bill any necessary amendment to the title should be presented with the other
amendments. A motion to amend a title of a bill is not
debatable.
Sec, 408. Amendments of 8nles
See also Chapter $9, Sect. X79•$87, Suipexiion of the Rules.

Bec, 406. correction of Minutes
See also Sec. 695, Manner of Correcting Minutes.

1. Minutes are usually corrected (amended) inform.
ally, the presiding offleer directing the correction to be
made when suggested, but, if objection is made, a formal
vote is necessary for the amendment.
2. The minutes may be corrected whenever the error
is noticed, regardless of the time which has elapsed, and
only a majority vote is required for the adoption of the
corrections or amendments, even though the minutes have
previously been approved and it is too late to reconsider
the vote.
9ectlon 406—
JeBereon, Sec. XXXV ; Cushing, Sec. 91; Reed, Sec. 156 ;
Cnehing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 1381.
9ecUon ~06—
Ps;asraph 18tarsls~ D. 100.

1. The amendment of rules usually requires notice and
vote, and there are sometimes other or further
two-thuds
a
restrictions than on the amendment of bills, resolutions,
or motions. The procedure for the amendment of the rules
of a house is usually provided in the rules themselves.
When such provision is made the procedure there given
must be followed. A majority vote only is required to
amend rules unless the rules require a higher vote.
gec. 409. Amendment of Amendments
1. An amendment may be amended but an amendment
to an amendment may not be amended.
9ecUon 407—
Je¢erson, Sec. XLII; HuQhes, Seca. 935, 938.
Section 4089tur6ie, D. 96.
gectlon ~09—
Pan~raDh 1—
CuehinQ'a I,e~lntive Auembliea, Sec. 1308; Hn~hea, Sec.
387 ; Reed, Sec. 133; 9tnr~ii, D. 183; CuehinB~ Sec. 98.
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2. Only one amendment to a proposition (known as an
amendment of the first degree), is permitted at a time, and
one amendment to that amendment for an amendment
of the second degree), is permitted atone time. ~n amendment of the third degree would be too complicated and
is not in order, because it k•ould lead to too much confusion.
3. While an amendment to an amendment may not be
amended,it is proper to adopt a substitute for the ameiidmentand the substitute may be amended. Further amendment may be accomplished by withdrawing the first
amendment to an amendment, and substituting another
in a modified form.
4. While there can be only one amendment of each
degree pending at the same time, any number of amendments may be offered in succession. When an amendment
has been offered to an amendment and a member desires to
propose a further amendment, it is proper for him to state
that, if the pending amendment to the amendment be
voted down, he will offer his particular amendment to the
amendment,
5. ~n amendment of one house to an amendment
adopted in the other house is only an amendment in the
first degree.
Section X09—Continued
Paragraph 2—

JeRerson, Sec. XX:CIII; Hughes, Seca. 377, 378; Cuehiag,
Secs. 98, 165 ; Reecl, secs. 133, 134, 185 ; Sturgis, p. 183.
Paragraph 3—

Hug6es, Seca. 379, 394 ; Reed, Sec. 150.
ParaQraDh 4—
Sturgis, p. 1&4 ;Reed, Sec. 134.
ParaQrsph 5—

Huehee, Sec. 431.
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Sec, 410. Division of Amendments
See olio CTwpter JJ, Secs. 310-316, Division of Q+ieationi.

1. Where the rule is established that a question containingtwo distinct and separable subjects may be divided
upon the demand of a single member, the same rule should
be applied to amendments containing more than one subject.
2. A motion to strike out and insert words, both relating to the same subject and together accomplishing a single change in meaning, is indivisible.

Sec, 411. Transposition of Provisions by Amendment
1. In transposing parts of a proposition, the better
practice is to strike out the words or provisions at one
point and to insert them at the other.
2. If a section is to be transposed from one place to
another in the same act, the question may be put on striking it out where it stands, and a separate question put on
inserting it in the place desired. The modern legislative
practice is to submit both proposals as one amendment
since both are required to accomplish the single transposition.
gec. 415, Amendment by InBerting Words
1. When a motion to insert words is lost, it does not
preclude another motion to insert these words, together
9eotion 41~

JeQereon, Sec. 7C1CRV; 9turtie, p. 188; Hughes, 3em. 382,
q(h~~(?5 ; Reed, Seca. 141, 142; N. T. Manual, p. 4T1; Tileon,
p. ?0.

9~etlon 411—

JeSereon, Sec. %RXV ; Cuehing's Le`iela~i~e Aaxmblies,
Sec. 1380; Reed, See. 165; Cu~hias, Sec. 90.
8~ctton 41E—

Cuehinj'~ LeiielaEire Aasemblie~, Sec. 1332; 9tar~i~, p. 180;
Recd. Ste. 138.

T
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with other words, or in place of other words, provided the
new motion presents essentially a new question.
2. When the words are inserted in the place previously
occupied by the words struck out, they may differ materially from the latter, provided they are germane to the
subject.
3. A motion to strike out words in one place and to
insert words to a different effect in another place is not in
order, because it constitutes two amendments which
should be submitted separately.
Sec. 413. Amendment by Stril~ng Ont Words
1. A motion to strike out certain words can be applied
only to consecutive words. If it is desired to strike out
separated words, it is necessary to strike out by separate
motions, or a motion may be made to strike out the entire
clause or line containing the words to be struck out, and
to insert a new clause or line as desired.
?. If it be proposed to amend by leaving out certain
words, it may be moved, as an amendment to this amendment, to leave out a part of the words of the amendment,
which is equivalent to leaving them in the question or
measure.
3. A motion to strike out certain words is in order after
a motion to strike out the same words and insert others
has been defeated, and the rejection of one proposition
does not preclude the offering of a different one.
4. If the motion to strike out certain words is adopted,
the same words cannot be again inserted unless the place
3ectlon 413—
Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Seca. 1327, 1328, 1330;
JeSeraon, Sec, XXXV ; Cuahin6, sue. iii, 113; 8eed, Seca.
138,139, 142; Tileon, p. 88 ; HuQhea, 5et~.
et 383,384, 390.
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or the wording is so changed as to make a new proposition.
If the motion to strike out fails, it does not preclude a
motion to strike out the same words and insert other words,
nor to strike out a part of the words, nor to strike out a
part and insert other words; nor to strike out these words
with others, nor to do this and insert still other words if
in each of these cases the new question is materially different from the old one,
Sec. 414. Amendments Striking Out and Inserting
Words
1. After a motion to strike out and insert has been
adopted, the inserted words cannot be struck out, nor can
the words struck out be inserted, unless the words or place
are so changed as to make the question a new one. When
such a motion is lost, it does not preclude either of the
separate motions to strike out or to insert the same words,
as this would simply be equivalent to division of the question ;nor does it prevent another motion to strike out and
insert, when there is a material change in either the words
to be struck out or the words to be inserted, so that the
question is not practically identical.
2. When an amendment to strike out or to insert words,
or both, is not satisfactory, the proposed amendment
should be amended to make a satisfactory amendment
before voting on the adoption of the amendment.
3. For purposes of correction of a proposed amendment
before voting upon it, it is resolved into ita constituent
elements, and the words to be struck out are first corrected, after which the words to be inserted are corrected.
9ectlon 414—
JeQereon, Sec. XXRV ; Cuehing'e Legislative Assemblies,
Secs. 1335-1340; Sturgis, p. 180; Sughes, Secs, 3T8, 388 ;
Reed, 5ece.'138-140, 142; CusLin`, Sec. 126; N. Y. Manual,
p. 471; Tileon, p. 70.
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After words have been inserted or added, they cannot be
changed or struck out eaeept by a motion to strike out the
paragraph, or such a portion of it as shall make the question a di$erent one from that of inserting the particular
words, or by combining such a motion to strike out the
paragraph, or a portion of it, with the motion to insert
other words. The principle involved is that, when the body
has voted that certain words shall form a part of a measure, it is not in order to make another motion that involves
eaactly the same question as the one i~ has decided. The
only way to bring it up again is to move to reconsider the
vote by which the words were inserted.
Sec. 416. Amendment by Striking Ont or Inserting
Paragraphs
1. A motion to insert or to strike out a paragraph is an
amendment of the first degree, and, therefore, cannot be
made when an amendment to strike out or insert words
is pending.
2, After a paragraph has been inserted, it cannot be
struck out except in connection with other paragraphs
so as to make the question essentially a new one.
3. When a paragraph is struck out, it cannot be inserted afterwards, unless it is so changed in wording or
place as to present an essentially new question. When a
motion to insert or to strike out a paragraph is lost, it
does not preclude another motion except one that presents
essentially the same question.
4. Although a body has refused to strike out a paragraph, it is in order to strike out a part of the paragraph
or otherwise to amend it.
Sectlon 416—
JeRerson, Sec. RXXV ;Cushing, 9ece. 103, lOb, 108; 9tur~ie,
p. 181; Reed, Secs. 138, 143, 144, 148.
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5. When it is proposed to insert a paragraph, or part
of one, the members favorable to the paragraph may make
it as nearly perfect as they can by amendments, before
the question is put for inserting it. Also, when it is proposed to strike out a paragraph, the members favorable
to the paragraph must first be permitted to make it as
nearly perfect as they can by amendments, before the
question is put on striking it out.
Sec. 416. Snbstitntion o!Paragraphs
1, A motion to substitute one paragraph for another,
after being stated by the presiding officer, is resolved into
its two elements for the purpose of amendment, the presiding officer at first entertaining amendments only to the
paragraph to be struck out, these amendments being of
the second degree. After it is perfected by the members
favoring it, the presiding ot~cer should ask if there are
amendments to the paragraph to be inserted. When both
paragraphs have been perfected by amendments, the
question is put on substituting one paragraph for the
other.
2. When a motion to substitute is lost, the body has only
decided that that particular paragraph shall not replace
the one specified. It may be willing to substitute that paragraph for some other paragraph, or that the paragraph
retained in the resolution be further amended, or even
struck out. But no amendment is in order that presents a
question substantially identical with one already decided.
Sec, 417. consolidation and Substitution of Measnrea
1. Wheu the matter contained iu two propositions
might be better put into one, the proper procedure is
3ectlon ~18—
JeCeeson, Sec. Y\X~ ; Cuahiug, Sec. 115 ;Reed, Sec. 1~5.
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first and second time before amendment, be again gi~•en
first and second readings before passage.

to reject one and to incorporate its provisions into the
other by amendment. When the provisions would be better
distributed into propositions. any part of the bill may be
struck out by amendment, and put into a new proposition.
When a measure is being considered by sections, a substitute for the entire measure cannot be moved until the
sections have all been considered and the presiding officer
has announced that the proposition is open to amendment.
Even though an entire measure is substituted for another, it is necessary afterwards to vote on adopting the
measure. Substitution is only a form of amendment and
may be used, so long as germane, whenever amendments
are in order.
2. An amendment, striking out the entire bill following
the enacting clause and substituting a new bill, does not
violate a constitutional provision that amendments may
not change the original purpose of an act, unless the
substitution changes the original purpose of the act.
3. The method of substituting an entirely new bill by
amendment, when the changes by way of amendment are
strictly germane to the original, is not unconstitutional,
is in accord with universal legislative procedure, and it
is not necessary that such a bill, which has been read a

See Sec. 7~$, Three Readinpi of dmended Billt.

Sec, 418, Alternative Propositions—Filling Blanks
~. Procedure on Filling Blanks
1. The method adopted in filling blanks has sometimes
a great advantage over ordinary amendment. In amending, the last proposition made is the first one voted on ;
whereas, in filling blanks, the first proposition made, or
name proposed, is voted on first, except where, from the
nature of the case, another order is preferable, and then
that order may be adopted.
2. When alternative propositions are submitted, they
are treated, not as separate amendments, but as independent propositions, to be voted on successively.
B. Filling Blanks Wtith. Names
3. When a name is to be selected, the presiding officer
repeats the names as they are proposed so all may hear
them, and finally takes a vote on each name, beginning
with the first proposed, until one receives a majority vote.
When several names are to be selected, and no more names
are suggested than required, the names may be inserted
without a vote on each name. If more names are suggested
than are required, a vote is taken on each name, beginning
with the first proposed, until enough to fill the blanks
have received a majority vote. If the number of names is
not specified, a vote is taken on each name suggested, and
all that receive a majority vote are inserted.

Section 119—
Paragraph 1—
Cuehins's Legislative Aesemblies, Sec. 1358; Stnrgie, p. 186 ;
Jeffeeaon, Sec. RRXV ; Cushing, Sec. 88; Aeed, Sec. 156;
N. Y. Manual, p. 408.
ParaRraDh 2—
Aeitzammer v. Deaha Roed Improvement District No. 2
(1919), 139 Ark. 188; 213 S.W. 773; State v. Miller (18'S4),
3 Ohio 8t. 475; Nelson v. Heywood County (1892),91 Tenn.
598, 20 S.W. 1; State v. Cox (1920), 105 Neb. 176, 178 N.W.
913; Brake v. Caliison (1930), 122 Fed. 722.
Fara6raph 3—
Stete v. Coz (1920), l0u Neb. 175, 178 N.W. 912; Hood v.
City of Wheeling (1920), 86 1O. Va. 578, 102 3.E. 269;
Aced, Sec. 158.

Section 418—
Cuehin`'e Legislative Assemblies, Secs. 1354, 1355 ;Jefferson,
Sec. X%ICIII ; Sturgis, p. 185; Cuahin~, Seca. 84-87 ;Hughes,
Seca. 413,414 ;Reed, Sec. 154 ; N. Y. Manual, p. 422.
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~. Alternative propositions or the filling of Ulai~ks ai•e
also treated somewhat differently from other amendments, in that different names or numbers for filling the
blanks may be proposed by any number of members, no
one proposing more than one name or number for each
place, except by general consent.
5. Filling blanks with names is like making nominations. Any number may be pending at the same time, not
as amendments to each other, but as independent propositions, to be voted on in the order in which they were
made until one of the number to be selected receives a
majority vote.
C. Filling Blanks With amounts or Time
6. When filling blanks with amounts or time, it should
first be considered whether the greater includes the lesser,
and when the greater does include the lesser, the question
of the greatest number or longest time should be put first.
When the greater does not include the lesser, the smallest
number or shortest time should be put first. Thus, if the
purchase of specific property is under consideration, the
offer of a larger sum includes a smaller sum, for if a
certain sum were offered, the offer of any smaller sum
would be more acceptable. The question should first be
put on largest sums proposed, otherwise there could be
no agreement on the amount which would be offered, for
the lowest sum would be moat acceptable, and its approval
would preclude further effort to reach a practical offer.
If, however, the question were, for example, the price to
be asked for property to be sold, the greater would not
include the lesser, because if any specific amount would
be acceptable, in this ease, it would not mean that any
lesser amount would be acceptable. In this case, the ques-
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largest sum proposed would be most acceptable and would
be appro~•ed, and it would be impossible to reach the concensus of the body as to the proper amount.
7. The more usual practice in Congress in filling
blanks, wliere several amounts are submitted, is to propose an amendment to an amendment, and a substitute,
and an amendment to the substitute, if as many as four
separate propositions are submitted.
D. Blanks Should First Be Filled
8. When propositions containing blanks are introduced, these must be filled before other motions to amend
are entertained.
Sec. 419. Debate on Amendments
1. The motion to amend a debatable question is debatable and subject to the previous question. ran amendment to a question which is not debatable is not itself
debatable.
2. A member who has spoken on a main question may
also speak on an amendment, because an amendment presents a new question.
3. The previous question, when qualifications are permitted, and motions to limit or extend the limits of debate
may be applied to an amendment, or to only an amendment of an amendment, and in such ease they do not affect
the main question.
Sec. 450. Statement of Question on Amendments
1. When the presiding o~cer states the question on tpe
amendment, he should repeat the motion,in detAil, so that
all may understand what modification is proposed.
3ecttoa ~19—

$tur~ia, p. 184 ; HuQ6ee, Sep. 381, 431.
10—L-6783
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2. 1Vhen amendments are submitted in writing they
should be read as submitted.
3. When an amendment is clifficiilt to understand or
upon request of a member the provision to be amended
may be read, then the «~ords to be inserted may be read
and then those to be stricken out and finally tl~e provision
is read as it «~ould be if the amendment is adopted.
Sec. 421. Vote Required on Amendments
1. An amendment of a pending question requires only
a majority vote for its adoption, even though the question
may require atwo-thirds, or other vote greater than a
majority, for adoption. Thus, amendments proposed to
the constitution or the rules may be amended by a

Sec. 423
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Seo, 423. Equivalent Amendments
1. Where questions are equivalent, so that the negatice of the one amounts to the affirmative of the other,
and leaves no other alternative, the decision on the one
amendment necessarily precludes the other. Thus, the
negative of striking out amounts to the agirmative of
agreeing, and, therefore, to put a question on agreeing
after one on striking out, would in effect be to put the
same question twice. This rule does not apply to the question of amendments between the two houses, A motion to
recede being negatived, does not amount to a positive
vote to insist, because there is another alternative which
is to adhere.
Section 423—
Jeffereon, Sec. YX%VIII;Cushing, Sec. 251.

majority vote, although the amendments require a twothirds vote for adoption.

2. The failure of one house of a legislature to pass a
bill on the first vote by the vote necessary to make certain of its provisions effective does not amount to aii
amendment striking out those provisions.
Sec. 452. Amendment After Governor's Oertiflcate
1. When a certificate of necessity of immediate passage
is required from the governor, in a particular case, a
bill can be amended by either house after the certificate
has been issued by the governor.
Section 420—
Cushing's Leeielative Assemblies, Sec. 1341; JNiferacm, $ec.
XXXV ; Sturgis, p. 160 ; Reed, Sec. 1a8.
9ectton ~21—
Para~raph 1—
Sturgis, p. 185; Hughes, Secs. 381, 401.
Paragraph 2—
State v. Steen (1927), 55 N. D. 239, 212 N.W. 843.
Section 422—
People ez eel. Surham Realty Company v. La Fetre (1921),
1&S N. Y. Snpp. 838.
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CHAPTER 40

MOTION TO POSTPONE INDEFINITELY
Sec. 430. IIse of Motion to Postpone Indefinitely
1. The object of this motion is not to postpone, but to
reject the main motion without incurring the risk of a
direct vote on it, or to avoid a recorded vote on a measure.
The motion is in effect a motion to reject the main
question. This motion may be applied only to main motions.
2. Wien a motion to postpone a question indefinitely is
adopted, the effect is to prevent any further discussion of
the question during the session.
3. A further effect of making this motion is to enable
members who have exhausted their right to debate on
the main question to speak again, as, technically, the
question before the house is different.
4. A motion to postpone a question beyond the time at
which it can be considered, as beyond the adjournment
of a town meeting, is equivalent to complete disapproval
and should be treated as a motion to postpone indefinitely.
5. The motion to postpone indefinitely can be applied
to nothing but main questions, which include questions of
privilege and orders of the day after they are before the
body for consideration,
Section 430—
ParaeraDh 1—
Sturgis, p. 176; Eiughes, Secs. 325, 328; Tilson, p. 88; Cuehing, Sec. 67; Reed, Sec. 121; Wood v. Mllton (1908), 197
111ese. 531,84 N.E. 332.
ParagrcDh 2—
Zeiler v. Central Ry. Co. (1898), 84 Md. 304, 3b Atl. 932;
Hughce, Sec. 322; Cushing, Secs. 87, 180 ; Reed, Sec. 121;
N. Y. Manuel, 19489, p. 433; Tilson, p. 88.
Paragraph!—

wooa o. nt~icon ~isoa~, is~r ntn~. asi, s4 x.~. ~2.

Paragraph S8tur~ia, p. 178.
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Sec, 431, Precedence of Motion to Postpone
IndeSnitely
1. The motion to postpone indefinitely takes precedence
of nothing eacept the main motion to which it is applied,
and yields to all privileged, incidental, and other sub- ~sidiary motions.
Sec. 433. Form of Motion to Postpone Indefinitely
1. The usual form of the motion to postpone is,"I move
that consideration (or further consideration) of the
question (further identifying it when necessary) be indefinitely poetpon,ed." Any amendment which would
postpone a question beyond the session, or until too late
to be considered at the session or until too late to be
effective, is, in fact, a motion to postpone indefinitely.
The presiding officer should state such motions in their
proper form—as motions to postpone indefinitely.
Sec. X33. DRotion to Postpone Indefinitely Opens Main
Qneetion to Debate
1. The motion to postpone indefinitely is debatable and
opens the main question to debate. This is because any
motion, which proposes to make a final disposition of a
q~iestion, opens the merits of the question to debate.
Section 4318turgie, p. 176; Hushes, Sec.322; Cushing, Sec. 87a; Tileon,
p. 87.
3ectton 432—
Sturgie, p. 178; Hn~ha, Sec. 322; Cwhin~, Sec. 70.
3eotfon 4si-8tnrsi~, D. 1T7; Sa[he~, Sec. 322; N. Y. Manaal, 1948-19,
p. 442; Cn~hin~, Sec. 87a ;Aced, Sec. 122,ZOl:TiLon, p. 88.
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Sec. 434

Sec. 434. Application of Subsidiary Motions to IndeflnitePostponement
1. The motion to postpone indefinitely cannot be
emended nor have any other subsidiary motion applied to
it, except the previous question and motions closing, limiting, or extending the limits of debate. The previous question, when applied to this motion, does not affect the main
question or other pending motions.
2. The motion to postpone indefinitely states a simple
proposition in its simplest form and it is, therefore, not
amendable. To amend such a motion as to duration, to be
of any effect, would change it from a motion to suppress
into a motion to defer, which is not permitted.
3. ~Phen s measure is referred to committee while a motion to postpone inde$nitely is pending, the motion is defeated, as the reference to committee is incompatible with
indefinite postponement.
4, When a motion to postpone indefinitely is lost, the
main question may be suppressed by the previous question,
or may be committed, or amended, or have other like motions applied to it, as though the motion to postpone indefinitely had never been made.
Section 434—
Para~raph 19turgia, p. 178 ; Hughes, Sec. 322 ; Reed, Sec. 184. gee also

Cuahin`, Sec. 177.
Para~raPd 2—
Cuehin~'e Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 1523; Cushing, Seca.

178-178; 9turgie, p. 177;Reed, Seca. 122, 201; N. Y. Manual,
1948-49, p. 433.
Parasraph 4—
JeRereon, Sec. XRRIII; Cnehine, Sec. 180.

Sec.~133
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sec. 43b. Vote Required to Postpone Indefinitely
1. ~i majority ~~ote of the members votinc is required
for the adoption of the motion to postpone indefinitely.
Sec. 438, Renewal and Reconsideration of Motion to
Postpone IndeSnitely
1. In legislative bodies where the motion to postpone
indefinitely is used for the final disposition of lenislation
it is treated as a main motion. In such bodies the motion
to postpone indefinitely may not be renewed, even though
the motion has been amended since the indefinite postponement was previously moved.
2, The general practice in American legislative bodies
appears to be to permit the motion to reconsider to be
applied to a vote on the motion to postpone indefinitely.
In Congress it was provided by rule that a question which
has been indefinitely postponed could not be acted upon
again at tl►e same session and though that provision has
been repealed the the same practice continues,
Section 436—

Sturgis, p. 1T8; Hughes, Sec. 322.
Section 436—
Paragraph 1—
Cushing's Legislative .lasemblies, Sec. 1447; Sturgis, p. 178,

but see Fiughee, Sec. 322.
Paragraph 2—

Cushini;'s f.esislative Assemblies, Sec. 1447; See also Hughes,
Seca. 322320,

~

DIVISION 4

MAIN MOTIONS
CHAPTER 41

THE MAIN MOTION
Sec. 440. What Are Main Motions
1. The term "main motion" is used in its broad sense
to include any proposition or matter of business presented
to the body for its consideration. As a convenience, the
term "main motion" is applied to all propositions of
this type, whether they be bills in a state legislature,
ordinances, or orders in a local legislative body, or
whether they be any question presented for the final determination of the body in any other form. A main motion
presents an item of business to a deliberative body for its
action or decision.
2. Main motions are distinguished from the many procedural motions like the motion to adJourn or to lay on
the table or postpone, which relate to what the body will
do or how it will proceed with its real business which is
the consideration of main motions.
Sec, 441. Form of Presenting ~Sain Motions
1. The main motion may be presented in any of several
forms, the more usual being: to adopt, to pass, to approve,
to ratify, to confirm, to concur, to appoint, to elect; or the
main question may also be presented in such forms as ; to
reject, to repeal, to rescind, to annul, to remove from office,
or to refuse to concur.
Section 441—

Cuehiug'e LeQielntive Asaembliee, Secs. 1279-1281; Sturgis,
Dp. 167, 168.
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'l. llaiii motions, for roi~coni~~nce iit refcreuce, are also
occasionally classified into the ur~livar~• main motion,
~vhieh presents n direct item of business, and certain other
forms of main motions which are so ~~•idel~• used that they
have acquired a special ud►ne aria, on ocet~~ioi►, special rules
applicable to them. This latter group of motions is some•
times referred to as specific main motions because these
motions ha~•e become dift'ereutiated from the regular tti•pe
of main motion.
3. The most common t~•pes of specific main motions are
the
motion to take from the table (or to resume consideratiun).

the motions to reconsider, the motion to rescind, acid

4. There is another t~•pe of classification oC maiu motiuns
which is rather widely used and frequently is of con~~enienee. This is the classification into main motions proper,
which deals essentially kith substauti~•e matte►~s, and inci~lental main motio►is, which are motions of a procedural
nature and which are classified as main motions unly because they take preceden~~~ as main motions. ~~otions of
this type are to set a future elate for adjournment, to create aspecial order in~~ol~•ing u question not then under
consideration, to provide for future recess, to ~~ithdra~~•
bills from committee, to take from the table, to pass on calendar or file, to dispense with constitutional r~aclin~s, un~l
to suspe~id the rules fur busi~iess not then pei~~liii~,
5. These motio►~s are procedural motions, but relate
to questions of procedure not having a higher precedence
than main motions; and so while the3• are, in fact, nut
main motions in the sense they present items of business,
they are classified as main motions in any classification
based upon precedence.

Sec. 442
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6. The motions to reconsider and to rescind, because
of their complexity, require extensive treatment and are
considered in separate chapters.
Sec, 442. Precedence of Main Motions
1. lfain motions of all kinds, including incidental motions, take the lowest order of precedence. They are not in
order when other business is pending. If offered out of
order they need not be entertained b~• the presiding officer,
and their consideration at that time is defeated by one
objection. Any of these motions map, of course, be considered by unanimous consent when other business is
pending, or they may be taken up at any tune under suspension of the rules.
Sec. 443. Motion to Ratify
1. The motion to ratify is a main motion, and is used
when it is desired to confirm or make valid some action
which requires the approval of the body.
2. A legislative body can ratify only such actions of its
ufficers, committees, or delegates, as it had the right to
authorize in advance. It cannot ratify or make valid anything done in violation of the constitution.
3. This motion is debatable and opens the entire question to debate.
4. A motion to ratify may be amended by substituting
a motion to disapprove or to censure, and vice versa, when
the action has been taken by an officer or other representative of the body.
se~aoa +~a—
Hu~hea, Sec. 444; Sturgis, p, 180.
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Sec. 444

Sec. 444. Motion to Ezpnnge
1. ~Phere it is desired not only to rescind an action, but
to express very strong disapproval, legislative bodies have
voted to rescind the objectionable action and expunge it
from the record. tiVhen a record has been expunged, the
secretary or clerk should cross out the words, or draw a
line around them, in the original minutes and write across
them the words, "Expunged b~• order of the Senate (or
House or Council)," giving the date of the order. This
statement should be signed by the chief clerical officer.
The words expunged must not be so blotted as not to be
readable, as otherwise it would be impossible to determine
whether more was expunged than ordered. tiVhen the minutes are printed or published the expunged portion is
omitted.
2. This motion has no privileged status, but ranks as a
main motion and follows the rules of a main motion.
Sec. 446. Motion to Adjourn Sine Die
1. When a state legislature is duly con~•ened, it cannot
be adjourned sine die nor be dissolved except in the regu.
lar legal manner, and an adjournment from day to day
cannot have that effect,
2. A motion or resolution to adjourn sine die or to fix
the time to adjourn sine die, or any motion to adjourn
which would have the effect of dissolving a legislative body
Section 441—
Paragrayh 1—

Sturgie, p. 168; Hughes, Sec. 474.
Section 445—
Paragraph 1—
Cuehing's Legislative Aesembliea, Sec. 254.
Paragraph 2—

Tefferron, Sec. LI; Reed, Sec. 170; Cushing, Seca. 13Tb, 139;
Tilson, p. 57 ; N. Y. ~isnuni, p. 403.

Sec. 445
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without provision for another meeting, presents a main
question and is subject to debate, amendment, and all the
subsidiary motions.
3. A motion to adjourn sine die has the effect of closing
tt►e session and terminating all unfinished business before
the house, and all legislation pending upon adjournment
sine die expires with the session, while a motion to adjourn
from day to day does not destroy the continuity of a session and unfinished business simply takes its place on the
calendar o£ the succeeding day.
4. The houses of a legislature may make their records
show that all their business was transacted before the time
fixed for final adjournment.
5. Committees, specially authorized, may sit after adjournmentsine die.
Section 446---Continued
Paragraph 3—
JeQeraon, Sec. LI ; Caching, Seca. 139, 140.
ParagraDh 4—

Earneet v. 5arcent (1915), 20 N. ~i. 427; 150 Pac. 1018.
ParagraDh 6—

Jefferoon, Sec. LI.
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Sec, 4~0

MOTION TO RECONSIDER

Sec. 451. What Actions Cannot Be Reconsidered
1. 1n action cannot be reconsidered when for any reason it is not possible to cancel, nullify or void the action
previously taken. In general, the action cannot be canceled
or made ineffective ~chen vested rights ha~•e been acquired
as a result of the action, or ~~•hen rights cannot be constitutioually or legally taken a~~•x~•, ~r ~~•heu the subject is
be~•~~n~l tt~e control or out of reac~lt of the body taking the
original action, or when it mad• be i~ihibited from acting
b~• the requirement of a notice.
2. The motion to reconsider is not applied to procedural
motions as a more direct and simple proceclurc is available.

Sec. 460, Rightto Reconsider
1. Every legislative or administrative body has the inherent right to reconsider a vote on an action previously
taken by it, with certain exceptions.
2. When not otherwise provided by la~v, all public
bodies have a right during the session to reconsider action
taken by them as they think proper and it is the final
result only that is to be regarded as the thing done.
Section I50Para`rayh 1-

Ace SeC. ~~G, P~'ocedurol Ilotions :ire Vo! fiubject to Reconaideration, and Sec. X57, ,Sub~tantie•e .11oliona .tre Subject
to Reeonaidera~ion.

Sec. 4b2. Vested Rights Cannot Be Affected by Reconsideration-Contracts
1. A motion to reconsider is not in order when reconsideration cannot be made effective. Tlie following are
examples of decisions of courts on the right to reconsider.
2. When an at~'irmative vote of a deliberative body is
in the nature of a contract or has the effect of ratifying
R contract, and the other party to the contract has been
~

Section 1G0--Continued
Paragraph 3-

gay Jewelry Co. v. Board (1940), 305 Mnss. 581, 27 N.E.
2d 1.

Par~raDh 2-

Crawiord ~. Gilchrist (1912),84 Fln. 41,59 So. 983; State v.
Foster (1823), 7 N. J. L. 101; People v. Davie (1818), 284
Ill. 439,120 N.E.328; Netll v. w8~a ~ia3o>,183 Vk 117,1:,3
AV. 219; Gouldey v. City Council of Atlantic City (1889),
83 N. J. L. 637, 42 Atl. 8b2; State v. Van Busl~irk (1878),
40 N. J. L. 993; Stiles v. Lambertville (1906), 73 N. J. 7..
90, 82 Atl. 288.
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3. The reconsideration of a negati~•e vote on final action
is as proper as a reconsideration of a fa~•orable vote.

CHAPTER 42

ReiQ v. Connor (1&49), 10 Ark, 241; McConoughey v, Jeckeon (1884), 101 Cal. 285, 25 Pac. 883; Crawford v. Gilchrist
(1912), 84 P7a. 41, 58 So. 983; Red v. Augusta (1858), 25'
Ga. 388; People v. Davie (1918), 284 Ill. 439, 120 N.E. 328;
Greenwood ~. State (1902), 159 Ind. 287, 64 N.E. 849; Wingert ~. 9nouQer (1808), 134 Iowa 97, 108 N.W. 1035; Higgine v. Curtis (1888), 39 San. 283, 18 Pac. 207; Bigelow
v. Fiiliman (1854), 37 Me. 52; Beker v, Cushman (1879),
127 Meee. lOb; Allen v. Taunten (1837), 1D Pick. (Mass.)
486 ; Nnesely v. 3eginaw (1994),101 Jiich. 532,60 N.~~. 48 ;
FVitheropoon v. 9tnte (1925), 138 Mine. 310, 103 So. 134;
$fate v. Footer (1823),7 N. J. L. 101 ;Whitney v. Van Buekirk (1878), 40 N. J. L. 483; Styles v. Lambertville (1905),
73 N. J. L. 90,82 Atl. 288; Eine v, 9ummere (1923),(N. Y.)
205 App. Dig. 891, 199 N. Y. 9upp. 644; Adkins v. Toledo
(1906), 8 Ohio Cir. Ct. N. 9. 933; Commonwealth v. Pitta•
burgh (18,ri0), 14 Pa. 17T; Eetey v. Starr (1884), 58 Vt. 890;
Tetley v. Vancouver (1897),5 B. C.278; Re De War (1905),
10 Ont. L. 993.
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Section 451ParaBrayh 1Cushing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 1218; Sturgis, p. 182;

Reed, See. ?04.
Section 162Parcaraph 2-

,

Brown v. Winteraport (1887), i~J die, 305, U Atl. 844.
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notified of the vote or the contract has become effective,
the vote cannot thereafter be canceled or voided by reconsideration.
3. When a valid claim has been properly presented to
a board of trustees of a municipal corporation and allowed
and approved, and their action has been accepted by the
claimant, it becomes a valid and binding contract which
cannot be rescinded or voided except for such causes as
invalidate other contracts.
4. When a municipality or one of its bodies or depart_
ments has lawfully adopted a policy or has resolved to
proceed in a certain way, and that policy or action has
been carried out, it cannot be rescinded or changed
though a different policy or action might originally have
been equally valid. This statement was made with reference to procedure For issuance of bonds.
5. A vote of a town which resulted in a contract cannot
afterward be rescinded or reconsidered.
6. A town, like an individual, may change its purposes
and may express that change by its vote and, unless some
right in another has been acquired or has vested under
its action, no one can complain of the change.

Sec. ~l53
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nothing has been done under the ~•ote f subscription o
railway stock).
8. The general rule is that the governing body of
municipal corporation has the power, if rested rights ar=
not thei•ebp interfered with and the rights of third parties
ha~'e not intervened, to rescind action pre~•iously taken.
Formal consideration and recision are ~enerally unnecessary where the course afterwards pursued is inconsistent
with that formerly adopted.
9. Generally, where no rights of third persons have
attached, a municipal corporation has power to reconsider or rescind any action previously taken.
10. Any legislative body may reconsider and rescind
8 proposition once adopted if no vested interest is affected
thereby and where the legislative power resides in the
inhabitants of a village, they may take such action.
11. A vote upon a reconsideration need not be taken
either at the same or the neat succeeding meeting, but may
be taken at any time before the rights have intervened in
pursuance of the vote taken or before the status quo has
been changed.

i. A town can rescind a vote taken at a previous meeting when no ,rights of third parties have vested and

Sec. 4b3. Election or Confirmation of Officers
1. No vote on the election of an officer can be reconsidered after the acceptance and qualification of the

Section 452~onUnued
Para6taph 3—
~IcConoug6ev v. Jackson (184D1), 101 Qal. 285. 25 Pac. 863.
Paragraph 4—
Schie~elin v. Hylan (1919),174 N. Y. Sapp. 508,
Paragraph b—
Coz v. Town of Jtount Tabor (1888), 41 Vt.28.
Paragraph 6—
Stoddard v. Gilman (1860), 22 Vt. 588; Coz v. Town of
illount Tabor (1888), 41 Vt. 28; Estey v. Starr (1884), b8
Vt. 890 ; Neill v. Wnrd (1930), 183 ~t. 117, 153 Atl. 219.
Pars~raph 7—
Eetey v. Starr (1884),56 ~'t. 890.
'

Section 452—Continued
Paragraph 8—
Greenwood v. State, (1902), 159 Ind. 267, 64 N.E. &49.
Paragraph 9-Ftoet v. Hoar (1932), 85 N. H. 442, 160 Atl. 51.
Paraersph 10—
In re ElS (1923), 199 N. Y. Sapp, 544.
ParaQraDh 11—
Ad~ine v. Toledo (1905), 8 Ohio Cir. Ct, N. S. 433.
8ectlon 163—
Para~raph 19tnte v. Tyrrell (1914), 158 ~Vis. 425, 149 N.W. 280; State
v. Duller (1800), Q2 Ohio St. 438, u7 N.E. 227; Regina v.
Donoshae (iesa~, 15 UpP. Can, Q. B. 4~.
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officer. The follo«~in; are intitance~ of court decisions in~•olcin~ tl~e election or confirniatiou of officers.
2. ~~ hen a Person leas been elected to membership or
office, if the meii~ber or officer is present and does not
decline, ~,r if abseul anal has learned of his election in
file usual ~~•a~• and leas not declined, it is too late to
reconsider.
.3, :1ti r~Poiiihnent or confirmation to ofi'ice is complete
rn~ p~rf~rmance of the act re~nired of the person or body
~•ested ~~•ith appniutin~ po~~•er. But before an~~ action is
taken tiiicler a ~•ot~ to confirm or el~et, the ~•ote can be
reconsidered.
-~. .1 state senate may recomi~ler an ttffirntati~~e vote
confirmin_ or approc•ine an aPpoi~itment to office pro-

~•ided the motion eras made at the pc~>~er tiiue.
5.:~ joint nieetin, oe a~i~~~c~s reprPSPntin~ clifferant
~rottps can reconsicicr a ~•ote ou election of an ot~icer at
the same or at a►~ adjourned meeting pro~•ided no right
had ~•estecl.
6. ~ rote ou an election is subject to reconsideration
at any time before the close of the meeti~i~ at which taken.
Section ISJ—Continued
Paragraph 'L—
\\'ooQ v. Cutter (1884), 138 Jiass. 14fl.
Paragraph 9—
\1'ithecspnnn ~•. fitnte (192:1, 13R \[iss. 310. ]03 Ro. 134;
~tturney General ~•. Oakm~w (1~J31), 136 Atich. 717, 5G \.\t'.
1:~1.
PnraBraph 4—
:~tronie~• Gener~il v. Oakm:in (1A01), (nlso cited as Dust ~~.
nakmnn l , 126 Mich. 717, 96 N. V. 1~1; People v. Davis
(1018), 284 Ill. 439, 120 ~I.~, 326; Stnte v. Foster (1823),
T \..i. L. 101; \Vhitney ~•. ~":ui Rusl;irl: (1S7R), X10 \. J. L.
467 ; R'itherspoon e. State (1925);138 \iiss. 310, 103 So. 134.
Paragraph 5—
Iir~ker ~•. Cushman (19701. 127 Mass. 10~; Reed ~•. Deerfield
(1900), li6 1lass. 4i3, 57 N.1:. ~J61.
Paragraph 6—
Allen v. Morton (1~J10), 94 Ark. 405, 127 9.W. 4b0.
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7. Where an election is not complete until a certificate
of election is issued a mote on the election can be reconsidered until the issuance of the certificate.
8. When the rules pro~~ide specifically a time during
which a motion to reconsider mad• be made, the confirmation does not become final and a motion to recou5ider may
be made until that time has passed.
9. A motion to reconsider a cote by ~vhieh a nomination
was confirmed is not in order after the nomination
affected has passed out of the possession of the house.
10. When the appointing power (whether an executive,
a board, a court or legislative body) has the power of
removal it may reconsider an appointment at any time
and appoint a successor to the office.
Sec. 4b4. Subject of Reconsideration Must Be Within
Control of Bodp
1. A measure may not be reconsidered u~iless it is in the
possession of the body. In a bicameral legislative body a
measure which has been sent to the other house must be
returned before a reconsideration can be effecti~•e.
Section 453—Continued
Paragraph 7—
Conger v. Gilmer (1867), 32 Cal. 75.
Paragraph 81Vitherspoon v. State (1925), 138 \Iis9. 310, 10:i 50. 134.
Paragraph 9—
~1. Y. Manunl, 1948~T, p. 893.
Paragraph 10—
Rtate a•, shirr (1fl08), 78 Conn. 638, G3 Ati. 41'2.
Section 464-Fa[a~r4Dh 1—
Cuahing's Legislative Aseembliee, Sec. 127-1.
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2. ~ vote refusing to confirm an appointment by the
uaecutive cannot be reconsidered after notice of the action
has been transmitted to the executive.
3. After a bill has passed a legislative body and has
become a law it is contrary to all parliamentary law
and precedent for such body to attempt to reconsider
such final action as shown by adjournment of the body
and the promulgation of its act.
Sec. 46b. Reconsideration Cannot Be IIsed to Defeat
Requirement of Notice
1. ~'Vhen notice is required for amendment of the rules,
though amendments have been made pursuant to legal
notice, the body at a subsequent meeting cannot reconsider its action and take other action without complying
with the rules requiring notice.
2. When a notice ie required for an election, a deliberative body cannot, by reconsideration, bring the question
again before itself and proceed with the election without
giving the required notice,
3. When notice or petition is required for malting
changes in roads, a county court, which has regularly
vacated an old road and established a new highway in
lieu thereof, cannot, at a subsequent term, vacate the
3ectton 45~--Continued
Para~raPh 2—

N. Y. Manual, 1948-47, p. 893.
Patss'raph 3—

Ashton v. City of Rochester (1891), 80 Hun. (N, Y.) 372,
14 N. Y. Supp. 855, affirmed 1892, 133 N. Y. 187, 31 N.~.
344 ;State v. Van Buskirk (1878),40 N. J. L.483.
9ectton 466—
PacasraDh t—

People v. Batchelor (1880), 22 N. Y. 128, 28 Barb. 310.
ParasraDh 3—

ReiG v. Conner (1849), 10 Arfc. 241.
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order and re-establish the old road without giving the
notice required in such eases.
Sec. 466. Procedural Motions Are Not8nbject to
reconsideration

=

1. Under the rules of parliamentary law, the procedura
motions such as: to recess, to lay on the table, and tc
refer to committee are not subject to reconsideration. Thy
reason is that, where reconsideration would otherwise
be justified, there is a more simple, direct way of accom
plishing the purpose of reconsideration. Generally, whet
procedural motions are not adopted, they may be renewec
whenever there has been intervening business or the sit
uation is so changed that the body might reasonably react
a different decision; and, when the motions have carried
changed conditions may be met by appropriate nea
motions. `Vhen, for example, a motion has been laid on thf
table, it can, at a proper time, be taken from the table
and when a motion has been referred to committee it car
be withdrawn.
Sec. 467. Substantive Propositions Are Subject to
~teconsideration
1. Main motions, amendments to main motions, pri~~i

leged motions, when involving substanti~~e questions
and appeals are subject to reconsideration. These al
involve questions more basic than the simple procedura:
motions. The questions presented for determination by
these motions usually require decisions of a more permanent nature. It is essential that the bodies be able tc
make final decisions on these questions, otherwise it would
be possible for a minority to obstruct execution of the
Section 456—

Cue6ine, Sec. 253; Sturgis, p. 162.
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Sec. 458

will of the majority.But, lest the action might have been
taken inadvertently, without adequate information, or
without mature consideration, the vote on these propositions is subject for a limited time to reconsideration.
2. To prevent abuse of the motion to reconsider, the
same question cannot be reconsidered a second time.
R'heii a motion has been so changed as to present a substantially different proposition, it can be reconsidered
again in the new form.
sec. 4b8, Consideration of Measures Returned
by Ezecutive Veto
1. When an eaecutive returns a bill or ordinance to
a legislative body «•ith his objections (veto), the Further
consideration of the measure is not itself a reconsideration in the parliamentary sense. A vote taken on further
consideration of the measure, whether in the affirmative
or negative, can be reconsidered.
Sec. 469. Reconsideration inrelation to Aationa
of the Other $once
1. In a two-house legislative body, either house has the
right to reconsider its own actions provided that no rights
have vested in pursuance of the first action.
2. A rule of one house of a legislature relating to reconsideration of a measure once acted upon by that house
Section 458—
Nevins v. S~ringAeld (1917), 227 blase. 538, 118 N.E. 881;
Kay Jewelry Co. v. Board (1940), 305 Maea. 581, 27 N.E.
2d 1 ; 3tnte v, Lewis (1938), 181 9. C. 10, 188 9.E. 825.
Section 459—
Paragraph 1—
.'.dkine v. Toledo (1905), 8 Ohio Cir. Ct. N. S. 433.
PangraDh 2—
Leser v. fiarnett (1921), 130 :~Id. 48, 114 Atl. 840, aH'irmed
258 U. 9. 180.

~~~~•• a~~~~

~~~~~11i~~ 'I'~~ R(~:~v~\~ll~l~:it

:;It

rocs i►ot pre~•eiit recousi~lcrati~ni ~~t tli~~ .xuie tiubj~~~~t
n~attor wlieu embo~lic~l i» a bill car ro,ulntinii cuuiiu~ fr~~nt
the uth~•r house.
3. ~Z'I~ere a bill has been passed b~• butii l~uiises anal rc~turne~l to the house of its ori~~iu the utl~er huutie e:tuuut
reconsider its ~•ote paasin~ the bill tuiless the bill is first
returned to its control, as it leas uo Po5se5siou or coutrul
o~~er tl~e bill, and if the house of origin rcfu~es to return it,
the ~•ote to reconsider will riot iuil~t~ir the ~•xlidit~~ of
the act.
4. t1 defeat in one house of a proposition, notwithstandingthe rule that a measure defeated and ~►ot recun,idered
is fin~il for the session, sloes not affret letionti t'roni the
other house since the t~vo proposals originating iii clifferent houses do not constitute one measure.
5. ~Yhen two houses are meeting in a joint se~siuu, the}•
have the right, so lon; as they are in session, to reconsider
any question which they ha~~e hacl before them or and• ~•otc
which they ha~•e taken,
Sec. 460, Regulation of Motion to Reconsider by Rules
1. The riel~t of a legislative Uocly to uial:e rifles to ~o~•ern its own proceecliiics iuclu~tes the ri~slit to prescriUe tl~r
use of and reculate the procedure applicable to tli~ m~ti~~ii
Sectfo~ 4u9—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Smitli v. 1ltitchell (1911), 80 ~V. V:i. d51, i3 ti,I:. ;;,;~,
Paragraph 4—
i,r.~~e v. (:nrnr~tt f1D211, 13!l old. ~1f. Iii :~H. x-10, affirmed
'.3S ti. S. 130.
Paragraph 5—
`tnte v. Foster (1632), 7 \. J. T.. 101 ; 1~ither.~~~~ou ~•, Stnt~~
(19~),138 Aliss. 310, 103 So. 13~.
Section ~GO1'aragr~ph 1—
Nevine v, 8peinaSeld (191i),22T Mass.;~43, 116 ~1.E. 831.
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Sec. -~Gl

to reconsider. If the law does not forbid, a local legislative body may adopt its own rules of procedure governing
the right of reconsideration.
`?.Aboard of county commissioners has the power
to make reasonable rules and regulations for the go~•ernment of its proceedings and, in the absence of proof to the
contrary, a reconsideration of its actions taken on a former
day of the same session on any matter before the board
Rill be presumed to have been inconformity with the rules
and regulations.
3. When a state senate duly determines that the passage
by it of a measure has been reconsidered, such determination is binding on the courts and such reconsideration
nullifies the vote of adoption, and the measure has the
status of a pending matter in the senate.
4. A motion to reconsider rests exclusively in the dis-

eretion of a body whose action it is proposed to reconsider
and no other body or tribunal has a right to treat a reconsideration as void.

gec. 481
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taken has gone into effect or after it is too late for any
reason to reverse the action taken. It is also customary
to further limit by rule the time within which the motion
to reconsider can be made, This is sometimes limited to
the day on which the action was taken. bloat frequently
it is limited to the day on which the action was taken or
on the day following. Some legislative bodies allow the
motion to be made until the second day following the
vote and a few permit the motion to be made within the
neat three days after the vote was taken.
2. The courts do not support, at least insofar as it relates to official public bodies, the statement that as a rule
of parliamentary law the motion to reconsider may be
made only on the day the vote was taken or on the day
following. If it is desired to restrict the time within which
the motion may be made it should be done by rule. In
practice the right is closely restricted in time because
the motion cannot be made after the subject of the vote
is out of the possession of the body.

Sec, 461. When the Motion to Reconsider May Be Made

3. The rules frequently prohibit the making of a motion
to reconsider on the last day of a legislative session.

i. The motion to reconsider cannot be made after the
matter is out of the control of the body or after the action

4. A motion or a notice of a motion to reconsider is
sometimes permitted to interrupt a speaker.

Seetlon 460--Continued
Paragraph 2—

Fiiggine v. Curtis (1888), 38 San. 283, 18 Pac. 207.
Paragraph 3—

Crawford v. Gilchrist (1912), 64 Fls. 41, 59 30. 983.
Parasraph 1—

People v. Common Council, City of Roc6eeter (1871), 6
Lane. (N. Y.) 11.
9ectlon ~61—
Paragraph i—
Sturgis, p. 184 ; California Senate Rule No. 43; New York

Senate Role No. 30.

5. When an appeal has been decided and the subject
matter of the appeal disposed of, it is too late to move to
reconsider the vote on the appeal.
Section 481--Continued
Paragraph 2—

Cuehing, Sec. 255a.
Pani~aDh 4—

Aeed, Sec. 205 ; Hughee, Sec. 711; Cushing, Sec. 257.
ParngrsDh 6—

N. Y. Manunl, pp. 409, 478;Reed, Sec. 204,
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Sec. 462. Precedence of Motion to Reconsider
1. Thy uwtiuii to re~•oi»i~ler i.~~i't~~n ti~•rn:t hi~~h ~irrcr~leuce b~• rnle follo«•in~• the pra~rtic~~ iu l'oiigre~~. 1~'heii
no prececien~e is fisPd b}• rule it tnl:es l~reced~nce as an inci~leut~l ~uotic~n relating• to the maiui~r or urcler of oonsicleriii~ giiestioiis. \t"h~~ii :i notice ~~f the mutioil is requirecl the notice has the S:~m~ I~rece~lrnce as the making
of thc~ motion. in pri~•ate x~~oriarioii; the Practice of gig•in~~ hi~~l~ I~rerecleiuc to the 1llOt1011 to t'eCQl11l(ll'C Rnj1P8C`J

well established.
`?. Where the ~uotiun to reconsider, the motion to reconsider and enter in the journal for later consideration
(when that motion is allowed by a special rule), or the
notice of the motion to reconsider on the nest day, are
in order, the motions take precedence in the order stated.
Sec. 463. When the Motion to Reconsider May
Be donsidered
See also Ste..¢69.

1. Generally, a motion to reconsider may be brought up
for consideration whenever the subject to which the motion relates may be considered. This is usually when
new main motions may be considered. Sometimes motions
to reconsider are treated as unfinished business and considered in that order of business.
2. The rules mad require that a motion to reconsider
be placed on calendar for the follo~~~iiie day in order to
gi~~e notice to the members.
3. A notice of one day of the making of a motion to reconsider is required by rule in some bodies. When this is
Section ~62—

Stur~is, p. 184; Cushiug's Legislative ~eeembliea, Sec. 1288.
Section 163—

Sturs~s, p. 188; ~I. Y. Manual, 1948-49, p. 451.
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the practice the notice of the motion holds up any further
action as the result of the vote the same as though the motion to reconsider had bee~i made.
Sec, 464. Who May Move to Reconsider
1. It is a common practice to provide by rule that a
motion to reconsider can be made only by a member who
voted on the prevailing side of the question. This is so
frequently provided by rule that it is sometimes supposed
to be a rule of parliamentary law. Where it is required
by rule that the motion can be made only by a member
who voted on the prevailing side the purpose of the rule
is regularly defeated by a member of the minority voting
on the prevailing side, or changing his vote to that side,
in order to qualify him to move to reconsider. In any vote
except a roll call vote it is impossible to determine how
a member voted.
2. Some legislative bodies specifically provide by rate
that the motion to reconsider maybe made by any member.
3. Luther Cushing in his Law and Practice of Legislative Assemblies said : "Where there is no special rule
on the subject, a motion to reconsider may be made •••
by any member, precisely like any other motion, and subject to no other rules."
4. Parliamentary law does not restrict the making of
the motion to reconsider to a member who voted on the
prevailing side of a question sought to be reconsidered.
Section 184—
Para~raph 3-

8turgsn, p. 193; Tilsoa, p. 84; N. Y. Manunl, 1948-49, p. 451 ;
Cuehing'e Legislative Aeeemblies, Sec. 1288.
ParasraDh ~—
Cslifornin Senate Role No. 43;New Yort 9en~te Rale No. 30.
Parasl'aDh 3—
Cuehing'a Legislative Aeaembliee, Sec. 1288.
Para[raph 4-

8tarps, p. 183.
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5. The courts sustain reconsiderations made on the
motion of a member who voted on the losing side.

reconsider on the calendar, and the motion may be made
and considered at that place on calendar.

Sec. 46b. Form of Motion to Reconsider
1. Eaamples of forms of making this motion are as follows:"I move to reconsider the vote whereby House (or
Senate) Bill No. ___ was this day passed (or refused
passage)," or, when it is desired to reconsider the vote on
an amendment to a measure which has been passed, "I
move to reconsider the vote on the adoption of the resolution (describing when necessary) and on the amendment to strike out ________ and insert ________." When
no business is before the house, it may proceed to the consideration of the motion. When other business is before
the house, the presiding officer repeats the motion and it is
recorded in the minutes, and the house proceeds to the
business which was interrupted by the motion.

4. When a member desires to call up for consideration
a motion to reconsider, which was previously made, he
may obtain the floor at the appropriate order of business,
and say "I call up (or desire to call up) for consideration the motion to reconsider the vote whereby House
(or Senate) Bill No. ____ was passed (or refused passage)." When the motion is in order the presiding officer
announces the question and says "Will the FIouse (or
Senate) reconsider the vote whereby House (or Senate)
Bill No. ____ was passed (or refused passage)f"

2. When the practice is to give notice of the motion to
reconsider, the form of the notice may be "I give notice
that on the neat legislative day I will move to reconsider
the vote whereby Howse (or Senate) Bill No. ____ was
this day passed (or refused passage)."
3. Where the notice of motion is required, the actual
motion to reconsider is made in the same form as in the
other case, and the motion may be considered at the time
when made, if no business having a higher precedence is
under consideration. Where a notice of the motion is required, it is the practice to carry notices of motions to
3ectlon 464—Continued
Parsarapd 6—
Witherepoon v. State (1923), 138 Miss. 810, 103 So. 134;
People v. Common Council City of Rochester (1871),5 Lane.
(N. Y.) 11.
3actlon {669tursis, p. 181.

Sec. 488. Withdrawing and Renewing Motion to
Reconsider
1. The motion to reconsider cannot be withdrawn after
it is too late to make the motion eacept by unanimous
consent and if the motion to reconsider is lost it may be
renewed only by unanimous consent.
2. When a motion to reconsider is made, bnt its consideration is postponed, it may be called up for consideration by another member.
Sec, 487. ESect of Motion to Reconsider
1. The effect of making the motion to reconsider, or of
giving notice of the motion where that is the procedure,
is to suspend all action on the subject of the motion until
the reconsideration is acted upon.
Section 486—
Reed, Sec. 205; Stutgie~ P. 188.
9ectloa 467—
PatasraDh 19tate ~. Davis (1918), 284 Ill. 439, 120 :d.E. 328; Sturgis,
y. 186.
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2. When,for easmple, a motion to reconsider the vote
on the approval of appointments was made at the same
session at which it was taken and the question was then
laid on the table to be taken up later at the convenience
of the council in accordance with its rules, the question
of reconsideration remained undetermined in the poeaesSion of the council awaiting its action.

Sec. 9(S

~

Section 467—Continued
pnra~r~ph t—
People v, Davis (1918), 284 Ill. 439, 120 N.E. 328.
Para~raph 3—
People ~•. Davie (1918), 284 Dl. 439, 120 N.E. 328; 9turgia,
p. 165.
Parai~Db 8—
Delaware and Atlantic T. and T. Company v. City of Beverly
(1914), 88 N. J. L. 877, 94 AU. 310.

sidered the same meeting and a vote taken at the originally
called meeting mad• be reconsidered at the adjourned
meeting.

Sec. 488. Effect of Reconsideration
1. When a ~•ote is reconsidered that vote is canceled as
completely as though it had never been taken.
2. `Vhere the original vote was to approve an appointwent, the subsequent vote of reconsideration had the effect
of disapproving the appointment.
g, mere a motion to reconsider has been passed the
question immediately recurs upon the question reconsiderect.
4. A legislative act is Pffective from the date the action
is taken even though a motion to reconsider would still be
in order at an adjourned meeting. iiecontiicleration, dtirin;*

4. If notice of the motion is given but the motion is not
made, the effect of the notice terminates on the nezt
legislative day.

6. Where, under the rules, a vote can be reconsidered
at the same meeting, an adjourned meeting will be eon-

31J

7• R%hen the motion to reconsider and have entered in
the mi~iutes for later consideration is provided for by the
rules but its use is nut further regulated, such a motion
cannot be considered the day it is made.

3. If, however, the motion to reconsider is made and
not considered, the effect terminates with the session, if
not terminated earlier by waiver of the member giving the
notice or making the motion, or by provisions of the rules,

5. As long as the motion or notice is in effect, any member may gall up the motion to reconsider or make the
motion and have it acted upon. But, as a matter of tourtesy, no other member should call up a matter for reconsideration without the permission of the member making
the motion or giving the notice, eacept in an emergency.

~(C~TIUY '1'O Rb:COVSIDF:R

i

Section X67—Continued
1~araB~aDh 7—
First Buckin~;Lew Cuinmunit~• r. ~I~ilc•olro (1!1x1 ), lii ~',~.

Ii

~~~~~163—
~~~ ~~~~~
Section

~~ r~~

Pa`as"pn 1—

Crawford c. Gilchrist (1912), fri Fla. 41. ,i9 Ro. !1G3; Stu~r
v. Dnvia (1U18), 284 Ill. 439, 120 N.bl. 326; Sturgis, p. 166;
Cuehing's Legislative AsaemLlies, Sec. 1277, 1278; ReeQ, Sec.
203; Cushi~~~;, Sec. 258.
Paragraph 2—
State v. Dn~~is (1018), 284 Itl. 439, 120 N.F. 32Q.
parssraph 3—
Ae6ton v. Rocl~eater (1801), 14 N. Y. Supp. SuS, 1;i3 N. Y.
187, 30 \.h:. !1&ri, 31 N.E. 334.
Pars~raph 4—
Bigelow r•. Hillman (1884), 37 big. 52.
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Sec, 469

the time a motion to reconsider may be made, is only a
contingent right and does not postpone the effectiveness
of the original action. Where a city council took an action
which carried a penalty and adjourned the meeting to a
later date, any person violating the act was subject to the
penalty of the act even though the original act was still
subject to reconsideration.
Sec. 489. Precedence of Consideration of Motion to
Reconsider
1, This motion is unusual in that the making of the
motion has a higher rank than its consideration, and the
mere making of the motion prevents for a certain time
anything being done as the result of the vote it is proposed
to reconsider. While the making of the motion to reconsider
has such high privilege, its consideration bas only the rank
of the motion to be reconsidered.
2. The motion to reconsider takes precedence over any
new motion of equal rank, and has the further privilege
that the reconsideration of a vote may be called up at any
time in the appropriate order of business, when no question is pending, and this procedure is considered as in
compliance with the general orders or calendar.
3. When the reconsideration is moved while another
subject is before the house, it cannot interrupt the pending business, but as soon as that business has been disposed
of, the reconsideration may be called up and it takes precedenee over all other main motions and general orders.
4. When the motion to reconsider is made in the proper
order of business and no business is before the house, the
9ectlon 469-

9tnrsie, p. 184-188 ; N. Y. Dianunl, 19i8~49, pp, i61-468.
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presiding o~cer may at once state the question on reconsideration and it is before the house for its consideration.
5. It is permissible, when a member moves a reconsideration, to have the matter set as a special order, or, unless
the rules require the consideration of the motion within
8 limited time, he may have consideration of the motion
postponed to a later date.
6, It is a usual practice to place pending motions to
reconsider on the calendar under a special division ahead
of the second and third reading of bills.
Sec. 470. Reconsideration of Amendments After
Adoption of Meaanre
1. When it is desired to reconsider the vote on an amendment after the vote has been taken on the adoption of
a main motion, it is necessary to reconsider the vote on
the main question and on the amendment,or if it is desired
to reconsider an amendment to an amendment after the
latter has been adopted, both must be reconsidered in order
to reach the amendment it is desired to reconsider. When
it is thus necessary to reconsider two or three votes, one
motion should be made to cover them all but debate is
limited to the question first voted upon.
Sec. 471. Debate on Motion to Reconsider
1. The motion to reconsider is debatable eacept when
the motion which it is proposed to reconsider is unde9ectton 410—
Cuehing'e Legislative Aaeembiiee, Sec. 1276 ;Reed, Seca. 203,

204 ; 9turaie, p. 18b.
Section 471—
Pnrarraph 15turgis, p. 18b; Reed, Sec. 210.
11—L-5753
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Sec. 472

batable. When the question to be reconsidered is debatable,
the entire question is opened to debate by the motion to
reconsider. But when the motion is made after the previous question is adopted, neither the motiop nor the question is debatable.
2. The previous question and the motions closing, limiting or extending the limits of debate may be applied to
the motion to reconsider when the matter to be reconsidered is debatable.
3. When the rules prohibit a member speaking more
than once on a question on the same day, anyone who had
exhausted his right to debate the question before the
vote has the right to debate the question further on the
motion to reconsider.
Sec. 472. Application of Subsidiary Motions
to Motion to reconsider
1. The motion to reconsider, since it is a single invariable proposition, cannot he amended.
2. When a motion to reconsider is laid on the table or
postponed definitely, the question to be reconsidered and
all adhering questions go with it.
Section 471—Continued
ParaBrsDh 23turgis, fir. 188.
Paragrsyh 3—
Sturgis, p. 188 ; Reed, Sec. 210.
Sectlon 4T2—
ParagraDh 1—
Sturgis, p. 188 ; r. Y. Manual, p. 470.
Peragrayh 2—
Reed, 9ece. 114, 188.
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Sec. 473. Qote Begnired for 8econsideration
1. A majority vote of the members present and voting
is necessary to reconsider an action.

~

2. When a measure requires more than a majority vote
for passage it may still be reconsidered by a majority
vote.
3. A body, under its rule making power, can prescribe
the vote required for reconsideration but, unless a different vote is prescribed, any vote can be reconsidered
by a majority vote.
4. It was held in one early case that when atwo-thirds
vote of a city council is required to take any action, the
same vote, in the absence of a special rule, is necessary
for reconsideration of the action, but this is not the established rule. When, for example, atwo-thirds vote is required to pass a measure, passage can be defeated by
one more than one-third of the members, but, by the
application of this rule, a full two-thirds would be required to reconsider and defeat the measure after the
original vote had once been taken.
Sectloa 473—
ParairaDh 1—
Crawford v. Gilchrist (1912), 64 Fla. 41, 59 30. 983 ; R'iuge~t v. $nauRee and Ford (1908), 134 Iowa 97, 108 N.W.
1035 ; Naesely v. Saginaw (1894), 101 Mich. 532, 60 :V.V~'.
48; Stockdale v. School District (1881), 47 Mich. 226, 10
N.W. 349.
Parasrsph t—
Grawford o. Gilchrist (1912), 84 Fla. 41, 59 50. 983.
Para~raDh ~—
Wingert v. 3nnu~er snd Ford (1908), 134 Iowa 9T, 108
N.W. 103b.
Parairayh 4—
Whitney v. Village of Hudson (1888),89 Mich, 189, 37 ~1.N.
184.

~.
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CHAPTER 43

MOTION TO RESCIND
Sea 480. IIse of the Motion to Reacind
1. The motion to rescind bas many of the same charaeteristics as the motion to reconsider and is used for
much the same purpose. ~Iany court decisions treat the
two motions as one motion.
2, In use, the motion to rescind is ordinarily applied
to actions which have been taken and are already in effect.
It resembles, in many respects, the motion to repeal because it has the effect of making ineffective an action
previously taken. It has also been described as being in
the nature of a motion to amend by striking out the entire
proposal and leaving nothing remaining.
3. A motion to rescind a vote on an action does not
have the effect of suspending the action previously taken
or staying it until final decision on the motion to rescind.
4, A motion to rescind is principally used to reverse
a previous action after the time for consideration has
passed. The motion to rescind is not in order when the
question can be reached by a motion to reconsider.
Sec. 481. What Actions(3an Be Rescinded
1. A legislative body can rescind an action previously
taken so long as no vested rights have arisen from the
original actin►►. In this respect the motion to rescind is in
effect the same as the motion to reconsider. Instances
which have been decided by the courts are stated below.
2. A town meeting or other deliberative body can
rescind an action taken at a previous meeting when no
Section 480—
Hughes, Sec. 489.

/6 .~-
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rights have intervened and may take such action without
notice.
3. The motion to rescind may be made at any subsequent meeting so long as no rights have intervened and
is not limited to any specific or particular time during
which the motion can be made.
4, When an authorized act bas been carried out the
power to rescind does not eaist.
o, Where a legislative body ratifies a contract the ratificatiou completes the act and a subsequent meeting can
not rescind the ratification,
Sec. 482. Motion to Rescind
1. The motion to rescind may be made by any member
whether he voted with the prevailing side or not. The
motion is debatable and opens the entire question to debate.
2. The motion to rescind yields to all privileged and incidental motions and all subsidiary motions can be applied
to it, the same as any other main motion.
3. Like other main motions, the motion to rescind may
not be renewed during the same meeting or session, but
also may be subject to reconsideration in the same manner
as a main motion.
Section 481—
Paragraph 2—
Allen v. Taunton (1837), 19 Pick. (Mass.) 485; Estev v.
Starr (1864), 58 Vt. 890; McConoughey v. Jackson (1884),
101 Cal. 285, 25 Pac. 883.
ParasraDh 3—
McConoughey v. Jackson (1894), 101 Cal. 286, 25 Pac.
acs; Stoddard v. Gilman Hisao>, x~ vt. sss.
Parasraph 4—
Schiefelin v. Hylan (1919), 174 N. Y. Supp. 3tl8.
Parasrayh 6—
Brown v. Winteraport (1887), 79 Me. 305, 9 Atl. 844.
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4. In the event of the eapuleion of a member the only
way to reverse the action afterward is to restore the person to membership which requires the same procedural
steps ~ is required for election.
5. When an action such as the enactment of legislation
has been taken, and notice or three readings or like procedure would be required to repeal the action, the action
is not subject to the motion to rescind.
Sec. 483. Vote 8egnired to 8eacind
i. The motion to rescind requires the same vote as
would be required to repeal the act which it is~sought to
rescind. In the absence of any special rule this is a majority vote. Neither a notice nor atwo-thirds vote is necessary unless expressly required in the rules.
3ectlou 482—
Pus~r►Ph 4—
U: 9. House Rnle, 71st 9eesion, paragrephe 71, 712.
section 4aa—
Tetiey v. Vancouver (1897), b B. C. 278; Naesely v. 8esinew
(1894), 101 Mich. 632, 80 N.W. 48; $tockdale v. School
District (1881), 4T Mich. 226, 10 N.W. 349; Allen v. Taunton (1937), 19 Pick. (Mace.) 486; Eetey v. Starr (1884),
b8 Vt. 890; McConouQhe9 v, Jackson (1894), 101 Cal. 28~,
35 Pac. 893.
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CHAPTER 44

PROCEDURAL MAIN MOTIONS
gec. 488. Procedural Main Motions
1. In addition to main motions which are substantive
propositions presented to a legislative body, there is a
group of procedural motions which have the same precedence as main motions and, for that reason, are often
classified with main motions.
2. These motions are often familiar types of procedural
motions which differ from other procedural motions only
in relaying to future procedure.:VIotions to adjourn or
to recess at some future time are examples of this class
of motion.
3. Classified also with these motions are procedural
motions which from their use have precedence only with
main motions, Motions of this class are motions to take
from the table, resume consideration, or pass on calendar.
Sec. 489. Motions Relating to Fntnre Procedure
i. Generally, motions relating to future procedure
must compete with main motions for consideration, because there is no need for priority.
2. Because the urgency of immediate determination
does not exist, this type of Question is open to debate.
3. Motions relating to future procedure are subject
to the motions to postpone, to refer to committee, or to
]ay on the table. They are subject to amendment and
motions limiting debate. These motions may be renewed
after a change in the parliamentary situations but may
not be reconsidered.
Section 488—
Hu~ha,Seca. 433~b2,479-188.

~~
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Sec. 490

4. among the motions in this class are
(a) Motions fixing a time, or a different time, at which
or to which to adjourn.
(b) Motions fixing a time for a recess or other conditions relating to a recess.
(e) Motions fixing a time or other conditions relating
to committee of the whole.
(d) lfotions relating to the future consideration of
some matter of business.
(e) Motions relating to future meetings, program, or
procedure of any kind.
Sec. 480. Procedural Motions With Precedence
oY Main Motions
1. Deliberative bodies make frequent use of motions
in conducting their business which rank in the class of
main motions. Some of these motions, like the motion to
take from the table, are in order whenever no business is
pending. Others, like the motion to pass on calendar, may
be applied to a pending main motion.
2. Generally, these motions are subject to the same rules
as other simple procedural motions. They are not debatable, except sometimes limited debate is permitted on the
motion to withdraw a bill from committee or discharge
a committee. They are not subject to the subsidiary
motions and can be renewed after a change in the parliamentary situation, but cannot be reconsidered. Unless
some special rule has been adopted, they require a majority of the legal votes east for adoption.
3. Among the more frequently used motions of this
class are
Section 490—

Hughes, 9ecy. 4b4-497.

$~c. 191
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(a) Motions to withdraw from committee or discharge
a committee.
(b) Motions to take from the table or resume co►isideration,
(e) Motions to pass on calendar or file.
(d j Motions to lay on the desk or take from the desk
(sometimes used when lay on the table is restricted
by rule).
(e) Cloture or making special rules concerning debate
on or consideration of some pending question.
4. The motions to withdraw from committee and take
from the table are the only motions in this class which
require further consideration.
Sec. 491. Withdrawing Bills From Committee
1. When a legislative body wishes to give consideration
to or to act upon a bill or other matter which has been
referred to a committee, a motion may be made to withdraw the matter from the committee, or to discharge the
committee from further consideration of the matter referred to it.
2. The motion to withdraw a question or discharge a
committee from further consideration is not a suspension
of the rules, and may be made without previous notice.
3, The motion, in either form, takes precedence as a
main motion. It is not subject to the motions to postpone,
to refer to committee, to lay on the table, nor to amendment.
4. It is not iu order to diseusa the merits of a bill upon
a motion to discharge a committee or withdraw the bill
~ectlon 491—
Pars~raDh 2—

N. Y. Mnnusl, D. 428.
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from committee. Debate in such cases must be confined
strictly to the purpose of the motion, for if this were not
true, the merits of any question could be forced under
discussion merely by such a motion.
5. ~~ motion to discharge a committee or withdraw a
bill requires a majority vote, or the action may be taken
by unanimous consent.
6. A single motion to withdraw a bill from committee,
amend the bill, reprint it and recommit it t~ the committee, is in order.

being resumed after the disposal of the interrupting
question, or at a more convenient time, The motion to
take from the table is not in order until after the i.ntervening business, for which it was laid on the table, has
been disposed of.
4. When the question laid on the table had a privileged
status, a motion to take from the table is in order in the
same order of business in which the matter affected was
laid on the table. A motion to take from the table a motion
to reconsider a vote by which a bill was defeated is in
order on third reading.

Sec. 492. Motion to Take From the Table

C, Renewal aged Reconsideration of Motion
5. The motion to take from the table may not be reconsidered, ns it can be renewed after intervening business.
A motion may be laid on the table a second time and be
again taken from the table.

See also Chapter 34, Seep. 330•J.jl, .~/otion to Lay on the
Table,

A. Precedence of Motion
1. The motion to take from the table has no privileged
status and is not in order when anything is before the
body.
2. The motion to take from the table yields to all privileged motions and incidental motions but may be taken
up in preference to main motions at a time when business
of this class, or unfinished business, or new business, is
in order unless it has a privileged status.
B. When Motion Is in Order
3. A question is, in theory, to be laid on the table only
temporarily, with the eapeetation of its consideration
Section 491--Contlnued
Paragraph 4—
Hughes, Sec. i33.
Paragraph 5—
Hughea, Secs. 4R2, 483.
ParaBnph 6—
N. Y. Manunl, p. 4~1.
Section 493—
Parnsraph 1—
HuQhea, Secs. 4:r1~ '~il'J ; Reed, Sec: 114 ; N. Y. Dfanual, pp.
418, 453; U. S. Iiouae Rule XVI, note 784.

D, dpplaeation of Other Modions. Debate. Vote
6. The motion to take from the table may not be laid
on the table, postponed, committed, nor have any other
subsidiary motion applied to it. It is not subject to debate.
It requires for adoption a majority of the legal votes cast.
E. E,~ect on ~dherting Motions
?. When taken from the table, the question, with everything adhering to it, is before the house eaactly as when
it was laid on the table. Thus, if a resolution had amendments and a motion to commit pending at the time it was
laid on the table, when it is taken from the table, the
question is first on the motion to commit and then on the
amendments. If a motion to postpone to a certain time be
pending when a question is laid on the table and it is taken
from the table after that time, then the motion to postpone
is ignored when the question is taken up.
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Sec. 493

8, If the question is taken up on the da3~ it was laid
on the table, members who have exhausted their right
of debate cannot again speak on the question. But if taken
up on another dad, no notice is taken of speeches previously made. «'hen the motion to lay on the table is
permitted after the previous question is ordered, the
previous question is not exhausted, even though the question is t.:ken from the table on another day.
9. B~~ a special rule the motion to lay on the table is
sometimes converted into a motion to finally dispose of
questions by providing that no question may be taken
from the table. This is the practice in Congress where
bills are taken from the table only by suspension of the
rules.
Sec. 493. Motion to Take From Deak
1. When there are matters at the desk concerning which
no action has been taken and which a member desires to
have considered, a motion may be made for that purpose.
The motion may not be made when other business is
before the house. A majority vote only is required, and
this motion is not subject to any subsidiary motion.
Sec, 494. Motion to Pass on Calendar or I~`ile
1. The effect of the motion to lay aside or informally
pass is merely to pass the bill or measure, in the course
of consideration of the calendar, without prejudice to the
matter passed. Such a motion is not given any privilege
by the rules. It is not subject to the subsidiary motions
and is not debatable.
Section 193—
Hughea,'Jec. 483.
Sectlon 494—
Hughes, 9ece. 479, 480, 481, 715,

sec. }~~
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3;

Sec. 496. Motion to Dispense With Constitutional
B,eadings
1. The motion to dispense with constitutional reading
when permitted by the constitution, takes precedence ~.
no other motion than the main question on the bill f.
which the constitution provision is suspended.
2. Even when the constitution requires a separate vo~
on the passage of each bill, but the requirement of thr~
readings may be suspended, a motion to dispense with co:
stitutional readings may be applied to more than one bi
Section 490—
People v. County of Glenn (1893), 100 Cal. d19, 35 Pac. 30:
Hughes, Sec. 4~2.

PST v
QUORUM, VOTING, ELECTIONS
CHAPTER 4S

QUORUM
Sec. 500, Qnornm Is a Majority
ate also Sec. 61J, Quorum► of Con~mitteu.

1. A quorum of any deliberative body, whether a
legislative body, as administrative board or a court, must
be present in order to transact business, and to make its
acts valid.
Section 500ParagraDh 1Cuehins's Leeielative Aeeembliee, Sec. 24T; Stursia, p. 14.17;
Reed, Sec. 9; Hughea, Sec. 844 ; Cushing, Sec. 17; Tileon,
p. 2T; Brown v. Dist. of Colombia (1888), 127 U. S. 579,
32 L. Ed. 282; Dsniele v. Bayless Stores (1935), 48 Ariz.
442, 52 Pac. 2d 475; Downing v. RuRer (1899), 21 Wend.
(N. Y.), 178; Moses v. Tompkins (1888), 84 Ali. 813, 4 So.
?83; State v. Porter (1888), 113 Ind. 78, 14 N.E. 8S3;
Logansport v. Legg (1883), 20 Ind. 316; Hamilton v. Grand
Repide, etc. R. Co. (1859), 13 Ind. 347; In re Gann (1893),
50 Ran. 155, 32 Pac. 4T0; Pierce v. New Orlenne Buildins
Co. (1936), 9 Ln. 391, 2fl Am. Dec. 448; Ellsworth Woolen
bif6. Co. v. Fonnce (1887), 79 Me.440, 10 AU. 250; Heidcell
v. Baltimore (1888), 85 Md. 125, 4 Atl. 118; Din6we11 v.
Detroit (1890),82 Niich. 588, 48 N.W. 938; Morrill ~. Little
Falls Mfg. Co. (1893 , 53 Minn. 371, 55 N.W. 64T: Ka7
Jewelry Co. ~. Board o[ Optometry (1940), 305 Maea. 581,
2? N.E. 2d 1; gimb~ll v. Marshall (1883), 44 N. H. 48b;
Doughty ~. 8enll (1916),98 Ail. 584;State v. Wil{~eeville Tp.
(1870), 20 Ohio St. 288; Commonwetlth v. darvey (1907),
217 Pn. 425, 88 Atl. 852 ; Lockwood v. Mechanics National
Baak (1869), 9 R. I. 308, 11 Am. Rep. 253; Bo~eu ~.
Berton (1910), 87 W. Va. 879, 89 S.E. S8T ; Sharp ~.
Dawes (1878), (End.) 2 Q. B. D. 28; Blacket ~. Blisard
(1829), U B sad C 851, 109 Aepriat 317.
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Sec. 500

2. The majority of the membership of a body constituted of a definite number of members, constitutes a
quorum for the purpose of transacting business.
3ectfort 500-Continued
FQragraph 2Cushin~'s Legislative Assemblies. Sec. 247 ; 3turgis, p, 14 ;
Reed, Sec. 12 ; Hughee, Sec. 845 ; Cushing, Seca. 1&18e ;
Tileon, p. 27; U. S. v. Bailin (1892), 144 U. S. 1, 28 L. Ed,
321; Broa-n v. Dist. of Columbia (1888), 127 U. S. 579, 32
L. Ed. 2(i2; State c. Chapman (1878), 44 Coon. 595; In re
Opinion of Justices (1888), 12 Fla. 853; Price v. Grand
Rnpi~is etc. R, Co. (1839), 13 Ind. 58; Buell v. Buckingham
(1864), 18 Iowa 2&4, 85 Am. Dec. 518 ; In re Gunn (1893),
50 Kan. 155, 32 Pac. 470; Seiler v. O'Mnley (1921), 190 Sy,
190, 227 S.W. 141; ~i'ernock v. Lafayette (1849),4 Is. Ana.
419; Cram v. Bangor Souse Proprietary (1835), 12 Me. 354;
Fieiskell v. Baltimore, etc, (1888), 85 Me. 125, 4 Atl. 118;
Williams v. Lunenburg School Diat. (1938), 21 Pick. (Macs.)
75, 32 Am. Dec. 243; In re Opinion of Jueticea (1877), 122
ileea. 594; Kay Jewelry Co. v. Board of Optometry (1940),
305 ifase. 381, 27 N.E. 2d 1; Baker v. Port Huron (1888),82
bfich. 327, 28 N.R': 913; Cahill v. Kalamazoo Mut. Inc. Co.
(1&45), 2 Douq. f 3lich.) 124, 43 Am. Dec, 467; $fete v.
Chute (1885), 34 Minn, 135, 24 N.W.3b3; State v. Ha¢. City
(1925), 310 Rio. 542, 278 ~.W. 389; Despatch Line, etc. v.
Bellnmq (1841), 12 N. H. 205. 37 Am. Dec. 203 ; Barnett v.
Patterson (1888), 48 :~1. J. L. 395,8 Atl. 15; Hutchinson v.
Belmar (1898),81 N. J. L. 443,39 Atl.843;People v. Walter
(1858), 23 Barb. (N. Y.) 3U4; Coles v. Williemebut~
(1833), 10 Wend. (N. Y.) 859; In re Brenrton (1904), 89
N. Y. Supp, 893; Madison Ave. Baptist Church v. Oliver 3t.
Baptist Church (1887), 29 N. Y. Super. 849; State v.
Ellington (1895), 117 N. C. 158, 23 9.E. 250; Hill v. Pondee
(1942),221 ~1. C. 58, 19 S.E. 2d 5; Deglow v. Sruee (1898),
57 Ohio St. 434, 49 N.E. 477; Myers v. P611e. Union League
(1908), 17 Pa. Dist. 301; State v. Husglne (1824), 18 8. C.
L. 239,12 Rich Lew (9, C.) 402;State O. Delieseliae (1821),
12 S. C. L. 52, 1 DdeCord (3, C.) 52; State v. Porter (1888),
113 Ind. 79, 14 N.E. 883; Cowan v. Murch (1898), 97 Tenn.
590, 37 B.W. 393 ; Limestone County Commieaionera v.
Barrett (1922) (Tez.), 238 S.W. 970; Leavitt v. Ozford,
etc. Silver 1ifg. Co. (1883), 3 Utah 28b, 1 Pac. 358; Booker
c. Young (1855), 53 Va. 303; State v. Farrar (1921), 89
~V. Va. 232, 109 S.E. 240; Boggess v. Burton (1910), 8T
~V. Va. 879, 895, 89 S.E. 387; (3oaling v. Veley (1847), 7
Q. B. 408, 115 Reprint 542; Blac~et v. Biiza~d (1829)
(Eng.),9 B and C 851, 109 Reprint 317.

Sec. 501
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sec. 601. Oompnting a Quoram
1. The total membership of a body is to be taken as
the basis for computing a quorum, but when there is a
vacancy, unless a special provision is applicable, a quorum
will consist of the majority of the members remaining
qualified.
2. The authority which creates a body has the power
to fia its quorum. The presence of all or of a certain number or proportion may be required. The body itself does
not have the authority even to require the presence of
Section 501ParaeraDh 1Cuehing'e Legislative Assemblies, $eca. 248263 ; Pimental
v. San Rrancieco (1883), 21 Cal. 351; 3SeCracken v. San
Francisco (1880), 16 Cal. 581; Pollae~y v. Schmid (1901),
128 Mich. 899, 87 N.W. 1030: McLean v. East St. Louis
(1908), 222 IIl. 510, 78 N.E. 815; In re Opinion of Jueticee
(1889), 12 Fla. 853; People v. W~iRht (1902), 30 Colo. 439,
71 Pac. 385; Evanston v. O'Leary (1897), TO Ill. App. 124;
State v. Porter (1888), 113 Ind. 79, 14 N.E. 883; State v.
Dickie (1878), 47 Iowa 828; Barry v. New Haven (1915),
182 I{y. 80, 171 S,W. 1012; Pollard v. Gregg (1914), 7i
N. H. 100, 90 Atl. 178; Warnock v. Lafayette ('1899), 4
La. Ann. 419; People v. Harehaw (1888), 60 Mich. 200,
28 N,W. 879; 8tete v. 'aScBride (1838), 4 Mo. 303, L9 Am.
Dec. 838; North Platte v. North Platte Nater Wke. Co.
(1888), 58 Neb. 403, 78 N.~Y, 908; Hlueller v. Egg harbor
City (18A3), 55 N. J. L. 246, 28-Atl. 89; State v. Orr (1899),
81 Ohio St. 384, 56 N.E. 14; State v. Delieeeline (1821),
12 8. C. L. 52, 1 McCord (S. C.) 52; State v. Farrar (1921),
89 W. Va. 232, 109 B.E. 240 ; Fisher v. Harrisburg Gaa Co.
(ISG7), 1 Years. (Pa.) 118; Aoulesu v. 9t. Lambert (1895),
10 Que. Super. 89.
ParaarsDh SEz Parts Aogern (1821), 7 Cowp. (N. Y.) 528; U. 8. v. Ballin (1892), 144 U. S. 1, 12 Sup. Ct. 507; Heiekell v. City of
Bnitimon (1888), 86 Md. 125, 4 Atl. 118; Barnett v. City
of Patteroon (1888), 48 N. J. L. 896,'8 Atl. lb; Cle~elead
Cotton Mille v. Cleveland County Commieaionera (1891),
108 N. C. 878, 13 9.E. 271; Bornugh of Florham Pnrk v.
Dept. o[ Health (192E), 7 N. J. L. 549, 198 Atl. 354; Hill
v. Ponder (1942), 221 N. C. b8, 19 S.E. 2d 5; Tineon r.
Morrow (1920), 189 By. 291, 224 9.W. 878; Seiler v.
O'Msley (1921), 190 H~. 190, 227 S.W. 141.
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Sec. 502

more than a majority to enable it to act unless that
authority was specifically granted to it.
Sec. b02. Who May Be Counted in Determining
a Qnornm
1. In determining a quorum, persons who are not at the
particular time regularly qualified members of the bode
should not be counted.
2. Every member entitled to vote should be counted in
determining whether a quorum is present, but members
Section 502ParagraDh 1People v. Wright (11)02), 30 Colo. 43~, it Pnc. 385; State
v. Porter (1888), 113 Iud. 79, 14 N.E.883;Swan v. Indianola
f 1909), 142 Iowa 731, 121 N. W. 54T ; Commissioners v.
Wachovia L. & T. Co. (1908), 143 N. C. 110, 55 9.E. 442;
State v. Orr (1899), 81 Ohio St. 384, SB N.E. 14; State v.
Fiu~~ins (]Sft01, 12 Aich T.aw 402; Rarry v. :Yew Haven
(1915), 182 Kv. 80, 171 9.W. 1012; North Platte v, North
Platte Water «orke (1898), S8 Neb. 413. T6 N.W. 908;
Mueller v. Egg Harbor City (1893), 55 N. J. L. 245, 28 Atl.
89; 4tete v. Farrnr (1921), 89 W. Va. 232, 109 B.E. 240;
F{ouleau v. St. Lambert (1895), 10 Que. Super. 88.
Paragraph 2Cushing's Legislative Assemblies, $ec. 253 ; Enright v,
Heciceher (1817), 240 Fed. 883, 153 C. C. A. 549; Curtin
v. Salmon Aiver Hdq. Mining, etc. Co. (1900), 130 Cal.
345, 82 Pac. 552; Smith v. L. A, Imm. Aaeoc. (1889),
78 Cal. 289, 20 Pac. 877 ; Steele v. Gold Fissure Gold, etc.
Co. (1908), 42 Colo. 529, 95 Pac. 349; Federal Life Ins.
Co. v. GrifSn (1912), 173 Ill. App. 5; Jones v. Dtorrison
(1883), 31 Minn. 140, 18 N.W. 854; Hill v. Rich Hill
Coal Mining Co. (1883), 119 Me. 9, 24 3.W. 223; bletropolitan Tel., etc. Co. v. Domestic Tel., etc. Co. (1888),
44 N. J. Eq. 588, 14 Atl. 907; Bntte v. Wood (1887), 37
N. T. 317; Fields v. Victor BuUding, etc. Co. (1918), 73
Okla. 20'T, 175 Pam 529; Burton v. Lithic Mfg. Co. (1914),
73 Ore. 805, 144 Pnc. 1149; San Antonio St. B. Co, v.
Adams (1394), 87 Tez. 125, 28 B.W. 1040; Triplett v.
Fanner (1904), 103 Oa. 123, 48 3.E. 876; Beeeett v. Fairc6ild (1901), 132 Cnl. 837, 84 Pac. 1082; Star Mills ~.
Bontey (1910),140 gy.194,130 S.W.107T ; Seiler v. O'Mnle~
(1921), 190 Ky. 190, 227 S.W. 141; In re Greymonth Pt.,
etc. A. Co. (1904) (Eng. 1904), 1 Ch. 32; Bouleau v. 3t
Lambert (1896), 10 Que. Super. 89.

gec. 502
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disqualified on account of interest from voting on any
question cannot be counted for the purpose of making a
quorum to act on that question.
3. Where the number required by statute or other rule
to constitute a quorum is fixed at a definite number the
diminution of the members of the body will not change
the number necessary for a quorum.
4. Where the presiding o~cer is a member of the body,
he is to be counted in determining a quorum. When he
is not a member he is not to be counted, even though he
may vote in ease of a tie.
5. In a joint meeting of legislative bodies, there being
no rule to the contrary, a quorum of each branch of the
body is necessary to make a quorum of the joint session.
Leas than a quorum of one branch acting with the majority of the other does not constitute a quorum of the
Section b02-CoaUnued
Para~raDh 3Fieher v. Harriabur6 Gna Company (1857), 1 Pears. (Pa.)
118.
PBra~tiDb ~
Cushing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 253; State v, Porter
(1888), 113 Ind. 79, 14 N.E. 883; Grin v. Me~eenger
(1901), 114 Iowa 99, 86 N.W. 219; Pinson v. Morrow
(1920), 189 Hy. 291, 224 S.W. 879; 96ugare v. Hamilton
(1908),122 Sy.808,92 9.W.584 ;Somerset v. Smith (1899),
20 By. L. Rep. 488, 49 S.W. 458; Attorney Gen. v. Sheppard
(1882),82 N. EI.383,13 Am. St. Aep. 5i8; Peopie v. Aarshaw
(1888), 80 Mich. 200, 28 N.W. 879; McLean v. East 3t.
Louie (1906), 222 Ill. 510, 78 N.E. 815; Reynolds County
Tel. Co. v. Piedmont (1911), 152 Mo. App. 318, 133 B.W.
141; Cate v. Martin (1900), 70 N. H.13b, 48 Atl. 64.
parasr.vn a-Gnildereleeve v. Board of Education (1880), 17 Abb. Pr.
(N. Y.) 201; Commonweelt6 v. Hnrgeat (1889), T Pa. Co. Ct.
333; State v. Ohnpman (1878),44 Conn.696; gins ~. Buller
(180'l), 8 East. 389; Re:. v. Bellrin~er (1792) (Eng.), 4
Term Rep. 810; Willcock on Muntciptl Corporations, Secs.
52.64; Glover oa Municipal Corporations, Sec. 148.
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See. 303

joint meeting though the number of members participating exceeds the majority of both houses in joint convention.
6. Committees are subject to the same rules concerning
a quorum as are other bodies. A majority of a committee
constitutes a quorum.
7. When an es ot~cio member of a body is a regular
working member, he is to be considered in determining
a quorum, but when an ogicer is incidentally a member of
a body as where the president is an ea officio member of
all committees, he is not to be so considered.
Sec. 603. Members Present Constitute the Qnornm
1. A quorum is determined by the number of members
present, not by the number voting. The fact of a quorum
is not dependent upon the number who participate in the
proceedings and vote. If the number necessary to make
Section 502—Continued
Paragraph 6—
Damon v. Grandy (1824), 1~J Mass. (2 Pick.) 346; State v.
Jersey City (1869), 27 Y. J. L. 493; State v. Reichmnnn
(1911), 339 Ito. 81, 143 9.W. 304; Jefferson, Sec. XYVI.
Paragraph 7—
Hotton v. Garrison (1856), 23 Barb. (N. Y.) 176; Guildersleeve v. Board of Education (1883), 17 Abb. Pr. (~I. Y.
201; Seiler v. O'~faley (1921), 190 Ky. 190, 227 $.W. 141.
Section 503—
Psra~raph 1—
Hughea, Sec. 6i0 ; Y. Y. Manual, p. 498; Reed, Sec. lfi ;
Launtz v. People (1885), 113 Ill. 137, 55 Am. Rep. 406;
Rushville Gas Co. v. Rushville (1889), 120 Ind. 208, 23
N.E. 72; Dieyers v. Philadelphia Unioa League (1908), 17
Pa. Drat. 301; State v. Yates (1897 j, 19 Mont. 237, 4T Pac.
1004; Atty. Gen. v. Sheppard (1882), 82 N. H. 383, 13
Am. St. Rep. 378; ?ltty, Gen. v. Remictc (1902), Tl N. H.
480, b3 Atl. 308; Ia re Brearton (19p4), 89 N. Y. Supp.
893; $cafe v. Green (1881),37 Ohio St. 227 ; Booker v. Youa~
(18551, 12 Gratt. (Vn.) 303; U. $. v. Bnllin (1888), 144
U. 8. 1, 12 Sup. Ct. 507, 38 L. Ed. 321.
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a quorum is present, it makes no difference how mangy- ;
how few actually participate in the discussion.
2. The presiding o~cer may count the members preset
in order to determine a quorum and is not bound by tr
number voting. The fact that less than a quorum vo
does not raise a presumption that no quorum is presen
but a quorum is presumed to be present until the absent
of a quorum is determined.
3. It has been ruled in Congress and in Parliament the
the presiding officer's count as to the number of member
present is final and may not be verified, but that a call <
the house on such an occasion would still be in order.
4. In the French Chamber of Deputies, where a major
ity is a quorum, it was decided in 1878 by President Grey
that the presence only, and not the participation in th
voting of a majority of the members, is necessary for th
validity of a vote.
5. In Congress, on the demand of any member, or at th~
suggestion of the presiding officer, the names of member
sufficient to make a quorum, who are in the house but wh~
did not note, may be noted by the clerk, recorded in th
journal, and be reported to the presiding officer with th
names of the members voting,to be counted and announce
in determining the presence of a quorum. This would seen
Section 503—Continued
Paragraph S—
Hughea, Secs, &l8,649; Reed, Seca. 15, 19 ; Tilsou, pp. 17.20
27; Auditor General v. Board of Supervisoes (1891), 8f
Mich. 6b2, 51 N.W. 483; U. S. v. Ballin (1888), 14~} [i. S. 1
12 Sup. Ct. 507.
Parasr4Dh 3—
Hughee, Sec. 849 ; Tileon, pp. 17, 20, 27.
1'srs~raDh 4—
Meyers v. Phil. Union League (1908), 17 Pa. Drat. 30I.
PnrasraDh 6—
II. 8. House Rule RV, Sec. 3.
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Sec. 504

to be a proper practice in any legislative body in ease the
presence of a quorum is disputed.
6. Each house of the legislature has power to adopt a
uniform method within proper limits for determining
whether members present but not voting should be counted
to determine the presence of a quorum.
7. When a quorum is present the general rule is that a
proposition may be carried by a majority of those voting
or by any number, greater than a majority, that may be
required by law.
Sec. 604. Question of No Qnornm
1. When a body has convened with a quorum present,
it can continue to transact business as long as a quorum is
present and it is presumed that the quorum continues to
be present until the question of no quorum is raised or
the lack of a quorum is disclosed by a vote.
2. Where a roll call shows that there was a quorum for
the transaction of business but the roll call on a particular
proposition discloses that less than a quorum voted, it will
not be presumed that a quorum was not present at the
Section 603—Continued
ParainDh 6—
In re Opinion o[ Justices (1934), 228 Als. 140, 162 90. 802.
ParairaDh T—

Warnoelc v. Latnyette (1849), 4 La. Ann. 419; 8outhworth
v. Palmyrn etc. R. Co. (1861), 2 Mich. 287; State v. Reichmenn (1911), 239 Mo. Bl, 142 S.W. 304.
9ectlon 604—
Pan~raDh 1—

Hashee, Sec. 847 ; Reed, 9ece. 15-17; Tiison, p. 28 ; In re
(inns (1893), 50 San. 165, 32 Pac. 470; Pollard v. Gregg
(1914), 77 N. H. 190, 90 Atl. 178; Rolle v. FVyand (1914),
SO Okla. 323, 138 Pac. 158; Auditor (3enernl v. Board of
$apetvisore (1891), 89 Mich. 551, 61 N.W. 483.
Pan~raDh 2—

Cnehing'e Legislative Aeeembliee, Sec. 369; State v, Ellin•
ton (1895), 117 N. C. 156, 23 B.FJ. 250; Hu`hee, Sec. 883.

Sec.:~04
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time the vote was taken. When it appears that a quorum
is present, and it does not appear from the records that
a recess has taken place, it will be presumed that a quorum
continued to be present.
3. Where the Constitution or other controlling provision has prescribed no method for the determination of a
quorum, it is within the power of the body to prescribe
any method which shall be reasonably appropriate to ascertain the fact.
4. Whenever it is observed that a quorum is not present,
any member may call for the house to be counted and if
found deficient, business will be suspended.
5. The suggestion of no quorum by a member is a
question of order and is therefore in order at any time.
The practice in govenmental bodies is to permit a question
of no quorum to interrupt a speech.
6. When a member desires to call attention to the fact
that no quorum is present, he should arise and address
the presiding officer and without waiting to be recognized
say,"I suggest the absence of a quorum." The presiding
officer may then count the members or he may assume the
responsibility of declaring a quorum present, or not
present, without a count.
7. The question of no quorum is decided by the presiding officer as any other point of order, and is subject to
appeal in the same manner.
.fee Chapter E5, Beea. E.~0-~46, Pointe of Order.
Section 50~—Continued
Para¢raDh 3—
U. 8, v. Bellin (1889), 12 Sup. Ct. 507, 144 U. 3. 1; '.Vialloy
v. Board of Education (1894), 102 Csl. 842, 38 Pac. 948.
ParasraDh 4—
gimball v. btnreha❑ (1683) 44 N. H. 485.
Paraas~aDh 5—
Reed, Sec. 17; Hug6ca, Sec. 889; Cne6in~, 19.
ParasnDh T9tnr~ie, p. 17; Hu~he~, $ecs. 648, 889.
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8. The point of order that no quorum is present may
not be withdrawn after the absence of a quorum has been
ascertained and announced by the presiding officer.

bets, although no business of a legislative character can
be conducted. When a quorum is secured b~~ the arrival
of absent members, the body may continue in session for
the transaction of business.

Sec. 606. Procedure on Absence of a Quorum

5. When a roll call has been interrupted by the absence
of a quorum, the first business, when the quorum is secured, is to proceed with the roll call which was interrupted by the lack of a quorum.

See also Chapter 20, Hera, 1 0.197, Call o/ the House; and
Sec. 698, Rtadinp of the Journal.

1.:~10 question can be decided and no official action can
be taken in the absence of a quorum, except to order a
call or to adjourn. Even the reading of the journal of the
previous day is not in order in the absence of a quorum.
2. When no quorum is present a call of the house can be
ordered and the attendance of absent members compelled.
The body can cancel all leaves of absence and require the
attendance of all members.
3. In the absence of a quorum, two motions are in
order : a call of the house to compel the attendance of
absent members, and the motion to adjourn, although
motions incidental to a call may be received.
4. When the fact that a quorum is not present has been
disclosed upon a question of no quorum, by roll call, or
otherwise, the body is not thereby adjourned because less
than a quorum can compel the attendance of absent men►Section 504—Congnued
Paragrayh 8—
Sughes, Sec. 880.
Section 50b—
Paraarayh 1—
Hughee, $ece. 863, 667.
ParaeraDh 2—
IV. Y. bianual, p. 422 ; Hughes, Sec. 85~.
ParasraDh 3—
Cushing's L:gislative Assemblies, Sec. 370 ; Hug6ee, Sec.
682 ; steed, Sec. 21 ; :V. Y. bfanual, p. 422; Pollard v. Gregg

(1914), 77 N. H. 190, 909 Atl. 178.
ParasraPh 4—

Hughea, fiec.6i1; Reed, Sec. 20; \. Y. Manual, p. 422.

6. When a vote discloses that there is not a quorum
present, the vote is of no effect and the subject of the vote
remains eaaetly as though no vote had been taken.
7. When an action has been completed, it is too late to
raise a point of order that no quorum was present when
the action was taken, but when an action requiring a
quorum is taken after the absence of a quorum has been
ascertained, the action is null and void.
S, When the journal shows a quorum present, it will be
presumed that a quorum continues to be present unless
that presumption is contradicted by the journal itself.
9. Debate may continue in the absence of a quorum
unless some member raises that point. A member speaking
is entitled to insist on the presence of a quorum.
Section 505-Continued
Paragraph 6—

Hughes, Sec. 882.
Paragraph 6—
Jefferaon, $ec. YLI; Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec.

370; Cushing, Sec. 249 ; N. Y.:14anual, 1948.48, p. 372; 31asa.
Afanual, p. 830.
Paraerayh 7—

Fiughee, Sec. 883; Sturgis, p. 17.
Paragraph B

Auditor Geaerat v. Board of Supervieoro (1891), 89 :1Iich.
551, 51 N.W. 483.
ParasraDh!—

Reed, Sec. 16
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10. In carrying on the proceedings of a deliberative
body the chair is not to be taken until a quorum for business is present, unless, after due waiting, such a quorum
is despaired of when the chair may be taken and the meeting adjourned.

body of indefinite number for purposes of elections and
voting on questions requiring member sanction consists
of those assembling at any meeting regularly called and
warned, though they may be a minority of the whole
number; and the majority of those present may elect in

Sec. 5U6. Less Than Qnornm Can Adjourn

the absence of a contrary statute.

See aiao Sec. 191, Right of Leas Than a Qunrnm to Compel
.4ttendance, and Sec. Q08, Tote Req~~ired /or :adjournment.

1. It is a general rule applicable to legislative and
administrative bodies that less than a quorum may adjourn from day to day, though no other business can be
transacted. The body, from the very nature of the situation, has the power to take an adjournment or a recess
without the presence of a quorum.
2, Where a quorum of a city council is not present,
the members present may adjourn to a date specifically
set and need not adjourn to the nest regular meeting in
accordance with the ordinance fiaing time of meeting.
Sec. 607. Qnornm of Bodies Having Indefinite
Membership
1. There is a clear distinction, as to quorum, between
the usual deliberative bodies with a definite membership
and mass meetings and meetings of bodies without a definite membership. Under the common law a quorum of any
Section SO5—Continued
Paragraph 30—
gimball v. Mars6e11 (1883), 44 N. H. 485.
9ectton 606—
Paragraph 1—
Cua6ing's Legislative Assemblies, $eca. 254, 255; 9targis, p,
14; Shelby v. Burns (1929), 163 Miee. 392, 121 80. 113.
Paragraph 2—
Duniway v. City of Portland (1905), 47 Ore. 103, 81 Pec.
946 ; Rackl3Re v. Duncan (1908), 130 Mo. App. 895, 108
S. V. 1110; Choate v, North Ford Highway Diet. (1924),
39 Idaho 483, 228 Pac. 886. But See Moore v. City Council
of Perry (1803), 119 Iowa 423, 93 N.W. 610.

2. In an assembly indeSnite as to membership the majority of the members present constitute a quorum and
may act no matter how small a proportion of the entire
membership is present.

3, In a body composed of an indefinite number of members having no rule as to how many constitutes a quorum
but which meets, pursuant to published notices and acts
regardless of the number present, the members attending
a meeting constitute a quorum.
4. At a meeting duly convened the majority of the
stockholders present, though a minority of the whole
number, have power to transact business, but the board of
directors, being a definite body, is required to have a
majority present to act for the organization.
9ectton 507—
ParasraDh 1—
Appltcation of Havender (1943), 44 N. Y. 8npp. 2d 213,
A~rmetl 47 N. Y. Sapp. 2d 114 ; State v. Paterson (1871).
35 N. J. L. 190; Rez v. Bellringer (1752), 4 Term Reports
(Danford and Eaetee) 810.
ParatraDh 2—
Morrill v. Little Falle Mfg. Co. (1893). 53 Miun. 371, 55
N.W.647 ; State v. Reic6mann (1911), 293 bio. 81, 142 8.W.
504; gimball v. Marshall (1863), 44 N. Fi. 485,; Madison
Avenue Baptist Church a. Oliver Street Baptist C6nrch
(1887), 28 N. Y. 8nper. 849, 2 Abb. Pr. N. S. 254; Crai~~v.
Pittebnr`h First Presbyterian Church (1879), 88~Pa. St 42,
32 Am. Rep. 417; Stone v. Small (1882), b4 Vt. 498.
PuasraDti a—
Oetrom ♦. l3mne (1897), 46 N. Y. Sapp. 852.
Parasrsph 4—
(~ran~er ~. (3rnbb (1870), ? Phila. (Pa.) 3t0.
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provision of law, and members present but not voting are
disregarded in determining ~vhether an action carried.

CHAPTER 46

VOTE REQUIRED

2. Where a majority or other proportion of votes is required without specifying whether the vote refers to the

Sec. b10. Majority of Legal Votes Is Required
1. A majority of the legal votes cast, a quorum being
present, is sufficient to carry a proposition unless a larger
vote is required by a constitution, charter, or controlling
Section 510Paragraph 1St. Joseph Township v. Rogers (137^_1, 83 L'. S. &44, 21 L.
Ed. 328; Casa County v. Johnson (1877), 95 U. S. 360, 24 L,
Ed. 418 ; U. 3. v. Bailin (1892), 1.14 U. S. 1, 26 L. Ed. 321;
R. I. v. Palmer (National Prohibition Cases 1920), 253
U. S. 350 ; Hartford accident and Indemnity Co. v. City of
Sulpher (1941), 123 Fed. 2d 568; Tayloe v. Davis (1924),
212 Ala. 282, 102 So. 433; In re Opinion of Justices (1934),
228 Ala. 140, 162 So. 902 ; Batesville v. Ball (1911), 100
Ark. 498, 40 9.W. 712; Smith v. L. a. Imm, etc., Aesoc.
(1889), 78 Cnl. 289, 20 Pac. 877; State v. Chapman (1878),
44 Conn. 595 ; Martin v. Townsend (1893), 32 Fla. 318,
13 So, 887; Lnuntz v. People (1885), 113 Ill. 137, 55 Am.
Rep. 405; Carrollton v. Clark (1888), 21 Ill. App. 74; Birkpatrick v. Van Cleave (1909),44 Ind. App. 829, 89 N.E.913 ;
State v. Vanoedal (1892), 131 Ind. 388, 31 N.E. 79; T6ureton v. Huston (1904), 123 Iowa 157, 98 N.W. 637; Wheeler
v. Commonwealth (1896), 89 Sy. 59, 32 S.W. 259; Barry
v. New FIaven (1915), 182 By. 80, 171 S.W. 1012; Warnock v. Lafayette (1849), 4 L►. Ann. 419 ; Cram v. Bangor
House Proprietary (1835), 12 Me. 354; Jiurdock v. Strange
(1904), 99 Md. 89, 5T Atl. 828; Tudbury v. Stearns (1838),
21 Pick. (Nags.) 148; Merrill v. City of Lowell (1920), 230
Mass. 438, 128 N.E. 882; Say Jewelry Co. v. Board (1940),
305 Mass. 581, 27 N.E. 2d 1; Ten Eyck v. Pontiac etc., R. Co.
(1889), 74 Mich. 228, 41 N.W. 905; State v. Chute (1885),
34 Minn. 135, 24 N.N. 353; Green v. Weller (1858), 32 Mice.
850; State v. Reichmann (1911), 239 Mo. 81, 142 S.W. 304;
State v. Yetee (1897), 19 Mont, 239, 47 Pac. 1004; In re
State Treeeury (1887), 51 Neb, 118, 70 N.W. 531; Atty. den.
v. Sheppard (1882), 82 N. H. 363, 13 Am. 8t. Rep. 578;
Edgerly v. Emerson (1851), 23 N. A. 5Ci5, 53 Am. Dec. 20'7;
Attorney deneral v. Remick (lU0_'), ?1 N. H. 480, 53 Atl.
308; Attorney Genersl v. Bick[ord (1914), 7T N. H. 433, 92
Atl. 835 ; Frost v. Hoar (1932), 85 N. H. 442, 180 Atl. 51;
:Viount v. Parker (1867), 32 T. J. L. (3 Vroom) 341; Hutchinaon v. Belmar (1898), 81 N. J. L. 443, 39 Atl. 843; Ez
Parts Willcoek (1827), 7 Cowp. (Iv. Y.) 402, 17 Am. Dec.
525 ; Field v. Field (1832),9 Nend. (N. Y.) 395;Houseman
v. Eerie (1923), 98 N. J. L. 379, 120 Atl. 738; Abel v.
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Section 510-Continued
Paragraph 1-Continued
JIeICeen !1R6i), '_3 ~l. .7. Eq. 482: Morris v. Cashmore
(1A38), 3 ~I. Y. $upp. 2~l 824; Cashmore v, J[orris, 3 ~T. T.
Supp. 3d 833, 253 App. Div. 856, 27S ~1. Y. 730, 17 \.F,. 2d
143; J[ndison :1ve. Baptist Church v. Oli~•er Ct. Baptist
('hurch (18871, 28 N. Y. Super. 849; In re Brearto❑ (19041.
A~J N. Y. Supp. 893; DlcFarland v. Crerp (18301, 8
Wend. (~i. Y.) `xJ7; State v. EIIinRton (1895), 117 fit. C.
1a8. 23 S.E. 250; State v, Archibald (1898), 3 V. D. 339,
88 N.W. 234 ; Thiel v. Ponder (19421, 221 ~I, C. 58, 19
S.F. 2d 3;State v. Green (1981), 37 Ohio St. 227 ; Carpenter
v. I~urden (1843), 2 Para. T;q. Cits. fPa.l °4; Fisher v. Fiarrisharq Gsa Company (1857), 1 Peura. (Pa.) 11q; Granger c.
Grubb (18701, 7 Phila, (Pa.) 350; Commonwealth v. Fleming (1903), 23 Pa. Super. Ct. 404; ~Isers v. Union League
(1A08), 17 Pn. Dist. 301; Commonwealth v. R'ickersbam
(1870), 88 Pa. 134; Lockwood v. Mechanics ~lational Bauk
(1889), 9 A. I. 308, 11 Am. Rep. 253; State v. Delieseline
(1821),12 S. C. L. 02, 1 ➢~cCord (S. C.) 52 ; NeAb v. Carter
(1914), 129 Tenn. 182, 185 5.~Y. 428; Lawrence c, Ingersoll
(1889), 88 Tenn. 52, 12 B.W, 422; Limestone County Commiasioners v. Gerritt (1922), (Tez.) 238 9.W. 970; Leavitt
v. Ozford and Geneva (1883), 3 Utah 285, 1 Pac. 356; State
v. Bevins (1898), 70 Vt. 574, 41 Atl. 855; Booker v. Young
(1853), 53 Os. 303; McMillen v. Neelec (19091, 68 W. Va.
4A8, 88 $.E. 835; State v. Tyrrell (1A14), 158 his. 425, 149
T.W. 280; Strathconn v. Edmonton Land Syndicate (19101,
R Alberta L. 259 ; Austin Mining Co. v, Gemmel (1886), 1Q
Ont. 898; Gosling v. Veley (1847), 7 Q. B. 406, 115 Reprint
542; Grindley v. Barker (1798), 1 B. and P. `x'29, 1°6 Reprint
875 ; Blactet v. Blizard (18291. (EnR.) 9 B, and C. 581. 109
Reprint 317; Aldknow v. Wainwright (1760). 2 Burr.
(Eng.) 1017, 97 Reprint 883; Cus6in~e's Legislati~~e assembliss, Sec. 412 ; Dilloo on Municipal Corporations, 4th Ed.,
Sec. ZSS.
ParagrapR 2State a. Dickte (1878), 4T Iowa 829; State v. McB~ide
(1838), 4 Mo. 303; Whitney v. IiuJson (1888), 89 Mich,
189,37.N.W.184 ;Green v. Weller (18581,32 :~iise. 850, 700;
J4orton v. Comptroller den. (1873), 4 S. C. 930, 483; Waruock v. Lafayette (1849), 4 La. Aaa. 419; English v. State
(1879), 7 Te:. App. 171; State v. Tyrell (1914), 168 Wie.
425,149 N.W.280.
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entire membership or to the members present, or to the
members present and voting, the general rule is that the
proportion refers to the number present and voting.
3. A fractional preponderance only is required to constitute amajority. Sphere votes are divided into fractions
and a vote is four and five-sevenths to four and two-sevenths the lamer vote is sugicient to carry a motion or
elect an officer.
4. A majority vote is required to take any action and
a plurality never adopts a motion nor elects any one to
offee, unless by virtue of a special rule previously adopted.
See olio Sec. 55J, 3fajority Vote Required jor Election.

Sec. 511. More Than Majority of Legal Votea Oast
May Be Required
1, Where a constitution, charter, or controlling provision of law requires a majority vote of the entire membership or of all members present or any other number
or proportion to take a particular action, that vote mast
be obtained, and a vote of less than that number, although
a majority of those present and voting, a quorum being
present, is not sufficient.
3ectlon 610-Contlnued
Paragraph 3Reed v. Deerfield (1900), 178 :Kaea. 473, 6? N.E. 981.
Psrs`raph 4Cuehing, Sec. 28;Reed, Sec. 2b ; Cuehing'a Legislative Asaemblies, Sec. 298 ; Hughee, Sec. 99 ; Wilcock on Municipal Corporatione, Sec. 548 ; Grant on Corporations, Sec. 71; Angel
sad Amea on Corporations, $acs. 128, 127 ; Booker v. Young
(1855), 12 Gratt. (Va.) 303; U. 9. v. Bailin (1888), 194
U. S. 1, 12 Sup. Ct. 507, 38 L. Ed. 321; Cadmus v. Farr
(1885), 47 N. J. L. 208.
Section 611ParaBraDh 1Pimental v. San Francisco (1883), 21 Cal. 351; McCrac~en v.
San Francisco (1860),18 Cal. 591; People v. Wright (1902),
30 Colo. 430, 71 Pac. 385; State v, Fagan (1875), 42 Con.
32; Anniston v. Davis (1893),98 Ala. 829, 13 So. 331; Evan-

ti~c.:.11
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.",;,1

`?. The constitutions of many of the states require an
affii•mati~~e ~•ote of a majority of the ~tie~iibers elected to
each house of the legislature for the passage of bills,
3. Constitutional provisions as to the number of votes
required for the final passage of bills are mandatory.
Section 511-Continued
Paragraph 1-Continued
stop ~•. O'Lenry (1897), 70 Ill. 2~pp. 124; McLean v, East St.
Louis (19061, 222 Ill. 510, 78 N.E. 815; Lognnsport v. Legg
(1883), 20 Ind. 315 ; Cascaden ~~. ~{'nterloo (1898), 106 Iowa
673, 77 \.\~'. 333; Hansen v. Anthon (1919), 187 Iowa 51,
173 N.R'. ~J39; Warnock v. Lafayette, 4 La. Zinn. 419;
Zieler v. Central Power Co. (1896), 84 Jid. 301, 35 atl. 932;
Stockdute v. «aplancl School Dist. (1881), 41 3lich. 228, 10
\.1l'. 3-~J; R'hitnec ~•. Hudson (1yS81, 69 Mich. 189, 37
~1,R'. 184; Stute v. ReicUmnnn (1911), X39 Mo. 81,142 S.N.
304; Edgerls v, Emerson (18511, 23 V. H. 333, 55 Vim. Dec.
?07 ; Buker v. Police Com., Port Huron (1886),8~ Jlich. 327,
?3 N.W. 913; State v. ~Vill:es~•ille Tp. (1370), ~0 Ohio St.
258; Leavitt v. Oxford eta Silver ~Ifg. Co. (18&3), 3 L'tah
2G5, 1 Pac. 3a8; State r. Bevins (1895), i0 4t. 5i~, 41 11t1.
6:» ; Grindley v. Barker (1i98) (fin;.), 1 B. and P. '=:~J, 126
Reprint 373; Blucket ~. Bliznrd (1S2~J), ~J B, and C. 851,
10:1 Reprint 317.
Pssragraph 2People v, De Wolf (1871), 62 Ill. 253; Comm, of Nash. Co,
~•. Raker (192:1, 141 31d. 623, 119 atl. 461 ; Kelley v. Sec.
of 5tnte (1!107),149 \Lich. 343, 113 \.R'. 973 ;State v. Gould
(1883), 31 Jtinn. 13~J, 17 :~.\V. 278: State v. ~Inson (1900),
• 755 J[o. ~Sa,a3 S.W.638; Hull v. Jliller (1876), 4 I~eb. 503.
:end see :~la. I~, 81. G4 ; Ariz. I~', pt. 2, 12; irk. V, 21, 22;
Cnl. l V, lv ; Colo. V, 17, 22 ; Del. II, 10 ; Fln. III, 17 ; Ga.
III, sec. VII, 7 ; Ida6o III, 15 ; Ill. IV, la ; Ind. IV, 1, 18 ;
Iowa III, lv; Kun. Ii, 15, 20; Ky. d6; Ln. III, 24; .11e. IV,
Pt. III, 9; \Id. III, 27, 2U; 3lnvs. Pt. II, Ch. 1, 1, 2; Jiich.
V, 23, 29; Jinn. IV, 20; Miss. It', 58, 80; :1fo. IV, 25, 28;
J[ont. ~", ]D; \eb. III, 14, 15; ~e~~. I~'. 18, 20; :V. J. IY, Sec.
I~', 6; \. JI. 1V, 1G; N. Y. III, 14; N. C. II, 23; :V. D. II,
;~8, 63 ; Ohio iI, 18 ; Okla. V, 34; Ore. IV, 19; Pa. III, 1, 4 ;
R. I. I~', 2; S. C. III, 18 ; S. D. III, 17; Tenn. II, 18; Tez.
III, 30, 32; Stab VI, 22; Vt. II, 8: Va. IV, 50; Neah. II,
1S ; \V. ~'a. VI, 29 ; ~Vis. IV, 17; Wyo. III, 20.
Paragraph 3Burlin;ham ~•. CitY of \'env Burn (1910, 213 Fed. 1014;
Butler v. Board of Directors (1:12), 103 Ark. 109, 146 3.~V.
130; Itnsh v.:111en (1910), 2-t Del. ~~4, i6 Atl. 370; Cohn v.
Kingsley (1897),5 Idaho 418, 49 Puc, ASo ; Peopie v, DeWolf
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4. In deliberative bodies a majority of a quorum is
often required by constitution, charter, or controlling provision of law.
5. Ordinarily municipal charters specify the number
of votes required to constitute a legal action in any given
ease.
Sec. 512. Two-thirds Vote
1. VPhen atwo-thirds vote is required for any purpose
by a constitution or charter or controlling provision of
law that vote must be obtained for the vote to be effective.
2. Atwo-thirds vote means that the atYirmative vote
must be equal to twice the negatire vote. It is not neces9ectlon 511-Continued
Paragraph 3--Continued
(1871),6l Ill. 253; JicCulloch v, State (1858), 11 Ind. 424;
Comm. of VFaeh. Co, v. Baker (1922), 141 Md. 823, 119 Atl.
481; State v. Gould (1883), 31 Miun. 189, 1? N.W. 278;
State es rel. Schmoll v. Drabelle (1914), 281 Mo. 515, 170
S.N, 485; State v. Davie (1902), 8Q Neb. 333, 92 N,W. 740;
People v. Devlin (1885), 33 N. Y. 289; State v. Schultz
(1919),44 N.D,289,174 N.W.81.
Paragraph 4U. S. v, Bailin (1892), 144 U. S. 1, 28 L. Ed. 321; Rush•
villa Gas Co. v. Rushville (1889), 120 Ind. 208, 32 N.E. Z2;
Wheeler v. Commonwealth (1895), 89 By. 59, 32 3,W. 259;
In re Brearton (1904),89 N. Y. Supp, 893; Francis v. Perry
(1913), 144 N. Y. Supp. 187.
Paragraph 6Outwatet v. Borough of Carlatndt (1901), 68 N. J. 1.. 510,
49 atl. 533.
Section 512Paragraph 1See notes to Sec. 510, paragraph 2.
Paragraph 2(e) Daniels v. Bayless Stores, Inc. (1935), 48 Ariz. 442, 62
Pac. 2d 475, (b) Grindley v. Barker (1798), 1 B, and P. 229,
128 Reprint 875 ; North Platte v. North Platte Water Works
(1898), 58 Neb. 403, T8 N.W. 908. (c) Zeiler v. Central
Railway Co. (1898), 84 Md. 304, 3b At]. 932. (d) In re
Opinion of Juaticea (1934), 228 Ala. 140, 152 90. 902.
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sary that it eseeed a ratio of two to one. Tlie following
are examples of two-thirds votes
(a) Two to one.
(b) Four to two.
(e) Fourteen to six.
(d) Twenty-two to eleven.
3. The requirement of atwo-thirds vote, unless otherwise specified, means two-thirds of the legal votes cast, not
two-thirds of the members present, or t~~o•thirds of all the
members.
4. ~~here a constitution, charter, or controlling provision of law requires atwo-thirds vote of all members,
a vote of less than that number, although two-thirds of
a quorum, is not sufficient. Even though there are vacanSection 512-Continued
Paragr¢ph 3R6ode Ialznd v. Palmer (1'ational Prohibition Cases) (1920),
2fi3 U. S. 3L0 ; In re Opinion of Justices (1934), 228 Ala.
110, 152 So. 902; Warnock v. City of Lafayette (184A1, ~1
1a. Annotated 419; Zeiler v. Central AaIIway Co. (1896),
84 DId. 304, 35 AU. 932; Sny jewelry Co. v. Board (1940),
305 Maee.581,27 N.E. 2d 1; 9oathworth v. Palmyra etc. Railway (18b1), 2 Mich. 287; State v. Gould (1883), 31 Minn.
189, 17 \*.W. 27(3; Green v. Weller (18 8), 32 Hiss. 830;
State v. 31cBride (1838), 4 Mo. 303; North Platte v. North
Platte Water Worke (1898),58 Neb. 4U3, 78 N.W.908; Englieh v. 5tnte (1879), 7 Tez. App. 171; U. 9. House Rnles
sad Manuel (1847), Art. 1, Sec. 7, note 108 and Art. 5,
See. 1, note 224.
Para~'aPh 4Lognneport v. Legg (1883), 20 Ind. 315 ; G}ri~n v. Messenger
(1901), 114 Iowa 99, 88 N.W. 219; Bn~ngton W6ee1 Co,
v. Burnham (1883), 80 Iowa 493, 15 N,W. 282; Speed v.
Crawford (1880), 80 H~. 207 ; Blood v. Beal (1905), 100
Me. 39, 80 Atl. 42T; Whitney v. Hudson (1888), 89 Mich.
180, 37 N.W. 184; Stockdale v. Wayland School District
(1881), 47 Mich. 228, 10 N.W. 349; Pollasky v. Schmid
(1901), 128 Mich. 899, 87 N.W, 1030; State v. Wagner
(1fl15),130 Minn. 424,153 N.W.749; Cleveland Cotton 3fiils
v. Cleveland County Commieeionere, 108 N. C. 878, 13 9.E.
271; State v. McBride (1835), 4 h1o. 305, 29 Am. Dec. 638.
12-L-6783
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Gies, a vote equal to t~vo-thirds of the total membership
is required.
5, A constitutional provision providing that a certain
action requires atwo-thirds vote of both houses means a
two-thirds vote of each house and not merely an aggregate two-thirds of the members of both houses.
6, r~ deliberati~~e bodv, whether a state legislature,
city council, or administrative board, cannot by its own
act or rule require atwo-thirds ~•ote to take any action
where the constitution or controlling authority requires
only a majority vote. Duties and responsibilities imposed
on a public body are, of necessity, to be exercised by a
majority of that body unless otherwise provided by the
power establishing the body. To require atwo-thirds vote,
for example, to take any action would be to dive to onethird of the members the power to defeat the action and
amount to a delegation of the powers of the body to a
minority.
See also Seca. 51 and 519.

7. When a constitutional provision requires more than
a majority vote for the passage of certain types of bills,
such bills can be amended by a majority vote and an
amendment to such a bill by the other house, not involying any question itself requiring more than a majority
Section 512—Continued
Paragraph 53lorton ~•. Comptroller General (1R73), -~ S. C. 430; Belote v,
Coffman (1915), 117 2~rk. 352, 17~ 9.W. 37.
Paragraph 6—
Tnylce ti•. Davis (1924), 212 Ala. 282, 102 30. 433; State v.
Borough of Carlstadt (1901), 68 fit. J. 1.. 510, 49 Atl. G33.
Paragraph 7—
~Vn;st~ff v. Central Highcray Commission (1917), 1T4 N. C.
377, 93 S.E. 908; State v. Boyer (1917), 84 Ore. 513, 185
Pac. 587 ; U. 3. House Dinnual, Art. t' of the Constitution.
and note 224.
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Reconaiderntion.
,Cte also Sec. 47J, Vote Required Jor

g. There is no rule of parliamentary law enforced by
which a
the courts or ge~ierally accepted in practice by
adminor
bodies
legislative
two-thirds vote is required in
limit
as
:
to
such
questions
istrative boards for procedural
out
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a
up
take
to
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not
is
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their
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by
them
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not
rules are
Sec. 618. Tie Votas and Oaating Votes
against any propo1, When the vote for and the vote
decides
aition are equal there is a tie vote. A tie vote
voice
nothing but leaves the situation unchanged. The
partis is the
of the majority decides, for the bex majoris
Section 512—Continued
Paragraph 8—
983. 775 ~
Crawford v. G'1eLr'~t (192), 84 Fls. 41, 69 So.
Parairaph 9—
Waples, Bec.
Cuahina'e Legislative Aeaembliea, Sec. 1428;
134 ; N. Y. Dienuel, 199819, p. 485.
Section 613—
Psra~raph 1—
Sec.
JeRereon, Sec. %LI ; Cuehing'e I.eBielative Aaeembliee,
412 ~ Stnr~i~~ DP• 58, 57.
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law of all legislative bodies and elections where not otherwise expressly provided. But if the body be equally
divided, semper ~resumatt~r pro negante, the former Ia~v
is not changed because no affirmative action can be taken
except by a majority. ~ decision of the presiding officer
is not overruled on appeal by a tie vote.
2. It has been thought, in mane instances, that some
provision should be made to "break" a tie. This is aecomplished by ~i~•ino the presiding officer a vote in case
of a tie. This vote is called a "casting" vote. Sueh a vote
can be cast only when it will decide the tie. When, for
example, a lieutenant governor with a casting vote presides over a senate with 40 members where 21 votes are
necessary to pass a bill. The lieutenant governor would
have a casting vote if the vote were 20 to 20 on a bill but
not if the vote were 19 to 19 because the vote of the
lieutenant governor would not decide the question.
3. The casting vote is usually given to a presiding officer, like a lieutenant governor or mayor, when he is not
a regular member of the body and does not otherwise have
a vote. It is occasionally given to a presiding of~eer who
is a regular member and may Srst vote as a member and
may vote again to break a tie.
Section 513---Continued
Paragraph 2Iianaen v. Town of ~nthon (1~J19), 187 Iowa 51, 173 N.W.
939; Merriam v. Chicago R. Company (1908), 130 Mo. App.
247, 111 S.~t'. 878; City of Croswell v. Heim (1938),
284
Mich. 404, 279 N.V. 879; State ~•. Creaewell (1918),
117
Mien, 195, 78 So. 770.
Para`raph 33tate v, Chapman (1878), 44 Conn. >9L; Lavntz v.
People
(18&5),113 I11.137,55 Am. Rep. 405; Carroll v. Wall (1888),
35 gxn. 38, 10 Pae. 1; Small v. Orne (1887), 79 Die, 7g, g
Atl, 152; People v. Church of the Atonement (1888),
48
(N. Y•) 803; Reeder v. Trotter (1919), 142 Tenn. Barb.
37, 215
S.W. 400.
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4. In 3"t states the lieutenant oo~'ernor presides over
the senate and he presides over the single house in `ebraska. In 31 states the lieutenant go~-ernor has a castin;
vote, in five he has no vote, and in Rhode Island he is a
._
member and votes as a regular member.
5. When the presiding ot~cer is not a member of the
organization he can cast a vote only when expressly
authorized to do so.
6, By the common law a casting vote ~~mPtimes signifies asingle vote of the person who never votes except in
the case of an equality and sometimes a double vote of a
person who votes first with the rest and then upon an
equality creates a majority by casting a second vote. A
presiding officer who is a member of the body and has
already voted as such has no power to cast a second vote
to break a tie unless such right is given by rule or statute
expressly so providing.
Sec. b14. When a Oasting Vote Is in Order
1. a casting vote is in order only when there is a tie
vote as when the cotes are equally divided between two
Section 513-Continued
ParegraDh 4Book of the State, 1952, pp. 90, 100, 580, 381.
Paragraph 6Reeder v. Trotter (119), 142 Tenn. 3i. 215 5.~V. 400; C~rrollton v. Clark (1888), 21 Ill. App. 74; People v, Wright
(1902), 30 Culo. 439, 71 Pac. 385.
Paragraph 6O'Neil v. O'Connell (1915), 300 I{y. 707, 169 S.W. 2d 985;
People v. Church of the eltonement (1886), 48 Barb. (N.
Y.) 803 ; Reorder v. Trotter (1919), 142 Tenn. 37, 215 S.~`.
400.
Sectlon 514Paza~raph 1Wooater v.'.1~uliins (1894), 184 Cona. 340, 30 Atl, 144, 25 L.
R. A.894; Goatin v. Brooke (1892), 89 Ga. 244, 15 9.E. 381;
Carrollton v. Clark (1888), 21 Ill. App. 74; Beaver Creek
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candidates or when there is an equal number for and
against a proposition.
2. A casting vote is not in order in an election to give
one candidate a majority where the other votes are scattered among other candidates. A casting vote would be
in order where the vote was four to four but not where
the vote was three for one candidate, two for another and
one for a third, A casting ~•ote is not in order to give one
candidate a plurality where two or more have an equal
number of votes.
3. When two candidates for election by a city council
receive the same number of votes and there is a blank
vote, there is not a tie which will permit the presiding
ot~cer to give a casting vote.
4. Where the presiding o~cer is a member of a body
and as such member entitled to vote with the other members, the fact that he was chosen to act as presiding officer
will not deprive him of the privilege of voting as a member bnt gives him a second vote as presiding officer in ease
of a tie.
Sectlon 614-Contlnued
Paragraph i~onttnued
v. Haetia~n (1884), 62 Mich. 528, 18 N.W. 250; Relley v.
Secretary of State (1907), 149 Mich. 343, 112 N. W. 978;
3tnte ez rel. v. Gainey (1879), 28 Miaa. 313, 3 N.W. 977;
Rich v. McLaurin (1903), 83 biiae. 95, 35 So. 33T; State v.
Yates (1987), 19 Mont. 239, 4T Pac. 1004; (`rant City v.
5almoa (1928), 221 Mo. App. 9b3, 288 B.W. 88; McClein
v. Chnrch (1930), 78 Utah 170, 289 Psc. 88; State v. Ddott
(1801), 111 Wis. 19, 88 N.W. b69.
Parasraph 29tate v. Yates (1897), 19 Mont. 239, 47 Pac. 1004; State v.
Mott (1901), 111 Wie, 19, 88 N.W. 589; McConrt v. Benm
(1902), 42 Ore. 41, 89 Pac. 990; City of Croswell v. Helm
(1938), 284 Diich. 404, 2T9 N.W. 879.
Psrs~rayh 3State v. Chapman (1878), 44 Conn. 696.
Parasraph 4Reeder v. Trotter (1919), 142 Tann. 37,216 S.W. X00.
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5, tiVhere the mayor is entitled only to a casting vote,
a person serving as mayor pro tem, even though he is a
member of the council presiding in the absence of the
mayor, is not entitled to a castin; vote in case of a tie.
g, When voting in case of a tie, the presiding officer
m8y give his reasons for the vote and have them entered
voting member.
in the journal the same as a regular
7, Where the presiding o~cer gives a casting vote he
should definitely cast his own vote. The mere announcing
held sufficient in
of the vote, adding his own, has been
others.
disputed
in
but
cases
some
g, When voting on an appeal, although the question is
`Shall the decision of the president (or speaker or chairhouse,
man) stand as the judgment of the senate (or
may
member,
a
when
officer,
or council)," the presiding
tie,
a
it
made
his
vote
though
even
vote, and a tie vote,
that
the
principle
the
upon
officer
presiding
sustains the
decision of the presiding officer can be reversed only by
a majority.
Section 514-Continued
para~Dh 6699;
Harris v. People (1912), 18 Cnl. App. 18Q, 70 Pac.
Shu~are ~•. Hamilton (1908), 122 Sy.606 ; Freint v. Dumont
(1931), 108 N. J. L. 245 ; Herring v. ~fezia (Tez. Civ. App.
1928-2T) 290 3.W. 792.
PsraaraDh 6Cuehing's Leeielative Assemblies, Sec. 311; N. Y. Manual,
1948-40, p. 443.
Paragraph 7Cn~ea not requiring sepnrate casting of vote are: Lnuntz v.
5 Am. Rep. 405 ; Rushville Gns
People (158:5),113 I11. 137,:
Co. v. Rushville (1889), 120 Ind. 206, 23 N.E. 72; 5mn11 v.
Orne (1887), 79 Me. 78, 8 Atl. 152; Stets v. Armstrong
(1893), 54 Diinn. 457, 56 N.N. 97; People ez rel. v. Rector
(1886), 48 Barb. (N. Y.) 803.
Cseea requiring separate ceating of vote are: Hornung v.
State (1888), 116 Ind 488, 19 N.E. 151; Lawrence v. Iagersoll (1859), 88 Tenn. 52, 12 9.~V. 422; Cealer v. Taazer
(1929), 234 N. Y. Sapp. 571.
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Sec. bib. Ezamplea of Votes Required
1. When authority is conferred upon two persons
nothing can be done without the consent of both.
2. Where three judges constitute a court two judges
can act in case of one vacancy or in the absence of one
judge.
3. Where the vote in a board of sia was three to three
and upon retaking the vote three refused to vote, the
vote became three to nothing and the actio►i is legally
taken.
4. In a city council with sis members when three vote
for one candidate, two vote for another and there is one
blank ballot, the blank ballot cannot be counted so the
vote is three to two and the candidate with the three
votes is elected.
5. When there were seven aldermen, four were a
quorum. Sia were present. Three voted for the adoption
of the amendment, the other three refused to vote, but
the amendment was adopted.
6. There was a board of seven directors, At an election
there were seven present—five voted. Three voted for one
Section 515—
Parasraph 1—

Downing v. Ruger (1839), 21 Wend. (N. Y.) 178.
Paragraph 2—

Cowan v. Murch (1898), 97 Tertn. 59~, 37 S.W. 393; Biglow
v, firust (184)8),57 Ohio 3t. 434,49 N.E.477,
Para~reDh 3—

Bushville Gas Co, v. Rushville (1889), 120 Ind. 208, 23 N.E.
72; State v. Vanosdal (1892), 131 Ind. 388, 31 N.E, 79.
ParagraDh 4—

State v. Tyrell (1914), 158 Wie. 425, 149 N.W. 280.
ParagraPb 6-

3t. Joeeph Township v. Rogers (1872), 83 II. 9. 844, 21 L.
Ed. 328 ;Attorney (ienernl v. S6eppnrd (1882),82 N. H.383,
13 am. 5t. Aep. 678.
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person, two for another. The person receiving the three
votes was elected,
7, Where there is a borough council of twelve members
and ten members are present an election is held at which
five votes are cast for one person and two. for another, the
other three not voting. The person who received the five
votes was elected.
8. V~'hen in a city council of twelve members all members are present and there is a rule requiring a vote of a
"majority of the members elected and voting," when sia
members voted for one candidate, three for another and
three refused to vote, the candidate receiving the sia votes
was elected.
9. A new city charter is not invalid because it is reported by ten instead of all thirteen members of the
charter commission since such commission is a deliberative body and the rules relating to a majority are applicable.
10. Where a city council consisted of fourteen members
and a mayor to whom all legislative powers were given,
a vacancy in the council did not reduce the membership
to thirteen so that seven would be a majority and could
pass an ordinance.
Section S1S~o~tlnued
Paragraph 6—

Booker v. Young (1855), 12 Gratt. 305,
Paragrayh T—

Commonwealth v. Fleming (1903),23 Pa. Sup, Ct. 404.
Paragraph S—

Morton v. Jungermnn (1890), 89 Hv. 505, 12 9.W. 944.
ParasraDh!-

9tate v, ganeae City (1925), 310 Mo. 542, 278 S.W. 389.
Paragraph 30—

McLean v. Eant 8t. Louie (1908), 22 Ill. 510, 78 N.E. 815.
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11. Where it is provided only that a majority of the
members of the city council constitute a quorum, the passage of an ordinance requires an affirmative vote of a
majority of the members. There were seventeen members,
nine members constitute a quorum and a majority of that
quorum can elect a clerk.
12. In the \ew York Cite council of tr~•enty-sis members, when twenty-five are present, thirteen are su~cient
to elect, but when twenty-sig are present and vote, thirteen
are not enough to elect, since they are not a majority of
those voting.
13. In an election by a county convention of school
directors a majority vote of those present was required.
There were 112 present, 56 voted for Swartz, 55 for Kast.
One member refused to vote. Swartz was not elected as
he did not receive a majority cote of the members present.
14. In an organization the by-laws required "a majority of the meeting" to take a particular action. The
quorum vas `?00, `?15 were present, 91 mooted in the affirmative, 51 in the negative and 67 refrained from voting. A
majority of the meeting meant the majority of those
actually voting and the action had been legally taken.
15. In a public bond election all qualified voters who
absent themselves from an election, held pursuant to
Section 515—Continued
Paragraph 11—

In re Brearton (1904), 89 N. T. 3upp. 893.
Paragraph 123forris v. Cnshmore (1033), 3 N. Y. Supp. 2d 4°4.
Paraaraph 13—

Commonwealth v. Wickersham (1870),86 Pa.134.
Paragraph 14—
\isers v. Union League (1908),17 Pa. Dist, 301.
Paragraph 15—

Couaty of Taft v. Johnson (1877),95 U. S. 380,24 L. Ed.41U.
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public notice duly given, are presumed to assent to the
rule of the majority of those voting unless the law providing for the election otherwise declares. Where a majority is required to authorize the bonds a majority of the
legal votes cast carries the election.
Sec. 616. Presumptions as to Effect of Members Not
Voting
1. There has been considerable discussion by the courts
as to presumptions concerning the effect of members not
voting. There appear to be two distinct situations
(a) When only a majority of the legal votes cast is

required, failure to vote or the casting of a blank ballot
reduces the number of affirmative votes necessary to take
an action. Under this situation a failure to vote has in part
the same effect as a'`,ves" vote. The members not voting
are sometimes said to be presumed to agree to abide by
the decision of those voting.
(b) When a set number of votes or a majority or other
proportion of the entire membership or of the members
present is required, a failure to vote reduces by one the
vote available to tike the action and, therefore, has the
same effect as a "no"vote. It would not seem to be proper
to eay that members not voting are presumed to be voting
Section 618—

Mount v. Parker (186?), 32 N. J. L. 341; State v. Green
(1881), 37 Ohio St. 22T; Martin v. Chute (1885), 34 Minn.
13fi, 24 N.W. 353; Wheeler v. Commonwealth (1895), 89 By.
b9, 32 8.W. 269; Murdock v. Strange (1904), 99 hid. 89,
6T Atl. 828;Myers v. Union League (1908),1? Pa. Diet 301;
Caffe~ v. Veele (1944), 193 Okla. 444, 146 Pac.2d 981; State
ez rel. Hayman v. State Election Board (1938),181 Okln.822,
75 Pac. 2d 881; Russell v. Marphy (1938), 177 Okla. 256, SS
Pac. 2d 580; Redmond v. Town of 9nlpher (1912), 32 Okle.
ZOl, 120 Pac. 282; Hartford Aceideat and Indemnity Compnny v. City of Sulpher (1942), 123 Fed 2d 5d8~
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in the negative though in this situation that is the effect
of the failure to vote.
Sec. 617. Illegal Votes
1. Nhen persons not entitled to rote have voted, or
there are more ballots than persons entitled to vote, or it
appears that there have been illegal votes cast, the vote
should be declared void and a new vote taken.
2. When illegal votes have been cast but those votes
could not have changed the result of the vote, as when
two illegal votes were cast but the winning candidate
won by eleven votes, an election or other vote is not invalidated by the illegal votes. V6'hen illegal votes may
have changed the result of the vote, the vote is void.
3. When a majority or other proportion of the votes
cast is required to take any action, the illegal votes and
blank ballots are not considered in the computation. Thus
when forty-eight votes were cast including three blank
ballots and two ballots were illegal only forty-three legal
ballots were cast and twenty-two votes were a majority
and would elect a candidate or carry a motion.
Sec. 618. Action Mnst Be Within Power or Vote Is
TIIBgeCLlvB

1. No motion or measure is in order that conflicts with
the Constitution of the State or of the United States or
3ectlon 517Para~raph 1Labourdette v. New Orleena (1847), 2 I,e. Ann. 527; Bsker
v. Cushman (1879), 127 Maee. 106; State v. Starr (1908),
78 Conn. 838, 83 Atl. 512; State v. Hutchens (1891), 93
Neb. 335, 15 N.W. 185.
Pua~raDh tCommonweelth v. Greea (1839), 4 Whert. (Pa.) 531, 803;
Sudbury v. Stearae (1838), 21 (Pick.) Maea. 148.
Paragraph 3Murdock v, Strsa~e (1904), 98 Md. 88, 6T dtl. 828,
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with treaties of the United States, and if such a motion
or measure be adopted, even by a unanimous vote, it is
null and void.
2. No rule that conflicts with a rule of a higher order is
of any authority, thus, a legislative rule providing for
the suspension, by general consent, of an article of the
Constitution would be null and void.
3. Legislative acts which are irregular or void may be
ratified and confirmed subsequently, provided the body
had the authority originally to take the action ratified,
and the procedure and vote on ratification met all requirements.
Sec. 619. A Legislative Body Cannot Delegate
Its Powers
See also Sec. 51, Delegation o/ Posoera, and Sec. S1Q, parapraph 6.

1. The power of any legislative body to enact legislation or to do any act requiring the use of discretion canSectlon 618Paragreph 1JefEeraon, Sec. XLI ; Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec.
370; Cushing, Sec. 249.
Paragraph 3Marion W. Co. v. Marion (1903), 121 Iowa 308, 98 N.W.
883; Hansen v. Anthon (1919), 187 Iowa 51, 173 N.W.939;
Orange v. Clement (1919), 41 Cal. App. 49T, 183 Pac. 189;
Sta[e v. Hennepin Co. (1886), 33 Minn. 235, °2 \.~~'. 625;
Jordan v. School District (1864), 38 Sfe. 184; Curtin v.
Gowan (1890), 34 III. App. 518; Wheat v. Van Tine (1907),
149 :1fic6. 314, 112 N.W. 933; Brown v. ~Vintersport (1887),
79 hle. 305, 9 atl. 844.
3ectton 519ParaQraph 1Ralla v. Wyand (1914),40 Okla. 323, 138 Pac. 158; Attorney
General v. Briasenden (1930), 271 Masa. 172, 1T1 N.E. 82;
Coffin v, Nantucket (1850), 59 lines. 289; Board of Ezciee
v. 5ac~rider (1888), 35 N. Y. 154; State v, Milwaukee
(1914), 16T Wie. 505, 147 N.W. 50,
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not be delegated to a minority, to a committee, to officers
or members or to another body.
2. A legislative body may assign ministerial or administrative duties to one. of its committees to aet in
behalf of the body itself.
Section 519—Continued
Paragraph 2—
I:illett v. I.o~;au Cnunt)' (lfii:31, fi7 I11. °~G; I~i~n~rr ~•.lf,niningtou (19011, 30 \1'. \'n.:;'l'_', III N.N:. ~}7:~.
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CHAPTER 47

RULES GOVERNING VOTING
Sec. 620. A Vote Is Required to Decide a Question
1. The decision of a deliberati~•e body can be made only
by the taking of a vote at a meeting. The fact that members have individually expressed opinions on a question
is not a decision of the body and is of no effect.
Sec. b21. Members Must Vote Unless Ezcnsed
1. It is a general rule that a legislative body cannot
only compel the attendance of its members but that it
can also require them to vote unless excused by the body
from voting.
2. The rule in the House of Commons was that every
member was required to vote. This followed from the
practice of division, no one being permitted to withdraw
or enter after the question had been put.
3. Each house under its power to make rules for its
own government has power to excuse members from
voting.
4. It is the practice in the state legislatures to excuse a
member from voting when he has a personal interest in
Sectton o20—
Landera v. Frank Street liethodist F.piecopnl Church (18891,

114 ~T. Y. 828, 21 N.E. 420; 14lobile v. Kiernan (1910), li0
Als. 449, G4 80. 102; Peirce v. New Orleans Building Co.
(1836), 9 La. 397; Whitney v. City of `ew Eiaven (1890),
Fib Coon. 4Ci0, 20 Atl. 886.

~

Section 621—
Paragraph 1—

Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 1795; Cushing, Sec.
244 ; N. Y. Manual, 1948-49, p. 371.
Para~rayh 2—

Jeffereon, Sec. XLI.
Parnsraph 3—

Wipe v. Bigger (1884), 79 Va. 289,

~
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the matter voted upon or for other good cause. Ordinarily no question is raised when a member fails to vote,
but, especially when a particular number of votes are
required, or a certain proportion of the votes of members
elected are required, one member may raise the question
and insist that another member vote or state his reason
for not voting and be eacused.
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2. A member may not vote for himself for a remunera
tive office such as a city marshal or a superintendent o
schools, and if his own vote is necessary to his election
the election is roid. In private associations it is the ac.
eepted practice for members to vote for themselves foi
office when there is no compensation and the office rep
resents an '`honor" only.
3. A member may not vote to give money or any direct
financial benefit to' himself, A member may not vote to
award a contract to himself, or renew a note in his favor,
or vote a salary to himself as an officer, but may ~~ote to
approve a contract between a city and a corporation of
which be is an employee where there is no direct financial
benefit to him.
4. Where the personal interest of a member in a question has been called to the attention of the body, even
after the vote was taken, the vote has been disallowed.

Sec, 622. Members May Not Vote on Qneations in
Which They Have a Personal Interest
1. It is a general rule that no one can ~~ote on a question
in which be has a direct personal or pecuniary interest.
The right of a member to represent his constituency,
however, is of such major importance that a member
should be barred from voting on matters of direct personal interest only in clear cases and when the matter
is particularly personal. This rule is obviously not selfenforcing and unless the rote is challenged the member
may vote as he chooses, A member may vote regarding
a matter when other members are included with him in
the motion, even though he has a personal or pecuniary
interest in the result, se where charges are preferred
against a group, or he may ~~ote to increase salaries of all
of the members.

5. In Congress the rules provide that no member has a
right to vote on any matter in which he is immediately
or particularly interested, but the uniform present practice is to permit each member to be the judge of his
personal interest.
Section 52S--Continued
Paragraph 2—
State ~. Hoyt (1887),2 Ore. 248; Harmony v. $tale (1888),
118 Ind. 968, 1B N.E. 151; Sturgis, p. v8.
Paragraph 39mith v. Los Angeles Imm. Assoc, (1589), 78 Cal. 289,
20 Pac. 677; Jones v. Morrison (1883), 31 Minn. 140, 18
N.W, 854; Conuty Court v. City of Grafton (nlao cited ea
Taylor City v. Grafton) (1946), 7T W. Va. 84, 88 $.E. 924;
Sturgis, p. 58 ; Meee. bfanuel, p. E309.
Pan~raph 4-JeRereon. Sec. XVII; Cuahinq's I.egielative Aeaembiirvi,
Sec. 1790.
Pus[~'aDh 5—
U. S. House hfaaual, Rule VIII, notes 858, 859.

3ecdoa 622—
ParaBraDh 1—
Stnrgie, p, v8 ; Hughes, Sec. 569; Cushing, 9er. 41; Cuehing'e Legislative Assemblies, $ec. 178A: McQuillan on Muaiciye! Corporations, $ec. 829; Maea. Manual, p. 652; ButSnstoa etc. Co. v. Burnham (1563), Bp Iowa 493, 15 N.W,
282; Coles v, Williamsburgh (1833), 10 Wend. (N. Y.)
858; 9tete v. Hoyt (1887), 2 Ore. 248; Aconta Connt~ ~.
Hall (elao cited ae Board of 3upervieora v. Hell) (1879),
47 Wie. 207, 2 N.W. 291; Peopie v. ginsaton (1888), 101
N. Y. 82, 4 N.E. 348 ; Lonbat v. LeRoy (1884), 16 Alb. (N.
Y.) 1.
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Sec, b23. Bringing the Qaestion to Vote
See also G`hapter 15, Seca. IYO-IJ3, Cloainy Debate.

1, When a question is undebatable, or debate has been
ordered closed, the presiding officer, immediately after
stating the question, puts it to vote, only allowing time
for members to rise if they wish to make motions of
higher rank.
2. %hen the question is debatable, and no one rises to
claim the floor after the question is stated Vy the presidine officer, he should inquire, "Are you ready for
the question"' after a moment's pause, if no one rises,
he should put the question to vote. When the question
is debated or motions are made, the presiding officer
should wait until the debate has apparently ceased, when
he should again inquire,'`Are you ready for the question F" ~~aving given ample time for any one to rise
and claim the floo►•, and no one ha~•ing done so, he should
put the question to vote.
Sec. 524. Pointe of Order During Voting
See also Chapter Z6, .Brea, t~~0-w46, Pointe of Order.

1. When a point of order is raised during voting, affecting the voting and upon which an immediate decision
is required, the presiding officer should decide the point
and his decision is subject to appeal, eacept that if the
~•ote is being taken by division and it would be impossible
to debate the appeal because of the division, the presiding
officer is not required to recognize the appeal but he is
subject to the censure of the body if his decision should be
Section b23—
Sturgie, pp. 48, 81.
Section 5243 Iiateell 143; Jefferson, Sec. XLI ; Reed, Sec. 235 ; Cuahing, Sec. 248.
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irregular. With the modern methods of voting this question rarely, if ever, arises.
sec. b26, Announcing the Vote
1. In announcing the vote, the presiding ogicer should
first state the vote and then announce the result and
finally announce the neat business.
2. In announcing a vote taken viva voce or by rising
without a count; the presiding officer may announce the
result as, "The `ayes' have it," or if the vote has been
by count or on roll call, he should announce the vote as
"ayes forty—noes none."
3. Immediately following the announcement of the
vote the presiding officer should state the result as "The
resolution is adopted," "The motion is carried," "The
amendments are adopted," "The appointments are confirmed,""The bill is passed" or "Mr. ______ is elected."
4. One of the principal duties of the presiding officer
is to keep the body advised of the business before it. The
instant the business before the body is disposed of, the
presiding officer should announce the neat business.
The announcement following a vote might be, for
eaemple, "ayes thirty—noes five, Senate Bill No. 65 is
passed. The neat bill on the calendar is Senate Bill No.
67, by Senator ______."
5. It is the duty of the presiding officer to announce
the vote according to the fact. An incorrect announcement
cannot nullify the effect of e vote nor can an o~cer be
declared elected when he fails to receive the vote re-

`

quired by law.
9ectlon 525—
PnraQraph 6—
Chatiton v. Holiday (1883), 80 Io~vd 391, 14 N.W. 77~;
Diagwell v. Detroit (1890), 82 Mlch. 588, 48 N.W. 938.
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6. Since the declaration of the presiding officer respecting avote does not involve the exercise of judgment and discretion it is not judicial in a character
and, therefore, is subject to collateral attack.
7, When in a joint convention of two houses of a
city council, a ballot is taken in the election of an officer
and a clear majority for one officer resulted and the result
is announced by the presiding ogicer, a resolution deelaring the person elected is unnecessary,
Sec. 626. Recording the Vote
See also Seca. 694-697.

1. A constitutional provision or controlling provision
of law concerning the manner of recording the vote must
be complied with when constitutions require the vote of
each member on the passage of bills to be recorded. The
bill will not be held to be duly passed unless the vote is
recorded as required.
Sec. b87. Oorrecting the Vote
See also Sec. SJS, Par. 7, VeriJyinp vote by poll call.

1. If a mistake has been made or fraud has occurred
in taking o.r announcing a vote and the vote is immediately
Sectlon 525—Continued
ParagrsDh 6—

State v. Fagan (1875),42 Conn. 32.
Paragraph 7—

State v. Barbour (188b), 53 Conn. 78, 5b Am. Rep. 8b.
Sectlon 526—

Stete v. martin (1909), 180 Aln. 181, 48 So. 848; 9mithee
v. Garth (1878), 33 Ark. 1?; Neiberger v. McCullough
(1912), 253 III. 312, 91 N.E. 680; State v. Maxon (1800),
150 'y1o. 488, 5b S.N. 838; McClelland o. Stein (1924), 229
Mich. 203, 20 N.W. 209.
Section 52i—

Je~erson, $ec. YLI; Pevey v. Aylward (1910), 205 Mass.
102, 91 N.E. 515; Bs~er v. Cuahmnn (1878), 12T Mare.
10d; State v. Starr (1908), 78 Cona. 838,83 Atl. 612.
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questioned, it may be treated as irregular and void and
the vote may be retaken or it may be corrected, but a vote
may not be retaken if there has been delay or other business has intervened. A legislative body always has authority to correct its records to make them state the truth.gec, 628. Ezplanation of dote
1. Any member may, with- the consent of the body,
make an eaplanation of his vote on any question and have
the explanation printed in the journal.
2. When the presiding officer votes in case of a tie
vote, he has the same right as a member to explain his
vote, and have the explanation printed in the journal.
Section 628—
ParagraDh 1—

Cuahing, Sec. 32.
Paragraph 2—
Cuehing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 311 ; :~I. Y. Manual,

p. 484.
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CHAPTER 48

MANNER OF VOTING
Sec. b90. Manner in Which 4otes May Be Taken
1. When the method of voting is not prescribed by
controlling authority or in the rules, a vote may be taken
in any of the modes by which questions are determined
under the general rules of parliamentary law.
2, When a vote is required by a constitution, charter,
or controlling statute to be taken in a particular manner,
it must be taken in that manner.
3. Eacept as constitutional provisions may control,
votes may be taken viva Noce, by show of hands or by
a
rising vote, upon roll call, or by ballot, and when no provision is made in the constitution, charter, or
controlling
provision of Iaw, the rules of each house will govern.

4. The state constitutions in most cases require the
"ayes" and "noes" to be taken on the passage of bills.
The'`ayes"and "noes"are usually taken by roll call, but
9ectlon 53U—
ParagraDh i—
Richardeoa v. Union Cong. 5oc. of Franceatown (1877), 58
N. H. 187.
Paragraph 2—
Hopkina v. Dleyor of Swansea (1839), Eng. 4, N. do W.821;
Presbsterinn Church v. N. Y. City (1828),5 Cow.538; Hicks
v. I.onR Branch Commission (1903), 89 N. J. L. 300, 55
Atl.
250; O'Neil v. Tyler (1892), 3 N. D. 47, 53 N.W. 434.
Paragraph ~—
Cuahing's Legislative .fsaemblies, Sec. 1792; Reed, Sec. 229;
Lincoln v. I3augen (1891),45 13inn. dui,48 N.W.188;
State
v. Barbour (1885), 53 Coon. 7a, 55 Am. Rep, 85,
8t'aDh
4—
Pa~8
Aln. IV, 61, 63 ; Ariz. IV, Pt. II, 12; ark. ~', 21, 22;
Cal.
IV, lb ; Colo. V, 17, 22; Del. II, 10 ; Fla. III,
1?; Ga.
III, Sec. VII, 7; Idaho III, 15; Ill. IV, 13; Ind,
IV, 1,
~8 ~ Iowa III, 16; San. II, 15, 20 ~ $y, ¢8 ~ jJa.
III 24 ~
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in a few states mechanical r•otin~ methods ha~•e been installed. Voting by "apes" and "noes" is sometimes required in elections by the legislature and in certain other
cases.
5. The state constitutions also usually provide that a
specified number or proportion of the Legislature less
than a majority, and often one-fifth, can require the vote
on any question to be taken by roll call and recorded in
the journal.
6. A separate vote is usually required on each separate
action taken by a legislative body.
Section 530—Continued
paragraph 4—Continued
Dte. IV, Pt. III, 9 ; 11d. III, 27, 29 ; \I~sc. Pt. II, Chip. I.
Sec. I. 2; Mich. V. 23, .'9; Minn. I1', "I): JIi~~. IC. ~Si,
60 ; \Io. IV, 2v. 2R:\lont ~'., 19; \eb. III. 13, 1~ : \rc. 1~',
18, 43 ; ~1..J. IV. Sec. IV, 6; N. Ji. IV, lv ; ~. Y. III, 14 ;
N. C. II, 23 ; N. D. II, 58, 83 ; Ohio II, id ; Okln. ~'.
34; Ore. IV, 19; Pa. III. 1, 4; R. I. I~', 2; ~. C. IIi,
18 ; 9. D. III, 17 ; Tena. II, 18; Tex. III. 30, 32; Ctali
VI, 22; Vt. II, 6; ~'a. IV, 50; ~Vnsh. II. ]8; «'. t"~~.
VI, 29 ; ~Yis. IV, 17 ; ~V9o. III, ~0.
Paragraph 5—
Reed, Sec. 232 ; Cushinq's Legisiati~•e :assemblies, Sec. ~Q:~
Ale. IV, 55; Ariz. IV, 10; irk, t', 1^_; Cul. I~, 10:
Colo. V, 13 ; Conn. III, 9; Del. II, 10 ; I~'In. III, 1? ;
Ga. III, Sec. VII, 4 ; Idaho III, 13; Ill. I~', 10; Ind.
IV, 12 ; Io~sn III, 9; Kan. II, 10; F~~•. ~+0 ; La. III. 15 ;
~fe. IV, Pt. III, 6; Md. III, 22; :Mich. ~', 16; ~fiun.
IV, 5; Mies. IV, 55; Ito, IV, 42; .Mont. ~, 14'; \Nb.
III, 11; Nev. IV, 14; N. H. II, 23 ; N. J. I~, sec. I ~', ~ ;
N. bi. IV, 12; N. Y. III, 15 ; N. C. II, 16 ; N. D. I I. 49 ;
Ohio II, 9 ;Okla. V,30; Ore. IV, 13 ; Pa. II, i.; R. I. It', 8 ;
ti. C. III. 22; 3. D. III, 13; Tenn. I I. 31; Ter. III, 13 ;
Utah VI, 14; Vt. II, 9; Va, IV, 49; ~Vnsh. II, 11; 11'. ~'n.
VI, 41; Wis. IV, 10; Wyo. III, 1~.
Paragraph f,—
Pnrker v. Catholic Bishop (1893), 146 Ill. 153, 3~ Y.E.
473; blarkham v. City of Anamoea (1904), 122 Iowa 637. 98
21.~~'. 433; Campbell v. Cincinnati (1892), ~f0 Ohio St. -k83.
31 N.E. 806.
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7. Where the constitution provides that on the Snal pa~sage of a bill the vote shall be by "ayes" and "noes,'
this provision is imperative and must be strictly followed.
Sec. 631. Determining Manner of Voting
Ste also CAapter 32, reca. J0~•548, 3lotiona Relafinp to Vo~N~p, .l~ominationa and Electinna.

1. Where not required by the constitution or the rules,
a majority vote is required to order the vote to be
counted, except for verification, or to be taken by roll
call or by ballot, as the usual method of voting is viva
voce.
2. A motion to determine the manner of taking a vote
on a question that is pending ranks as an incidental question, and yields only to privileged questions and other
incidental questions except motions relating to nominations or elections. Such motions may be amended but are
not debatable, and cannot have any subsidiary motions
applied to them.
3ectlon 530---Continued
Paragraph 7—
Burlingham v. City of New Burn (1914), 213 Fed. 1014;
State v. Martin (1909), 180 Ala. 181, 48 So. 846; 3tech.
Bldg. and Loan Aeeoc. v. Coffman (1913), 110 Ark. 289,
162 S.W. 1090; Rash v. Allen (1910), 24 Dei. 444, 78 Atl.
370 ; State v, Dillon (1900), 42 Fls. 96, 28 So. 781 ; Co6n
v. gin~eley (1897), 5 Idnho 418, 49 Pac. 98~; People v,
Edmonds (1911), 252 ILI. 108, 98 N.E. 914; Com. of Waeh.
Co. v. Baker (1922), 141 DId. 823, 119 Ad. 481; Lincoln
v. Hau~en (1891), 46 Mina. 951, 48 N.W. 198; 9tste ex
rel. Schmoll v. Drabelle (1914), 281 Mo. 515, 170 9.W.
48b ; $ull v. Miller (1878), 4 Neb. 503; Debman v. Chitty
(1902), 131 N. C. 857, 42 S.E. 3; State v. Schultz (1919),
44 N. D. 289, 174 N.W. 81.
Section 531—
Paraeraph 1—
Cuehing's Legialative .~esembliea, Sec. 1792; 9turgin, p, 28;
Tileon, p. 183.
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3. When different methods of voting are suggested,
they should be treated as alternative propositions, the
vote being talten first on the method taking the most time.
In practice, the method of taking a vote is generally
agreed upon without the formality of a vote.
4. When more than a majority vote, or a majority vote
of the entire membership is required, it would seem that
it is necessary to vote by roll call or division, unless the
action is taken by unanimous consent, in order to ascertain

whether the necessary proportion or number of votes has
been obtained; but• this is not required in all eases in
Congress, the presiding ogicer declaring on a viva voce
vote, for example, that atwo-thirds vote has been secured,
subject, of course, to verification.
Sec, 635. Voice Vote or Viva Voce Vote
1. The usual manner of voting, except when the eonstitution or rules may require a roll call, as upon the
passage of a bill, is for the presiding officer to call for
the "ayes" and "noes" on a question and judge the vote
by the sound. This is usually known as a 2~tiva voce vote.
It is much the quickest and simplest manner of voting,
bnt has the defect that if the vote is close it is difficult
to determine the prevailing side. It usually serves, however, because on most questions there is a decided majority.
2: A question is put to a viva voce vote by the presiding
officer after stating the question, saying,'`As many as
maybe in favor of the motion (or other matter before
the house)," or "as many as are of opinion that (stating
the proposition) say `aye'," and then immediately atat9ecttoa 532—
PuasrsDh 2—
Cuehin~, Sec. 238; Reed, Sec. 230: Ca~Lin~'s Lesielati~e
As~embliee, Secs. 38lS, 403, 40T; Tilson, p. 3!; 9tnKia~ P. 80.
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ing the negati~~e by saying '`As many as are opposed
say `no'." The question is often stated more briefly as
"all in faror say `aye' "and "contrary `no'"or "opposed `no'."
3. If the presidinb officer is certain of the vote, he may
immediately announce the result, but if he is not certain,
he may say, "The'a}•es' seem to ha~•e it," or "The `noes'
seem to ha~•e it," in order to give any member an opportunity to request a ~•erification, and if no member immediately requests a division or otherwise requests a further
verification, he may announce the result.
4. If the presiding officer upon the taking of a viva voce
vote is unable to determine which side has the majority,
he may call for the "ayes" and "noes" a second or even
a third time. If he considers it necessary to further verify
the vote he may count hands, or have the members rise
and be counted, or may have the vote taken by tellers, or
have the roll called, depending upon his judgment and
the practice of the body.
5. A member who doubts the accuracy of a viva voce
or voice vote may demand a division or verification of
the ~•ote. A demand may be made as soon as the vote is
Section 532—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Sturgis, p. 82 ; Tilson, p, 34.
Paragrayh 4—
State v. Ellington (1895), 117 \'. C. 158, 23 S.E. 250; gimbell v, Lamptey (1348), 19 N. H. 215; Cuahing's Legislative
Aesembliea, Secs. 403, 1794 ; Cushing, Seca. 193, 198; Reed,
Sec. 231 ; Tileon, p. 3~ ; Sturgis, p. 82,
Para6raDh 6—
State v. Ellington (1895), 11? N. C. 168, 23 S.E. 250; Simball v. Lamprey (1848), 19 N. H. 215; Gipson v. Morris
(1903), 31 Ter. Civ. App. 846, Z3 S.W. 85 ; Hicks v. Long
Branch Commission (1903), 89 N. J. L. 300, 55 Atl. 588;
V. ]. Manual, 1848-49, p. 48fl; Cuehing's Legislative .lsaem•
bliss, Seca. 1795, 1'797.
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taken when the presiding officer indicates what his determination of the vote may be, as by saying "the ayes
seem to have it" or after the announcement of the vote
if the demand is made promptly and before other business
is taken up.
6. This call or demand may be made without being
recognized. It is made by saying,"I call for a division,"
or "I doubt the vote," or simply by calling out, "division." It does not require a second, even when seconds are
required, and cannot be debated or amended, nor have
any other subsidiary motion applied to it.
7. As soon as a division is called for, the presiding officer should proceed again to take the vote, by first having
the members voting in the a~rmative rise, and after
they have been counted and are seated, by having the
members voting in the negative rise and be counted as
indicated under "voting by division," See, 533, below.
Voters are sometimes verified by "show of hands" instead
of rising or by roll call where voting on roll call is the
usual method of voting.
S. While any member has the right to insist upon a
rising vote, or a division, where there is any question as
to the vote being a true expression of the will of the body,
the presiding officer should not permit this privilege
to be abused, to the annoyance of the body, by members
constantly demanding a division where there is a full
vote and there is no question as to which side is in the
section 632--Continued
Paragraph 89turgie, p. 82; Cuehine, 9ece. 238, 240.
Paragraph 7—
Sturgie, pp. 82, A9; Cushing, Sec. 238.
Para~rayh 8—
BturQis, p. 82.
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majority. A demand for a verification is not in order
when all members vote one way.
Bec. 633. Voting by Division
1. Voting by division, that is by a rising vote or by
counting hands, is a satisfactory manner of voting in
most organizations. It is almost as fast as a voice vote
and much more accurate. This method is advantageous,
and sometimes necessary, when a certain number of
votes is required or more than a majority vote is required,
unless voting is done by roll call. It has the disadvantages
for some purposes that it does not record the individual
vote like a roll call vote, or that it is not secret, like a vote
by ballot,
2. A vote by division is often used to verify a voice
vote.
3. To take a vote by division the presiding officer may
say: "Those in favor of the motion will rise," and then
he may continue "Be Seated—those opposed will rise."
If this does not enable him to determine the prevailing
side, he should say, "Those in favor of the motion (or,
those in the affirmative) will rise and stand until
counted." He then counts those standing, and says, "Be
seated—those opposed (or, those in the negative) rise and
stand until counted." After both sides are counted, the
presiding officer announces the result. The secretary or
clerk should also count, in order to verify the count of the
presiding officer, if requested by him. In a small body a
show of hands may be substituted for a rising vote.
Section 533—
Para~raph 3—

Je~erson, Sec. XLI ; Sturgis, p. 82; CuehinQ, Seca. 23&
242; Reed, Sec. 231; Tilson, p. 35.
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Sec. 634. Voting by Tellers
1. The vote on the passage of measures in the British
houses is taken by tellers, and the same method of voting
is used for some purposes in the United States Congress
and other legislative bodies.
~~
2. As used in Congress, a vote bq tellers may be demanded by one-fifth of a quorum, and when ordered, the
Speaker appoints two tellers on each side and announces,
"As many as are in favor of (stating the question) will
pass between the tellers sad be counted." The two tellers
for the affirmative side take their position before the bar
and count the members who pass between them. When
the affirmative vote is taken, the speaker announces,"9s
many as are opposed will pass between the tellers and
be counted."The negative vote is taken and announced
in the same manner. Under the old British system, separate gates were used for the affirmative and the negative
votes or either those voting in the affirmative or negative
left the chamber and were counted as they re-entered.

sue, aaa. voting on $on agu
1. The method of voting upon roll call or by "ayes"
and "noes," appears to be of American origin and to
have arisen from the practice of voting by states under
the Articles of Confederation. This is the method moat
often used in legislative bodies. It is the most accurate
voting system and most easily verified. It has the further
advantage of recording the individual votes of members,
Seetlon 534—
Cuehing's Legislative Aaeembliee, Seca. 404, 1801-1803; Tilson, p, 3b ; Cushing, Secs. 241, 242;Reed, Sec. 234.
3ectlon 635—
Parss+'sDh 1—

Cuehin6'e Le~ieletive Assemblies, Sec. 40d ; Sturgis, p. 63;
Reed, Bee. 232; Caihine, Sec. 248.
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and since members are voting in a representative capacity
their constituents are entitled to know how their representatives voted.
2. ~s the secretary or clerk calls the roll, each member,
as his name is called, answers "aye" or "no," and the
clerk notes the answers in separate columns. If a member is present and does not wish to vote he may fail to
answer or may answer "present." V~'hen voting on an
election, the members answer with the name of the person
for whom they are voting as their names are called.
3. When a vote is to be taken by roll call, the presiding
officer may put the question in a form similar to the
following: "The question is on the passage of Senate
(or House) Bill No. ______ by Senator (or Mr.) ______.
As many as are in favor of the passage of the bill will
vote `aye,' those opposed will vote `no.' The secretary
(or clerk) will call the roll." Or, in considering a series
of measures, the following is a more usual form : "The
question is on the passage of Senate (or House) Bill
No. ______. The secretary (or clerk) will call the roll."
4. A convenient method of recording the vote upon roll
call is for the secretary or clerk, as he calls the roll, to
note the "aye," or "no" votes in separate columns by
writing in each case the number of "aye" or "no" votes
thus far received on the roll call. For eaample, the vote
of the first member to vote "aye" will be recorded by
writing "i"in the "aye" column opposite the member's
name, and the vote of the siath member to vote "no"
will be recorded by writing "6" in the "no" column
opposite his name. By recording the vote in this manner,
the secretary or clerk can state the vote to the presiding
officer immediately upon the completion of the roll call.

fiec. 33~
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5. Any members who have entered during the roll call
or who have not toted may arise and address the presiding oflicer immediatels~ following the roll call and before t}~e vote is announced, and vote as they are recognized or as their names are called by the presiding officer,
tl~e clerk repeating the name and the vote for the purpose
of verification. It is not out of order for a member in this
case to announce his vote without waiting to be recognized.
6. after the roll call bas been completed, but before
the vote is announced, a member may arise and address
the presiding officer and, upon being recognized, may
change his vote by saying, "aye to no" or the re~•erse,
and the secretary or clerk, as he records the change,
repeats back "Senator (or Mr.) ______ `aye to no,'"
or the reverse. It is not out of order for a member to
change his vote without waiting to be recognized by the
presiding officer, but the best practice is to secure recognition before chancing the ~~ote. After tl~c ~•ote has been
announced it is too late to vote or to change a ~•ote.
7. As the members vote, the clerk calls back the vote
before calling the neat name in order that any mistake
may be corrected. Upon the completion of the roll call,
if there have been numerous changes or if there appears
to be need of further verification, the clerk may be direeted to read the names of those who answered in the
affirmative, and afterwards those in the negative, and
then those who answered "present."
3ectlon 53b—Continued
Paragraph 8—
N. Y. 112anual 194S~A, p. 48U; CusUiug, Sec. 247e; Mass.
Mannnl, pp. 831, 8n2; Hughes, Sec. 860; State v. Jliller
(1900), 82 Ohio St. 438, 57 N.E. 227.
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8. When the roll call has been completed, or verified
when that has been required, the secretary or clerk then
states the number voting on each side to the presiding
officer who announces the result.
9. Upon the announcement of the vote by the presiding
officer, the accuracy of the vote may be immediately questioned by a member, and the roll call verified, and any
error in taking or announcing the vote may be corrected.
This does not give a member the right to change his vote
after the vote is announced. When the vote is unanimous,
the decision may not be questioned.
10. An entry is usually made in the minutes by listing
the names of all members voting in the affirmative, and
of those in the negative, and the names of those who an•
swered'`present," or did not answer may also be entered.
The roll upon which the vote was recorded becomes a
part of the minutes.
Sec, b36. Voting by BaIIot
1. Voting by ballot is rarely, if ever, used in legislative
bodies, as the members vote in a representative capacity
and their constituents are entitled to know how their
representatives vote. In order to insure that right, constitutions usually require that all bills be passed by roll
:7ec[ion 635—Continued
ParaeraDh 8-

9turgia, pp. 83, 84.
Parasraph 9—

N. Y. Manual, p. 604; State v. Ellington (1896), 117 N.E.
168, 23 9.E. 250; Kimball v. Lamprey (1848), 19 N. H. 215.
Para~raDh 10—
Stursie, p. 83,
8ectlon 636—
Parasraph 19turgie, pp. 64$7; Cuehing'e Lrgisiative Aeeembliee, Sece.

103 to 114.
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call and that the vote be recorded in the journal, and
also that a small number can require a roll call on any
question and have the vote recorded in the journal.
2. Where the constitution or rules do not prohibit a
vote being taken by ballot, it can be ordered by a majority
vote, or by general consent. VChen the appointment of
an officer or any other action is directed to be made by a
legislative body by ballot, that action must be taken by
ballot, the manner of taking a ballot being within the
discretion of the body; but where an election by ballot
is required, having each member rise and announce his
choice as his name is called is not a compliance with the
requirement.
3. In an election by ballot a majority of the valid
ballots cast is necessary. A blank ballot is of no effect
eacept to indicate the number of members present. Where
Four ballots are cast for one candidate, three for another,
and there is one blank ballot, the candidate receiving
the four ballots is elected. If a greater number of ballots
are cast than there are members present and entitled to
vote, the vote should be retaken, and if there are enough
such ballots to change the result of the election, the election is void.
See Sec. 517, Illtpa! Votta,

Sec. 637, Unanimona Oonsent
1. When there appears to be no opposition,the formality
of voting, except where specifically required, can be
Section 536—Continued
Paragrrph 2—

State v. Starr (1908), 78 Conn. 838, 63 Atl. 512; Mass.
blanual, p. 800.
Para~raDh 3—

blurdock v, Strange (1904), 99 did. 89, v7 Atl. 828; State
v. Fagan (1875), 42 Coon. 32; Labourdette ~•. New Orieane
(1847), 2 La. Ann. 527.
13—L-6783
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avoided by the presiding o~cer asking if there is any
objection to the proposed action, and if there be none,
proceeding as though the requested action were approved.
The action thus taken is said.to be taken by general consent or by unanimous consent.
2. An action taken by unanimous consent is taken on
the assumption that failure to object to the granting of a
request amounts to consent or approval, but the question
must be regularly presented and an opportunity to object
given. Various members expressing approval end not
dissenting does not constitute unanimous consent in the
parliamentary sense.
3. A legislative body can take any action by unanimous
consent which it is competent to take by vote, notwithstanding any rule of parliamentary law; bnt it would
clearly be controlled by any constitutional charter or
statutory provision governing the manner of taking or
recording votes.
4. Objection made with reasonable promptness, even
if the presiding officer has announced the action approved, defeats the request for unanimous consent and
a regular vote is required. A single objection defeats a
request for unanimous consent. Where the presiding
officer is a member of the body, he retains the right to
Section 637—
Parasraph 1—
Cua6ing'e Lesialative Aeaembliee, Sec, 1793; 9targie, p. 87 ;
Hu`hee, Sec. 815.
Parat='aDh Z—
Lnders v. Frank Street Methodist Episcopal Chnrch (1889),
114 A'. Y. 828, 21 N.E. 420; Sturgis, p. 67; Hu~hee, Sec.
810 ; Cuehine, See, 237.
Para`raDh 3—
Reed, Sec. 24; Cnehing, Sec. 237.
Parasraph 4—
Cuahing's Le`ielati~e Aeeembiiee, Sec. 1793; Cu~hin~, Sec.
237; 8tur~ie, D. 88; Huihee, Sec. 811, 816, 81T.
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object the same as any other member, and may refuse
to recognize a request for unanimous consent. It is also
clearly within the right of the presiding officer to put the
question to a vote of the body.
5. In the absence of any constitutional or other controlling provision for the protection of abaentees, unanimous consent means the unanimous consent of the members present.
6. The granting of unanimous consent may not be
reconsidered or withdrawn, but the regular manner of
procedure may be insisted upon at any time before that
which was to have been done by unanimous consent has
been completed.

ate. 6ss, sb.ent~ voti~
1. In a legislative body it is a rate that no member can
vote who is not present when the question is put, but
<< pairing,,~ which is a type of absentee voting by which
a member agrees with a member who would have voted
opposite to him not to vote, has long been used in Congress
and come of the states and hss been recognized by the
courts. Each house of the legislature, under the authority
to make rules for its own government, has power to reeognize what are called "pairs." Ia determining the vote
necessary to pass legislation when a majority vote of those
present ie required the "paired" members may be treated
as absent.
Section 637—Continued
Para~nDh 6—
Atkine r. Phillips (1890), 28 F`la. 281, 6 30, 429; Zeiler ~.
Central R. A. Co. (1898), 84 Did. 304, 35 Atl. 932.
Pars~raph 6—
EiugLee, Sec. 818.
9ectlon 638—
Wise ~, Bis~er (1884), 79 Oa. 289; In n Opinion of Ju~ticee
(1934), 228 Ala. 140, 150 90. 902.
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NOMINATIONS
See rtlao Clwpter 8s', Sera. 34.308, Jfotiona Relating to Fotiny, ,yomiraulions and Elections.

'
~

8ec. 616. Nominations From the Floor
1. When nominations are made from the floor, any
member is entitled to nominate one candidate fora position, but no person may nominate more than one candidate if objection is raised.
2. Nominations need not be seconded, although seconds
to nominations may be permitted.
gec, b47. Nominations by Committee
1. When nominations are to be made by a committee,
this committee is appointed in the same manner as any
other special committee, with instructions to make nominationa for certain offices.
2. A nominating committee usually submits a single
list of candidates to ffiI the offices provided for, but it is
not improper or unusual for the committee to name more
than one candidate for each office.

•

3. Unless a motion is made to add other candidates or
to substitute candidates for those nominated by a committee, the committee's nominations are treated the same
as nominations from the floor, no vote being taken to
accept the persons nominated as candidates for the offices.
Section 648—

Sturgie, p. 72.

Section 615—

Sturgis, pp. T1, 72.

38~

main question and takes precedence in that order. When
8 motion relates to nominations for an immediately pending election it is not debatable nor subject to any subsidiary motion except the motion to amend. Whea a
motion relating to nominations is a main question it is
subject to debate and other motions as is any main
question.

CHAP?ER 49

Sec, 64b. ~ Manner of Mskiag Nominations and Motions
relating to Nominations
1. Nominations are a prerequisite to an election, unless
an election is by ballot or by roll call, when each member
may nominate his candidate as he votes for him.
2. Where no method of making nominations is designated by the rules, a motion may be made by any member
describing the method of making nominations for any
office to be filled. The motion may provide for nominationa by the presiding officer, nominations from the floor,
nominations by a nominating committee or for nominations to be made by ballot. When different methods of
making nominations are proposed they are treated as
alternative propositions and are put to vote in the following order
(a) Nomination by ballot, if voting by ballot is permitted.
(b) Nomination from the floor.
(c) Nomination by committee.
(d) Appointment by resolution or on motion,
(e) Nomination by the presiding officer.
(f) Appointment by the presiding officer.
3. A motion to decide the manner of making nominations for a pending election is an incidental motion and
takes precedence as such, but, when no election is immediately pending, a motion relating to nominations is a

VO~IINATIO\'S

9ectlon 617—

~

~~~

3turgi6, p. 72, 73.
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Sec. 648. Nominations by the Presiding Officer
1. When nominations by the presiding officer have been
provided for, or when proceeding informally, the presiding officer may nominate candidates for a position, and
in such a case it is in order to move that names be subetituted, or that names be stricken from the list nominated and that other names be added to the list. When
nominations are acceptable to the body the nominations
may be approved individually or as a group.
Sec. 6~l9. Motion to Close Nominations
1. When a sufficient number of names are proposed to
fill the positions, and after allowing a reasonable time for
further nominationB, it is in order to move that nominationa be closed. A motion to close nominations is not in
order so long as a member entitled to make a further
nomination desires to do so, except that a member must
be reasonably prompt in claiming hie right.
2. ~ motion to close nominations takes precedence as
an incidental motion, yielding, when nominations are in
order, only to privileged motions, The motion can have
no subsidiary motions applied to it. A motion to close
nominations is not debatable.
3. Before proceeding to an election, if nominations
have been made from the floor or by s committee, the
presiding ogicer should inquire if there are further
nominations, and if there is no response, he may declare
the nominations closed without a motion to that effect.
Bea. 6b0. B,eopening Nominations
1. If, after nominations have been closed, it is desired
to make further nominations, the nominations mey be
9ectloL 649-

9tur~i~, y. 73; Hn~ha, Sec. 97.
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opened upon motion by a majority vote. A motion to
reopen nominations is not debatable, It can be amended
but cannot have any other subsidiary motion applied
to it. This motion ranks as an incidental motion yielding o~Y to privileged motions, and to incidental motions
of a higher rank.
gectlon 650—
Parait'~Dh 1-

8turcin, P. 74.
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CHAP'T'ER SO
ELECTIONS
See also Chapter 32, Ceca. JOB-,708, .11otiona Relating to poting, ~ominatiuns and Election.

Sec. b62. Manner of Voting in Elections
1. After nominations ha~•e been made, or in ease the
election is to bP by roll call or ballot «•teen nominations
are not necessary, the election mad• be conducted in any
manner provided by the rules, or if the rules do not
specify the manner of election, election may be by any
recognized means.
?. Where no method of election is pro~•ided, a motion
specifying the manner is in order. This motion ranks
as an incidental motion and when the next order of
business is an election it ~~ields only to privileged motions,
and to incidental motions of a higher rank.
3. The constitutions of a large number of the states
provide the manner of elections of legislative bodies,
usually requiring that election be by roll call, and that
the vote be printed in the journal.
4. When the vote is viva voce or by division, the candidates are to be treated in the same manner as alternative propositions and their names are to be submitted
to vote in the order in which they- were nominated, and
when more than one person is to be elected, the names
are put in the order of nomination until the requisite
number receive a majority vote and are declared elected.
5. tiVhen a legislative body etpresses its will by ballot,
its act is not complete before the result of the ballot is
Section 552—
Sturgis, pp. 71-76; Iiughes, Secs. Si-101.
For citations to State Constitutions, see Jlason, Constitution
of California, annotated, 1933, page 1863.
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ascertained and made known. when this is done and it
appears elearl~ from the announcement of the state of
the vote that the number of ballots requisite to an appointment has been lawfully given to one person, and no
further action is taken, the will of the body is finally _
expressed and the appointment is complete, It is not
la~sful afterk•ards and without any reason to revoke
such an appointment and appoint another person.
6. A presiding ogicer cannot declare an officer elected
when he fails to receive the vote required by law.
Sec, bb8. Majority Vote Bsgnired for Election
1. In the absence of a special rule, a majority vote is
necessary to elect officers and a plurality is not sufficient.
A vote for the election of officers, when no candidate
receives a majority vote, is of no et~ect and the situation
remains ezactly as though no vote had been taken.
2. When in an election a quorum is present and a candidate receives a majority of the votes cast, although a
majority of the entire body fails to vote, the election is
valid.
Section 552---Continued
Paragraph 5—
State v. Starr (1908), 78 Coon. 638, 83 Atl. 512.
Paragraph 6—
Dingwell v. Detroit (1890), 82 31ich. X88, 46 \.R'. 'J38.
Section 553—
Para;raph 1—
Hughes, Sec. 99; Cuehing's Legislative Assemblies, Secs. 118•
128, 298 ; Sturgis, p. 75.
Paragraph 2—
Wilcoek on biunicipel CorporaEione, Sec. 548; Grant on
Corporations, Sec. 71; Angel and Ames oo Corporutioos,
Seca. 128 cad 127; Sooner v. Young (185.~i), 12 Gratt.
(~a.) 303; II. S. v. Bailin (1888), 144 U. $. 1, 12 Sup.
'
Ct. 5U7, 38 I.. Ed. 321.
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3. When provision for election is made without specifying the proportion of the vote, a majority of a quorum
duly convened is sufficient.
Sec. 664. L~Sactive Date of Election
1. An election takes effect immediately
(a) If the candidate is present and does not decline
the election.
(b) If he is absent but has consented to his candi.
dacy.
2. Nhen the person elected is absent and has not consented to his candidacy, the election takes effect immediately on notification to him of his election, provided
he does not immediately decline.
3. If a member does not immediately decline upon
learning of his election to an office, by his silence be is
deemed to accept the office and is under obligation to
perform the duty until there has been a reasonable
opportunity for his resignation to be accepted.
4. When an officer or member has been notified of his
election and has not declined, the election has taken effect
and it is too late to reconsider the vote on election.
5. An officer takes possession of his office immediately
upon his election and acceptance, unless the law or rules
specify a different time.
9ecUon 553—Continued
Para~rnph 3—
Cadmua v. Farr (1885), 47 N, J. L. 208,
9ectlon 654—.
Para~rapha 1, 2 and 3—
Sturgie, p. 78.
ParainDh ~-State v. Tyrrell (1914), 168 Wis. 425, 149 N.V. 280; State
v, Miller (1900), 82 Ohio St. 438, 5T N.E. 227 ; ReQina v.
DonoQhne (lSbB), 15 Up. C~a. Q. B, 454.
Parasnph 63tur~i~, D. 78.
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g. The election of an o~cer by a legislative body by
ballot is not complete until the result of the ballot is
ascertained and announced, and where fraud or error
occurs in the election, as where there are more ballots
than members present and entitled to vote, the vote must
be retaken.
See Sec. 517,111epoT Votes.

Sec. 66b, Declining to Accept Elective Position
1, ~'Vhen a candidate for office is present at the election
and declines the position, the vacancy is filled as if no eleetion had taken place. When a person declines an office or
a ppointment, no resignation and acceptance of the resignation are necessary unless the law or rules makes the
performance of the duties of the office obligatory.
?, :fin office is vacated by the refusal of the person
elected to accept it, communicated to the proper authorities.
3. `~hen a person is not present at the election and
his refusal to take once is announced by the presiding
officer, the election to fill the vacancy may take place at
once, unless some other provision to fill vacancies is provided by the rules.
Section 554—Continued
Paragraph 6—
State v. Starr (1908), 78 Conn. 836, 63 atl. 512; Gouldey
v. City Council o! Atlantic City (1899),63 N. J. L. 537, 42
Atl. 852,
Section o55—
Para~raDh 2—
Cushing's Legislative Assemblies, Seca. 471.478 ; State z•.
Farrar (1921), 89 W. Va, 232, 109 S.E. 240.
Paragraph 39tur~ie, p. T8.

~
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4. Where the result of a ballot of a city council electing
a person to a city office was declared and recorded, the
person elected is not deprived of his office b~• the ma}'or',
failure to declare him elected or by the failure of the cite
clerk to issue him a certificate.
Sec. b66. Vacancies in Office
1. Ordinarily a person ha~•in~ accepted an ot~ice of
responsibility cannot immediately relieve himself of
responsibility by resigning, and his responsibility continues until his resignation is accepted, or at least until
there has been a reasonable time for its acceptance.
2. If a member is elected to ot~ice or appointed to a
committee or has any other duty imposed upon him which
he is unable or unwilling to accept, he shoutcl imme.
diately decline the office or appointment if present, or
if absent, he should notify the presiding officer or clerl~
immediately that he cannot accept tl:e position or responsibility.
3. In ease of a resignation presented to a legislative
body, the presiding o~cer may immediately state th~~
question on accepting it, or a motion may be made to
that effect. A motion to accept is debatable, and may ha~~c
any subsidiary motion applied to it. Such a motion yields
to privileged and to other incidental motions.
4. The assumption that a member of the city council
is no longer eligible to ot~ice by having removed from
the city does not in itself create a vacancy and the maSection 555—Continued
Paragraph ~—
Stete v. Tyrell (1914), 158 Nie. 425, 140 ~I.\~'. 280.
9ectlon 566—
Paragraph 2—
In re Opinion to Governor (1918), 91 R. I. 79, 102 Atl. 802.
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jority of those in ot~ce at the time including such member
is required to constitute a quorum. There is no ~•acancy
until the fact of a disqualification of a member has been
~~acancy declared,
ascertained and determined and the
5, ~~'hPre offices are held without filed terms, the elect<
majority
ins authority can replace the oi~'ice holders by a
te.
~~o
Section Sb6—Continued
YaraBraph /—
Stste c•. Farrar (1~J21), 89 «'. 4a. 232, 109 S.E. 240.
paraaraph 6—
Stute v. Reichmann (1311), 339 Jto. 81, 1~l2 S.«'. 30-l.

PaxT VI
LEGISLATIVE
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
BODIES
CHAP'T'ER S1

ELECTION AND QUALIFICATION
OF MEMBERS
gam, 6gp, Each House of a Legialatnre Ia the Judge of
the Election and Qualification of Ita Members
constitutional
provision, each house of the legis1, By
the
judge
of the election, quali$cations,
lature is made
and returns of its members.
2. Under constitutional provisions to the e~eet that
each house shall have the power to judge of the qualifications and elections of its members, each branch of a state
3ectlon 560—
ParasraDti 1—

A~a. ID, 61; Arts. IV, Pt. II, S ; Art. O, 11; Cal. IV, 7;
Colo. P, 10; Conn. III, 7; Del. II, 7, S; Fla. III, 8; Ga,
III, Sec. PII, 1; Idaho II, 9; Ill. N,9; Ind. IV, 10; Iowa
III, 7; San. II, 8; Sy. 34. 38; La. III, 4, 5 ; bte. IV. Pt. I,
?, Pt. II, 8, Pt. III, 3; Md. III, 19; Msea. Pt. II, Q6. I,
Sec. II, 4, 7, Sec. III, 10; Mich. O, 16; Minn. IV, 3, b; Miss.
IV, 38; Mo. IV, 17; Mont. V,9; Neb. III, 10; Nev. IV, 8;
N. H. II, 21, 38; N. J. Ip, Sec. IV, 2, 3; N. M. IV, 7, 9;
N. Y. III, 10; N. C. II, 18, 22; N. D. II, 47; Ohio II, 88;
Okla. O, 28, 30; On. IV, 11; Pa, II, 9; R. I. V, 2, IV, 8;
S. C. III, 11, 12; S. D. III,9; Tenn. II, 11; Tez. III, 8, 9;
Utah VI, 10,12; Vt. II, 14, 19; Vn. IV,4Z; Waeh. II, S, 10;
W.Oa, VI, 24; Wie. IV, 7, 9; Wyo. III, 10; Corbett ~. Naylor (1904).25 8. I. 660, 6T9 Atl. 303.
Para~raDh 2—
Youn~ r. Boles (1908), 92 Ark. 2i2, 122 9.W. 498; Allen
♦. Lelande (1912),184 Cal. 68, 12T Pac. &!3;Mille r. Newell
(1902),30 Colo. 377, 70 Pac. i06; R.aiaey r. T~ylo~ (1928),
1H8 (3a. 478, 148 B.ID. 383; 8tite ♦. Tomllnwn (1878), 20
San.892; State ~. Jad~a Cis. DLt Ct. (1888),40 L. Ann.
(~)
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legislature has the sole and exclusive power to judge the
election and qualifications of its own members.
3. When a legislative body is made the sole judge of
the election and qualifications of its members, its determination is conduci~•e and not subject to review even by
the Supreme Court,
4. The provisions of the constitution relating to the
eligibility of members of the legislature must, of course,
be complied with.
5. The exclusive power to judge of the qualifications
and elections of its members is fixed in each house and
cannot by its own consent or by legislative action be
vested in any other tribunal or office.
3ectlon b60-Continued
Paragraph 2-Continued
598, 4 So. 482; Price v. Ashburn (1914), 122 did. 514, 89
Ati. 410 ; Attorney General v. 7t6 Senatorial District Bonrd
(1908), 15:i 3ficL. 44, 118 N.W, 584; State v. Peers (1885),
33 31ion. 81, 21 V.V. 880; State v. Porter (1919), 55 Mont.
471. 178 Pac. 832; Bingham v. Jewett (1891),88 N. A. 382,
2~ .~tl. 8f~1; Sherrill v. Penclleton (1907), 188 Vii. Y. 185, 81
\.E. 13~; Petition of Knowles (1897), 2v R. I. 522, 57 AU.
:iO3; State v. Schnitger (1908), 18 «'yo. ~l79, 9~ Pac. 898.
Paragraph 3allen v. Lelande (1912), 184 Cal. 58, 127 Pac. 843; Cotbett
v. raptor (1904), 26 R. I. 550, 579 AU. 303; Reit v. Barrett
(193~lj, 355 Ill. 104, 188 N.E. 889; Auditor General v. Board
of Supervisors (1891), 89 Mich. 652, 51 N.W. 483; Berney
v. Taylor (1928), 186 Ga. 478, 143 3,E. 383.
Parasraph 4People v. Chicago Election Commieeionera (1908), 221 IIl.
9, i7 `.E. 321; State v, Scott (1906), 105 Minn. 613, 11?
Y.N. 104-~; People v. Markham (1892), 98 Cel. 282, 31 Pac.
102 ; Opinion of Justices (1877), 122 Meee. 594.
Paragraph 5State r. Gilmore (1878), 20 Has. 561, 27 Am. Rep. 189;
Nataon v. Jiedicai Society of ~1e~v Jersey (1878),38 N. J. L.
377; Bingham v. Jewett (1891), 88 N. H. 382, 29 At]. 894.
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6. The courts will not entertain a proceeding to determine the rights of one who has been seated by a legislative body.
7. When specifically authorized by statute, courts mac
take evidence in legislative election contests, but only so
far as specifically authorized.
8, A legislative body which is' the sole judge of the
election of its members mad•, upon a contest respectin€
election of one of its members, appoint a committee tc
take testimony and report the facts and the evidence tc
the body.
9. A member of a legislature cannot be removed from
office under a general law relating to the removal of''an~oflicer."But a person who holds a seat in the legislature
and thereafter accepts an appointment to an incompatible
ogice, thereby vacates his seat in the legislature.
10. The authority of a house of a legislature to pass
upon its membership is a continuing power and the question of the election and qualification of members is never
finally decided, in the sense that a decision is conclusi~•e
upon the house, until final adjournment; and a member
$ectton b60-Continued
ParaBrayh 68tate v. Cutts (1917), 53 Mont. 500, 183 Pac. 470.
Paragraph 79tete v. Nelson (1919), 141 Mian. 4A9, 169 ~1.W. 788; State
v. Peers (1885), 33 Minn. 81, 21 N.W. 880.
Paragraph 69tate v. Hayaea (1887), 50 N. J, L. HT, 11 Att. 151.
Paragraph 9State v. Gilmore (1878), 20 San. 551, 27 Am. Rep. 189;
State v. Parkhurst (1802), 9 N. J. L. 427.
ParasraDh 30State v. Porter ('1919), 55 Mont. 471, 178 Pac. 832; State
v. Gilmore (1878),20 Rnn. 561, 27 Am. Rep. 189,
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may at any time be seated or unseated upon the same
facts.

~~e submission, committing him to prison, expelling
him from the house or inflicting other punishment.

11. A member of a legislature hae the right to resign
his office providing he adopts the proper procedure to that
end, such procedure being, that his resignation should be
tendered to the offce or body having power to order a
new election, the resignation becoming effective when his
successor has been elected and qualified.

2. A member who is absent without leave of the house
;s in contempt and may be punished as the house may
direct.

12. Unless the constitution so provides, when the president pro tempore of the senate becomes lieutenant governor by reason of the lieutenant governor becoming governor to fill a vacancy in that once the president pro tempore does not cease to be a senator.
13. Where, under a charter, a city council is made the
judge of the election and qualifications of its members
and the mayor is a member of the council, its determination as to the election and qualifications of the mayor
is 8na1.
Sec. 661. Power of Legislatures to Discipline ~embera
1. Whatever is spoken in the house is subject to the
censure of the house; and o$enses of this kind have been
severely punished by calling the person to the bar to
9ectlon 6E0—Continued
Par.sr.vn 11—
In re Opinion to the Governor (1918), it R. I. 79, 102 Atl.
802; Bradden ♦. Three Point Coal Corp, (1941), 288 Sy,
734, 167 9.W. 2d 349.
Par.irsvnl~
State v. 8tearne (1888), 72 Minn. 200, 76 N.W. 210.
Para~rsph 13—
Dafoe v. Harahaw (1888),80 Mich. 200, 28 N.W.879.
9ecdon 561—
Parasrayh 1—
JeSerson, Sec. III.

3. The right of a house to compel the attendance of
absent members is uBually guaranteed by the constitution. In order to compel attendance, members may be
arrested and, when arrested, they continue in the custody
of the arresting officer until discharged by the house.
4. The constitutional power of a house to arrest and
compel the attendance of members is not confined to the
time when a call is in effect nor to when there is no
quorum. To deprive a house of its power to compel the
attendance of any or all members would destroy its
function as a legislative body. The majority of the members of a house may compel the presence of all members.
5, When a member is absent during the session, and
a sufficient excuse is not rendered, those present may
take steps accessary to secure his attendance and may
suspend him from service of the house for a given period ;
they also may in$ict such censure or pecuniary penalty
as may be deemed to be just.
9ecUon 681—~Contlnued
Para~rsDb t—
N. Y. Manual, p. 423.
Pua~raDh 3—
Htuhee, Sec. 86b.
Parasravn 4—
H~ha,Sec. 886.
Paia~r~Dh 6—
N. Y. Manaal, 1948-l9, p. 872.
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Sec. 68Z. Bight of Legielatnres to Ezpel Members
1. Most state constitutions pro~~ide that each house
may, with the concurrence of two-thirds of all the members elected, expel a member.
2. If these provisions were omitted, and there were no
other constitutional limitations, the power world nevertheless exist and could be exercised b~ a majority. The
only- effect of the provisions is to make the concurrence
of two-thirds of the members elected necessary to its
exercise. In atl other respects it is absolute.
3. The Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in discussing
the power of a legislative body to expel members, says, in
substance, that this power is inherent in every legislative
body, that it is necessary to enable the body'`to perform
its high functions, and is necessar~~ to the safety of the
state," that it is a power of self-protection, and that the
legislative body "must necessarily be the sole judge of
the exigency which may justify and require its exercise."
In most states this power does not depend on implication,
but is expressly given.
9ectlon 662—
Paragraph t—
ala. IV, :i3; Ariz. IV, 8; Ark. ~, 12; Cal. IV, 9; Colo.
V, 12; Conn. III, 8; Del. II, 9; Fle. III, 8; Ge. III,
Sec. \'II, 1; Itlnho III, 9: Ill. I`', 10; Ind. IV, 10; Iowa
III, 9; Ilan. II, 8; Fey. 3A ; La, II, 10 ; JIe. I~', Pt. III, 4;
~Id. III, 19; ~iaee. Pt. II, Ch. 1, Sec. II, 7, Sec. III, 10;
~iic6. V, 15; rtinn. I~', ~l; Jiies. IV, 55; Mo. IV, 17; Aiont.
11 ; :Veb. III, 10 ; Kiev. It', 8 ; N. A. II, 21, 38; N. J.
I4, Sec. IV, 3; ~I, ii. It', 11; \. Y. III, 10; N. D. II, 48;
Ohio II, 8; Okle. V, 30 ; Ore. IV, 11; Pn. II, 10; R. I.
IV, 7; 3. C. III, 12 ; 4. P. III, A ;Tenn. II, 12;Tex. III, Il ;
Utah V I, 12; ~'t. II, t9; ~'e. LV, 4T ; Nsa6. II, 9; W. Vti
VI, 24; Nie. IV, 8; W,vo. III, 12,
Paragraph 2—
Frenc6 v. Senate (1906), 148 Cal. 804, SO Pec. 1031.
Psragraph 3—
Hiae v. Bertlet (1855), 8A 31as~, 473, 83 Am. Dec. 788, and
note ; Frenc6 v. 9eaete (14)05), 148 Cpl. 844, SO Pac. lOCil.
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4, A house, in passing upon the question of eapellin~
a member, has power to adopt any procedure and to
change it at any time and without notice. It cannot tie
its own hands by establishing rules which, as a matter
disof po~+'er purely, it cannot at any time change or
criterion
only
the
ease
is
given
any
in
action
It9
re~ard.
by which to determine the rule of proceeding adopted
for that case.
3. The oath of each individual member of a house, and
leis duty under it to act conscientiously for the General
good, is the only safeguard to the fellow members against
an unjust and causeless expulsion. This is the only
practical rule that can be adopted as to those unrestricted
governmental powers which are necessary to the exercise
of ~overnment,~tl functions, and which must be lodged
somewhere. Each department of the state is necessarily
~•ested with some power which is bedand the supervision
of any other department, and in such cases the only
protection against abuse is the conscience of the individual in whom the power is ~•ested.
6. A house having expelled members in the mode prescribed by the constitution, its action is not a deprivation
of office without due process of law, within the meaning
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution. The sovereign power which created, the office can
prescribe the terms upon which it is to be held and
the conditions under which it can be taken away.
Section 562—Continued
part~ph 4—
Frenc6 v. Senate (1805), 148 Cal. 804, SO Pac. 1031.
Parasraph 6—
French v. Senate (190b), 148 Cal, 804, 80 Pac. 1031.
P~rasravh 6—
Fnnch ~. Senate (190b), 148 Cal. 804, SO Pac. 1031.
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7. The provision for the disfranchisement of a member
upon conviction for crime has no effect upon the power
to expel members nor does expulsion operate as a bill of
attainder in violation of the state or federal constitutions.
Sec. 683, Conrta Have No Power Concerning
Ezpulsion of Members
1. The power conferred upon a house of the legislature
by the constitution to determine the rule of its proceeding and, with the concurrence of two-thirds of all the
members elected, to expel a member, is ezelusive ;and the
judicial department has no power to revise even the most
arbitrary and unfair action of the legislative department
taken in pursuance of the power committed exclusively
thereto by the constitution.
2. There is no authority for courts to control, direct,
supervise, or forbid the exercise by- either house of the
power to expel a member. These powers are functions of
the legislative department, and therefore in the exercise
of the power thus committed to it the house is supreme.
An attempt by a court to direct or control the legislature, or either house thereof, in the exercise of the
power, would be an attempt to exercise legislative funetions, which it is expressly Forbidden to do.
3. A legislative house, in a proceeding to expel a member, has power to adopt any procedure, and to change it
Section 562—Continued
Paragraph 7—

French v. Senate (1905), 1~6 Cal. 804, 80 Pac. 1031.
Section 563—
Paregraph 1—

French v. 9ennte (1905), 148 Cal. 804, 80 Pac. 1031.
Pe.ragraph 2—

French v. Senate (1905), 148 Cal. 804, SO Pac. 1081.
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at any time without notice. There is no constitutional
provision giving persons who have been eapelled the right
to have a trial and opportunity to be heard in the house
other than that which is normally given in such a case.
4. The courts will not entertain a proceeding to determine the rights of one who has been unseated by a legislative body.
gec, 664. Investigation of Ohargea Against Members
Bee al+o Sec. 796,Inveati0ationi Re+yectinp Member+.

1, When a charge of bribery or corruption is made
against members of a house, the house has power to
investigate the charge and to summon the person making
the charge before its bar as a witness, and to commit him
for contempt for refusing to testify without sufficient
legal cause. This power does not admit of doubt, and a
house in following this course in no respect exceeds its
jurisdiction.
2. When charges of bribery are made by any person
against members of either branch of the legislature,
without giving their names, and a resolution is adopted
by the branch to which the members accused are said
to belong, reciting tl~e charge, and resolving to investigate
it, and witnesses are summoned before it, an issue is
made within the meaning of the statute against perjury.
Section 683—Cuntfaued
Paragraph 3—

French v. Senate X1906), 148 Cal. 604, 80 Pac. 1031.
PnrairaDh 4-

9tate ~. Cutts (1917), 53 Mont. 500, 183 Pec. 470.
Section 6d4—
Pars~raph 1—

E= parts McCerth~ (1888), 29 Cal. 395.
ParasraDh Z—

H~z yarte McCarthy (1888),29 Cal. 396.

T
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3. The appointment of a committee by a house, with
power to investigate charges of bribery made against
members of that body, does not preclude the house from
afterwards summoning the witnesses, and making the
investigation before the bar of the house.
tiee also sec. 793, Legia(atie~e Int~cafiyafinp Committees.

4. A common understanding or belief concerning
improper conduct of a member is a sufficient ground for
the house to proceed by inquire concerning the member
and even to make an accusation.
Section 664--Continued
Paragraph S—
Ez parse JlcCarthy (1888), 29 Cal. 396.
Par~raph ~—
JeReraon, Sec. XIII.
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CHAPTER S 2

PRIVILEGE OF MEMBERS FROM ARRES'
geC, 6g8. Conatitntional Basis of Privilege From Arreet
i, It was considered so necessary that the normal func
tioninD of the legislative bodies should not be interfere•
with by charges against indi~•idual members, that th
guarantee of freedom of members from arrest during
and immediately before and followinc sessions was places
in almost all of the state constitutions.
Sec. 689. Early 8nle Concerning Privilege From
/~IT88t

1, In early times the privilege of members of a legislatice body from arrest was jealously guarded. Every man
w~ required at his peril to take notice w•ho were members of either house returned of record. The pri~•ilege
of a member was regarded as the pri~~le~e of the house
and be could not waive the privilege of the house. If
the member presumed to waive it without leave of the
house, it was a ground for punishing him.
Section 568—
~lJa. IV, 58; Ariz. I~', Ft. II, 6; :irk. V, 15 ; Cal. I~, II ;
Colo. t', 18; Conn. III, 10 ; Del. I I, 13 ; Ga. III, Sec.
VII, 3; Idaho III, 7; Ill. IV, 1~; Ind. It", 8: Ioa•n III.
11 ; Kan. II. 22 ; K~•. 43: La. III, 13 ; ~Ie. I~', Pt. III,
8: JSana. Pt. II, Chap, 1, sec. III, 10; Mich. t', 8; Jlinn.
I~, $; Jlias. I~', 48; rfo. YID, 12; 3tont. ~', 15; \eb. III.
15; ~Iev. IV, 11; N. H. Pt. II, 20: ~I. J. IV, Sec. I~', 8 ;
N. ~I. IV, 13 ; ?I. D, II, 93; 06io II, 12 ; Okls. ~', 2~ ; Ore.
I~', 9; Pa. II, 16; R. I. IV, 5: $. C. III, 1~1; S. D. III, 11 ;
Tenn. II, 13; Tez. III, 14 ; L'teh VI,8; ~'n. IV, ~$; R'ash.
II, 18 ; R'. Va, VI, 17 ; R'is. I~', 15 ; Nyo. III, 16.
Section 689—
JeCeraon, Sec. III.

r
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Bec. 670. Present 8~1e Oon~cerning Privilege Frnm
Arrest
1. It is true, however, that the courts by a series of decisionshave ezplained away almost every essential feature
of this privilege from arrest as it once existed. The usual
exemption from arrest, granted a member of the legislature by the provisions of the constitutions, is now held
to be a personal privilege which is waived unless claimed
by plea or motion, and it is waived when one goes to
trial upon the plea of not guilty of the offense charged.
2. The constitutional exemptions are now interpreted to
relate only to civil process, and a member of the legislature is not entitled to exemption from arrest where he
is charged with a traffic violation or other offense of a
criminal nature.
3. Any arrest of a member of the legislature in violation
of his constitutional privilege, is merely voidable and
not void, and a member of the legislature has no right
to physically resist an officer attempting to make such
an arrest to the extent of assaulting such o~cer,
Sec. 671. When Privilege Ih~om Arrest Applies
1. Privilege from arrest, insofar as it still exists, takes
effect by force of the election, as before a return is made
a member elected may be named on a committee and is
9ectlon 5T0—
PsragraDh 1—

In re Emmett (1932), 120 Cal. App. 349, 7 Pec. 2d 1098;
gallock v. El~vard (1919), 118 Me. 348, 108 Atl. 258, 8
A. L. R. 750; State v. Polachect (1898), 101 Wis. T27,
77 N.W. 788; Johneon'e Ezecntore ~. JoLnaon (1786),
7 CaII. 38.
Para~raDh ~

In re Emmett (1932), 120 Cal. App. 349, 7 Pac. 2d 1098.
Para~rnph S—
In re Emmett (1982), 120 Cal. App. 349, 7 Pac. 2d 1098.
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to every extent a member except that he cannot vote
until he is sworn.
2, A member of a legislature is not privileged from arreat in a civil action after he has been been expelled from
the house.
3, It was the rule that if an offense were committed by
house had cognia member in the house, of which the
for any person
right
their
infringement
of
an
yance,it was
house
had punished
until
the
it
notice
of
take
to
or court
course.
to
a
due
referred
him
or
offender
~e
4. The privilege from arrest by the ancient rule attaehes to the member during the period while going to the
session, while in attendance and while returning to his
home. Moat of the state constitutions now specify a period
before and after the session, daring which the privilege
applies, this period usually being from 15 days before the
seeaion convenes until 15 days after adjournment.
3ectton 671—
parasraDh 1—

Jedereoa, Sec. III.
Pars~rsDb Z—

Sira v. Bartlett (lSb6), 89 Msae. 488.
ParairsDh S—

JeRerson, Sec.III and notes in II. 8. House manual.
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CHAPTER 5 S

THE PRESIDING OFFICER
Bec. b76. Duties of Presiding O~cer
Ree also Stc. 523, Brdi~ging the Question to Tote.

1, The duties of the presiding officer of each house
are, in general, as follows ;
(a) To open the session at the time at «~hich the body
is to meet by taking the chair and calling the
members to order.
(b) To announce the business before the body in the
order in which it is to be acted upon.
(c) To recognize the members entitled to the floor.
(d) To state and put to vote :.11 questions which are
regularly moved or which necessarily arise in the
course of the proceedings, and to announce the
result of the vote.
(e) To preserve order and decorum.
(f) To restrain the members when engaved in debate
within the rules of order.
(g) To decide all points of order, subject to appeal,
unless when in doubt he prefers to submit the
question to the decision of the body.
(h) To inform the body when necessary, or when any
question is raised, on any point of order or practice
pertinent to the pending business.
Section 575—
Paragraph 1—
In re Sawyer (1887), 124 U. 3. 200, 31 L. Ed. 402; Cochrnn
v. McCleary (1887), 22 Iowa 75; Reynolds v. Baldwin
(1R-F6), 1 I,~i, inn. 162; Rex v. «'illinms, 1 Bury (England)
402; «'ilcox Municipal Corporntion, Sec. 458; 8turgfa, p.
105 ; CuahinR's Legielati~•e Assemblies, Sec, 281 ; Cae6ing,
Sec. 27; Reed, Secs. 34, 221; Tilson, pp. 28-39; U. 9. Iiouae
Rule I, Para. 1.8.
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(i) To sign or authenticate ali acts, proceedings or
orders of the body.
(j) To receive all messages and communications any:
to announce then► to the body.
(k) Generally to guide and direct the proceedings of

the body, subject to the control and kill of the
body.
(l) To enforce ali laws and regulations applicable to
the body.
(m) To have general charge anal super~•ision of thr
legislative chamber, galleries, committee rooms
and adjoining and connecting hall~•ays anc
passages.
2. It is in order for the presiding officer to sti Best the
proper form of propositions or motions and the propel
course of procedure or order of business.
3. Where a presiding officer is rPquire~l to ,i:rn a bil:
or ordinance to authenticate its passage, the act of si~ning is simply ministerial and not au exercise of le~isla
tive discretion therefore mandamus will lie to compel its
performance. To hold other«•ise «•ould gi~•P the presiding
o~cer, in effect, a ~~eto upon the acts of the legislative
body. But the courts should not require him to sign ;
legislative proposal which he had ruled had not passed
because, in this instance, he was exercising discretio►i
Where he is required to certify as to the number of ~•ote
and that a quorum was present he can rely on his oK•r
observation or consult the records.
Section b75—Continued
Paragraph 2—
Sturgis, p. 22; \. Y. \fanunl, p, 443.
Paragraph 3—
Pevey v, ~ylwnrd (1910), 205 ~Insa. 102, ~l I.E. 315
`Jtate v. Bolts (1899), 151 Jto. 382, v2 S.\P. '382; \. T
Manual, 1948.49, p. 449.
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4. When there has been no provision for a clerk or
secretary to keep the minutes of the proceedings the
presiding officer may appoint someone to act as clerk or
secretary. The fact that the person who presides at a
meeting also acts as its clerk does not invalidate the proceedinge.
Bec, b76, Eeinsal of Presiding Officer to Perform
Dntiee
1. Whenever the presiding officer attempts to thwart
the purpose of his office, the power resides in the assembly
to pass him by and proceed to action otherwise. Thi$
right is but a branch of the power which assemblies ezert
in choosing temporary officers when the permanent o~cers are absent. It is not their absence which juati$es
the exercise of the power, but the fact they are not performing duties necessary to the proper fulfillment of
the functions of the assembly. Inability or refusal to
perform those duties has the same effect as actions in
suspending the ordinary functions of the meeting and
equally warrants the selection of the temporary chairman. The power is inherent or inseparably attached to
the right of the body to convene and set,
2. When the presiding officer refuses to pnt a motion
which is properly before the body, the proper procedure
is to select, at once, a temporary presiding officer to pnt
8ectloa 67b—Continued
Pu~iraph 4---

Pareone v, Brainard (1837), 1? Wend. N. Y. b22; Budd v.
Walla Walla Printins and Publinhin~ Company (1886), 2
Wash. 34TH T Pac. 898.
3ectlon 678—
Para~rsDh i—

Hiclu v. Lunt Branch Commission (1905), 89 N. 7. L. 300,
55 Atl. 250; $imilerly, State v.~Laeher (1899), 171 Conn.
640, 42 AtL 838.
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the motion to vote. A vice chairman,the secretary, or some
other member may be designated for this purpose. It is
not legal or proper procedure for the member making the
motion to put the motion to vote.
g, The presiding officer cannot prevent the transaction
of business by leaving the chair or leaving the meeting.
In either instance the members can elect a temporary presiding officer and proceed. If a member properly questions the presiding officer's ruling on a motion to adjourn,
it is his duty to resolve the question or take a division
before declaring an adjournment and, upon his failure
to do so, a temporary presiding officer can be elected and
the business can proceed in proper order.
gec, 6??. The Mayor as Presiding Officer
1. There is no uniform rule in this country as to
whether the mayor is a member of the conncii or is a presiding officer, and each ease must be determined upon the
charter or law under which the corporation is organized.
2. The power and duties of the mayor depend almost
entirely on the proper construction of the charter or laws
governing the municipal corporation. The duties of the
Section 576—Continued
Para~raDh 2—

State v. Lecher (1889), 71 Conn, 540, 42 Atl, 838; Hicks
v. Loag Braach Commisedon (1903),69 N. J. L 300, 56 Atl.
2b0; Finley Coal Co. t. Proctor (1896), 98 S7. ~5,33 9.W.
188; Ostrom ~. Qmne (1897),4b N. Y. Supp. 852; State v.
Archibald (1896), 6 N. D. 369, 88 N.W. 234.
Pars~rsDh 3—

Oetrom ~. Greene (1897), 45 N. Y. Supp. Sb2; Cheritoa v.
Holiday (1883), 60 Iowa 391, 14 N.W. 775; Pe~ey v. Aylward (1910),206 Maea. 102, 91 N.E. 315,
3sotton 677—
ParascaDh 1—

Earl~ille ~. Badle~ (1908),237 IIl. 242, 88 N.E. 824.
Pan~rapL ~

Allbrisht v. FLher (1901), 184 Mo. 68, 84 S.W. 108.
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mayor are properly and primarily eaecutive and administrative and not judicial or legislative but other powers
may be and often are conferred upon him.
3. ~ member of a council who is chosen to preside pro
tempore does not lose his right to vote as a member while
serving as such presiding officer, but cannot also vote as
mayor though serving as mayor pro tempore,
Sec. 678. Emergency Power of Presiding Officer
1. In case of fire, riot or other great emergency, the presiding oi~'icer has the right, when, in his opinion, it is
impractical or dangerous to delay action for a vote, to
declare the body adjourned to some other time and, if
necessary, to some other place. Z'Vhen, through some ewergeney or through inad~•ertance, the body is adjourned
without provision for the neat meeting, the presiding ofScer can issue a call specifying the time and, if an emergeney requires, he may specify a different place. When
conditions permit, however, the call should be issued only
after consultation with available members. Such actions
are to be taken only in real emergencies and become valid
legal actions only upon acceptance and approval by the
body.
Bec, b79. Limitations on Presiding Officer
1. Under ordinary conditions the authority of the presiding o~cer is derived wholly from the body itself. The
Sectlon 57i—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Blake v, Tout (1~J17), 127 Ark. 299, 192 B.W. 179.
Section 5T9—
Paragraph 1—
Cuahing's Legislative assemblies, Sec. 294; 2 Heteell 242;
Hicks v. Long Branch Commieaion (1904), 89 N. J. L. 300,
55 Ail. 25D; Cealer v. Tanner (1929), 234 N. Y. Supy. 571.
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presiding officer is the servant of the body to declare its
will and to obey its commands.
2. The presiding officer may not refuse to put any
motion which is in order.
3. The presiding officer may not limit or close debate
ezeept as authorized by the rules, or as required by the
previous question, or by a motion duly approved by the
body
4. The presiding officer may not prevent the making of
any legitimate motions by hurrying through the proceedings or by other means. Members must be reasonably
prompt in order to eaercise their right to speak or to make
moCions, but if the presiding o~cer bas hurriedly announeed the vote while a member is arising to address the
chair, the vote is null and void and the member must be
recognized.
5. The presiding o~cer may not interrupt a member
who has the floor, except for deciding points of order, considering questions of privilege or other matters requiring
immediate attention, so long se the member does not transgreas the rules.
6. It is not the right of the presiding officer to rule upon
the constitutionality of bills as that authority belongs to
the house.
9ectlon 579—Continued
Paragraph 2—
JeRereon, Sec. III.
ParasraDh 3—
Sturgie, pp. 43, 4G, 47.
Paragraph 49turgie, p. 48.
ParairaDh 8—
Hus6ee, Sec. 28; Cangreeeional Record, 48th Congreae, 2d
8eaeioa, p. 1601; Cushing, Sec. 102.
14—L•5783
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8eo. b80. Selection of Presiding Officer
1. Under the constitutions of all of the states, each house
has the right to choose its own presiding officer eacept in
those eases where the presiding ogicer of the senate acts
ea officio. In local legislative bodies the right to choose
the presiding officer is usually given by statute or charter
provisions.
2. Where the officer whose legal right and duty it ie
to preside over the meeting is necessarily or wilfully
absent or no provision has been made for a presiding
officer, the members at the meeting are of necessity suthorized to elect a temporary presiding o~cer from their
members to conduct the deliberations.
3. When it is necessary for the presiding officer to
vacate the chair, the president pro tempore, or the
speaker pro tempore, or the vice chairman, should take
the chair, and in his absence the presiding officer nett
in order, if there be one.
4. Practice, based on convenience and courtesy, permits the presiding officer to appoint a presiding officer
to act in his place when it is necessarq for him to vacate
the chair and there is no presiding officer pro tempore or
vice chairman present. The body can at any time terminate such an appointment by electing a presiding officer
Section 580—
Para6raph 1—
Cushiag's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 283.
Para6raDh 2—

Billinga v. Fielder (1882), 44 N. J. L. 381; Commonwealth
v. Vandegrift (1911), 232 pa, 83, 81 Atl. 1G3; WoodruE v.
Stewart (1879), 83 ala. 208; Diiils v. Gleason (1880), 11
Wia. 493; Cockrsa v. McCleary (1887),22 Iowa 75; Ostrom
v, Greene (1897), 45 N. Y. 9upp. 862.
Paragraph ~—

Reed, Secs, 38, 37 ; CuahiaQ, Sec. 28,
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pro tempore. In any event, the right of a person so appointed to preside terminates with the nest adjournment.
appointments for a longer period can, of course, be made
R-ith the approval of the body.
5, When no elected or appointed presiding officer is
present at a meeting, the body should be called to order
by the senior member present or other member, and a
temporaI'Y Presiding officer should be immediately elected.
presiding officer in such case may be elected by a majority vote.
6. In houses of the state legislatures where the presiding officer serves es officio, the houses appear to have
the right to elect a presiding officer pro tempore, and
there can be no question as to this right when the presiding officer is elected bq the house.

gec, 681. Motions Affecting Presiding O~cer
1, When a motion, which compliments the presiding
o~cer with others, is made,it may,as a matter of courtesy,
be put to vote by a vice chairman or a presiding officer
pro tempore or by the secretary. The presiding ot~cer
should not hesitate to put a question or a motion to appoint acommittee of which he is to be a member or any
motion of like purpose.
Section 580--Continued
Paragraph 4—

Reed, Secs. 37.39.
P8ra8raDh 5—

Sturgis, p. 107.
Paragraph 6—
Guahing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 314.
9ectian 581=
Paragraph 1-

8tusaie, pp. 10T, 106.
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2. The presiding officer should leave the chair during
the discussion of any business concerning himself. When
a member is censored for use of improper references to
the presiding o~cer, the presiding officer should leave
the chair and call another to preside until any action is
taken against the offender,
3. Complaint of the conduct of the presiding officer
should be presented directly for the action of the house
and not by way of debate on other matters.
Sec, b82. removal of Presiding Officer
1. A presiding o8icer who has been elected by the house
may be removed by the house upon a majority vote of
all the members elected, and a new presiding officer pro
tempore elected.
2. Where there is no fixed term of office, an officer
holds office at the pleasure of the organization or until a
successor is elected.
3, At a town meeting after votes for town officers were
cast but before the results were announced the presiding
officer and clerk resigned, but this did not terminate the
authority of the others to complete their duties in counting the votes and announcing the result.
9ectlon o81—Continued
Paragraph Z—

Hughes, secs, 74, 5T1.
Pars~raDh 3—

JeIIeraon, Sec. RVII.
Section 582—
P4rasraph 1—

In re Speaker (1880), 15 Colo, 520, 25 Pnc. 707; Jeaeraon,
Sec. I7C ; Reed, Sec. 38.
Paragraph 2—

Ostrom v. Greene (1897), 45 N. Y. Sapp. 852.
Parasraph 3—

Attorne~ (ieaeral v. Crocker (ISSb), 138 Maas. 214.
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Sec. 683. Rights of Presiding O~aer to Debate, Vote
and Introduce Business
1. The presiding officer may speak to a point of order
in preference to members or to other members. He may
also state facts, which are particularly within his knowl- __
edge, for the benefit of the body. He should be seated
during debate and may read or state a question seated,
but should rise to put a question to vote, to decide a point
of order, when speaking on an appeal, or when otherwise
addressing the body.
2. When the presiding ot~'icer is a member of the body,
it is his privilege to call a member to the chair and
participate in debate without requesting permission of
the body to do so.
3. The presiding officer, when a member, has the same
right to explain his vote as other members, and when he
can vote only in case of a tie, he may still give the reasons
for his vote.
4. When the presiding ogicer is a member of the house,
he ie entitled to vote the same as any other member and
he may vote with the minority to produce a tie vote and
thug defeat a motion.
5. When the presiding officer of a legislature is not a
member, he may vote only as authorized by the constitution, which Usually gives him a ~~ote in case of a tie.
section 583—
Paragraph 1—

Sturgie, pp. 105, 108; Tileon, p. 58; L'. 8. House Rule I,
Par. 5 ;Cushing, Sec. 202.
Parasraph 2—

Hughea, Sec. 74 ;Reed, Sec. 40.
Para~raDh 3—

N, Y. Manual, p. 484.
Paragraph!-

9turgie, p. 208;Cushing, Sec. 243.
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Sec. 584

In local legislative bodies the presiding officer may vote
as authorized by law or charter provisions.
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CHAPTER 54

OTHER OFFICERS

$ee CoitinD Vate under Seei. 51S and 514,

6. The presiding officer, when a member, retains the
same rights as other members to introduce business but
does not make motions from the chair.

gam, b84. Ohief Clerical O~cer
d, General Dutties
1. It is the duty of the secretary or chief clerk of a
leg~ature
(a) To keep, or supervise the keeping of, a correct
journal and other records of the proceedings
of the house.
(b) To call the roll.
(c) To read all bills, resolutions, amendments and
other papers ordered read by the house or the
presiding officer.
(d) To notify the other house of all acts of the
house on alI matters originating in the other
house.
(e) To certify to and transmit to the other house
all bi118, resolutions and papers requiring the
concurrence of the other house immediately
upon their passage or adoption.
(f) To secure the proper authentication of bills of
his house which have passed both houses and
to see that they are transmitted to the eaecutive.
(g) To have supervision over all clerical work to
be done for the house and to supervise all employees and attaches subject to the direction of
the presiding o~cer.

Section b83—Continued
Pan~nDh 6—

Cuahing, Sec. 243b; N. Y. Manual, p. 484.
Paragraph 6—.
Hughes, Sec. 42.

Section 6E1-Para~raph 1—

'

Tandy v. Hopiciaeville (1917), 174 S7. 189, 192 9,W. 48;
Rouleau r. St. Lambert (1896), 10 Quebec $upp.89; Hill v.
Qoodwin (1878),68 N. H.441; Cuahin~, Sem. 3135; Reid,
Sec. 43.

i
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2. The chief clerical o~cers of other legislative bodies
have similar duties depending upon the cireumstancea
in each case. Their principal duties are usually stated
in the rules and they are always subject to the direction
of the bodies they serve.
3. In the absence of the chief clerical o~cer, his duties
devolve upon the clerical officer neat in rank or, in case
of more then one assistant of the same rank, then upon
the assistant first selected.
B. Custody of Records
4. The chief clerical o~cer must not permit any records
or papers to be taken from the desk or from his custody,
except as required by the rules and except as such papers
or records are necessary or appropriate to the work o4
a committee, in which case such papers may be placed
in the custody of the chairman of the committee.
5. All records of the house are open to inspection by
any member at all reasonable times and any records
or papers necessary or useful to a committee in the performance of its duties, should be turned over to the ehairman of the committee upon request.
6. When a committee is appointed, the chief clerical
o~eer should give to the chairman of the committee or
other of its members a list of the names of the members
of the committee and all papers referred to it.
7. The chief clerical o~cer should receive and preserve reports of committees until they can be acted upon
8ectlon 681--Continued
Para~aph S—
Reed, Sec. 44,
Pa~agraDh ~
JeGereon, Sec. XVI; CuehinQ, Stc. 33.
Para~raDh 6-

9turgie, p. 110; Cushin6, Sec. 272.
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by the house, and it is not necessary to vote that s
report be placed on file in order for reports of regular
committees to be received by him.
C, Correction af Records
8. The rule that the same legislature may correct its
journals so as to make them speak the truth, and tha
when corrected the journals will stand as if so originally
made, is applicable to the amendment of legislative rec
ords.
9. The right of legislative bodies to amend records doe
not depend on statutes, but is an inherent right.
10. It is the right of the secretary or chief clerk of th
house, without direction from the house, to correct an:
errors which he may discover that have resulted froc
the work of his once, and this right extends even t
papers which have been sent to the other house.
gec.6S8. Parliamentarian
1. Many of the larger deliberative bodies have a parlif
mentarian. It is particularly advisable to have a par
liamentarian when the presiding officer is not trained i.
parliamentary law and experienced in presiding over th
body.
9ectlon 584--Continued
ParasraDh 7-

3tur6ie, p. 110.
Para[raPh B—
Richmond County Commiseionero o. Farmers Bank (1910

152 N. L. 387, 87 S.E• 989; Hu~hee, Sec. 82.

Para~raDb 9—

People •. Chicago, etc., Railwe~ (1927), 328 Ill. 1T9, 1•
N.E. 200.

Parasr~Dh 10—

Eiu~hee, Sec. 82.
Section 686—

Stursi~, DD• 113, 114.
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2. It is the duty of the parliamentarian to advise and
assist the presiding officer. The relationship is similar to
that of an attorney and his client. The parliamentarian
should be thoroughly trained in parliamentary law and
in the rules, precedents and practices of the body and be
a ready source of accurate information and advice for
the presiding officer.
3. The parliamentarian ser~•es as the presiding ogicer's
adviser on matters of procedure. His responsibility is to
the presiding officer rather than to the body. He works
under the direction of the presiding officer. He is an adviser only, His advice can be disregarded by the presiding
officer and the body.
4. The parliamentarian should unobtrusi~•ely call the
attention of the presiding officer to serious errors in procedure. As far as possible he should anticipate difficult
parliamentary situations and keep the presiding officer
advised of questions that may arise and of the rules and
precedents or practices concerning those questions. He
should be ready to give the presiding officer assistance in
any matter requested by him. The parliamentarian can,
for example, if the presiding officer wishes, keep him advised as to what committees are ready to report or what
is the status of any particular business.
Sec. b86. Sergeant-at-arms and Other O~cera
1. The sergeant-at-arms should be constantly in attendanee during the sessions of the house except when
absent in the discharge of his duty. The sergeant-at-arms
must, under the direction of the presiding officer, maintain order on the floor of the house, in the lobby and
P~'86t'aDh 1—
U. S. House Aule IV, and Rule XIV, Par. 7; Reed, Sec. 47.

gec, 587
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adjoining rooms and see that no person remains on the
floor unless entitled to the privilege of the same.
?. It is the general practice in the houses of the state
legislatures to select a chaplain who attends each day
and offers prayer at the beginning of each day's session.
g, The larger legislati~•e bodies elect a minute clerk, an
clerk and other o~cers and assistants.
ngrossing
e
aec, 687. Ez Officio Officers
1. An ea officio officer is one who holds a particular
office by reason of holding another office. A charter may
provide, for instance, that the mayor be ea officio a
member of the city council, or that the president of the
council be chairman of the finance committee. In such
eases, whoever is elected as mayor automatically becomes
as
a member of the city council, and whoever is selected
action,
further
any
without
chairman is always, and
chairman of the finance committee.
local gov2. It is a common. practice, particularly in
togovernment
of
the
units
digerent
ernments, to tie
of
members
officio
es
officers
certain
making
gether by
imhaving
Boards
committees,
or
commissions
boards,
portant, but limited, duties are often composed of a
group of officers serving ea officio as a board for some
special purpose.
3, When an o~cer is an actual working member of a
board or committee, he is in exactly the same position
as if he were selected in some other manner except per3ectton 587—
Para~raDh 2—
Cnehing's Legielntl~e Aeeembliee, Sec. 339.
Para~raDh 3—

s~iar o. o~n~~~9 (iszi~, iso gy, i9o, szr

State v. Sirk (1878), 48 Conn. 39b.

S.W. 141:

r
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Sec. 588

haps that he gets no extra compensation for his ea ogicio
duties. He is entitled to notice of all meetings, is counted
in determining a quorum and vote necessary, and ~~otes
like any other member. But when an officer is only incidentally an ex officio member of a board or committee,
as when a mayor or chairman is an es officio member of all
committees and boards and has been given no particular
power or responsibility, he has the right to be present
at all meetings and to take part in the deliberations, but
is not to be counted in determining whether a quorum is
present or the number of votes necessary to take a~i action.
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or rules or preceden
It is usually required by statute
the neat session anc
at
return
ogicers
that the principal
houses
are organized.
the
until
duties
perform their
Honac
lea, 589. O~cers Are 8esponsible Qnly to Their
See ~~ao Sec. 7Cq, 2'he other lfouee and lta Jlembers.

1. The ot~icers of a house ase not of~'icers of the members individuall~~ but of the entire house. They may bE
c;gyp❑ orders only by the house through the presiding
officer. T}►e secretar~~ or clerk and other officers are withindividual
out $uthorit~' to execute an order of an
member that would in anr• way affect the entire house.

Sec. 588. Selection of O~cera
1. It is an almost invariable rule in legislative bodies
of the United States that the bodies have full authority
concerning the selection of their officers. They can select
their officers in the manner they choose and remove them
at anv time without notice or hearing. The constitutions
provide that state legislatures shall select their own ofti.
cers, and the same authorit~~ is usuall~~ given to local
legislative bodies although in some cases the city clerk
is made clerk of the legislative body of the city and the
county clerk is made clerk of the count• legislative body,
2. Officers of legislative bodies are usually qualified by
taking an oath of office.
3. The authority of legislative officers expires with the
authority of those from whom the authority was derived.

~, No officer leas any right to interfere with the duties
such officer
of another officer unless requested to do so by
officer.
superior
by
a
directed
or unless
at
e, bg0, Removal and Oompensation of O~cers
officer
1. A house may remove a secretary or other
hearing.
or
notice
without
time
and•
at
it
elected by
an officer in a tech2. An enrolling clerk of the house is
be removed be the
cannot
nical sPiise of the word, but he
against such perremedy
courts upon quu warranto. The
to remove
appointment
sons is for the house making the
the person.
Section 589—
Para~raph 1—

HuRhea, Sec. 83•

Section 588—
ParQSrsDfi 1—

PsraBraph 2—
SuYhea, Sec. 84,

Cli~ v. Parson (1SSi4), Ap Town 8$3, G7 N.1V. ,rii19; Cushing'a
Legislative .~s:~embliea, Sec. 331.

9ectlon 590—
pn~a~raDh 1—

Paragraph 2=
Cu~hinq's Legislati~•e Assemblies, Sec. 331.
Paragraph 3—

CIiR v. Pateon {1894), 90 Iowe 885, 57 N.W. 599.

Para6raph 2-

Cuehing's Legislative Aseembliea, Sec. 331; biaaunl 80th
Congress Rule III, dote 637.

9tnte v. (}erdner (1889), 43 Ala. 234.

~ ~
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Sec, 590

3. Where the compensation of legislative employees is
fixed by statute, a resolution granting extra pay for
night work is not in order, as the law recognizes no fractions of days in such cases.
Section 590—Continued
Paragraph 3—
Firet National Bank v. Holliday (1875), 81 Mo. 229.
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CHAPTER S 5
SELECTION OF COMMITTEES
Ste also Chapter ~9, Seci. 5¢5.550, Nomtinationi, and Chapter
50, Seca. 55~-556, Electioxi.•

Sec. 600. Manner of Selecting Committees
1. In the absence of any controlling provision, committees may be selected in any manner the body may determine.
2. The rules usually provide for the appointment of
standing committees by the presiding officer. The usual
method of appointing special committees is for a motion
to be adopted stating the purpose of the committee, the
number of members, and directing the presiding o~cer
to appoint the members.
3. A motion for the selection of a committee should
always state the purpose of the committee, the number of
members and the manner of their selection. When the
motion does not specify the number of members, the number is left to the discretion of the presiding officer or persons selecting the members.
4. It is in order in a motion for a committee to name
members proposed as the committee, and the adoption of
such a motion constitutes the members named as the committee. Aresolution of this type is subject to amendment.
5. Where different methods for the selection of a committee are proposed,the proposals are regarded ae alternative propositions and pnt to vote in the following order
9ectlon 600—
ParaRraph !-Hu~hee, 3em. 762, 754; Cuehin~, Sec. 286; Reed, Sec. 85.
Pan~raph 3—
Ha~he0. Sec.7b2.
Para~rsph 4—
Beed,Secs.84,88 ; Husha,gee. 762.
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(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)
(e)

Sec. 601

Nomination from floor and election.
Nomination by committee and election.
Nomination by presiding officer and election.
Appointment by resolution.
Appointment by presiding officer.

6. When different numbers of members of committees
are proposed, the question should first be put to vote on
the largest number, and then on the neat largest until a
particular number receives a majority vote.
7. When a committee is to be selected and no other
method of selecting has been proposed, the body may proceed to nominate and elect the members, without a motion
to that effect, in the same manner as any other election is
conducted.
$ec. 601. Nomination of Members oP Committees
See a(~o Chapttr 49, Seca. 5 5.550, Nominations, and Chapter
50, Secs. 55~-556, Elections.

1. The members of a committee may be selected by nomination from the floor and formal election by the body in
the same manner as any other election.
2, Another method of selecting a committee is for the
presiding officer to suggest names, putting the question
"Shall these members constitute the committees" and
Sectlon 800---Continued
Parasraph 5—

Iiughes, Secs, 750-753 ; Sturgis, p. 118.
Paragraph 6—

Cuehing, Sec. 284.
Pnra~raph 7—

Cuahiag, Sec. 285.
9ectfon 601—
ParagreDh 18turgie, p. 118; Reed, Sec. 87; Cuehins, Sec. 288.
Part~raDh 2—
Cuehin~, Sec. 288.
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before a vote is taken on the group, it is in order to move
to strike out names, and if any names are stricken out, to
move the names of others to replace those so removed. This
~s in effect a confirmation of appointments by the presid._
ing o~cer.
Sec. R02. Appointment by the Presiding O~cer
1, When the presiding o~cer has been authorized to
appoint a committee, no confirmation of the appointment
is required. The presiding officer may delay the announcement of the appointments until a later time to give him
time to consider appointments and to consult with members if he wishes; but the names of.the committee members
must be officially announced, and until the announcement
is made, the committee is not formally appointed.
2. ~'Vhen a motion for the appointment of a special committee does not state the number of members to be appointed to the committee, the presiding officer mar• use his
discretion.
Sec. 803. Informal Selection
1. Where there is no objection, a committee may be
appointed informally, the members being suggested by
members of the body and repeated by the presiding
ot~eer until the prescribed number has been suggested,
sad if no others are suggested, the question is then put
as to whether the members suggested shall constitute the
committee. If more names are suggested than the number to constitute the committee, the presiding officer puts
3ectton 602—
Para~esDh 1-

8tursie, p. 118.
Pnra~raph t—

Iius6ea, Sec.752.
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Sec.804

the names individually in the order suggested until
enough are chosen to constitute the committee. The
negative as well as the affirmative vote must be taken
when voting viva voce, as a majority vote is required
for the selection of any member of a committee.
Sec. 804. Appointment of Mover to Committee
1. It is a common practice in some bodies, based on
courtesy, to appoint the person making the motion for
the appointment of a committee as eha:rman of the committee if he will accept the appointment. This practice
is based on courtesy only, and it is not even necessary
that the person making the motion for the committee
should be appointed a member.
secuon eo~3turgia, p. 119 ; Hughes, Sec. T82 ; Reed, Sec, 84.
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CHAPTER S6

OFFICERS AND QUORUM OF
COMMITTEES
Sec. 608. Selection of (7ommittee Ohairman
1. It is the usual practice for the authority appointing
a committee to designate the chairman. When a committee
is elected it is the proper procedure following the election
to designate the chairman by a motion.
2. The power to appoint a committee carries with it,
if there is no rule to the contrary, the inherent power to
appoint the chairman of the committee, and a chairman
is usually designated by the appointing power.

ate. sos. e~c~ng aha~
See silo Sec. 6~6, Oalla for Committee MtetinDa.

1, When no chairman has been designated, the committee has the right to select one of its members to be
chairman, but the first member appointed should in every
cage call the committee together and act until a chairman
has been elected by the committee. He continues to act as
chairman unless the committee chooses a different chairman. When the chairman is not designated by the appointing power, if the first person named fails or refuses to
call the committee together, the second member appointed
should act, and each member in succession may act in
the absence, or refusal to act, of those appointed before.
Section l08—
Je~erson, Sec, %I, RII; Hu~hee, Sec. 781; N. Y. Manunl,
p. 325; Cn~hint, Sec. 273; 8tur~ie, p. 119 ; Cuehins's Le~ir
lati~e A~eembliee, Sec. 1910.
9ectlon 60?—
JeRerwn, Sec. RI ; Huthee, Sea 78S ; Reed, Sec. 71.
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Sec. 610

Sec. 810. Resignation of Ohairman
1. The chairman of a committee may resin his chairmanship n•ith the consent of the body and still retain hi.
membership in the committee. When the chairman resi~~is, the pretiidin~ ot~'icer, if he appointed the committee, mad• appoint another chairman, or the committee
mad• ivake its owii selectio►i and notify the body of it:
action.
Sec, 611. Duties of Committee Chairmen
1. The principal duties of the chairman of a c~ommittee are
(a) To call the committee together at the regular time
and place of meetings if a regular time and place
are pro~•ided, other«~ise at such reasonable times
and places as to enable the committee to properly
perform its functions.
(b) To preside o~•er meetings of the committee and to
put all questions.
(c) To maintain order and decide all questions of order
subject to appeal to the committee:
(d) To sttper~•i~e acid direct the clerical acid other
employees of the committee.
(e) To prepare, or supervise the preparation, of re.
ports of the committee and submit the same to

the body.
9ectlon 610—

Hughee. Secs. 836, 815.
3ectlon 611—
Paragraph 1—

(s)
(V)
1. c)
(d)
(e)

Aeed, Sec. 73.
JeHeraon, Sec..l'I ; Hug6es, Sec. 764 ; Reed, Sec. 73.
Hughes, Sec. 78.1.
Reed, Sec. 73.
Jefferson, Sec. XI.
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(f) To have custody of all papers referred to the
committee, and to transmit them to the chief clerical officer of the house when the committee is
through with them.
Sec. 612, Appointment of Other Committee Officers
1. A committee has the authority by a majority vote to
elect a vice chairman, secretary and other committee
officers.
2. In standing committees, it is customary to elect a
secretary unless a regular secretary is employed for the
cu►nmittee. In a small committee, the chairman may act
as secretary and keep the necessary records.
3. It is the duty of the secretary to keep a record of
the actions of the committee for the use of the committee
and to prepare such reports and to perform such other
duties as shall be directed by the chairman or the committee.
gec, 813. Quorum of Committees
fee ('hapftr .~ri, Seca. 500.507, Qnorurn.

.1. Requirement of Qteorum
1. The presence of a quorum is required in order for
a committee to act legally and ot~cially. ~ committee
5ectlon 611--Continued
Paragraph 1—Continued

(f) Reed, Sec. 73.
Section 612—
Par4~raph 1—
defferson, Sec. ~I.
Para~taph 2—

Reed, Sec. 71.
['araBraph 3—

Beed, Sec. 73.
3ecUon 81~—
Para~raph 1—

.TeQereon, Sec. X7►VI ; Hug6es, Sec. 76~ ;Reed, Sec. 73 ; Cnsh•
in`, $ec. 288 ; Pi. Y. Sfanual, p. 427.
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cannot legally transact business, and it is irregular to
proceed to the consideration of business, in the absence
of a quorum. The quorum of a committee must meet formally to transact business, and opinions of members of a
committee cannot be taken separately, nor can a report
be circulated securing signatures of a majority of the
members of a committee and this report be submitted as
a report of the committee, unless authorized by the rules.
B. What Constitutes a Quorum
2. The quorum of a committee is a majority of the
members of the committee unless the rules of the body
otherwise provide. A quorum of a committee may transaet business and, unless provided by the rules, a majoritq
of the quorum, even though it is a minority of the eommittee, may authorize a report.
3. Since a committee is but an agency of the body, the
body has authority to fix a quorum of the committee
which may be more or less than a majority, or may fix
the number necessary to take any o~cial action.
9ectlon 613—Continued
Paragraph 2—
JeHerson, Sec. X%VI; Sturgis, p. 15; Hughes, Secs. 754,
772, 806;Reed, Sec. ?2; Dnmon v. Grandy (1824), 19 ~Iaev.
(2 Pick.) 345; State v. New Jersey (18b9), 27 N. J. L. 493;
State v. Reichmnno (l9]]), 289 Mn. 81, 142 9.W. 304.
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CHAPTER 57

POWERS OF LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEES
~~, 616. Committees Are Agencies of the Hose
1. The method of performing a part of the work of a
deliberative body through committees is not forbidden.
It existed from the beginning and is sanctioned by judieial decisions.
2. A legislative body cannot delegate its powers to a
committee, but when it ratifies the act of a committee in
due form the act of the committee becomes the act of
the body.
3. Committees are but instruments or agencies of the
body appointing them, and their function is to carry out
the wi11 of that body.
4. The functions of a legislative committee are purely
advisory. All its sets are subject to review by the body
Section 815—
ParasraDh 1—
~Vhitney v. New Haven (1890). 88 Conn. 450, 20 Atl, 868;
Holland v, State (1887), 23 Fla. 123, 1 So. 521; Gillett
v. Logan County (1873), 87 Ill. 256 ; Duncan v. Lawrence
City Comm. (1884), 101 Ind. 403; Stewart v. Council Bluffs
(1882),68Io~va 824,12 N.W. 718; Beye v, Westford (1835),
17 Pick. (Mesa.) 273; Ia re Holman (1917), 2T0 bio. 696,
195 B.W. 711; Burlin~toa v. Denison (1880), 42 N. J. L.
18b; (3ilmon v. IItica (1692), 131 N. Y. 28, 29 N.E. 811;
Comm. v. Pittebar~h (1850), 14 Pa. 9t. 127; Dancer v.
Mannington (1901), 60 W. Va. 322, 40 S.E. 475; State v.
Milwaukee (1914), 167 Wie. 506, 14T N.W. b0; Ballitt
County v. Washer (1889), 130 N. S. 142.
Paragraph 2—
Miltord 9ch. Tp. v. Powner (1891), 126 Ind. 628, 28 N.E.
4&4; Marion A. R. Co. v. hfarion City (1885), 38 Mo, 294;
Salmon ~. Haynes (1887), 50 N. J. I.. 97, a e~. 161.
ParasraDh 3—
Hnshee, Sec. 751; 8lur~te, y. 120.

~
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and may be approved or rejected. Committee acts are
recommendations only and except as especially suthorized have no force until approved by the body.

amendments Sre germane to the original purpose of the
bill. gmendments may be so numerous as to amoun~
to a substitution of the bill.

5. A committee may make such a report concerning
any bill before it as it sees fit, but the body is not limited
by the report and can take such action as it chooses.
6. By authority from the legislature, a committee
may employ all outside help or counsel needed to accompliah its lawful purpose.

4. A committee has full power with reference to pro
posing amendments to measures submitted to it, ezcept
that it cannot change the subject. ~.11 amendments must
be germane to the subject of the measure. The body
may refuse to receive or consider amendments proposed
by a committee which are not relevant to the general
subject of the bill. A committee may properly propose
any amendments within the general scope of the bill, and
in case amendments are numerous, the committee may
offer e aubetitute for the bill instead of a series of amendments to it.

Bec. 616. Proposing Amendments to Bills
See also Sec. 687, Coniidtration of Committee 3mendmenti,

1. A committee can only propose amendments to the
bills referred to it and cannot actually amend or modify
them. The sole power of the committee is to make recommendations to the body, and no recommendation becomes
effective until adopted by the body.
2. A committee should never alter a bill or other document referred to it, but should submit any proposed
amendments to the body on a separate paper.
3. It is within the power of a committee to which a bill
has been referred to report it back with or without
amendments. There is no limit to the number of amendments which may be made to a bill so long as the
Section 815--Continued
Para~r4ph 1—
Hughee, Sete. 751, 7G5.
Para~raDh 5—
N. Y, Manual, p. 431; Cushing, Sec. 278.
Paragraph 6—
Terrell v. giag (1929), 118 Tez. 237, 14 S.W. 2d 788.

s~uo~ sie—
Para~raph 1—
N. Y, Manual, p. 405; Reed, Sec. 78; JeRereon, Sec. XRVI.
ParasrapA 2—
Reed, Sec. 78; Cushing, Sec. 283.

5. If amendments are pending on a measure when
referred to a committee, the amendments go with the
bill to the committee and the committee may recommend
concerning the adoption or rejection of the amendments
already proposed and make such further reeommendatione and propose such other amendments as they may
choose.
Sec. 817. 8nbatitnte Bil]a
Ste also Bee..~l7, Contolidotion and Substitution o)3fea~xre~.

1. A committee may recommend that every clause in
a bill be changed and that entirely new matter be substituted so long as the new matter is relevant to the title
9~etlon lib--Contlnusd
Parasr+Dh!84te r. Buckle? (1875), 54 Ala. 599; Reitaammer ~, Deeht
Road Imp. Dick No. 2 (1919), 139 Ark, 188, 213 9.W. 773.
ParasraDh ~—
Je~ereon, Sec. ICXVI; Hushes, Sec. ~i; Aeed, Sec. 77.
ParsirRDh 6-8tnrsis, D• 123.

~
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and subject of the original bill. A substitute bill is considered ag an amendment and not as a new bill.
2. The proper form of reporting a substitute bill by a
committee is to propose amendments to strike out all of
the bill following the enacting clause and to substitute
the new bill, recommending also any necessary changes
in the title.
Sec. 618, Introduction of Bills by Oommittee
1. Committees have authority to introduce bills respecting any matters referred to them and standing committees may introduce bills within their general scope.
2. Where the rules require that all bills be referred to
committee, a bill which has been introduced by a committee is not required to be referred to a committee for
further consideration,
Sec. 819. Oommitteea ~Sannot Discipline Members
1. A committee has no power to punish its members for
disorderly conduct, but may report any misconduct of
its members to the body for its action.
2. The absence of members from committee meetings
may be reported to the body for such action as the body
may choose to take.
Section 81T—
Para:raph 1—

Hughee, Sec. 87i;Cushing, 3tc. 2A4.
p+~+i='aDh Z—

Hu~hee, Sec. 8r0.
9ectlon 618--Pu+itaDh 1—

Hnghea, Sec. 853.
pu'+d='4Dh 2—

N. Y. Manuel, p. 418.
Section 619—
Pars~raDh 1—

Caehias, Sec. 278,
ParA~raDh 2—

Hughe~, Sec. 702.

Sec. 820
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3. When a committee is charged with an inquiry and
finds that one of its members is involved, it cannot take
any action against him, but must make a special report
to the body, which may take action concerning him or
give special authority to the committee to investigate
concerning the member.
gec. 680. Znetrnctione to Committees
1. When s question is referred to committee it may be
referred with instruetiona or without. The committee
may be left without restrictions or may be partly or completelp restricted. The rules usually contain instructions
governing the consideration of bills in committee and
their return to the houses.
2. When a committee receives specific instructions,
they must be accurately carried out.
3. A particular section of a bill may not be referred to
but the entire bill may be referred to the
committee,
a
committee with instructions confining the consideration
of the committee to a particular section or paragraph.
When e bill is referred to a committee with instructions
relating to a part only of the bill, the committee may not
recommend with reference to other parts.
4. A motion to refer a bill to committee may be amended
by adding inetractione, and each instructions may also be
8ecgon E18—Contlnued
Par+i«Dh S—

Jesereoa, Sec. RI.
Section 6=0--PaniraDti 1—

Qathins, Sec. 76.
PRrasP~Pb =—

Hashe~, Sec. 869.
Pasair~Dh ~—

Ha~hes, Sacs. 883, 862

~
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amended so long as they are germane to the subject of
the bill, unless amendments or further amendments are
prevented by the previous question.
5. A legislative body has no authority to commit a
matter to a committee with instructions to report any.
thing contrary to the facts.

Sec. 621. Papers and Information for Committees
1. The chief clerical ogicer should furnish the chairman of the committee, or in his absence some other member of the committee, with the notice of the appointment
of the committee, the names of members, papers or other
matters referred to it, and such instructions as may
have been decided upon.
2. Bills may be delivered by the officers to any member
of the committee, but it is usual to deliver them to the
first named on a committee, if a chairman has not been
designated or has not yet been elected by the committee.
3. All papers or books necessary for the information of
a committee in the proper performance of its duties
should be turned over to it by the legislative officers upon
its request.
4. When the work of a committee has been completed,
it is the duty of the chairman to return to the chief
clerical officer all documents or papers which were referred to it.
9ectlon 82~Contf~ued
Parasraph 4—
Hughee, 9ece. 85T, 958.
Paragraph 6—
N. Y. Meaual, p. 429.
9ectlon aEi—
JeReraon, Sec. RXIII ; 9turgie, pp. 109, 110, 120.
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sec. 82Z. Committees Functioning Daring 8ecesa or
After Adjournment
1. Committees have no power to act as such after adjournment of the legislature unless they are specially suthorized to do so. When there is no special authority for
committees continuing to act after the adjournment
of the current body, the committees still have authority to make a report following adjournment of
the session at which they were appointed. The constitutional provision limiting pay of members to a certain
period does not deprive the legislature of the power to
appoint committees to serve after the expiration of the
session, to complete its records.
Section 622—
Bueeell v. Cone (1925), 188 Ark. 989, 272 S.W. 8T8 ;
Commercial and Farmers Beni v. Worth (1895), 117 Y. C.
148, 23 S.E. 180; Marshall v. Harwood (18 5), 7 did. 488.
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CHAPTER S8

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Sec. 626. Oommittees Can Act Only When Properly
Assembled
1. A committee can aet only at a meeting, and not by
separate consultation and consent, and a committee has
no authority to report anything not agreed upon when
actually assembled. Everything done by a committee must
have been submitted to the committee in actual session,
and an opportunity must have been given for consideration and discussion. 9ny exception to this rule should
not be recognized unless clearly authorized by the rules.
2. when no meeting of a committee has been held, a
report of the committee cannot properly be presented to
the body. It is irregular for a committee to report on any
matter which has not been considered by it in a formal
meeting and the report authorized. The presiding officer
should reject any report which has not been considered in
committee.
3. An action formally taken by a committee cannot be
altered thereafter by a committee or its members except
by further formal action of the committee.
Sec. 626. Calls for flommittee Meetings
Bee aTio Sec. 609, dctinp Chairman.

1. A committee should meet at the time and place officially set for its meetings when a time and place has been
Section 625—
Paragraph 1—
Je~erson, Sec. XRVI ; Hughes, Sec. 78d ; N. Y, Mnnuel, p.
427; Reed, $ec. 79; Cushing, Sec. 276.
Paragraph 2—
Hug6ee, Sec. 785; N. Y. Manuel, p. 428.
ParatraDh 3—
JeRereon, Sec. XXVI.
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provided, but when no regular time or place has been
provided, it may meet at such times and places as its
members may decide.
2. When a regular time and place is fiaed fora committee meeting,the chairman map,after consultation with
and upon the consent of a majority of the members,
change the time of the meeting in extraordinary cases.
3. It is the duty of the chairman to call the committee
together, but if the chairman is absent or neglects or
declines to call a meeting of the committee, it is the duty
of the committee to meet on the call of any two of its
members.
4. A special notice of an adjourned committee meeting
is not necessary as the meeting will be, in fact, a continuation of the original meeting.
5. When committees adjourn without provision for
future meetings, they adjourn subject to call of the
chairman.

Sec. 687. Special Meetings
1. A special committee meeting is one called to transact
definite specified business and in this particular differs
from a regular or adjourned meeting.
Section 826—
Para~raD6 1—
JeQereon, Sec. YXVI; N, Y. Manual, p. 427 ;Cushing, Seca.
274-277;Reed,Sea 70.
Pua~raph 2—
Hughee, Sec. 74b,
Parasraph 9—
Hushee, Sec. 74b.
Para`raph 4-Hughee,Sec. 743.
9ectlon 857—
HusLe~~ $ec. 744.
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2. When a special committee meeting is called, notice of
the meeting must be given to each member.

his instructions from the presiding officer to the committee, it is at once adjourned.

3. Business to be transacted at a special committee meeting must be set out in the call for the meeting and no
business is in order except as specified in the call.

5. Legislative committees, in the absence of a special
authority, can act only while the legislature is in session,
but it is within the power of a legislature, in the absence
of constitutional restrictions, to appoint committees to
sit after adjournment.

Sec. 6~8. Oommittee Meetings While Honse Ie in
Session
1. Committees, ezcept conference committees, may not
meet during the sessions of the house without the consent
of the house. To secure consent, the chairman of the committee should present a motion giving the consent.
2. A motion requesting permission for a committee to
meet during a session is only in order under the order of
business of motions and resolutions.
3. Whenever the house goes into session, it is the duty
of a committee, upon receiving notice, to innmediately
discontinue its meetings, and attend in the house, Committees may not continue in session when, at the hour
of convening of the house, they are notified by the
sergeant-at-arms, in the performance of his duty, that
the time for convening of the house has arrived.
4. When the howse is in session, the presiding officer
may direct the sergeant•at-arms to call any committees
that are sitting, and when the sergeant-at-arans announces
9ectlon 628—
Peraaraph 1—
Hushee, Sec. 817.
Paragraph 2—
Hu~6ea, Sec. S17; N.Y. Manual, p. 427.
PsragraDh 3—
JeQereon, 9cc, XI ; Hu~hee, Sec. 875 ;Reed,Sec.70; Cuehio~,
Sec. 2T6.
Para~raDh 4—
Hughee, Sec. 874.

6. A committee may not occupy the legislative chambers
for committee meetings without the consent of the house.
gec, 848. Attendance of Members at Oommittee
MeetiIIgs
member
of a legislative body has the right, ordiAny
1.
narily, to be present at committee meetings and to ezpress
his opinion, but he cannot vote and must give way to
any member of the committee. Committee meetings are
generally open to peraone who are interested in the business before the committee and to the press and the public
in general.
2. The general rule is that a committee cannot exclude
other members of the body from its deliberations. Unless
seeuon sza--conunusa
Parase'aDh 6—
Auesell v. Cone (1925), 188 Aric. 989, 727 9.W. 878; Fetgue
v. Russel (1915), 270 Ill. 309, 110 N.E. 130; Branham v.
Lane (1881), 18 Ind. 497; Mnrohell v. Harwood (1855),
7 Md,488; Commercial sad Fnrmere Sank v. Worth (1896),
117 N. C. 148, 23 9.E. 180; Ex parts Caldwell (1908), 81
W. Va. 48, 66 S,E. 910.
Psrastaph 6—
Sa~hea, $ec. 868.
9ectlon dt8—
Paratr+Oh 1—
JeKerson, Sec. RRVI ; Aeed, Sec. 78; Hu`hee, Sec. 810.
lb—L-6783
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the practice of committees to hold closed or secret
sessions
is clearly established, the committee should
secure the
definite authority from the legislative body whenever it
desires to hold closed sessions.
Section 629---Continued
Paragraph 2—
Huebes, Sec. 848; Ma9, P. 302; 9turgie, P. 123.
Sec. 78,
atstes that a committee has authority to ezdudeReed,
all but membera of the committee.
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CHAP?ER S9

PROCEDURE IN COMMITTEES

i

Sec, 632. Committee Procedure Less Formal
1. The rules of procedure in the committee are the
same as the rules of the body insofar as such rules are
applicable to committee procedure. But insofar as the
conditions permit, the rules limiting debate should be
relaxed in order to give free discussion and not to handicap the work of the committee. The principal rules which
are thus not enforced in their full vigor are the following
Thet no motions to close or limit a debate are allowed,
that it is not necessary to arise and address the body
before making a motion, that the chairman does not rise
to put a question, that he does not leave the chair to speak
or to make motions, that motions are not required to be
seconded even though this requirement may still be
retained by the body, and that a member may speak
more than once at the same stage of consideration of a
question.
2. There can be no appeal to the presiding officer of the
body from decisions on points of order made by committee chairmen.
Sec. 633. Order of Oonsideration of Measaree
1. It is customary for a committee to take np bnsineas
referred to it in the order in which it was referred unless
9ecUon 832—
Psrs~rsDh 1—
Btnrgie, p. 121; Hn~hee, Sec. 780 ; N. Y. Manaal, p. 428;
Reed, 8cc. 74; Cushing, sec. 279.
PasasraDb ~—
Hnghes, Sec. 784.
9ectlon 6~3—
Hn~he~,Sec.780.

a ~~~
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a schedule of hearings has been prepared, but measures
msy, upon motion or upon general consent, be taken up
out of order.
2. The business of committees can be expedited by the
chairman preparing a schedule of measures to be heard
and giving notice some time in advance.
Sec, 83~. banner of Considering ~esanre~
1. The usual manner of considering a paper of any kind
in committee, when copies are not available for the membere, is for the chairman to read the paper by sections or
paragraphs and give opportunity for discussion and
amendment of each section before proceeding to the nett.
When measures are considered in this manner, the gnea.
lion is not put on each section separately, but reserved
until the paper ie completed and the question is put on
the whole document.
2. In a committee all questions must be put to a vote
unless agreed to by general consent.
Sec. 83b. Beconaideration ~y Oommittee
1. ~ standing or special committee has a right to reeonsider any action taken by it so long as the subject matter
remains in tie possession of the committee.
2. Reconsideration in a committee is generally subject
to the same rules as in the body. The principal variations
are that even when there is a time limit on the motion to
reconsider in the main body a reconsideration can be
moved at any time while the matter still remains before
9ecUon 814—
Pan~raph 1—

Reed, Sec. 74.
Section 635—
Para=rsph 1—

Hasha, Sec. 878.
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the committee, and that a reconsideration may be moved
by any member, even though he was absent when the vote
vas taken,
gec, 838. Authority of Oommittee With Beierence
to Meas~ree
1, Where a paper or document is referred to a comm,ittee, no action considering or proposing the whole need
be taken, because the document already stands as a measure before the body. The sole authority of the committee
with reference to such measures is to propose such changes
as the committee desires to recommend, and to make ite
recommendation concerning the action to be taken on the
measure by the body.
2. If a committee is opposed to the whole bill or document, it cannot reject it, but should report it back to the
body, The measure may be reported without recommendation or the committee may recommend the disapproval of
the measure. The committee may, of course, propose to the
body any change by amendment so long as the amendments are germane to the subject of the measure.
3. The practice of preventing the passage of measures
by leaving them in committee without taking action on
them, or laying them on the table in committee, is well
established in some state legislatures.
gee, 83?. Adjournment of Oommittee Meetings
1. A regular or special committee meeting may be adjourned but never beyond the time for the nezt regular
B~ction !d6—
ParasraDb 1—

J~a~~a,ems. xxvr.

ParasraDh Z—

d~Q~r~on,sM.xxvT.
PaninDh 3—

Hu~hes, Sec.88(1.
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meeting, If an adjourned meeting does not
complete ite
business, it may adjourn again to a time not
beyond the
neat regular meeting, and any business
that might be
conducted at the regular meeting may be conducted
at the
adjourned meeting.
2. X11 committees, upon the completion
of the regular
business of the meeting,should be adjourned upon
motion.
3. The motion to rise is never used in
standing commit_
tees except when the work of the committee
is completed
and the committee will not meet again. This
motion in a
committee is equivalent to the motion to adjourn sine
die
in the house.
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CHAPTER 60

SPECIAL OR SELECT COMMITTEES

Section 63T—
Parngraph 1—
Hughea,$ec. 743.
Paragraph 2—
Hughea, gee. 745.

~

~g~c, 640. Membership of Special Oommittees
1. As a matter of policy, a committee for action should
be small and consist only of those in favor of the proposed action, and if one not at sympathy is appointed,
he should ask to be released.
2. A committee for deliberation or investigation, on
the other hand, should represent all the important factions in the body, so that its opinion will carry as great
weight as possible. Such a committee should also consist
of representatives on both sides of a question, where them
is a clear division, as the committee will also be subject try
charges of bias if any important faction is not represented.
3, Where a committee is appointed to study some particular measure or matter, persons opposed to the whole
project should not be appointed, for such persons may
attempt to destroy the matter referred to the committee,
rather than to place it in condition to be utter considered
by the body.
gec, 641. I~trnctions to Special Committees
Hee aiao bee. 6$0, Inttruotiona to Con+mitteea.

1. Instructions to a special committee may be agreed
to or stated before the vote is taken on the motion to
commit or they may be given afterwards.
Section 640—
PBraBraph 1—
stu~s~, pp. 117, 118.
Paragraph 2—
Stursie, p. 118 ; Reed, Sec. 89.
Para6='aDb 3—
JeRereon, Sec. XRVI.
Section 6~1—
Bu66ee, gee. 752; Cnehin~'e Letielative Aeaemblies, Sed.
2181-2188; 9tne~ie, p. 120.
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2. Even after a select committee has been chosen, it i~
in order to move to discharge the order referring the bill
and thereafter to appoint a different committee with
different instructions.
Sec. 842. Meeting of Special Committees
See also Chapter 58, ~~ea. 6$5.6P9, Committee J/e~tinga.

1. A meeting of a special committee may be called at
any time by the chairman or by any two members of
the committee by notifying every member of the meeting.
When a special committee adjourns to meet at another
time, it is advisable, though not necessary, that absent
members be notified of the adjourned meeting. When x
special committee adjourns without fixing a time for
the nezt meeting, it is regarded as having adjourned
at the call of the chairman.
Sec. 843. Procedure in Special Committees
See also Chapter 59, Seca. 6S$•637, Procedure in Committees.

1. Procedure in special committees is the same in all
important particulars as procedure in standing committees.
2. Most of the routine consideration of bills is done by
standing committees, but the matters which require some
special consideration are often referred to special or
select committees. The selection of special committees,
therefore, differs from that of standing committees, and
because of the different nature of their duties they have
no regular meetings, and when their special work is
completed, they are discharged. Their reports also, being
9ectlon 8{t—
Cn~hin~'s Lesialative Aeeembiies, Secs. 18961899; Ha~he~,
Sec. 762.
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usually on special matters, receive a special consideration, while the recommendations of standing committee
on bills accompany the bills to second and third readings
without the reports themselves receiving any separate
consideration.
gec. 844. Discharge or Diuolution of Special
OOIIlmlttEEt

1. When a special committee is appointed for a specific
purpose, it continues to exist until the purpose assigned
to it has been fu1811ed, unless sooner discharged. When
the Snal or complete report of a special or select committee has been received by the house, the committee
is thereby dissolved or ceases to exist without any motion
to that effect being made. When the report is only partial, the committee is not discharged until the final report
ie received.
2. A epeeist or select committee may be dissolved by
discharging or rescinding the order or motion providing
for it.
3. A special or select committee which has expired is
revived by a vote or by the reference of any matter to it.
4. A special committee expires at the end of a session
of the legislature unless continued by resolution.
9ecdon 644—
PaninDh 1—
geys v. Weettord (1835), 1T Pick. (12ese.) 273; JeSenon,
Sec. RXVII; Hu6hee, Sec. 780; Reed, Sec. 85; Caehiag,
Secs. 290 291.
Pan~raph 2—
Hushe~, Sec. 768.
PansraDh S—
JeQerson, Sec. XXVI; Hushes, 9ece. 759, T80; OmAinQ,
Sec. 290.
P~ra~raDti 4—
Hu=hes. Sec. T59.
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5. When a committee is discharged, the chairman
should promptly return to the secretary or chief clerk
all papers that have been entrusted to the committee.
Sec. 846. Appointment Should Immediately Follow
Reference
1. It is in order to refer a matter to a committee not yet
appointed. When a motion to refer a matter to a special
committee is adopted, the committee should be selected
as promptly thereafter as is reasonably possible.

Sec. 850
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CHAPTER 61

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE AND
INFORMAL CONSIDERATION
Sec. 660. Purpose o! ttommittee of the Whole
1. The purpose of the committee of the whole is to
permit more free and informal discussion of any question
than could be had in a deliberative body acting under its
ordinary rules of procedure.
Sec. 861. Chairman of Committee of the Whole
1. When the house resolves itself to the committee of
the whole, the presiding officer appoints a chairman of
the committee, and leaves the chair. When he is a member
he may take his place among the other members.
2. The appointment of the chairman of the committee
of the whole by the presiding officer is usually acquiesced
in, although it is disputed whether the committee has the
right. to select its own chairman.
3. If a message to the house is announced during a
committee of the whole, the presiding officer takes the
chair and receives the message, relinquishing the chair
again to the chairman of the committee of the whole.
4. The secretary or clerk does not record in the minutes
the proceedings of the committee of the whole, but should
Section 651—
Paragrsph 1—
Jefferaon, Sec.:CII ; Cushing, Seca. 297, 298; Reed, Sec. 87.
ParaeraDh 2—
JeRerson, Sec..l'II ;Reed, Sec. 87.
Para~'sDh 3—
JeSeraon, Sec. YII.
Pars~raDh 1—
Cuehing, Sec. 301; Reed, Sec. 88.
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keep a record of the proceedings for the use of the
committee.

gec, 8bl,, Procedure in Oommittee of the Whole

~. In case of disorder in committee of the whole, the
presiding o~eer of the house may resume the ehair without formality, and after the disturbance subsides, may
again relinquish the chair to the chairman of the committee.

1. Ezcept for the greater leeway offered for debate and
discussion, the procedure in committee of the whole is enbject to the same rules ae the house. The rules of the house should be observed so far as they are applicable.

Sea. BbZ. Qoing Into Oommittae of the Whole
1. When it is desired to go into the committee of the
whole, the motion is made "That the senate (or house or
council) do now resolve itself into a committee of the
whole to consider," or "for the purpose of considering,"
the subject which it is desired to consider more freely.
2. The motion to resolve into a committee of the whole
is equivalent to the motion to commit and takes precedsues in the same order.
Sic. 8b3. Quorum of Oommittee of the W}wk
1. The quorum of the committee of the whole is the
same as the quorum of the house, and in case a quorum
is not present or other defect ie observed, the committee
can take no other actioa than to rise.
2. A motion to rise may be carried by less than a quorum
in committee of the whole.
9ectlon 861--Contlnued
Parssraph 6—
N. Y. Manuel, p. 433; Cue6ing, Sec. 300e.
3ecHon 66l—
Cue6in~, Sec. 207.
3ectlon 863—
Parasraph 1—
JeQenon, Sec. 7SII ; Cushina'e Lesislative A~semblia, Sec.
1996; Reed, Secs. 18, 89; Cuehin~, Sec. 298.
ParasraDh!—
Su~he~, Sec.861.

See aAo CAapter 59, $eer. 6J2-6J7, Procedure in Committees.

2. After resolving into eommittee of the whole, it is
permissible on motion to limit the debate to a certain
length of time, to close et a certain time, to limit the length
of epeeehes, or to otherwise limit debate.
3. Unless debate is limited, any member may speak as
often as he can get the floor, and as long as the rules permit, although he cannot speak a second time, provided
another member who has not spoken wishes the floor.
4. The motion for the previous question cannot be put in
committee of the whole, and e vote taken in committee of
the whole msy not be reconsidered.

\/

5. The motions permitted in committee of the whole are
considerably restricted, the only regular motions available
being: to limit debate, to propose amendments, to recommend, and to rise.

~~ Likewise, the committee of the whole cannot take any
final action but its power is limited to recommendation to
the house, the same se any other committee.
?, An appeal from a decision o! the chair can be made
but must be taken directly as it cannot be laid on the table
nor postponed, since neither of these motions ie permitted.
8ectton ~64—
Concernins procedure in committee of the whole gee Cn~Ein~'~
Le~ulati~e A~+emblte~, Secs. 1987-2022; JeRerwe, Sec. XII ;
N. Y. Manual. D• 496; Reed, Secs. 88-98; Cu~hins, 8eo, 3a2309.
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8. When the house has filed the duration of the committee of the whole, the time cannot be extended even by
unanimous consent.
9. But, when the work of the committee is incomplete,
at the expiration of the time available, the chairman of the
committee of the whole may ask leave to sit again.
/Sec. 66b. Limitations on Oommittee of the Whole
1. The committee of the whole, like other committees,
derives its authority solely from the body and is confined
strictly to the powers delegated to it.
2. Also, being but a committee, it is limited in other
matters.
3. A committee of the whole
(a) Cannot order a vote by roll call taken on any
matter.
(b) Cannot entertain any question of priority.
(c) Cannot entertain any matter of privilege.
(d) Cannot lay a question on the table.
(e) Cannot postpone the consideration of any question.
(f) Cannot reconsider a vote.
Section 656—
Para~rayh 1—

N. Y. Manual,P.435.
Paragraph 2—

N. Y. Manual, p. 434.
Parasra➢h 3—

(e) Reed, Sec. 90; Cuehing's Legislative Aeeembliee, $ec.
2000.
(b) N.Y. Manuel,p.436.
(c) Cuehing's Legislative Aseembliee, sec. 2000; N. Y. Menuai, p. 434.
(d) Tilson, p. 81; Cnehing'e Legielntive Aseembliea, Sec.
2000.
(e) Cuehing'e Legislative Aeeembliee, Sec. 2000.
(!) Cue6ine'e Legielntive Aseembliee, Sec. 2000.

Sec. 856
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(g) Has no authority to appoint a subcommittee.
(h) Cannot punish members for disorderly conduct,
but must report any misconduct to the body for its
action.
(i) Is dissolved by the absence of a quorum, but may
proceed when a quorum is obtained.
4. Seconds to motions were not required in committee
of the whole even before they became obsolete in legislative bodies generally.
gec. 666. Returning From Committee of the Whole to
Proceeding as Body
1. When it is decided to revert to proceedings as the
body, the motion is made that "The committee rise and
report," or that "The committee do now rise." This motion is equivalent to Ghe motion to adjourn in the body,
and is always in order, except while voting or while a
member has the floor. It is likewise undebatable and cannot be amended nor have any subsidiary motions applied
to it.
2. The motion to adjourn is not in order in committee
of the whole. The proper procedure is to adopt the motion
to "rise" restoring the committee to the status of the
body when the motion to adjourn is in order.
3. The motion to rise in committee of the whole mad
be carried by less than a quorum.
Section 666—Continued
Paragraph 3--Continued

(g) Reed, 9ec.9't; Cushing, Sec. 308; N. Y. 1lanunl, p. 433,
(h) Reed, Sec. 94; Cushing, Sec. 308; N. Y. Manual, p. 933.
(i) Cushing, Sec. 299; N. Y. Manual, p. 436.

ParscraDh 4—

CueLiag'a Legislative Aeaembliee, Sec. 2000.

s~aon ess—
Para~cnDh 1--

JeSereon, Sec, 7{XVI ; Cuahia~, Sec. 310; Reed, Sec, 92.

Pas~asraph 3—

Hn~Lee, Sec. 861.
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CHAPTER 63

JOINT COMMITTEE
See a7ao Sec. 764, Conference Between the Aouaea, and Chapter 7Q, Seci. 766-77J, ConJesence Conce~ninp :4mendmenta.

Sec. 683. Joint Committees Defined
1. A joint committee is a committee made up of committees appointed by each house sitting together.

Sec. 684. Qhairmen of Joint Committees
1. It is the custom for the chairman of the senate committee to act as chairman of the joint committee, but a
joint committee has the right to~elect its own chairman.

Sec. 686. Qnornm of Joint Committees
See Sec. 50t, Par. 5, Jor Qaorum o/ Joint ~fetti»y~,

1. A quorum of a joint committee is a majority of its
combined membership and when a quorum is present a
majority of that quorum is capable of transacting business. The quorum of a committee on conference is a
quorum of the committees of each house.
Sec. 668. Inetrnctions to Joint Oommitteea
See ako Sec. 6L0,In~tructan~ to Cornmittee~.

1. A joint committee,may be instructed by either house
acting independently or both horses acting concurrently.
Section 663—
Cuehing'a Legislative Aeeembliee, Sec. 2043; Hug6ee, Sec.
747; Reed, 9ece. 82. 238.
Section 664—
Hughee, Sec. 747.
3ectton 886—
Hughee, Sec. 747.
9ecttoa 688—
Hu~hes, Sec. 884.

Sec. 887
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Sec. 667, reports oP Joint Committees
1. The report of a joint committee should be made to
each house by the members of the house represented on
the committee.
Sec. 668. Voting in Joint Committees
1. In voting in joint committees, except in conference
committees, the members vote individually and not by
houses, Conference committees are in fact joint meetings
of separate committees, consequently in conference committees the committees from each house vote separately,
and a majority vote of each committee is required to take
any action.

Bee, 969. Joist Meetings of Standing Oommittees
1. A house may authorize or direct two standing committees to sit as one committee for the consideration of a
specified bill or subject.
Section 667—
Hu~hee, Sec. 8b8,
Section 888—
Hnehee, Sec. 747.
9ectlon 869—
Huehee, $ec. 839.
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CELAPTER 64

COMMITTEE REPORTS
~e~c. 673. Form of Oommittee Beporta
1. Every bill reported by s committee must be aecompanied by a written report. The bill should be returned
with its report but should not be permanently attached
to it.
2. 11 committee should report only such reeommendations a8 have been agreed upon by a majority vote at
a meeting to which all members were invited, and at
which a quorum was present.
3. A committee report should make a distinct recommendation concerning each bill or question reported by
it, but one report may recommend concerning several
bills.
4. When a committee has not been able to agree on a
bill, it may report the bill back without recommendation.
5. When an amendment was pending when a bill was
referred to committee, the committee should report on
the amendment, but when a motion to postpone inde8nitely was pending, it may be rpigarded ae defeated by
the reference and so may be ignored.
6. When resolutions are required to carry into e$ect
the recommendations of a committee on matters snbmitted to it, the appropriate resolutions should be prepared by the committee and submitted with its regort.
7. A committee roport does not necessarily contain a
recommendation but may simply report facts.
9ectlon 672—
Hu66e~, 8ec~. 712, 773, 820, 825-833; Reed, Sec. T8; 8tur{is,
p. 124.

Sec• 873
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8. The report of a committee appointed to investigate
or report upon anv matter should be accompanied by
formal resolutions covering all recommendations concerning the matter referred to it, eo that when the report
is made, no motion is necessary ezcept to adopt the reaolntions.
Sec. 673. Preparation of Oommittee Reports
1. In other than simple routine reports, when the generai nature of the report to be made has been agreed
upon, some member of the committee should be directed
to prepare the report. No one has authority to make a
report for a committee ezcept as authorized by the eommittee.
2. Usually the committee chairman prepares a draft
of the report and submits it for the approval of the full
committee. The chairman is never justiSed in making
a report which hsa not been approved by the committee.
Sec, 874, Anthenticatian of Oommittee Reports
1. Committee reports moat be authorized by a majority
of a quorum meeting ae a committee, but it is not necessary that the report be signed by all members agreeing
to it.
2. In cases where the rules require that a majority of
the members of s committee sign the report, the signatures of members not in accord with the report may not be
questioned.
9ectton 673—
Hn~hee, Secs. 784-770; 3torsia~ D. 12b; Kesd, Sec. 80.
s~cclon aT+—
rar.sr.en 1—
Hasha. Sec. 771: Reed, Sec. 79.
P~r~r~Ph E—
Hushe~, Sec. 780.

~~~~
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Sec. 878

Sec. 6i~

3. If a committee report be sustained by a majority
vote of a committee, it is not impeached by the fact that
a lesser number signed or that more than a majority of a
committee signed a further or different report.
4. A member may not withdraw his signature from a
committee report which he has regularly signed, since
the signing of a report is the act of the committee itself
and not of the members with the consent of the committee.
$ec, 676. Presentation of Committee xeporta
1. In general practice, reports of committees on enrollment, engrossment, calendar or roles, and committees on
conference may report at any time when no other buainess is pending. All other committees should report at
the proper place in the order of business.
2. At the place in the order of business provided for
reports of committees, they are presented when called
for by the presiding officer. Upon the arrival of the time
for these reports, the presiding officer calls for the reports
of standing committees, after which he calls for the reports of the special committees in the order of their appointment. When called upon, the chairman of the committee, unless another member is appointed to make the
report, rises and addresses the presiding officer, and when
recognized, reads the report and sends or delivers it to the
desk, and when necessary, moves its adoption or aeceptanee.
Section 6T4---Continued
Paragraph 3—
Fiughes, $ec. 800.
Paragraph 4—

COMMITTEE. REPORTS
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3. If it is desired to receive a report earlier than tE
rules provide, it can be done by unanimous consent r
by suspending the rules,
4. The right given to a committee to report at any tiui~
carries with it the right to consider the matter whe.
reported.
5. Committee reports are sometimes received out e
order by unanimous consent or under suspension of th
rules, and when a bill is so reported, it may be taken up fo:
immediate consideration without a motion to that effect
6. As a matter of practice, the routine reports are sea'
to the desk when prepared, and are read by the chic:
clerical officer or reading clerk when called for by the
presiding officer under the appropriate order of business.
A formal reading of committee reports is not necessary
when the reports are printed in the journal.
7. A report of a joint committee should be made to each
house by the members of the house represented on the
committee.
Sec. 876. Consideration of Oommittee Reports
1. The report of a committee consists only in recommendations and has no force or effect until confirmed by
the house.
2. When the report of a committee is agreed to, the
recommendation of the committee becomes the action of
the house.
3. When s committee report is agreed tc, if any motions
are necessary to carry out the purpose of the report, they
should be immediately submitted.

Hughes, $ec. 883.
9~etlon 676—

Sectlort 675—

Jeaereon, Sec. AI; Hughee, Seca. 795.799 ; N. Y. Manual,
DD. 431, 488 ~ Reedy Secs. 80-83 i StuR~,P.127.

Hnghes, Secs. 820, 868, 861, 869; Gushing, 5ece. 287, 289;
Reed, 8eea. &4, 80 ~ 8tutgis, P. 126.

~~ ~
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Sec. 877

4. When the house desires further time to consider a
committee report, it is in order to move that the consideration be postponed until some later time.
5. It is the usual procedure not to consider bills reported by committees when the report is received by the
house, but to order the bill to second reading and to consider the bill and the recommendation of the committee
when the bill comes up for second or third reading.
6. The action of the house in considering committee
recommendations on measures is always directed to the
bill or resolution, as, to adopt amendments or to pass
the bill ; and is not directed to accepting or approving
the report of the committee,except in the ease oP adopting
reports of conference committees.
7. Members of a special committee may vote on the
question of receiving their own report.
8. It is a common error, after a report has been read,
to move that it be received, because the fact that it has
been read proves that it has been received. Another
serious error is to move that a report be accepted, which
is equivalent to adopting it, when it ie intended only to
make the report available for consideration at a later date.
Sea. 8TT. Minority Oommittee 8eporte
1. The reception of a minority report of a committee
is a mere matter of courtesy, as the report must be made
ley the committee as such, and no minority need be o~-

csially recognized. It is customary to permit the minority
to submit their report following the submission of the
regular committee report.
Section 877—
Paniraph 1—
Hughee,$ecn. 787.788,789; N. Y. 3lanual, PP. 428,485; Aeed,
Sec. 75; Sturgis, p. 131.

Sec. 678
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2. The minority members of a committee may, collectively or individually, present views with the committee
report, but unlesv Sled with the report, they may be
presented only by permission of the body.
3. It is proper for a single member to dissent from the
report of the majority or to agree to the report with
certain exceptions.
~. A member of a committee who does not agree with
the report may be permitted to state his views following
the filing of the committee report.
5. A minority of a committee, may, with permission,
submit a report in which they make recommendations
opposed to all or part of the recommendations of the majority, or they may make recommendations concerning
matters within the consideration of the committee which
were not covered by the majority report.
6. When s minority report has been presented, it is in
order to move that it be subetitnted for the regular committee report. The only way that the report of a minority
can be brought before the body for consideration is to
move that it be substituted for the regular committee
report.
7. Either e regular committee report or a "minority"
report may be laid on the table without the other report
adhering to or being aSected by the action.
Sec, 878. Amendmanta Proposed by Oommitteea
See also Chapter S9, B~e~. J95-~$J, Motion to Amend, and
Sec. ~0.~, Amendments Proposed by Cornmitteei.

1. Amendmeate proposed by a committee are not binding on a legislative body in any sense but, being merely
recommendations, the body, on consideration of eueh
amendments, may agree or disagree to all or to any
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Sec. 8T9

Sec. 880

amendments, or may add others or take such other action
as it may choose.
2. When committee amendments are presented, it is in
order to offer amendments to such amendments, or to
offer other amendments, but amendments proposed by
the committee are entitled to prior consideration as being
first proposed.
3. The previous question may be ordered on amendments submitted by a committee and thus prevent the
submission of further amendments as well as prevent
debate or motions concerning the amendments submitted
by the committee.
Sec. 679. $ecords of Actions in Committees
1. It is not in order for minutes of the meetings of a
committee to be produced in the body and made public,
but the chairman is at liberty to make a statement of
fact regarding any action taken by such committee
regarding a pending bill.
2. It is not in order, in debate, to refer to proceedings
of a committee unless the committee has formally reported
its proceedings, and members may not allude to, nor relate
in debate, what was done or said in committee, or by
any members of the committee, except such as is conSection 618—
Para~aDh 1—
Je~ereon, Sec. XT ;Hughes, Sec. 797; N. Y. Manual, p. 431 ;
Reed, Sec. 81.
Para6raph 2—
Hughee, Sec. 795 ; Reed, Sec. 84.
Paragraph 3—
Hughes, Sec. 796.
Section 679—
Para[nDh 1—
Reed, Sec. 61; Hnshen, 8em. 894, 748.
Paragraph 2—
Hu~hcs; $ecs. 894, 8b0.
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twined in the written report made to the body by authority of the committee.
3. No member of a committee nor any other person has
a right to publish any portion of the proceedings of a
committee until they have been reported by the committee to the body. Any publication of the committee report
before it is presented to the body is a breach of privilege
of thg body.
4. The ancient rule that committees must report all
matters referred to them back to the body is treated with
such laxity sa to standing committees that its observance
is almost obsolete. In Congress, the motion to indefinitely
postpone is permitted in standing and select committees.
1
Sea 880. Improper Oommittee 8eporta
1. It is not in order for a committee to report a bill or
other matter which was not considered at a regular committee meeting, and it is the duty of the presiding officer
to refuse to accept any report on a bill or other question
when he has l~owledge that it was not considered and
acted upon at a regular meeting.
2. A committee consists of a quorum of the membership
of that committee meeting together sa a committee, and
a paper circulated and signed by a majority of the members of the coanmittee reporting a bill or authorizing a
9ectlon 879—Continued
Para~nph ~—
Su~ha, Sec. 860.
Parasr4Dh 4—
Ht~ha, Sec. $80.
8xtlon 680—
Para~raph 1—
Hn~6ee, Sec. 816.
P~rasraPh 2—
Hntha, Bear. 741. ?42.
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to them, usually follow a simple routine. The reports,
after being received from the committee with the bills,
are read in the appropriate order of business and the
bills are ordered to second reading where any amendments proposed by the committee may be considered.
Any other amendments may, of course, be proposed ou
second reading. From second reading the bills are ordered
to engrossment and third reading where the question of
passage is considered. The reports of the committees as
such receive no special or independent consideration, but
the recommendation of amendments proposed by committeea are considered in connection with the bills on
second reading, and the recommendation concerning
passage ie considered when the bills receive final consideration, at their place on the calendar.

certain committee action to be taken, in the absence of a
rule authorizing that proceeding, is ineffective acid cannot beregarded as a report of the committee because
a committee can only act when convened as aueh.
3. A bill not properly reported from a committee is
not entitled to its place on the calendar and should be
referred back to the committee.
Sec. 681, Qneationi~ng Validity of Oommittee Reports
1. Neither the right of a committee to consider anti
report a bill, nor the validity of any action reported by
n committee may be questioned after the house hay beguin
its consideration of the bill or other matter reported.
2. If the question of whether a committee report ie
sufficient, or hes been properly authorized, be raised, the
question should be submitted to the body itself for decision rather than to be decided by the presiding officer.

Sec. 883. Special 8eporte of Oommittees
1. When a report by a special committee on some special question is received, it may require special consideration. V~hen such a report has been received from
committee and presented to the body, the neat business is
the appropriate disposition of the report. This depends
largely on the nature of the report and the urgency of the
matter reported. When there is no special urgency the report may be placed on calendar for consideration in the
usual course.

3. After the report on a bill has been filed and the bill
is no longer in the possession of the committee, the comauttee has no authority to present a supplemental report.
Sac, 88~. Oommittee 8ecommeadations Qo~:erning
Si1L
1. The regular reports of committees, particularly the
reports of standing committees concerning bills referred
9ectlon 680---Continued
Pansnph 3—

Sec. 8&L. Reports of dommittees for Information

Hushee, Sec. 798.

1. When a report contains only a statement of facts or
a statement for the information of the body, no action need
be taken upon it. In such eases it is usually received sad
the presiding o~cer may order it 81ed or printed in the
journal without a motion to that effect.

3ectlon 881—
Par.trav++ 1—

Hu~ha, 9ec~. 776, 790. T92.
PansraDh E--

Hushe~, Secs. 780 828.

pu.sraan :—
Hn`he~, Sec. 793.

r _~
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2. Where a partial report is received which reports
progress only and does not contain any recommendations,
it is treated the same as a report for information only.
3. The report of a nominating committee does not require any action or other consideration by the body, but
the nominations upon receipt of the report are treated as
if they had been made by members from the floor.
Sea Seca. 5.~5 to 550, Nominations.

Sec. 886. Motion to "Adopt" Committee R.eporta
1. When a report makes any statement of policy which
the body desires to approve, the proper motion is to
"adopt" or "approve" the report, which has the effect
of endorsing the statement or eapressing its approval by
the body.
2. When the body desires to take no action whatever on
the report, the motion should not be made to "accept"the
report, as this motion has the effect of eapressing approval
or endorsing the findings or recommendations. The motion
to "adopt" a report is probably preferable to the motion
to "accept" when the purpose of the body is to adopt the
policy or express its approval of the report.
3. It is in order for the presiding officer, upon the consideration of a report or recommendation made by a eommittee, to put the question on adoption of the report,
amendment, or substitution, without waiting for a motion
from the floor. The report of the committee may be regarded as proposing any matter to the body which is contained or recommended in the report.
9ectlon 685—

$tur~ie, p. 129; Fiughee, Secs. 134, 878.

Sec. 888
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Seo. 686. Presenting Oommittee Recommendations
1. When a report contains recommendations, they
should be summarized at the end so that they may be conveniently given special consideration, or separate consid-.
eration when desired. When the committee proposes that
some action be taken by the legislative body, the proper
resolutions should be prepared and submitted with the
report, and the proper procedure is for the member making the report to move the adoption of the resolutions.
When the body desires to approve these recommendations,
the proper motion is to adopt the recommendations.
Sec. 687. Consideration of Committee Amendments
fee afro Seep. 616, Propainy dmend+nenta to Bills; Sec. 617,
Bw6itittite Bi1G, and CAapter J9, Secs. J95-4z'3, The hfotion fo dmend.

1. When a committee reports back a bill or resolution
previously referred to it, with amendments, the amendments proposed by the committee may be treated in the
same maser as if proposed from the floor. The first queation should be on the adoption of the amendments, which
will be followed, at the proper stage, by the question on
the adoption of the bill or resolution. Opportunity should
be given for members to propose further amendments from
the floor. The offering of any amendments can, of course,
be prevented by the adoption of the previous question.
2. The question may be put on the adoption of all
amendments proposed by a committee to a measure, at the
same time, unless a separate vote is demanded on any
amendment or group of amendments.
Seetlon 686—

Stur~ie, p. 124 ; Caahin~, Seca. 294298.
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further amendment.
Section 688—

Hus6a,9~en.134, 796.
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Sec. 888. 8nbetiLnte Measures Proposed by Committee
1. When a committee recocnmende a substitute reaolution, the question must first be put on any amendments
pending when the resolution was referred to the committee. Opportunity should be given for amendment of both
the original measure and the substitution proposed by the
committee before the question on the substitution is put,
because if the substitute be adopted, it ie not subject to
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Bea 864. Constitutional Requirements Ooncer~ing
Journal
1. Each house must keep and publish a jonraal of its
proceedings and the houses are also required, in many
cases, upon the demand of a certain number or proportion of the members, to take an "aye" and '`no" vote
on any question and publish the same in the journal.
2. The usual constitutional requirement that each
house must keep a journal does not require that every
step in the passage of bills or amendments be recorded
in the journals of the houses or endorsed on the bills. In
the absence of a constitutional requirement, it is not
essential that the journal should show the adoption of
amendments.
3. Where the constitution authorizes each house to
etermine
the rules of its proceedings, and provides that
d
3ectlon 694—
Pars~+'aDh 1—

Cuehin~'~ Le~Llative Aeaem6liee, Sec. 423; Ala. IV, 6b ;
Arcs. IV, 10; Ark. V, 12; Cal. IV, 10 ; Colo. O, 13; Conn.
III, 9; Del. II, 10; Fla. III, 12; Ga. III, Sec. VII, 4;
Idaho III, 1S; Ill. ID, 10; Ind. IV, 12; Iowa III, 9; Sao.
II, 10; H~. 40; L. III, 16 ; Me. IV, Pt. III, 5; Md. III,
22; MIcL. O, 18; Mina. IV, 6; Mine. IV, 6b ; Mo. I4, 42;
Mont. O, 12; Neb. III, 11; Nev. IV, 14; N. H. II, 23;
N. J. IV, Sec. IV, 4 ; N. M. IV, 12; N. Y. III, 11; N. C.
II, 18 ; N. D. II, 49; Ohio II, 9; Okla. O, 30; Ore. IY, 13;
Pa. II, 12; R. I. IV, 8; S. C. III, 22; S. D. III, 13; Tenn.
II, 21; Tez. III, 12; Utah VI, 14; Vk II, 9; On. IV, 49;
Wash. II, 11; W. Va. VI, 41; Wis. IV, 10; Who. III, 13.

~

Paratraph E—

Perry v. $lute (1819), 139 Aek. 227, 214 9.W. 2; State v.
Coz (1920), 106 Neb, 74, 178 N.W. 918; School Diat. v.
C6apmaa (1907), 152 Fed. 887 ; Weet v. State (1805), 50
Fin. 164, 39 90. 412.
16—L-6783

~ 3 ~I

~
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it shall keep a journal, it refers to those matters subwitted to it by the constitution, or to something relating

to them and necessary toward their execution.
4. When there is no provision requiring the entry in
a journal of either house of the time when a bill was
returned by the governor with his objections, a recital
in the journal that a bill vetoed by the governor was
returned on a particular day is not conclusive as to the
date of its return. The return of a bill by the governor
without his approval is not a proceeding of either house
within the constitutional provision requiring each house
to keep a journal of its proceedings.
5, The duty of keeping a journal is imposed by constitutional provisions upon the house and not upon the
presiding o~cer, and the duty of keeping the journal,
imposed by the rules upon the secretary or chief clerk,
is not a delegation of the control of the journal and he
can enter upon it only such matters as the body determines shall be placed thereon.
6. When a legislative body is adjourning from day to
day, in the absence of a quorum prior to organization, a
temporary o~cer should be elected, and the record should
be authenticated by the signatures of all of the members
present.
Section 694--Continued
ParaBraDh a—

Je~erson, Sec. XVIII.
Parngraph 1—

Parkinson v. Johnson (1911), 180 Cal. 758, 117 Pnc. 1067.
Paragraph 5—
Turnbull v. C}iddin~e (1893), 9fi Mich. 314, b4 N.W. 887.
Para`raph 8—

Cuehfns'a I.e~lative Anembl(a, Sec. 2Q2.

Sec. 89b
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Sec. 696. Joni'ns1 B,ecord of Proceedings
See olto $ec, 7tJ, Journol Record of Readinpa.

1. The journal is the official record of the acts of a legislative body. It should be a true record of the proceedings
arranged in chronological order. It should be a record of
what is done rather than what is said.
2. The journal should be a clear, concise, unembellished statement of all proposals made and all actions
taken complying with all requirements of constitutioas,
statutes, charters or rules concerning what is to be recorded and how it is to be recorded. It should record all
procedural motions such as: to recess, to lay on the table,
and to postpone; and the action taken on them, the same
ay upon bills or other main motions. When a motion is
reversed it is not necessary or desirable that it be ea•
purged but the original action and the one reversing it
should both be in the record.
at
e, g9g, q~at May Be 8ecorded in the Journal
1. There is nothing in the constitutional requirements
for keeping a journal which prevents the recording in the
journal of any matter considered by the house, though
it may have no relation to legislation or the constitutional
duties of the house.
2. The houses of the legislature may make their
journals show that all their business was transacted before the time fined for final adjournment. The statement
of the legislative journals that a bill was read by sections
Section 695—
Para6raDh 1—

Cuehing'a Lesislative Assemblies, Sec. 416; Jeffereon, Sec
XLIX ; 3tnrgu, p. 98 ; Reed, Sec. 48; Hughes, Sec. 193.
section Bss—
ParasnDti a—
Ea[ngt ~. Sarsent (191b), 20 N. M. 427, 150 Pac. 1018;

9tnte ~. Carley (1926), 89 Fla. 381, 104 80. 577.
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Sec. 897. Journal as Showing Passage and Legality
~

A. Mandafory requirements must be complied with.
1. All requirements of the constitution concerning the
passage of bills must be complied with, but there are
Section 696-Continued
Pan~raDh 3City of Easley a•, fiimpson f 1909), 168 Ala. 388, 32 So. 81;
Cushing, Sec. 32; N. Y. 3ianual, p. 504,
Section 69iP1esi~'aDh 1Following is a list of the states with the rule applied in each
U. S. Cougreee-The enrolled bill cauaot be impeached by
the journals.
Field v. C►er~ (1891), 143 U. 9. 849, 38 L. Ed. 294,
Alabama-Journal and bill both accepted ae evidence but
no other evidence will be coneideeed. Entry of votes iv
journal mandatory.
RobeRaon v. State (1901), 130 Ala. 184, 30 90. 494 ;
State v. Martin (1909), 180 Ala. 181, 48 So. 848.
Arizona-Appears to follow the enrolled bill rule.
Graves v.:11eap, (1878). 1 Ariz. 274, 25 Pac. 838; fiara•ood ~•. \~'entworti~ {1895), d Ariz. 378, 42 Pac. 1025.
Arkaneae-Enrolled bill ie prima facie evidence but mad be
disputed by journals and records of the 9ecntary o[ 8tste.
Hodsee v. Reel (1913), 108 .iek. 84, 159 3.W. 21;
Diech. Bids, and Loen Aes¢, v. Coffman (1915), 100
Aek. 289, 182 S.W. 1090; Rice v. Lonoke-G~abot Road
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several distinct rules as to the evidence which will be
accepted by the courts to establish compliance with the

on 8na1 paeeage will be accepted as true although it was
physically impossible for all bills passed at such session
to have been read by sections on final passage.
3. A member of a legislative body may not vote or
change his vote, when the vote was properly taken, after
the result has been announced by the presiding o~cer.
The member may, however, upon permission, have a
statement concerning the vote printed in the journal. In
having his protest against the passage of a bill printed
in the journal, a member merely eaerciaes a personal
privilege and the protest does not destroy the conclusive
effect of the journal.
Of 8~1
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Section 697-Continued
Para~rxph 1-Continued
Imp. Diet. (1920), 142 Ark. 454, 221 S.W. 179; Ewing
v. McGehee (1925), 189 Ark. 448, 275 3.V~'. 788.
California-Enrolled bill rule etricUy followed. Journal
record not permitted to dispute the enrolled bill,
Parkinson ~. Johnson (1911), 180 Cnl. 7b8, 117 Pac.
1057; People v. Taft (1919), 42 Cat. App. 411, 183
Pac. 845.
Colorado-Enrolled Dill is prima facie evidence but msy
be disputed by the journal.
tease. Mutusl, etc., Co. v. Colorado Loan Co. (1894),
20 Coto. 1, 98 Pac. T93; Robertaoo v. People (1894),
ZO Colo. 270, 38 Pac. 328; In re Houee Bill No. 250
(1899), 28 Colo. 234, 57 Pac. 49; Andrews v. People
(190b),33 Colo. 193, 79 Pec. 1031.
Connecticut-The enrolled bill rule ie followed.
Eld v. Gorham (1849), 20 Conn. 8; State v. 9avinga
Baak of New London (1908), 79 Conn. 131, 84 Atl. 5.
Delaware---Journals are coucluaive ea to mette~a required
to be recorded.
Rash v, Allen (1910),24 Del. 494, 76 Atl. 370.
Florida-Enrolled bill is prima Iscie evidence of paesase
of bill but mss be dLputed by eho~ving by journnle that
the mandatory ptovbions of the constitution were not
complied with.
State v. Carley (1926), 89 Fls. 381, 104 So. 577;
Gwynn v. Hardee (1928), 92 Fla. 228, 110 30. 3d3;
Volusin County v. State (1929), 98 Fla. 1188, 125 80.
376.
Georgia-The court will look to the journal to determine
whether a bill paeAed.
Cara~vell v. Wright (1910), 133 Ga. 714,66 S.E. 90~,
Idaho-Enrolled bill mad be disputed by journ~la. Journals
must show that meudatory requirements o[ constitution
wen compliM with.
Cohn v. Hinsele~ (1897),5 Idaho 418,49 Pac. 985.
Illinois--Enrolled bill is prima tscie evidence but may be
impeached b~ the journals.
Ill. Central R. R. Co. •. People (1892), 143 III. 434.
33 N.E. 173; Neiberser ~. McCullons6 (1912), 253 Ill.
312, 97 N.E. 880; People v. Caudate (1918), 283 Ill.
28T, 119 N.B. 339.
Indiana-The jonrnaL cannot be used to Impeach the enrolled bill.
Bender v. State (1878),53 Ind. 264; Eder ~. Board of
CommiMionen (1988), 70 Ind. 331,
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mandatory requirements of the constitution. The principal rules are set forth below.
Section 697-Continued
Paragraph 1--Continued
Iowa-The courts will look to the journals to determine
whether the constitutional requirements were complied
with in the passage of an ack
State v. Livermore (1921), 192 Iowa 828, 183 N.W. 1.
ganas~-Enrolled bill is prima facie evidence but may be
disputed by journal entries.
Weyand v. Stover (1888), 35 Kan. 545, 11 Pec. 355;
gansas v. Robertson (1889), 41 gan. 200, 21 Pac. 382.
Kentucky-(No court decisions have been found which are
directly in point but municipal corporations mnst rely upon
their records).
County Board of Education v. Durham (1923), 198 Sy.
732, 249 S.W. 1028.
Louiaiane-Conrts look to the journals to determine whether
a bill was properly enacted.
8tete v. Laiche (1801), 105 I.e. 84, 29 80. 700.
Meint--Enrolled bill ie best evidence and may be disputed by
journals only ii incomplete.
Weeks v. Smith (1889), 81 Me. 538.
Maryland-Reliance ie placed on journal entries rather than
on the eamlled bill.
County Commissioners v. Baker (1922), 141 31d. 823,
119 Atl. 481.
Maseachuaetts-(No mart decisions found on this Question),
Michigan---Coarts look to the jouraele. Jonrnnls are conclueive evidence of recitals but preeumptioae favor regularity.
City of Lansing v. Michigan Power Co. (1914), 183
Mich. 400, 160 N.W. 250; McClelland v. Stein (1924),
229 Mich. 203, 201 N.W. 209.
Minnesota-Enrolled bill is prima facie evidence but may
be overcome by journal record.
Ellie v. Ellie (1893),55 Aiinn. 401, 58 N.W. 1058; State
v, Wagner (1915), 130 Minn. 424, 153 N.W. 749.
~~~DPi-Enrolled bill role ie followed.
Green v. Weller (lSb7), 32 Mim. 850; PIz parts Wren
(1888), 83 Mice. 512, 58 Am. Rep. 825; Witherspoon
v. State (192b), 138 Miss, 310, 103 So. 134.
Missouri-Enrolled bill raises preenmption that provisions
not required to be entered in the journal Dave been mm•
plied with bnt toe presumption mad be rebntted and the
courts will look to journal.
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B. Enroued Bill Rule
2. Any act of the legislature which has been properly
enrolled, authenticated by the signatures of the proper
officers of both houses, signed by the governor, and deSection 697--Cantlnued
Paragraph t--Continued
State v. ~Iaeon (1900), 155 Mo. 486, 55 S.W. 638; State
v. Drabelle (1914), 281 Dfo. 515, 170 S.W. 465; Ex
parte Seward (1923), 29fl Ito. 385, 253 S.W. 356.
'Montana-The eourta look to the joumnl9 to determine
whether e bill hes pealed.
Johnson v. City o! Great Falls (1909), 38 \Soot. 389,
99 Pac. 1059.
Nebreske-Enrolled bill is primp facie evidence and mep be
disputed by the journals.
State v. Burlington (1900), 80 Neb. 741, 34 Y.W.:54;
3tnte v. Davie (19021, 8N Neb. 333, S12 T.N. 740; Mete
v. Ayan (1912), 92 Neb. 838, 139 N.W. 23.x; Ctnte v.
Coz (1920), 105 Neb. 175, 178 N.N. 913.
Nevada-Enrolled bill may not be disputed by the journal.
3tnte v. Rogers (1875), 10 Nev, 250; State v. Glenn
(1883), 18 Nev. 34, 1 Pac. 168.
New Aampehirr-Coartn will look to the journRla to determiae whether n bill passed.
In re Opinion of Justices (1857), 35 N. A. 579; In re
Opinion of Justices (1884), 4b N. H.807; In re Opinion
of Justices (1873), 52 N. A. 822.
New Jersey-The courts will look to tLe jouenala to determine is what form n bill pnesed.
In n Jaesle (1912),83 N. J. L. 313, 85 Atl. 214.
New York-Enrolled bill cannot be impeached Vy the journals.
People v. Chenango Couot~ 9upervieor~ (1853), 8 N. Y.
31?; People v. Marlborough Highway Commisaiouere
(1873), 54 N. Y. 278.
Noeth Carolina-The courts look to the journals nhich must
affirmatively chow that the bill wee pmperl~ passed.
8mnthere ~. Commieeionere of Madison County (1899),
125 N. C. 480, 34 S.E. 5tS4 ; Debman v. Chitty (1902),
131 N. C. 8b7, 43 $.E. 3; Burlingham v. City of New
Burn (1914),213 Fed. 1014.
North Dil~ota-Enrolled bill ie prennmed to have been legally
passed but mad be diepated by joarnale.
State v. Schultz (1919), 44 N. D. 289, 174 rT.W. 81;
State ~. Steen (1927),6b N. D. 23a, 212 N. V. &43.
OAio--Jonrnale prevail over the enrolled b[ll.
Herron ~. Smith, 44 Ohio St. 348; State v. giesewetter
(1887), ib Ohio St: 264.
Oklahoma-Woald seem that courts will look to journals.
Roil ~. W and (1914),!0 OkL.323,188 Pac.158.
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posited with the secretary of state, is conclusive evidence
as to the act and of its passage which will not be imSection 691-Continued
Paragraph 1-Conttnued

Oreson-Journals control over the enrolled act,
State v. Wright (1887), 14 Ore. 385.
Pennsylvania-13net weight ie placed on the eneolied bill.
ADpenntty it wUl not be disputed by the journals.
Hilson v. Magee (1877), Sb Pe. St. 401; Commonwealth
v. McMin (1884), 107 Pa, St. 185.
Abode Island-LanRuaRe in enrolled bill controls but passage
ie eatabliehed by journal.
State v, Septon (1850), 3 R. I. 119; O'~1ei1 v. Remere
(1922), 44 R. I. 504.
South Carolina-The enrolled bill rule prevails. The courts
do not look to the joumnle.
State v. Lewis !1938), 181 8. C. 10, 178 S,E. 825.
Tenneaeee---Coarte look to the journals and will not permit
the journal■ to be impeached by other evidence.
State v. Disie Finance Co. (1925), 152 Tenn. 308, 278
S.W. 69.
Tezns-Enrolled bill ii beet evidence cad not controlled b~
the journal.
Ueener v. Sute (1880), S Tez. App. 177; Ez parts Tipton (1890), 28 Te:. App. 438.
Utah-The enrolled bill is prima facie, but not conclusive evidence of its conatitutionel enactment and o[ what the la~v is.
Ritchie v. Richards (1898), 14 Utah 345, 47 Pac. 870.
Vermont-Enrolled bill tale appears to pn~sil.
In the matter of Welma¢ (1844), 20 Vt. 8b3.
Virsinin-Pneumption Envoro the enrolled bill but mad be
defeated b~ the journal record.
Wise v, Bi«er (1884), 79 Da. 288.
Washington-A nsulnri~ enrolled bill 3e conclusi~el~ presumed to Leve been passed.
State ♦. Jones (1898), 8 Wash. 4b2, 34 Pic. 201, 23
L. R. A. 343.
West Vir~iaia-Qourta toot to the journal.
Price v. City of Moundsville (1897), 49 W. Oa. b22,
27 9.E. 218.
Wisconsin-Journal contrnls over tLe enrolled bill u to pro.
cedun but presomptiou ta~ore content of law u in enrolled bill.
State ~. Wandler (1898), 94 Wig. 389, 88 N.W. 769;
Milwaukee County ♦. I~entins (1901), lOB Win. 9, 86
N.W. 131.
W~omin`--(~oart~ pill look at the entire record to determine whether a bill 6s~ proyerl~ Duped.
Arbuckle v. PBae`ing (1912),20 Wyo.3bi, 123 Pac.918.
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peached by resort to the journals of the legislature or to
extensive evidence of any sort.
3. The enrolled bill rule appears to be based on the
opinion that the certificate of the officers of the legislature made at the time of passage of the act is more
reliable than evidence from the journals or other sources
which might be presented to the courts at a later time.
4. The enrolled bill rule is the rule developed in Parliameat and now applied to acts of Parliament, acts of
Congress and to acts of the legislatures in several of the
states.
C, Presumptions Favor Enrolled Ball
5. A regularly enrolled bill will be presumed to have
been duly passed and legal, in the absence of evidence
3eetlon 697---Continued
Para~raDh 2-

Sherman v. Story (1888), 30 Cal. 253; Bale v. 11c(iettigan
(1898), 114 Cel. 112, 45 Pec. 1049; Yolo County v, JicColgan (1901), 132 Cal. 280, 64 Pac. 403; Paekman v. Johnson (1911), 180 Cal, 758, 117 Pac. 1057 ; People v. Taft
(1919), 42 Cal. App. 411, 183 Pac. 845; De Loach v. Newton
(1910), 134 Ga. 739, 88 S.E. 708; Green v. Heller (18bT),
32 Miss. 860; State v. Glenn (1883), 18 Nev.34, 1 Pac. 188;
People v, CLenan;o (1863), 8 N. Y. 317; State v. Levis
(1938), 181 S. C. 10, 1S8 S.E, 825; State v. Jonee (1893),
8 Waeh. 452, 23 L. R. A. 343, 34 Pac. 201.
Pnra~raph 5-

City of Easley v. $impeon (1909), 188 Ala. 388, 52 So. 81;
5mit6ee v. (~nrt6 (1878),33 Ark. 17; Meth. Bldg. end Loan
Aeeoc. v. CoQmea (1913), 110 Ark. 289, 182 B.W. 1090;
E~vin~ v. 31c(iehee (1825), 168 Arlo. 448, 275 3.W. 188;
Mnesachusetta Mutual etc. Co. v. Colorado Lona etc. Co.
(1894), 20 Colo. 1, 38 Pac. 793; State v. Carley (1925),
89 Fls. 381, 104 80, 877 ; Larrieon v. Peoria etc. R. A.
(187b), T7 !ll. 11; Merl~ham v. City of Anamoea (1904),
17l Iowa 987, 98 N.W. 493; Weyand v. Stover (1888),
35 Ran, 546, 11 Pac. 355; People v. McElroy (1!388), 72
MicL. 448, 40 N.W. 760; State v. City of Hastin6e (1877),
24 Minn. T8; State ~. Wagner (1915), 130 Minn. 424, 153
N.W. 749; State v. Mason (1900),16b Mo. 488, 56 8.W.838;
State v. Co: (1920), 150 Neb. i76, 178 N.W. 913; State
v. Steen (1827), 54 N. D. 239, 212 N.W. &13; State ~. Bober
(1917), 84 Ore. 513, 18b Pac. b87.
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in the journal alone or in the journal and other records
that the bill was not legally passed, and any omissions
in the record eacept as to those matters required to be
recorded, will be overcome by the presumption.
D, Journal Must Show Passage of Bill
6. The journals alone or the journals and other records
are required to show all necessary steps in the passage
of bills. Unless questioned, the enrolled bill will stand,
but no further presumptions favor its passage or regularity.
Sec. 698. Beading of the Journal
$ea also Sec. 505, Proeedu~e on dbaenoe of a Quoru+n.

1. When a quorum is present, no business is in order
until after the reading of the journal, ezcept that the
motion to dispense with the reading and the simple motion
to adjourn are sometimes permitted.
2. The reading of the journal may not be interrupted,
even by a highly privileged question, other than the gtiestion of no quorum, or the motion to dispense with the
further reading of the journal.
Section 897~onUnued
Paragraph 6—
Raeh v. Allen (1910), 24 Del. 444, 78 Atl. 370; Volusia
County v. State (1929), 98 Fle, 1188, 12h So. 375; Cohn v.
Singeley (1897),5 Idaho 418, 49 Pac. 98b; Auditor General
v. Board of 3upervieore (1891), 89 Mich. 551, 51 N.W. 483;
City of I.aneing v. Mic6iean Power Company (1914), 183
Mich. 400, 150 N.W. 250; In n Opiaion of Jueticea (1873),
52 N. I3. 822; Smathere v. Commieeionere o[ Madison Count
(1899), 12b N. C. 460, 34 $.E. 564; State ~. D ie Finance
Co. (1925), 162 Tenn. 308. 278 9.W, 59; Milwaukee County
v. Isenrin~ (1901), 109 W ie. 9, 85 N.W. 131; Arbackle ~.
PBneging (1912), 20 Wyo. 3b1, 123 Pac. 918.
Section 898—
Para~raDb 1—
Hughee, 8ece. 883, 8&4; N. Y. Manual, p. 423,
Parasraph 2—
Hu~hee, Sec. 888.
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3. The presiding ofl5cer should ascertain the presence
of a quorum before directing the reading of the journal,
for if a question of no quorum is raised, the reading of the
journal is not permitted until the fact that a quorum is
present has been ascertained by count.
4. In the absence of a quorum, a call of the house may
be moved before the journal is read.
Sec, 699. Manner of Correcting the Journal
See aJao Sec. 406, Corraetion of 3finutei.

1. Journals are usually corrected informally, the presiding officer directing the correction to be made when
suggested. But if objection be made, a formal vote is nece~ary for the approval of the correction or amendment.
In approving the journals, the usual procedure is for
the presiding officer to inquire if there are any correetions. If any are suggested, they are made, providing
there is no objection. If there are no corrections or when
there are no further corrections, the presiding officer may
gay "there being no corrections (or no further corrections), the minutes stand approved." No particular form
of approving minutes is required.
2. The more usual manner of correcting the journals is
to move at intervals that the journals of certain days be
approved as corrected by a committee assigned that responsibility or by the minute clerk or other offeer ehar~ed
with that duty, the corrected journals being at the same
time submitted to the body so that they may be inspected
and corrections questioned or further corrections made.
Section 688—Continued
Par~traDb 3—
Caehing'e Legislative Aseembliea, Sec. 389; Haghea, 9ec~.
683, 888. 673.
ParasnDti 4—
N. Y. Manunl, p. X422.
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Sec. 700. Authority to Qorrect Journal
1, The right of,a legislative body to correct its journal
is an inherent right which does not depend upon the constitution nor upon statute.
2. Each house of the legislature has power to correct
its journals so as to make them speak the truth at any
time before final adjournment.
3. Adoption of minutes of a previous meeting of a deliberative body is not a legislative act. The minutes may
be corrected whenever the error is noticed regardless of
the time which has elapsed, even t6ou~h the same correction or amendment may have been previously proposed
and lost. This is necessary for the protection of the reeords, which otherwise would be subject to the risk of
being tampered with by temporary majorities.

4. Where, through inadvertence, the clerk of the senate failed to enter in the journal the passage of a bill
and the yea and nay votes thereon as required by the
constitution, the same legislature at a special session could
correct the journal to show that a quorum was present
and that all the members voted for the bill and the joursection 700—
Para~raph 1—
People v. Chicago ~f. & St. P. Ry. Co. (1927), 328 Ill. 179,
14T N.E. 200 ; State c. Tollison (1915), 100 S. C. 185, 84
3.E. 819.
Paragraph 2—
Stewnrt v. Wilson Printing Company (1924), 210 Ala. 624.
99 30. 92; State v. Tollison (1915), 100 3. C. 185, 84
S.E. 819.
Para6raDh 3—
Harnaday v. Goodman (1929), 187 Ga. 5:i3, 148 y.E. 173;
liana v. Le 3fara (1899), 109 Iowa 244, 80 N.W, 32T.
Paragraph 4—
Richmond Couuty Commiesionera ~•. Farmers Bank (1A10),
1~2 N. C. 3137, 8? S,E. 989.
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nal when so corrected showed a compliance with the constitution and made the statute valid.
i
5. The legislature may even at a subsequent session
correct its journals by amendments which show the true
facts as they actually occurred when it is satisfied that
by neglect or design the truth has been omitted or suppressed.
6. The rule that the legislature may correct its journals
so as to make them speak the truth and that when corrected the journals will stand as if so originally made is
applicable to an amendment of legislative records, especially where no adversary rights of innocent third persons
have intervened.
7. The house itself is the only tribunal authorized to E
correct an error in the legislative journal. On information that an error or omission has been made in the journal, acommittee may be appointed to examine and correct it and report to the house.
S. Where the secretary is authorized to correct the
journal, the record with any corrections by the secretary '
is to be accepted as the true record. When it is not a~rmatively shown at what time the clerk made corrections in
the daily journal, they will be presumed to have been
made on or before the time of his certificate.
Section 40~Contlnued
Paragraph S—
Turley v. Logan Co. (185b), 17 Ill. 151.
Parasraph 8—
RicLmond County Commissioners v. Farmers Bank (1910),
1L2 N. C. 387, 8T B.E. 989.
Pan~raph 7—
JeReraon, Sec. XLIX; State v, Dizie Finance Company
(1928), 152 Tenn. 308, 278 S.W. 59.
Paragraph 8—
People v. Burch (1891), 84 Mich. 408, 47 N.W. 78b.
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1. The action of the house in approving a corrected
journal makes such journal the only authorized journal
of the day's proceedings.
2. The regular printed journals of the legislature are
competent evidence of their content and their effect as
evidence will not be destro ed by clerical errors or omissions shown to have occurred in writing up the records to
complete the written journals.
3. Clerical errors in the journal, where the Facts can be
ascertained as where, in recording the passage of a bill,
the wrong title but the correct number or the correct title
but wrong number was shown, do not invalidate the bill;
and where a bill was substituted and a new title used or
materially amended, but the record in the journals continued to use the old title, the act was validly passed,
since it could not be presumed that the original title to
the act alone was read in its readings in process of enaetment.
4. While legislative journals are printed and published
for the convenience and information of the public, the
secc~on 701—
ParagraDh 15tate v. Wegner (191b),130 Minn. 424, 163 N.W. T49; Mann
v. Le Mare (1899), 109 Iowa 224, 80 N.W. 327.
Paragraph 2—
Lincoln v. Hansen (1891), 45 Miaa. 461, 48 N.W. 198,
Paragraph 3—
Desha-Drew Road Improvement Diet, v. Taylor (1917),
130 Ark. 503, 197 3.W. 1152; Marshall ♦. Ban~h (1918),
133 Ark. 84, 201 $.W. 808; Thrift v. Towers (1916), 127
Md. 54, 9d Atl. 1084; Price •. City of Ddoaads~ilte (1897),
43 W. Va. 522, 27 S.E. 218.
Parasraph 4—
State v. Martin (1909), 180 Ale. 181, 48 So. 848; Stewart
♦. Wilson Printing Company (1924), 210 Ala. 824, 99 90.
92; C6icot County v. Davies (1882), 40 Art. 200.
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o~cial journal is the copy filed in the office of the secretary of state, and it governs where there is any diserepancy between it and the printed journal. The manuscript
prevails over the printed journal.
5. Every member of the house has the right to see the
minutes, and to take notes from them, and the approved
journal being a public record, everyone may see and pub-

lish it.
6. A record of a vote in the journal of a house is suflicient ground for the other house to take official notice of
the action.
7. A house of a state legislature can speak only through
its journal. For the confirmation of an appointment of
the governor to be effective it must be set forth in the
journal.
8. In determining from its journal what was or was not
done by the house, the journal must be considered as a
whole as any other record would be.
Sec, 702, Minutes of I.oaal Legislative Bodies
1. The clerk must keep an accurate record of the proceedings of a city council under the supervision of the
COIIIICII.
9ectton TO1—Continued
Parsaraph 6—
Jeaeesoa, Sec. %LIX.
PuasnOh 6-JeQerean, Sec. XLIX.
Puasraph 7—
Wlthe~npoun ~. State (1925), 138 Mien. 310, 103 So. 134
Pansraph 88tate ~. Tollleon (1916),100 S. C. 186, 84 9.E. 819.
9ecgon TOZ-Parair~Ob 1—
Maan ~. Le Man (1898), 109 Iowa 2l4, 80 N.W. 327.
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2. When a town clerk makes a defective, erroneous record of a vote or any other typographical or clearly clerical
error it ie competent for him while in office to amend it
according to the truth.
3. Where minutes of a city council are incorrect they
may be corrected by a direct proceeding for that purpose
in order to make them state the truth.
4. So long as minutes stand they cannot be impeached
or varied in a collateral proceeding or by parol testimony.
5. Where the vote of a city council is required to be
entered in its journal the vote must be entered or the
ordinance will not be deemed passed.
6, The governing body of a municipal corporation can
speak only through its records aad can confer authority
to make contracts only by proper proceedings at a meeting regularly called and held where facts are duly recorded and authenticated.
?. The official records of a city, properly attested and
identified, are competent evidence in behalf of the city
npoa the question of the passage of one of its ordinances.
9ectlon 702---Continued
ParKnDh S—
Chamberlain ~. Doper (1838), 13 Me. 488.
PansraDti E—
E: perte Luek (1887), 82 Ala. 519, 2 90. 190; Carter
v, Durango (1891), 18 Colo. 534, 27 Pac. 1057 ; Botrd of
Commissioners v, Johnson (1890),124 Ind. 146,24 N.E.128 ;
Aanieton v. Davie (1893), 98 Ale. 829, 13 So. 331.
ParasraD6 4—
Annieton ~. Davie (1893), 98 dla. 829, 13 So. 931.
ParasrapA 6-Boyd v. Chicago, Etc. R. R. Co. (1902), 103 Ill. App. 199;
Greeley v. Hamman (1891), 1T Colo. 30, 28 Pac. 480;
Markham v. City of Anamoea (1904), 122 Iowa 887, 98
N.W. 493.
Parafi'aDh 6—
County Board of Education v. Durham (1923), 198 Sy. 732,
249 S.W. 1028.
ParasraDh 7—
(3reeley v. Hamman (1891), 17 Colo. 30, 28 Pac. 480.
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8. Resolutions of a meeting of the directors of a private
corporation may be shown by the record of the proceedinge, if one is kept, otherwiBe parol evidence is admissible
to show what was resolved, and by what vote.
9. Parol evidence ie admissible to chow proceedings
taken by a city council but not properly entered on the
record. Where the city council authorized certain work
to be done, but the clerk failed to enter the record in the
proceedings of the council, this does not affect the rights of
those who, acting upon faith of the authorization, performed the work.
3ectlon 702~ontlnued
Paragraph 8—
Ten Eyc{c v. Pontiac (1889), T4 Mich. 228, 41 N.W. 906.
Parasraph 9—
Wheat v. VanTiae (1907), 149 Mich. 314, 112 N.W. 933.
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CHAPTER 66

THE LEGISLATIVE CHAMBER
Sec. 706. Admission to Legislative Ohambers
1. When the place of meeting of a legislative body has
been designated by law, it may be changed only on legal
authority, and no valid meeting can be held nor business
conducted at any other than the legally designated place.
2. When the legislative body adjourns without any
previous order or resolution, it is to reconvene on the
neat legislative day at the usual place of sitting and at
the usual hour.
3. A legislative body has absolute control of its chambers and may eaclude therefrom, at its pleasure, all persons who are not members, even though members of a
coordinate branch or other offices of the government,
4. Of right, the door of the house ought not to be ahnt,
bnt to be kept by porters or sergeants-at-arms, assigned
for that purpose.
5. It is a matter of practice that the doors of all American legislative bodies are open to the public, galleries
usually being provided for visitors.
6. No persons eacept the members of the house and the
officers when engaged in their duties are permitted upon
Section 705—
ParagraDh 1—
Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 343.
PuasrsDh 2—

Cuehing's Legislative Aaeembliee, Sec. 510.
Paragraph 3—

Cuahing's Legislative Aseembliee, Sec. 343.
ParagraDh d—
Je¢erson, Sec. XVIII.
Paragraph 6—
Cuehing'e Legislative Anaembiiee, Sec. 348.

Sec. 708
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the floor of the chamber while the house is in session eacept as may be permitted by the rules or by the house.
The rules frequently provide that ea•members, certain
state officers, and accredited representatives of the press
may be admitted to the floor.
Sec. 706. IIse of Legislative Ohambers
1. A committee may not occupy the legislative chamber
for the purpose of meetings without the consent of the
house.
2. The fact that persons who are not members are permitted to sit on the floor of the chamber and consult with
members does not invalidate acts passed.
3ectlon 706—
Paragraph 1—

Hu6hee, Sec. 858.
Para~raDh 2—
State v. Iron Cliae Co. (1884), 54 Mich. 3:50, 20 N,~V. 9~J3.

PexT VII

r

CONDUCT OF BUSINESS
CHAPTER 67

GENERAL ORDER OF BUSINESS
Sec. 710. IIsnal Order of Bnaineae
1. It is customary for each house of a legislature to
provide in its rules for a regular daily order of business.
This order of business varies in the different legislatures,
but the order of the essential procedure established by
usage, and therefore the general order when no rule to
the contrary has been adopted, is as follows:
(a) Roll call.
(b) Prayer by the chaplain.
(c) Reading and approval of the journal of the previous day.
(d) Presentation of petitions and papers.
(e) Messages from the (governor.
(f) Messages from the other house.
(g) Reports of standing committees.
(h) Reports of special or select committees.
(i) Special orders (not set for a particular hour).
(j) Unfinished business.
(k) Introduction and first reading of bills.
(l) Consideration of daily calendar.
(m) Announcement of committee meetings.
(n) Adjournment.
9ectlon 710—

t

Reed, 9eca..80.284 ; Sturs~s, Ch. 2; C'. S. House Rule tiYIV.
(501)

~~~
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Sec. 711. Motions Relating to Business Under R,egalar
Order

Sec. 713. Taking IIp Qneetionn Ont of Order

1. Where reports are submitted in the proper order of
business, motions to receive or read, or equivalent motions,
are unnecessary, the procedure following in due course
under the order of business without any further motions
or orders. Even the motion to adopt is not necessary when
proceeding under the order of business where measures
are submitted to the body for consideration unless there
is objection.

1. A motion to take up a question out of order suspends
the rules, and therefore requires the same vote as is required to suspend the rules. Sueh a motion may be reconsidered or may be renewed after intervening business,
but may not be debated, amended, laid on the table, postponed nor committed. The motion to take up a question
out of order is in order whenever any main motion is in
order.

Sec. 713. When Certain Motions Are in Order

2. An order of the day may be discharged at any time,
and a new one made for a different day.

1. 9 motion to take from the table is in order in the
same order of business in which the matter atYected was
laid on the table. The motion to take from the table a
motion to reconsider the vote by which a bill was defeated
may be made in order of business of third reading of bills.
2. A motion to discharge a committee from further
consideration of a bill is in order only under reports of
committees or motions and resolutions.
3. Motions affecting bills on third reading are not in
order, even under that order of business, until the particular bill is reached on the calendar.
4. A motion to suspend the rules may be made, either
under the order of business of motions and resolutions,
or under the order of business to which the matter proposed to be considered relates.
3ectlon Z11—
Hughea, Seca, 133, 878.
Section 712—
N. Y. Manual, pp. 419, 425, 463, 439, 482; Hu~hee, Seca.
454, 456.

See also Chapter P9, Secs. P79-~87, Suspension of tAe Rules.

Sec, 714. IInsniehed Btuinese
1. When the consideration of a question regularly on
the calendar is interrupted by adjournment, it does not
come up for further consideration as unfinished business,
but comes up in its proper place on the daily calendar.
2. A motion relating to the order of business, when not
disposed of, does not recur as unfinished business on the
succeeding day, as such motions expire with the completion of the day's business to which they relate.
3ectlon 713—
Hu¢hea, Sec. 517; JeCeraon, Sec. XVIII.
Section 714-JeSereon, Sec. XXXVII ; Hughee, Sec. 2T0.
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GRAFTER 68

REQUIRED READING OF BILLS
Sec. 7Z0. Bi1L Mnat Be Bead on Three Separate Days
1. Ancient parliamentary practice and the constitutions of most of the states require that bills be read three
separate times on three separate days in each house of a
legislature before final passage. City charters and statutes
frequently make the same requirement concerning local
legislative bodies.
2. The requirement that each bill or ordinance be read
on three separate days, prescribed by the constitution,
legislative rules, or by charters or statutes, is one of the
many restrictions imposed upon the passage of bills and
ordinances to prevent hasty and ill-considered legislation,
surprise or fraud, and to inform the legislators and the
public of the contents of the bill.
3, A substantial compliance with the constitutional
requirement as to the reading of bills is generally su~8~ctlon 720Para~raph 1Je~erwn, Sec. SVIII; Cuehins'e Lesielative Aeaembiiee,
Sec. 2123; State Conetitutione as follows: Ala. IV, 81, 83;
Ariz, IV, Pt. II, 12; Ark. V, 21, 22; Cal. IV, 15; Colo.
V, 17, 22; Del. II, 10; P7a. III, 17; (3a. III, Sec. YII, 7;
Idaho III, 16; Ill, IV, 13; Iod. IV, 1, 18; Iowa III, Ib;
Kan. II, 16, 20; Sy. 9d; L. III, 24; Me. IY, Pt. III, 9;.
Md. III, 27, 29; Maes. II, Chap. I, Sec. I, 2; Mic6. V, 23, 29;
Minn. IV, 20; Mies. IV, b9, 80; Mo. IV, 23, 25; Mont. V,
19; Neb, III, 18, 14; Nev, IV, 18, 23; N. J. IV, Sec. IY,8;
N. M. IV, 16; N. Y, III, lb; N. C. II, 23; N. D. II, 68, 83;
Ohio II, 18; Okls. V,34;Ore. IV,19; Pa. III, 1,4; R. I. IV,
2; S.C. III, 18; 8. D. III, 17; Tenn. II, 18; Te:, III, 30,
32; Utah VI, 22; Vt. II, 8; Va. IV, 50; Waeh. II, 18;
W. Va. VI, 29; Wis. ID, 17; Wyo. III, Z0.
Paryraph 2State v. Bnc~le~ (18T51.64 Ala. 699; State ~. Carle7 (1926),
89 Fla. 381, 104 So. 6T7.
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cient, although it has been held that the requirement
of reading the bill on di9`erent days is mandatory. Mandatory requirements moat be cosiplied with,
4. A reading of a bill by title is considered a reading
of the bill, unless it is specifically required by the constitution that the bill be read at length or in full.
5. The requirement that bills be read on different days
in each house does not prevent the reading of a bill the
first time in one house on the same date that it was given
third reading and passed in the other.
6. Where an election takes place and a new city council
or local legislative body takes office after the first reading
or second reading of an ordinance, these readings do
not need to be repeated, but the procedure already begun
needs only to be completed.
Sectlon 720-ConUnusd
Para~rsDh 39tate v. Crawford (1879), 36 Ark. 237; $math v. Mitchell
(1911), 69 W. Vt. 481, 72 9.E. 7'Sb; Tan o. Weetern 8avin~e end Loan (1909), 16 Idaho 741, 99 Pac. 1049 ; Smnther~
~. Madison Co. (1899). 125 N. C. 480, 3't S,E. 5b4; Cit7 of
Charlotte ~. Shepard (1898), 122 N. C. 802, 29 S.E. 842;
$fate v. Wainer (1916), 130 Mina. 424, 163 N.W. T49:
Wnsetaa ~. Central Hith~vny Commieslon (1917), 174 N. C.
377,98 $.FJ. 908; Aaeora Water Co. ~. Cit7 of Aaron (1896),
129 Mo. 640, 31 S.W. 948; Nelson v. Clty of South Omaha
(1909), 84 Neb. 934, 121 S.W. 463.
Pu'+ir~Dh 4Saunden v. Board of Liquidation (1903), 110 I.e. 313, 34
So. 467; People v. McElroy (1888), 72 Mich. 448, 40 N.W.
750; McClelland ~. Stein (1924), 229 Mich. 203, 201 N.W.
209.
Parasraph 69kipper v. Street Imp. Diet. No. 1 (1920), 144 Art. 38,
221 9.W. 888; Chicot Co. ♦. Davies (1882), 40 Ark. Z00;
9mithee v. Garth (1878), 33 Ark. 17; State v. Pereice
(1914), 130 Tenn. 48, 188 9.W. 1068; Smith v. Mitchell
(1911),89 W. Va. 981, 72 S.E. T66.
ParasraDl► {Cole~ v. Williamsbar~ (1833), 10 Wend. (N. Y.) 8b9; McQraw v. Whitson (1886), 89 Iowa 348, 28 N.W. 832.
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?. The official reading of bills is not invalid or ineffective because it takes place on Sunday.
Sec. 721. 8~spension oP Requirement of Three
Readings
1. The constitutions of many of the states provide that
the requirement of reading a bill on three several days
may be suspended by atwo-thirds vote in ease of emergency. The same provision may also be made concerning
readings of ordinances by a local legislative body. It has
been held that the legislative body is the exclusive judge
as to when a case of emergency arises or exists.
2. In suspending the requirement for reading bills on
three separate days, ashen suspension is permitted by
the constitution, the suspension may be effected by a
resolution naming the bill and approved by the prescribed
vote without any other formality, and it is not material
that other bills than the one in question are included in
the resolution suspending the provision.
Sec. 722. Three 8eadings of Amended Bills
1. The constitutional requirement that bills be read
three times, is not generally interpreted to apply to
amendments, so that bills are required to be read the
Section T20-Continued
ParairaDh 7Ez psrte Seward (1923), 299 Mo. 385, 253 S.W. 356, 284
U. S. 599.
Section 7Z1Para6raDh 1People v. Glenn Co, (1893), 100 Cal. 419, 35 Pac. 302 ;
Weynnd v. 3to~er (1888), 3b Han. 54b, 11 Pac. 35b; Hall
v. Miller (1878), 4 Neb. 503; McCulloch ~. State (1856),
11 Ind. 424; Brown v. Lutz (1893), 38 Neb. 527, 54 N.W.
880.
Para6raDh 2State v. Wagner (1915), 130 Mian. 424, 153 N.W. 749;
People v, Glenn Co, (1893), 100 Cal. 419, 3b Pac. 302.
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specified number of times after amendment, although
in some jurisdictions material amendments are excluded
from this rule. When amended bills are required to be
read, this requirement can be suspended the same as
for other readings.
2. When a bill which has been passed by one house
has been materially amended in the other, and there
passed as amended, it has been held that the constitutional
provision with reference to reading three times does not
require the bill as amended to be read three times in the
house of origin before concurring in the amendments of
the other house. The same rule applies when a bill has
been recalled and reconsidered and again passed.
3. Where a substituted bill may be considered as an
amendment, the rule with reference to reading a bill on
three several days does not require the bill to be read
three times after substitution. One house may substitute
Section 722ParagraDh 1Sehool Dist. v. Chapman (1~J07), 152 Fed. 887; People v.
ThomDeun (1886),2 Cai. unreported 481, 7 Pac. 142; State v.
Dillon (1900),42 Fla. 95, 28 So. 781; People v, La Salle St.
Treat Qc Say. Baak (1915), 289 IIl. 518, 110 N.E. 38; Allopethic St. Bd. v. Fowler (1898), a0 Le. Ann. 1358,24 So.809;
State v. Field (1892), 119 Mo. 593, 24 S.W. 752; State v.
R9an (1912),92 Neb.836,139 N.W.235; People v. Chenango
Co, (1853), 8 N. Y. 317; Miller v. State (1854), 3 Ohio St.
475; EvanhoS v. $t. Indaetriai Accident Comm. (1915), TS
Ore. 503, 164 Pac, 108; State v, Brown (1890), 35 9. C.
151, 11 $.E. 841; Tena, C. I. & R. Co, v. Hooper (1915),
131 Tenn. 811, 175 S.W. 1148 ; Neleon v. I3aywood County
(1892),91 Tena. 588, 20 B.W. 1; Capito v. Toppia~ (1909),
d5 W. Va. 587, 84 9.F. 846. Re auepeneion of readings of
emended bills eee Tnrr v. FPeetern Loan and 9avinge Co.
(1909), lv Ideho T41, 99 Pac. 1049.
Para6raph 29tate v. Dillon (1900), 42 Fln. 95, 28 80. 751; Brake ~.
Callieon (1903), 122 Fed. 722; State v. Crawford (1879),
3b Ark. 237.

~8
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Sec. 723

an identical bill of its own for the bill of the other house
without rereading of the substitute bill being required.
4, A bill already read one or two times is not required
to be reread because of a change in the title.
5. A bill which is amended or redrafted by a conference
committee is not a new bill in the sense that it requires
three readings thereafter.
Sec, 783. Journal Record of 8eadings
See also Chapter 65, Seca. 69.~•70~, Journals and Records,

1. VPhere the constitution or controlling statutory or
charter provision does not expressly require the journal
to show three readings of bills, or the reading thereof at
length before final passage, or the suspension of rules
by a particular number of votes, or that a case of emerSection 722-Continued
Paragraph 3Yeopie v. I.a Salle Street Tr. Bc 3ay. Banff (1915), 289 Ili.
518, 110 N.E. 38; State v. Coz (1920), 105 Neb. 75, 178
Y.W. 913; Edwerda v. Nseh County Bd. (1922), 183 N. C.
58, 110 S,E. 800; Brown v. Rond Commiaeionere (1917), 173
N. C. 598, 92 B.E. 502; Tennessee Coel, etc., Co. v. Hooper
(1915), 131 Tenn. 811, 175 8,W. 1148 ; State v. Pereira
(1914),130 Tean. 48, 188 8.W.1058;Hood v. City of Wheeling (1920), 8b W. Vn. 578, 102 8.E. 259; Smith v. Mitchell
(i911),89 W. Va, 481, 72 S.E. 756. Bee also State v. Buckley
(176),54 Ala. b99;Worthen v. Bnd6ett (18T7),32 Aric. 498.
Paragraph 13tate v. Cronin (1904), 72 Neb. 838, 101 N.W. 326; $fate
v. Field (1894), 119 Mo. 593, 24 S.W. 452.
Paragraph 6Neleon v. Haywood Co. (1892), 91 Tenn. 698, 20 S.W. 1.
Section Tt3Pxra~raDh 1III. v. Itl. Cent. R. Co. (1892), 33 Fed. 730, 148 U. 9,
387; Clilton v. State (1928), 22 Ala. App. 6b9, 116 90. 23b;
Qtete v. Buckley (1875).;rf 1~1e. X99; Chicot County v. Davies
(1882), 40 Ark. 200; Worthen v. Badgett (1877), 32 Ark.
498; State v. Carley (192b), 88 Fle. 381, 104 80. 577;
Andrews v. People (1905), 33 Colo. 193, 79 Pac. 1031; ill.
Cent. R. Lo, v. People (1892), 143 III. 434, 3S N.E. 173;
McCulloch v. State (1868), 11 Ind. 424; Weyand v, Stov.r
(1888), 35 Sao. 545, 11 Pac. 3bb; Mau, Mutual etc. Co, t,
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geney eaists, it will be presumed that the legislature
observed the constitutional requirements, nothing affirmatively appearing to the contrary.
2. Provisions of the constitution as to the reading of
bills are generally considered as not requiring these matters to be entered in the journal, unless there are express
words to that eSeet.
3. When a provision of a constitution, statute or charter requires that the journal show three readings on separate days, or show the vote on each legislative proposal
or makes other like affirmative provisions, these provisions
must be complied with or the proposed legislation does
not become effective.
4. When the enrolled bill rule is followed, the absence
from the journal of an entry showing that a particular
thing was done ie no evidence that it was not done.
9ecdon 7t3-Continued
Para6raph l~ontlnued
Colorado Loan Co. (1894), 20 Colo. 1, 36 Pac. 793; State
v. Wagner (1915), 130 Mion. 424, 153 N.W. 749; Ellie v.
Ellie (1893), 55 3iinn. 101, 38 JI.W. 1056; Hull v. Miller
(1878), ~ Neb. 503; Miller v. State (1854). 3 Ohio 3t. d7.i;
Supervisors of Schuyler Co. v. People 118801, 25 Ill. 181.
Para~c~aph 29tate of III. v. Ill. Cent. R. Co. (1892),33 Fed. 730, 148 U. 3.
38T ; State v. Buckley (1875), 54 Als. 599; Worthen v.
Bndgett (1877), 32 Ark. 498 ; Vineant v. Raoz (1871), 27
Ark. 288; 3iaee.'Jiut. Life Ins. Co. ~•. Colorado Loan etc. Co.
(1894), 20 Colo. 1, 36 Pac. 793 ;State ~', Carley (1925), 89
Fle. 381, 104 90. 577 ; ~Veynnd v. Stover (1888), 3~ Kan.
;r15, it Pec. 355; Ellie v. Ellis f 1893), 55 ~iion. 101, 36 ~i.R'.
1058; Miller v. State (18b4), 3 Ohio 3t. 475.
parasraph 3Tarr v. Western Loaa and Savings Co. (1909), 15 Idaho T41,
99 Psc. 1049; State v. Livermore (1921), 192 Iowa 828, 183
N.~'V. 1; County Commieaioners v. Baker 11922), 141 3Id.
823, 119 atl. 461; City of Charlotte v. Shepard (1898), 123
N. C. 802, 29 9.E, 842; Debman v. Chitty (1902), 131 \. C.
857, 43 S.E. 3.
ParasraDh 4Ellis t. Ellis (1893), 55 Minn. 401, 58 N.W. 1058.
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5. When a bill is read by title and passed and the journal is silent as to the suspension of the rule, the court, to
uphold the act, will presume that the rules were suspended when the constitution does not require that the
journals a~rmatively show the suspension.
6. When an act is read at length the required number
of times but certain amendments to the act are not so
read, the act nevertheless retains its identity and the
reading of the entire set for the required number of times
is sufficient.
7. The mere fact that the house journals disclosed that
a bill had been read as required by law and that the title
in each case in the record was correct but that the number
of the bill was erroneously set down on its third reading,
did not invalidate the enactment,such error being a clerical misprision.
8. Whether an emergency is such as will permit a legislative body to suspend the provision requiring bills be
read three times on separate days in each house is a question within the exclusive judgment of the house as to when
a case of emergency arises or exists, and it is not necessary
in order that the reading of the bill be considered valid
that the emergency be stated in the journal.
3ectton i23—Continued
F~aragraph 5—

gec.728
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CHAPTER 69

PROCEDURE ON CONSIDERATION OF
LEGISLATION
Sec, ?28. Introduction of Legislation
See also Chnpttr 17, Seca. 150.165, Preienfation o/ hfotiani.

1. The regular formal manner of introducing bills and
other measures is for the member, in the appropriate
order of business, to rise at his desk and secure recognition and to then present the measure, giving it to a page
to be presented at the desk. Where there is a regular order
of business, any business properly coming up under the
appropriate order requires no special consent, and where
such business is in the nature of submitting bills or other
measures, it ie the well-established practice in many legislative bodies to permit the documents to be sent to the
desk in advance of the order of business, it is the duty
of the chief clerical officer to keep all such papers in his
possession and not to permit them to be eaamined, even
by members, until they are forffially presented to the body
under the appropriate order of business. When the proper
order o4 bnsinese ie reached, the bills or other documents
are presented from the desk without the special request
of the person submitting them, and receive consideration
in regular order.

Chicrot County v. Deciea (1882),40 Ark. 200,
Paragraph 6—

People v. LaSalle Street Trust and Savings Bank (1915),
289 IA. 618, 110 N.E. 38.
ParasraDh 7—

n~a~b~i o. BBuah ~iaia>, 133 Ark. a4, 2oi s.w. sos.

Parasraph 6—

Weyead v. Stover (1888), 36 San. 546, it Pac. 35b.

2. ~ bill is not regarded as having been introduced
until it has been delivered to the clerk, read, and given a
number.
9ectlon 728—
Pnrairsph 1—

Cvehins's Le;ielati~e
Sec. 134.
P~ra~raDh 2—

Je~enoa, $ec. 3J~III.

Aneembllee, Sec. 2120; Hughes,
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3. Bills are introduced in the form in which it is desired
that the law will read.
4. There is nothing to prevent the introduction of
identical bills in both houses.
5. When a bill has been rejected, at any stage, in the
house in which it originated, it may not be reintroduced
in the same house ; but a new bill, presenting the same
question or the same question in a modified form, or a bill
presenting substantially the same question, may be intro
duced.
6. When a bill has been passed in one house and defeete
are discovered, it is within the established practice to per•
mit the introduction of a new bill in the same house with
the corrections desired.
7. State constitutions sometimes provide that bills may
not be introduced after a certain time or period ezcept
by consent of the house or by unanimous consent. It ie
the practice of many legislatures to place etringeat limitations upon the introduction of bills after a particular
date or period. Such limitations are of an entirely diSerent nature than the general rule concerning objection to
consideration, and where such rules are adopted, meaeures or motions may be submitted only ae authorized by
the rules.
9ectlon T2fr~,ontlnued
Patarraph 3—
CueLing'e Legislative Aeeembilea, Sec. 206b.
Paragraph 1—
CueLine'e Le6~elntive Assemblies, Secs. 2321 sad 2322.
PsrasraDh 6—
Cuehing's Lesielative Aneemblies, Sec. 2321.
Para~rsDh 6—
Cushia~'e Legieletive Assemblies, Sec. 23~i.
Paragraph T—
Jeffenon, Sec. XVIII,

Sec. i=7
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g, When a bill has been introduced into the legislature
within the time limit prescribed by the constitution for
the introduction of bills, amendments of which are germane to the purpose of the bill may be made after that
limit has eapired and bills may be consolidated after
that date.
9. Where charter provisions provide that no ordinance
shall be passed by the common council unless introduced
at a previous stated meeting, an ordinance may be so
introduced at an adjourned meeting of a previous stated
meeting.
10. When amendments are required to be made only by
setting out the section or law to be amended in full as
amended, new sections can be added to an act without
setting out the entire act.
~,7a7, Withdrawal of Bills
Jee a(ao Scc. 4'7~, fti0ht to Ti'ithdrnw Jlotiona.

1. A bill may be withdrawn prior to introduction,
which consists of giving it a number and reading it by
title. A bill may not be withdrawn, after introduction, in
the absence of a special rule, without the consent of the
body. Many legislative bodies have provided by rule that
3ectlon 72fi—Continued
Parasraph 89tate v. Ryan (1912), 92 Neb. 838, 139 N.W. 23b; People
~. McElroy (1888), 72 Mich. 448, 40 N.W. 750; Hale v.
Mc(}ettigen (1898), 114 Cal. 112, 4b Pac. 1049.
Paragraph 99tate v. Jersey City (186b), 25 N. J. L. 309.
PuasraDb 10—
People v. Edmonds (1911),254 Ill. 108, 98 N.E. 914.
9ectlon Tt7—
Pars~rsDh 1—
Cu~hing's Lesielative Assemblies, Seca. 1235, 1240, 1241,
1477;Hughes, Seca. 206, 208; U. 9. Souse Rule XVI,Par. 2.
17—L-5T83
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a bill may be withdrawn without consent before decision
or amendment, Under such a role a bill may be withdrawn after a motion is made concerning it, or after an
amendment is proposed, but before the adoption of either.
So long as no rule is ~•iolated, a bill may be withdrawn,
with the consent of the body, at any time prior to passage.
2. ~Vhere the rules require ali bills to be referred to
committee upon introduction, it ~sould seem that bills
could be withdrawn only by unanimous consent, or by
suspension of the rules, if at all.
3. When a bill is withdrawn, the situation is as though
the bill bad never been before the house, and the same
bill or a similar bill may be again introduced.
Sec. 728. Numbers of Bills
1. The number of a bill is not part of the act but is a
method of convenient handling of bills in legislative procedure.
2. When there is a discrepancy between the number
and the title of a bill, the title will control.
3. When a bill is identified only by number and the
number could refer to a different bill, it will not be presumed that a wrong number was erroneously used.
Section ?2i-Continued
Paragraph 2-

Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 2330.
Paragraph 3-

State v. Ayan (1912), 92 Neb. 638, 139 N.W. 236; State v.
Cronin (1904), 72 Neb. 838, 101 N.W. 325; Price v, Monndiville (1897), 43 W, Va. 523, 27 S.E. 218.
Section 728Paragraph 1-

Voluaia County v. State (1929), 98 Fla. 1166, 126 So. 375.
Paragraph 3-

State v. Wendler (1898), 94 Wis. 389, 88 N.W. 758.
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sec, 729. Titles to Legislation
1. The main object of a provision requiring that every
act shall embrace but one subject which shall be eapressed in its title, is to prevent a legislative body and
the publie from being entrapped by misleading titles,
whereby legislation relating to one subject might be
obtained under the title of another ; and in the accomplishment of this object the provision is not to receive
narrow or technical construction.
2. Discrepancies and irregularities in the title of legislation as it appears in various places in the journal will
not invalidate the legislation so long as there is no question of identity and the legislation is properly enrolled.
3, When the object of an act as passed is fully eapressed
in the title, the form or status at its introduction, or during the stages of legislation before it becomes a law, is
immaterial.
4. It is not necessary that an act retain the same title
through ail its stages in both houses. The title of the bill
9ectlon 729Para~raDh I-

Heron v. Riley (1930), 209 Cal. 507, 289 Pac. 160.
ParagraDti Z-

Weyand v. Stover (1888),35 Hnn. 69b, 11 Pac. 353; GRifton
v. State (1928),22 Aln. App. 569, 118 80. 235; Ewing v. Sic•
Gehee (1925),169 Ariz. 448, 275 B.W. T88; Deahn-Drew Road
Improvement District v. Taylor (1917), 138 Ark. 503, 197
B.W, llb2; State v. BetLea (1911), 81 Fle. 80, 55 So. 550;
Voluein Connty v. State (1928), 98 Fla. 1188, 125 So. 3T3;
Ellis v. Pareell (1894), 100 Mich. 170, 58 N,N. 839; Es
perte 9ewnrd (1923), 299 Mo. 386, 25S S.W. 356; Tyson
v. City of Saliebur~ (1909), lbl N. C. 418, 88 3.E. 532;
Nelson v. Haywood County (1892),81 Tenn. 598, 20 S.~'. 1;
State v. Weadler (1868), 94 Wie. 389, 88 N.W. 759; ~~'nlnut v. Wade (1880), 103 II. S. 883.
Paragraph 3-

Detroit v. Schmtd (1901), 128 Mich. 879, 87 N.W. 383;
People v. McElroy (1888), 72 Mich. 446. 40 N.W. 750;
State v. Cronin (1904), 72 Neb. 838, 101 N.W. 325.
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as it is adopted by the legislature controls, not the title
by which the bill may have been introduced or which it
may have carried in reports of committees.
Sec. 730. IIrgency Olansea—Legislation Immediately
ESective
1. Courts will not ordinarily inquire into existence of
an emergency nor question a provision passed by the
requisite vote declaring the existence of an emergency,
providing that legislation shall by reason thereof become
immediately effective.
2. The failure of one house to pass a bill on the first
vote by a majority necessary to make certain provisions
of the act effective does not amount to an amendment
striking out these provisions. When a bill passed one
house but did not receive sut5cient votes to make the
emergency clause effective and was sent to the other house,
there amended, passed with a vote sufficient to make the
urgency clause effective; was returned to the first house
where the amendments were concurred in by a vote sufSeient to make the emergency clause effective and the
speaker declared the urgency clause carried, both houses
Section 729—Cnntlnued
Paragraph 4—
Welnut v. Weds (1880), 103 U, 3. 883; Cnntini v. Tillman
(1893), 54 Fed. 989 ; Ill. Cent. A. R. Co. v. People (1892),
143 Ill. 434, 33 N.E. 173; Ez parts 9e~veed (1923), 299
Mo. 38b, 253 9.W. 358, 284 U. 3. 599; State v. Field (1894),
119 Mo.583,24 9.W.?52;Milwaukee Co. v. Ieenring (1901),
109 Wie. 9, 85 N.W. 131; :Velaon v. Heywood Co, (1892),
91 Tenn. 598, 20 5.W. 1 ; Ch[engo B. do Q. Co. v, 8m~th
(1900), 103 Fed. 378.
9ectton T30—
Parasraph 1—
Hili v. Taylor (1988), 284 Sy. 708, 95 9.W. 2d 586.
Para~raDh 2—
State v. 9tcen (1927), 6b N. D. 239, 212 N.W, 8i3.
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adopted the urgency clause by the constitutional vote
necessary to make the clause effective.
3. When, on the original passage of a bill, one house
voted that the bill should take effect immediately and the
other house, after amending the bill, passed it b~• a like
~•ute, the bill took effect immediately although the first
house, when it concurred in the amendments, did not cote
main to make the bill effecti~•e immediately.
¢, When a bill wes passed by one house with an emergeney clause which was omitted in the other and the
journals did not show that it had been amended the
statute was invalid as not being passed by both houses.
5. A declaration by a municipal council that a certain
ordinance was an emergency measure necessary for the
preservation of tLe public peace, health and safety did
not make um~ecessary compliance with the requirement of
publication of notice.
Seo, 731. Amendment of Bills
19ee alto Chapter 39, Secs. 995-4EJ, ~fotan to dri►e+~d, and Sec.
¢07, dmendment to Titki of Bilia.

1. It is competent for the legislature to correct defects
or imperfections or to amend a bill at any time before
the final passage so long as the subject of the bill is not
essentially changed.
2. A bill is open to amendment on second reading and
upon third reading. Amendments to bills are frequently
proposed in committee but can be adopted only upon
Sectlon 9~~-(.ontlnued
Pani~'~Dh 3—
People v. Burch (1891), 84 Mich. 408, 47 N.W. 78b.
P~r~r~yh 4—
People o. Snopf (1902), 188 Ill. 340, 84 N.E. 843.
ParasraPh 6—
Merrill ~. City of Lowell (1920), 230 Mass. 438, 128 N.E.
882.
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second and third readings, or upon the adoption of a
conference report,
3. A bill, after passing the house, may be materially
amended in the other and passed as amended, this praetice being in accordance with common legislative procedure; and the amendments may take the form of the
substitution of an entirely new bill for the bill introduced, so long as the subject of the bill is not changed.
4. The right of amendment, in the absence of constitntional restrictions, may be exercised with equal freedom
by either house irrespective of the house in which the
bill originated.
5. It is not proper for anp member or officer to make
any change in a legislative proposal eacept as may be
ordered by the body. It is not proper even to correct a
clerical error in a measure after its introduction, the
proper procedure being to present an amendment to accomplish that purpose.
Sec. 732. Printing of Billa
1. The constitutional provisions requiring the printing
of bills are mandatory. This requires the printing of the
original bill and with every amendment.

Sec. 732
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2, A constitutional provision requiring a bill to be
printed with amendments before passage is mandatory,
and acquiescence in a failure to comply with the provision for a long period will not be permitted by thecourts to defeat the requirement.
g, When the constitution requires a printed bill to be
before the house before it is voted upon for passage, the
bill must be printed in the form required by the rules.
When the rules require amendatory or amended bills to
be printed in a particular manner, the bill is not properl}~
on the files or before the house until it is printed in couformity with the rules.
4. A constitutional requirement that a bill be printed
before it shall be considered or become a law does not
necessitate the printing of the bill before it is read, but
it is sufficient if it is printed before it is taken up for
debate or amendment.
5. It is not necessary that the journal affirmatively
show that bills were printed before consideration or
Section 732—Continued
paragraph 1—Continued

Neiberger v. McCullough (1912), 253 Ill. 312, 97 N.E. 660;
State v. Bnrlingtoo A. Co. (190()), 80 Neb. ?41, 84 N.N.
254; People v. Reardon (1908), 184 N. Y. 431, 77 N.E. 970.
ParaBraDh 2—

Neiberger v. McCullough (1912), 2ti3 Tll. 312, 97 N,E. 660;
People v. Reardon (1908),184 N. Y.431,77 N.E.970.

Section T31—
Para~raDh 2—
Cuehing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 2528; N. Y. Manuel,

parasraDh ~—

N, Y. Manual, pp. 405, 454.

p, 405 ; Hughes, Sec. 796.

ParaSraPh 4—

Paragraph 3—

Mneeachase~te Mutual etc. Co. v. Colorado Loan etc. Co.
(1894), 20 Colo. 1, 38 Pac. 793.

Stnte v. Dillon (1900), 42 Fla. 96, 28 80. 781; Z'hrilt v.
Towers (1915), 127 Md. 54, 96 Alt. 1084.

Para~rsPh 6—

Para~raDh 4—

People v. LaSalle Street Trust and Savings Bann (1915),
269 Ill. 518, 110 N.E. 38 ; Mass. Mutual etc. Co, v. Colorado Losn etc. Co. (1894), 20 Colo. 1, 38 Pac, 783; State
v. Feld (1894), 119 Mo. 593, 24 S.W. 752; Ez parts Seward
(1823), 299 Mo. 38b, 253 S.W. 358; State v. Cox (1920).
105 Neb. 176, 178 N.W. 913.

In re Amendments of Legislative Bills (1894), 19 Colo.
358, 35 Pac. 917.
Section 732—
Paragraph 1—

In re House Btll No. 250 (1898), 28 Colo. 234, 67 Pae. 49;
Cohn v, ginQsley (1897), 5 Idaho 418, 49 Pec. 886;

~:5
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passage unless the constitution contains that requirement,
se it will be presumed that the bills were printed in complianee with the requirement.
6. In Illinois where the constitution specifically requires that bills be printed with amendments before passage and where "the journals must show on their face a
compliance with ever- requirement of the constitution,"
failure of the journals to show that conference amendments were printed in the bill before the adoption of a
conference report was held to invalidate a bill.
7. When a constitutional provision requires that all
substantial amendments to a bill be printed, the question
as to what is a substantial amendment is a judicial question,
8. The object of the requirement for the printing of
bills is to prevent fraud and trickery, deceit and sub•
terfuge in the enactment of bills, and to prevent hasty
and ill-considered legislation.
Sec. ?93, l~ir~t Reading of Bills
1. The usual procedure on introduction of a bill is for
the bill to be given a number and read the first time by
title, and referred by the presiding officer to the appropriate committee.
2. Amendments may not be proposed to a bill at the
first reading nor before reference to committee unleae
the bill is considered without reference to committee.
9ectfon 732—Continued
Paragraph 8—

Nemerser v. ~icCuiloug6 (1912), 253 I1L 312, 97 N.E. 880.

P;ra~raph T—

In re Houee Bill No. 260 (1899), 28 Colo. 234, 57 Pac. 49.

Parasraph 8—

Ia re House Bill No. 250 (1899), 28 Colo. 234, b7 Pae. 49.

9ectlon ?i3—
Pan~nDL t—

xuseee, Sec. 20s ; 7eaereon, sec. RxIv.
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3, It is not usual for a bill to be opposed on first reading but it may be opposed and rejected at this stage unless
this action is prevented by some rule of the house.
4. When the rules require that all bills be referred to
committees or make other like provisions, the introduetion of a bill may not be objected to without first suspending the rules.
gam, 734, Second Evading of Bills
1. When bills are required to be read on three several
days, the second reading must, of course, be on a day
following the day upon which the bill was read the first
time, unless the rule may be suspended and the proper
steps to suspend the rule have been taken.
2. Upon second reading of a bill it is open to amendment.
3. On taking up a bill reported by a committee with
amendments, the committee amendments are disposed of
before any other amendments are admitted, except an
amendment to a committee amendment. When the amendments proposed by the committee are disposed of, the
presiding ogicer should pause and give time for amendments to be proposed from the 9oor, as he also does when
a bill has been reported without amendments, When
the bill has been read the second time, and any amend3ect1on733—Continued
ParasraDh 3—

JeRereon, Sec. RXIV.
Sactloa T34-ParaRnph 1—

JeRereoo, Sec. XXV.
Para~raDh Z—
Hughea, Sec. 795 ; Cuehing'e Le`ieletive llnsembliee, Sec.

2328 ; N. Y. Manusi, p. 405.
Para~rsDh 3—

JeQereon, Sec. XXIR.

~
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ments disposed of, it is ordzred to engrossment and third
reading, or to print, engrossment and third reading.
4. When a bill is favorably reported by a committee,
and an identical bill from the other house is on third
reading, the rules of many of the levislatures provide
that a motion is in order that the bill reported from
committee, when read the second time, be substituted
for the bill on the third reading calendar, and if this
action is taken, the effect is to indefinitely postpone the
bill already on the calendar.
Sec. ?Sb. Engrossment of Bills
1. All bills must be engrossed prior to third reading,
and when a bill is amended on third reading it must be reengrossed before it can be again considered for passage,
2. ~n engrossment is a proofreading and verification
in order to be certain that the bill before the house is
identical with the original bill as introduced with all
amendments which have been adopted correctly inserted.
The engrossment is usually done under the direction of
a committee on engrossment, or a committee on engrossment and enrollment. The engrossed bill is also usually
reprinted, omitting the means of indicating the amendmenrs, when bills are printed in this manner. The copy
of the bill, when reported by the committee as correctly
engrossed, is substituted for the official original bill on
the files.
Section 734—Continued
Paragraph 4—
Hughes, Sec. 8'T2.
9ectlon T35—
Paragraph 1—
Cushing's Legislative Aeaeml~lies, Sec. 2133; N. Y. Dianuul,
p. 419.
Paragraph 2—
Cuahing's i.e;;islati~~e Assemblies, Sec. 2384.
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Sec. 736. Third Reading of Bills
1. On third reading a bill is presented for consideration and passage.
•~. :lmendments on third reading of a bill are not
g~~•oreil but are permitted. After passage, the title of a
bill ti~a~• be amended to conform to the body, but the body
of a bill is no loner subject to amendment, except upon
reconsideration.
~. .liotions affecting bills on third reading are not in
order, e 'en under that order of business, until the partic~ilar bill is reached upon the calendar.
.}, _1 t►iotion or request for the reading of a bill for the
infoPmation of the members is not in order after the roll
call has been ordered.
Sec. 737. Passage of Bills
1. The word "passage," used in connection with lecisIxtio►i, refers to the compliance with all the forms neces~arr• to ei~'e Force and effect to the legislation.
~. A bill is not duly enacted until it has been ~•oted on
;ittirmatil~ely by both houses in its final form.
Section 73C—
Paragraph 1—
.Tefferson, Sec. YL.
i'arngraph 2—
.icffereon, Sec. XL.
Paragraph 9—
\. Y. \[nnu+il, p. 113.
Parngrnph ~—
r. Y. Jl:~nu~l, p. ~8.
Srction i37—
I'nrngraph 1—
People v. Coin (1917), 279 Ill. 101, 117 \.~. 14;x,
P;~ragraDh 2—
Chicago B. S Q. R. Co. v. Smyth (1~J00), 103 Fed. 3T6:
deffer~on Co. v. Crow (1~4), 14 ~ln. 1.36, 3i So. 4fi!1;
Rogers v. State (1004), 72 Ark.:,G3, S3 S.N. 76~; ~t~t~•
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3. Under our system of government, the house anal
senate are separate and independent bodies, and their
votes are to be taken and counted separately.
4. The fact that there is agreement between the houses
as to the contents of a bill should appear with certainty,
but it is su~cient if it be clear from the record as a
whole that the bill, as finally passed by both houses, was
identical.
5. When a house hea passed a bill, and it is out of its
possession, as when it has been returned to the other
house which has refused to return it, jurisdiction of the
bill has been lo9t and it has been finally passed.
9ectlon 737--Continued
Paragraph 2-Continued
v. N. L. 9ay. Bank (1908), T9 Conn. 141, 84 AU. 5; Volnela
Co, v. State (1929), 98 Fla. 1188, 12b 90. 375; People v,
Snopf (1902), 188 Ill. 340, 84 N.E. 843; Norman v, Hy,
Boacd of Man~gere (1892), 93 Ay. 537. 20 S.W. 901;
State ~. Laiche (19U1), 106 La. 84, 29 So. 700; Comm.
of W~~h. Co. v. Baker (1922), 141 Md. 823, 119 Atl. 481;
Ellis ♦, Panell (1894), 100 Mich. 170, 68 N.W. 839; John•
eon v. City of Great Fnlle (1909), 38 Mont. 389, 99 Pnc.
1069; State r. Coz (1920), 106 Neb. 75, 178 N.W. 913; In
re Opinion of Justices (lSbB), 3b N. H. b79; In re Jaesie
(1912), 83 N, J. L. 313, Sb Atl. 214; T~eon v. City of
9elisbuq (1909), 161 N. C. 418, 88 B.E. 532; $fate v.
9chults (1919), 44 N. D. 269, 1T4 N.W. 81; State v. Boyer
(1917), 84 Ore. 513, 185 Pac. 58T ; State v. Peraica (1914),
130 Tenn. 48, 188 $.W. 1058; Wilson v. Young Co. Hdw. Co.
(Tez. Cis. App. 1924), 282 S.W. 673; Smith v. Mitchell
(1911),89 W. V~.481,72 9.E.755:State v. Wendle~ (1898),
94 Wis. 389, 88 N.W. 7b9; Aebuckle v, PBaeging (1912),
20 Wyo. 3u1, 123 Pec. 918.
Paniraph SBelote v. Coama¢ (1916), 117 Ark. 352, 176 9.W. 37.
Para~rapL 4Perry ~. State (1919), 139 Ark. 227, 214 3.W. 2; Walnut
t•. Wade ~ 1880), 103 U. 8. 883; Butler v. Bosr~ of Directors
(1912), 103 Arlc. 109, 148 S.W. 120; Stets v. Bethea 11911),
81 Fla. 80, 6L 80. 550; City of Lensing v. 3iich. Power Co.
(1914), 183 Mich. 400, 160 N.W. 250.
Paragraph 68mith ♦, Mitchell (1911), 89 W. Va. 48f, 72 3,E. TSb,
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6. tiVhere a bill has been voted upon fa~•orably by both
houses, but a motion to reconsider its action in passing the
bill is pending in the house last acting on the bill and the
bill is still in its possession, it has not been finally passed
by both houses.

~

7, The fact that legislative action in the passage of a
bill is taken on Sunday does not render the action in•
et~ective.
gec, 738. Enrollment of Bi1L
1. An enrolled bill, in legislative parlance, is a reproduction or copy of the identical bill passed by both houses.
2. After passage a bill ie enrolled, authenticated b~ the
signatures of the presiding officers and chief clerical ot~icers of both houses, and presented to the governor for
his signature.

~.

3. The enrolling clerk or committee has no power or
authority to modify in any respect a bill passed by the
legislature, but a correction may be made by concurrent
gecdon 737-ConUnud
Pansraph b9tate v. New London 9ay. Beak (1908), T9 Coan. 141, 84
AtL 5; Crawford v. (iilchri~t (1912),84 Fla. 41, 59 90. 983.
P~r~iRPti T..
Ez p~rte Sew~cd (1923), 299 Mo. 365, 253 3.W. 358, 2A4
U. B. 599.
~
Section 7i8P~rainD6 1District
(1920),
Rice v. Lonote-Cabot Road Improvement
1!2 Ark. 464, 221 S.W. 179.
ParasraDh ~Rice •, Lonoke-Cabot Road Improvement District (19201.
142 Ark. 4b4, 221 S.W. 179; Saterndahl v. Dau~hert~
(1917), 30 Idaho 368, 184 Pac. 1017; People v. Devir
(1920), 88 Te:. Crim. 188, 225 B.W. 532; State ~. WiNcon~in Board of Medical Ezaminen (1920), 172 Wig. 31T, `~
1T7 N.W. 910.
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resolution prior to enrollment. Any material unauthorized
change will invalidate legislation.
4. A bill as enrolled and presented to the governor
should be to the same effect as the bill passed by both
houses of the legislature. A bill presented to the governor
in a form different from that in which it was passed, if the
change is material, is void even if signed. Correction of
purely typographical errors or errors in form only, appar.
ently, will not invalidate legislation.
5. The governor, in signing an enrolled bill, approves
the bill as passed by the legislature, the enrolled bill being
merely a reproduction thereof and the act not being ini-paired by additions, omissions or misprisions of the enrolling clerk in copying the bill, Clerical mistakes of leg.
islative employees may be considered in determining
whether the bill passed is different from that which was
enrolled, signed and filed with the secreta►~v of state's
once, not to defeat the legislative will, but to identify
amendments in fact proposed and adopted.
Bec. 739. Authentication o!Passage of Bills
1. After a bill has been passed by both houses and
enrolled, it is signed by the presiding officer and chief
clerical o~cer of the house where it ori~inuted, and then
Section 738—Continued
Paragraph 4—
Gwynn v. Hardee (1928), 92 Fla. 229, 110 So. 343; People
v. Lueders (1918), 283 III. 287, 119 N.E. 339;
gaterndehl
v. Daugherty (1911), 30 IdaLo 358, 164 Pac. 1017;
People v.
Davie (1920), 88 Tez. Crim. 183, 225 S.W. 532; $Gtte
v. Wisconsin State Board of Medical Eznminers
(1fl20),
172 Wie. 317, 174 N.~'V. 910.
Paragraph 5—
Ewing v. McGehee (1925), 189 Ark. 448, 275 9.W, 788;
Rice v. Lonoke-Cabot Road Improvement Diet. (1920), 142
Ark. 454, 221 $.W. 179.

gec, ?39
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sent to the other house, where it is signed by the presidin
o~cer and chief clerical officer. Procedure for the auther
tication of legislation prescribed by the constitution e
other controlling authority must be complied with.
2. Where a bill has duly passed a le~islati~•e bod}~, tt~
presiding officer must sibn it, %hen there is no prescribe.
procedure to determine whether legislation has been dul;
passed, that decision is made by the presidin' officer sut
ject to appeal and decision by the body.
3. Although the particular officers who should si;n bill
passed by both houses are designated by the constitutior.
the signature of an assistant, attached to a bill while ful
811ing the duties of the office, is a substantial and su~cien
compliance with the requirement of the provision.
4. The duty of the presiding officer to sign le~islatior.
properly passed by the body over which he presides, is
legislative act and not a merely ministerial one, and ;
writ of mandate or an injunction will not lie to conipe
him to sign or to restrain him from signing legislation
If a presiding officer should refuse to sign legislatioi
which has been duly passed, he could be required to do s~
or be deposed from office and another presiding office
elected who would have authority and whose duty- i
would be to sign the legislation.
Sectlon 739—
Paragraph 1—
JeHeraon, Sec. YLVIII; Amos v. Bunn (19221, S-! Fln
285, 94 So. 815.
Paragraph S—
Amos v. Gunn (1922) 84 Fla. 23~, 'J-4 So. 61:x; Stnte ~•
Meier (1898), 143 Mo. 439, 45 S.1V. 308; Albright v, Fishe:
(1901), 184 Mo. 56, 84 S.V. 108.
Paragraph ~—
I2obertson v. $tats (1901), 130 Ala. 164, 30 So. 494; State
v. Glenn (1it83), 18 Nev. 34, 1 Pac. 136,
Parasraph ~—
Amoe v. Gunn (1922), 84 Fla. 285, 94 So, 815; E~ party
Echols (1888), 39 Ala. 898.
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Sec. ?S0. Presentation of Bi1L to the (~ovarnor
1. After being authenticated, a bill must be presented
by the committee on enrollment, or officer charged with
this duty, to the governor and that fact is reported to the
house.
2. Under the usual constitutional provision requiring
bills to be presented to the governor for his signature,
all bills must be presented to the governor while the legislature is still in session. But this rule has been modified
in many cases by constitutional provision.
3. The procedure for the presentation of legislation to
the ezecutive for his approval is usually prescribed in
detail by the constitution and rules in the ceae of state
legislatures and by the charters or statutes is the case
of local legislative bodies.
4. In presenting legislation to the ezecutive for his ap.
proval conBtitutional or other controlling provisions must,
of course, be atrietly followed.
5. When a bill has passed both branches of the legislature and hea been signed by the appropriate o~cers and
sent to the governor for hie approval,it has passed beyond
the control of either house and cannot be recalled ezcept
by the joint action of both houses.
6. When a bill i8 presented to a governor without
amendments adopted in the legislature and is signed by
him the bill is void.
9~cdon 740—
Par~~ph 1—

People ♦. Devlin (1886), 33 N. Y. 289; Ama v. (ivaa
(1922). 84 Fls. 285, 94 90. 815.

Psrasraph !—

sma .. a~~ tie~z>, 84 x~.. sea,~ so. 816,
p.r.sr.vn s—
People ~. Devlin (18661.33 N. Y. 289.
Pira~raDh ~

In re Jae~le (1912),83 N. J. L. 813, 86 Atl. 21i.
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~,741, ]affective Date of I.egialation
1, A statute speaks from the time it commences to take
effect.
2, Different parts of the same statute may go into effect
at different times unless prohibited by constitutional provisions.
g, A statute may be in effect in the sense that it is a
valid subsisting law, but not become operati~•e until a
later or future date.
¢, The time a particular statute shall take effect may be
filed by another statute passed at the same legislative
session.
5. In the absence of a constitutional provision or general statute to the contrary, a proposed charter will become eSeetive on the date of its adoption unless otherwise
provided therein.
gectlon 711—
Parail'~Dh 1-

9tate v. Seneae City (1925), 310 Mo. 542, 278 9.W. 389.

PexT VIII
RELATIONS WITH THE OTHER
HOUSE AND WITH THE
EXECUTIVE
CHAP?ER 70

RELATIONS WITH THE EXECUTIVE
Sec. 7b0. Messages From the Governor
1. Messages from the governor relating to the bills or
measures of one house need only be sent to that house,
but messages relating to general matters should be communicated to both houses. Where the subject of a message
is of such a nature that it should be communicated to
both houses of the legislature, it should be communicated
to both on the same day and as nearly at the same hour
as conditions reasonably permit.
Sec. 761. OonSrmation of Appointments o!the
4overnor
1. It is not in order for the presiding officer to question
the legality of an appointment by the governor which is
regularly before the house for confirmation.
2. A motion to reconsider a vote confirming or refusing
to confirm an appointment of the governor is not in order
after the notice of the action of the house has been transmitted to the governor.
See Chapter 4L, Stei. X50-~75, Tile 3fotion to Reoo++~ider and
portiouiarly 9eo. 45J, Election or Confirmation of O~ieeri.
Section 750—
JeQereon, $ec. XLVII.
9ectlon 751—
Peragraph 1—
N. Y. Manual, y. 4b4.
Pan~raDh 2—
N. Y. Di~no~l, p. 464.

c a~~ >
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Sec. 752

Sec. 7bS. 8eference to Ezecntive in Debate
1. It is irregular and disorderly for a member in debate
to use the name of the executive for the purpose of influeneing votes of the members.
Sec. ?63. Commnnicatione With Ezecntive
1. Upon the organization of the houses of a legislature,
each should notify the governor of its organization. Thia
notice is usually sent by a committee.
2. A constitutional provision requiring the governor
to certify to the necessity of immediate passage of a bill
is supplied by a message to one house and no certification
to the other is necessary.
3. If either branch desires for any reason to revise an
enacted bill, concurrent action of the two branches should
be taken, and the motion should be one providing that a
message be sent by the two branches requesting the governor to return the bill. It is the practice in Massaehnsette
for one house to request the return of the bill, withoat
asking the concurrent action of the other house.
Sec. 764. Ezecutive Approval or Bejeation of
Legislation
1. There are three ways in which a bill may become a
law : (1) by signature of the governor after pnaeage of
the legislature, (2) by the governor retaining the bill for
a specified period or beyond a specified period while both

Sec. i5~
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houses are in session without action on it, (31 b~~ passage
of the bill over the objections of the go~•ernor.
2. The approval of the executive to legislation must
be in writing.
3, When legislation is approved by the governor, it is
signed and transmitted to the secretary of state who
assigns a chapter number to each law, files it in his office,
and makes such publication as the law requires.
4. It is not necessary to the validity of a law that the
executive should inform the legislative body of his approval.
5, When the recitals of a legislative journal show that
a bill was not returned by the governor with his veto
within the time preaeribed by the constitution, it became
a law.
6. The constitutional provisions with reference to the
time within which a governor must veto a bill or have it
go into effect is mandatory in respect to both the time and
manner of ezereising the veto power.
7. A constitutional provision relating to legislative
consideration of vetoed bills is construed in connection
with the constitutional provision authorizing each house
to determine its rules of procedure.
Sectlo~ T61—
PantnDh I—

Perl~ineon v. Jo6nwn (1911), 180 Cal. 758, 117 Pac. 1067.

Parasnph Y—

bfartindele v. Palmer (1878), 52 Ind. 411.

ParKr~Dh 4—
U. S. House tlanual, note to art. I of Constitution.
Parasnph 6-

9~etlon T52—

Cu~6ia~'e Lesielntive Araemblie~, Sec. 798.

3tnte v. Dizie Finance Co. (1926), 162 Tena. 308, 278
9.W. 59; Parkinson v. dohuson (1911), 160 Cal. 7x8, 117
Pac. 1067.

9ectlon Tb3—
ParasraDh 1—

Cuehing'a Legislntive Assemblies, Sec, 277.

Para~rsDh 6--

Pan~raph 2—

C~pito v. Topping (1908), 86 W. Va. 587, 84 B.E. 84b.

Peop►e v. L 9etra (1820), 186 N. Y. $app. 838,

Para~nph 7— ,

Pari~t'aDh 3—
Diaea.:Kanusl, p. 594.

8tste ~. Lewte (958), 181 9, C. 10, 188 S.E. 825,

~ ~,S
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8. A constitutional provision requiring that when a
governor vetoes a bill he must return it to the house where
it originated, and if that house passes it over his objection it is then sent to the other for consideration. Failure
of the house of origin to pass the bill b3' the required majority, though it is later passed by the other house and
returned to such house which then passes it with the
requisite number, does not make the bill a law,
9. The return of a bill by the governor without his
approval is not a proceeding of either house of the legislature within the provisions of the constitution requiring
that each house keep a journal of its proceedings.
10. When legislation is passed so late in the session that
the session ends before the time the governor is Divan to
act on bills aspires, the oorernor has the power to withhold action on the bill and let it die from his failure to
approve it. This is called the pocket veto.
Sec. 7b6, Procedure on Veto of Legislation
1. Legislation incorrectly enrolled maybe recalled from
the executive for correction.
2. Legislation is also sometimes recalled from the
executive for further consideration. Legislation is usually
recalled by a resolution but sometimes a committee is sent
to the executive for that purpose.
3. The vote upon 8na1 passage of a bill recalled from
the governor may be reconsidered at any time after its
return in the house having such bills in its possession.
Section ?54---Continued
Paragraph 8—

~Debb v. Carter (1814), 129 Tenu. ]82, 185 9.W. 428.

Sec. 755

RELATIONS WITA TAE ERECUTIVE

4. It is permissible to reconsider a vote refusing to pass
a bill over the executive veto, notwithstanding the first
vote is described in the constitution as a reconsideration
of the bill.
5. Legislation which is not approved by the executive
~s returned by him, within the time allowed him to consider and act upon legislation, to the house in which it
originated. It is first considered by this house and, if
approved by the required vote, sent to the other house,
where it is considered. If approved by the second house
by the required vote it is transmitted, with a certificate
Qf passage notwithstanding the objections of the eaecutive, to the secretary of state who chapters it and files
it in his office.
6. Legislation returned by the executive with his
objections is usually considered promptly but may be
referred to committee or laid on the table.
7. The executive may sign legislation within the time
allowed him for consideration, even though the house
may, in the meantime, have adjourned or have taken a
recess, and a bill so signed, has been held to be valid by
the Supreme Court.
S, When a city council passes a resolution appropriating money to pay a salary of a person employed by the
council over the veto of the mayor, it is the duty of the
mayor to countersign the warrant drawn for such appropriation and that duty, on his refusal. to perform it, will
be enforced by the court.

Paragraph 9—

Parkinson v. Johnson (1'Jll), ]00 Cni. 7:i6, 11T Puc. 1057.
Sertton 75b—
Paragraphs 1-6—
U. 8. House Jinnual, notes to Art. I of Constitution ; Maea,

llnnunl, p. ~'J6 ; ~. Y.11nnunl, 1949.49, p. 403,
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Section 755—Continued
Paragraph 7—

Edwards v. U. 8. (1931), 288 U. S. 482.
Paragraph B8tate v. Eisynea (1887), 50 N, J. I.. 87, 11 Atl. 151.
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CHAPTER 71

RELATIONS WITH THE OTHER
HOUSE
Bec, 780. The Other Hoaae aad Its Mamber~
See also Sec. 1~7, Rclationa R'ith the Other Houie dnd Its
.lfember~.

1. Neither house can exercise any authority over a
member or officer of the other, but when some action
appears advisable, one house may complain to the other
concerning the conduct of a member or o~cer, and leave
any punishment to that house.
2. The members or ot~'icera of one house have no right
to attempt to direct the members or officers of the other
house, but either house may request the other house to
instruct its o~cers or members concerning any matter
of interest to the first house.
3. If the motives of a member of either house have been
impugned in the other, he may refer to the proceedings
of the other horse sufficiently to ezplain his motives
under the right of personal privilece, but he may not
bring into discussion matters of controversy between the
houses.
4. When there is complaint of words disrespectfully
spoken by a member of the other house, it is di~cult to
obtain punishment, because of the rules supposed neces9ectfon 7E0—
Parasr~Dh 1—

Je~ereon, Sec. YVII ; fiughee, Seca. 83, 84, 894.
Paca~raDh 2—
Hughee, Sec. 83.
p~'`inDh 3—

Hushee, Sec. 894.
ParatraDh /—

Je~ereon, Sec, tVII ; Hu~hee, 4rc. 8fl4.

Sec. 761
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~ry to be observed, that the objectionable words must be
immediately noted down, for the security of members, It
~, therefore, the duty of the house, and more particularly of the presiding officer, to interfere immediately,
and not to permit eapressions to go unnoticed which may
give a ground of complaint to the other house and introduce proceedings and mutual accusations between the
two houses.
5. It is a breach of order in debate to notice what has
been said on the same subject in the other house, or the
particular votes or majorities on it there, because the
opinion of each house should be independent and not be
influenced by the proceedings of the other, and the quoting of them might cause reflections leading to a misunderstanding between the two houses.
6. A record of a vote in the journal of one house is
su~cient ground for the other house to take official notice
of the action of that house.
i. It is not within the province of one house to question
any action taken by a committee of the other house in
reporting a bill to that branch.
gec, 7g1. 1V~essagea Between the Honias
1. Communications between houses may take place by
messages, by conference committees, and by joint sessions.
9ectlon 780—Continued
Pari~raDh b—

JeEerson, Sec. XVII ; Reed, Sec. 224 ; Cuehing'e Legislative

e,.~mb~i~, sM. r3e.
Para~raDh 8—

JeQerson, Sec. XLIIC.
P~ra~e~aDh 7—

Meee. Manusi, p. 897.
9ectfon 7i1—
Pan~rapL 1—

Ca~hin~'s LK1~Ltive A~aemblits, Sec. 604.
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2. The moat usual method of communication between
houses is by messages. Messages may relate to passage
of bills, to amendments, to questions of privilege, or to
any other business between the houses.
3. Upon the organization of the houses of a legislature,
each should notify the other of its organization. Notice
of organization is usually transmitted by a committee.
4. When a bill has passed one house, that fact should
be noted on the bill itself with such other record as the
rules or practice may require, and it should be authenticated by the signature of the secretary or chief clerk.
It is usually provided by rule in American legislative
bodies that a bill sent from one house to the other should
bear a statement of the action taken by the house, suthentieated by the signature of the clerk or secretary. In the
absence of any anch rule, however, it appears that the
passage of a bill is sufficiently authenticated by the
message which accompanies it.
5. ~4'here one branch has passed upon a matter and
forwarded it to the other, the latter is, as a rule, bound
to receive and act upon it.
6. Each house should notify the other promptly of the
passage of bills of the other house, and the bills should
be returned with the message notifying the other horse
of their passage. When a bill of one house is rejected by
Seaton 761--Condnu~d
Paragraph 3—
Cushing'e Legislative Aieemblles, Sec. 277.
Pat'~ts'4Dh 4—
Cuahing'e Legislative Assemblies, 9ece. 2278, 228b, 229,4,
Paragraph 6—
Maea. Manuel, p. 898.
Para6raph 8—
Je~ersou, Sec. XLVII; Reed, Sec. 237; Cwhins'~ Le~inlaH~e
Assemblies, Sec. 2292.
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the other, the house in which the bill originated is notified of the action, the bill being returned with the message.
7. When a bill is returned from one house to the house —
of its origin with amendments, it is sent with a message
informing the house of the passage of the bill with amendments and requesting its concurrence in the amendments.
8. It is not competent for a legislative body or its committees to proceed with the consideration of a bill not in
i{~ possession.
Sec. 76~. Errors in Messages
1. When a bill is sent from one house to the other by
mistake, or it is wanted in the originating house for the
purpose of reconsideration, or for any other purpose, or
where mistakes have occurred in the amendment or engrossment of a bill in one house and it is sent to the other
before discovering the errors, the bill may be returned
upon receipt of a message requesting its return, or a seeretary or clerk may be permitted to correct the errors in the
bill in the other house ae directed by his own house.
2. When a bill has been sent to one house by the other
without its passage being authenticated by the signature
of the secretary or clerk, the bill may be returned upon
the receipt of a message requesting its return, or the
secretary or clerk may be permitted to affiz his signature
to the bill in the other house.
9ectlon T81—ConUnned
Pan~raph 7—
Cuahing'e Leginletive Assemblies, Seca. 2233,2287.
Paea~raPb 8-Cushin~'e Lesinlntive Assemblies, Sec. 2398.

s~~uon 7sz—
Pan~raDh 1—
Cwhins's LesieLti~e Aisembliee, 8ec~:2.49.4, 2994.
Pantraph 2-Cashins'~ Leslalaf3~e ,A~semblies, Bee. 2393.
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3. If a mistake occurs in a message accompanying a bill,
the mistake may be corrected by means of a new message
from the house which sent the message, or by a message
from the other suggesting the mistake.

5. When the mesvenger from the other house appears,
he is announced by the sergeant•at-arms to the presiding
o~cer, and be then briefly states the message and either
delivers or sends the message to the desk by a page.

Sec. ?83. Delivery o! Meesagea
1. Messages between the houses should be sent only
while both houses are sitting.

6, In lieu of the formal presentation of messages to
the house, they may be presented by the messenger of one
house to the appropriate officer of the other. When mesSeges are not formally presented, the measures should be
receipted for by an officer of the house.

2. It is customary for messengers to be received in any
state of business except
(a) While a question is being put.
(b) While roll is being called.
(c) While the ballots are being counted.
3. When a message is received while debate is in progresa, the debate is merely suspended long enough for the
delivery of the message and the speaker is permitted to
resume.
4. When a house is in committee of the whole when a
message arrives, the business may be interrupted while
the presiding officer takes the chair and receives the mss.
sage. The business of the committee of the whole is then
resumed without any motion being made or question being put.
9ectton 762--Continued
Para~rsph ~—
Cuehing'r Le~ieletive Assemblies, Sec. 2392.
3ectlon T63—
Para~raDh i—
JeSet~on, Sec. 7tRVIII.
Para~nph 2—
Jeaereon, $ec. XLVII.
Paragraph S—
JeRereon, Sec. XLVII; Reed, Sec. 237.
Psrasraph 4—
Je~ereon, Sec. XLVII ;Reed, Sec. 237.

gam, 764, Conferences Between the Honees

~

i

flee also ('hnpter 63, Seca. 653.1169, .loint Committee.
1, It is proper for either house to request a conference
with the other on any matter of difference or dispute
between them. When a conference is requested, the subjeet of the conference should always be stated. One house
may request a conference to inquire or protest concerning
an offense or default on the part of a member or officer
of the other house. When there is a question concerning
procedure, or when an unparliamentary message has been
sent, instead of replying directly, a conference should be
requested. When there are questions as to procedure between the two houses, the proper procedure is to discuss
the matter by a conference committee ; also, where one
house desires to formally present a question to the other,
the question should be submitted through a conference
committee.
2. Conference committees are used for this purpose in
order to diacua~ matters between the houses in a more conSection 783—Continued
Pars~raDb ~
Reed. Sec. 237.
9ectlon 764—
Pan~raph 1~JeSerson,. 9ec~, 1CLVI, XLVII; Reed, Sec. 241.

~
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fidential and direct manner than they could be conducted
by a message transmitted in the usual manner. The common present practice in ordinary cases appears to be for
the conferences to be entirely informal, and to be between
the presiding o~cers or members without formal designation as committees, but in cases of particular importance
committees may be appointed or eaisting committees designated for that purpose.
3. Any difference between the two branches can be submitted to a committee of conference.
Section 764—Continued
Paragraph 2—

Reed, Sec. 241.
ParaBraDh 3—
Maea. Manual, p. 882.
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CHAPTER 72

CONFERENCES CONCERNING
AMENDMENTS
Sec. 766• Concurrence is Aanendmenta
See also Chapter 6J, $eea. 66S-ti69, Joint Committees, and
Sec. 76l, ConJercncea Between the Houaea.

1, tiVhen a bill has been amended in the second house
and passed with the amendment, it is returned by that
house to the house of its origin with a message stating
the facts and requesting the house where the bill originated to concur in the amendment.
2, When a message is received by one house from the
other requesting it to concur in amendments, the message,
upon being received, may be immediately considered or
consideration may be had at some more convenient time.
3. It is proper for a house, upon receiving an amended
bill with a request to concur, to refer the message with
the bill to a committee for consideration and a report
upon concurrence.
¢. When acting upon a request for concurrence in
amendments of the other house, the question should be
placed upon the concurrence in the amendments, either
individually or as a whole, and not upon the adoption of
the report of a committee,
5. ZVhen one house concurs in amendments of the other
house, a message should be sent informing the house which
made the amendments of the concurrence. The bill is not
returned with this message but is ordered enrolled.
Section 786—

C~ahin~a Legislati~~e Aaeembliea, Seca. 2233, 2334, 2337.

c~ 7O

T
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6. ~ refusal of one house to concur in amendments of
the other does not have the same effect as if the bill bad
been passed by the latter without the amendments.
Sec. 767, Receding From Amendments
1. `When one horse refuses to concur in amendments of
the other, the bill is not thereby lost as the house which
originally adopted the amendments may be willing to
recede from them, or some compromise may be reached
between the two houses.
2. A ~•ote to recede from amendments, b~~ the house
which made the amendments, constitutes a final passage
of the bill without the amendments from which the house
has receded, since both houses have then agreed to the
bill in its form prior to amendment.
3. When a house which amended a bill of the other
recedes from its amendments, a message to that effect is
sent to the house where the bill originated and, as both
houses have then agreed to the bill in the identical form,
the bill has been passed in its form prior to amendment
and is thereupon sent to enrollment.
4, The ancient practice in Parliament was to communicate arefusal to concur by means of a conference com3ectton T88--Continued
ParssnDh 6—
Robertaon v. People (1894), 20 Colo. 279, 38
People v. Edmonds (1911), 252 Ill, 108, 98
Loomis v. Callahan (1928), 186 Wig, 618, 220
Section 787—
Para~aph 1—
Cuehing's Le~ielative Aesemblie~, Sec. 2239.
Paragraph 2—
Roberteon v. People (1894), 20 Colo. 2T9, 38
People v. Edmonds (1911), 252 Ill. 108, 96
Loomis v. Callahnn (1928), 198 Wie. 618, 220
Para~raDh 3—
CusLins's I.egieleti~e ~flIDb~1H~ 8lC. ~~,

Pec. 326;
Y.E. 914 ;
N.W. 818,

Pac, 326;
N.E. 914;
N.W. 816,
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mittee. The modern American practice appears to be to
communicate such a matter though an ordinary mes8age
stating that the house has refused to concur in the amendments of the other end requesting that that house recede
from i~ amendments.
gam, 788. Appointment of donfarence tlommittee
1. When a house refuses to recede from its amendments, the generally accepted American procedure is for
it to request a conference. The procedure in requesting
a conference is for the house making the request to appoint its committee on conference and to send a message
to the other house requesting a conference, naming its
own conference committee and proposing the appointmeat of a similar committee by the other house.
2. Upon receiving e request from the other house requesting a conference, the house in which the bill origineted likewise appoints a conference committee, and
notifies the other house of the appointment and the names
of the members of the committee.
3. It is the usual practise for each house to appoint a
conference committee of three members, but if the rules
Sectloa 787—Continued
PacasnDti ~—
Cu~Dins'e Le;ieletive Aanembliee, 9ece. 2240, 2241,
Section 7f8—
Part~raDti 1—
JeRersoo, Sec. XLVI; Cue6io~'e Lesielntive Assemblies, 9ece.
2243. 2285.
ParasrsDh t—
JeRereon, Sec. RLVI ; Cuehing'e Le`ialati~e Auemblie~, Sec.
2243.
P~rait~Dh 3—
Jeffenon, Sec. YLVI ; Cushins'~ I.e`ielstive Aisemblia, Sec.
2287.
18—Ir6783
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Sec 789

do not otherwise regulate the matter, either
house pan
fig the size of its committee on conference,
4. According to the earlier practice, the same
member
could not be appointed to more than one
conference or
free conference committee on the same subject. This
tice is still rigidly adhered to in some legislatures prae.
but in
Congress and some of the states this rule has been
relaaed
or abolished.
5. If no special provisions eaist in the rules for
the
appointment of conference committees, they are appo~t
ed
pursuant to the provisions applicable to other
committees.
6. Where there was a division in the house with
reference to a bill, it is the established practice to
appoint a
majority of the committee from the prevailing side
in the
controversy, but to also appoint a representative from
the minority. In committees of three, two will
represent
the majority and one, the minority, if any.
t. The bill, concerning with the dispute eaists
as to
amendments, should be referred to the conference
committee of the house in whose possession the bill
remains,
Sec. 788. Oonference Committees
1. Conference committees are usually small
committees
consisting of the same number of persons from each
house.
When the conference is concerning amendments to a
bill,
Section 768--Continued
Paragraph +—
Jeffereon, Sec. XLVI.
ParagtaDh 6—
Cuehing's I.egistative Assemblies, Sec. 2287.
Paragraph 8—
JeRerson, Sec. YLVI ; Cushing's Legislative
Assemblies, Sec,
2287.
Paragraph T—
Cunhin~'~ Le¢islative Assemblies, Sec. 2296,

S''~`.
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sponsor of the
~e practice is to appoint the author or
to the comhun,
by
nominated
persons
the
measure, or
to proceed
eapected
committee
is
the
when
mgttee, and
author or sponsor
conference,
the
free
to
onference
from c
the free conference committee for his
usually reserves
mbership.
me
Z, A committee on conference from each of the two
committee but a
houses meeting together is not a joint
of a comquorum
The
committees.
two
of
meeting
joint
of each
members
the
of
majority
conference
is
a
on
mittee
comthe
committee,
committee. In voting in a conference
on
committee
separately.
The
mittee of each house votes
the
report
to
its
submits
conference from each house
house from which it was appointed, and the report, upon
eacept
being received, may be treated like other reports,
given
usually
committee
is
conference
a
of
report
that the
condition
may
no
under
that
precedence,
and
a higher
committee, but
the
of
report
the
amend
or
alter
house
the
mast adopt or refuse to adopt the report in the form submitted.
not
3. As the two houses have equal authority, it is
for
place
a
and
time
the
appoint
to
either
for
proper
conference. The enstom is for no specific provision to be
made by either house but for the committees to meet at
cona time arranged among themselves at the usual or a
committees.
~•enient place for the meeting of conference
Section TG9—
ParaBraDh 1—
JeQerson, Sec. XLVI ; Cuahing's Legislative ~lsaemblie0. ~M•
2287.
ParsBraph 2—
Jeaerson, Sec. XLVI; Hughes, Sec. 754 ; Reed, Secs. 83,
240-243; Cuahing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 2267; N. Y.
B~annal, p. 430.
Pats[raph S-Cuehing's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 2287.
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Sec. 770. Report, of Qonferance flommittees
1. When the conference committee has agreed on
its
report, an identical report ie made to each house by the
committee from that house. The reports are signed by the
members or a majority of the members of each committee,
the committee of either house signing first on the report
which ie made to their house.
2. A report of a conference committee is objectionable
in form if the committee hes not confined itself to diSereneea of opinion between the houses, but objection to form
must be made at the time the report is introduced, and
if not made at that time is not in order at a later period,
3. Reports of conference committees are highly privi.
leged, and may be made at any time ezeept when the
journal is being read or a vote is being taken.
4. The report of a committee on conference may
be
taken up immediately, or consideration may be
delayed
and it may be referred to a select committee or
considered
in committee of the whole.
5. When the report of the committee on conference
is
adopted by either house, a message to that effect is sent
to the other. When both houses have adopted the
report
they have both approved the bill in its Snal form and
it
is ordered to enrollment.
3ectton 770—
Parasraph 1—

JeRereon, Sec. 1CLVI; Ca~hina'~ Le`islative Ae~emblia, ~,
2288; Reed, Sec. 244.
p•~•s~'•Dh 2—
Cu~hins'e Lerul~the Aiaembliee, Sec. 2270.
Para~rapp ~—
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g, When the conference committees are unable to agree
that the amendments in dispute be concurred in by the
house of origin, or that they be receded from or not inSisted upon by the house making them, or for any reason
no agreement has been effected by the committee, that fact
9bould be reported to the houses, the committee discharged, and committees on free conference appointed.
g]go when, for any reason, either house refuses to adopt
the report of the committee, the committees should be diseharged and new committees on conference or free conference appointed.
7. During conference procedure it is in order for one
house to reconsider a vote previously taken on the
measure.
8. It is unparliamentary, but within the power of a
house, to indefinitely postpone the consideration of a report of the committee on conference.
g, When amendments to a bill are adopted by the eecond house and returned to the house of origin and there
concurred in, the clerk in that house should immediately
insert or have the amendments inserted in the bill ; and
when conference committee amendments are adopted,
these amendments are inserted in the bill is the same manner es though they had been adopted by either hoses in
the usual manner.
3~ction T40—ConUnusd
PaeasKDh b-JeQersoo, Sec. 7CLVI ; Cnehin~'s I.esielati~e Aesembliea, Bec.

2244.

JeRenon, Sec, RLVI ;Reed, Sec. 248; Cu~Lin~'s Le~iilati~e
Ataemblies, Sec. 2270.
Pan~raDh 4—
Cuehln`'e LeaieLtive Assemblie0. Sec. 2270.
parasraDh 6—
Cuehins's Lesielati~e Assemblies, $ec~, 22l4, 22•}7,

~7~

ParairiDp 7—

JeRerson, Sec. RLVI; Cwhin~'~ Le~Wative Assemblies, Bee.
2278.

ParasraDh 8—
Cna6ins'~ Le~iaLti~e Assemblies, Sec. 2274.
Psr~sraDh'—

Cwhin~'t LKiel~tive Assemblies, Secs. 2275, 2283.
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Sec. ?71. Vote on Report of Conference Committee
1. The final passage of a bill upon which the vote is
required to be taken by '`ayes" and "noes" is the vote
by which each house adopts it after final reading, and not
the vote by which the house in which it originated may
subsequently concur in amendments made by the other
house. The constitutional provision requiring an "aye"
and "no" vote on final passage of bills does not apply to
concurrence in amendments of the other house.
2. When more than a majority vote is required for the
passage of certain types of bills, an amendment by the
other house, not involving any question requiring more
than a majority vote, requires only the majority vote for
concurrence.
Sec. 772. Free Conference
1. When a conference committee is unable to reach an
agreement, or either house refuses to approve the recommendation of its committee, the only course of procedure
is to order the bill to free conference at which the committee on conference has authority to propose any amendments within the scope of the issue between the houses,
Section 771Paragraph 1-
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2, When the free conference committee is unable to
agree or either house refuses to adopt its recommends•
tions, the bill may be ordered to a second committee on
free conference.
3, procedure in a committee on free conference is the
same as a committee on conference, except that such a
committee has authority to propose amendments in addition to recommending that one house concur in the
a mendments of the other, or that the house proposing
the amendments recede from its amendments. A committee on conference has authority to recommend concerning
all matters of dispute on a particular bill between the two
houses.
4. Conference procedure between the houses is usually
controlled by joint roles.
gec, 773. Journal Records of (?onference Procedure
1, In general, the rules relating to journal records and
vote applicable to the passage of legislation applies to
conference procedure. Where the "enrolled bill rule"
is not in effect the journal mist show the essential steps
9ecdon T72-Continued
Paragraph 2-

Cuehing's Legislative Aeaembliea, Secs. 2248, 2247.

Ewing v. McGehee (1926), 189 Ark. 448, 275 S.W, 788;
State v. Grove (191?), 130 Ark. 272, 197 $.W, 4, L. A. A.
191!3 A, 58T; Brows v. Road Commissioners (1917), 173
N. C. 598, 92 S.E. 502; Wiisoa v, Young County H, and F,
Co. (1924), 282 S.W. 873. It is held is State v. Boer
(191?), 84 Ore. 513, 165 Pac. 58T that the same vote is
required to concur in amendments as to pnes the bill.
Para`raph 2-

WagetaH v. Central Highway Commiaeion (1917), 174 N. C.
377, 93 9.E. 908; 8tnte v. Boyer (1917), 84 Ore. 513, 185
Pac.687.
9ectlon TT2Paragraph 1-

Cu~hiag's Legislative Assemblies, Sec. 2246.

7 -1

Paragraph 3-

Cuahing'e Leeielative Assemblies, Seca. 2245, 2289.
9ecdon 7T3Paragraph 1-

Mech. Bldg. and Loan Assoc, v. Co~mea (1913), 110 Ark.
289,182 S.FV.1090; Johnson v. Great Falls (1809),38 Mont.
389, 99 Pac, 1089; Ewing v. McGehee (1925), 189 Ark. 448,
27b $.W. i88; State v.:1~Iartin (1909), 160 Ala. 181, 48 So.
848; Robertson v. $fate (1901), 130 Ala. 184, 30 30. 494 ;
Jefferson County v. Crow (1904), 14 Als. 126, 37 So. 489;
State v. Laiche (1901), 105 La, 84, 29 So. T00; County Commisatone v. Baker (1922), 141 Md. 823, 119 Atl. 481; People
v. Chenengo (1853), 8 N. Y. 317; State v. Boyer (1917),
84 Ore. 513, 186 Pae. 587; Dakota School District v. C6apman (1907), 152 Fed. 887.
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Sec. 774

in the procedure and account for the concurrence or noncoacurrence of all amendments adopted by the second
house. It has been held in Arkansas and Montana that
the vote on concurrence is not required to meet the teehnicalities of vote on final passage and the vote may be
viva voce and the names of those voting need not be
entered in the journal. The best practice would require
that the vote on concurrence be taken with the same
formalities as the vote on final passage.
Sec. 774, Trends in Conference Proced'nre
1. The procedure for conference and free conference on
amendments followed above is the ancient procedure developed in Parliament and used with some changes in Congress and state legislatures. There are distinct trends
toward simplification of the procedure and modern practice proves that many of the old technicalities are not necessary. The houses may provide for such procedure as
they may agree upon unless constitutional requirements
prevent. For eaample, a bill may be sent directly to a eonference with broad authority to recommend any changes
in a bill upon the house of origin refusing to concur in
amendments.

~~~

MEETINGS
CHAPTER 73

SESSIONS OF STATE LEGISLATURES
Sec, ?80. Oa1Ls for 8pecial8eaeiona
1. A constitutional provision forbidding the enactment
of laws at a special session, other than those specified in
the proclamation by the governor, is mandatory.
2. In issuing a call for a special session of the legislature, the governor may confine legislation to the subjects
specified in his proclamation.
3. The governor may limit the consideration of a special
session to a special phase of a general subject, but he
cannot restrict the details springing from that subject.
9cctlon 780—
Paraac'aDh 1—
Long v. State (1910), 38 Te:. Cr. 209, 127 S.W. 208; State
v. Edwards (1922, J1o.) 241 ~.«'. 9iu.
Parasraph 2—
Devereauz v. B~ownaville (1887), 29 Fed. 7~{2; Denver and
R. f:. Co. v. 3loas f 1911),50 Colo. 4.82, 115 Pac. Bfl8 ; Bunger
~•, gtate (1917), 148 Ga. 872, 92 9.E. 72 ;State es rei. Byrne
c•, Edwards (1922), 2A1 $.~i', 951; 3tste v. Clancy (1904),
30 Jiont. ~2A, 7T Pac. 312; People v. Pariter (1873), Pennant'a Caee, 3 Neb. 409; State v. Key (1928), 121 Ofda. 84,
24T Pac. 8G8; In re Likens I'etitiona (1909), 223 Pe. 458,
-lt16, 72 Atl. &ill, (382; State v. Woollen (1D13), 128 Tena.
4~8, 161 S.W. 1008; Ez paste Fulton (1D19), 88 Tez. Cr.
1~9, 215 S.W. 331.
ParasnDb 3—
State v. Woollen (1913), 128 Tena. 458, 181 9.W. 1008;
Simms v. Weldon (1924), 186 Arlo. 13, 283 $.W. 42; Ia re
I.ikenx Petitions f 15109), 223 Pa. 456. 72 .1t1. SoB, 882;
Ez putts Fulton (1919), f48 Te:. Cr. 149, 215 B.W, 331;
Devrs~aus v. Bro~vneville (1887), 29 Fed. 742; State v.
Edwards (1922, 3fo.), 241 8.~'. 943; State v, Clancy
(1904), 30 biont. 529, T7 Pic. 312.
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4. While a lecislature cannot go becond the business
specified in a call for an extra session, yet within such
limits, it can act freely, in whole or in part or not at all.

g, t1 proclamation by a governor calling a special
session map be revoked by himself or his successor, and
when revoked the legislature is without authority to act.

5. A special message need not be addressed by the governor to the legislature as a whole and, if addressed to
the respective houses, it is a message to the legislature
within the meaning of the constitution. The governor is
not limited to any precise form, manner, or time in presenting his recommendations.

9. Legislation passed at a special session not within
the call is not valid and is not validated by the signature
of the governor.

6. In determining whether a given act is germane to
the subject stated in the proclamation, the entire procla.
mation should be considered and should be reasonably
construed to bring the act within its meaning if possible.
7. As a general rule, after the legislature has been con•
~•ened pursuant to proclamation by the governor, subjects
in addition to those specified in the proclamation may be
submitted by special message.
Section 780-Contlnuud
Paragraph 4In re (Uovernor's Proclnmxtion (1894), 19 Colo. 333, 35 Pac.

530; State v. Rey (1926), 131 Okla. 84, 247 Pac. 858; State
v, Edwards (1922, Mo.), 241 S.W. 945; Denver and R. G,
Co. v. Moes (1911), 50 Colo. 282, 115 Pac. 898 ; Ez parte
Davis (1919), 88 Tez. Cr. 188, 215 S.W. 341.

Paragraph 5-

Lauck v. Reis (1925), 310 ~Io. 184, 214 S.W. 827; State
v, Tweed (1924), 63 L'tah 176, 224 Pnc. 443; State v, gel
(1928),121 Okla. 84, 24? Pac. 858 ; State v. Edwards (1922,
:Ko.), 241 S.W. 945,
ParagraDh 8Wella v. D1o. Pac. R. Co. (1892), 110 Mo. 288, 19 S.W. 53p;
State v. Clancs (1904), 30 Mont. 4`_'9, 77 Pac. 312; Ciq o[
Rockwood v. Rod~era (1926), 154 Tenn. 838, 290 S.W. 381;
Ex parts Davis (1919),86 Tez. Cr, 188, 215 B.V. 341; State
v. Shores (1888),31 W. Va. 491,7 S.E. 413.
Paragraph 79tate v. Key (1926), 121 Okla. 84, 247 Pac. 858; State ~.
Tweed (1824),83 Utah 178, 224 P9c. 443.

10. The governor is invested ~vith the exclusive
authority to call an extraordinary or special session of
the legislature and in the esercise of such power neither
the legislature nor the judicial department has any power
to call him to account.
11. The power to call extra sessions is vested in the governor and he can be divested of that authority only by an
amendment to the constitution. The legislature cannot
call itself into special session even for the purpose of impeaching the governor.
12. A statute passed at a special or extraordinary session of the legislature will be held by the courts to be
within the scope of the governor's call if it can be done
so under any reasonable construction.
Section 780-Continued
ParsBraph 8People v. Parker (1873), TennanYs Case, 3 Neb. 409.
ParagrsDh 8-Long v. State (1910), 58 Tez. Cr. 209, 127 S.R'. 208 ; WelIs
v. Missouri Pacific Railway Co. (1892), 110 Jto. 286, 19 S. V.
530.
PeraBraph 103arrelly v. Cole (1899), 6Q Ran. 356, 56 Pac. 492; Bugger
v. State (1917), 144 Ga. 672, 92 S.E. 72.
ParaBraDh 11-

Simpson v. Hill (1927).,128 Okla. 289,283 Pac. 835.
Paragraph 12-

City of Rockwood v. Iiod`ere (1926), 154 Tenn. 838, 290
9.W. 381.
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Sec. 781

13. It is only when both houses are lawfully assembled
that they constitute the legislature of the state.
Sec. 781. Adjournment of Legislative 8esaiona
Ste olio Sec. X45, .tlofion to adjourn Sine Die.

1. When a state legislature is duly convened it cannot
be adjourned sine die or dissolved eacept in e manner
provided by law, and an adjournment from day to day
can have no other effect than to enable those present to
determine whether a quorum is present.
2. The date of adjournment of the legislature, as shown
by its journals is not contradicted or rendered uncertain
by record evidence therein of the transaction of a large
amount of business within a short period of time. When
the records of the legislature show the time of adjourn.
meat and are clear and unambiguous they are conclusive
and extraneous evidence cannot be admitted to show a
different date of adjournment.
3. The two honsea of the legislature have the right and
power to make their respective journals show that all their
btisinesa w~ transacted before the arrival of the moment
of time for their adjournment as fixed by the constitution
and, at least in the absence of a gross and flagrant viola•
tion of the constitutional restriction as to the length of the
session, evidence is inadmissible to contradict the journal.
3ectlon 780—Continued
Paragraph 13-Ez paste H~`ue (1929), 105 N. J. Eq. 134, ]47 AU. 220.
3ectlon 781—
Pan~raph 1—
Cnshin~'s Legiel~tive Anaembliee, Sec. 254.
Parasraph 2—
Capito v. Topping (1909),85 W. Da. lf87, 84 S.E. 846.

p.r.mvn s—
Earne~t ~. 8ersent (1915),20 N. M.427,160 Pac. 1018.
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4. It is a matter of common l~owledge that legislatures
almost universally do continue their sessions beyond the
time fiaed for their adjournment,and for the sake of regularity and form often stop the clock before the hour has
arrived for adjournment eo that is form the adjournment
aetuslly takes place at the proper moment of time. A legielative body has the power and right to determine for itself
when the moment of time has arrived for adjournment,
and it has the power to make its journals conform to what
it determines to be that moment of time.
5, A session is the period of time during which a Iegislative body sits from day to day, with cecaeional intermissions, until the business ie completed and the daily
sittings are brought to a close.
gea, ?8Z. Joint Sesdoni
1. The two houses of a legislature may have the right
to sit in joint aeseioa for certain pnrpoaes, but the right
so to sit is s limited constitutional right and cannot be
augmented by the legislature.
Ssetlon 7e1—Contlnued
ParassaDh 4—
Earnat ~. 9ac~ent (1916),20 N. M.427, 150 Pic. 1018.
Pu~~rap6 6—
Cnehias'~ LKi~lati~e Assemblies, Sec. 496.
9ectlon TE!—
E: parts H~~ue (1929), 106 N. J. Eq.134, 147 Atl. 220.
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CHAPTER 74

MEETINGS OF LOCAL LEGISLATIVE
BODIES
Sec. 786. Qeneral Requirements Concerning Meetings
1. A deliberative body can aet only at a meeting.
2. The legislative and discretionary powers of a legislative body or administrative board can be eaereised
only at a meeting of the members who compose it, and
Section 785Parsgreph 1hiobile v. I{iernan (1910), 170 Als. 449, 54 So. 102; Little
Rock v. Board of Impr. (1883),42 Ark. 152; Zottman v. San
Francisco (1882), 20 Cnl. 98, 81 :1m. Dec. 4)6; Strong v. Diat.
of Columbia (1886), 4 Mackey (15 D. C.) 242; Junction R,
Co. v. Rieve (1880), 15 Ind. 238; Root v. Topeka (1901),
63 Ban. 129, 85 Pac. 233; Warren County Board v. Durham
(1923), 198 Hy. 733, 249 S.W. 1028; Pierce v. New Orledn■
Building Co. (1838), 9 L. A. A. 397, 29 Am. Dec. 448; Baltimore v. Poultney (1888), 25 Md. 18; Glaeacow v. MorrieoaFuller (1910), 142 Mo. App. 303, 128 S.W. 236; Magaean v.
City of Fremont (1890),30 Neb. 843,47 N.W.280; Deepate6
Line etc. v. Bellamy Mfg. Co. (1841), 12 N. H. 205, 3T Am.
Dec. 203; Schumm v, Seymour (1873), 24 N. J. Eq. 143;
People v. Batchelor (1580),22 N. Y.128,28 Barb. 310;Dine
v. Markham (1890), 105 N. C. 131, 10 S.E. 1017; Williston
v. Ludowese (1928),53 N. D. 797, 208 N.W. 82; Murphy v.
Albina (1892), 22 Ore. 108, 29 Pac, 353; Edsall v. Jersey
Shore Burough (1908), 220 Pa. 591, ?0 Atl. 429; Fitzgerald
v, Pawtucket St. R. Co. (1902), 24 R. I. 201, 52 Atl. 887;
Acord v. Booth (1908), 33 Utah 279, 93 Pac. T34; Holswade
v. Huntington (1924), 98 W. Va. 124, 122 3.E. 449; Lisbon
Ave. Land Co. v. Lake (1907), 134 Wis, 470, 113 N,W, 1099;
D'Arcy v. Tamsr, etc. R. Co. (1887), L. R. (Eag.) 2 Ezch.
158.
Paragraph 2Mobile v. F{iernaa (1910), 170 Ala. 449, 54 90. 102; Little
Rock v. Board of Improvement (1883), 42 Ark. 152; 5nn
Luis Obispo County v. Hendricks (1888),71 Cal. 242, 11 Pnc.
882; Ez parts Mirsnde (1887), 73 Cel. 38b, 14 Pac. 888;
Alderman v. Town of Weat Haven (1998), 24 Cona. 391,
200 Ati. 330; Pollard v. Norwalk (1928), 108 Coan. 145,
142 Ati. 807; Commieeionere v. Bind (1870), 13 Fla, 461;
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no valid act can be taken except at a meeting dui • convened, Any understandings or agreements made before or
outside of a legal meeting individually or as a group,
Section T86--Continued
Paragraph 2~ontlnned
Aaakin v. Jaumen (1895), 4 Idaho 394, 39 Pac. 1111;
Conger v, Board of Commissioners (1896), 5 Idaho 347, 48
Pac. 1084 ; Centralia v. McKee (1321. 287 Ill. App. 585 ;
Cass County Commissioners v. Ross (1874), 46 Ind. 404;
Junction R. Co. v. Reeve (1860), 15 Ind. 238; Fayette
County v. Chitwood (1856), 3 Ind. 504; Fn~lish v. Smock
(1870), 34 Ind. 115; Independent School District v. Wirtner
(1892), 85 Iowa 387, 52 N.W. 343; Beers v. Lasher (1930),
208 Iowa 1158, 229 N.SV. 821 ; Hnrdin County v. Louisville
etc. R. R. Company (1891), D2 Ky. 414: ~i'arren County
Rd. of Education v, Durham (1923), 198 E{y, 733, 249 S.R.
1028; Johnson v. Natchitoches (1f)30), 14 La. App. 40.
129 So. 433; Lnnder v. School District (1851), 33 Maine
239 ; Shea v. Milford (1888), 145 Blass. 528, 14 N.E. 7&4 ;
Reed v. Lancaster (1890), 152 \fasa. 500, 25 N.E. 974;
Field v. School District (1905),114 1fo. App,88,91 S.W.471;
Belmore Investment Co, v. Lewis (1913), 130 Rio. App.
22, 182 S.W. 875; Scott v. Lincoln (1920), 104 Neb. 546,
178 N.W. 203; Ciiles v. School District (1855), 31 N. H.
(Foster) 304; Laconia v. Bellnnp County (1~J3~f), 86 ~1. H.
565, 172 Atl. 245 ; 3edumm v. Seymour (13i3), 24 Y. J. Eq.
143; State v. Van Buskirk (18781, 40 N. J. L. 463; Johnson v. Dodd (1874), 58 N. Y. 78; Pegram v. Cleveland
County Commieeionera (1570), 84 N. C. 557 ; Williston a.
Ludoweee (1928), 53 N. D. 797, 208 N.W. 82; ~icCortle
v. Bates (1878),29 Ohio St. 419; Murphy v. ?.lbinn (1892),
22 Ore. 108, 29 Pac. 3u3; Fisher v. Aareisburg Gas Co.
(1857),1 Pears. (Pa.) 118; Commonwealth v. Cullen (1850),
13 Pa. $t. 133, 53 Am. Dec. 450; ~1p~enl ~~f Rittenhouse
(1891), 140 Pa. St. 1'T2, 21 AN. 3:.i; i:dsnll ~~. .Tersey
Shore BurouQh (1908), 220 Pn. 591, 70 Atl. 429; Gelinae
v. Fugere (1935), 55 R. I, 225, 180 atl. 346; Denison and
P. 8. Ry. v. James (18~J9), 20 Tex. Civ. App. 358, 49 S.N.
880; Hunneman v. Fire District (1884), 3T Vt. 90; Atlantic
Bitulithic Co. v. Edgewood (1915), 76 W, Va. 630, 8i
S.E. 183; Bay v. Huntington (1918), 81 W. Va. 807, 95
S.E. 23; Deicheel v. Maine (18A2), 81 Nis. 553, 51 N.1V.
880; Kleimenhasen v. Dizon (1904), 122 ~Vis. 528, 100
N.W. 828; Lisbon Ave. Land Co. v. Town of Luke (1907),
134 Wis, 470, 113 N.W. 1099; Holswade v. City of Huntington (1924), 98 W. V. 124, 122 9.E. 449; Baea v. Ceaper
(1922), 28 Who. 387, 205 Pac. 1008; Strong v, District of
Columbia (1886), 16 D. C. 242; Blacker v. Blizard (1829),
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are not valid or binding. This rule applies to the commission form of government the same as to the council
type.
3, When a meeting is convened it may, in the absence
of a contrary provision, be called to order by the presiding
officer, someone acting for him, or by a member of the
body, and in the absence of the regular presiding officer
a presiding ofl5cer pro tempore may be selected.
Sec. ?86. RegulAt Meetings
1, Meetings of ]ocal legislative bodies may be of three
types; (1) regular, (2) special, and (3) adjourned.
Regular meetings may be prescribed by the charter ~r
may be provided for by ordinance, resolution, or motion
under regular authority. Special meetings are convened
ordinarily by the presiding or executive officer on due
notice to members. An adjourned meeting is a continue•
tion of another meeting.
2. Where the charter or statute fiaea a regular time for
meetings, no special notice is required.

Sec. 786

j
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3. In calling a meeting, a notice to all members of the
body is necessary. The mere attendance of a quorum
does not constitute a legal meeting unless the meeting is
attended by all the members composing the body, because
every member has a right to be present and to participate
in the action of the body.
4. The general rule is that to bind the miinicipalitc
the legislative body must be duly assembled, must act
9actfon T88--Continued
Paragraph 2-Conifnued

~
~

Section 785-Continued
Paragraph 2-Continued

9 B. end C. 861 ; Jiiltoed v, Towner (1891), 128 Ind, 528,
28 N.E. 484; Jordan v. School Dieteict (18b4), 38 Me. 161;
Murphy v. ~1lbina (1892), 22 Ore. 108, 29 Pac. 353.
PanersDh 3

People v. l~Ibaaq, etc., R. Co. (18891, 1 Irnde. 308, ~:i
Barb, 344 ; Proctor Coel Co. v, Finley (1894), U8 Ky, ~,
33 S,W. 198; Billings v. Fielder (1882), 49 N. J. L. 381;
Commonwealth v. Vande6rift (1911),232 Pa. 53, Sl Atl. 163,
Section 788Paro[raph 1-

Coon Valley v, 8pellum (1928), 100 Wia. 140. 208 N. W.
918; State v, Jersey City (18bb), 25 N. J. L. 309; Rome
v, R'hiteetone VJater'IVke. Co, t1908), 100 N. Y. 9upp. 357;
Oakland v, Carpentier (1859), 13 Cal. u40; Lisbon Avenue
Laad Co. v. Ieke (1307), 134 ~~ia, 470, 113 N.W. 1099.
Parasr~Dh 2-

8tate v. Hirl~ (1876), 48 Coan. 39lS; Hendriciu ♦. Carter
(1918), 21 Ga. App. 527, 94 S.F. 80T; Gleacow v. Morrison-
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Fuller {1910), 142 rifo. App. 303, 128 S.Y. 2.48 ; Jloreill
v. Little Falle bitR. Co. (1893), ~,? Minn. 371, 55 V,W.
547; People v, Town of Fairburg (188fl), 51 Ill. 148;
People ~•. RnteLelor (18801, 22 ~I. T. 1.F, ?8 Rrtrb. ti1Q;
Hudson County v. 9tete 11853), 24 1, d. I.. 71R; t;uiidervleeve v. Rnut~i of Education (1883), 17 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 201.
PuR~raDh sBeever Creek v, FIaetinse (1884), 52 Mich. 528, 18 N.W,
250; State e: rel. Guiney 11879),26 ;lfina. 313,3 ~t.W. ~J77;
Hleimenhesen v. Dizon f1A04), 122 Wie. 528, iao ~.w,
828; R~~n v. Tuetslooas (1908), 155 Ale. 47x, ~f8 90. 838;
Sommercemp v, Keliy (1902), 8 Idaho T12, 71 Pac. 147.
['arasravh /Littie Aock v. Board of Improvements (1983), 42 Ark. 152;
San Luis Obispo Co. v. Fiendricka (1886), Tl Caf. 242, 11
Pac. 882; Es parts Mirende (1887), T3 Cel. 385, 14 Pac.
888; City Commieaioners v. IitnR (1870), 13 Fla. 4Ci1 ; Ind.
School District v. Wlrtner (1892), BG Iowa 387, 52 N.R'.
243; County Board of Edo. v. Durham (1923), 188 KT.
732, 248 S.W. 1(►28: Baltimore v. Poultnep (1888). 25
Md. 18; Cain v, N~atucket (18b0), 58 Aiaae. 289; Reed
v, Lncaeter (1890), 152 Mee. 500, 25 N.E. 974; PuKh
v. 9c6001 District (19061, 114 Mo. App. 888, 91 S.N. 471 ;
Scott v. Lincoin (1920), 104 Neb. 548, 178 N.W. 203;
5chnmm o. Be~mour (1A73), 24 N. J. Eq. ]43; $fete r.
Vsn Buskirk (1878), 40 N. J. L. 983; Del. County Gomm.
s. 3ackeider (1880), 33 N. Y, 154; Pesram e. Cleveland
Coant~ Comm. (18TQ), 84 N. C. 567; McCoetle r. Bntee
(1878), 29 Ohio 8t. 419; Bittenhouee'~ Ee4te (1891),
190 Pe. St. 172, 21 Atl. 254: Commonwealth v. Fiowerd
i 1882), 148 Pa. 302, 24 Atl. 30$; Dennison and P. 9. Ry.
Cn. v. Jimee (1889), 20 Tex. Civ. App. 358, 49 B.W. 886;
Cede e. BellinsWn (1918), 82 W. Va. 613. 98 3.E. 1063;
RRJ v. Huntintton (1918}, gl W. Ve. 607, ~i 3.E. 23;
State ~. Madiwn C000tJ Connell (18Q2), 15 Wie. 30;
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in the mode prescribed by law, and the action must be
entered on its record.
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meeting. When the mayor is a member or an ea officio
member he must be notified.
4. In calling special meetings, unless the law otherwise
provides, notice to each member is required.
5. When all members who are entitled to be present
and participate in a meeting are present, defects or fai]-

Sec. 787. Special M~tings
1. In the absence of express provisions, it has been held
that local legislative bodies possess the incidental or implied power to call special meetings; but where a charter
makes express provision for regular meetings but no
provision for special meetings, the body is without authority to call special meetings.

Sectlon 781--Coatinued
ParaBraDh 9-

City of Orange v. Clement (1919). 41 Cal. App. 497, 183
Pac. 189; Lawrence v. Trainer (1891), 138 Ill. 474, 2?
N.E, 197; Tombangh v.(}roge (1896), 148 Ind. 99, 44 N.E.
994; Moore n, Perry (1903), 119 Iowa 423, 93 N.W. 510;
Shugare v. Hamilton (1908), 122 Sy, 808, 92 S.W. 584;
Beaver Creels v, Hnetinge (1884), 52 Mich. 528, IS N.W,
250; Lord v. Annoka (188(f), 36 Minn. 1i8, 30 N. V. 550;
aurora Water Wke, v. Aurora (1885), 129 Mo. 540, 31 S.W.
948; Mn`neau v. CitT of Fremont (1880), 30 Neb. 843, 4T
~l.~V. 280; People v. BateGelor (1880), 23 Barb. (N, Y.)
310, 22 N. Y. 128; Wells v. Mt. Olivet (1f~07), 126 Iiy, 131,
102 S.N. 1182.

2. Requirements as to the calling of special meetings is
local legislative bodies are generally held to be mandatory
and jurisdictional, and in case of failure to observe them,
particularly as to notice, the body has no power to tranaact business.

ParagraDh 4-

3. It is necessary to the validity of a special meeting
that all members be notified as required by law, unless
those who were not properly notified are present at the

Harding v. Vandewater (1810), 40 Cnl. 77; State v. Kirk
(1878), 48 Coon. 395; Roger v. $lonalter (1884), 32 pen.
191, 4 Pac. 138; Burgess n. Pue (1844), 2 Gil. (Md.) 254;
Nortonville v. Woodard (1921), I91 Sy. 730, 231 S.W. 224;
Widgin v. Free Will Baptist (1844), 8 Met. (Macs.) 301;
State v. Jersey Cit7 (l8blS), 25 N. J. L. 309; Downing v.
Auger (1839), 21 Wead. (N. Y.) 178; Caesin v. Znvalla
Cty. (1888),70 Tez, 419,8 S.W. 97.

Section 786-Continued
Paragraph 1--Continued

Deiachel v. Maine (1892), 81 Wia. 553, 51 N.W. 880; Baer
a. Casper (1922), 28 Wyo. 38?, 205 Pec. 1008; Strong
v. Diet. of Columbia (1885), 4 MacYey (15 D. C.) 242;
Leavenworth County Commiseionera v. Bellew (1878), $B
U. S. 824, 25 L. Ed. 333.

Paragraph 5-

Aysa v. Tuacalooea (1908), 155 Aln. 479, 48 90. 838;
Greeley v. Samman (1891), 1T Colo. 30, 28 Pac. 480;
Lawrence v. Trainer (1891}, 138 Ill. 444, 2T N.E. 19T;
White o. Fleming (1888), 114 Ind. 680, 80 N.E. 487; Tombaugh v. Grogg (1898), 148 Ind. 99, 44 N.E. 994; Aioore v.
City Council of Perth (1903), 119 Iowa 123, 83 N.W. 510;
Oehlert Tractor Co, v. Ca~vker Township (1833}, 13T Saa.
288, 24 Pac. 2d 62T; 3hngare v. Hamilton (1908), 122
Ky. 808, 92 B.W. b84; Taady v. Hopkiaeville (1917), 174
Sy. 189, 192 9.W. 98; Lord v. Anoka (1888), 38 Minn. 178,
30 N.W. 650; Ma~neaa r. City of Fremont (1890), 30
Neb. 843, 47 N.W. 280; Nelson v. City oL South Omeha
(]809), 84 Neb. 434, 121 N.W. 453; 3c6wartz v. Gallup
(1917), 22 N. Dd. 621, 18b Pac. 346 ; State r. HeUmnn
(1931), 120 Tez, 282, 36 3.W. 2d 1002; Holton v, Board
of Education (1933), 113 W. Va. 590, 189 9,E. 239.

section 7$7Paragraph 1-

Anrora Water Co. v, Aurora (1896), 129 Ma. 54Q, 31 $.W.
998; Glaecow v. Morrison-Fuller (1910), 142 Mo. App. 308,
128 B.W. 238.
Parasravb a-

White v, Fleming (1888), 114 Iud. 680, 18 N.E. 487; Bd, of
Supervieora v. Horton (1888), 75 Iowa 271, 39 N.W. 394;
Scott v. Paulen (1875}, 15 San. 182; Donough v. Dewey
(1890), 82 Mich. 308, 48 N.W. T82; I{idder v. h1cClanahen
(1921), 128 Mies. 179, 88 90. 508; ~Vhiteaide v, People
(1841,28 Wend. (1V. Y.) 834.
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been properly considered at the meeting which was adjourned may be eoneidered and acted upon at an adjourned meeting, and nothing can be considered which
could not have been considered at the regular or special
meeting which was adjourned.

ure of notice are waived since the purpose of the notice
hes been accomplished and the meeting is a valid meeting
for all purposes unless otherwise specifically provided
by law.
6. In the absence of proof to the contrary it will be
presumed that a special meeting of the common council
of a city was regularly called and held.

3. Less than a majority can adjourn a meeting to a
later time. An adjournment from day to day by less than
a quorum preserves the continuity of a session.

Sec. ?88. Adjourned Meetings
1. In the absence of any controlling provision to the
contrary a meeting of a local legislative body, when duly
organized, has authority to adjourn to a further time.
2. An adjourned meeting is a continuation of the meeting which was adjourned. Any business which could have

4. Where an adjournment is regular the members are
bound to take notice of the time to which the meeting has
been adjourned.
5. When a meeting is adjourned to reconvene at the
call of the presiding officer, any meeting called pursuant
to such authority is not an adjourned meeting and members must be given proper notice of such a meeting.

9ectlon Tb7-Contlnu~d
Pa~a~r~Dh 6-Cit7 of Aome v. Whiteetown Water Works Co. (1908),
100 N. Y, Supp. 367.
9ectlon T88Para~raDh 1E: paste Miraade (1887), 73 Cal. 386, 14 Pac. 888; 5toekton ~. Powell (1892), 1090.888; People v. F~irbur~ (1888),
61 Ill. 149; Chamberlain ►. Doper (1838), 18 Me. X188;
Attu. den. v. Simons (1873), 111 Mau. 258; Donoa~p ~.
Dewey (1890), 82 MicL. 808, i8 N.W. 782. State ~. 8m1th
(1875), 22 Minn. 218; Rackliffe ~. Duncan (1900, 130
Mo. App. 895, 108 9.W. 1110; E: parts Wolte (1883), 14
Neb. 24, 14 N.W. 860; Himball v. Marshall (1883),44 N. H.
9815; 9glee v. Lambertville (1906), 73 N. J. L. 9(1, 82 Atl,
288; Ia n Newland Avenue (1891), 38 N. Y. 8t, Rep. 788;
Commonwealth v. Flemins (1903), 23 Ps. Sup. Ct. 401.
Para~raD~ ZStnin v. Mims (1937), 123 Conn. 27b, 19fi Atl. 764; 9tat~
v. Relchmann (1911), 239 Dio. 81, 142 S.W. 3ll4; Ez
parts Wolte (1853), 14 Neb. 29, 14 N.W. A80; Masnetu r.
City of Fremont (1890), 30 Neb. 893, 47 N.W. 280; Voiel
v, Parker (1937), 118 N. J. L. 621, iag ec~. 817; Detawase
~ Atl. T. and T. Co. v. Beverly (1914), 86 N. J. L. 877, Al
Atl. 310; People •. Common Conadl CIl~ of Rochat~r
(1871), 5 iane. (N. T.) 11 ; Commonwealth v. F'lemins
(1903), 23 Pa. Sup. Ct. 404; (3naser ♦. drnbb (1870), 7
Phila. (Pa.) 330; Neill v. Ward (1930), 183 Vt. 117, 153

6. An adjourned meeting will be presumed to have
been properly adjourned and the business considered
to have been properly before it,
9ectlon 788-Co~tlnued
Paragraph 3C6oate v. North Fork HisLway D[etrict (1924), 38 Idnho
4£iS, 228 Pac. SSS; Scott v. Paulen (1875), 15 Kaa. 182;
State v. Smith (187b), 22 Minn. 218; Rolla v. Schuman
(1915), 189 Mo. App. 252, 17b 3.W. 241; O'Neil v. Tyler
(1892), 3 N. D. 4T, 53 N.W. 434; Nes6 County v. Council
Bluse (1908), 174 Fed. 182.
Pua~raDh 4$cott v. Pavlen (1875), 15 Ksa. 182; Kimball v. Jiarahnli
(1883), 44 N. H. 485; Nu6ent v. Wring (1877), 44 Cona.
283; People v. Batchelor (1680), 22 ~I. Y. 128, 28 Barb.
31U; Cummouwealth v. Fleming (1903), 23 Pa. Sup. Ct. 404.
Pan~raDh 6Hleimen6a~en v. Disoa (1904),171 Wie. 528, 100 N.W.826;
Vill~se of Coos Valley r. 3polum (1928), 190 Wii. 140,
208 N.W. 918.
Par+[RDh 6Hudson County ~. $fate (18b8), 24 N. J. L. 718.

ea. zie.
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misled or harmed thereb3~ does not invalidate the call f
the meeting.

aec. ?89. Notice of Meetings
1. When all members of a body having a fined membership are notified of a meeting and a majority of the whole
number attend, the meeting can legally transact business.

5. 9etions taken at a town meeting held on insuffici~i
notice are no more binding than if the meeting had bee
held without notice.

See Chapter .~5, Seee. 500-507, 4uaram.

2. Town meetings are governed by the common law
rule that in a body having an indefinite membership,
where a meeting has been duly called, those who attend,
though less than a majority of all the inhabitants legally
qualified, have full power to act for and bind the town,
and the absence of others is equivalent in law to their
consent to any legal action taken by those attending.

6. A personal notice must be given where possible
but where a member is absent from the state and beyon~.
reach of actual notice, such notice is not necessary anc
constructive notice will serve.
Sec. 750. Place of Meetings
1. A call for a meeting must specify the place unles
the meeting is held at the usual place.

3. Where a statute provides a particular method of
calling a meeting or prescribes a particular form of notice
of a meeting, such notice is mandatory and, unless such
notice is given, the meeting is illegal. But where no form
of notice is prescribed any reasonable form of actual notice is sufficient and oral notice is valid.

2. Where a particular place of meeting is prescribed
by law or, by charter, meetings at any other place are
forbidden. The proceedings at another place may be void
unless a necessity for such meeting at a different place
appears.

4. Substantial complienee with laws or rules respecting
notice is required, but a technical mistake in the notice of
a meeting where there is no evidence that anyone was

Section 789—ContSnued
Paragraph 6—

Pollard v. Norwalk (1928), 108 Conn. 145, 1~2 Atl. 807;
Fitzgerald o. Select ~Sen of Braintree (1937), 2U6, \Ias9. 382,
6 N.E. 2d 838; Waleh v. Farrington (1933), 105 Vt. 289, 185
Atl. 914.

Section T89—
Paragraph 1—

Guildereleeve v. Board of Education (1883), 17 Abb. Pr.
(N. Y.) 201; Morrill v. Little Falle Manufacturing Co,
(1883), 53 ilfinn. 3?l, 6b N.W. 547.

Paragraph 6—

State e: rel. Harte v. Birk (1878), d8 Cona. 395 ; Hendricks
v. Carter (1915), 21 (ia. App. 527, ~4 S.E. 307; State v,
Wilkesvilte (1870), 2p Ohio 8t. 288.

Paragraph 2—

Pollard v. Norwalk (1928), 108 Conn. 146, 142 Atl. 807;
Pratt v. Swanton (1843), lb V~ 147.

9eedon 790—
Parasraph 1—

Stron~ v. District of Columbia (1885), lb D. C. 242; 56ugars
v. Hamilton (1908), 122 Ky. 606,82 S.V. 564; Leavenworth
County Commissioners v, Se14ew (1879), 99 U. S. 624, 28
L. Ed. 333.

ParaSraph a—

gleimenhagen v. Dizon (1904), 122 Wie. 628, 100 N.W.828;
Hidder P. McClanahan (1921), 126 Mise, 179, 88 90. 608;
VYhite v. Fleming (1888), 114 Ind. 56U,80 N.E. 487.
Paragraph 4—

Parnaraph 2—

People v, Batchelor (1880), 22 N. Y. 128, 28 Barb. 310;
Gilmore v. Utica (1892), 131 N. Y. 28, 29 N.E. 841

Ryan v. Tuscaloosa (1908), 155 Ala. 470, 48 So. 838;
Shugnre v. Hamilton (1908), 122 g~. gpg, 82 9,W. 584.
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3. Where nn specific meeting place is provided for,
the council may fia the meeting place from time to time.
4. There cannot be a legal town meeting unless it is
originally held at the time and place appointed in the
warrant for calling the meeting.
Sec. 791, Time of Meetings
1. When a meeting was called for 8 o'clock but the
meeting did not commence until 9 o'clock, the delay did
not invalidate the meeting.
2. When notice is given for a meeting at 12 o'clock
noon and a meeting was called to order at 15 minutes
before 12 and business transacted, the meeting was a surprise and a fraud upon the membership and an election
so conducted was void and of no effect.
3. VPhen the presiding officer of a town council appeared at the regular hour appointed for the meeting
and the meeting was adjourned because there was no
quorum, the other members cannot appear at a later
hour and conduct business.
4. Where a board met on a date required by statute
for the purpose of conducting an election and continued
in session and to ballot until after midnight the election
was not thereby invalidated.
Section 990—Gontlnued
P~~R~'~D4 3—
'Jtate v. Hellman (1931), 120 Tex. 28`l, 3S 5.~. 2d 1002.
Para~nph 4—
Chamberlain v, Dover (1838), 13 ~Ie. 488.
Section 791—
Para~raph 1—
North ~. Cary (1870, 9 N. Y. 357.
Para,~raph 9—
People v. Albenq etc. Rnilroad (1888),55 Barb.(K. Y.) 344.
Pan~raph 3—
Fitsaerald ~. Pawtucket (1902),24 R. I. 2~3, 52 At1. 887.
Pu~is'►Dh 4-State r. Vano~dal (1892), 131 Iad. 388, Sl N.~. 76.
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LEGISLATIVE INVESTIGATIONS
CHAPTER 7S

INVESTIGATIONS BY LEGISLATIVE
BODIES
Sec. 796. Bight of a Legi~lativa Bodp to Make
~

~

Il]VQi~B'SL10Da

1. The right of a legislative body to make investigations
in order to assist it in the preparation of wise and timely
laws moat eaiat as an indispensable incident and suailiary to the proper eaercise of legislative power. This has
been recognized from the earliest times in the history of
American legislation, both federal and state, and from
even earlier epochs in the development of British jurisprudence.
2. The legislature has the power to investigate any
subject regarding which it may desire information in
connection with the proper diseherge of its function to
3ectfon 796—
Pan~rapL 1—
Maeehall v,(}orlon (181?), 243 U. S. 521, Ana. Cae. 1918B,
371 L. A. A. 1917F, 279, 81 L. Ed. 881, 37 Sup. Ct. Aep.
448; BurnLam v. Morrissey (1869), 14 Gray (Macs.) 228,
Z4 Am. Dec. 878; Wtlekens v. Wlllet (1878), 40 N. Y, (1
HeYee) 621,4 Abb. I?ec. 698; Brine c, MacKeller (1855),
2 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30; Aoberteon ~. Peeples (1919), 120
N. C. 178, 1]5 B.E. 300; Anderson a. Dunn,8 Whet. (U. S.~
204,6 L. Ed. 242; Federal Tnde Com. ~. ,~merican Tobacco
Co. (1924), 284 U. S. 298 32 A. L. R. 788, 88 L. Ed. 896
44 3np. CL Aep. 338; Harriman v, Interstate Commerce
Com. (1908), 211 U. 8. 407, 53 L. Ed. 253, 29 gup. Ct. Rep.
lib; In re Chapman (1897), 188 II. 9. 881, 41 L. Ed. 1154,
1T Bap. Ct. Rep. 877; Silbouen v. Thompson (1880 , 103
U.$. 188, 28 L. Ed.377; Ia n Battelle (1929),?AT Cal. 22'7,
277 Pnc. 725.
(~'?
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enact, amend or repeal statutes or to perform any other
act delegated to it by the constitution.
3. The power and duty reposed in the legislature and
in each and every member of both houses thereof is that
of preparing and proceeding to enact wise and wellformed and needful laws, and in the preparation of such
laws, the necessity of in~•estigation of some sort must
eaist as an indispensable incident.
4. Legislatures in enacting laws, like courts in interpreting such laws when enacted, must have in mind the
former law,if any,the wrong or defect requiring remedial
action, and the nature and eatent of the needed and
appropriate remedy ; and in the application of this principle, the power of these coordinate branches of govern•
went.
5. The inherent and auxiliary power reposed in legis•
lative bodies to conduct investigations in aid of pros•
pective legislation carries with it the power in proper
eases to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books and papers by means of legal process,
and. to institute, and cam• to the extent of punishment,
Section 796--Continued
Paragraph 2—
Ex parte McCarthy (1866),29 Cal. 395; QreenBeld v. Rnsae!
(1920), 292 Ill. 392, 129 N.E. 102; Attorney General v,
Brissenden (1930), 271 :41ess. 172, 171 N.E. 82; BrieRs v.
MacKellar (1855), 2 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30; People v. Beeler
(1885), 99 N. Y. 483, 2 N.E. 815; $impaon v. Hill (1927),
128 Okla. 289, 283 Pac. 835 ; Commonwealth v. Costello
(1912), 21 Pa. Dist. 232; State v. Frear (1909), 138 ~L'ia.
173, 119 N.W. 894.
Paragraph 3—
In re Battelle (1929), ?07 Cnl. 227. 277 Pac. 725; Briggs v,
MacKellar (1855), 2 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30.
Paragraph 4—
In re Battelle (1929), 207 Cal. 227, 27? Pac. 725.
ParasraDh 6—
In re Battelle (1929), 207 Cal. 227, 277 Pac. 725.
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,;uutempt proceedings in order to cou~pel the attendance
of such witnesses and the production of such documentary
evidence as may be legally called for in the course of such
proceedings, whether conducted b3~ the legislative body
or a branch thereof, directly or through its properly
constituted committees.
g, The legislature has power to investigate any subject
where there is a legitimate use that the legislature can

make of the information sought, and an ulterior purpose
~n the investigation or an improper use of the information
cannot be imputed.
7. The legislature or a committee cannot be enjoined
from investigating a matter which is under litigation in
the courts.
8. The ascertainment of pertinent facts as a basis for
legislation is within the power of a legislative body.
9. A legislature in conducting whatever inquisitions
the proper exercise of its proper functions require, must
be as broad as the subject to which the inquiry properly
entered upon has relation.
10. An investigation into the management of the various institutions of the state and the departments of the
state government is at all times a legitimate ~unetion of
the legislature.
9ectlon 796—Continued
ParaeraDh 6—
Robertsoa v. Peeples (1919), 120 S. C. 178, 115 3.E. 300.
Paragraph 7—
ftobertson v. Peeples (1919), 120 3. C. 176, 115 5.~. 300,
Puagraph 8—
Attorney General v. Briesenden (1&40), 271 Mace. 172, 111
N.E. 82.
Paratraph 9—
Ia re Bflttelle (1929), 207 Cal. 227, 277 pec, 72b,
Pars~raph 10—
Dickineon v. Johaeon (1915), 11Q Ark. 682, 178 S.W. 11't
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11. The right to investigate any lawful matter is 8
right separate and distinct in each house and may be
ezereised through a committee.
12. A local legislative body has the power to make
investigations having a relation to the performance ~g
its functions the same as a state legislature. The investig$.
lion can be conducted by the body itself or through a
committee.
13. Authority to obtain information for its determina.
lion concerning the eaercise of power to make laws mey
be conferred on nonlegislative bodies.
14. In the eaercise of its power to make investigations,
a legislature may incur reasonably necessary eapenaes
payable out of the public funds.
Seo. 798. Invet~igatione Respecting Memben
See also Sac. 564, Inoeetipation of CAarDes Apain~! Members,

1. The legislature or either house has power to inveatigate and institute an inquiry into the truth of an alleged
bribery of any of its members or the members of a previous legislature connected with its legislative functions,
Section 79~J—Continued
ParascaDb Il—

Ez psrte Hague (1929), 105 N. J. Eq. 134, 14T Atl. 220;
Simpwn v. Eiill (1927), 128 Okla. 289, 283 Pac. 835; Roa
erteon v. Peeples (1919), 120 N. C. 178, 115 S.E. 30p.

ParasraDh lY—

State v. Milwaukee (1914), ib7 Wie. 506, 147 N.W. 60;
Hendricks v. Carter (1918), 21 (ia. App. 527, 94 S.E. 807.

P~rai~'~Dh 13—

Attorne~ General v. Brisaenden (1830), 271 Diw. 172, 1T]
N.E. 82.

PuatraDh 1/-

9tate v. Fn~r (1909), 138 Wig. 173, 119 N.W. 894.
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In re Falvey (1858), 7 Wii. 628; Briny ~. MacHdL~
(185b),2 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30.
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and, in the eaercise of such power, it must necessarily
have the same power to compel the attendance of witnesses before it or before a committee and compel them
to testify as in any other investigation.
2, A legislative body has the right in an election coutest concerning one of its members to conduct an investigation, before the body or one of its committees and
to compel the attendance of witnesses and take testimony.
3. Knowledge or information acquired by a witness,
though at the instance of and in connection with and
ender the direction of a prosecuting attorney to use in
the trial of indictment against members of the legislature for bribery, is not privileged and furnishes a witness
]awfully summoned no legal ground for refusing to respond to legitimate questions by a legislati~~e committee
appointed to investigate the matter.
4. When a house is investigating the conduct of its
members upon a public charge that some of them whose
names are not given have taken bribes and have called
ae witnesses the editor and reporter of the paper which
published the charge, it is a contempt of the authorit~~
of the house for the witnesses to refuse to give the names
of those from whom they have received information concerning the charge of bribery and of the nature of that
information.
5. When a committee is charged with an inquiry, if a
member prove to be in~~olved, the committee cannot pro9acUon 79a--Continued
Psra~e~aph t—

Iu n (3una (1893), 60 Kan. 15b, 32 Pac. 470.
PanirsPh 3-

9u0lvan v. Htil (1913), 73 W. Va, 49, 79 9.E. 670.

9ectlon 796—
Para~raph 1—

:.-
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Paraitaph 4—

Ez paste Lwrence (1897), 118 Cal. 298, 48 Pae. 124.
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Geed against him, but must make a special report to the
house; whereupon the member is heard in his place, or
at the bar, or a special authority is given to the committee
to inquire concerning him.
Sec. 797. Limitations on Right of a Legislative Body
to Investigate
1. It is a general rule that the legislature bas no power
through itself or any committee or any agency to make
inquiry into the private affairs of a citizen except to accomplish some authorized end.
2, The legislature has no right to conduct an investigation for the purpose of laying a foundation for the institution of criminal proceedings, for the aid and benefit
of grand juries in planning indictments, or for the purpose of intentionally injuring such persons or for any
ulterior purpose.
3. A state legislature in conducting any investigation
must observe the constitutional provisions relating to thr
enjoyment of life, liberty and propertc.
Sectlon 796—Continued
Paraaraph 6—
Je~ereon, Sec. RI.
9ecUon 797—
parsgraph 1—
(3reenfield v. Rneeel (1920), 292 III. 392, 127 N.E. 102;
Attorney General v. Brisaendea (1930), 271 Maes. 1T2, 171
N.E. 82; Ez parte Hague (1929), 106 N. J. Eq, 134, 147
Atl. 220; In re Barnes (1912), 204 N. Y. 108, 97 N.E. 508,
ParegraDh 2—
Kilboutn v. Thompson (1880), 103 II. S. 188, 28 L. Ed. 377;
CireenSeld v. Ruenel (1920), 292 Ill. 392, 12T N.E, 102;
Ez parts Hague (1929), 106 N. J. Eq. 134, 147 Atl. 220;
Attorney General v. Briasenden (1930), 271 Mass. 1i2,
171 N.E. 82.
Para~rapL 3—
Attorney General v. Briaeenden (1930), 271 Mare. 172, 171
N.E. 82.
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4. An investigation instituted for political
purposes
and not connected with intended legislation or
with any
of the matters upon which a house should act,
is not a
proper legislative proceeding and is beyond the suthority of the house, or legislature.
5. When a committee is appointed by
resolution to
make an investigation and the object of the
investigation,
as shown by the resolution, is not a proper legislative
object but is to establish an extraordinary tribunal for
the trial of judicial and other officers, the duties imposed
on the commission being strictly judicial and not ancillary
to legislation, the committee has no legal status.
6. A governmental "fishing expedition" into the papers
of a private corporation on the possibility that they may
disclose evidence of crime is contrary to the first principles of justice and an intention to grant the power
must be expressed in most explicit language.
Sec. ?98. Method of Investigation by a Legislative
Body
1. The legislative arm of government is not to be
restricted in the exercise of the power of inquiry by the
fact that methods sad processes, judicial or quasi-judiSection 79?—Contlaued
ParagraDh 4—
Heeler v. McDonald (188b), 99 N. Y. 483, 2 N.E. 815.
Para~rBDti b—
Commoawealth v. Costello (1912), 21 Pa. Dick 232.
ParagrAph 8—
Federal Trade Commisaiva v. American Tobacco Company
(1924). 284 U. S. 298.
9ecUon 788—
Parasraph 1—
In re Battelle (1929), 207 Cal. 22T, 277 pac. 726; Bri«e
v. MacHetlar (1Sbb), 2 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30; gilbourn v,
Thomyson (1880), lOS U. S. 188, 28 L, Ed. 377.
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cial in character, are employed in the course of the
inquiry ; and it is immaterial whether the power of
inquiry is to be exercised by a state or a federal legislative body, or whether in the exercise of that power the
legislative arm of the government is acting under or by
virtue of granted or reserved authority, or what the particular constitutional limitations may be which separate
legislative from judicial functions of government and
which forbid the trespass of the one on the domain of
the other.
2. Legislative bodies, by the mere employment of
methods of procedure which resemble those employed
or required in judicial proceedings, are not to be held
to be engaged in the exercise of a judicial function and to
be thereby trenching upon the area exclusively assigned
to the judicial department of the state government.
3. By uniform custom, more or less rigidly adhered to,
every official inquisition has from the earliest times made
use of procedural methods which resemble those obtaining in judicial tribunals. This is because, in the nature
of things, as eaemplifled by human experience, such
methods have been found to furnish the surest means of
arriving at the truth of the particular matter involved
in the inquiry. It does not follow, however,that legislative
bodies or administrative agencies or municipal organizations or executive ot~iciels, by the mere employment of
methods of procedure which resemble those employed
or required in judicial tribunals, must be held to be
engaged in the exercise of a judicial function.
Section 796---Continued
Pars6raDh 2—
Iu nBattelle (1929), 207 Cal. ~'7, 2T7 Pte. 726.
ParasraPh 3—
In rnBattelle (1929), 207 CnL 227, 2T7 Pte. T25.
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~. Where the legislature has constitutional po«•er to
institute an investigation the manner of conducting such
in~'estigation rests oii the sound discretion of the legislature,
Sec. 799. Legislative Investigating Committees
See alto Sec. 564, Inceati~ation of Charpea .4painat 1femLera.

1. In _lmei•ic~n legislatures, the iiirestigatioii of public
matters before cou~mittees, preliminary to legislation or
with the ~~ie«• of ad~•ising the house appointing the committee, is a parliameiitar}~ usage as «ell established as it
is in E~igland, and the right of either house to compel
witnesses to appear and testify before its committees
and to punish for disobedience has been frequently
enforced.
2. The legislature may proceed to make any in~estigations within its authority, by authorized committees of
one or both houses, Tlie houses can act jointly in appointin~ a committee or either house can act alone.
3. It is a common procedure for committees of local
legislative bodies to be appointed to make in~esti~ations,
~ecdon .98—Continued
Paragraph 1—
In re b`alvey (13:16), 7 \~'iv. ~.~.
Section 799—
Paragraph 1—
Briggs v. JlucIiellur (1855), 2 abb. Pr. fN. Y.) 30.
Paragraph 2—
Ex pnrte Bunkers (19051, 1 Cal. App, fl, R1 Pac. 748;
Dickinson v. Jol~naon (1915), 117 irk. 582, 176 S.~t'. 116;
:\ttorney general ~•. I3rissenden (1930), 271 Jluss, 172, lil
N.E. 82; People v. Reeler (1885),99 N. Y. 483,2 Y.E. 815;
Ex pnrte Dniton (1888), 44 Ohio St. 142, 5 N,E. 188;
Robertson v. Peeples (1919), 120 S, C. 178. 115 S,E. 300;
Terrell v. Sing (1929), 118 Tez. 237, 14 B.W. 2d 788; State
v. Frear (1909), 138 Wie. 173, 119 N.W. 89.
Paragraph 3—
State v. Milwaukee (1914), 15T Wie. 606, 147 N.W. 60;
Hendrickx v. Carter (1018), 21 (~a. App. 527, 94 $.E. 80T.
19—L-5783
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take evidence, and report to the body concerning pending and contemplated legislation, and for other purposes
relating to the functions of the body.
4, The legislative power of a state being vested in the
two houses of the legislature, such bodies may create
committees or even commissions by concurrent resolutions as well as by act and may confer upon tbem such
power as they are not prohibited by express provision
of the constitution from conferring.
5. Powers delegated by the legislature or either house
to a committee by a simple resolution cease with the
adjournment sine die of the legislature. But a legislature
may invest its committees with power to function after
the adjournment of the session; and where each house
can act separately, the joint set of both houses is not
required to set up a committee which can continue to
function after adjournment.
6. A legislative investigating committee may not dele•

gate its powers of investigation to one of its members
without authority granted in the resolution appointing
the committee.
Section 799-Cont(nued
Paragraph 4People v. Backer (1920), lA6 N. Y. Supp. 4b9; Terrell v.
Sfng (1929), 118 Te:. 237, 14 S.W. 2d, 788; People v.
Milliken (1908), 185 N. Y. 3b, 77 N.E. 872.
Pars~raph 6Fersue v. Rueeel (1915), 270 Ill. 3P4, 110 N.E. 130; People
ez rel, Hastings v. Hofatadter (1932), 338 N. Y. 425, 180
N.E. 108; In re Impeachment (1918), 22 Pa. DLt. 833;
eee elao Es perte Caldwell (1906), 61 W. Va. 49, 66 S.E.
910, 10 L. R. A. (N. 3.) 172.
Paragraph 6In re Leach (1922), 232 N. Y. 600, 19 N. Y. Sapy, 13b,
.134 N.E. 588.
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7. Testimony before a committee should be taken down
for the information of the house.
gec. 800. Witneaees in Legislative Inveatigationa
Ste also Sec. 797, Limitations on Right o/ a Lepiilative Body
to Inveaitpate.

1. By the common parliamentary law, a legislative body
may compel the attendance of all persons as witnesses
in regard to any subject on which they have power to
act, and into which they institute an investigation.
2. The power of a state legislative body to compel witnesses to testify in aid of investigations is an attribute
of the power to legislate and follows as an essential implication.
3. When witnesses are brought before either branch of
the legislature, they may be compelled to testify by
Section T99-Continued
Para=nph 7J~a~r~n, Sec. XIII.
3ectlon 800ParasrsDh 1E: perte D. O. McCarthy (1868), 29 Cal. 395; Ez parte
Bunkers (1904), 1 Cal. App. 81, 81 Pac. 748; FIendricka v.
Cartes (1918), 21 Ga. App. 52T, 94 S.E. 8(Y7; In re Gunn
(1893), 50 E{ea. 135, 32 Pac. 470; Attorney General v. Brie•
eenden (1930), 271 Mnae.172,171 N.E.82;State v. Brewster
(1918), 89 N. J. L. 858, 99 Ad. 338; Briggs v. MncKellar
(1854), 2 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30; Ez parts Dalton (1886), 44
Ohio St. 142, 5 N.E. 138; Sullivan v. Hill (1913), 73 W.
Va. 49, 79 S.E. 870.
PsrasraDh 2Attorney deneral ~. Briisenden (1930), 271 Meee. 172,
171 N.E. 82
Para~raDh 3Ez parts D. O. McCarthy (1886), 29 Cal. 396; Attorney
General v. Briseenden (1930), 271 Mau. 172, 171 N.E. 82;
Bri;~e v. MacKellar (18bb), 2 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 30; In n
Gann (1893), b0 Kan. 166, 32 Pac. 470; Es parts Daltoa
(1888),44 Ohio 8t. 142,6 N.E.138; Salliv~n ~. HW (1913),
73 W. Va. 49~ 79 B.E. 870.
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process of contempt, when without legal cause they refuse
to do so.
~. `Vitnesses before a legislati~~e body or its committee
need not be shorn, unless there is some provision of la~v
or of the constitution authorizing it, but give their testimony under the penalty of being adjudged guilty of eontempt, and punished, if they testify falsely.
o. "hen an}• person is examined before a committee,
or at the bar of the house, any member wishing to ask
the person a question must address it to the presiding
officer, who puts the question to the person. If the propriety of the question be objected to, the presiding ot~cer
should dirPet the witness, counsel, and parties to withdraw, for no question can be moved or put or debated
while they- are there. Sometimes the questions are pre~~iously settled in meriting before the witness enters,
6. A member, in his place, may give information to the
house of what he kno~~s of an~~ matter under hearinb at
the bar.
7. Either house may request, but not command, the
attendance of a member of the other. In ease a member
refuses to attend or testify, the house desiring his testimony may make the request by message to the other
house, expressing clearly the purpose of the attendance.
Section 800—Continued
Paragraph ~1—
Ez parte D. O. J4eCerthy (1868), 29 Cal, 39G.
Paragraph 5—
Je~erson, Sec. 4III.
Paragraph 6—
Jefferson, Sec. ~CIII.
Par~Braph 7—
JeQerson, Sec. VIII.
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8. If either house have occasion for the presence of a
person in custody of the other, they may ask the other
house for the custody of the person.
Sec. 301. Compelling Witnesses to Attend and Testify.
Power to Punish for Contempt
1. Each house of the legislature may punish breaches
of its authority when they are committed in its presence,
and may equally punish a witness for contempt of the
house for his refusal to appear or testify before a properly
empowered committee or to produce books and papers.
2. The power of a house of a state legislature to punish
person
for contempt can only be exercised in strict cona
formity with the rules of procedure which the laws of
the state provide as a prerequisite to the validity of an
adjudication of contempt.
3. A statute empowering either house to imprison a
contumacious witness is not in excess of legislative power.
Where a witness refuses to answer proper questions propounded by an investigating committee, it has been held
to be criminal contempt.
~ectlon tl00—Continued
Paragraph 8—
Jefferson, Sec. VIII.
Section 801—
Paragraph 1—
Ez parte Mef~arthy (1888), 29 Cal. 395; lu re Gunn (1893),
SO San. 15b, 32 Pac. 4T0; Burnham v, 3lorrissey (1859), 14
(fray (Macs.) 228; Lowe v. Summers (1897), 69 Mo. App.
637 ; In re Burnes (1912),204 N. T. 108,9T N.E. 508 ; Seeler
v, bleDonald (1885), 99 N. Y. 483, 2 N.F.. 613; Ez parte
Dalton (1886), 44 OEio St. 142, 5 N.E. 138 ; In re Impeachment (1913j, 22 Pa. Dist. 833; In re Falvey (1858), 7 Wie.
528; In re Battelle (1820), 207 Cal. 22T, 277 Pac. 725.
Para6rsDh 2—
In re Battelle (lOMJ), 20T Cal. 227, 277 Pac. 425,
Para`rayh 3—
People v. Keeler (1885), 99 N. T. 483, 2 N.E. 815; Ex paete
Wolters (1912), 84 Tex. Cr. 238, 144 3.~, 531.
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4. Witnesses cannot be punished for contempt before
a legislature unless the matters inquired into are within
the jurisdiction of the legislature. A witness before a
court or any other inquisitorial body who is otherwise
orderly and respectful cannot be adjudged guilty of
contempt committed in the presence of such tribunal for
his failure or refusal to answer any question or to produce any record, book or paper, unless the order S~
adjudging him guilty of contempt contains an express
recital of the facts affirmati~•ely showing not only the
precise question which he has declined to ans«•er, or the
precisely specified books or papers ~vhieh he has refused
to produce, but also affirmatively setting forth the facts

which show the materiality and pertinency of each of
these forms of evidence to the issue before the court or
tribunal.
5. In order to authorize a conviction under a statute
making it a misdemeanor for a witness in an investiga_
tion before a legislative committee to refuse to produce
documents in his possession, it must appear that the
documents demanded are material to the inquiry.
6. The right to compel a witness to produce books and
papers before a legislative committee is determined by
whether their production is necessary to the inquiry
Section 801—Continued
Paragraph 4—
Ez parte Hague (1930), 105 r. J. Eq. 134, 150 Atl. 322;
In re Battelle (1929), 207 Cal. 227, 277 Pac. 725.
Parasraph 6—
People v, Foater (1923), 238 N. Y. 810, 142 N.E. 304; In
re Battelle (1929),207 Cal. 2~T,277 Pac. 725 ;Federal Trade
Commission v, American Tobacco Co. (1924), 284 U. S. 298.
Paragraph 8—
In re Barnes (1912), 204 N. Y. 108, 97 N.E. 508; Buroh~m
v. Morrissey (1859), 14 Gray (Mesa.) 228; People ~. Foster
(1923), 236 N. Y. 810, 142 N.E. 304.
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which it is conducting, and the production of papers
material to an inquiry cannot be refused merely because
they are private.
7. An examination of the history of the English Parliament and the decisions of the English courts shows that
the power of the House of Commons, under the law and
customs of Parliament, to punish for contempt rests upon
principles peculiar to it and not upon any general rule
applicable to all legislative bodies.
g, No expressed power to punish for contempt was
granted to the houses of Congress except the power to
deal with contempt submitted by its own members (Const.
Art. I, See. 5). The houses have implied power to deal
directly with contempt so far as necessary to preserve
and exercise legislative authority especially granted, it
being, however,a power of self preservation. It is a power
to prevent acts which inherently prevent or obstruct the
discharge of legislative duty.
9. The powers of a local legislative body to punish for
contempt must be expressed clearly by conatitntion or
statute. Such powers cannot be implied or inferred.
10. A legislative house may refuse to a party, aummoned before it as a witness, the aid of counsel when
charged with contempt in not answering questions.
Section 801--Continued
PQragraph 7—
Kilboura v. Thompson (1880), 103 U. 5. 1H8, 28 L. Ed. 377;
Lowe v. Summers (1897), 89 Ddo. App. 837; Harebell v.
Gordon (1917), 243 U. S. 621.
Para~raDh S—
Marehall v. Gordon (1917), 243 U. S. 521.
ParairsDh 93tate v. Fitzgerald (1915), 131 Minn. 118, 164 N.W. 750.
Paragraph 10—
Ez parts D. O. McCart6~ (1888), 29 Cal. 396.
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5. ~i subpena for attendance of a ~~•itiiess is not vitiated
as to the necessity of the attendance of a witness by the
inclusion of illegal requirements for the production of
documents.

Sec. 802. 8nmmona,8ubpenas and Warrants
1. A legislative body or a committee, ~she~i acting
within the scope of its authority to conduct an investigation, may summon and examine witnesses, require the
production of and examine books, records and papers.

6. Chen a subpena duces tecum has been issued under
statutory authority showing that the purpose of the esamination «•as within the scope of the inquiry authorized.
the court cannot cancel the subpena nor enjoin the issuance of anv further subpena.

2. The law may make it a penal offense for a person to
fail to appear before a le~islati~•e committee on process,
regular on its face, issued b~• the chairman of the committee under general suthorit~• conferred upon him by the
committee, either expressly or by parliamentary usage,
either with or without specific authority in the particular
case.

i. When a ~~~itness lawfully summoned refuses to appear, awarrant may be issued to compel his attendance.
8. \o affidavit charging contempt need be filed before
a house to authorize it to issue its warrant to arrest a
contumacious person who refuses to testify before one
of its committees. The written report of the committee
is sufficient authority for the issuance of the warrant.

3. `Vhere a committee is authorized to subpena ~vitnesses, the chairman of the committee in conjunction ~vitli
its counsel may select the names and number of witnesses
for attendance at each session, and the chairman may
sign the summons for each witness. Subpenas should not
be issued in blank.

9. V~'hen a prisoner of the State of New York was
taken by the sergeant-at-arms of the House of Representatives under a warrant issued by said house, it is not an
escape and the state officer was not liable for his release.

4. A summons by the committee ordering a witness
to appear before a joint committee of the two houses, may
be signed by the chairman of the committee.

3ectton 802--Continued
Paragraph 5—
Ex patte Hugue (1929), 104 N. J. F.q. 31, 145 AH. 818.
Iaragraph fi—
In re ,~ertens (1919), 180 N. Y. Supp, 171.
Paragraph T—
Ez parte Hague (1929), 105 N. 7. ~q. 134, 14T JU. 220;
11'ilekens v. ~Villet (1878), 40 ~I. T. (1 Keyes) 521, 4 abb.
Dec. 598; E: parte Caldwell (1008), 81 W. Va. 49, 55
B.E. 910.
Paragraph 8—
Lowe v, Summers (1897),89 dlo. App. 837.
Ys~a~raph 9—
R'ilekene v. Willet (1878),40 N. F. (1 geyee) b21, 4 Abb.
Dee. 6A8.

Section 802—
Patagcaph 1—
E= parte Bunkers (190u), 1 Cal. App. 81, 81 Pac. 748; Ez
parte Dalton (1886), 44 Ohio St, 142, 5 N.E. 136,
Paragraph 2—
Btste v. Brewster (1918), 39 ~I. J. I.. fi58, ~9 Atl.:i3R;
People v. Foster (1923), 23ft ~I. Y, 610, 142 \.E. 30~; Sullirnn v. Hill (1913), i3 R'. ~'a. 49. 79 S.F,. G70; Iu re Chepman (1397), 188 U. S. 881, 41 L. F.d, 1164.
Paragraph 3—
State v. Scott (1916), S9 :Y. J. F.q, i48, JA Atl. 34'd:
Jefferson, Sec. XIII.
Paragraph ~—
Sullivan v. Hill (1913), 73 W. Va. 4U, 7U S.E. 670.
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10. A person disobeying a subpena of a legislative committee may be apprehended and brought before the com•
mittee by a sherit~ under a warrant issued to him, an~i
either prosecuted for a misdemeanor under a statute for
failure to obey the subpena or punished for contempt
by the legislature, but he cannot be punished by the
judiciary for contempt.
11. A writ of prohibition cannot be used to prevent
an administrative or legislative body from proceeding
with an investigation.
12. Service of a subpena or the execution of a warrant
requiring attendance before a legislative committee is
not "an arrest" within statute exempting members of
the legislature from arrest.
13. Warrants, subpenas, etc., issued during recess
of Congress are signed only by authority specially given.
The speaker also certifies cases of contumaeious witnesses
for action by the courts.
14. Witnesses summoned to appear before a city council
are entitled to definite notice of the time and place of
the meeting.
3ectlon 802—Continued
Paragraph 30—
People ez rel. Haatingn v, Hofstadter (193?), .58 \. 1,
426, 180 N.E. 108.
Para~raDh il—
People v. Milliken (1908), 183 N. Y. 35, 7? N.E. 872.
Parr~raDh 12—
People v. Hofstadter (1932), 268 N. Y. 425, 180 N.E. 108.
Pata~raDh 13—
U. S. Fiouae Rule 1, 80th Congress, note 828.
pas+irsDh 14—
Headrieks v. Curter (1918), 21 Gn. App. 527, 94 8.E. 807.

~NOEx
(Reterence~ are to eectiona and paragraph)
A
blanks, Blling, 418
amounts, 418-8
~heence of quorum does not adnames, 418-3
journ, 211
procedure on,411
Absentee ~•oting, 538
time,
418-8
fictions, changing, principle, 88
committee
of,
principle,
finality
85
amendments, 4(}4
consolidation of bipa, 417
adhering motions, laying on
debate on amendments,419
table, 338
ili~~ision of amendments, 410
taking from table, 492-7
equivalent amendments, 423
adjourn, motion to, 300 to 211
form of amendments, 400
amendment,20T
fri~•olous amendments, 401
form of motion, 20;i
germane, amendments must be,
future meetings, when no pro402
vision for, 201
governor's certificate, amendmotions, applicable to, 207-1
ment after, 422
not debatable when nnqualiimproper amendments,401
fied, 206
inserting
words, 412
procedure, 200
IayinF on the table, 399
renew, 207-v
minutes,
correcting,
renewal, 210
408
modifications, accepting, 403
right to, 204
precedence
of
of
future
motion
time
meetings when
and of .
amendments, 397
not provided tor, 203
reconsideration of motion, 398
vote, challenrtinR. 20A
rules, amendment, 408
vote required, 191, 208, 508
section numbers, correcting,
when in order, 202
405
Adjournment, 200 to 211
statement of question, 420
committee meetings, 837
striking out words, 413
committees, functioning after,
striking out or inserting pare822
graphe, 415
legislative sessions, 781
striking
out and inserting
lase than quorum, by, 506
words, 414
total legislative bodies, meetsubstituting
bills, 41T
inga of, 788
substituting measures, 41T
recess diatinguie6ed from, 214
substituting paragraph, 418
stns die, 445
tranapoaition of proviaioue,411
Adopted rules, suspension of, 280
~•ote required, 421
violation does not invalidate
what motions con be amended,
acts, 24, 25
398
Adoption of committee reports,
withdrawing amendments,403
885
Amend, motion to, 395 to 423
Amendnbility of particular moalternative propositions, 418
tione
amendnbility, test of, 396
adjourn, motion to (unqunliamendment of amendmeata,
6ed (uo)~ 9n~li6ed (7es))~
409
20T
bills, title amepdment~, 407
amend (yea), 398
(587 )
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(References are to ~ec[lonn and paragraphs)

Amendability of particular motions—Continued
amend an amendment (no),
401
:~ppenls (no), 233
call of the house ~ no), 19-~-5
closing or limiting debate
1 ~•es), 352
di~•ide question, demand for
fno1,314-2
motion fur fyes), 316-0
la}• on the tnhle, motion to
(no), 33x2
objection to consideration
(no), 298
order of names of considering;
questions lS'~). 304-2
parliamentary inquiry (no),
252-2
postpone definitely (yes),
310-3
postpone indeSnitely (no),434
previous question (no), 349
recess (Ses), 216-3
refer to committee (no),383
suspend rules, motion to (no),
283-6
noting, nominetiona or elections (yes), 308-2
~cithdrawal of motions (no),
275-2
lrmendments
amendments to amendments,
400
bills, 731
committee, consideration,687
proposed by,618,878
conference procedure concerning. (See also confe+'ance
procedure), 788 to 772
debate on, 419
division of, 410
equivalent, 423
ailing blanks, 413
frivolous, 401
form ot, 4Q0
germane, must be, 402
improper amendments, 401
modi6catione, accepting, 403

reconsideration after adoptini
of measure, 470
right to amend, principle, 64
~tntement of question nn, 421
~~•ithdra~cinq, ~}03
Announcing a cote, 5:5
:appeals, 230 to 235
amendment,.33
debate, 232
form. 231
In}~inR on the table, 338-8
precedence, 230
questions, presentation b~•, lq!
reconsideration, 235
~•Me required, 234
when in order, 230
ApPointmenta
committee, 603
conference committees, ;6b
executive, confirmation, 751
rrcuusideration nf, ~~3
arrest, ~ri~~ilege of member>
from, X60 to 571
assemblies, requisitPe to le~nl
action, 9S
:lssociationa, private. diner from
public bodies, ~l8
right to suspend rules, 282
Attendance, right to compel, 190,
191
:luthenticntion of committee
reports, 874
Authentication of passage of
bills, 738
authority to correct journal, 7pq

Ballot, ~•oting by, 536
Bills
amended, three readings, 72~
amendment, 731
tiilee, 744
approval or rejection by governor, 754
authentication of passage, 73A
calendar or Sle, passing on,494
rnmmittee amendmeata, 818
committee recommendations,
887
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(References are to sections and paragraph)
Bilis—Continued
passing bills on, 4D4
consideration, 726 to 741
reference to committee, from
consolidating, 417
385
effective dote, 741
special, 289
en,rossment. 735
Cull o: the mouse, 190 to 1~7
rnrullment, ?38
amendments not permitted,
first rending, 733
194-;
intrndnetion, 726
hrin~;in~ members in under, 19:~
committee, by, 618
debate, not permitted on, 194--:i
numherin,e, i28
demand for, 194
~uissege, 737
form, 196
presentation to governor, 740
less than quorum can compel
procedure on consideration,
attendance, 191
726 to 711
motions, applicable to, 194-5
printing, 733
motion for, 194
~uestiona, ns presenting, 146
precedence, 182
reronsi~ieration, 454, 457
proceedinss during, 196
reference to committee, 381
renewal, 19~--~
required readings, 720 to 723
ri;ht to compel nttendence,1911
second reading, i34
terminating, 197
section numbers, correction,
rho may order. 193
-10:;
Cells for committee meetings,
substitute, 817
828
substitution, 417
Calls for question, 162--1
third reading, 736
Calls for special sessions, 780
three readings
Casting ~~ote, 513
journal record, 723
when in order, 51~
separate days, 720
Chairman,808 to 611
suspension of requirement,
committee of the whole, 851
721
Chambers, le;;islnti~•e, T03, ?O(i
tides, 729
admission to, i05
urgency clauses, 730
use of, 706
veto, procedure on, i35
Chaplain, duties. 386--2
withdrawing, 727
Charges against members, incommittee, from, 481
t•estigation, ~(3~!
Blanks, Slling, 418
Charters, rules in, must be
Bringing question to vote, 523
complied with, 15
13usinese, committee reports as
Chief clerical officer, 534
presenting, 147
City councils, rules, right to
presiding officer, right to
adopt, lU
introduce, 583
Classification of motions,
17o to 180
Closing debate, 130 to 133
Calendar (See silo orders of the
Cloning, limiting, etc. debate,
day) 257 to 289
motion, 35~ to 381
consideration ot, 281
amendment, 352
defined, 25?-1
application of motions, 336
diQresaion from, 257-2
closing speeches, lU3
making up, 282
debate not permitted on,358-1
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(References are to sections and paragraphs)
Closing, limiting, etc, debate,
motion—Continued
effect of closing or limiting
debate, 359
form of motions, 35i
motions appticnble to, 338
nature of motions.:3:~:~
other means of, 3fi1
precedeneP. 333-3
renen•n1.3G0
cote required. 355-:
Committee (~Pe also re/erenee
to eommftfeel, 378 to 391
Committee of the whole,
850 to 858
chnirman, 6it
going into, 652
informal consideration, 837
limitations on, 655
procedure, 854
quorum. 653
gnaei committee of the whole,
8b8
returning from, 858
Committees
acting chairmen, 609
adjournment, functioning
after, 822
agencies of house. 815
ameadmenta by, 4(H
propoaiag, 818
eppoiutment of mover to committee, 8Q4
authority re measures,638
bills, propoein¢ amendments
to, 818
chairman, 808 to 811
dutfea, 811
reaigaation, 810
selection, 808
choice in reference, 387
delegated powers, have only,

sin

information far, 821
instructions to, 620
introduction of bills by, 818
inveatigatina, 799
joint committees,
chairman,884
defined, 883

instructions, 666
quorum, 885
reports, 867
~•otin~ in, 888
joint meetings, 889
meetings. 625 to G29
adjournment, 83i
attendnnce, 623
soils for, 626
can nct at only, 625
mnnner of considering measures, 834
order of considering messures, 833
procedure lase formal, 832
reconsideration, 83:~
sessions, during, 828
special, 827
members, cannot discipline,
81i
nominations bv,:r17
officers, GOS to 812
papers for, 621
powecs,815 to(i22
quorum, 813
recess, funetioniag during, 822
recommendntiona,879
rejection of measures, by,
83-2
reporting out legislation, 838
reports, 872 to 889
uut6entication, 8T4
bills, recommendations re,
882
consideration by body, 878
consideration of committee
amendments, 887
form, 8i2
improper reports, 880
information, reports for,884
laying ou table, 338-7
minoritS reports, 877
motion to adopt, 88b
preparation, 873
~iresentation, 8T5
question on adoption, 889
questionin` validity of, 881
queatioaa, ae presentin~,14T
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(References are to eecttonn and paragraphs)
Committees—Continued
procedure, must comply
reports—Continued
with,7
recommeadatioae of commitrules, adopted, must comply
tees, 888
with, 21
"~
records of committee acContracts, reconeideration cantions, 679
not disturb, 452
reports as presenting quesCorrected
journal, 701
tiona, 14T
Correcting,jouranl,899
special reports, 883
vubatitute measures, 898
Correcting, vote,527
secretary of, 812
special committees, 840 to 645 Courts
debate, reference to in, 110
dischnrge or dissolution, 84-!
expulsion of members, have nn
instructions to, 641
powers re, 563
meetings, 642
legislative policy, no control
membership, 648
over, 72
procedure in, 643
powers over legislative bodies,
special meetings, 827
73, 74
bubcommitteee, appointment,
rule-making power, no control
powers, ate„ 880
over, 71
substitute bills, 817
Cutting oS debate, 131
vice chairman, 812-1
Cummon law, parliamentary
D
law is branch of, 44
Debatable motions,81
Communications as presenting
Debate, 80 to 132
questions, 148
ael~ing questions of members,
Compelling attendance of
114
members, 190
breaches of order, 121
Computing s quorum, 501
call to order, 122
Conference committees, 789
cloyed by putting question, 13Y
appointment,788
meetings, 789-2
closing, 130 to 133
reports, 770
closing speech, 103
Conference procedure, 768 to 772
conduct of, 110 to 114
concurrence in amendments,
courts, reference to, ia, 110
788
cutting o~,131
Conferences between houses, 784
definite proposal required for,
tree conference, 772
i4o
receding from amendments,
decorum in, 120 to 127
?87
disorderly, words, 123
vote on adoption of conference
ezecuti~e, reference to, in, 111
report, ?71
equality in,]20
Coneideratioa, objection to (See
Poor, right to hold,94
atio oLjeotior to con~idnayielding in debate, 95
tion), 293 to S00
immediately pending gneetioa,
Consideration, committee
67
reyorta, 878
interruption of speakers, 92
Constitution, journal, regnireinterruption, principle joreraments concerain~, 894
in~, 81
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(References are co sections and paragraphs)
Debate no particular motions
Debate—Continued
adjourn, f uaquelified (no),
limiting on closing (See also
qualified (yea)), 208
cloain~, limiting or extendamendments (yes), 419
inp limits on debate) 355 to
appeals (yes), 232
381
call of tUe house (no), 19~-Fi
limited, motions permitting, 83
closing or limiting debate
limited to question, 101
fno), 358-1
main questions, motions opendivide question
inq to debate. 84
demand for (nol, 314-2
one propn~ition nt n time. 58
motion for (yes), 318-,5
one speech onlc on a question,
lay
on the table (no), 335
102
manner of considering quesorder on, 141
tione (no), 3(34-2
other house, imprnj~er remarks
objection to consideration
concerning, 127
(no), 2f18
reference to in, 110
order of considering questions
papers, reading in, 112
(no), 302
pnreRrnplis, consideration by,
orders of the day (no), 259-1
113
parliamentary innuiry (no),
personalities not permitted in,
252
,
3
124
points of order (no), 248
personal disputes of member,
poetpooe definitely (limited),
125
389
place of speaking, 93
poatpoue indefinitely (opens
presiding officer, addressed to,
main question to debate),
110
433
complaints against, 128
previous question (ao) 349
privileged questions (tlependa
right to debate, 98, 583
on question),178-3
preventing by putting
recess (no), 218-3
question, 132
reconsideration (opens main
preventing or limiting, 381
question to debate), 471
principle governing, 83
refer to committee (limited),
proposals for action,140 to 150
388-1
purpose, 80
suspend raise (no), 283-8
question, limited to, 101
take from table (no),492-8
required [or, 100
voting, nominations or elecquestions not nlways considtiona (no), 308-2
ered as, 85
withdrawal of motion (no),
recognition for, 91
270-2
right to debate, 80
to accept once, 555
Declining
80
principle governing,
Decorum in debate, 120-12T
right to floor, 90 to 98
Definitions
right to interrupt, 92
dilatory motions, 180
suggestions not considered na,
general orders, 283
fib
incidental motions, 177
what motions are debatable,
main queetion~, 179
81,82
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(References are to sections and paragraphs)
Definitions—Continued
E
parliamentary law, 3v
Effective date of legislation, 741
privileged questions, 176
Election and qualification of
subsidiary questions, 178
members,580 to 584
Definite postponement (See also Elections,
552 to 558
374tpone definitely) 385 to
declining to accept, 555
eQective date of, 564
Delegation oP powers, 51, 512-8,
majority vote required, 553
519
precedence of motions re,30&-1
Demnade by members, 182
reconsideration, 453
right of single member, 182.3
vacancies, 558
Determining manner of voting,
voting in, manner of, 552
531
Emergency powers of presiding
Dilatory motions, 180
o~cer, 578
Discharge a committee, when
Engmsament of bills, 735
motion in order, 712
Enrollment of bills, 738
Discharge of special committees,
enrolled bill rule, 897-2
844
Equality of members, 52
debate, in, 120
Discipline of members, 581
Disorderly words used in debate, Enuivalent amendmeaty, 423
F.rrora in messages, 782
123
Excuee from voting, 521
Dispensing with proceeding
Executive appointments, conunder s call, 197
9rmation, 731
Disputes between members, 12:~
communicntiona with, 753
Division, verifying vote by, 5S3
debate,
reference to, in,
rotivg by, 533
110, 732
Division of questions, 310 to 318 Ez o~cio
offcera, 587
demand for, 311
Explanation of vote, 528
debate, 312-2
Expulsion of members, 582
procedures, 312-1
powers of courts re, 563
form, 315-2
F.~pun~e, motion to, 444
motion for division, 318
~~tending debate (See also cloaamendments, 315
fnp, ItimitinD or extending
debate, 318-5
limits on debate), 357 to
motion to divide, 318
3~1
precedence of demand, 314-1
precedence of motion, 318-5
F
questions which can be diFile (Srv, also Orders of the
vided, 313
Day), 257 to 289
right to demand, when,
passing bills oa, 494
310, 311
Filling blanks, 418
suspension of right, 312
First reading of bills, 733
separate votes, 311-2
Floor, nominations from, 548
Double motions, 183
oreaiding officer, right to, 98
Duties, chief clerical officer,
light to bold, 94
584
yielding in debate,85
pnriiepientarian, 58b
Form
preeidinQ officer, 576
proposals, generally, 142
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Forms, particular
adjourn, motion to,°05
amendments, 400
announcing n ~•ote, 525
appeals, 231
call of the Louse, lA4-~6
closing, limiting, etc., debate,

le~islntion, approval or rejection, 754
messages from, 750
presentation of bills to, 740
reference to in debate, 752
relations with, 750 to 735

357
committee reports, 672
information, requests for,°53
lsy on the table, motion, 334
main motions, 411
objection to consideration, 297
order or manner of considering
questions, motions re, 304-8
parliamentary inquiries, 251
points of order, 243
postpone definitely, 388
postpone indefinitely, 432
previous question. 347
privilege, questions of,228
recess, 212
reconsider, motion to, 465
reference to committee, 388
roll call vote, 535
suspend rules, motion to,283-3
voting, nominations or elections, motions re, 308-3
voting by division, 533-2
Fraud, acts, will invalidate, 28
Free conference, 772
Future consideration of motions,
184
Future Drocedure, motions relatina to,489

H
House, committees are agencies
of, 616
amendments, receding from,
767
conferences between, 784
committees on, appointment,
788
meetings, 789-2
reports, i70
free conference, 772
discipline of members, X81
espulaion of members, 582
officers are responsible to, 58A
other, improper remarks concerniag, 127
messages, delivery to, 783
from, 781
reference to, in debate, 110
rernnaideration of measures
from, 459
relations with, 127, 780 to 784
privilege of the, 221

Q
General order of business,

710 to 714
General requirements concerning
meetings, i85
dovernor, 750 to 753
appointments, con8rmatioa

of, 751
certificate of necessity of passage, amendment of bills
after, 422
communication witG, 753

1
Illegal votes, 517
Improper committee reports, 880
Incidental moliona, list of,
187-B
Incidental questions, 177
Indecorum
Call to order, 122
disorderly words, 123
Indefinite postponement, (Ste
aian postpone indefinitely)
430 to 438
distinguished from de8n[te
postponement, 374
Informal consideration, 837
Information, committee reports
for, 884
Information, requeeU for, 2b3
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(References are to sections and paragraphs)
Inquiries (Cec nlao parfiamentary ingniriea), 250 to _^.i
-4
goe~ti~~n~ ~~resented by, 14~J
Instructions to committees, 620
special committees, 6~l1
[nterrupti~n of sprnkers, 92
introduction of hills b}• committees, ~1S
Intmduclinn uF Iv;;isL•ition, i36
Li~•e~ti~ntious, 7~:~ to 002
committees, 7!1~J
contempt, pn~car to punish
for, 801
limitrttion~ un, 7'J7
members, ohar~es against,
fi64, 796
methods of in~esti~ntions, ?98
right to make, i95
respecting members,:564, 798
summons, subpenns,802
witnesses in investigations, S00
compelling nttendnnce, SOl
subpenna, summons and
warrants, S03

Joint committees fgee also comniitteea, joint), (3G3 to 68A
Joint meetings, quorum, X02-5
Joint rules, 20
Joint sessions of legislative
bodies, 782
Journal, 894 to 702
authority to correct, 700
constitutional requirements re,
894
correcting,, manner of, 899
corrected journal, 701
enrolled bill rule, 697-2
manner of correcting, 89l1
minutes of local legislative
bodies, 702
passage and legality of bills,
establishing, 897-1
reading, 898
record of proceedings, 896
rernrd of readings of bills, 723
what should be recorded, 898

L
I,a~~ on the table, motion to,
330 to 341
ndherinR motions, 338
:amendment of motions to, "
33:r-?
amendments to motions, 33Q-.
applies to what, 331
debate on motion, 33:i
effect of, 337
form of motion, 3:i~
motions n~plicable to, 333
precedence of motion, 33~
purpose of motion, 330
taking questions from the
table, 341
reconsideration not in order.
340
renewal, 339-1
vote required, 338
when motion is in order. 33^_
I.P~islation lSee also bills)
effective date, 741
executive approval or rejection, ?54
urgenes clauses, 730
veto, procedure on, i~5
Le~isiative bodies
adjournment of sessions, 731
associations, private differ
from, 46
calls for special sessions, iS0
contempt, pon•er to punish for,

sot

courts, powers concerning,
73, 74
in~•estigations h~• I See also
investigations), 7D5 to 302
joint rules, ?0
joint sessions, 7S2
policy, courts 6a~•e no control
over, 72
powers, cannot delegate,
vl, b12~, X19
procedure, right to regulate
own, 2
right to investigate, 795
limitations on, T97
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Legislative bodies—Continued
rules, right to adopt, 19
right to change, 22
7,egislative chamber, 705, 708
l~egislati~~e investigations,
795 to 802
Legislative investigating committees, 799
Legislatures, calls for special
sessions, 780
Limiting debate (See nl+o cloaing, iimitinp, etc., debate)
333 to 361
Local legislative and ndministrutice bodies
charter, provisions governing
procedure, 15. 19, 21
meetings
adjourned, 788
can act only at, 7S5
notice of meetings, 789
piece of meetings, 790
regular meetings, 788
special meetings, 787
time of meetings, 791
parliamentary authority
adoption, 30
parliamentary law, not held
strictly to, 40
procedure, right to regulate, 2
quorum, 500
rules, adoption, lv
right to change, 22
right to suspend, 23
M
itain motions, 440 to 445
adjourn sine die, 445
deSned, 440
form, X41
list of, 18?
postpone indefinitely, opens to
debate, 433
procedure, 442
procedural, 488
precedence, 490
reconsider, motion to, opens
to debate, 471
renewed, may not be, 181

~~•hnt nre, ~~0
Majority control, principle of,
u0
~iajority vote, 510
~Innnar of selecting committees,
600
)Lunner of toting, :i30 to 538
\Ia~•or ns presiding officer, 577
Jieusurea (See al+o Lilla)
Consolidating, 417
substituting, 417
\IeetinRs
uliyence of quorum does not
adjourn, 211
adjournment when no pro~~i.
siou for future, 201
n~ijournment when time of future meetings not 6=ed, 203
committee (Ste aleo committee~—rneetinpa), 835 to 82A
attendance, 828
enlling, 828
can act only at, 825
committee, special, 827
lacnl legislative bodies
adjourned meetings, 788
can act only at u meeting,
785
notice of meetings, 789
place of meetings, 790
regular meetings, 788
special meetings, 787
time of meetings, 791
;,rogrnms, special for, 289
special committees, 642
special orders, for, 288
time of, 203
Jtembers, u80 to b64
appointment to cummitteee,
802
uyking questions of in debate,
114
nt[endance, compelling (See
alau cal! o) the house),
190 to 107
call, bringing in udder, 193
call to order in debate, 122
calls for question, 18?r-4
cloainQ debate, 103
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(References are to sections and paragraphs)
\[timbers—~'ontinued
char~ees against, investigation,
•;6~
committee meetings, atte~id•
+iuce, 829
~~~mmitcees cannot discipline,
G19
demands by, 182
discipline by house, 561
disorderly words used in
debate, 123
cl~etiou anti nualifirution,
:ifi0 to X64
chnrRes against, in~•estigation,
:i6~
discipline, 56l
olectious, each house is judge,
:ice
e~~uulit3•, ~2
debate, in, 12Q
explanation of vote, 32 1
Nrpulsion. 383
courts have no power re, F63
house, by, 582
Hoar, right to hold, ~
yii~l~lin~ in debate, 95
Louse is judge of election and
~~uali6cationa, 560
information requests for, 253
iuterruptinu uf, principle, 81
investigations em~cerning, 7:?G
nomination to committees, BOl
not ~~otinq, presumptions, 516
other house, reference to in
debate, 127
relations with, 780
personal dtsputea between, 12
pee~onal e~~lauation, 224
personal interest, member having may not vote, u22
member having not counted
in quorum, 60-2
personal privilege, 222, 223
privilege from arrest, 688 to
571
constitutional basis of rule,
588
early rule, 589
yroeent role, "070

u•heu ~mi~-ilP;;e ;applies, i7I
~~unlificntions. rael~ house is
judge, 58f1
~I~~orum, counting to constitute.:~02-7
reco;nition foc ~lebnte, Pl
.~penkiu~;, interruption, 03
•~pPech, one nary uu question,
102
special committees, 640
~•oting, excuse from, 521
\Iessnges bet«•een houses, 781
deiicer~•, iO3
errors in, i62
\[es~nKes from the go~~ernor, 7:i0
\Iinoritp reports, 6i7
rules are for protection of 1-3
Minutes
local le;islatire bodies, 702
correcting, 40fi
Motion to adjourn (See also
~djnurn 1, 200 to 210
J[~~tinn to arlju~n•n sine diN. ,1-1:~
\lotiuu to amend (Ste also
ninend, n~nfion in), 395 to
433
Jlotion to close nominations, 54!1
J[otiou to dispense with constitutionnl readings, 495
3[otion to expunge, 444
\Tatra❑ to lay on the table (See
also !ay on the table), 330
to 341
3fotion to reconsider (See alau
reconsider, motion to), 450
to 473
.Motion to rescind, 4130 to 483
Motion to rntifp, 443
Motion to recess (See also receaa, motion to), 214 to 216
.11otiou to reopen nominations,
5a0
Motion to take from desk, 493
Jiotion to take from table, 492
3lotione (Bee olro particular
motions)
acceptance by presiding oIDcer,
158
nmendebility, principle,84
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Jiotiona—Continued
application to other motions,
principle, 39
application of other motions to
particular motions, 21fr3
adjourn, 207-1
cell of the hour, 1,1~--3
closing or limiting Jebnte.
388-4
meaner of considerinS questions, 303, 31)-1
objection to consideratim~,
29T
order of considering questions, 302, 301
order or manner of consicl•
Bring questions, 304--~1
orders of the dap, °5'J-1
pout of order, °~6
postpone definitely, 370
postpone tnde6nitely, 434
reconsider, motion to, 472
refer to committee, 388
suspend rules, motion to,
283-6
bills and ordinances, 146
business under regulnc
order, 165
changes ia, suggesting, 156
classification, 175-180
committee reports as presenting q~iestions, 147
consideration at future time,
164
debatable, principle governing,
83
what are, 81
what are not, 82
debate, main question, which
open to, 84
debate, motions permitting
limited, 83
dilatory, 180
double, 183
hlQher precedence, acceptance
of, 158
incidental motions, daeaificn•
tion, 17T
debate, 177!

definition, 17i-1
inci<lPntnl mein motions,
defined, 187
list of motions, 137
motions, suhsirlinr~ n~p~~.
ciition, 177-i,
precedence, 17i-2, 3
main motions, clas.ificution,
179
consi~lererl nn~r nnl~• dnrin^
s~~tivinn, l.i!)
defined, 187
PrPrrrience has reference tn,
183
rene~rnl not permitted, 761
mo~•inq element oL 1~1
nominations, relating to, 307,
30S
number of, is unlimited, 1.91
nr~iPr of business, place in, 71~
ordinances as proposals, laR
place of presentation, 135
presentation, 1~5 to 183
presiding officer, 581
privileged motions, 176
clnssiflention, 178
debate on, 173
definition, 176-1
motions subject to, li8-}
precedence, 178-2
procedural motions, debate not
permitted, 81
reconsideration, not subject
to, 458
renewal permitted, 180
use, principle of, S$
questions presented by, 1~1-t
regular onler, not required
under, 711
renewal, principle governing,
8T
request to withdraw, 214
right to withdraw, when, 272
seconds to, 15?
principle governing, 82
scope of term, 158
statement by presiding o~cer,
158
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1lotions—Continued
purpose, 293
subsidiary motions, amendrenewal, 296--2
ment, 178-7
vote required, 299
debate, 17&-8
w6ut may be objected to, 29.1
definition, 178-1, 2, 3
when may objection be made,
list of, 187
296
motions applicable to, 178-8
who may make objection, 295
precedence, 178--1, 5
Odce, declining to accept, 55:,
vote, 178-9
vacancies, in, 536
time of presentation, 150
Officers (See rtlso preaidinp oj•
use of claseification,182
ficer and other ogicera Ly
~•oting, relating to, 308, 308
title), 5i5 to 590
withdrawal, 272 to 278
chaplain, duties, 588-2
effect of, 278
chief clerical officer 584
motion for, 275
committee, 808 to 612
request for, 274
compensation, 580-3
when consent required, 273
ex otTicio, 587
when can be made,158
purliamenta~ian, 585
presiding officer, 575 to 583
morinR element iv proyoeale,
141
removal, X90
reaponaibility to house, 589
N
secretary, 584
~Iominatione, 545 to 550
sergeant•at•arms, duties,
committee by, 547
~i8~1
committee, members of, 601
selection, 588
floor, from, 548
One i~p2ch only on a question,
manner of making, 545
motion to close, 649
motions relating to, 307, 308, Order (See points of order)
Order of business, 710 to 714
540
precedence of motions re,
motloas relating to, 711
motions under, 186
308-1
taking up questions out of
presiding o~cer, by, 548
order, 713
reopening, 550
unfinished business, 714
Notice, meetings of local legielausual order, 110
tive bodies, 789
Orders, as presenting business,
\once, reconsideration cannot
145
defeat, 455
Orders of the day sad calendar,
tiumbers of bills, 728
257 to 269
0
consideration of, 281
debate oa, 25-1
Objection to consideration, 2U3
defined, 25T-1
to 300
demand tor, 257,4
amendments, 298
eQect of demand tor, 280
debate, 298
general orders deBaed, 283
effect of, 300
malcin6 up calendar, 282
form, 297
meetinse, special orders for,
motions applicable to, 298
288
precedence, 298
motfoas, aDDuh~oa to, 269-1
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Orders of the day and
calendar—Continued
postponed queatio¢ may become, 373
precedence, 258
programs, specinl. 389
renewal af, call for, 25x-2
special orders, coaHict between, 286, 288
deSned, 263
meetings, for, 288
motions to set, 284
postponement, 287
Ordinances, questions, as presenting, 146
Other house, debate, reference
to in, 110
messages, delivery to, 783
messages from, 781
reconsideration of measures
from, 4~9
relations with, 127, 780 to 78~
P
Papers, readin6 in debate, 111
by,
consideration
Paragraphs,
113
striking out or inserting, 415
substituting, 416
Parliamentarian, duties, 585
selection, 585
Parliamentary authority, adoption, 30
contains, what, 31
effect of, 32
Parliamentary inquiries,
230 to 254
amendment not permitted,
252-2
debate. not permitted, 252-2
form, 231
information, requests tor, 253
motions not applicable to,
252-2
precedence, 252
purpose, 250
requests, generally, 254
Parliamentary law
adoption of authority, 30

common law, is brunch of, 44
defined, 35
governs, when, 37
locnl bodies not held strictly
to, 40
not determined by any one
body, 38
precedents end usages, 39
principles. 44, d5, 87
public and private bodies
differ, 48, 47
sources, 38
sue~eneion of rules of, 280
Passage of bills, 73?
Personal explanation, 224
Personal privilege, :22, 223
Personal interest, members ha~•ing may not vote, 522
members having not counted
for quorum, 502-2
Personalities not permitted in
debate, 124
Petitions qa presenting que~•
Lions, 148
Place o[ meetings of local legialetice bodies, '790
Place of speaking, 93
Plurality vote, CiPi3
Pointe of order, 240 to 248
amendments not in order,
248-2
consideration of, 244
debate, 248
form, 243
motions applicable to, 248-2
precedence, 241, 248
presiding officer may state
reasons, 243-2
purpose, 240
questions, ea presenting, 149
submisai~n to bod3~, 245
use, limitations
,~ p
on~, 242
vote, 245-1, 2'IV'~l
voting, during, 524
when in order, 241
Postpone de8aiteiq, 38b to 374
application of motion, 385
nmeadment, 340-5
debate limited, 388
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Postpone definitely—Continued
incidentnl motions, 1R5
form of motion, 368
la}' nn the table, :333
indefinite postponement, dismnin motions, 442
tinguished from, 374
objection to consideration, ~Jti
lnyin~ on the table, 370-1
orders of the day, 258
motions, ap~licntion to, 370
parlinmentnry inquire, 2:i2
pending question only, 367
points of order, 241. 246
Pnatponement, 37x5
postpone definitel9, 386
postponed questions ns orders
Postpone indefinitely, 431
of the rlap, 373
previous question, 343
precedence of motion, 386
P~i~•ileged questions, 176-0
reconsideration, 372
privile~¢, questions of, 2°5
reference to committee. 370-3
prncedural main motions, -1:1Q
renewal, 372
recess, 215
~•ote required, 371
reconsider consideration of
Postpone indefinitely, 430 to 438
motion, 460
amendment, 333
making of motion, 461
debate, 433
refer to committee, 3?'J
form of motion, 432
rescind. 982-2
main questim~, opens to dPbale,
suspend rules, ~33-5
433
take from table. 492-1
motions, applicntioii of, ~13d
~•otinq, nominations nr etrcprecedence of motion, 431
tions, motions re, 308-1
purpose of motion, X30
Preparation of committee rereconsideration, 136
ports, 873
renewal not permitted, -436
Presentation of bills to go~~ernor,
use of tuotion, 430
740
~•ute required, 43~
Postpone temporarily (See aJao Presentation of committee reports, 675
lay on the table) 342
Postpone to certain time (D`ee Presentation of motions, 155 to
185
also postpone definitely),
385 to 374
Presiding officer, 575 to 593
Powers, legislative body ennnot
acceptance of motions, 136
delegate, al, X12-8, 519
nQdressing the, 110
amendments, statement of,
Fowera of legislative committees (Cep also committees,
X20
:appeals from decisions of,
po~cera), 81.i to 822
330 to ?3~i
I'rPcedence of particular motions
:appointment of committees,
adjournment, 200
(302
amend, motion to, 397
appeals, 230
committee reports, statement
call of the house, 192
of question on, 889
close or limit debate, 358--3
complaints against, 128
consideration of motion to redebate, sdQressed to, 110
conaider, 989
right to debate, 96, 583-2
divide question
dilutorp motions, duty con•
~lemun~ for, 314
earning, 180
motion for, 316-b
duty to present business,257-I
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manner of raising, 228
personnl explanation, 224
personal privilege, 222, 223
precedence, 225
privilege of the house, 221
n~6at are, 220
Privilege<1 questions, 178
Procedural main motions, 488 to
495
may be renewed, 180
use of, 58
Procedure
committee meetings,632 to 837
committee of the whole, 854
consideration of legislation,
i26 to 741
future, motions relating to,489
moat simple and direct to be
followed. 55
nece~atty for rules of, 1
right to regulate, 2
quorum, in absence ot, 505
special committees, 843
Proposals for notion, 140 to Z50

Presiding otEcer—Continued
duties generally, 575
refusal to perform, 578
emer;ency power, 578
e~pinnation of vote, 523-2
introduce business, right to,
3S3
limitations on, 579
mayor ns, 377
motions affecting, 582
nominations by, 548
procedure, decides questions
on. 240
quorum, when counted in,
602-4
right to debate, vote end introduce business, 533
rules, duty to enforce, ?40
selection. 530
statement of motions, 158
etntement of reasons for decision on point of order,
245-2
vote, right to, 583
Presiding o6icer pro tempore
election, 576
duties, 578
Previous question, 345 to 3U2
nmendmeuts not permitted, 319
debate not permitted, 349
effect of, 351
demand or motion for, &16
form, 347
motions, applicable to, 349
precedence, 348
renewal, 352
use of, 345
vote, re9uired, 330
Printing of bills, 732
Pri~•ileRe of the house ($ee also
pritiilege, Raeationa oj), 221
Privilege of members from arrest
(See also me»i6era, privilept
from anett), 6(i8 to 571
Privilege, questions of, 220 to
228
cleeaee ot, 220-3
defined, 2'>0
form, 228

Question of uo quorum, 504
(Zuestions of privilege (See a1~o
privilege, queitiona oJ), 2-p
to 228
Questions
asking of members is deDnte,
114
bringing to vote, 130, 523
committee reports ns present•
ing, 147
debate, limited to, 101
debate, required for decision,
100
debate, right to, 90
division of (8te also diouion
of queationi), 310 to 318
how come before body, 143
immediately pending, 5T
incideatsl, 177
laying on table, 330

maw, i7s

manner of coniiderin~, 308,
304
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Questions--Continued
motions as presenting, 144
Rattfc, motion to, 443
order of considering, 302, 3~
I2endinR )o~~rnnl. 698
points of order as presenting
Reading papers in debate, 11?
149
Receding from amendments, 76
privileged, 176
Recess, committees functioni❑
procedural, renewed, may be
during, 62.
isa
resolutions cis presenting, 14;, ReceQs, motion to, 314 to 216
:cope of term, 150
Adjournment distinguished
~ubsidiary~, 178
from, 414
substantive, cnusidered only
amenclnble, 216-3
once during session, 153
dehnte, 216-3
taking from the table, 341
form, 216-?
taking up out of order, i13
motions, npplicahle to, 226-E
vote required to decide, 620
precedence, 215, 216-9
withdrawing from committee
renen-al, 316-8
391
~•ote required, °16-1
Quorum, G00 to 507
Recognition of members for debnte, 91
udjourn,lese thap quorum can,
X08
Recommenr]ations of committees,
nttendence, compelling by leas
688
than, 191
Reconsider, motion to, 430 to 473
committee, 502-8, 613
lmendments after adoption of
committee of the whole, 853
measure, 470
computing, 601
appeals,.35
counting members to deterbills, 484, 457
mine, 503-2
confirmation of appointments,
indefinite membership, bodies
433
having, a07
contrnets not disturbed by
joint meetings, 502-5
reconsideration, 452
majority uauelly constitutes,
debate on motion, 471
500-3
effect of motion, 487
members entitled to vote coneffect of reconsideration, 483
stitute, 502-2
elections, reconsideration, 453
members ea o~cio, 502-7
form of motion, 485
members present constitute,
motions applicable to, 472
503
notice, cannot defeat. 455
necessity of,48,49,500
other house, measures from,
prceedure in absence of, 505
459
presiding o6icer, when
procedural motions not subject
counted, 502-4
to, 456
question o[ no, 504
precedence of consideration of
regularly quelI6ed members,
motion, 489
502-1
precedence of making of
required to take legal actions,
motion, 482
soo-i
renewing motion, 486
specific number aa, 502
rules, regulation by, 480
who counted to determine, 502
right to, 460
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purpose of motion, 3i8
reference ashen amendments
pending, 383-3
cegutar order, deviation from,
383
rrne~~•uf, 390
~~ote re~uiced, 389
«•ithdrnwins questions from
committees, 391
Regular mPetings of l~enl legis•
lnti~•e 6ndies, 786
Ke~ulnr order of business, motious under, 185
Relations Frith ececutire, 750 to
?30
Itelntinna with ot4er house, i60
to 764
Remoral of presiding officer, SA:
Remo~~al of officers, 590
Renewal of motions, adjourn,
207-5, 210
call of the House, 194-4
limit debate, motion to, 38Q
moaner of considering questione, motions re, 3(14-~4
orders of day, call for, 259-3
objection to consideration,
288-2
order of considering questions,
motions te, 304-4
poatpoae deSnitely, 372
postpone indeRnitely, 438
previous question, 352
princip3e governing, 87
recess, 218-8
reconsider, motion to, 466
refer to committee, 390
rescind, motion to, 482-3
suspend rules, motion to,283-8
take from table, motion to,
492-6
~•oting, nominations or elections, motions re, 302
Reopening nominations, 508
Reports of committees (See olio
committee rtporta), 872 to
689
Reports of conference committeea, 7i0

Reconsider, motion
to
--Continued
second time, not permitted,
457
subject must be within conttol to permit, 404
~uGstantive propositions,
subject to, 45T
vested rights cannot be distnrbed, 4b2
~~etoed measures, 408
sots required, 473
chat esa he reconsidered, 4~1
when motion may be coaaidered, 483
when motion may be made,481
who may move to reconsider,
484
withdrawing motion, 273-3,
468
Reconsideration, amend, mot9on
to, 398
committee, in, 63Ci
decision is final for session,
3D8
lag on the table, motion to,
333-4,340
postpone deftnitely, 372
postpone indefinitely, 436
right of, principle, 65
Recording votes, 528
Records, custody of clerical
officer, 584
houses,894 to 702
Refer, motion to, 378 to S91
amendment, 380-2
application of motion, 38q
bUls, reference to committee,
381
calendar reference of bIIle
from, 3$5
choice of committees, 387
correction of errors in refer•
save, 382
~3ebate, 388-1
form of motion, 388
laying on table, 338-3
motions, spplitationa to, 388
precedence of motion, 379

I\DES
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(Referepces are to sections attd paragraphs)
Bequests generally, 254
rule making power, courts
information foc, ?53
cannot control, 71
withdraw motion, 271
sources
Required rote, examples, olu
adopted authority, 3-1
adopted rules, 3-1
gescind, motion to, 430 to 483
charters, 3-1
precedence, 482-2
renewal, 492-3
constitutional rules, 3-1
judicial decisions, 3-1
use of motion, 960
Parliamentary law, 3-1
vote required, 483
statutory rues, 3-1
n~hnt actions can be rescinded,
scacncorr, 1a
481
failure to comply ~~•ith, 11
who mn~~ make motion, 482-1
4us~ension (See also ~uspengesolutions, ns presenting busiaion of the rutrs), 273 to
ness, 143
289
Right of legistatice bodies to inimplication, by, ?63
vestignte, T98
unanimous consent, 334
Right to adopt rules, 1'J
rote on, 288
Roll call sole, 535
technical, ~a~•e re~:trictPd a~iRates
plication, 54
adopted ui~thority, A0, 31, 32
usages, as source, 39
adopted, violation does not in~•otin~, rules governiu~, 520 to
validate acts, 24, 25
524
amendment of, 408
charter, must be complied
with, 15
:second reading of hills, i3-!
con9irt bet~ceen, 3-3
~econtla to motions, nn[ rewired,
constitutional, compliance
157
with, 7,21
principle governing, 62
rieSnite, necessity for, 53
aecretarp, duties, 544
debate, one question, 58
Select committees (See also comjoint, 20
n:itteer, apeerat), 6-l0 to 645
judicial interpretation, 3-2
Selection of committees (See
necessity for, 1
also committees, eeteclion),
parliamentary authority,
600 to 80~
adoption, 30
appointment ny presiding ofeffect oE, 32
ficer, 802
parliamentary lan•, de&nevi, 35
informal selection, fiO3
governs, when, 37
manner of selection, 600
sources, 38
nomination of members, 6A1
powers, delegation, 51, 519
Selection of presiding o~cer, b80
precedents, as source, 39
Selection of o~eers, 588
presiding o~eer to enforce,
Sergeant at arms, 58H
240
public bodies and private as- Sessions of state legislatures,
i80 to 782
soeiationa differ, 47
Sine die, motion to adjo~~rn, 445
purposes of, 1
$peciat committees (See olio
right to adopt, 18
eommiiteea, special), 640 to
right to change, 22
845
ri`ht to suspend, 23, 281
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Toting—Continued
lav on the table, 336
bringing question to, 130, 523
objection to consideration,
casting vote, 513
299
when in order, B14
points of order, ?4a-1, 248--}
correcting, 627
postpone definitelc, 3i1
debate closed by, 133
postpone indefinitely, 435
determining manner of taking,
precedence of motions,308-2
531
previous question, 350
division, by, 533
recess, 21G--~
elections, 552
reconsicjeration, 473
effectice, requirements, 518
refer to committee, 389
ezpinnatioa, 528
rescind, 483
illegal votes, 517
suspension of rules, 238
majority vote required, 510
take from table, 492-8
election, for, 553
withdrawn) of motion, 275-2
manner of, 530 to 538
rules go~•erning, 520 to 528
members excused from, 521
roll call s J3J
more than majority, mey be
tnl:ing, manner of, 530
required. 511
determining, 331
motions resoling to, 308, 308
tellers, taking bp, 534
"pniring," 538
tie rotes, b13
personal interest, members
two-thirds vote, 512
having may not ti•ote, 522
unanimous consent, .;3i
plurality does not elect, 553
verif}•ing by division. 533
points of order during, 524
voice or vir•a ~~oce, 532
prematurely putting question, Vote in~medintely (See
also the
132
previous question), 315-2
presiding o~cer, right to, 583
presumptions as to members
W
not voting, 516
question, required to decide, ~Vnrrants, use iu legislative iu•
~•estigations, 302
520
Withdrawal of legislation, i27
recording, 528
required, generally, 510 to 519 ~~ithdrawa! of motions, '2.72 to
2i6
adjournment, 191
reconsider, motion to, 273-3,
amend, motion to, 421
appeals, 234
4~6
conference committee requestions from committee, 3fl1
port, 771
R'itnese, legislative in~•estigadebate, motions closing or
tions, 800
limiting, 3.~i8-5
compelling to testify, 801
elections, 563
~~'ords, amendments inserting or
ezamplee, 518
striL•ing nut, 412, 413, 414

Special meetings of committees,
62T
Special meetings of local legislntive bodies, i8i
Special ordery (See also nrdero
o/ the dnv), 257 to 289
conflict between. 26v, .6G
defined, 263
motions to set, 2&(
postponement, 267
~peciul reports of committees,
683
Stututorp miles
must be complied with, 11
Subsidiary motions, list of,
187-C
Cubsidiary questions, lib
Subcommittees, appointment,
powers, 860
Sub~enns in legislative investi•
gntions, 802
Substantive pro~ositioas, con•
sidered only once during
session, 159
Substitute bills, 817
Substitute measures proposed
by committee, 8S3
Suggestions, debate, not consideretl ns, 85
Summons in legislative investi•
Rations, 802
Sundays, meetings on, 203-2
reading, bills on, 720-7
Suspend rules, motion to, 279289
adopted rules, 280
amendment, 283-8
business following, 287
debate, 233-6
form, 283
implication, by, 295
motions applicable to, 283
pnrliameatary law, 280
precedence of motion, 28.4-5
purpose o[, 279
renewal, 383-8
right to suspend, 23, 281
public bodies, 281
voluntary aeeociationa, 282

unanimous consent, 23~
cute required, °96
~vlien motion in order, 712
suspension, requirement of three
readings of bills, i21
Tnl:e from desk, motion to, 493
Take from table, motion to, 492
adhering motions, 492-7
debate, 192-8, 8
motions, application to, 492-g
precedence, 492-1
renews I. 492-5
~•ote, 492-8
when in order, 492,?12
Tlking question from table, 341
Tellers, taking vote by, 539
Third reading of bills. 738
Three readings of bills, 720
amended bills, 722
Tie votes, 513
Time of meetings of local 1eQis.
lative bodies, 791
Titles to legislation, 729
Traaspoaition of provisions Dy
amendment, 411
Two-thirds vote, 512
Unanimous consent, b37
suspension of rule by, 284
Unfinished business, 714
Urgency clauses, 730
Csuut order of bneineas, 710
Vacancies in office, 668
Verifying vote by division, 533
Veto, reconsideration of mee~ures following, 458
Voice voting, 532
Voting, 510 to 638
absentee, 538
announcing e vote, 625
form ot, 525
adjourn, challenging vote on,
209
ballot, by, 538
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Summary of Principal Rules
Relating to Motions
(tan the Apeaker Be Interrupted. A speaker can be
interrupted only when some question requires immediate
consideration. The following motions may be permitted
to interrupt:
a, Questions of privilege, when urgent;
b. Appeals, points of order, and parliamentary inquiries arising out of the question or having priority
and requiring immediate consideration;
c. Objection to consideration, division of the dssembl3-,
and voting or changing a `~ote on roll call when
raised before other business intervenes.
Is a Second $equired. Seconds are not required in
legislative bodies, administrative boards and other official
public bodies by parliamentary lays.
When seconds to motions are required by rules, seconds
are still not required for actions which are not technically
motions. A member can exercise any right or privilege
given him by parliamentary law or by the rules without
a second by some other member. The following never
require seconds
a. Points of order
b, Parliamentary inquiries
c. Objection to consideration
d. Requests of any kind-as to withdraw a motion
e. Demands of any kind-as for a division
f. The exercise of any right or privilege given to any
one member
What Ia the Precedence of a Motion, The orderly
consideration of business requires that the more urgent
matters be considered first.
Usually each motion relates to other motions in such
a manner that it is clear which magi Srst be dispoeed of.

Y
Tolo County v, \IcColgnn (1901j, 132 Cal. 285, 84 Pec.
403 --------------------------------------------- 8fl7-2
Yuung v. Boles (1909), 92 <1rk. 242, 122 S,R. 498______ 580---2

z
7.eiler s. Centcal R~•. Co. (1396), 84 1fd. 804, 35 AU. 932
430-2,511-1, 512-2c, 512-3, 537-5
?.ottmnn v. San Francisco (18x2), 20 Cal. fl8, 81 Am. Dec.
`~ ---------------------------------------------- T85--1
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An amendment to auy proposition, for esaniple, requires
determination before ~~otiuj on the original proposition.
Motions are usually listed in a table of precedence in
their relation to main i~iotioi►~. Tlie iiiotioii to amend is
near the bottom of this table but «•l~eii it is applied to
the motion to recess, for esa~nple, it is toted upon before
the motion to recess, and iia this instance its precedence,
falls immediately below the motion to adjourn.
In some instances the relati~•e precedence is not so
clear, but in fairness to members the same order of precedence should always be follo~red. Iii the list of motions
in Section 187 the usual notions are listed in the order
of their precedence with reference to the main motion.
Ia the Queatlon Debatable. All substantive questions
presented to a body for its determination and all motions
which finally dispose of these questions are debatable.
All purel~~ procedural questions are not debatable.
All main questions, amendments and appeals are debatable. Motions to postpone indefinitely, to reconsider, and
to rescind are debatable because they finally dispose of
the main question. They also open the main question to
debate. 14totions to refer to committee and to postpone
definitelc• are debatable onl~~ as to the reference or postponement.
Procedural questions such as the notions to adjourn,
to recess or to lay on the table, anti the incidental motions,
escept appeals, are not debatable. These motions are so
simple as to be understood ~~•ittiout debate. They are also
not sufficiently permanent iii effect to justify debate. If
these motions are lost they can be reziewed at a proper
tinge and if carried, motions are available to meet ehanging situations. The previous question and motions closing
or limiting debate are not debatable because to permit
debate on them would defeat their purpose.
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t~ body can control debate. If there are no constitutional, stattttor~• or charter restrictions, it can regulate
debate by its rules, or it can control debate vu any yues- —
tion by a majority vote.
Oan the Question Be Amended. Any question which
could have been presented originally in more than one
form can be amended. riny question which mast be presented in a single definite form cannot be amended,
Thus, main motions, amendments, and motions like
to recess, to limit debate, and to postpone definitely can
be amended while motions like the pre~•ious question, to
lay on the table, postpone indefinitely and the incidental
motions cannot be amended.
Certain propositions, as requests and points of order
and committee reports, are not propositions of the body
in the sense that their form is determined by the body
but they can be accepted or rejected or accepted with
exceptions or limitations.
What Vote Ia Required. Generally am action can
be taken by a majority vote unless a higher or different
vote is required by the constitution or other controlling
authority, assuming always that a quorum is present.
~i majority of the members voting, and not of the
entire membership or the members present, is required
to take any action unless a higher or different vote is
required by some controlling authority.
When the constitution, charter or other such authority
requires a particular proportion or number of votes or
prescribes the manner of voting, those requirements must
be complied with.
What Ia a Quorum. A majority of the members of
anp body having a definite membership is necessary to
enable it to take any legal action, ezcept to adjourn,
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ur if it can compel its members to attend, to require the
attendance of other members.
When a body has an indefinite membership, as a town
meeting, the members present at any duly called meeting
lia~•ing authority to act.
A higher or different proportion of the members can
be required to constitute a quorum for all or for certain
purposes by the constitution, charter or other controlling
authority,
Application of Motions to Qther Motions. The following are the general rules governing the application of
motions to other motions
1. ~Nlain motions cannot be applied to other motions.
2. Subsidiary motions can all be applied to main mot10h9.

3. Any motion can be withdrawn with consent eseept
the motion to reconsider after it is too late to make
the motion.
~. Motions closing or limiting debate can be applied
to anv debatable motion.
5. 'rhe previous question can be applied to any debatable or amendable motion because it cuts off debate
and other motions,
6. The motion to amend can be applied to any motion
which eau be properly stated in more than one form.
i. Purely procedural motions are not subject to any
delaying motions but are decided as they arise.
8. Certain propositions are not questions before a body
for its determination and are therefore not subject
to other motions. Parliamentary inquiries addressed
to the presiding officer, and demands for division
of the Assembly, or division of a question when provided for, are not subject to amendment or other
motions nor, of course, to debate.
0
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Rescind -------------------------------------- l84-483 324
Rnleti
charter ------------------------------------16
38
con~titndonal ------------------------------- 8. 7
34
20
40
~oiat--------------------------------------~tatator~ ---------------------------------- 10, 11
38
suspenilon of ------------------------------- 279-289 211
Seconds to motions----------------------------82
88
Sessions of le~Watare~------------------------- 78Q-782 bb3
Special order -------------------------------- 257-289 198
BasDenuon of the rules------------------------- 276-289 211
Take from the table____________________________
492 330
Vote required --------------------------------b10 3d8

vaesns,
rule ~o~ernin~ ----------------------------- 61abS8
two-thirds rote -----------------------------b12
Wlthdrawins modow -------------------------- 2T~278

~.

348
352
208

